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PREFACE

-. X .
1^,

Overview,

• In -the period 1946-61 the territory of Tanganyika 

rapidly made the -^fansformation from a politically under-
,• V “

developed United Nations trusteeship to that' of a self- 

governing member of the British Commonwealth. Once the 

independence drive began,' it was able to achieve its ends 

in a speedy and relatively peaceful manner.

Because of the-moderate nature of the Tanganyikan 

liberation movement, as compared with the lii'ore precarious 

and erratic developments, taking place in neighboring 

Kenya and Uganda, the details, of the cotirse of ^litical 

evolution in the .trusteeship have been left largely unex

amined. This has led to.-the fo^ulation of several shallow 

generalizations'concerning Tanganyikan political develop-

ment. It is commonly maintained that there was no effec-
■ ' ■ <?*

tive black’ party within tha territory before the formation 

. j^e Tanganyika Airiyan National Uh-iprf (TA^| in 1954,

. that no serious political power, was.wielded by the European
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or Asian coniinunities during the- liberation drive, aijd that 

the nationalist movement avoided major, incidents of civil 

disobedience and unlawful activity. Finally, most surveys 

claim that XAIW’s moderate position concerning both the 

pace of political development and the future of the minor

ity communities was the product of the political philosophy 

of Julius K. Nyerere and his key lieutenants.^

Those scholeurly works which have examined political 

■dievelopBents have either been devoted to the • pre-World 

WaLC II period as in the case of Margaret Bates* doctoral 

dissertation "Tanganyika Under British Administration 

1920-1955” or focus their’attention on one particular as- 

. pect of territorial political evaluation. Thus for example, 

B. T. Chidzero's. "Tanganyika: Influence; of International . 
Organisation on Political an^d Constitutional Dw^l^ment”, 

examines only the activities o£ the Trusteeship Council.

%

}

• ■»

^hese generaVizations
are reflected in the follow- 

. hist^^^^ .Tanganyika: Judith Hare Listowel,
The Making of Tanganyika (New York: ' London- HdUse and. . . . .
Maxwell, 1965); Aleac^hdef MakiDonaia ;■ Tanzaniat Young Nation 
in^*H^-XNew York: Hawthorne Books, 1966); Hugh W. 
Stephens^>The>^litical GBransformation of Tanganyika.

, 1^^967--(New York:- Pfaeger ySpecial^^t6diea In Interw ..
.gubUaWage-^ 

Taylor, -The Political: DevelPpment: of -Tanganyika (Londoif?; 
Oxford llniveraity Press,.1963).
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JaOes^s^ela»s ''African 

Nationalism in Tanganyika" and Anthony H. Rweyemamu's

Similarly, the scope of Amon

/ •
"Preparation for Independence in Tanganyika" are both

* * - , V-!

limited to African activities and ignore the role' of the 

colonial administration, the home government, and the 

United Nations.

The purpose of this dissertation is €o present a 

detailed analysis of the factors which led to the political 

emancipation of Tanganyika and by so doing, to expand upon 

and clarify these generalizations. There has been a ten

dency in African historiography to oversimplify the libera-

J' tion movements of the 1950 period by speaking in general 

terms of "the win^s of change” which swept the continent 

after the Second world Wair. However, the risC^f political
' . <n L. ■

activity in Tanganyika was not merely the-result of a grow-

ing desire', among Africans in the truit territory for in-
. " *■'

creased participation in government affairs. Nor was it

simply the product of British willingness to abandon the 

Bather, it was the result severalcolon.ial empire.
• -

major. factorg^hi.ch Sir Andrew Coheh.vhas aptly’described
I ' - 1 v. ■

pressures". Speaking of political deyelpp-' 

ment in the post-World Vax II British B;mpi^^;^he reijoWned

^ .^^m,terrOl^ed

'k
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Africanist stated that constitutional j cuJvancenient in the

colonies occurred:

as a result of what I- propose to call inter- 
. related pressures - on the. one hand ..the pressure . 

‘exerted through the actions and policies of the 
British Government, the Governments in the ter
ritories, and public and paorliamentary opinion 
in Britain, and other opinions and attitude^ in 
the territories themselves.^ -

D O O
;

In the case of Tanganyika, the interrelated factors 

were more numerous and complex than in the rest of British 

East Africa. Political progress in most colonies ban be 

examined in light of the activities of the African nation

alist organizations and the corresponding official reaction 

on the part of the colonial power to such developments.
■ ■f “

However, the situation in Tanganyika was further compli

cated by the trusteeship status of the territof^ which made 

Great Britain accountsdjle to the United Nations for her

administrative decisions. Under the stipulations of the
" *■' - 

Trusteeship Agreement for Tanganyika, Great Britain, as

the Administering Authority, was required to submit an 

annual.. report covering all phases of-territorial develop

ment to thd'United.,The document was subject to ‘

^if Andrew .Cohen, British Policy in ^Changing A£x±ca. 
(London: Routledge and Kegan' Paul, Ltd., igs^|^

s'
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. examination by the Trusteeship Council who in turn made 

recommendations to the Cr<S^ to help plot the course of 

future territorial ameliorations. In addition, the United 

Nations dispatched a '"visiting- mission" to Tangany^a every 

three years to gather firsthand information^concerning 

events in the territory'. Thus, the policies of the Colonial 

_ ' Office were subject to the scrutiny of an international 

' agency to whom African activists could appeal for support

in.their-campaign for independence. A study of the post

war political development of Tanganyika consequently neces

sitates an examination of the attitudes of three separate 

groups: the African nati6riali,ste, the colonial power, and 

^ the United Nations.

The most active of these three forces was unquestronr 

ably the African nationalist movement. As the majority com

munity within the trusteeship (98 percent of the total 

population), it clearly manifested the greatest concern.of 

all the major parties involved with the question of consti- 

tutional devel.apmertt' tbwardS -telf-government. Although the 

immigrant Asiatr^nd, European ss’t,tlers were also deeply ef- 

fected by internal developments in Tanganyika, the factp 

that their interests^were .Weil, represented

and that they formed-such an insignificant part of the
.'--t

.*
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total population in effect removed non-Africans, from ef-

fective participation in post war territorial political
■ ^

activities. Thus, while preserving their role as influ- 

ential pressure groups, Asians ajjd Europeans never radically 

effected the course of Tanganyikan constitutional evolution. 

Black nationalism in Tanganyika as in most of sub- 

■ Saharan Africa, arose in the period immediately following 

the'Second World War. It was the product.of-bbth sudden ' 

exposure to the modern world aufforded to Africans Who 

participated in the war effort, and the opportuni^Eies pro- 

vided for increased indigenous pcocticipation in adminis

trative affairs during the-period of neglect which extended 

from the outbreak of the war until the completion of 

European reconstruction in the late' I940’s.

Prom 1945-54, black political activism in Tanganyika 

centered around local rather^ than territorial issues. This 

early political involvemen-t-was generated by African demands . 

' for increased representation in local government, a desire 

to limif the power of traditibnal nitive authorities, dis-

t/

satisfaction with, spe.cial priyi.leges granted white se-ttlers, 

and by a resentment of official agricultural policies ;^ch 

were often contrary to tribal customs. Pol: activity
■ ■ ■ " ■ ' ■■■ , .‘i • ,

during these years was limited to the formation of clubs or
. . .-V ' . ■ ••
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"associations”, generally comprised of the educated African 

elite Of a given region. The only form of protest utilized
t

was petition; The'associations continually denied that 

thdy were political parties and condemned the use. of either 

violence or civil diso'bedience to achieve their aims. They 

called for the reform of tfie existing colonial system

- t*;

for development towards?self-government.
f '

1954, the most active and widespre^^African organization

African Association (T.A.A.) which boasted 

In the early. 50's, T.A.A. had

Byrather than

was the Tangany:

of territory-wide support, 

become increasingly vocal in .its activities and in several

i

0 instances, especially in the Geita district of Lake 

Province, resorted to civil disobedience tactics in its • 

attempts to. foree tbe.government to meet its demands. • Key 

am^ng the refortAs sought by the Associatipn were: in- 

creased African political’ participation, an acceleration 

of constitutional development and an end to the forced 

agricultural methods'.

However,, because it lacked a broad faasi of popular 

•eufiport,- the^ganization WAS unable; to gain significant con - 

e'esiSfons'from-the administration. Consequently on July 7, ■

1954, Julius Nyerere, then'President-of T.^A^ convej^d 

the Association into the Tanganyika African J^Afional

•i

•

. .«•
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union,/thereby creating the territory’s first i^rician politi

cal party.Vjtfndetj-the charismatic leadership of Nyerere,

TAJNU was able to quickly gain a strong basis of pppular sup- 
► ‘ * . ..1 . 

port, and, to use its inflqence to persistently pressure

Great Britain' into granting ever-increasing political and

constitutidfial reforms.

The TAJSU platform for political development called 

for the immediate initiation of representative government 

based on universal adult suffrage without income,•property 

or racial.qualifieations. Thus it opposed the multi-racial 

theory of British colonial administration and the official

policy of indirect rfrle which called for a slow qyolution .
. . » ■ ,

of the political system through the transformation of t,he 

traditional native authorities.

In short order TANU learned to exploit the weak 

points of the colonial administration to further its own
, r-' . ■ ' -

cause. Thus, the party seyerely criticized the agricul-

i

.

f

.

)

tural methods and the poor performance of the native 

authorities to discredit British rule and gadij popular sup- ' ^

When ifrJjecame obvious/that the anii-colojrjial forces 

•in ine General Assembly and Trusteeship Council of the

e TAND

port.

United Nations were eager-tO assist'Nyerer 

l^ders astutely utilized this basis of propaganda, making)
.►v

*■- »:
■' r.•>
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four separate trips to the U.N. between 1955 and 1960 to 

speak for the cause of political advancement in Tanganyika. 

The nationalist leadersbif) also cooperated closely with , 

.the'Labour government and various liberal-and socialist 

groups within the United Kingdom. These allies inside the 

hotoe government, often members of Parliament or officials 

- within the Colonial Office, did much to advance the cause 

of-Tanganyikan emancipation within Britain.

Although TA^ limited its membership to Africans,- 

it allowed Asian and European settlers to cooperate with 

its efforts and in return gave its allies political sup- 

port at election time:.

\

:v-.

■ •'

A study of the development of self-government in 

Tanganyika .must also' include, an examina,tion ofTAe posi- 

tion of the coloilial regime. Throughout the independence 

movement. Great Britain maintained a fairly flexible and 

openminded attitude towai^ds the Question of political ad

vancement. There were several reasons for this approach. 

As the Administering,,. Authoyi^y of .the trusteeship. Great

• '-I

'

Britain goyerhgd a territorjJ' which , unlike-most 'of her

coib^Ses, she had never willfully carved out for any par-

-.r
ticuiar purpose., Ihe Crown had adminibterei 

• since 1919, first as: a League of Nations manda-6'e, and

e terr4.tbry

■5-
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after 1945 as a United Nations trusteeship. Since she did
■ ' r

not have a personal claim on the territory, Britain never 

took an adamant position in favor of the preservation of 

colonial rule in Xenganyil^. At the same time, because 

the duration of British administration under the trustee-

o

ship agreement was tentative, the territory attracted few

white settlers and investors. The Crown therefore main-

. 'tained a. flexible and low-key attitude toward the adminis- ,\

tration and development of Tanganyika. ' Throughout the

period of black political activism, the United Kingdom

never objected to the demand that the territory become

o self-governing. The Administering Authority always recog

nized that Tanganyika would gain her independence. The 

^ conflict between iMiNU and the Crown therefo:^ centered ^ 

around the queWions of how soon independence should be 

granted and the composition and framework of the goliern- 

ment erftei emancipation;.:

Since Tanganyikan, nationalism arose during the
♦A

heyday of ‘independence movements on the continent, the 

British .were^ceadily wiling to grant concessions and ‘

• th'us avoid the development of problems and expenses in

in addition,

-

. 9

/
• -1

r

r
Mau

o . TThe term ”adopted” was frequently'used by the 
territorial Administfatibn and the Colonial -Offieb’^in

•>

-itt'
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emergency in Kenya and the conflict with the KabaJka in

Uganda made the British eager to avoid development of a

third trouble spot in their East African domain. Thus, 

they adopted a makeshift policy in which they were will

ing to concede to some TANU demands, but adamantly refused 

to be pressured into any settlement which would cause a loss 

of prestige for the Crown. At the same time, the British

■ had to at least attempt to ensure that the white and Asian

settler communities were afforded a secure position when

independence was achieved. It was for these reasons that

the Crown opposed African demands for immediate self-rule

} based on universal adult franchise! Instead the-.govern- 

meht fostered a policy of slow, gradual political develop

ment based on^thd evolution of the traditional authorities. 

At the same time, a system of parity was devised to guar

antee effective representation for the minority communities.
■■ W -

. It was thus the questiojjs of ^governmental structure and the

pace of political evolution that brought TANU and the 

British administration into’ conflict.

referring fo the trttsteesbiB;;,statu^ of Tangan$-ika.
■ ’ eaiimple,-the Tanganyika Standar<^ editorial- of October'26, ■ 

.,.See,alsor Qcawford Young, “Decolonization^^ Africa’’, 
in Colonisation-in Africa Vol. IT. editedv^by L. G.. Qann and 
Peter Duighan. (Cambridge: Cambridge Uni\^^ty Press, 1970), 

. pp. 450-ae2. .

See for

1946.,
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The position of the Administering Authority was 

complicated py the political power struggle taking place 

within the home 'ig^ernmento‘ From 1946 to 1961, the 

Conservative Party continually maintcdLned that a slow pace

of political development, accompanied by substantial eco-.

nomic and social advances would be necessairy if Tanganyika

were to be granted any significant degree of self-govetnment.

The Labour Party by contrast, called for rapid advancement 

toward political self-^rule in the territory. During the 

period 1946-50 when Labour was in power, the pace of po- 

litical, economic, and social development accelerated 

rapidly. From the 1951 General Election ii^ Britain until 

the day of Tanganyikan independence. Labour members of 

Parliament, as the minority opposition, continually harassed 

the Conservative regime and,the Colonial Office with com- 

^E3.nts concerning the goaTs and

i'stration and with demands for speedy constitutional de- 
' ^ . > • '

velbpment. The Labour Party'was enthusiastically supported 

by liberal and socialist activist groups and fay the reform

)

methods of British admin-

■ •'

press. Key atitong'these supporters was the Fabian Colonial 

‘ Bureau, w.hich served as the tutor and ally of Ny^ere. The

nt with in-

■ ■

Bureau would supply liberal members of Pa:£l^

)
formation concerning territorial activities “and waged a

f."
■--ir

>

'.*1' ■r. -•
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continual propaganda campaign to gain popular support in 

' Britai^ for the rapid political advancement of the trus- 

Often, the Bureau.would undertake extensive re- 

seardfi projects to provide M.P.s with material critical 

of the slow pace of development advocated by the 

Conservative Party.

The development of Tanganyikan independence was 

complicated by the trusteeship status of the territory 

which made Great Britain accountable to the United Nations-

teeship.

for its policy decisions. After the Second World War, the . 

Trusteeship Council of the international body'became the 

arena for an ideological battle which pitted the colonial 

powers, primarily Britain and France, against the anti- 

imperialist nations, -Ifed by the Soviet Union and’^eluding ^ 

most ofs-the Communist bloc and the recently emancipated 

nations of the Third World. The anti-imperialists con-
" »•

tinually. used the.Trusteeship Council and General Assembly 

. to condemn the British ac^t,ivities in Tanganyika. As a 

■ - . result, t^y became the staunch, allies- of TANU.'^ost of

these"ofitios came ffom nations which had never hadj any 

expdri^ce in 'colonial experience. Consequently, th^r. 

condemnations and their suggestions for p'olit^^^adv^c^ 

' ment were often based pn ideological beliefs which in no
.'V

V>
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way took into account the actual problems facing Britain 

within the territory.

The Trusteeship Agreejnent for Tanganyika required 

that the United Kingdom submit an annual report of, its 

zictivities to the United Nations, The Trusteeship 6ouncil 

also had the right to dispatch a Vis:iy:ing teission to the 

- territory every three years. However, nowhere in the 

agreement between Britain and the United Nations was it 

stipulated that the international organization would require, 

the colonial power to accept its recommendations. Only 

through the pressure of world opinion could the Trusteeship 

Council force the British .to alter their official pplicy. 

Consequently, the battle in the U. N. took the form of an 

ideological contest 4' This only added to the heated and 

polemical nature'^of the debates over Tanganyika which un-

folded in both the General. Assembly aTid within the Trustee- 

ship Council. The anti-imperialist powers and the African 

nationalists realized that the British, who wbre in the 

process of transforming their Empire, into a C^monwealth,

were most Sensitive"to public'opinion concerning colonial

issi^ and exploited this weakness to force cohces

from the Administering Authority.
. . I

\ -'V
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The history of Xanganyikan political development is 

therefore essentially the story of the relationship between
f*

these three separate groups, each of which possessed a dif

ferent theory of how and at what speed constitutional 

development should take place. The extent to which they 

cooperated, compromised, and quarreled constituted the 

• prime factor in determining the course of territorial ad-

V

vancement towards self-government.

Once the nationalist movement was firmly organized

under the leadership of Nyerere, the pace of political 

development was most rapid.. Despite the administration's

insistence on gradualism,-the combined pressures frpm XANU, '

the liberals in Britad.n, And the anti-colonial powers at

the U. N. forcecf'tbe Crown to make compromise "after com

promise. in 19^, four years aufter XANU was founded,^he 

first territorial elections were held'. In 1959, elects 

ministers replaced governor-appqinted cabinet members, 

following year, full internal self-government under the

The• -n

■»

leadership of a Chief Minister was introducec^ Finally, 

on beoember 9>.JL96i‘, Xanganyi£a was granted collate' inde- 

pen^bce.

It is the goal of this dissertation 

detail the interrelationship between the Brititah Government,

minern

>

Ut
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the African nationalists, and .the Dnited iNati^^ ,

mine to what extent each of these organizations influenced 

the course of political d^elopment 

in the period 1946-61, ... '.

t

■•■i

in Tanganyika territory

Research MethodologyV

In an attempt to historically analyze the various 

contributing influences which led to the granting of in

dependence to Tanganyika, the author has concentrated on 

the sphere of politics with special emphasis on the role 

of political activist organizations and their impact upon 

the course of constitutional evolution. Consequently, the • 

issues of social, economic/ and educational developments 

within the trt^steeship have been touched up<^ only in those
• • . ; j .

instances wheq^they directly relate to'the question of ter
ritorial poli^qa^^his has been done to focus ciecucly 

i^upon the issue of constitutionaT advancement as viewed by 

the various interrelated groups concerned wit,If' the problem 

of political development within Tanganyika. -

i '

•j

• -'I

„ „ in order to shed mgfe light ppon the position of

-thjij key'^piiticai'pressure groups,^ the'author, has 'utilized , 
a number of collsctions of primary-spurce^inateri^ pjce- 

viously ignored, or only partially utilized^y earlier 

researchers#. - - - --ii. -■■tr
: •>
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Key among these are the papers of the Fabi^^n Golpnial 

Bureau located in the Rhodes Hohse Afxicana Collection,

As the leading reform group witliin Britain 

corfcernS with the development of Tanganyika, the Fabians 

maintained a steady stream pf,correspondence with key fig

ures in the nationalist movement, including Julius Nyerere, 

Oscar Kambopa, Paul Bomani, Zuberi Mtemvu and S. M. Kandorp.

■i«• r

Oxford, England.

Nyejcere himself was an active correspondent with the Bureau

In addition, the or-from his student days at Edinburgh, 

ganization's papers contain records of correspondence with

numerous white settlers, Asian community leaders, and civil 

'“administrators within' the trusteeship; The records there

fore offer informative insights, often revealing the at- 

' titude of bpth lading political figures and th^ common 

citizens of the various racial communities, or the numer- 

ous issues invoib/ed witlr the question of political advance

ment. The Fabian Bureau records,al.so contain correspondence 

with other reform groups and Labour M.P.s. As sdch they 

serve as a vital source of information coticern^g the at- 

.'- titude of. 1;fie liberal community within the home government 

^ as'a^ole;^

• •■I

A

^ij^des
In an attempt to shed further light ot the 

of members of all the interest groups, the aut^f has

■V-'
?. ..

•>
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employed the papers of numerous members of the Colonial 

Office, the territorial administrative staff, and the 

immigrant minorities, all.of wbic^ are contained in the 

Rhodes House Africana Collectiono

Since the individual papers^ and correspondence in 

the collection bear no special manuscript numbering,.the

• t

• .r .

author has in every instance possible identified the

•source by the general topic heading under which it appears

in the collection.

OJhe Tanzanian National Archives in Dar es Salaam, 

United Republic of Tanzania have also been employed in 

this dissertation. - Of particular use are -the pol^-tical 

files containing the activities of the numerous TANU 

branches throughout the territory, and theiiT^orrespond-
'V ■■■■■.

enee .with both the Union's central headqucirters and the 

coftbnial administration.. ^

The archives of both the Conservative and^jAbpur 

parties, both loca-ted in London, England con-^in a weAith 

of ,valuable, information re.yea.ling the attitude of the 

' major pdwerp.Jun. the home gpvernmen-t'concerning political 

- di^lopmehts'

of material containing the statements of^^^^lib^ralTand 

' • Tory leaders such,as Creech-Jones, James Griffiths, and

r -

■ ■■1

in Xanganyil^* Especially useful^re files

%■

■■

■ r.-■>
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Iain MacLeod. Files containing similar useful information
Vare found in the holdings of the Institute for^Commonwealthr ••-»:

1

Studies, Queen Elizabeth House, Oxford.

The author, also employed the Afiricana collection of 

Boston, Northwestern, and Syracuse Universities, as well 

as the Tanganyika'holdings of the Hoover Institute of War, 

Revolution and Peace, Stanford University and the Library

> % -

of-Congress. These sources provided, a wealth of material

in the form of official publications and material .col- -

lected“as the result of research projects undertaken by

members of the various universities and institutions. Of

special help were the papers of William Friedland concern- 

ing TANU-TFL relations,'which were located in the Hoover

Institute-. , *■'

'^nally, the Dag Hammefskjold Library of the United 

Nations was utilized to gather information concerning the 

role played by the internationalf organization and particur- 

larly the Trusteeship Council in influencing the course of 

, . territorial.political evolutipn. The papers iSt the

Trusteeship Cbyncil'pertaining to Visiting'Mission reports 

ahd'l^titions from territorial inhabitants were^articulafly ' 

helpful.

■V- ■
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By utilizing the information contained in these 

sources, the author will attempt to chronologically trace 

the history of Tanganyikan political development from 1936 

.t6.196l, in an attempt to evaluate the impact of each, of 

these interrelated factors on the course of territorial

political development.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION; OME TERRITORIAL BACKGROUND .

General Characteristics

Tanganyika is a vast and geographically diversified 

nation. Comprising an area of 362,688 squaxe miles, it 

was the largest and most populous of the eleven United ^ 

Nations trust territories and over six times the size of 

its Administering Authority, the United Kingdom. The ter- 

ritory is located just, south of the- equator, between the 

three great lakes of Africa and the Indian Ocean. To the 

Tanganyika' i-s/^ordered by Kenya and Uganda, to the 

west by^Rwanda-Burundi and the Belgian Zaire. It shares a 

common border to-the southwest with Zambigi,'-and-in<. the 

south with Pprtuguese MozambiqueThe entire east coast 

is bordered by the Indian Ocean.

' noBth,

■ ...

The Physical features .6f Tanganyika di^lay a great
I

deal* of varxat^n. The coas'tal sector-is a narrow strip .

% - >■ of'siliBy terrai-n some'ten to' fifty miles wide. This ib a"
-Cegion of low, flat' lands‘'?a.th a" tropical cfi^^e.

The •

/1
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central plateau which ranges in altitude between 3,500 to 

4,500 feet above sea level, constitutes the greatest por

tion of the entire;land mass. This area po^^sses a hot, 

dry, climate and contains numerous rivers which drain either 

into the Indian Ocean or the Great Lakes. The interior

plateau contains over 20,000 square miles of inland water

ways. It is a hot, dusty land during the dry season and

a.TL area of flash floods and earth slides during the period 

of the long rains.^ The final major geographical.feature

consists of the hilly regions of the southwest and south

east. Mount Kilimanjaro, the highest peak on the continent

(19,565 feet)- and Mount Me.ru, both located ndar the Kenya

border, enjoj^ a semi-temperate climate along their slopes

cpnseque»nt-lj/the healthiest and most desirable- 

2
regiohs^in the territory.

' and are

During the period of colonial■—'

1 '
•^c. Gillman, "A Synopsis of the Geography-of 

Tanganyika Territory", Tanganyika: Notes and Records, No. 1 
(March, 1936), 7-12.

^Great Britain Colonial'^fice. Col. No, 317,
Report by Her Majesty »s Govefnment in the UniiSfed Kingdom 
of Great Britain and Northern: Ireland to the General ' 
Assembly -od' tbe^ United Natibbs: on Tanganyika under 
United Kin'gdbiTAdm'inistratioh'^for they.year .1954 (London;

■' He^T&jesty«s Stationery Office, 1955), p. 2.'

.. . ^

->
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rule, European settlenents were largely concentrated In

this area.

Tangansrika is divided into three climatic zones.

The coastal region and immediate interior reflect tropi

cal conditions with an avereige temperature of 76° and an 

annual rainfall of 40 inches. The massive central plateau 

is a region of generally low humidity. Here, the annual

rainfall varies between 20 to 40 inches and the average 

temperature is 70°. Both, however are subject to radical

daily changes. The highlands region enjoys the most favor

able climatic condition, with a semi-temperate climatd and 

a well-balanced annual rainfall of-30 to 40” inches.

At independence, the population 'of Tanganyika num- 

' r bered 9,23£(,0{^ and was divided amcng three races: African, 

Asian g.nd European. Of these, slightly over 9,000,000 were 

Africans who were separated into over 120 tribes. Lack of 

a dominant tribal group' \^s to 1^- a distinct -Advantage to 

the independence movement since the traditional rivalries 

so common in other territories were avoided.The Asian
V.--. —

^nitel^epublio of f^nzania, Ministry of'Economic

Recf^ed Population Changes. 1948-1967. Tanzania (Dar es 
Salaam: The Govern^et^t Pinter, 196a), pp. 2-6.

2por a geographical breakdown of tri^S^r 
^p 2j page 4 and Table 1, pp. 693-695. '

oups, see

:
•>
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community, numbering apprcacimately 107,400 was comprised 

of Indians, Pakistanis, Goans, and Arabs, 

constituted less than one percent of the colonial popula

tion, numbered slightly more than 23,306 and represented

Buropeans whot

over thirty different nationalities.

The great bulk of the Tanganyikan African popula- 

. tion during the colonial period were subsistence agricul

turalists, producing just enough for their immediate 

family needs. In 1955 there were fewer than 500,000 

Africans, or less than 7 percent of the total black popu

lation who were regular Wage-earners.^ The only segment 

of indigenous agricultural society which regcilarly par

ticipated in the cash economy were those who belonged to 

' the coffep./ltnd cotton growing coo^ratives of vtbe Southern 

HighlacT^ and West Lake Provinces. Poorly developed edu

cational institutions further served to prevent the bulk 

of the African population*from making the transition from 

traditional to modern society.^In 1960 less than 10 per

cent of the. African, inhabitants cpuld be clas^fied as

V

>

J

L
1*

. .. .vL^::jA^;|umar a

’ Pldf.^ Society- (The Hague: ' Nijhoff , 1955J, p. 23. A' 
detailed breakdown of -income an^ occujpation‘for the 
three races is pfifeted" iif^hapter 2. '

J

. .. ..-Wf.
i
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literate.^ Thus, even at the threshold of independence.
■ •

most indigenous inhabitants had serious impediments to

reasonabls^'^ficient inovercome before they could become

the'art of self-goyernment.

The Asian communities occupied a middfie po§^ion

While the African population otasin Tangany^an society.

. primarily rural, the Asians were concentrated in the
2

larger townships and in the municipality of Dar es Salaam. 

Members of this community were primarily employed in the, 

wholesale and retail trades, commercial banking, and the 

civil service. Asians acted as the middle men between 

European exporters and African producers and Controlled 

many of the more prosperous import and export firms of 

' colonial T^anyika. Since many Asian famiiiee-v,sent 

their m^t promising students to universities in Great 

Britain, Portugal, and India, there was a significant num

ber of Asian doctors, lawyers, and upper level civil ser

vants. The less pros^rous memlsers of the community were

' TJnited r?ations,‘ United,Nations ;^onpm^^^^ 
and"Cultural Oroaniigation./^sic Facts and Figures (E/CN,

^It-was not until r>eoembp,r 10, 1961 that Dar es 
Salaam became the first tfiSnicipaiity to atl^^the 
status of ”oity»».

■nf-

•
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employed as artisans, semi and unskilled laborers, and 

subsistence farmers. As a^whole, they enjoyed a higher 

economic and social, status than did the indig^ous popu

lation, Since ea^eh Asian community organized its own 

private school system, the middle strata of Tanganyikan

society was far more educated than was the African com-
4# *

munity.

Despite their relative prosperity, Asians were never 

successfully united as a political force within the terri

tory. Cultural differences and the isolationist tendencies 

of many religious sects divided the race into dozens of 

~"tiny communities who'generally refused to cooperate with 

one another. The Asians thus occupied the middle position 

the Tang^yikan social pyramid, with the Afii^cans below 

and th^^uropeans above them.^

on

^For a detailed statistical analysis of the posi
tion of the Asian communi%, seer M. A. Mullani, "Asians 
in Tanganyika” (a paper in'political science for the Third 
Year Exam at the University of Dar es Sala^a,,..September, 
.19d7J, passim; Indira Rot.herjn^^ Dg^ Po^itsc|g ^ 
WirtschStUbhe Rolle dei Asiatisch^iTMihdefheit in 
Ostafrika'(Berlin; Springer^Verlaagy 1965), chapters 2,

■ 3|, 5; Daniel R. ‘smith, ”The'rr.oblems: and Possibilities of
Survival FAcint" the Asian, Coim^^ Post-Dh,uru ,

■-Tanz^A” |unp'ablishdd^M John’s University,
New York, 1971), chapters 1-3.

^ ■■ -sc

• •••:
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The European section of the pppulatibn in colonial 

f times was composed of government administrators, civil

and businessmen engaged in industry 

European planters maintained a strong hiold 

on the production and exportation of sisal, cotton, tea.

missionari^^
servants, 

and-commerce.

and coffee which were the territory’s principle cash crops.

.The European community.also monopolized the mining, trans

portation, and communication industries. The vast majority 

of all high level civil servants and colonial administrators 

were European.^

Thus, Tanganyikan society was a mixture of three

separate cultural groups, aai operating at different.eco- 

nomic, social, educational, and political levels. ■ As each 

group begap develop a sense of political identity, it 

formulat^ its own plans for the political evolution of

i'

• >

-Tf- ■

the territory. Africans,as the overwhelmiing majority of 

the territorial inhabitants., sought the creation of a 

black majority government without special privilege for the 

, . immigrant races. The European community, by contrast,

' ■ sought to preside rule by the'crown for the longest per-.

^ preferential treatment

■■ v'-'-' ■ ■■ , f.

^For a detailed .ejwaipination of the pos 
4. Espropean community, see Datta, chapter 2.. '

as British

).n of , the

■■ W
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citizens and their close affiliation with key personnel in 

t both the Colonial Office and the Conservative Party made
whites ;^^Luctant to concede to African demands for increased 

indii^enous political control. Finally, the Asian cpmmanity, 

because of its division into numerous isolated cultural and •>

religious groups, generally avoided participation; in ter- 

.ritorial political activities. While the more liberal and 

educated elements of Asian society did support the African 

nationalist cause, the majority of the middle strata com-^ 

munity remained aloof of political developments and pre

ferred to maintain a neutral position. Thus, they avoided 

incurring the hostility of either the African or the 

European activists.^ Thd^e conflicting solutions presented

'problems in^ministration and representation which
• • , *<' ,

plague Administering Authority until its withdrawal

from the territoafy in 1961.

Throughout the colonial period, most of Tanganyika 

was left underdeveloped by the British. The erratic 

, . climatic condition^ of much of'the plg^teau regiKJn, espe- 

ci'ally in fhe Southern Province-, and a -lack-of adequate 

' Wateif^uppiy in 'most axeas resulted in large tracts of

^atta, jgassim.; Taylor, pp. 26-37.

were to

-■-Tf' ■
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totally unoccupied land.^ The presence of the tsetse fly

in many sectors and the complete absence of modern trans-
portat^^ facilities caused the other regions to be sparsely

populated. In 1960 there were only 3,770 miles of lain

road and 1,760 miles of railroad serving the entire ter- 
2

ritory. As a result, two-thirds of the population re- 

. sided in pockets of desirable terrain totalling iSss than

ten percent of the entire land mass. Nearly 70 percent of
■ 3

all lands were uninhabited. As late as the 1950'.s, there

^Although Tanganyika has an abundant inland water 
supply, it tends to be concentrated in the western sector 

~^of the country. The^ central region therefore suffers from 
periodic droughts. 6yher. areas which do receive adequate 
annual rainfall are plagued by the fact.that- it is con
centrated into a comparatively short period, often causing 

' < soil erosion, land slides, and flash, floods. When the 
^ water recedes, a long, dry spell ensues. Suchr^oriditions 

are clearly unfavorable to. commercial and often even "to.; 
subsi'st^ce agriculture. For ■ a detailed study of these 

' problems, see Carl. G. Rpseberg, Jr. and Robert L, West, 
British East Africa; Problems and Prospects, Report of 
a study prepaired for thq Ro^efeller BrothersJEund, 1957 
(Boston^University, 1957)t.passim.

• . * ‘ VC..

^Tanganyika Territory, Statistical Abstract, 1961 
(Dar es Salaam: The Governmenlf^rinter, 1961) , pp. 48-57.

)

- -«■ ■

'. %rea.t Britain^, E.ast_, .Roxal Commission Cmd.
■ 9475, Basti-Aftica Royal Comml^ion 19&3-1955 Report ■

(London; ^lerTila!je’sty»s-S.tatidnery Office, l955Jr 
• p|p. .‘^4^5-476'i 'See also Map 3, p. II. *

)
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were entire districts where the. only means of modern 

connunication was radio.^t

Although sparsely settled and underdeveloped, 

Tanganyika was not a poor, dependency by African standards. 

The soil of the coastal region, the Lake Province and the 

Meru and Kilimanjaro highlands as well as certain sections

of Southern Province was suitable for commercial exploita

tion for the production of sisal, cotton, coffee, oilseed.

In addition, diaunonds, lead, coal, andand groundnuts.

kaolin, aa well as smaller deposits of tin, wolfram, and

mica are found in scattered quantities throughout the

territory.

' C HistoricaJt^ckground

. ^In 1926 when Sir Donald Cameron -became Governor of
-■“H ■

the territory, a most decisive period of Tanganyikan

political development began. It-was Cameron-^Ho intro

duced the doncept of."indirect rule" into the territorial 

administration. Under this-'system,- the. major- internal and
/ —

'. .,r .. 3^eat^it:^,^.^ltm^l pff^^. Cplonial Noy, 333,
Tan^ahyik^ Ufioer 'Uhited-Ki'ngdom-. Adminlatratiori t Report by 

- ■lteii:^feje^»S'Govdfnmdht; ih .the;^United:gingddm^^ Gfdaf 
Britain and Northern -Ire^hd tq thd General As^mbljir of
the United Natidnh:fbr tffBsydaf 
Majesty's Statibnety Ofa^ce, 1957) * para. 1*^

y
'ft

■■-ir
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external affairs of the territory were handled by the 

colonial regime and the British home government. On the 

local level administration was gradually placed in the 

hands of traditional'indigenous rulers, referred to by the 

British as the "native authorities". Beside fulfilling

y

'I

their normal ceremonial, religious and social functions,

- the local leaders were required to perform certain admin

istrative tasks for the colonial government. Included

among -these were the levying and collecting of taxes, 

maintenance of law and order, and the enforcement of 

social welfare and local development projects such as road 

construction, erosion prevention and.boundary demarcation. 

Indirect rule was thus a complex affair whereby Great 

' Britain a^t-^mpted to preserve the-<traditional sources of 

authority of the indigenous peoples and at. the same time 

to evolve these-systems, into modern governmental bodies 

and agencies. The British maintained that this method 

would ensure peaceful territorial development by making 

local leaders agents of the adminis-tratibn.' is^t the same

, , U. :":Skpan,- "Havjo Traditional Autho.r ities a . Place
• iti'MSfelern Local Government Systems?”; Journal of African
Administration. Vol. vil. No. 3JJuly, 1955), pp. 110-112.
The system of indirebt' rU'lfe was first' devisb^y Lord ...
Lugard to satisfy the nedds of British rule^i^igeria.
For a, detailed history of Lugard's aotivities;/4nd phil- •
osophy see: Frede^i*. Joh n Dealtry Lugard, - 1st’ baron, 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

s
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time it allowed Africans to gain training in self-government. 

' Modern political participation could thus gradually be 

expandedy the pace depending on the ease of adaptation

exjierienced by each'tribe. Dltimately, the system would... ^ .

lead to significant African participation in the running 

of the central government. Cameron always recognized tjjat 

British control of the African dependencies was temporary. 

Xhusj he viewed self-government as the final goal of in

direct rule.^ In addition to its theoretical goals of "

political, advancement, indirect rule also had several 

practical benefits. It was a fckx more economical system

than was direct rule, since the.great expense involved
. '.f “

in the hiring of expatriate administrators was Avoided.

It also simplified the ta^of controlling the indigenous 

popuia'^on since local administrators enjoyed a traditional

source of authority and ruled through institutions which
■' »•

were, famili.ar. to the natives.

9

Most significantly, indirect -
•

The Dual Mandate in Tropi&il Africa.(London: .Faber & Faber 
Ltd., 1965.J. The. dual mandn;te was later further modified 
by lord Ilailey to suit the hneds of the English holdings 
^in“East-atid ’teentral Africa;* J

' ^Sif iionald Cameron, ^ Tanganyika
Nigeria (London; Allpn ^d Unwin, .1989),

... . ■ ' ... t

Service and Some 
pp. 53-55.

A.

w

. *:
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rule fostered a "caretaker" attitude by which the British 

attempted to interfere as little as possible with the 

indigenous societies which came under their control. As

, opposed to the initiation of ambitious programs aimfd' at
's- \ '■ ■

westernization^'aiid modernisation, the Crown sought only

to maintain law arid ^rder in the African territories in 

which indirect rule was practiced. Britain viewed its 

mission primarily as the obligation to control foreign 

aLffairs, regulate trade and commerce, and protect Her 

Majesty's subjects within the dependencies. Thus, little 

money was expended on educationj social services, or eco- 

nbmic amelioration prpgratns' for the African population.

The system was also a major liability to African 

nationalists sirice it did lijL^tle tp overcome the parochial 

attitud^ fosterecJ by the traditional African way of life. 

This in effect severely limited the number of indigenous 

inhabitants who possessed'the interest and degree of 

political awareness necessary to actively support a 

liberation drive. Indirect rule couid therefctse be util

ized by the- British -to impede :the gr'Swth of nationalist .

• qdbs^oushess "among a people by keeping tlie African pbpu-

lation separated into traditional tribal groups.
■ ■■■• ■ ^

division of the African community into scattered and

«.■

“ *

This

-■f
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. isolated groups, each possessing a strong tendency towards 

parochialism, offered formidable barriers to any elements

of the African community who might wish to challenge colo-
>

nial rule. In summary, it was a practical solutioh for

the administration of an underdeveloped region in which 

the British, because of the tentative nature of the 

Trusteeship Agreement,sought to minimise expenses.

The, policy of indirect rule was maintained by the

British until 1958 when internal and international pres-

sures forced them to alter their system and initiate 

direct elections for members of the Legislative Council. 

Despite the long-standing’sufjport it received from the 

, Crown, indirect rule never achieved its stated goals.
V

"^The theoretical and practical values of 'indirect 
rule are well analyzed in; Prosser Gifford, "Indirect 
Rule: Touchstone or Tombstone for Colonial Policy",
Yale University, 1965 (mimeographed); William-Lord 
Malcolm Hailey, Native Administration in the British 
African Territories (Londoii: His Majesty's Stationery 
Office, 1950), and "The Foundation of Self-Government in 
the African Colonies"j United*^pire, Vol. XXXIX, No. 4 
(July-August, 1948),, 176-179'; F. A. Montague,^'Some 
Difficulties in, the Democratization of Native Authorities 
in “TanganyikA^ Journal of African Administration. Vol. . 
Illj, No. i (J^uafyf 1951); 21-37; Tanganyika Territory, 

Administration Memoranda, Nd.‘ I. Princibles of 
Native Administration- and Their.Application (Dar es 
Salaam: The Government Printer, 1930);

■ ■■ • ' ■■■ .■>
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, Rather, it became a major impediment to the development of 

modern political systems. Once given official sanction by 

the colonial administration, traditional leaders tended to 

jealouely guard their government supported cauthpritsi’ and 

to resist any attempt aimed at evolving democratic systems 

of representation at the local or central government levels, 

since such reforms would result in a deterioration of their 

traditional base of power,^ Thus, indigenous chiefs as a

whole fiercely resisted efforts to accelerate the pace of 

political development.^ It was this position which led them 

into a direct confrontation with the nationalist movement.^

detailed study of tiie effects of indirect rule on 
^ , the principle tribal groups of Tan^an^^^ in:

' Edo.uard Buetin. La Decentralisation Administrative et
L«Evoltion des structures Politiques en Afrique Ori^tal 
Britannique (Linger Faculte de Droit, 1958), cfiApterW 2-5.

- ' o ' ■
'®in Tanganyika, the. great exception to this rule 

was the prosperous Chagga tribe of the Kilimanjaro region. 
The Chagga had begun to ewlve their politicaT^system to 
include local direct elections long before an organized 
independence movement.began. The highly successful co
operative movement also trace,s«ajts origins to this tribe's 
efforts to organize the regioncoffee industry.

- • r. ••

^he attitude of the nationalist leadership towards 
risietance:^;j^3;. chiefs Us ble^ly J,^^^ in Ei B. M. - 
Barorop. MkikiMkikilfa Siasa T^ganyika. (Nairobi; East. 
AfrijC^n Literature Bureau, 1966), chapters 17-19.

/

. -A

.. ^
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Xbe shortcomings of local rule tbrougb traditional author

ities is well summarized by H. A. vrieschoff:

indirect rule which normally grants fax- 
. %-,reaching authority to the traditional tribal^ ^ 

chief and which in some instances even en
deavors to resurrect a centralized tribal 
authority, does not necessarily further the 

• policy of responsible self-government
The rulers thus favored by the system of JLn- 
direct rule jealously guard their position 
which a democratization of the administration 
would be certain to jeopardize. Therefore, 
it is inherent in this.system that those par
ticipating in the administration oppose pro
gress and Me not infrequently stout defenders' 
of the status quo.^

Progressive development in most fields was severely

• o •

e • o «

'"^limited in Tanganyika during the inter-war period. The 

uti liaat ion^^ indirect .rule produced minimal advances in
V-

political paxticipation. Consequently, the bulk of the 

African-population remained totally unaware of the function 

and purpose of modern political systems. The business re

cession of the 1930*s and •uncertaintiTconcerning the dura

tion of British tenure under the mandate system made both 

Parliament and private busindssm'en hesitant tq^invest in 

that. territ,ory. ' A disastrous famine during the early

■

' - '.V ••• ^
• • . t-

■ - - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

A. Wieschoff, Colonial Policies in Africa. 
(Philadelphia: Universitys^f Pehnsyi^^ania Fs:ess, 194$)^ 
pp. 69-70,

ft. 51

■S,
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1920’s forced the administration'to utilize most of its .

funds for emergency relief. As a result, little progress

was made towards economic development or social ameliora-
■

Uncertainty over the territory’s future was com-tidn.^

pounded in the late 1930 period, when Hitler began to make

persistent demands for the return of the for^r German 

colonies.^ The policy of appeasement pursued by the 

Western powers further discouraged development within the 

territory since potential investors feared that the man

date could’at any time be returned to Germany.^

The inter-war period was therefore one of stagna

tion during which the system of indirect rule failed to 

^^^dvance the political system. It is significant that dur

ing tbis period, the African population did not-have a :

- single fepresentative in the Legislative Council, nor did 

it have any high ranking, official to^ represent its interests

- ■

‘ K ..

^^cellent and detailed studies of conditions in the 
inter-w^ffi®'period are found in: Walter Morris-Hale,
’’British Administration in TangSnyika Frbm 19^ to 1945” 
(unpublished Ph.D;' dissertationj Univefsite de Geneve,

- ' 1969), chapters'2-3; KennethTipgham, ’Tanganyika, in-the .
Twenties: Thenera'-ef Byatt. Andi.Cameron”, Tanganyika Notes 
■and ^ofds'(March. 1959)7 18-30. * ^ '

^London Times. ’January -7, 1937.-

%3rfpaE-Schaft, ’’Germany’s Colonial Demands”, ■ 
PPreign j^fairs. Vol'. 15 (Januetry, 1957), 223-234.

"-ir

. * *
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in either the adnihistration or the civil service. At the 

same time, uncertainty over the future status of the ter

ritory discouraged pub;Lic and private investment, thus 

.denying the territory the economic and social development 

needed to evolve towards competent self-rule.

During the Second World War the territory experi-
•If.

_ ' enced another era of neglect as Great Britain minimized 

her colonial activities to concentrate on the war effort. 

It was during this period of steiff and budget shortages 

that Africans for the first time were able to obtain re-

■

g

sponsible positions in the administration and civil ser-

Service in the 'armed forcps also helped Africans to 

^^^ake the transition from traditional to modern society.

^ Qn December 13, 1946, following the actiyation of 

. the newly created United Nations, Tanganyika was trans

formed from a m^date of the League of Nations to a United

vice.

;
f-

- •-oe ‘

Nations trust territory. Great Britain, as the power re-•

sponsibleeifor the developmeijt of the territory, now received
’’ •> ■ '> •

the designation of Administering Authority.

Admit^^trativb■Framework '

The head of .ths eol^ial admipistratign in Tanganyika, 

as in the case of all British colonies, was tb^Govefrior who 

served, as the official: representative of the" Ctowh in the

-r'
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He was appointed for-a specific but variable 

number of yeairs and was directly responsible to the

, territory.

Secretary of State for the Colonies to whom he reported 

allTactivities and fTom whom he received orders and, adinin-

istrative guidelines. The Governor had the power to issue 

ordinances, to appoint official and unofficial members of
•j*.'

• the Executive and Legislative Councils,^ and to approve

legislation.proposed by the legislature. He was also

In additiCn,

he possessed the authority to deport or expel undesirable 

Although theoretically responsible to the 

Colonial Office, the complicated.individual circumstances 

^^that surrounded the administering of each territory pro- 

ducec^ .situation. whereby the activities of the .Governor.

. were seldom opposed by the home .government.

The Tang^yika Executive Council was created in 

1920 as a consultative body to advise the Governor in the

Commander-in-Chief of the territorial forces.

inhabitants.

-w

■

.... -••■In..speaking of members of either the ^ecutive or 
■ ... Legislative Connci Is-, the term "official” refers to mem- 
., bers^ who Were,colonial service ^administrative personnel; 

”un6fficialV« members were not. employed by -lihe colpnial • 
admin^tratiohV;^ ’’nominated” membiers .were veitber. bffiois^ 
or un^ficiais and were appointed by the Governor to 

..represent important..group&cor interests; ’’ei^ted” mem
bers represented electoral ‘ constituencies legis-
latur^.^^ ' ‘

■ V
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formulation of territorial policy.- Although the memlter- 

' ship of the Council varied in the course of Tanganyika's, 

political development, it nonetheless always included among 

its members the Chief Secretary pf the Government,‘the 

Attorney General, the Treasurer and the head of the Medical 

Services. Executive Council members were-almost exolu-
-ai.-

sively officials in the Colonial Services although after 

1939 “unofficials were legally permitted to join. Although 

the Governor as heeid of the Council was supposed to con- " 

suit with its members on the formulation of all important 

policy, he could act without their advice in the case of 

minor considerations and in times pf emergency. Under- 

normal circumstances,although required to seek its advice, 

the Governor was not bound to follow the recommendations 

of the Council. It was therefore by no means an effective 

check on his powef,^ If he" did ignore its advice, the 

Governor was merely requiredmake a written explanation' 

. of his deos^ion to the Secretary of State for the Colonie§. 

' The Tanganyika Legislative Council was es'^ablished.

t

- ■-y ‘

«...l^;,and:^^i;i^,inception consist 6f the :

.f

he. J.‘ Lennaird, .ed..,„gow Tanganyika is Governed 
(Dar es Salaam: The E^le i^reSs, 1957), pp.

* •* '■
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Governor, the members of the Erocutive ^uncil as ex 

officio’members, and a designated number of both official 

unofficial members, all appointed by the Governor. Thus, 

at the time of its creation, the Legislative Gouncilwas 

neither elective nor representative. The chief function of 

the council was the initiation of legislation ”fof the 

■peace, order, and good government of the territory".^ Its 

position was.clearly subordinate to that of the executive 

branch. The Governor had the power of veto’over legisla-' 

tion and could also refer bills to the home government for 

the signification of Her Majesty's pleasure. With the 

official side of the council possessing a majority, .the 

legislative branch of government formed no real opposition 

or coujjterforce to.the authority of the administration.

The various government departments worked in close 

cooperation with the executive. The heads' of all the 

1 central government, agencies’formed a secretariat under 

• the supervision of a Chief Secretary appointed by the 

' ...Governor. Thfe Chief Secretaryvwas the immediate supervisor 

of all administrative officers and communications from
. . . - -v ^ -i- .

yafipus. d.ejJMtmei^^^^ through him to the Governor.
- - - - —-r—"" ‘ ■' ■ ' ’£2^

Tanganyika Territory, Legislative Goun^, 
in Council. 1926. Article XIV. / -

J.

X
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- The Chief Secretary alsp^served as,the Governor's deputy 

and was the Leader of Government in the Legislative

Council. He was also an appointed member of the Council,

. as were the heads of most important administrative depart- 

^ The territory of Tanganyika was pairtitioned for 

administrative purposes into eight provinces, and each 

province was subdivided into districts (see Map 4, p. 492). 

The head of each province was the Provincial Commissioner 

who was responsible for the maintenance of law and’ order', 

tax collection, internal improvements, control of the 

_ police force, and supervision of local courts in his do

main. The District COmmissiopers were responsible for 

similar duties in their region and were answerable to the 

Provj^ciai Commissioners for their activities. , It was at 

- this levfel that, the real authority of the government was 

directly exercised, since it was the obligation of the 

District and Provincial Commissioners to supervise the 

eyeryda^^ctivities of the., indigenous populatipn, and to 

translate, the general policies and regulations drawn up

by the eentral^overnment, into, .terms applicable to the
■■ -

^B. T. G. Cbidzero^pcTangafayikaTand International 
Trusteeship (LondonOxfprd University Pre 

.4^. 54-S9.

ments.
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particuleir tribal groups living within their spheres of. 

influence.
r

Finall^/jj^^ajythe lowest level of the administration 

were the native authorities, with the obligation of en

forcing local government regulations through the guide-

Thus, African’

paarticipation in the administration was kept at a minimum.

lines of their traditional institutions.

It was, not until December, 1945 that the first two

Africans were appointed to the Legislative Council.

The Nature of the Trusteeship Agreement

Tanganyika's' position as a, trusteeship clearly 

separated it from the other British holdings in.East

Africa making the Crown accountable to the Trusteeship 

Council for her activities in the terri-tory. The basic ob- 

ligation of the British, as stated in the United Nations

■ad\^cement of the inhab-

;

Vi

Charter, was "to promote” the

itants of the trust -territories, and their progressive
«>Ci.

development towards self-goXrernment'or indepgjidenee” * ^ 

,With spee^-fic reference to.-the Trusteeship Agreement for

• Britain pledged tb'^^develop free political.

. ^Char’ter of,the United Nations, Arl^
See Appendix A, pp. 675-680.

t .

gk 76 (b).

e
• if
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institutions and to foster participation in these oh the 

part of the indigenous population who would ultimately 

gain control of the political system.^ Although the goals 

bf British trusteeship were clearly stated in the Agreement, 

no provision was made to control the methods employed by

the Administering Authority in reaching these objectives.

Britain alone was in a position to determine the rate at

which the advance towards self-government would take place, 

and to decide the actual structure of the political system^ 

which was to,evolve in Tanganyika. Although she had to 

report her activities to the U. N., there was no system 

established to allow the international agency to force-its
■1' V .

will upon the Administering Authority. No provision was 

made i^either the U. N. Charter or the Tanganyika 

.Trusteeship Agreement to allow for the transfer of control 

from one administering authority to anothef.

t

I
- -w- ■

Under the stipulationvof Article 87 of the U. N.

, Charter, the supervising authority of the United Nations 

■ ..was placed in "the hands of the Trusteeship Council. This.

-■»

•->

special bpdy.’was>cqmprised of one reprehentafive of,.each

member estate. Each administering authority had its own
- -■—7' ' - ■ ■ ' 05®,

For the full text of the Trusteeship Agrei ‘ 
see Appendix B, pp. 681-691.

nient,
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. delegate to the Trusteeship Council who was empowered to 

vote on Council resolutions. In addition, each adminis

tering authority was permitted to have a Special Represen- 

tative who could not vote,, but who was an expert ot? a‘given 

trust territory. This territorial expert accompanied the 

voting representative at council meetings whenever major 

issues were being discussed.

r

The duties of the Trusteeship Council were clearly

enumerated in the U. N. Charter. It was their responsi-"

bility to examine all reports by the Administering 

Authority and all petitions received from residents of the 

trusteeship. These reports and petitions were debated by 

the Council, which then made written observations and 

reco^epdations in the form of resolutions, based on a 

. majority vote by the Council members. Resolutions were 

forwarded to the General Assembly. The Fourth Committee-of 

this body wouSd then debat,e the issues involved and either

-w '

9

' •••;

formulate, its own views or adopt those of the Trusteeship

Counc^il. The. final'conclusions of the Fourth'^ommittee 

were then .for^ajrded to the Administering Authority via • 

the' Ut N. Secretariat,.

The Trusteeship O^cil'also bad the 

formplate an annual questionnaire concerning political.

j'

ation to

t ,

a -r
5,
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. economic and social developments-in the dependencies.

These questions were to provide the framework for the re

quired annual-report of each administering authority. The—— 

.colonial power was required to. make a clear and specific 

answer to each issue raised in the questionnaire.

Finally, the Trusteeship Council under Article 87 

(c) of the U. N. Charter, was obligated to send periodic

visiting missions to each of the trust territories. These

visits, designed to provide the Trusteeship} Council with' 

first-hand'information gathered by its own members, began 

^in 1948 and toured Tanganyika every three years until 

1960. Visiting mission teams^wefe appointed by the' 

Trusteeship Council from among its own members and con- 

sistfid of delegates from both the administering, authorities 

- and the :^on-administering members of. the Council. The pur-
• —• , 'ftfiT' , .

pose of each mission was to-gain first-h^nd information 

concerning all aspects of territorial development. Visit

ing teaiSS'* would interview colonial officials, local leaders.

/;

-—K '

*

• and privE^te "citizens and would accept delegatidhs^nd .
. -..f- ,

petitions from^he- resident, population
. . . . . . . . . .
required to draw up a detailed report of its observations 
and conclusions whibh was,^submitted to the Tr0%^ship 

Council. The Cpuncil would debate this report, and issue

Each mission was
i-.

••• #
■ -:-lr
■

s, ■ t’
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. its own conclusions which would -be forwarded to the 

Administering Authority. The Authority would then be freey

to issue its own statement thus making official its re- 

action to both the Mission Report and the Trusteeship .

Council's observations.

The Trusteeship Council therefore engaged in multi- 

fold activities which allowed it to examine conditions in 

each trust territory and to make suggestions to the 

Administering Authority. It was not howeyer in possession

of any clearly established method of forcing its will upon

The nebulous position of the inter

national body was well-expressed by Sir Edward Twining, 

the Governor of Tanganyika;

the colonial power.

^ .under the Trusteeship Agreement the admin
istering power, which is the United Kingdom,* 
wasr^ltimately responsible [to no on^ ..'..
The Trusteeship Council could debate our af
fairs, could call for an annual repdrt, could 
send a visiting mission every three years, 
and could receive petitions.- But if we did 
not agree with their views and their resolu- 
tioftS^, it was our responsibility to decide 
what was best for Tanganyika.! •

;/.

' --n

r'.'

1 •
■';^w^^"lbfd Twining, ''Tbe Nine YeM§-in.;

• ^ah^^yika'*; &?rican Affair's, vbl. 58, No. 230 (January, 
1959), 17, • -
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The Crown’s position as the ultimate decision maker 

in matters pertaining to territorial development was 

strengthened by the fact that the Trusteeship Agreement 

' gave the British full legal, administrative, arid ;^ris- 

dictional powers over Tanganyika. This included the 

right to establish military bases and the right to join 

the territory into economic, administrative or customs 

unions with the other British holdings in East and 

Central Africa.^ In summecry, the British Government was 

given oer,tain clear and well defined powers as the agency 

responsible for the control and development of Tanganyika. 

At the same time hotSever,- the guidelines of its obj^iga- 

tion to advance the territory towards self-government and 

the^ight of the Trusteeship Council to supervise and 

evaluate the Crown's fulfillment of this requirement were 

formulated in-the vaguest ,of terms. Thus, the British . 

could readily, define the-extent' of their authority while 

the. in^grnational agency was in a much weaker position 

if it wished to ..opppse Crowp policy. .

g

i

t
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^cbitjzero, . pp;, 39^8. j,
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As a result, the only possible source of pressure 

that .could be applied to the Administering Authority was 

the impact of public debate and the use of polemical de- 

' bate and propaganda in both the Trusteeship Council and

As the Uo N. became divided between

?

the General Assembly.

the colonial and anti-imperial powers in the fifteen, years 

preceding Tanganyikan independence, such tactics were em

ployed with increased frequency to the harassment of the 

British and to the benefit of the African nationalists.^

The Genesis of the Liberal Reform Movement

During the Second World War it became apparent to 

Great Britain that the changes produced.in.ber depend- 

. encies as a result of the war effort, coupled with a major 

shift in world public opinion concerning the desirability 

and justification of maintaining an empire, were producing 

a trend away from imperialism and toward self-rule. As a 

result, the Crown began tb accelerate the pace of develop-

I
5

A

-•-V *

* '-'i

meht within its territoriesrecognizing that most depend- 

ent'area.s would ultimately attain at least internal self- 

government, 'th Order to,assist, the increased pace of 

development. Great Britain abandoned her traditional 
policy of insisting that> the colonies bear aCl^Sjpenses

■) . o
it

6
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involved in tlieir administration and development.^ 

mined to assist~the internal auJvancement, in 1940 

Parliament passed the Colonial Development and Welfare

This bill allocated^5,p00,000 for projects designed

Deter-

!

• Act.

to help exploit the resources of the dependencies and for

improvement of the feteneral welfare services of colonial 

peoples.^ In 1945., a second act was passed which provided

-an additionalS120,000,000 to be granted over a ten year

period.

The Crown therefore recognized that substantial 

aid would have to be allocated to the African dependencies 

and steps taken to.advance the territorial political system
•t' ‘ -

which would ultimately be controlled by the indigenous 

population. However, the home government was divided into 

rivaCl, factions, each with a separate concept of both the 

pace at which the programs of advancement should be con

ducted, and the actual ...structure of the independent gov- ,. 

ernm^pt once self rule was attained. The Tory faction 

maintained that the established system of

9

•

rule,*

t*

•^l^ehsf pp, :73-74v - _ .r, , ‘

^Great Britain, Public General Acts (1940), 3 and 
4 George VI, chapter 4& . •
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coupled with a maintenance of guaranteed^ protection for

the minority communities, would have to be preserved if a

moderate and well balanced form of political system was

, , .to emerge. The conservatives repeatedly stressed the

necessity of preceding political advance with substantial

, social, economic, and educational reform programs which 

would naturally encompass a period of several generations.

Liberal reformers by contrast (generally aiffiliated with

the Labour Party), insisted on a rapid acceleration of

Tanganyika's political system even if such advances ex

ceeded the pace of social, economic, and educational 

development. Refofrmbrs argued that ohiy immediate andp

. i '

direct exposure to modern political processes would truly

prepare the indigenous population for viable self-rule.
^ ' ■ ■■ ■ ■ ■

■ ^ Clearly, the most influential and prestigious of 

the liberal activist“groups was the Fabian Colonial 

Bureau. Founded in October 1940 by Labour M.P. Arthur 

Creech-Jones and the British socialist reformers Rita 

Hinden, James Betts, and Metrjorie Nicholson ^i|.;,ian ex- 

tension'of the Fabian Society, the Bureau's purpose was 

, . 'tor^ollect. and coordinate, information concerning activities 

in the dependencies ■and.T:Jo foster popular dM^d for the, 

dissolution of'the Empire. As a branch of the feiti.sh

- ■

)
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Fabian Society, the Bureau operated as a progressive re-

form group dedicated to the gradual spread of worldt

socialism. With paarticular reference to the British de-

. pendencies, Fabians sought to end the traditional concept 

of an Empire based on mercantilism and exploitation of 

underdeveloped regions by the European powers and in its
‘¥.

place create a Commonwealth of freely participating

states. Primary among the socialist aspirations was the

^ plan to introduce a series of long range e.conomic and

social reforms which would distribute the goods and

Services of the British Commonwealth among its inhabi

tants on a more equitable basis. The. Bureau believed that 

a rapid pace of political development, coupled with sub

stantial economic aid, was needed to stairt the dependencies 
^ " ■ ' ■ . ■ . '• ■■■ 

on the road to self-rule. Fabians maintained■that politi

cal self-dejfcerminatioh baeed on rule by. the indigenous 

“ population of each territory,was^essential if racial 

tension which could undermine the planned Commonwealth 

of freely participating states, was to be avoi 

- Fabian Bureau therefore dedicated itself to cooperation 

. witb^lSie emerging nationalist groups Within the British 

Empire. Key among its boopferative efforts. was ^h^soeial- 

ist campaign aimed at educating the British public in ’

- i-

' ^

f., .The
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territorial affairs to foster a spirit of popular support 

within the home government for the liberation movements.^ 

One of the major tasks of the Bureau was to coordi-

' nate the efforts, of members of Parliament sympatfjetic .tq 

the cause of colonial emancipation. The Fabians exten

sively researched controversial colonial issues and for-

warded their findings to their Parliamentary allies. One

of-the standard tactics employed by the Bureau was to pre

pare a list of questions for M.P.s to ask .in the House of

Commons in order to solicit information concerning govern

ment policy or to encourage public interest in colonial

As the Bureau expanded its.operation, it began 

to tutor members of Parliament who had special interest in

affairs.^

^ %.A. Emerson, "Introduction to the File J^istings 
-v of the “gabian Colonial Bureau'Papers", Rhodes House

Africans Collection,.Oxford, England. Emerson's intro
duction offers -a comprehensive study of .^he Fabian 

„ Bureau's philosophy and activities. The complete records 
of the Fabian Colonial Bureau (hereafter referred to as 
FCB), are held in the Rhodes House Africans Collection^ 
Oxford,«g.ngland. Rhodes House is the principal British 
archives dedicated tq the ‘coileption, of priraa';^ source 
material concerning, all aspects ,of Qreat Brite^fSs ■ 
African dependencies.

. - 2Tbis; l^t^ Us qutlihed;.in a,letter frojn'lDoctqr
Ritafflinden; Secretary of the FCB to James Johhsbn, m;.P. , 
July.20, 1950. See alpo Hinden^to F., Skinnard, M.P., 
March 31, 1949, FCB’papers^ ' ' €2^ •

/.
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a given territory, in an attempt to make them quasi

experts on some aspect of that territory’s colonial situ- 

By 1955, the Fabians had no fewer than twelveation.

members of Commons who concentrated on issues invplving, 
Tanganyika.^

The Fabians were by no means the only liberal or

ganization concerned with the colonial question# During

and immediately after the Second World War, scores of

activist groups sprang to life in Great Britain. Key 

among these associations were; the Union of Democratic

Control, the Women’s International League for Peace and 

Freedom, the London'Race Relation 6rbup, the Aborigines 

Protection Society, the Racial Unity Movement, the 

Women’s Commonwealth League, The League of Colonial 

Peoples^ St. Joan’s Alliance, the African Bureau, the 

Anti-Slavery Sqpiety, and the Friends of Africa. All of

-—1{ '

^List of-M.P.s, denoting their "fields of concen
tration”, dated February, 1955, in the miscellaneous 
notes ^ paper files, FCB papers. The listjs in the 
handwriting of Fabian Secretary Marjorie Nicli^^op,
The ft.P.s so noted were;, FeriSier' Brockway, Harold Davies, 
Rt,-Honi.Hilary Marquand, ,SirrLeslie Plummer, W.,T, 
Proctor, Eiren6*-White, W. Tom Williams. Lord Farington,

. And-^d ‘of Listbwel. -John'Hyhd was'designated as 
an expert on Tanganyikan constitutional problems, and 
along with EiceneT^ite' sbarqd tfie designation 0,i^n ax-. 
pert on race relations . within the territory.

• '1
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these organizations shared as a common goal the termina

tion .of colonial rule and the transformation of the Eihpire

into a Commonwealth of freely participating states. The 

liberal activists produced a continual stream of.inex

pensive pamphlets and newsletters aimed at making their

Views on colonial eiffairs well-known to the British pub- 

. lic.l

During the weir period, Labour Party members of 

Parliament, encouraged by the liberal actisrists, began ^ 

to raise questions concerning British colonial policy in 

Between 1940 and 1945, Dr. Rita Hinden, 

Secretary of the Pabian Colonial Bureau, corresponded

f

Tanganyika.

-t ■

^For a sampling of the policy positions of and 
polemical techniques employed by these groups see: The 
Anti^Slavery; and:..Abqrigijn,e.s' Protection S.ociety, ^ 
International Colonial Convention (London; The Anti- 

- Slavery and Aborigines Pr^^^^ 1943); James
Frederick Greea, The British Empire Under Fire (New 
York: The Foreign Po.licy. AssoGiati^^^^^

‘ Labour Party. The Labour Party’s Post-War Policy for the 
African and PAdifSc ^lohies fLdndon: Victoria House . 
Printing ..Co,,. Ltd., 1943); Rita Hinden, Downing Street 
and the^Coionies (London:- -Fabian Colonial ^cjiety, 194E); 
Rt. Hon. Viscount Samuel, ’’The'British Col6^|:System aud
its Future” (paper presented at the'Annual Meeting bf the 
Anti-Slave-ry .and AboE&,ines;P»teo;tidn; Society, . June 10,. _ 
1943); Michagl"~Scott; Civilization in Africa (I^hdonr? The 

• JfelKiwship^-of-Reconciliation, 1944)?™
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continually with E. Harvey, a Labour M-P. At her encour

agement Haxvey initiated a policy of insistent questioning 

to gain information concerning government aid for the 

fledgling native coffee cooperatives in the territory.;

feau's belief that such an organization could

It

was the

form theXbasis of a program of economic amelioration for
<» \ T
the African inhabitants.

•♦4

At the same time, M.P. R.

Sorensen plagued the Secretary of State for a guarantee 

that pferraaneht white settlements in Tanganyika would not^ 

be permitted, at the expense of the African population,
O

via the practice of land alienation. In February 1944, 

Harvey protested against the use of'forced labor and a}

lack of effort on the part of the government to improve
3economic and social conditions in the territory. ’ He

later- called for a Parliamentary examination of.working 

conditions within the trusteeship,^
- -V ■

and for a study to

^Rita Hinden files,'rCorrespondence with MP's, 
1940-45»», FCB papers.

■ ■ r
■Rita Hinden to R. Sorensen,

1943/ FCB papers. "

^'ipdetr

. . .TOB^^persv-;

JanuafjT^^February 15,. 

to E.- T. Harvey,, torch 6, 7, 12, 1^, 1944/

v.-'-

%arvey to Hinden', July-6*, 1944,. FCT pape^s^^

) e
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determine wbat steps could be taken to raise the African 

stand^d of living.^ Finally, the Fabian Colonial Bureau 

conducted an investigation into the use of conscript
. , O

labor on sisal and rubber plantations in Tanganyika.

Thus, before the termination of the Second World 

War, the Fabian Bureau had established a well-organized 

and influential research and pressure group dedicated to 

the termination of colonial rule. Although the socialists 

recognized that Britain was ultimately prepared to free ^ 

the colonies they were not satisfied with the Crown’s

nebulous plans for territorial advancement. Rather, they 

called for a concentrated effort to ameliorate conditions0
• f.- • .•

in the territories as soon as possible and the initiation 

of immediate programs of modern political development. 

Writing-Jfco Arthur Creech-Jones, later Secretary.of State 

for the Colonies, Rita Hinden remarked: .

The general limitation of^colonial policy 
as we know if at the moment, that is to say, 
Trusteeship leaditig to self-government, is a 
vagS^ undefined future^ -combined with tjie ^
Colonial Develoi>ment and'Welfare Act.

. seems, to me tlTat neither' this poTitical

• : %i^^^ Hafvey, July 20, 19-14, FCB papers. '

^FCB pesearch nbtes, April 13-Slay 4, 1944
papers.
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concept nor this economic concept is suffi
cient to meet the nee^s of today..,.

The whole position in Eastern and Central 
Africa demands a much bolder treatment than 
the present policy, either economic and 

..political, can offer.^

Thus, by the end of the Second World War, Great 

Britain stood prepared to make a gradual but major change 

in her^olonial policy by slowly evolving her subject 

peo^e towards self-government. At the same time there 

existed within Britain an active liberal socialist move

ment dedicated to accelerating the pace of development 

towards" independence within the colonies. By 1945, the 

^abian Colonial Bureau had already taken a keen interest 

in the territory of Tanganyika,and had begun to defend 

African interests there via its allies in Parliament.

n

With i>he-termination of the war, the change from, mandate 

- to trusteeship status provided the anti-colonial forces in 

the United Nations and esj^cially within the Trusteeship -
e.

Council (led by the Soviet Union, and closely supported by

both the^ommunist bloc nations and the recently liber- 

- atpd Colonial territories), with the weans of scifbtinlzing
•>>

and protesting-^itain' s Tangauyiican policy,

■•uinden to ArthC^jnCreech-Jones,: June 22,
.3
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The stage was set for a confrontation that would 

f accelerate the development of self-government in 

Tanganyika at an unprecedented pace. The one factor

lacking was the existence of a viable African nationalist 

movement. The only significant political group within

the territory was the Tanganyika African Association, 

^hich in 1940 had a membership of less than one hundred, 

and which limited its activities to petitioning.^ Once 

a viable'party was formed and the indigenous population 

given reason to participate, the Tanganyikan independence

drive would be able to meant a serious program of political 

This would result in. an alliance with thedevelopment.

liberal forces in Britain, and close cooperation from the

The end result

would be 'the rapid political evolution and emancipation

anti-imperialist elements in the U. N.

- —W

, of Tanganyika terid-toxyo

■■■

■

. Ji

~ ./ -
%ailey. Native- Administration in the Britis'h 

African Territories, p. 217. ^ ”
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CHAPTER IIr

IHE GENESIS OF POLITICAL ACTIVISM 1945-50

Introduction

Immediately following the Second World^War, the 

seeds of nationalism were sown throughout the territories 

of sub-Saharan Africa. Africans returning from the 

military and other wair-related occupations had been ex- 

. posed to modern political and social systems and to pau:-
... . . . I • .

ticipation in a cash economy' for several years. This

exposure, coupled with a change in international attitudes

towards the entire question of colonialism was to produce 
■ ' ■ ■ . .. ... 

a series-of continent-spanning independence drives which
V

were to emauicipate most colonial holdings within two 
'decades.^

1

4

In 1945 Tanganyika seemed to be one of the terri

tories least capable of producing a viable’^ta^^^list

^hbiias jFfedgkin, Nationalism in Colonial A^ica ' 
{New • New- York University Presb,' 195V), introduokoir.

. Ji .
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movement. The bulk of the population continued to follow

traditional, tribal life styles, with little concern for

No African political party ex-their political futures, 

isted, nor was there any organized group within the ter-

In Ftebruaryritory which dbjected tc government policy.

1945,.G. A. Xomiinsen, an Assistant District Officer, made 

the following comment in a letter to Rita Hinden; -A

Politically, we have no worries - the people 
here...are very backward and will have to be more 
or less spoon fed'... jfo:^ years. Their tribal 
organization, like so many stock people, is of a 

loose kind; they value the European assist- 
little except to stock disease remedies.^

very
ance

In March of the same year a member of the Tanganyikan 

- medical department staff noted that:
I

< The one. fundamental reform in the territory ^ 
should be' political. There is, in spite of 
good will and ^hard.work, no democracy whatso
ever Here. ...indirect rule is only function
ing' ofi minor points' and is completely dependent 
on the sanction in personal and public affairs 
from the administration, is virtually and in 
practice-dictatorial, benevolently so,, but.^dic- 

’ tatorial. The majority, the vast majority of 
the people is gicH without any politidal re- 

" sgonsibility, it dbes not participate, ^t All 
in the determination of its fate. The dbV^ous 
result is a .mental stagnation which condemns

f.

A., Toml%gon tb.Rita Hidden, February 22, *1945, 
Seb a^^ N. V. Rounce, Senior AgriculturalFCB papers.

.Officer, Mwanza to Rita Hinden, Febru^y 3, 1945.

;/..
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every project, even every move in the right 
directionto a, often responseless, effort of ' 
administrators or technical officers....^

In the early post-war years, lack of political con

cern was coupled with economic and. social stagnation. The 

wartime budget had negated the possibility of economic 

advancement and" internal improvements. Poor weather con

ditions during the period of hostilities added to 

Tanganyika's problems. By the end of the war most of the 

territory's more fertile lands had been seriously over

worked. In addition, no plans existed to begin utilization

of the vast unoccupied sections of the territory.^ Food
■ . • • .

was seriously short, and the danger of widespread famine

V

^R. Ollendorff to^FCB, March 1, 1945, FOB files. 
Ollendorff served as Sleeping Sickness Surveyor in 
Tanganyika for twelve, years, /liis letters, although often 
awkwaordly phrased (OJ^endorff was"a German refugee) offer 
keen insights into’post-war territorial conditions.

^Conditions described in the territory at the end 
of the war are ,well described in; Great Britain Colonial 
Office, Colonial No, 2'20, Report ^ Ma.jestv's 
Government in the United kingdom of. Great Britain and 

“ Northern Ireland tb the‘Trusteeship Council of the iinitad i 
Nations on the Admihistration of Tanganyika for the Year^ 
1947 fLondon; His Majesty's Stationery Office, 194877^ 
pp, 2-80; Sir' William I>latt j »Problems in^ast Africa- ’ ^ ' 
from 1941-19f4”, United Empire.. Vol. 'JQQOTl, No. 1- (Jan.- ’ 
Fteb., 11946}^ ;^-7j:^^n^;^T#!;itoiy^ In O^^ of' 
Post-War Development Proposals fPar es ^- -

^Annual^ateports of the Provincial Commissioners for the 
Wear 1945 (Par es Salaam; The Government Printer, 1946), 
passim*? ^ ^ '

VC..
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was imminent.^. Little private development could be hoped

for since the trusteeship status of the territory made
* /•

-Tanganyika an undesirable area for investment. The war

time budget of the home government made development via 

public funds impossible. As a result, few social service 

improvements cfccurred durirtg the war years. For example, 

no significant advancement in African education had been 

made since the 1930's.^ It.is small wonder that when Sir 

Edward Twining assumed the Governorship of Tanganyika in
V

1949, he described the territory as having been ”in moth

balls” since 1919.^ Yet, in spite of this stagnant situa- 

tion, within fifteen years Tanganyika was to m^e the

transition from colonial rule to full independence;
»

It was the Administering Authority itself which 

took the first stepf to transfer^Tanganyika from a passive.

^n February 22, 1945, G. A. Tomlinson, Assistant 
District Officer of Mbulu, wrote to describe conditipns 
in the territory. He stated that food supplies were^so ^ 
scarce .that the.government was finding it difficult to 
conscript laborers. Most natives^o longer met. the-- miwj 
mum weight requirement' of 120 lbs. FCB files.

. - ^N. Langford-SiSith,-”The Muoation of ^ricap-R^
. Communities: Fact. Theory and Actibh”,-^anrgAnyika..Notes.. 
-and Records, No. 22 {Decembei^l946)', 3-13. -■

Tanganyika Standard, December 27, 1949.; j:
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,
undereducated, subsistence level society to a modern state, 

l^be British realized tt^at independence movements would
r..

a?ise in most territories shortly. In order for self-rule 

to succeed, these states would have to be politically, 

economically and socially advanced. In 1943 Oliver

Frederick Stanley., Secretary of State for the Colonies, 

announced Britain's plan to accelerate the pace of advance

ment in the Empire:

We Euce pledged to guide Colonial peoples 
along the rosuS to self-government within the 
framework of the,British Empire. We are 
pledged to build up their sodial and economic 
institutions, and we.are pledged to develop 
their natural resource^ ^

It was with this end in mind that the Coldniar 

Development' and Welfare A,ots of 1940 and 1945 were passed.^ 

In addition to tfiese actions,several specific programs 

for Tanganyika itsel?^were established. In 1947 a Ten- 

Year Plan for the Development of African Education was- 

initiated, aime'd at increasing the total African enrollment'

o • • • •

■1 •

A

%reat Britain, Parliament, Parliamentary DebateS'^^ 
(House of Commons) , Vbli- 391, C61. 48 (1943).' " '

; ^2Great'Britain, British
CentfaT Office of Informatioh,>iapl6nlal Beveiopment and . 
Wiei-^je lM6-li^5 (London: British Information Services, 
1956), pp., 3-7. .f.
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in the territory’s scbools from 112,000 in 1946 to 282,000 

by 1955.^ In 1947 an all out effort was begun on the 

. part of the government to encourage Africans to form co

operative unions. It was believed that cooperation would

provide an effective means of allowing the indigenous 

population to make.the transition from a subsistence to 

a cash economy. As a'result, cooperative membership rose 

from 58,000 in 1947 tdr157,000 by 1953.^ 

belief of the Administering Authority that an extensive

It was the firm

program of economic and social development would have to

precede any advancement in African political participa

tion.^ .

^ang^ny.;iJ»,Territory.,. Year Plan the
Development of African Education (Dair es Salaam: The 
Government Printer-, 1947), p. 1^

^Great Britain.-^nnual Report to fhe Trusteeship 
Council. 1947. p. 252... Tanganyika Territory, Department 
of Labour, Report. 1953 (Dau: es Salaam: The-Government, 
Printer, 1954J, p. 43.^

%he official publications of the Briiish 
- Government-, andjjoth the. oonserya-ti^Eg^and moderate press 

basica.lly shared the paternalis-tic be^ef that ext^^ve 
• economic advancement and . social evolution would have to 

precedW any attempt at inueased African political pai^
. ticipation. See, for eoia^leL K. B, Ay; Db^on, ’’Mens '

■ ■ ■ Sana?*,, Tanganyika Notes and Records. No. 25 (June, 1948), •
48-55; Great Britain; BfitiSb In^drmation Service's,
^fiean G>jal’|enge (New York: British Information SMvice, j, 
1945); Exisapetn Hoyt, ”Economic Sense and the Basf^ ' - 
A^rican’»i igoignm Se’&iew, XXIII (January, 1947); L. &.v%
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. Unfortunately for the colonial fegime, the plan of
•

Whilegradual development contained several major flaws.
?

r-
the, pace csf economic and social development was acceler

ated, territorial political advancement remained stagnant

under the system of indirect rule. The failure of the 

British to coordinate- advances in other fields with sub

stantial political development was to create a gap in 

constitutional development"which was to be filled by 

Tanganyikan African nationalists working outside the gov

ernmental framework. At the same time, despite their good
V

intentions, the economic and social development plans pro

duced widespread discontentmentT^ Attempts to advancd 

agricultural and cattle production resulted in a series
■f

I

of government regulations which violated tribal customs

Attempts to advance the economy
- -TC

via white settlement and land alienation were seen as a

and traditional,values.

grave threat by the growing nationalist leadership. The
■ -

ill-fated Groundnut Scheme produced serious doubts con- 

corning •'the capabilities of the administration to'^iriti'-
*

ate practical economic programs. .The hiring of Asians

Mair, Self-Government or Good Government? (London: The 
London Institute of World Affairs, 1958); PStro C. ' 

’‘Wntamf)o, ’'Tlte African and How to Promote His Welfare”, 
Tanganyika NoteS'Cnd Records, No.. 18 (December. 1944).

A
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and Europeans to fill positions in the expanded admini

strative staff was fiercely resented by the ever-growing 

-.number of literate Africans who sought positions in the 

government service.

Thus, the colonial administration's attempts to 

improve the educational, social, and economic situation 

of the territory provided a source of widespread resent

ment which was eadily exploited by African nationalist

leaders.

i

Labour's Colonial Policy

In 1945 general elections in Great Britain brought

the Labour Party into power for the first time since the 

inter-war period. , The new regime, comprised of the more 

liberal elements of the- British Poli^cal spectrum, 

quipkly made plans to accelePrate the pace^of colonial de

velopment. Of key importance was their plan to immed

iately increase political participation within the

In 1946 Arthur Creech-aones
... - 1 '

, ■ post of Secretary of State for.the Colonies. Following-

dependencies. assumed the

^Arthur Gseeeb-Jones was born 
Educated at Whitehall Boys School,-' he ^ 
as a clerk on the .^clerical staff. in January, 1907. His^^ 
^irst exposure to liberal politics came in 1908 when he 
Joined the DtTlwich^^anch of the League of Progressive

Britain.in 1891. 
bined the' War Office

r.
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the ^berai-soci^iiist philosophy, he began to initiate a 

program of colonial development aimed at transforming the 

,Empire into a commonwealth. From 1940 to 1945 Jones had 

served as Chairman of the Fabian Colonial Bureau. Upon 

his assumption of the top post in the British Colonial 

Office, the liberal reform movement in Britain acquired 

a direct contact with Downing Street.

?

Thought and Services. By 1910, he was Secretary of the 
branch and an active organizer in the Borough of 

^ Camberwell Trade and Labour Council. He served as
Secretary of the latter from 1913-22. In 1914 be joined 
the London Egyptian Debating Society And gave frequent 
lectures on socialism and nationalism. It was here that 
be made lasting contact with Tcey socialist leaders in
cluding Herbert Morrison, Jamee^Mylles and Fenner - - 
Brookway. During World War I, Creech-Jones was impris- . 
oned for refusing to serve in the zirmed forces. Upon his 
release in 1919, he served as National Secretary of the 
Transport and General Workers'Union and in 1921-28 was an 
executive member of the London Labour Party. After an 
unsuccessful bid for public offic^in 1929, he was elected 
to the House of Commons as Labour Pairt^ candidate for 
sbipley Division, Yorkshire in 1935. He retaiihed this 
seat until 1950 when realignment of the district led to 
his defeat. From 1935-40 he served on the Executive 

' Committee of the Fabian Society and in 1940 became Chair
man of the Colonial Bureau. He served as a member of the 
Labour Party Imperial’Advisory Committee and during the 

' Second ..World War plaCJ^ a key role in the formation, v 
of the party’s colonial policies. He was the initiator 
of the plain to end colonial,rule and to form a Commonwealth^ 
of freely participating states. ' It was ■hfe .whj^planned and 
established, the Colonial Developiiient^rpoj:at.ion. Based 
on "introduction to the Guide'to thje*Papers of Arthur 
Creech-Jones", Rhodes House. The archives hold the e^ire 
collection of Creech-Jones’ public papers.
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The Labour Paxty was to remain in power for five 

years.. In this period, encouraged and advised by the 

most' liberal factions in Great Britain, the pace of 

development in the c&lonies was to accelerate rapidly.

thus giving the fledgling nationalist movements ample

opportunity to spread. The new Secretary of State's at

titude concerning political development is clearly seen 

in his April 1946 address to the General Meeting of the
' iCfc-

Labour Party;

Recent years have seen remarkable political 
developments and constitutional changes in al
most all our territories. We have entered into 
a phase of Colonial history in which there is a 
widespread demand from the col^ial peoples, or 
at any rate from the more vocal elements, for 
more practical evidence of the sincerity of our 
oft proclaimed policy of conferring self- 
government on the colonial communities.

I am convinced that this modem age ;^ith 
its forces of nationalism and freedom^, jffith the 
spread of educational and~%conomic chatigbs and 
the political and social awakening going on, we_ 
must adjust ourselves to a much quicker tempo 
of constitutional development than would have 
seemed practicable a’few years ago. We have to , 
experiment boldly though not necessarily rashly 

j ^nd to recognize that tt^ile the transfer of 
' power to people not fully trained or with ade
quate experience or tradition to exercise it 
will lead to. mistakes being.-made^ it is only 

, -through actual experience in the esesrcises o:^ 
resporisibility -that people pan, acquigg a sense., 
of duty and service.

rff' •
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I
* The process may* be a paiiiful one but the 
alternatives of increasing bitterness and 
tension in the relations of the peop 
the government would be disastrous.^ .

... f.

: Although the ultimate goal of its colonial policy

le to

was clear, the Labour Party was faced with a dilemma. On

one hand, it was committed to advance the pace of politi

cal development in the territories as rapidly as possible.

At the same time however, it had to insure that the eco- .

nomic and social institutions of each -territory ware ade

quately advanced by independence to effectively meet the
V

demands of a modern society. Maintenance of the delicate

balance between these two aspects of development was to
P

become a major problem for the Labour regime.
>

Speaking

^'Draft of a 'Speech by Secretary of State Arthur 
Creech-Jones for the General Meeting of the Labour Party, 
April 1946", in "Labour Party Policies?^file, Creech- 
Jones papers.

- -If '

^he necessity of maintaining this balance and the 
problems encountered in doing so are reflected in the 
copious socialist writings of the period. Repr<ssentative 
examples include: James Griffiths, Arthur Creech-Jones, 
and Rita Hinden, The Way Forward (London: Fabian Publica
tion. Ltd., 1950); Rita THijitfen. Common. Sense and Colonial 
Development- (London: Fabian Publication Ltd., 1949) and'" ' 
Socialists and the Empire (London: Fabian Publication 
Ltd., 1947); Arthur Creech-JonesjfA-Labour View of 
British Colonial Policy"* United Empire, Vol. ■XX3C!rt^,

' No, 4 ( Juiy-August; 1945), 127-131 and Bfeour' Colbnial • 
Policy (London: Fabian Publication Ltd,, 1947); L,. 
Silberman, Crisis in«Africa (London: Fabian Publication 
Ltd^, 1947).

L
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of the policy initiated by bis party, Creecb-Jones 

stated:

i'-.

''The centxai purpose of British Colonial 
Policy is simple. It is to guide the ^lonial 
Territories to responsible self-government 
within the Commonwealth in conditions that in
sure to the people concerned both a fair stand- 
sard of living and freedom from oppression from 
any qusorter. But though this policy is cleso: 
enough, the problems to be overcome in csorry- 
ing it out sore numerous and cotaplex.l

^ the late 19^'s, it was clear that indirect

rule was not producing the gradual advances in local
V

political psorticipation originally envisioned by the 

Crown. The British nevertheless insisted that despite

its faults, the system of rule through tiaditional in

stitutions was the only feasible method of political ad

vancement for Tanganyika. In 1948 the Administering 

Authority condemned the belief that electio^ .along the 

modern democratic lines could be held anywhere in the ter-

ritory as ”ra«3ical*' and "premature”, based on the argument

that:

or^<
At the present state 

quite impossible to disassociate -the mass-of the 
people from the tribal system of local government.

evelopment it is ■• • •

•«
^Draft of a policy statement by Creech^ones, 

December, 1947, Cneech-Jopes papers.

• .
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To eil:tempt to do so ^buld' result in ant^otiism 
on the: paa^t^ofijtbe vast:;maJority instead of 
vtheir; wbole-bear'^d 'podperation which 'is so 
essentij.al if progress in social and political 
devolopment|,is to be achieved. : For the great 
majority of -fbe indigenous inhabitant^ 'their 
social and politicai life is bound up with 
their strong attachment to their tribal struc
ture and constitution. To destroy the latter 
would mean the disintegration and not ^the ad
vancement of the former. The only sure basis 
oH which political and social advancement can 
be achieved is the expansion and broadening 
of ;'the existing system on. sound demopratic 
lines uhti-i it develops into an efficient 
instrumen^vof local government.- 1

In tbe same year, the British defended indirect
V

rule before the Trusteeship-Council, stating;

If primitive African people are.rto play a 
part...in advancement tpwcords the idegls of 
a free damocracy, the firsf stage of advance 
must be erected on the foundation of their 
own political ponceptions and tradit?.on, 
which must be modified'and adapted to the 
new order by a steady process of education 
and guidance.^ , ^

- -TO
^reat Britain, Colonial Office, Colonial No. 242,_ 

"Report By His Majesty*s Government in the United Kingdom 
of Great Britain and Northern Ireland to the General 
Assembly of the United Natiorfson the Administration of 

• Tanganyika for the Year 1948 (London: His Majesty's 
Stationery Office, 1949), p. 52. i

^i<-

■^United Nations, Trustpesbip Council, Vibiting 
Mission to the Trust Territories in East^Africa, " , 
Observations of the Administering Authority on the
Report of ;the- United Nations Visiting .Missipn -::^ 
Tanganyika. 1948. T/sas. p. 244.

- ■ -“S
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Despite the‘confidence expressed by the British 

in the .indirect rule systeBj the policy did little either
• t

to advance political institutions or to introduce 

Tanganyikan Africans to modern social conditions. Of 

the 415 native aut(jiorities functioning in 1950, 190 drew 

80-100% of their membership from one.tribe, while the re

mainder had 50r75% of their membership represented by a 

single tribal unit^^ This systein_'did little to breelc 

down .the barriers which traditionally kept each tribal • 

group'^separated and autonomous. The maintenance of 

such parochial attitudes in no way served to Modernize 

the territory.^ By the late 1940's, th.erefore, the in

direct rule system in Tanganyika had clearly become a 

cause of political stagnation rather than a method of ad

vancement. It served to perpetuate the au^ority of 

traditions.! rulers and all of th^ isolationist^tendencies

^Stephens, pp. 55t-56.

^For a detailed case study of the failures of in
direct; rule in a li:anqanyika pf<?vince,' see the papers of 
.the District Officer Charles Fitzwilliam C. V. Cadiz, 
espSciaiiy "Some Difficulties in tbe-Democratisation of ' 
Native Authorities -in Tanganyika" and "Development, of 
Looal,GQyernment",' Rhodes-House. The archives contain*- 
the personal papers-ahid'official■ reports ofr^mero'us 
Colonial Service personnel.

.4^
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inherent in tribal society.' The growing number of edu

cated elite were eliminated from government participation 

and could only , turn to activities which lay outside the 

framework for advancement provided by the administration.^ 

While indirect rule was practiced by the British 

in all of their East African holdings, Tanganyika was the 

territory in which the system produced the least favorable

By 1950 many local government councils in Kenyaresults.

^he shortcomings of indirect rule are well analyzed 
in: Habs Cory, ’’Reform of Tribal Political Institutions", 
Journal of African Administration, Vol. XIII, No. 2 
(April, 1960), 77-84; H. A. Fosbrooke, "Tanganyika: The 
Application of Indirect Rule to Chiefless Society",
(paper presented at the Thirteenth Confejcence Proceedings 
of the Rhodes-Livingstone Institution for Social Research, 
Lusaka, Northern Rhodesia, 1959), pp. 17-29; J. Gus 
Liebenow, ’’Legitimacy of Alien Relationship: The 
Nyaturu of Tanganyika", The Western Political Science 
Quarterly. Vol. XIV, No. 1, Part 1 (March, 1961); A, J. 
Loveridge, "Chiefs and Politics",' Journal of'African 
Administration. Vol. XL, No. 4 (Ocj^ber, 1959),'2019207; 
Retired Official; ’’Some Notes on Native Administration in 
Tanganyika", African Affairs, Vol. 48, No. 192 (July, _ 
1949), 240-242; Audrey Isabel Richards, East African 
Chiefs; A Study of Political Development in some Uganda 
and Tanganyika Tribes (London: Faber & Faber, 1960), 
passim; A. G. Wallis, ’.’Local Government and the 
Maintenance of Law and Ordef"...Jifournal of African 
Administration. Vol. V, No. 1 (January, 1953), 11^14;
I. Woodfiffe, "The Relationship Between Central aqd Local ' 
Government in Africa", Journal of African-Administration. 
Vol. IX,:.Nol 1. (JanUarj;;, .^57), 3-15; R. W. Wraith^ •
"Local Government in 'Tropical Africa", (pa^e^ipreserited- 
at, the Rome Congress of the International Political 
Science Association, September, 1958).

) V-i
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- -
and Uganda bad become intex-tribal and xnter-xacial in 

compositibn. In Tanganyika however, the traditional 

authorities successfully resisted any attempts to allow 

Asians or Europeans to join local councils. Admittance 

of members from other tribes was rare and usually was 

achieved only after insistent prodding on, the part of 

local colonial administrators. Throughout the territory, 

traditional leaders showed little~evidence of being will

ing to modernize local institutions. By 1945 , the ter- 

ritory’s local government program was far behind its 

counterpaurts in Kenya and Uganda.^ Although some iso

lated reforms did begin to take place in the period im-
'2mediately following the war, the pace of development

was far slower and less effective than the British had
*»

envisioned. By 1950 Lord Haulley warned thit .unless a
- -w

method was found for admitting the educated elite and

, ^T-eat -toita^^^^ Colonial .Office,. ,Afxican.^^N^^ 
Colonial-Office Summer School on African Administration; 
African Local Government (London:
Stationery OffiLpe, 1947], ppfr-T7-52.

' • ^g^eat colonel,Offip^. Co;ionial •Np,.,26a,
Report by His Maj^ty*a Government in the United Kingdom . 
of Great teitain and Northern Ireland to ,the::;peneral ». 
Assembly of the “united Nations*"on ttie AdminiHrat'^on of 
Tanganyjjbi for the Year l¥49THis wSgesty's Stationery 
Offioe^^l9BO|, pp. 27-36.

‘ ■ •f'.
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progressive young Africans into the local political pro

cess, the indirect rule system would end in total fail- 

- ure. ^ “
t

Political Developments Within the Territory

In the period 1945-50, it became apparent that the 

nationalist spirit sweeping the" continent would soon be

come manifest in Tanganyika. Great Britain, realizing

that the native authority system alone would not be an

effective means of guiding the territory’s political de

velopment, began to evolve a general plan for the changes

that would inevitably take place in the structure of the

territorial government. In their quest for an overall

strategy of political evolution, the British formulated

0- what was known as the ’’multi-racial” or ’’pairtnerahip”

.system of rule. --Tf '
■ ^

The multi-racial theory was an attempt to obviate— 

the paradoxical imbalance between percentage of popula

tion and .ability to contribute tP internal development 

which existed in the East and Central African territories. .

. bailey. Native Administration. Vol. p. 352,

^Benya, Uganda, Tanganyika, the Rbodedias, 
Nyasaland, and the High Cdmmission Territories.

. - 9-'
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The fact that Tanganyikan blacks comprised 98 per

cent of the total population made it evident that any 

attempt, at political reform aimed at establishing a demo

cratic system would necessarily produce a black-controlled

government. Yet, if political domination by the indigen

ous population were allowed, the territory would be

totally unattractive to the Asians and Europeans whose

technical skills and capital were sorely needed to further

develop the territory, 

serious dilemma in her East and Central African holdings. 

She recognized that the government of Tanganyika would

Great Britain,therefore, faced a

ultimately be controlled by a black majority and that

steps would have to be taken shortly to commence the

transformation from coloniAl status to self-rule. Yet,

if this were done too quickly, non-Africans wbuld not be
-

willing to invest or settle in the territory. In addition, 

'the British citizenship enjoyed by many Asians and 

Europeans obliged the Crown to protect their interests 

within the territory'. Multi-rg^i^iAlism

least a tempqrMy solution to these problems.^ According

was seen as at

^reat Brit^.n>'.Colonial Office Cmd^>0^^*7987, The 
British Territories in East and Central Africa (London: 
His Majesty's Stationery Office, 1950), p. 8. See also, 
Cranford Pratt^'''Multasracialiam and Local Government in 

, Tanganyika", ^e. Vol. 2 (ffovember, I960),, 33-49.
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to the partnership theory, adninistrative services and

activities were evenly distributed among the three races.

- Thusi £or^example, educational funSs were divided equally 

among the Asian, African, and European communities. Xhree 

separate school systems were'established, with separate 

courses of instruction and sepairate saleiry scales for per- 

sonnel. Similarly, when elected representation on the

Legislative Council was initiated in 1957,~'unofficial seats 

were divided equally among the three races.

^he ultimate purpose of ^'partnership” was to permit 

each community to develop its potential as fully as pos

sible and to contribute to the development of the territory . .

according to its ability'. In theory, the system was de

signed to prevent unnecessary competition and thus to 

avoid racial hostility. Multi-rabiailism wasF^seen, there- 

fore, as a temporary means of fostering racial cooperation 

rather than competition by means of a program of separate 

development. Speaking of the goals of partnership in 1953, 

Oliver Lyttleton^ the Secretedry of State for the Colonies 

stated:-

* Each sectiojn of the-population must be , en- \ 
abled and ehcouraiged to play ifs'full...paf‘|^in 

, the development of the territory and its in
stitutions in complete confidence that the

•
V-i ■s
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rights and interests of all communities, both 
indigenous and immigrant, will be sebured and 
preserved.^

■ ,• '

. . .  “The tri-racial system in reality offered the guar

antee of a privileged position in Tanganyikatn society to

members of the Asian and 'European communities. Thus it
I

served as an encouragement to those elemen'ts of the popu

lation who could best contribute to- the development of the

trusteeship through private investment in the economy.

The minority groups also provided professional services 

and the Gained, experienced civil servants needed to ad

vance the trusteeship in a period when the Tanganyikan

African community itself could not produce such talents.

In summary, the tri-racial system offered a sense of 

political, economic, and social security to the immi

grant races whose talents and private investment capital
- -if

were sorely needed by the Crown.

Great Britain was to insist upon the preservation 

of the tri-racial system until the last days of colonial

When the concept of racial partnership on the ter- ^ 

ri-tprial level was combined with the jpolicy of indirect

rule. V

,
^reat Britain, Parliament, Patli'amentaj^ Debates" 

(House of Commons), Vol. 502, epl. 2240.

. .f'
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rule on the local level, the end product was a program of 

gradua.i political evolution. In theory, the combined 

systems would allow itfricans to gainfexperience in modern 

political activities at the local level, and to gradually 

assume an ever increasing role in the affairs of the 

central government. At the same time, the development 

process would be sufficiently slow tp protect the inter

ests of the minority communities, an<Lto thus encourage 

investment within the territory..

Unfortunately for the British, racial partnership 

like indirect rule, never realized its theoretical goals. 

In the early post-war years it became apparent to the 

colonial administration that the new generation of edu

cated Africans and the returning veterans^were not will

ing to accept the slow, erratic pace of politajeal devel

opment afforded by the traditional authorities.^

' Nonetheless, the British refused to abandon indirect rule. 

While administrators in Kenya and Uganda were forcing 

native authorities to permit African participation in
S-

Tanganyika Territor^jr^ SegretMijrt^
Minutp Paper,, 33136. Memoranddm on the Problem's of . 
RelationsV Between Nai^6. Authorities- and the IfoQSger ' 
African GbneraVion (par es Salaam: The Government
Printer, 19451. passim.

• -
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local government, the coionial regime in Tanganyika took 

no such steps.

conference of provincial Commissioners were ordered to ad-

In June 1948, civil servants attending a

vise chiefs that educated elite should be allowed to ex

press their views in tribal councils. However, it was made

clear that under no circumstances should the elite be per

mitted to run for local offices or to undermine the tra

ditional authority.^ In the few cases during the early 

post-war period where elite were able to become prominent 

on tribal^councils, they were placed in positions which

made their authority clearly subordinate to that of the 
chiefs.^

The policy of multi-racialism was especially unsat

isfactory to educated Africans. Although* the practices

gueuranteed political development to each commiifiity, it also
■~y( '

created a situation in which the minority communities, 

numbering less than two percent of the total population, 

held two-thirds of the sepresentative Seats in the govern- ' 

ment and heuil two-thirds of the social services geaured to 

their needs.
V-

^Ibid.. pp; 48-Vl.'

Andrew MaGuire. Toward "Uhuru" in Tanzania; 
The Politick of•'T^tica&pation (London: Cambridge
University, 1969}, pp. 60-61^
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Consequently, indirect rule and multi-racialism 

feiiled to.achieve‘their goal of producing a peaceful at- 

mospbere in which gradual political evolution could occur.

Instead, they were a source of constant irritation to the

westernized elements of the indigenous population. Pro

test against both policies was to become a rallying point

for African nationalists in the eaorly 1950's.

The political changes initiated by the British in 

the period 1945-50 were all the result of the Administering 

Authority's kttempt to put the theories of indirect rule

and multi-racialism into practice. In December 1945, the

Africans gained their first significant representation at

the central government level with the appointment of two

Tanganyikan Africans to the Legislative Council. Both ap

pointees, Kidaha Makwaia^ and Abdiei Shanghai wepe chiefs.

Bbe&r selection was a recognition of th? right of traditional

_ rulers to lead, the political advance of the African

%akwaia became a member of the Fabian Colonial 
Bureau in 1945. Throughout bis cAreer, be remained in 
constant contact with'the Bureau, informing them of polit
ical developments in thb territory and seefking profess:iional 

. advice from their staff .of experts. Thus','from the outset, 
the Bril^isb socialists established close contact with the 
African political leau3ersh*ip'within the territoryFCB - 
jCiles, Tanganyika correspondence.
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population as opposed to leadetsbip froB' the elite.

1947 a. third African was Emitted to, the Council, and the
■ ' .. -

. following year yet another indigenous representative was 
selected.^

In

In 1947 the Secretary of State for the Colonies

sent a memorandum to the Tanganyikan administrative steiff

in which he urged closer supervision cf native authority

activities by colonial personnel. The Secretary also

called for the establishment of local government councils 

based on democratic representation and for closer coopera

tion towards political development between central and 
2

local government. Clearly, the administration was at

tempting to coordinate political development activities

between native authorities and administrative staff.

A major innovation in the administrativeT"fratowwork

was announced in September 1947, when the Secretary of

^he third seat was held .by several individuals .. 
during its five year duration. Its first recipient was 
Chief Adam Sapi of Iringa. On April 19, 1948, the Governor 
appointed Juma Mwindadi for a term of five years. Mwindadi 
was headmaster of title' private Islamic School in es 
Salaam, and a member of the municipality*'s Township . 
Authority. Tanganyika.Standard; April 20^ 1948; • <•

• . >
Territorial file's, Tanganyika, Creecb-Jc^s>»

Paperp.
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State approved the appointment of a number of special mem

bers to. the Legislative Council, each bolding a specific
r

title and-having a prescribed set of duties. The newly

established offices were: Member for Law and Order,

Attorney General, Member for Finance, Trade.and Economics, 

Member for Agriculture and Natural Resources, Member for 

Lands and Mines, Secret^lry for African Affairs, Coordin

ating Secretary, and Member for Labour, Education and 

Social Welfare.^ Each member was placed in charge of the 

administrative departments that corresponded to bis 

spheres of responsibility. The establishment of the mem

ber system was a major advance for the central government. 

Under the plan of constitutional evolution followed by 

the British, the creation of'member seats was the pre

cursor to the establishment of ministerial post^and 

the formation of cabinet government. In i948 the 

Governor announced in the Legislative Council that one 

of the primeury goals of the post-war government would be 

to increase contacts between the educated elite and the ■

i-

^ang^nyika Standard. September 25-28, 1947.
.

^Lennard, pp. 18-19.
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tribal authorities.^ Thus, the elite would be allowed to 

participate in political activities but only through the

channels established by the indirect rdle system.

In 1949 Sir Edward Twining assumed the governorship 

of Tanganyika.2 His administration maorked the beginning 

of a period of rapid constitutional change and political 

advancement. On November 23, 1949, the new Governor ad

dressed the Legislative Council and announced a series of

local political reforms. The changes announced included 

a pledge to 'introduce elections for municipal offices in

Dar es Salaiam as soon as possible, the granting of munici

pal status to Tanga by 1951, and the drawing~-up of a

Tpwnship Bill which would prdvide a measure of local 

autonomy to the larger settlements.^

Tanganyika Legislative Council,-TLegislative 
Council Debates. 23rd Session, November 2, 1948, p. 11.

^Sir Edward Twining, G.C.M.G., M.B.E. Born in 
1899, Twining graduated from Sandhurst in 1918. From 
1923-28, be served with the 4tb King's African Rifles. 
Twining was a civil administrator in.Uganda from 1919-39, 
served as Deputy Director of LaboW on Muritius in 1939 
and as Director.from 1940-43. From 1944r46, he was 
Administrator of St. Lucia, Windward Kslands. Twitting • 
served as Governor of North Borneo from 1946-9,' atid as- '• 
Governor of Tanganyika, 1949-58,'

- - - ,■ », ■

. Tanganyika Standard. November 24, 1949.
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Most significant was bis revelation of a plan to

create a series of provincial councils, on inter-racial 

and inter-tribal lines, which would serve as a link between 

traditional authorities, local elite, and the administra

tion. Each council would have a number of unofficial rep

resentatives and a limited amount of executive power and 

financial responsibility. These announcements were
'2f.

clearly in line with the standard policy, of effecting 

political eidvancement through the evolution of local gov- 

ernDient bodies. The administration believed that Africans

who were experienced with the operation of district level 

tribal councils could now be reasonably expected to suc

cessfully participate in representation on the provincial

level. At some Undesignated p6int in the future, the pro-
•«

vincial councils would form the basis for expansibh into 

territorial politics. Speaking of the proposed changes 

Xvahing announced:

I should like to state emphatically that I be
lieve that this .development which has as its 
two main features inter-racial' cooperation and 

. building from the bottom instead of from the 
top, is of greatest importance to Tangahyika.

If we can make the Provincial Councils ef- ' -
ficient and responsible bodies, they may be
come the foundations on which to base the , iti» 
future political life of the Territory. It is 
important that, at an earljr date, we should 
ensure thAt the^unofficial representatives of

0

0
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the ^uncils should sit with; some, form of popu
lar support. If these Cburipiis ca:n be properly 
established, then “vthey may become the Electoral 
Colleges for unofficial representation on the 
Central Legislature.^

Thus, the proposed provincial councils would enjoin 

the two principles upon which colonial rule in Tanganyika 

was based: multi-racialism and political development via 

local evolution.

The exact nature of the administration’s plan for 

development through provincial councils became clear on 

December. 12, 1949, when the Governor introduced the most 

important plan for political advancement of the 19.45750 

period. Twining announced the establishment-of a committee 

to study the question of constitutional development.

Chaired by the Attorney General Sir Cheifles Mathew, the 

committee was composed of the unofficial members of the 

Legislative Council (seven Europeans, fou^ Africans, Sjd

three Asians), the Attorney General, and the Member for 

Local Government. Its assignment was to study constitu

tional structure on both the.local and territorial level

and to make proposals for the future course of political
2 - - 'development. . -

^ibid.

Tango?}yika,,Committee on Constitutional Development, 
Administration'"^of Tanganyi3fea Teapritory: Legislative and
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No sooner bad the eonmittee been formed, than it 

was sent a memorandum by the Governor entitled "Future 

Cpnstitutional Development in Tanganyika”, in which be 

outlined the administration’s views contserning constitu- 

Tbe Governor suggested the creation of an 

unofficial majority in the legislature, selected through 

an electoral college system. Electors would be chosen by 

the recently instituted provincial councils, with one

tional reform.

African and one non-African representative selected from 

Additional members would be appointed toeach province.

represent Tanga and Dar es Salaam, 

contain three ex-officio members (the Cheef S§.cretary,

The Council would also

Financial Secretaury, and Attorney General) and fifteen

Thus, it would be comprised of 

thirty-eight persons and would have an. unofficiall^ajor- 

In addition, there would be a Chi^ Speaker.

nominated members.

ity.

Twining's proposal called for the creation of the Council

He also suggested theby late 1951 or early 1952.

Administrative System-(Dar es Salaam; The Government 
' Printer, 195p), p. 1. The fact that the minority com- . 

munities dominated the cpmmittee was viewed by 4.iberal . 
c reformer^ a,s an .attempt by the administration to insure ; 

that the report would strohgly support the presdrv^ion' 
of parity and.indirect rule. See Creech-Jones - 
Nicholson correspondence, January 6-23, 1950, FCB 
papers.
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immediate initiation of local elections to' make operative

the electoral college system.

VIhen the news of the memorandum was made public,
' ' ; 

widespread criticism resulted, based on the belief that

the constitutional committee was being pressured into en

dorsing the administration's proposals. The white settler

community was especially disturbed that, equal representa

tion between Africans and non-Africans had been^. suggested,^

On December 14, 1949 the Governor held a conference

at the Goverhment House in Dax es Salaam. He refuted the

claim that the constitutional committee was a pawn of the

administration. Twining stated:

You will see that the terms of reference for 
the Special Committee on constitutional reform 
have been framed very broadly. I should like to 
dispel any fears that anyone may have that 
Government is either trying to jobkaythe Committee 
into accepting its plan or to force_jthe pace. ■ - 
Government has drawn up certain proposals which 
have been circulated to Members of the Committee. 

'I wish to make it quite clear that Government is 
. not wedded to these proposals and wishes to 

leave the widest discretion to' the Committee to 
frame such proposals for constitutional reform 
as will appear necesseucy aftef a'pareful study 
of the existing constitution. If after their 
recommendations have been considered ii; is pos
sible to provide some sort of local autonomy in

■i-

.^ee Tanganyika Standeurd editorials and Letters to 
the Editor, December, 1949. '4
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the principal townships and a certain measure 
of decentralization to Provincial Councils we 
shall have taken a great step forward.^

t

When the Committee released its report in Aprils 

1951, it was clear that the Twining memorandum had by no

means dominated the members' conclusion. The Mathew

Report rejected the proposal for an unofficial majority, 

stating that more political experience.in representative 

government would have to precede such a step.The com

mittee recommended an enlargement of the Legislative

Council and Hhe establishment of "parity" between repre- 

sentative members of the central legislature. It also

} advocated the introduction of elections, urging that they

be held as soon as possible after the establishment of

n- the new Legislative Council. 'The committee ,refused how

ever to make any recommendations concerning franjphise

Instead, it strongly urg^d the government 

t'd appoint a special commissioner to study the entire

requirements.

^An unpublished manuscript, December 14, 1919, 
Tanganyika Manuscript collection," Rhodes House.

^aqgany.ito. Report of Committee on Constitu
tional Development (Dar es Salaam: The Government Printer 
1951), B* 7. • . .

^ ■

A-

f

. . , ■■ ■ ■

■^he term "parity" refers to the establishment and 
maintenance of an equal number* of representatives from 
each of the three racial>Qommunities.

■ .f
\
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question of voting qualifications- and further constitutional 

development. . The’report rejected the proposed provincial 

councils anc3 the electoral college system as impractical 

Finally, it suggested -that at least one- 

third of the allotted African seats on the new Legislative

and cumbersome.

Council be reserved for non-chiefs, to afford the educated 

elite more opportunity for political participation.

The proposals of the Committee es^sperated the 

African political activists of the territory by calling 

for the preservation of the parity system. At the same 

time, they alienated large segments of the white seftler 

community who were determined to resist any pqlicy changes 

aimed at increasing African political participation. Once 

again, the colonial regime's attempts to initiate a moder

ate reform resulted in increased political tensiqn-.

Britain’s long-range plan for Tanganyika called' 

fdr gradual political evolution coupled with rapid eco

nomic growth and social development. In the 1945-50 

period, it was necessary for the Administering Authority 

' to initiate a rigorous program of internal improvertent.

Report of the Committee on Constitutional
Development, p. 9.

.f
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As in the case of the proposed political reform, the 

amelioration efforts were to become a sourde of intense

controversy. - .

In 1946 the British initiated a Ten-Veau:

Development and Welfaire Program for th^, trusteeship. The 

original budget called for the expenditure of ?17,8 mil

lion between 1947 and 1956, thus providing over fi^ty 

percent of Tanganyika's annual capital input.^ The funds 

were concentrated on improving the transportation, com

munication, an^ educational facilities of the territory. 

Heavy stress was also placed on agricultural experimen

tation. Original estimates proved far from adequate and 

by 1950 the total budget had to' be revised to exceed 

^24 million.^

.The Tanganyika government and the’Colonial Office
• ■

believed that if the trusteeship were to be reasonably 

developed, large numbers of white settlers would have to

0..

Tanganyika, Deyelopment Commission, A Ten-Year 
Development and Wejfzore Plan for Tanganyika Territory 
(Dares Salaam; The Government Printer, 1946}, pp. 16-19.

^For a detailed study of the Welfare Plan's short-’
• ‘ seerQ^ril Ehrlich,:';Sq.me ;aspeots_crf^Eojpn9mic

■ Policy in Tanganyika, ■ 1945-60",. Journal of Modetn Afr?can
Studies. Vol. 2, No. 2 (July, 1964), 265-277.

’■'i:0
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0.
be attracted to the territory. It was felt that only this 

step could provide the influx of talents -and finance needed 

to develop the private sector of the economy. The entire

issue of European immigration presented a serious problem

to the Labour government. Historically, white settlement 

resulted in land alienation and in the creation of a strong 

minority community with an exploitive hold over the indig

enous population.^ Thus, an influx of Europeans was

looked upon unfavorably by both the Labour Government and 
\

the liberal act'ivist groups. Yet in order for a territory

as backward as Tanganyika to develop with any degree of

rapidity, the presence of an enterprising white-settler
■ 2group was an absolute necessity. The task before the 

liberal regime, therefore, was to encourage sufficient

settlement to aid territorial advancement but at tb^
- -

same time to obviate the possibility of exploitation.^

0

' ^The classical example is the -case of the White 
Highlands in Kenya.

3 ■ . •

Margery Perham, ."White Minorities in Africa",
Foreign Affaifs (July, 1959), 637-648. This article ,
provides a clear analysis of the positive and. negative
aspects of white, settlement.

3 *
Marjorie Nicholson to "interested M.P.s",-

January 24, 1946, FCB papers.
- .--i*
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On February 21, 1946 Creech-Jones dispatched a memo

to Governor Twining outlining exactly such a scheme.
* , 
message clearly stated that the needs of Africans were to

be given priority in the allocation of all lands within

The

the territory. This included the disposal of the former

German estates seized during the war. Although non-African

settlement would be permitted, whites would be eligible to

no more than temporeury aid from the government. In addi

tion, no settlement scheme would be approved by the Colonial 

Office which sought to allocate the choicest lands to

Europeans. Finally, Africans who were moved as a result

of development schemes would have to be resettled and com

pensated for their losses.

Speaking of these guidelines for white,settlement.

She Secretary of State concluded:

a limited amount, of non-native settlements, 
by suitably selected persons of the right type 

' and under conditions of proper Government con
trol is likely to be conducive to the economic 
development of the Territory. If the political 
and social advancement of the African inhabi
tants is to proceed at any adequate pace, it is 
essential that we should press on with economic 
development by all suitable means. Pfovided, 
therefore', that the interests of the African. . 
inhabitants- axe not likely to 'be impaired by 
such schemes of non-native-^'ttlement may 
suitably..be,embarked upon.^

• • •

*»•
■

it %eoret*Jcy of State .Creech-Jones to the Governor of 
. . 4;^..,. Tanganyika, -February 21, 1946, Tanganyika Territorial 

. r FilesCjl' Rhodes House. •rfV*. ' »•
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The Administering Authority soon discovered that 

the underdeveloped condition of the territory, coupled 

with the uncertainty of British tenure under the Trustee'- 

ship Agreement, did little to encourage prospective set

tlers. In an attempt to offer new incentive, in 1949 the

government announced that leases on agriculturdl lands

would be increased from a thirty-three to a ninety^-nine 

year period.^ This plan, like the majority of the Crown^s

poat-war projects, was well-intentioned but politically
V

ill-fated. The growing nationalist movement strongly re

sented any attempt to increase European settlement or to

grant special privileges to an alien community."^ In addi

tion, in the years to come, the land alienation policy was 

to become a weapon of ideological controversy at the United

Nations and to cause Great Britain frequent embarra^ment
-

r

within the international community.

A major project of the 1945-50 development period

was the Groundnut Scheme. Managed by the Overseas Food

Corporation, the undertaking envisioned clearing over three 

million acres of land for large-scale, mechanized production

Statement by Governor Twining. December 14, 1^9,V

p. 3.
X ■

) .f■^1^-

-
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of peanuts.^

Nachingwea and Uirambo, the actual land clearance began in
r .

1947. The entire, scheme never worked well, due to high 

transportation and communications costs, difficulties in 

recruiting native labor, poor weather conditions, and a

Centered in the districts of Kon^a,

topsoil that proved to be sub-standaa;d even for gfpund- 

nut production. As a result, the project collapsed in

1951 ajfter some 90,000 acres bad been cleared. The only 

returns from the 3.6 million invested were the creation 

of a deep water' port at Mtwara and the construction of 

150 miles of rail line from the coast to Nachingwea.^
)

The land alienated for the Groundnut Scheme bad

been acquired by means of ninety-nine year leases which

ultimately reverted back to the indigenous residents.

Most of the acreage claimed for the project had bee(r^tsetse 

infested, and therefore of little exploitive value to local

residents. Nonetheless, the project was to be utilized by

both Xanganyikan African nationalists and the anti-imperial

ist powers on the Trusteeship Council as a symbol of the

^reat Britain, Ministry of Pood, East African 
Groundnut Scheme; ' Review of .Progress to the End of 
November. 1947 (London; His Majesty's Stationery-Offtte, 
1948) , pp.- 2-3.

'^Stephenl^ pp. 82-83.*
L.
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^cessive power enjoyed by the government and'the incom

petent manner in which it exercised this authority.
' ■ ■ 1

In 1946 an issue axose that was to become a rally

ing point for African nationalists during 'the remainder of 

the colonial period. In that year, the administration 

announced that 788,000 acres of land were to be alienated 

for white settlement and economic development projects.^ 

This amounted to less than 1.6 percent of -the total, land

aorea of the territory. Yet because of the dangers of

white control of the private sector of the economy, the 

policy was to serve as a major source of tension between

the administration and the growing independence jaovement. 

It was this policy which in 1951 was to result in the 

Meru land case, which proved to be one of the most bitter 

controversies of the colonial period.

The final major part of the Administering 

Authbrity's attempts to develop the territory consisted 

of the initiation of a number of compulsory programs aimed

^he tetm ".alienation" refers to reservations of 
designated plbts of land for the use of the government or 
individuals granted right of domain by the government. , . 
Although lajid could be claimed which was previously held 
by residents of any reuse, in practice it was. always .itji 
African held land which was^ designated for reservation.
The Government was responsible for the compensation and 
resettlement of ^persons removed from alienated lands.

■ f
' ^ ►
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at improving agricultural producti\^ity. While each of 

these projects was based on sound economic and scien- 

tific.principles, they also presented a challenge to the 

traditional agricultural and cattle raising customs of

The territory’s Ten-Year Planthe indigenous peoples.

included over forty such schemes, aimed at preventing

soil erosion, increasing cropyyield, and .improving live

stock utilization. The plan initiated major agricultural

supervision centers in Sukumaland, Mbulu, Usambara, Pare

and Ulguru.^ ^n these regions, the government plan re-

2
the alteration 

of traditional cultivation techniques, the clearing of

quired the slaughter of excessive cattle.

0
new land, and the increase of water supplies. The use

of such modern agricultural methods as tie-ridging.

cattle-culling, destocking, innoculation, cattle-dipping,
■ .X

as well as the concept of using chemicals for soil im

provement were misunderstood by Africans and consequently

viewed as threats to the traditional way of life. Often

^en-Year■Development and Welfare Plan, pp. 8-11.

^Cattle, the traditional form of bride-wealth 
‘ payment, are highly valued in Basi'Africa as a form of 
•'psychic income", although the'herds have little, or iib 
cash value.

C)
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. indigenous social institutions and customs were chal-
‘ V • 1 * '

lenged by these innovations. The use of compulsory 
’ ■ r ■

agricultural methods was to be a decisive factor in the

independence drive. Dissatisfaction produced by chal

lenges to the traditional way of life were to incite many 

non-westernized elements of the indigenous population to

join the nationalist movement.

Thus, during the 1945-50 period, the Crown~was 

to initiate a series of political reforms and a program 

of economic de\relopment both designed to provide the 

internal improvements necessary before Tanganyika could 

hope to be reasonable stable as a aelf-governing>^state. 

Although well-intentioned, each of these plans contained 

elements that were unsatisfactory to parts of the indig- 

As a result, the projects would help
A

■

divide the population into rival factions and to re

cruit supporters for the slowly growing nationalist move-

enous population.

ment.

^A well-documented examination of thp effects of 
enforced agricultural methods on individual tribes is 
found in: LiSnel Cliff, "Nationalism and the'Reaction 

, to Enforced Agricultural Improyement in Tanganyika 
During the Colonial Period". Taamuli. Vol. T, No.,1 
(July, 197Q), 3-15.

«!«■
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I.
Territorial Political Activities 1945-50

In the early post-war period, Afripan political
r

activity in Tanganyika,was virtually non-existent.

1946, M.P. Julian Snow requested that the Tabian Council 

Bureau provide him with names of Tanganyikan blacks who 

were knowledgeable of territorial politics and could, 

therefore, provide information on constitutional develop-

Snow was informed that the Bureau knew no Tanganyikan 

African who was qualified to provide such information.^

In

ment.

Yet within a five year period- the Fabians were to main

tain steady correspondence with over two dozen Africans
r
K. who were to become the leaders of the independence drive.-

Independence movements in- post-war Africa followed

^ a general pattern of development.' They began with the 

polite presentation of specific grievances to colon:^! 

authorities. Such activities, however, even if they pro

duced the desired goals, generally failed to satisfy the

ever-grpwing aspirations of the African leadership.

When more elabofate and long range demands (such as uni

versal suffrage or political control by the indigenous

%incJen to Julian Snow-, M.P.‘, July 22, 1945, F95
papers.

1 -f
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population) were made, the nationalist's would encounter

their first serious resistance from the administration.
!

This in turn usually led to more overt signs' of African 

dissatisfaction such as civil disobedience tactics.

Ultimately, the isolated petitioning groups and scattered

grievances united to form the nucleus of a territory wide 

independence drive.^

During the period 1945-50, political activity- in

the trust territory centered around the use of petitions

drawn up either by private individuals or the territory's
2

growing number of quasi-political associations, 

activation of the Trusteeship Agreement in 1946 th& use of 

petitions spread rapidly, since discontented Africans 

could now appeal not only to the British government, but

With the

also to the generally more sympathetic Trusteeship Couifcil.
- —y

British reaction to these early protest attempts 

took the form of harassment rather than compromise. As a

^MaGuire, pp. vii-xix: Hodgkin, pp. 41-48.
2
The term ."association" was utilized by, activist 

groups to indicate that their organizations were'not 
political paorties. The bulk of the early political br- 
ganizers, as educatbd elite, were employed in civil 
service occupations. Since individuals so-employed 
banned either ^ jure or ^ facto from political participa
tion, the elite sought to avoid any 'association with 
political^ tparties.

. 1
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resCilt, the Crown alienated the edacated elite who headed 

such activities. Goverfiment resistance thus drove the 

African leadership to form nationalist groups with opera

tions outside the framework for political participation 

provided by the administration.

Even before the rise of associations, many elite

used their individual influence to protest ggainst colonial 

One of the key leaders of this early period^was

One of -the first

. policy.

Chief David Kidaha Makwaia, of Usika.^

Africans to be appointed to the Legislative Council, 

Makwaia used his position to oppose unpopular government '

policies and to actively campaign for increased Af^can 

political participation. In March .1946, he called an open 

meeting of Africans in Dar es Salaam to protest thjs recent 

White Paper proposals for an inter-territbr^al organization
- ^

^Chief David Kidaha Makwaia, educated in Kampala and 
Oxford.'■ Makwaia becomes chief of the Usika in 1945. The 
following year he became one of the first two Africans to 
serve on the Legislative Council. He served on-, the Bast 
African.Executive Board and on the Central Assembly from 
1948-51. Chief M2ikwaia was a member of^ the Bast African 
Post and Telegraph A^isory- Boaird in 1952 and served on 
the JSast. African- Roy-al Commission on Land the following *

' year. In 1954 he resigned his chiefship to devote fijll^ 
time to territorial.issues. After 1955 his support of 

’ Vthe multi-racial policy caused him- to'side with tho govri^ 
ernment in opposition to TANU. With the rise of Nyerere, 
Chief Makwaia' lost his position of prominence in terri
torial politics. ^

' X *L
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in^st Africa, Xn opposition, to tbe government plans, 

Makwaia called for stfi'ct limitations o£ the powers of tbe 

^st Africa High Commission and strong African representa

tion, via elections, on the Central Assembly,^

Other African political activists emerged in tbe

eaxly post-war period. In 1948, the Sukuma Federation of

Chiefs petitioned tbe U. N, Visiting Mission for increased

African representation on the Legislative Councili m^re 

training programs for black administrators, an end to land

alienation and for African participation in tbe formulation 

of food prices.^ By 1950 tbe Fabian Colonial Bureau was '

> engaged in steady correspondence with over one dozen
3

African leaders in Tanganyika, 

sought guidance concerning tbe best.methods of organizing 

political activities. Tbe socialists kept the Tanganyika 

elite advised concerning developments withijrtfhe home

These Africans continually

^PCB papers, Tanganyika political files, Makwaia 
papers. ' Speaking of the Chief in a letter to M, P.
Lydall Wilkes on March 21, 1946, Fabian Secretairy 
Nicholson stated ”I am told he is...not one of tbe usual 
run of reactionary chiefs”,.

^United Nations, Trusteeship Council, Visiting 
Mission to Trust Territories in East Africa, Report of 

' Visiting Mission to ^at Afr'i«^i 1948 (CT/218} , p. ^

^Skeffington files, 1947-*50, .J'EB papers.

> '
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J
government, and offered advice concerning the attainment 

of their political goals. At the same time, the African 

activists provided the liberal government in Gredt Britain 

with a wealth of first-hand'information concerning activi-

'ties within the trust territory.

The greatest single source of African complaints in 

the 1945-50 period centered around the use of compulsory 

agricultural and cattle raising methods. Discontent with 

this aspect of British policy caused continual unrest and 

led to a constant s,tream of petitions and complaints 

leveled against local administrators.^ Although there

were no serious outbreaks of violence or major violations
2

of the peace, dissatisfaction was nonetheless formidable. 

This unrest was to shortly become a valuable unifying

factor for the nationalist movement. The reports of loc|tl 

administrators in the 1945-50 period abound with remarks

concerning widespread "fitina" resulting from the enforce-
3

ment of government policies.

^For an intuitive analysis of the'^practicality of 
trying to enforce alien agricultural practices lyithin a 
traditional society, see; A. C. M. De Vere, Miscellaneous 

. Papers relating to Tanganyika, Rhodes House.

2see Table 2, pp. 696-700.* '

> •

2"Fitina" is translated as "untest", "disquiet" or
) "complaining".

.3^
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Tba fact that the British used native authorities 

to enforce their policies'led to further discontent. 

Tribesmen complained bitterly that the enforcement'of 

government regulations led their chiefs and elders to 

violate tribal custom. As a result native authorities

in many regions severely undermined their traditional

sources of respect through their cooperation with the ad

ministration. Such conditions served the interests df

the emerging nationalist leadership. The elite could

now persuasively argute that the chiefs were little more 

than the hired lackeys of the colonial regime thereby 

strengthening the nationalist claim that they were the 

only, true spokesmen of the African population.^

TANU emerged as a major political party in 1954, it was

When

consequently able to gain widespread support•quickly by 

capitalizing on the discontent fostered by almosT'a . 

decade of enforced agricultural programs.

^Detailed studies of unrest in specific districts 
produced by government policy are found inj Goran Hyden, 
"Political Penetration in a Rural Area" (Paper presented 
at the East. African, Institute for Social Research^ 
^nfere-iLcet., Gu3,,jyLebenow, tolonial Rule and
Political Peveiopment in Tanzania; The Case of the Makdnde 

, _J[EvajTSton, Illinois:Northwestern. University Press, 1971) ;.; 
'rG^Andfew MaGuire, "The Emergence of the Taa^su(yi^k_,African^ 
National Uniojj ip the I.ake Province", in i^otest and Power 
in Blade Africa, ed. by Robert I. Rotbenberg a!nd Ali A. 
Meusuri (Oxford: Oxford University Pres^ 1970), pp. 337-392.
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I
In the period 1945-50, while individual Africans 

were protesting the methods and goals of colonial rule, 

the first significant indigenous elite associations were 

also beginning to emerge. Such organizations .were to 

prove most valuable to the growth of a viable nationalist 

movement. It was through participation in local political

and self-help groups that significant segments of the

Tanganyikan African population opted to abandon traditional 

tribal society and to participate in territorial level de

liberations.

Most of the early associations shared, certain char- -

f acteristics. All limited their activities to complaants 

and petitions through accepted channels. The vast majority

operated on the local or tribal level, and attracted little 

support from the non-African population. All possessed a 

limited following and restricted their ad.ms to“the .solu

tion of oertsuin specific psorochial issues,^ Yet they were

significant in that they ysepresented a form of modern 

political activity which operated outside of administrative

> •
^J. Gus Liebenow, "Response to Planned Political , 

Change in Tanganyika Tribal^Sroiips", American Political 
. -v^'riScience Review,*Vol. 1 (June, 19501 i- passim. In,the 

• late 1940’s, Liebenow conducted extensive field research 
among the tribal groups of Tanganyika.. The generaliza
tions concerning associations above are based on bis 
detailed observations.

■)
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control-. Although each group concentrated on its own 

local problems, moat associations were in accord in their 

demand for the reform of the native authority system', for 

increased African political participationj and for the 

termination of forced agricultural practices. Of the 

several dozen associations which flourished in post-war 

Tanganyika, the most notable were the Tanganyika African 

Association, Sukuma Union, Bahaya Association, Meru 

Citizens Union, Chagga Cultural Association, Chagga 

Cooperative Union, Kilimanjaro Citizens Union, Arusha 

Citizens Union, Mwanza African Traders Cooperative Society, 

and the Lake Province Growers Association.^

Bach association was-founded by and for a particu

lar ethnic group and had as its goals the resolution of 

specific local problems. Thus, the Meru Citizen? Union ^ 

resisted local land alienation, while the Sukuma UHion 

hired tribal lawyers to protect the rights of the educated 

elite in tribal courts. The Union also protested the en

forcement of British agricultural and livestock policies

> '
^be names of these organizations appear repeatedly , 

in tbe^nhual reports of the Colonial Office to the United 
1 -vN^ttons and the anfaual reports of the Provincial and 
District Commissioners.

.r
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' and petitioned fox the initiation of the elective prin- 

ciple in local government, councils.^ In the period 

1949-50, both the Kilimanjaro Citizens Union and the

Chagga Cultural Association called for the election of

representatives to the nenly formed Chagga federal 

council.

One of the.more sophisticated associations was the
- - 3

Sukuma Union, founded JLn Mwanza on December 12, 1954.

This was a most significant organizational attempt on

the part of the Tanganyikan African population since it*
4involved the largest of the territory’s tribal groups.

The overall goal of the Union was to eco'nomically develop 

the Sukuma people whom it felt were kept from making sig

nificant progress towards modernization because of poor 

colonial admjiLn^strative methods. As a result, the edu

cated elite of the tribe sought to .circumvent the power

§

^B. J. Dudbridge and J. E. S.- GriffithsV "The 
Development of Local Government in Sukumaland", Journal 
of African Administration. Vol. Ill, No. 3 (July, 1951), 
141-146. »

2p. H. ,JDhi^.ston,,’’.ChaJa?. Constitut^^^
• Development", Journal of. African A^inistration, Vol. V. ' 

.No. 2- (July, 1953), 134^0. ..

^Tanganyika Stand^d. December 13, U945.

’ ^ 4ihe Sukuma numbering about one million, represent
one-ninth of the territory's total population*G
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of the chiefs and to dea.l directly with the colonial ad-

ministfation,^ The Union was especially opposed to the

Sukutoaland Development Scheme, which allowed chiefs and

headmen to control the utilization of private agricultural

and livestock lands. Consequently in the 1945-50 period

Union representatives plagued local authorities with a

steady stream of petitions calling for the termination of

forced agricultural methods.

Unquestionably the most active of the early quasi-

political organizations was the Tanganyika African

Association (T.A.A.) which was founded in Dar es Salaam in

1927 with the help of colonial administrators who wished

to create a legitimate”and controllable forum for African 
2

pilitical activity, 

the government, in its early years T.A.A.*iblmited its politi-
- -V ■

cal operation to the holding of public debates to shed 

light on controversial issues. The Association was none- 

theless the most modern and best organized of all the

Because of its close association with

Gus Liebenow, "The Chief in Sukuma Local 
Government", Journal of African Administration, Vol. XI, 
No. 2 (April, 1959), 841-92.
*‘2** '

Ralph Austen, "Notes on the Pre-Nistlity of TANU",
Makerere Journal, No. 9 (March, 1964), 3.

V
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early political activist groups. Other organizations were 

restricted to members of a particular tribe, religion, or 

occupation, and operated on a local basis. T.A.A 

trast, was open to all Africans and established several 

branch offices throughout the territory. Since such an as-

by con-• 9

sociation was attractive primarily to members of the edu

cated elite, most of its early members were teachers or

civil servants. In the early post-war period, T.A.A. stood 

alone as the only association capable of becoming a viable,
V

territory-wide political organization with a basis of

populao: support.

In the late 1940's, T.A.A. gradually began to make

the transformation from a discussion group into a black

activist organization. In 1946 the Association held its

first territorial meeting to discuss the im^ebding trans-
- -V

fer of Tanganyika to U. N. control and to determine how

such a change would effect indigenous political develop-
1 ' . 

The following year representatives at a territory

wide meeting passed a series of resolutions condemning 

non-African control of trade and commerce, the practice of

ment.

*2
land a3aenation, ci^^ service promotion policies, and

JiL

Minutes of a territorial meeting, 1946, T. A. A. 
•files, FCB pap'ers. .sr

' X *
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lack of Tanganyikan African political representation at

the central government level.^ By 1948rT.A.A. membership

had risen to over ^,000 with thirty-nine branch offices
2

scattered throughout the territory. That same year, the 

Association held its second territorial-wide meeting to 

protest Tanganyika's inclusion in-the East African High

Commission and the Common Services Organization. Discon

tent was based on the argument that any move to unite

Crown holdings in East Africa threatened to undermine
V

Tanganyika's unique position as an international trustee

ship.^

in Tanganyika in 1948, the Lake Province branch presented

When the United Nations Visiting Mission arrived
\

a petition which demanded increased educational opportun

ities, more African positions in the civil service, im

proved living standards, better working conditions,, and
^ - -V _ ^

higher wages. Most significantly, the branch called for

increased freedom of political participation and for an

^Minutes of a territorial conference of T.A.A. 
held at Mwanza, May 17-18, 1947, Tanganyika territorial 
files, Rhodes House.

^Tanganyika Standard, April 22, 1948.

Margaret L. Bates, "Tanganyika", in Afri^n 
One-Party States, ed. by Gwendolen M. Carter (Ithica,
New York: Cornq;^! University Press, 1962)', p. 415.
• ^ .*
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end to racial discrimination which it felt was perpetuated

Part of its plan for increasedby the partnership system* 

political activity included the granting of more autonomy 

to local government bodies. This, the T.A.A. 'felt, would

offer Africans experience in administrative and democratic 
processes.^

Thus, as the decade of the 40'.s drew to an end, the 

Tanganyika African Association found itself expanding■ 

rapidly in both activities and membership. It had begun 

to formalize a body of specific grievances and a definite

set of plans for their rectification. Still, the Association

0 lacked the credentials of a viable African-nationalist

Its membership Was comprised primarily of themovement.

urban elite and had little influence over the bulk of the

African population. Its influence did not pen^rate the 

There ivas no permanent headquarters, no fullrural areas.

time staff and no treasury.

The Association was in effect little more than a

hyper-active petitioning agency''whose survival depended 

upon official sanction. Because it limited its activities

^United Nations. Rep'oet of Visiting Missi<iEii. 1948. '
pp. 153-155.

v<»C) m
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to legitimate petitioning via official channels, T.A.A.

was able to remain in the good, graces of the administration.

It was common for the government to advise the Association

in advance of.upcoming political activities or policy

X.A.A. in return always sought official permis-changes.

sion for its undertakings. By granting special favors to

the government was attempting to illustrate toT.A.A• >

other African activists that cooperation with the admin

istration was the most expedient policy to follow.^ It

was common for the government to allow T.A.A. to send

observers or advisors to administrative meetings 'when
r
i- timely topics were being discussed. Association members

were often appointed to fact-finding commissions and

special study groups. In the late 1940'su as an increas

ing number of-settlements were granted the s-tatus of towns,

T.A.A. leaders were commonly appointed to the fledgling
2 —

Township Authorities.

Despite the cordiality which existed between the 

Association and the colonial ftegime, T.A.A. failed to gain

^ir Richard Turnbull, private interview with the 
former Governor of Tanganyika', Henley-on-Thames, Oxon, 
England, June 8, 1973.' ’

^MaGuire, Towiird Uhuru, pp. 70-72.
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cooperation in its attempts to advance African political

participation.^ Wbile small concessions were made via the 

appointment of Africans to local advisory boards and

councils, no definite program of political evolution was

offered by the administration. The undesirable systems

of indirect rule and tri-racialism were steadfastly ad

hered to in a period in which the Tanganyikan African 

elite called for increased indigenous parti<^ipation in

By the late 1940's it wasterritorial-level politics.

clear to ^the less passive elements of T.A.A. that in

creased pressure would have to be applied to the-Crown if 

any significant alterations were to be achieved. Such aV

move, howeveii necessitated ,a major change in the structure

and function of the Association.

The leader of this reformation was Selemani, Mahugi, 

the territorial vice-president of T.K'.A.

■began to agitate for the unification of the T.A.A. cells

In 1946 Mahugi

' which were loosely scattered throughout the territory 

and for the inclusion of the r-ural population into its 

membership. Mahugi felt that such alterations would allow 

the organization to present a, unified front 'and a popula:^- 

supported^ program of re'form to the administratiSil.

ii~-

• Speech delivered by Selemani Mahugi, June 5, 1948,
cited in Mwanza District Antfual Report, 1948, Rhodes House.

■ X ‘
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Thus by 1950, the Tanganyika African Association had

begun a major renovation which wae to transform it from a

loosely organized quasi-political group, which enj’oyed the

favor of the government, to a more active association with

territorial-wide support and a less cooperative spirit

towards the administration. Aj.though it by.no means could 

claim to be representative- of the 'bulk of the Tanganyikan 

African population, T.A.A. had definitely -faken a radical

turn away from the more passive activities which cheuracter-
V

ized its earlier history.

As African political involvement assumed a more

unified and demanding role, the white settler community

of Tanganyika began to take a much greater interest in

both political paxticipation and constitutional develop

ment. Any change aimed at democratic political, advance-
- -y _ ^

ment was naturally viewed as a grave threat by the tiny 

minority community. Throughout the independence drive

. therefore, the European set-^lers revealed themselves as

a most conservative group, who strongly opposed the^idea

of increased African political activity. Ever] the im- 

balahced patity system was viewed by elements o:^the-Set

tler community as too great ^ concession to African 

political’sspirations.*

4«
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The total white population in 1948 numbered only 

Settlement during the inter-.war period had been 

impeded by wide-spread speculation that either Great

10,648..

Britain of the League of Nations would submit to German 

demands for the return of the former colony.^ After the

Second World War, repeated rumors concerning the possibil

ity of transfer to another administering authority also

discouraged European interest despite government attempts
2

to attract white settlers.

Thud, the white community emerged as a compara

tively small and politically conservative group who felt 

that political advancement would be disastrous to their4.

already uncertain future. Peu:t of this fear was their

conviction that the enormous'economic, social and educa- 

tional gaps which existed between the immigrant>and in- 

digenous communities-made Africans unfit jfor participation 

in modern political activities.^ The writings of white

^Dorothy P. Buxton,. "German Settlers in Tanganyika", 
The Contemporary Review (December, 1950), 2.

. ^United Nations, Report of Visiting Mission, 1948. 
pp. 155-157. • . -

%argau:et Bates, "European Politics in TatRjanyika”,*- 
(draft of a .paper prep^a:ed at Smith College, March, 1965), .
passim. •
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settlers clearly reflect their 'doubts cohcerning the 

^abilities of Tanganyikan Africans to. function effectively 

in a democratic system. For example,' a white member of 

the administrative staff made the following observations

concerning proposals to increase African political par

ticipation;

I am living for nine uninterrupted years 
in closest contact with the Africans here, and 
I know that the majority even of the most-ad
vanced Europeans will declare those ideas as 
impossibilities, putting the cart before the 
hprse, dreams, dangerous nonsense of all 
bundleJj in one. The most severe limitation of 
even the most progressive white man is the 
mental colour bar, whose basis is the enormous 
difference in wage or income, in privilege, in 
his, sometimes doubtless, superiority of mind 
and imagination, both of course products of 
civilised surroundings and upbringing. Nevery 
theless, I assure you it is not only possible, 
but politically and economical sic a*nec
essity for which in the African there is a 
sound foundation.^ -

1

i

■ -V
In 1949 when ~the report of the United Nations

Visiting Mission recommended increased African representa

tion in the territorial government, the white settler 

community strongly protested the suggestion. The general

\)llendprf to Hinden, October 31, 1947, FCB papers.

2 ' ' • • '
Bates, "European Politics", ; Aip. 8.

1
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sentiment reflected Wcis that the African population was 

not prepared for such sophd 

tier remarked:

istioated. activities. One set-

where their Report was obviously wrong was 
where it talked of more Africans in government 
and in authority. There is just not enough of 
that kind of African here yet. I believe that 
if the truth were known. Government was ex
tremely hard put to find three to serve Con 
the Legislative CouncijQ. There, just are not 
the educated Africans here that there, are on 
the west side or in the West Indies

• • •

1

The white community felt that Africans were demand-

ing increased control of the government and rapid develop

ment of the territory, yet were unable themselves to
)

contribute to this advancement. Thus any jiuggestion by

liberal reformers aimed at increasing Tanganyikan African

control were condemned as radical and subversive. Noting

this attitude, one educated Africait remarked;^

Socialists and people with socialist con- 
sections tend to be labelled "Communists" 
here. In fact, it would appear Cthat) the 
greater bulk of Europeans — both officials 
and non-officials out here,' to say the least, 
have no respect for liberal reformers.^

• • •

^Letter from.Audrey Smith, wife of the Director of 
Medical Services, Par es Salaam to Hilda Selwyn-Clark^, 
Assistant Secretary, FCB, June 3, 1949, FCB papers.

Le.tter from H. K. B. Mwapachu, a black in the 
Social Welfare Department, Tanganyika, to Hinden, Dccemter 
4>.'1950, FCB papers. Itecause of the animosity of theV

- i>
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In the early post-war period the settler community 

in Tanganyika Began to organize to protect their position 

of privilege within the territory. The general policy 

position of the Europeans, which they steadfastly adhered 

to until the end of the colonial period, called for major 

alterations in the territory's legal status^ administra

tive structure and official policy. Key among the proposed 

changes were demands to initiate unlimited European settle

ment to be encouraged by land alienation and the use of 

long-ternt leases.^

to the uncertainty of trusteeship status by annexing

In addition, whites called for an end

Tanganyika to another British colony. A pppulau: plan often

proposed during this period called for the union of all of

British East and Central Africa into one,single federation,

ruled by an apartheid type government. At a^ times, 
- - - - - - - - - - - - —

white community, Mwapachu refused to contribute articles _
' on territorial.events to Venture, the Fabian journal. 
Similar reasons caused Thomas Marealle, Paramount Chief 
of the Wachagga, member of the iLegislative Council and a 
dedicated Socialist, from publically expressing his views, 
Marealle file, PCB papers.

E. S. Tanner, "Conflict Within Small'European 
Communities in Tanganyika" (paper presented, af the ‘ 
Conference of,the East African Institute of Social ^
Research, Makerere. University College, Kampala^y^^Iganda, 
July, 1962), passim.
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Europeans called for white dominance of the government. 

Even the imbalanced parity system was viewed as too gen-

The general plans and attitudes of the Europeanerous.

community were well summarized by Legislative Council 

member Thomas Marealle:^

...In parts like the Northern and Southern 
Highlands Provinces where numbers of European 
Settlers are increasing considerably, racial 
attitudes are developing from intollerable 
to bitter IsicJ. Strong agitation going on 
for amalgamation with Kenya, abolising status 
of trusteeship to mcike it safe for unlimited 
European settlement, under the guise of 
•economic development', and then stepping on 
to the theory of 'European leadership', a 
much misused term meaning in essence the seg- . 
regation of the races, the introduction of 
noxious colour bars in every form of sdcial 
life in which almost everything and every 
place will be 'out of bounds for natives and 
dogs' as in South Africa' and Southern Rhodesia.^

0

Europeans in the early post-war years began to use

their organizational capacity, finances, and personal con-
- -y

tacts to influence the formulation of territorial policy.

In December 1949, members of the Northern Province Council

and the Southern Highlands Union, two white settler

Thomas Mareaile, an employee in the Social Welfare 
Office. He became President of the Tangatfyika Civil • 
Servants Association and later Paramount Chief of the 
Wachagga. .

. ^Marealle to Hinden, May 25, 1949, FCB papers.

1.V '
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organizationsj met to.formulate plans aimed at protecting

European interests within thd territory. They agreed to 

try to create a territorial-wide European Union with the 

goal of placing elected white representatives, on the

Legislative Council. They also called upon the home gov

ernment to commit itself to increased European settlement 

throughout East and Central Africa. Finally, the delegates 

made plans for the creation of an association which would 

join together white settlers in all the neighboring 

British territories including Rhodesia and South Africa.^

In Janueury 1950, members of the Tanganyika- European 

Council, another recently formed white settler group, met 

at Dodoma. In a much publicized manifesto, they called 

upon all Europeans in the territory to unite to;

.foster permanent white settlement, preserve 
the traiditions of Western Civilisation, anB...^ 
promote and maintain as paxamounty European 
leadership while working for the advancement of 
all peoples in the territory.^ ~

The desire of the white community to preserve an

atmosphere of racial aloofness ..is reflected by the storm

• •

^ast African Standard. December. 18, 1949.

' ^Minutes of the Podpma Conference of 
European Council, January, 1950, Rhodes House.

the^nganyika
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of protest which followed an announcement by the United

Kingdom Representative to the United Nations that schools
If

in Tanganyika would soon be integrated.

Since the majority of the permanent white settlers

were engaged in agricultural pursuits, the most controver

sial issues in the eyes of the European community involved

land alienation and length of tenure. It was the position

of the settler community that, owing to the poor quality of 

the soil, a profitable farming venture could be carried out 

only if large tracts of land were utilized, preferably for 

cultivation of a single crop, over a long period of time. 2

Even then, government aid would sometimes be needed.

In 1945, a white settler clearly summarized the

economic status of the agricultural sector when he in

formed the Secretary of State for the Colonies:.

With the exception of Coffee,iiby reason of 
its climate and geographical position, 
Tanganyika cannot market any crop which cannot

See Tanganyika Standard, Letters to the Editor, 
Maroh-April 1950, for example of- the strong protest in
itiated by the white community.

^C. Y. J. Chiang, "British Policy in Tanganyika:
A Study of Its Development in Relation to Changing Concept^ 
and Needs,, to the League^of .Nations Permanent Mandates . 
Commission, and to the United Nations Trusteeship^’^uncil" ‘ 
(unpublished Ph.D. dissertation. University of Washington, 
1958), pp. 492-560. *
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be produced better and cheaper in other parts of 
the world. It would therefore be foolish to at
tempt to attract white settlers to the territory 
in an effort to ^row and sell produce which could 
not possibly stand up to healthy competition and 
which would be foredoomed to failure in any 
period of world wide economic crisis.^

Because of limited potential, Europeans felt that

only long-term leasing of choice lands could make large

scale agriculture a reasonable venture- Under the Cameron

administration, land tenure leases had been limited to

thirty-three year periods while customary tenure in.other

East and Central African territories was based on ninety- 
^ 2

nine year contracts. Settlers continually protested the 

Tanganyika policy and cited it as the main cause of the 

territory*s failure to encourage substantial immigration.

0

Nonetheless, the government in the early post-war years

refused to alter its tenure system and so stated in a

policy announcement issued by the Governor on December-18, 
1948.^

• -y
The discontent of the white community over this

C. Kirk, a clerk in the Railway Account Department, 
Dar es Salaam, to Creech-Jones, December 7, 1945, Creech- 
Jones papers.

Margafet L. Bates, "Tanganyika Under British - 
Administration 1920-1955" (unpublished Ph.D. dissertajtion, ‘ 
St. Hilda’s College, Oxford, 1957), ^p. 388-421.

* ' . ■ ' . . - •

Tanganyika Standard, December 18, 1948.

o
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decision is escemplified in the following letter from a 

struggling farmer-to Secretary of State Creech-Jones:

The terms which have been ..published'mean, 
in their present form, that eifter a-farmer has 
developed his farm and has completed the term 
of 33 years, the farm can be taken over by the 
Government with statutory compensation. This 
strikes at the very root of permanent white 
settlement in Tanganyika and has given rise to 
a great deal of misgiving

The feeling or insecurity on'the paort of the 
white population in Tanganyika today is worse 
than ever. On the other hand, the Africans are 
getting the impression that we are simply there 
to develop their lands for them so that they can 
take them over in their highest form of develop
ment. when it suits them and the Government.

theW fears are certainly not without 
foundation and may prove a very severe stumbling, 
block to the development of Tanganyika and to 
white settlement generally....^

• • • •

• • •

The following year, when the government announced

plans to turn ex-German lands in Arusha and Moshi over to

Africans, the white settler community issued a loud but 
2vain protest. *

The most volatile incident involving land policy

during this period began in February 1950, when Member of

Lands and Mines Donald MacDonald stated that the govern

ment was planndLng to alienate one hundred farms of 1,00G*

^/VlfJced Vincent, white settler to Creech-Jones, 
Meurch 26, 1946, Creech-Jone’s {Papers.

^ast African Standard, July 15, 1949.

<*
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■ acres apiece each year for- white settlers for an indef

inite period of time. He further proclaimed that plans
r ,

were being drawn up to create a "homogeneous" European

land block which could possibly require the removal of 

Africans from tribal holdings. Finally, the Member an

nounced that the government was giving serious considera

tion to the renewal of ninety-nine year leases and the 

abolition of the unpopular la,nd Acquisitions Ordinance, ’ 

which stipulated that Native Authorities had to be 

suited before ^ands could be alienated.^

MacDonald's announcements prqved unfoqnded and be himself

con-

Althougb

was soon removed from the membership, his statement pro

duced a popular uproar which clearly revealed the unrest 

felt by the white settlers.^ In, June of that year how

ever, the European community was granted a major conces

sion when newly appointed Secretary of State James

Griffiths announced that ninety-nine year leases would be

approved in areas which were not suitable for African

Tanganyika Standard, February 18, 19, 21, 1950.
- 3 ' , -

See the pro-settler Tanganyika Standard and 
conservative East Africa and Rhodesia. February and 
March 1950^. Both papers edi^or.ial columns reflect the 
feeling of uncertainty and discontent prevalent amon^* 
European farmers.

*5
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exploitation and wherever poor soil made long term leases 
■ i

neoessaxy to attract investors.

Despite this major concession, Europeans continually 

agitated for more lands and longer periods of tenure. In 

^Tune of 1950 white settlers in Kongwa district formed a 

Settlers Council and petitioned the government to divide 

the territory into three separate geogr-aphical zones, 

each reserved for members of one race.^ Although such 

proposals seldom had a serious influence on territorial 

policy the fkct that whites in neighboring Rhodesia had 

been able to dominate territorial affairs served as an

0 incentive to Tanganyikan Europeans and as both a threat

and rallying point for African nationalists. By 1950 a 

Labour Paurty visitor to Tanganyika noted that:

The European settler groups seem to have 
come increasingly intransigent in repent months. ' 
They are doing their best to unite all the 
European communities throughout that eurea on a 
common colour platform as one of their spokes
men put it. The African in return became in
creasingly suspicious and uncooperative.^

^James Griffiths, Secretaury of State for the 
Colonies to Rita Hinden, June 29, 1950, FCE papers.

^Tanganyika Standard. June 22, 1950.

.linden to Griffiths, March 8, 1950, FCB papers.
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In the eaxly post-wair period, Europeans began to

form local quasi-political groups to protect their inter-
* ^ .
ests and to air grievances. Although quite similar in

structure and function to the Tanganyikan African- associ

ations, the Euroi^an groups enjoyed the advantages of 

better finances, more experienced leadership and better 

rapport with the administration than did their indigenous

counterparts.

The first major white association was the Northern 

Province Council which was originally founded in Arusha in 

1947, under the title of the Northern Province Secreteurial 

Bureau. The Council was especially concerned with land 

tenure policies and with attempts at establishing a closer 

union with Kenya.^ By 1948 the- Council claimed to repre

sent over two thirds of the local European settlqi^ com

munity which then numbered about 700. The organization' was 

run‘by an executive committee of ten settlers which included 

six British, two Greek, one American, and one Africaner 

member.^

^Provincial and District Books of Tanganyika 
Territory, Arusha District Annual,Report, 1947, p. 3, 
Rhodes House.♦.

^Bates,"European Politics in Tanganyika", pp.
12-13.

.1
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By 1949 the Northern Province Council Hegan a drive

to establish a territorial base of support. Branches were 

opened in Dar es Salaam, Tabora, Moshi, Dodoma, Xanga, 

Lindi, and Kongwa and a territory-wide conference Was held 

in Dodoma in October of that year.^

During the same period, white settlers of moderate

political and social leanings joined together to form the

Southern Highland Union. Xhe association was unique in

that although it was founded and dominated by whites, it 

admitted member^ of all three races.^ However, it at

tracted few followers and served only to matke the Northern

0 Province Council even more popular among members^of the

European community.

In October 1950, the Tanganyika European'Council,

the most active of the early white settlei: groups, *Was
■

founded. Its early membership was comprised primarily of

break-away units from the Northern Province Council. The

bulk of its following was found in the fertile, heavily

Northern Province Council Bulletin. November, 1949'.' 
This irregular publication served as the official news
letter for the organization. Tanganyika territorial" 
papers, Rhodes.House. .

2 ■ ■ '

No'$:es OQ-Political Parties, 1945-55, Tanganyika
territorial files, FCB papers.
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settled Southern Highlands region. The Council centered 

its political program on the demand for the election of 

Asian and European representatives to the central 

Legislative Council based on common rolls.^ It also called 

for the introduction of a highly qualitative franchise 

which clearly favored members of the European community. 

Africans would eventually be allowed to participate in 

territorial level political activities but only through

the gradual evolution of their traditional local govern

ment organization#. At some distant point in the future, 

they would be allowed to form a central African repre

sentative body which would ultimately merge with the
O

Asian-European controlled Legislative Council.

When Governor Twining announced the formation of a

constitutional committee in December 1949, the Europeap
■ '-yf

Council protested that the members were all Legislative

Council appointees and therefore could not truly represent 

At the same time, they opposed thepublic opinion.

Governor's recommendation that seats bd reserved for

^Under the "communal roll" system, each racial group . , 
- voted separately and only for members'of the same ethnic 

■ community.

^Tanganyika Standard, March 4, 1950.
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Africans on the Council as a dangerous and premature 
step.^

Throughout the colonial period the settler com

munity, concerned by both its relatively small size and

the uncertain future of the territory as a trusteeship.

sought to form an alliance with the other European com

munities in East and Central Africa. In November 1949,

when the Visiting Mission report called for increased

African political participation and further protective

guarantees for native lands, the white settler community

of Tanganyika loudly protested. In support, the neigh-
rt

boring Kenya Elections Union held an emergency meeting

in which it called for a termination of the trusteeship

aigreement and the full incorporatidn of the territory •

into the Empire. At the same time the Union demanded-

passage of a Land Acquisition Ordinance which would allow 

the government to take over African lands "on the short

est notice". Finally, it suggested further lahd aliena

tion, the active recruitment of white 'settlers by the
I*

Government, and the introduction of an electoral system'
k •

^Eaat Africa and Rhodesia.'Februeury 23, 1950; 
Tanganyika Standard, February 19, 20, 23, 1950.
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for Europeans only.^ Simsilarly, on March 3, 1950, Nairobi 

white settlers held a'meeting to protest the Tanganyikan 

administration's recommendations to the Constitutional 

Committee, which they considered far too liberal. The 

Europeans passed a resolution in which they urged whites 

"to frustrate, by all means in their power, the proposed 

constitutional changes in Tanganyika which may mean the 

end of British rule in that territory."^

The greatest attempt at cooperation 

white settler gfoups was the creation of an inter

territorial political group known as the Capricorn Society. 

Founded in Salisbury in 1949 the Society was based on the 

belief that the future development of East and Central 

Africa could not be decided by diplomats and politicians 

in the home government. Rather, they maintained that "a 

policy for Africa must come from within Africa itself."^ 

The adL'm of the society was to unite white settlers and a

g-the

^enya Electors Union, Minutes of meeting held 
December 4, 1949, Kenya Electors Union records, Rhodes 
House.

Tanganyika Standard. March 5, 1950.

3 ' '
■'Capricorn African Society, draft of "The 

Capricorn Contract", Capricorn papers, Rhodes House 
Africans Collection, Oxford.
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0
few select indigenous elite in East and Central Africa

through a series of interlocking territorial committeee 

with advisory Md support groups centered in both London 

and New York (U.N.). Capricornists planned to eliminate 

racial tension by formulating a plan which would gradually

introduce the principle of universal adult suffrage to 

the region.^ While the theoretical goals were in accord 

with the designs of both the liberals and Tanganyikan „ 

African nationalists, the stringent educational and eco

nomic qualificatioms for franchise set by the society

meant in reality the perpetuation of white rule for many 
2

generations.C It was, therefore, a most attractive organ

ization for Europeans who did not consider themselves

racists but who had no intention of decreasing their 

existing hold over the territorial political structure 

The fact that Society leaders had influential" connections

»-■>

both at the U. N. and within the Colonial Office also

M. Oldham, New Hope for Africa (London:
1955), passim. - Oldham was theLongmans, Green and Co 

founder of the Capricorn Society^. New Hope is consid
ered, the fundamental testament of the organization.

2lbid

• f
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enhanced the prestige and attractiveness .of the Capricorn 
movement.^

While Europeans and Africans were founding their 

first significant associations, the Asian conmunity tended

to avoid controversial issues. The fact that the immi

grant community could not exert as much pressure as the

fair more influential white settlers but at the same time

was by no means in as dire need of change as was the

African population, helped to perpetuate Asian inactivity. 

At the same time, strict cultural and religious differ

ences divided the community, thus restricting the possi

bility of organized political cooperation. The character

istic aloofness of the Asian communities is reflected in

0

their initial reaction to the propose^ political changes.

In June 1950, a majority of Dar es Salaam Asians inter

viewed by the Committee on Constitutional Development

called for. prpportional representation by religious sect
2

or culture group, rather than by race. The one exception

^he correspondence of Capricorn President David 
Sterling reveals that the Society maintained personal 
oontact from 1940-54 with seven members of the United 
Kingdom delegation to the U.N.

^Letter from Kamrudin Jiva Daya to Hinden,
June 13, 1950, FCB papers.
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to this isolationalist tendency,in the .eaxly postrwar 

years was the Central Moslem Association. In July 1950,

the organization held a special meeting' in Dar es^ Salaam

to consider the question of future political developments. 

There it passed a resolution stating:

any racial or colour division of the popu
lation such as European or Asian or Ad^rican is 
repugnant to our faith and injurious to" our 
interests...we recommend that a common roll^ 
of franchise be adopted for all permanent 
residents of Tanganyika as ’Tanganyikans’ 
without any distinctions whatsoever.2

• • • • • •

Thus, even a^ this early date, serious conflicts 

of interest and differences in approach to political 

development sepaorated the three communities. Activity 

initiated by one group would therefore almost invariably 

produce counter activities and proposails from the oppos

ing associations. Thus, political awareness was expandeii, 

but along clearly racial lines.

J

’’Common roll” refers to the use of a single list 
of candidates in which no racial distinctions are made. 
Voters are not required to cast ballots only for members 
of their own race, nor aure they required^to vote for a 
specific number of candidates from each racial community.

V O'
Central Muslim Association, minutes of meeting 

• held July 29, 1950, Dair.es Salaam, Tanganyika Territorial 
.;files, ’’Political Activities, 1945-54", FCB papers.
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0
Political Considerations in the Home 
Government

.As the Second World Wear ended, both the liberal

and conservative jfactions of the home government accepted 

the fact that the time was at hand for the initiation of

the first steps of territorial political advancement which

would ultimately bring self-rule to most of Great Britain's

territorial holdings. This realization was the rationale 

behind her initiation of the massive Colonial and Welfare 

Corporation and its many subsidiary agencies.^ However, 

within Britain there were those who were not satisfied

with either the pace of colonial development or the methods0
employed by the home government. As a result, the liberal

and socialist elements within Britain launched a campaign

aimed at accelerating the pace of colonial advancement
2

towards self-government. '

^teat Britain, Oolonial Development Corporation, 
Colonial Development Corporation (London: The Solicitor's 
Law Stationery Society Ltd., 1945), passim; Great Britain, 
British Information Services Reference Division, Towards 
Self-Government in the British Colonies (New. York;
British Information Services, 1947), pp. 45-47.

' 2 ’ - * 
The philosophy of the liberal community is well

expressed in: Fabian Colonial Bureau, Domination or
■^Cooperation; Report on a Conference on the Relationships

Between the British and Coionial Peoples. (London; Fabian^
Publications Ltd.,. 1946) ; Rita Hinden, "Imperialism
Today". Fabian Quaurterly (April. 19451'. 1-8.

■«
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- Liberal concern over the future of Tanganyika dates

In 1945, the Secretaryback to the early post-war years.

of the Fabian Colonial Bureau remarked:•

...the whole question of Tanganyika is very 
much in the forefront of our minds just at 
the moment. In one way or another, we have 
met a number of people coming from Tanganyika 
and all reports they bring lead us to feel 
very anxious about the future of this terri
tory. Its status as a mandate will bring it 
to the fore when colonial questions are set
tled at the Peace Conference, following on the 
proposal for the formation of the new Trustee
ship Council at San Francisco. We have there
fore been considering prepzoring some documents 
for publication on the special question of 
Tanganyika, and '^in view of this I have been 
gathering up many valuable papers and letters 
which have come my way.

The Fabian Bureau immediately began to make an'in

tense study of the territory and to enlist the aid of 

liberal members of Parliament who raised questions in the

House of Commons concerning all aspects of the Trusteeship's 
o

development.

linden to Ollendorff, July 18, 1945, FCB papers.

^See letter from Hinden to S, M. Mtengeti, August 
18, 1948, FCB papers. Mtengeti, a black "activist in 
Tanganyika, requested the names of M.P.s- who were inter- 
.osted'in helping to advance the pace of constitutional 
-development in the territory. In reply, Hinden supplied ' 
-the names of F.»Skinnard, John Rankin, J. Hynd, and 

/^^eginald Sorinsen.
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>

The liberal group concluded that the major contro

versies that would arise in the territory in the eairly 

post-war years vfould center upon the issues of land .tenure 

and white settlement, (with a special problem eirising con

cerning the disposal of ex-enemy estates) the methods and 

goals of the Overseas Food and Colonial Development corpor

ations, and the debate within the Trusteeship Council over 

the pace and nature of political development.^ The social

ists were convinced that all of these troublesome questions 

were produced and further aggravated by the tri-racial
o

policy of the Administering Authority, 

racial composition of the territory, the Fabian Bureau

Speaking of the

noted:

This mixture naturally gives rise to a strug
gle for economic and social power between the 
different communities, which is exaggerated by 
the great cultural differences between them..

* —y
^"Problems Arising in Connection with Tanganyika", 

notes on controversial issues drawn up by the FCB, 1945-50, 
Tanganyika files, FCB papers. *

2
The defects of the partnership system were 

stant theme of post-war liberal literature.- As prime ex
amples, see: Arthur Creech-Jones, "Our African Territories", 
African Affairs. Voi;'45. No. 180 (July, 1946); Julius 
Lewin, Britains Colour Bax in Africa (London; The Union . .
of' Democratio, Control, 1948) ;^^ M Nichplso.n, Self-

•• Gdrifernment and the* Communal Problem; • A Study of Colonial 
Constitutional Problems Arising in P'luTal Societi^ ' 
(London: Fabian Publications Ltd., 1948).

a con-
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This struggle, has not up to now been very 

bitter in Tanganyika itself, but events in sur
rounding territories have caused different 
groups in Tanganyika to "adopt much stronger 
views-than hitherto.^ . ,

Included among the "events in surrounding terri

tories", the Bureau listed; South African nationalism, 

attempts at Central African federation, the creation of the

East African High Commission and Central Legislative 
2

Assembly, attempts by East African settlers to form polit

ical links with Central Africa, and the continuation of 

white immigration in all British territories.
i

The liberal reformers continually insisted that 

Britain had to formulate a definite, clearly-stated policy 

towairds Tanganyika, based on a guairantee of self-government 

via the democratic process rather than through the "tem

porary" partnership system.^ The basic complaint of

€

^Notes on Tanganyika, Tanganyika files, 194§-55,
FCB papers.

2
Both agencies were seen as a threat since they were 

a possible means of blurring the distinction^made between 
colony and trusteeship. The international accountability 
of Britain was viewed as a major asset by liberal reformers.

^his demand is well .articulated in;
Progress Toward Self-Government in the British Cclonies 
(London; Fosh & Cross, Ltd., 1945); passimRt. Hon. The 

: -Ea^ of Listowel, “"The Modern Conception of Government in 
British Africa", United Empire, Vol. XL, No. 4 (July- 
August, 1949), 172-177.

> ■'
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progressive reformers was that although Britain planned 

to emancipate her colonies/ .the process was retarded by 

the influence of interest groups who sought to preserve the 

Empire. Within Tanganyika, the white settler organizations 

were viewed as the chief source of such complications.

Fabian Secretary Hinden noted;

What is really lacking in Tanganyika is" 
obvious — a clear and determined policy.
London has stuck to its fundamental ideas 
that the African should come first, that he 
should be encouraged towards self-government, 
that his standard of living should be raised. 
Once these principles' reach Tanganyika they 
collided with the powerful claims of the 
minorities and special interests on the spot.
In a hundred insidious ways Colonial Office 
policy is watered down by local pressures; and 
who is there, other than the harried official, 
to combat the subtle influence on his doorstep 
of employers, companies, planters ahd settlers? 
The Africans are unorganized, uneducated, 
politically untrained; the Indians axe caught 
precariously between the upper Europeans E;nd 
lower African millstones, and axe aviaxe of • 
their own unpopularity. The whole psychology 
of Tanganyikan politics is wrong, and no amount 
of white self-righteousness or black resentment 
can set it right. Only an absolutely unequivi- 
cal policy can break through the confusipn.^

The demand of the Fabian Colonial Bureau and other

liberal groups for rapid territorial development led to

, - linden, "tiptes on Tanganyika, 1948^', Rita Hinden
dorlrespondence files, FCB papers.
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open- conflict in Parliament between the supporters of 

colonial emancipation and those who sought, to preserve the 

Empire. - ’ ,

This pressure was manifested in many forms and in

volved multifold issues. In Janueary 1945 Lord Ammon,at

the urging of Rita Hinden, publicized a demand that

Africans be trained for administrative positions in gov

ernment. When the Colonial Office admitted that few steps

had been taken in this direction, Ammon concluded that

’’...this is a side of the question of Colonial Government
V

which requires attention and insistent pressuring on the 

Colonial Office.”^ In the same year, Labour M.P. John

Dugdale demanded a Parliamentary inquiry to determine why

the African wages in urban cireas were so low that Africans

were prevented from living within the townships and thus
2

were denied exposure to modern influences. A report by

the Labour party advisor to the Colonial Officd, Major

Orde Browne analyzed the clearly substandard wages and

working conditions 2Lfforded Africans in the territory.

^Lqtter from Lord Ammon to Hinden, January 12, , 
1945, FCB papers.

^Hinden to Ddgdale, March 14, 1945, Creech-Jones

j. ■ '

papers.
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The report also revealed that the administration was not

fulfilling its legal obligations to supply housing and

adequate health facilities for African government workers.^

The entire issue was subsequently raised in the House of

Commons by Member A. G. Bottomly, at the urging of the 
2

Fabian Bureau.

The debate soon extended to the House ‘of Lords,

where it was further revealed that Tanganyika blacks were

still subject to penal sanctions for breeiking contracts,

that forced recruitment tactics were still employed by
V

the native authorities and that mass corporal punishment 

was commonplace in many outlying regions.^ The defense of

the Colonial Office policy, led by Lord Hailey, was based

on the zurgument that wages and working conditions should

not be radically altered due to the lackadaisical at-

tidude of Tanganyikan Africans towards salaried employ-

According to Hailey, any reform would "only resultment.

^reat Britain, Colonial Office, Col. No. 193, 
Labour Conditions in East Africa (London: His Majesty's 
Stationery Office, 1946), para. 170-194.

linden to,Bottomly, March 21, 1946, FCB papers.

^Great Brit^^in, Parliament, Parliame'ntary Debates 
'(ttOBse of Lords), May 11, 1949, Col's 541-592. ^ “
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in absenteeism^ irregular worlung, and inefficiency.”^ 

When the debate was given prominence in the home press.

editorials and letters from its public clecirly reflected

the wide gap which existed between the liberal and con

servative communities on the question of African abilities

to advance. This in turn led to opposing views concerning

the pace at which territorial development should be al- 
2

lowed to proceed.

The Overseas Food Corporation and the Groundnut

Scheme were major sources of policy conflict within the 

home government. When the liberal community discovered

that personnel working on the scheme often become per

manent settlers upon the termination of their contracts

^Ibid., cols. 562-563.

2
Conp2ir3 for example, the editorials and letters to 

the editor of the London Times and East Africa and Rhodesia 
for May 12-14, 1949. The difference between the liberal 
and conservativq thought on the issue of African development 
is also clecirly stated in: Arthur Creech-Jones, ’The 
Labour Party and Colonial Policy, 1945-51" in Now Fabian 
Colonial Essays, ed. by Arthur Creech-Jones (New York: 
Frederick A. Praeger, 1959J, pp. 19-37; Ian Henderson, 
Inpcrialism and the British Labour Movement: ^o Views 

> * Considered (Lusaka: Hiqtorical Association of Rhodesia 
and Nyasaland, 1964); Lord Rennell, Arthur Creech-Jones 
M.P. and Col. C. E. Ponsonby, M.P., "Africa aqd the 
BritJ^h Political Parties; (1} A Liberal yiew (2] iiA 
Labour View (3J A Conservative View”, African Affairs.
Vol. 44, No. 176 (July, 1945), 107-119.
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and that even temporary resident employees were becoming 

involved in white settler politics, they demanded a full- 

scale investigation. This in turn led to a series of.

Parliamentary debates.^

There were also several major controversies con

cerning development policy in Tanganyika territory which

continually divided the liberal and conservative elements

of the home government. Key among these issues was the

question of further white settlement. The Labour P^ty

and the liberal reform groups madLntained a constant stand
V

in opposition to future white immigration. They insisted

that increased European settlement inevitably resulted in

special economic concessions for the minority groups via

subsidies and price controlling, domination of the repre

sentative organs of government, and special land acquisi

tion privileges. The history of white settlement throughout 

East and Central Africa indicated that the policy ultimately 

resulted in white domination and the demise of carefully

planned schemes for African development. Thus, liberals

linden to James Johnson, M.P., April 18, 1950,- 
FCa papycrs. See also Olive Holmes, "Peoples, Politics- 
and-Peanuts in Eastern Africa", Foreign Policy Reports. 
Voli-OOCVI, No. 14 (iJecember, 1950), 154-163;

Jr "*
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stood prepared to resist any proposals aimed at increasing 

European settlement within the territory.^

In Maorch 1949 it became known that the Crown had '

given 126 Europeans and eleven companies land grants within

the trust territory. The fact that Secretary of State

Creech-Jones supported these grants despite his position 

of leadership in both the Labour Pairty and the so'cialist 

movement further confused and aggravated the situation.

The Fabian Bureau quickly organized a liberal protest in

opposition to this policy. The Secretary of State made it
V

clear that the granting of permission to settle had been

based on the individual merits of each application and that

the concessions were not indicative of a new policy, 

liberal reformers however remained unsatisfied.^

The

Fabian

Secretary Nicholson remarked:
r'.

...we axe very anxious that any new entrants 
should be people who can be of use in key

- -V

^FCB notes on "Future of White Settlement in 
Tanganyika", dated 1945. Hinden to E. Harvey, MiP 

• Maurch 15, 1945, FCB papers.
2

^ , Great Britain, Parliament, Parliamontairy Debates
(House of Commons), March 11, 1949, cola. 527-529.

’.^Crecch-Joncs to Marjorie Nicholson, Bureau 
SecfetSey, March 16, 1949; Nicholson to Creech-Jones, 
Marcfi 18, 1949, FCB papers.
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positions in plantations, co-operative schemes, 
etc.; but not small farmers, as they do not make 
any adequate income unless they underpay their 
labour.^

The conservative faction was quick to defend the 

increased settlement policy.^ At a meeting of the Royal 

Africa Society, a political social organization comprised 

primarily of foreign service personnel. Conservative M.P, 

E. W. Bovill stated;

The critics of the Colonial Empire regard 
the white settler as the quintessence of every
thing that is evil. It is very difficult when 
you are discussing the British Colonial Empire 
with those who know nothing about it to persuade 
them that the white man is not out to batten on 
the black.

I can assure you that the white settler in 
East Africa could not have a better champion than 
the Colonial Office, the representatives of which 
are constantly impressing upon their critics the

• • •

^Nicholson to C. G. P. Smith, M.P., March 19, 1946
FCa papers.

2
The pro-settler attitude of the conservative elfe- 

raents.of British politics is reflected in the popular 
political literature of the period. See for example: 
Malcolm Lord Hailey, Britain and Her Dependencies (London: 
Longmans Green and Company, 1943); Major Lewis Hastings,

• MCC., ’’Democracy and the African”, African Affairs.
Vol. 49, No. 197 (September, 1950), 211-223; J. K.
Ijuizinga, ’’Africa, the Continent of Tomorrow’s Trouble” 

^African Affairs. Vol. 49, No. 195 (April, 1950), 120-128; , 
-.Elspeth Huxley, Africa’s Dilcmna (London: Longmans 
Green and Co,, 1948), and "Some Impressions of East 
Africat^j^nited Empire.'Vol. XXXVIII, No.-5 (September- 
October, 1947), 237-244.
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immeasurable boon wbicb tbe white settler has 
given to Africa. Wbat East Africa owes to'tbe 
white settler is to my mind incalculable'but is 
fully appreciated by the Colonial Office.^.

Tbe general belief of tbe conservative community was

that increased white settlement should be supported hot

only because it provided an economic opportunity for

Europeans but also because it.afforded Africans the ex

perienced leadership they needed if the territories were

This belief was clearly reflected by tbeToryto advance.

leadership in the post-weir debates on Tanganyika. In

May 1949 Lord Tweedsmuir 'summed up the conservative view

point on this issue:

we would not encourage a flood of European 
settlement that would push the African popula
tion back and back and finding that balance is 
a challenge to us. This is a design for a great 
partnership, a partnership which a great African 
once described as ‘the bzirmony of the black and 
white keys'. If European colonization is cur- ' 
tailed, I believe that it will also curtail that 
leadership and that technical assistance which 
the African so badly needs. If you allow 
Europeans only thirty-three year tenure of 
their land, they will be tempted to extract as 
much as they can from it in that short time, 
then lay it to waste and leave it

• • •

If you• • • •

W. Bovilli "East Africa Today", (An address 
given,-at a meeting of the RoyaJL Africa Society, April 12, 
’1946J^Rhodes House. *■
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create, a European climate.of insecurity, you 
will discourage all further enterprise and 
investment, and destroy the^good will upon 
which all development must rest.

A major victory for the conservative forces was 

achieved in February 1949. The recently published report 

of the 1948 Visiting Mission had suggested a curtailment 

of European settlement. In response to demands for a re

futation of these proposals made by Conservative M.P.

Ivor Thomas and Colonel J. W. Ponsby, Secretaory of State

Creech-Jones announced:

His Majesty's Government aure prepared to agree 
to schemes for non-African settlement in Tanganyika, 
on the understanding that thelland in question is 
not required for African occupation, and that the 
schemes are economically sound. I recognise the 
value of non-African enterprise and that it must 
be viewed as an integral part of the development 
of the Territory as a whole.^

This concession by the liberal Secretary of State

based on his recognition that the territory could_jiot

hope to make any significant economic poogress without

settler investment. As a result, some 100 Euro^ans were

was

^Great Britain, Parliament, Parliamentary Debates 
j, • (House of Lords). May 11, 1949, col. 569.

%otes of a meeting with Conservative delegation, 
February 2, 1949, Crepch-Jones papers.

)
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i

given land grants in 1949.

Secretary plan to make open settlement a permanent or long
1

range feature of Tanganyika's administrative policy, 

concession, nonethelessj repre^sented a clear victory of

At no time however, did the

• The

Conservative policy.

In retaliation, liberal elements within Britain be-
2

gan to campaign to thwart future white settlement.^

Fabian Bureau, which led the liberal drive, petitioned its

The

cause directly to the new Secretary of State;

A major source of trouble is that it is by 
no means clear what the policy of the Government 
is on the question of Eiiropean land settlement 
in Tanganyika, and Africans are fearful that the 
history of Kenya is about to repeat itself....As 
you know, the land alienation policies have 
been criticised time without number in the Labour 
movement, and it has always been our hope that, 
with a Labour Government in office, the mistakes 
of the past would not be repeated in the Colonies 
neighboring on Kenya. This does not mean to say 
that we are not aware of the valuable contribu
tion to the economic life of the country made by 
European capital, skill and enterprise, but we 
claim that the same contributions could be made 
without alienating land for settlement....Once

. -V

^Creech-Jones to FCB, February 6, 8, 1949, Creoch-
Jones papers.

^ha year 1950 fouijd Creech-Jones out of office due 
to the reapportionment of his district. He was replaced 

‘ by James Gfiffiths, another liberal with socialist lean- 
ings.sfjtuj^nonetheless proved to be another unexpected 
thorn.in the side of the liberal reform movement.

> *
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European- settlement is permitted, the settlers 
naturally develop a political stake in the 
country; they put fojnw^d claims for privileged 
treatment and the political consequences, in 
terms of African resentment qu-tweigh by faur the 
benefits of an economic order that the settlers 
are able to bring.

There are now signs of this unfortunate se
quence of events occurring in Tanganyika, and we 
are filled with disquiet by the reports coming 
from that country 
pressure is being exerted by Europeans in 
Tanganyika to gain possession of more and more . 
land. They have many more opportunities of 
voicing their claims loudly than have the 
Africans, who — apart from the Trusteeship 
Council of the United Nations — can look for 
protection only to you. Sir, and to your 
Officials in the Colonial Office and on the 
spot, and with all diffidence, express the 
hope that you give this problem, with all its 
manifold dangers and political implications, 
your earnest attention, and consider the pos
sibility of an unambiguous statement of where, 
excictly. His Majesty’s Government stands.^

It is obvious that immense• • • •

Once aged.n however, the liberal forces were to

suffer a setback rendered by one of their own members. In

reply to the Bureau's request, the Secretary of State com-
•

mented:

Z have carefully considered the arguments put 
forward in your letter, but I can see no reason 
for varying the policy regarding European settle
ment which has been followed by my predecessors. . 
In a vast country with a compeuratively sparae and 

> ' scattered population, ^uch as Tanganyika, the 
cost of administration is inevitably very high.

.^^ta Hindcn to Secretary of State Griffiths, June 
1950, FCB papers.

29,
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At the same time^ there is urgent need to.increase 
, educational and medical facilities for the African 
population of the territory. If this is tp be 
done there must fdLrst be a considerable expansion 
of the Government's revenues and to secure that we 
must develop the economic resources of the terri
tory to the utmost by ayll possible means and with 
the least possible delay.'

...In these circumstances I think your Committee 
need not feair that the political disadvantage of 
the proposed policy of European settlement in 
Tanganyika will outweigh the economic and other ad
vantages which the territory will derive from it.^

While the controversy over European immigration was

in progress, a second major liberal-conservative confron

tation was taking place. This involved the related ques

tion of land alienation andvcentered on the issue of what

plots should be reserved for European use, under what

circumstances and for how long a period of tenure.

The battle over land grants commenced-in May 1946

when the Land Settlement Board of Tanganyika proposed

that the Member for Lands and Mines be allowed to handle
• “"V

all petitions for grants, and that preferential treatment 

be given to veterans and experienced small scale white 

farmers. The Pabian Bureau launched a protest in the

^Griffiths to Hinden, October 20, 1950, FCB papers.> '
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House of Commons via the cooperation of Captain Charles

, the proposition was .abandoned.^Smith, M.P. As a result
In 1946 the Post-War Planning Cpmmittee,\established to

draw up a blueprint for future territorial development, 

suggested that a Land Settlement Bocird and Office be es

tablished to study the possibility of ninety-nine yeax

leases for new settlers. Ageiin the socialists protested

loudly to both the press and the Colonial Office, thus
* O

temporarily blocking the measure.

A major crisis in the land grant controversy axose 

in 1949 when the House of Lords debated the Colonial

0 Office's policy concerning land alienation for Tanganyika.

This debate closely followed the release of the 1948

Visiting Mission report, which called forythe turning over 
of confiscated ex-enemy estates to the in^genous popula

tion for developnent via cooperative fa^oi^g1^ In defiance
- -V

of this recommendation the government announced that only 

155,000 acres on the lower slopes of Mount Kilimanjaro 

would be reserved for Africans and developed at the govern

ment's exjjcnse. The Crown clearly rejected the Visiting
> • _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ;_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ , ■

" Marjorie Nicholson to Captain Charles Smith, May 19,
1946,, rco papers. » _ .

-^Hinden to Secretary of State for the Colonies, 
October 29, 1946, FXS papers.0
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Mission's overall recommendations. It was the belief of

the Administering Authority that- the African population 

did not yet possess the capacity to utilize the§e valuable 

lands properly. Lord Listowel, opening a debate on the

issue in the House of Lords stated;

although we agree that ownership and control 
should ultimately pass to African hands and 
that it may well be exercised on a cooperative* ' 
basis, it seems likely that the transfer would 
be a gradual process, and there can be no ques
tion of banding over this undertaking at an 
eaxly state
lengthy period of preparation and instruction 
before the indigenous inhabitants can hope to 
make a business success '-of such a vast and com
plex agricultural experimfent.^

• • •

There must necessarily be a• • • •

Listowel, a staunch supporter of the liberal reform 

drive, did however, concede that aside from the ex-German 

estates, no other lands should be reserved for white set

tlement since over one-sixth of the most valuable real 

estate was already set aside for European utilization.

^reat Britain, Paxliament, Pcurliamentary Debates 
(House of Lords), May 11, 1949, cols. 581-582.

2
See Lord Listowel, Commonwealth Future (London:

The Fabian Society, 1957), for a detailed analysis of 
_^L;Lstowol'8 thoughts on colonial issues.

- ^Dn^ftcd Nations, Trusteeship Council, Report on the
Visiting Mission. 1948, jjp. 82-88.
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Speaking of this issue, the Lord stated:

I would.suggest that Her Majesty's Government 
should be extremely cautious in their alienation 
of any further.land in Tanganyika. Alienation 
of arid, unproductive land, like that which is be
ing developed by the groundnut schetne, is clearly 
to the advantage of the territory....

However...no land that is required for African 
occupation or any land likely to be required for 
Africans in the foreseeable future should be 
alienated. We axe all aware that there is in 
Tanganyika a serious shortage of land into which - 
Africans can be moved. Such movement is neces
sary if erosion is to be stopped in the areas 

- already occupied. It seems to me, on reading 
this Report, that it is very improbable that 
there is much land which is neither needed for

• • •

African occupation nor likely to be needed in 
the foreseeable future^

The conservative faction, however, refused to support 

any of the reforms suggested by the Visiting Mission re

port. They argued that no significant development could 

occur within the Territory without a drastic influx of 

white settlers. Since less than two percent of the total 

land area was reserved for white utilization and the total 

number of acres alienated had been decreased from 1,993,000 

under German rule to 1,846,000 under British administration, 

conservatives malntadLned that the land policy was mo^e than 

genetous in its concern for native interests.^

^re'at Britain, Parliament, Peirliamentary Debates 
(House of ICoTds), May 11, 1949, cols. 552-553;

^Ibid cola, 560-561.f
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It-was during this period of debate over land reser

vation that the most sensitive alienation problem, the Meru

land case, had i-ts inception. The issue involved the gov- ,

ernment plan to remove about 1,000 members of the Meru

Tribe in Northern Province from the Sanya corridor, a pla

teau lying between Mts. Meru and Kilimanjaro. They were to

be transferred to new lands some forty miles to the-west.

in the Kangori region. The decision was announced by the
1 2

Government at a tribal baraza on June 7, 1949.

Although the full storm ctf controversy over the

Meru land move did not break out until the 1951-54 period.

dissatisfaction with the proposals was expressed by a local

elite activist group, the Meru Citizens Union, and by T.A.A,

Both organizations ultimately petitioned the United Nations

to block the transfer. At the same time, the Meru chief

who gave his consent to the government proposal was pres

sured into retiring in the wake of tribal unrest produced
3

by the plan.

^"Baraza" is a tribal meeting. In the later part 
of the colonial period, such meetings included parlia
mentary procedure, participation by European administra
tors, and democratic voting on some issues.

2
Tanganyika Standard. June 8, 9, 1949.

-United Nations, Trusteeship Council, Official Records. 
Eleventh Session, 426th Meeting (June 3-July 24* 1952), 
pp. 306; 431st Meeting (June 30, 1952), pp. 1-3.

t *
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The liberal forces within Great Britain quickly 

conducted an investigation of the situation. The Secretairy 

of State was plagued with a constant stream of questions 

from anti-colonial groups concerned over the fate of the 

Meru people and the possible implications of the policy .

In June 1950 Michaelin relation to land alienation.

asked the Secretary of State to*Parker, a Labour M.P • 9

guarantee that Tanganyika would not be divided into

specified areas for European and African settlement. The

Secretary of State assured him that no such a plan was in- 

tended by Her Majesty's Government.^ This promise was re

inforced in a letter from the Secretary to Rita Hinden in

October 1950;

...there is no intention of dividing Tanganyika 
into native reserves and areas for non-native' 
occupation. Alienated areas axe, and will con
tinue to be, scattered among areas of African 
settlement throughout the Territory.^

Although the Colonial Office continually promised

that it had no plan for massive European settlement or

land alienation, lack of a clear policy statement produced

^reat Britain, Parliament, Parliamentary Debates 
(House of Commons), Juno 21, 1950.

^Gri^fiths to Hinden, October 20, 1950^ FCB papers.

<-
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considerable unrest within the liberal ranks of the bone

government. It was feared that the policy of deciding

land grants and settlement cases on an individual basis
tv-'

could ultimately result in the development of an overly

powerful white settler group in Tanganyika. The recent

statements by the Member for Lands and Mines only increased

the growing apprehensions of the Labour party and its sup

porters. The liberals therefore sought a definite assur

ance from the Crown that this would not be allowed to 

happen.^ Their protest was centered on the fear that the 

economic advances resulting from white settlement would

not offset the negative political effects produced within

the territory by such a powerful and conservative force;

All experience elsewhere seems to suggest 
that a settler community, once established in a 
country with an African majority, is likely to 
try to protect its interests by adopting a po
litical attitude which is incompatible with 
harmonious race relations. There has been ample 
evidence in the past.few months that some sections 
of opinion in Tanganyika already reflect such an 
attitude but there has been no evidence to sug
gest that there is any effective organized body 
of opinion amongst the settlers which does not 
regard the future of the Territory from the stand- 
pdiht of its own community rights....My committee

• -y

^larjor^ Nicholson, "Nbtes on Issues in Tanganyika 
Territory"} Rita Hindon, "Tanganyika" in personal cor
respondence files, FCB papers.

•(

-I'
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cannot believe that it is in the long run likely, 
to be of benefit to the Territory to have its 
economic resources slightly improved by the ad
mission of loo .settlers a year, at the expense of 
repeating there the difficulties which 2Lre so ap- 
pairent in Kenya.

We feel disquiet at the removal of Africans 
from land already in their occupation, since the 
removal of Africans from land immediately, and 
naturally, aorouses the liveliest forebodings as 
to the security of tenure of Africans on other 
lands.

We are aware that in asking you to reconsider 
the whole policy of land settlement in Tanganyika 
.we axe asking you to depart from the policy which 
the Tanganyika Government has followed 
that is a case in which the value of continuity 
of policy is likely to be completely cancelled 
out by the political results^. We would question 
also whether the policy is likely to meet with 
the approval of the trusteeship Council of the 
United Nations, whose Visiting Mission has al- 
reeidy commented not wholly favourably on condi
tions in Tanganyika.

• • •

We feel• • •

The situation was further aggravated by Member

MacDonald's additional statements in an address to the D2a:

es Salaam Rotary Club concerning alleged government plans
. -v

for the creation of a "non-native homogenous block” in the 

Sanya corridor region.^ The press in both Britain and

Eagt Africa widely reported and editorialized the issue

thus creating a great controversy in both the homo govern

ment and the colonies. The question was temporfirily

^Nich^son to Griffiths, November 14, 1950, FCB
papers.

■y-

2
Tanganyika Standard, December 2, 1950»
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resolved in December 1950, when a delegation from the

Fabian Bureau met with representatives^of the Colonial 

Office. The socialist delegates were shown detailed .maps

outlining the nature of the planned move.' It was apparent

that the 500 families involved had been isolated from the.

rest of their tribe located on the lower steps of Mt. Meru

as a result of the German and earlier British policies of 

land .alienation. The administration^ plan would reunite

them with their tribe. All expenses involved and all

financial losses produced by the move would be compensated
V

for by the government. Finally, the land from which the

families were being moved was suitable only for grazing

connected with large-scale commercial cattle ranching. It

was therefore of little economic use to the Meru. A study

of maps showed that about seventy-five European estates .

would be created in the corridor and that this was in no , —V

way an attempt to link with other alienated areas to create 

a "homogeneous" land block.^ 

decided to support the Meru removal decision, based on the 

fact* that it would be beneficial to both the Meru and to

As a result, the socialists

on a discussion held December 5, 1950, 
between Bureau delegates and Colonial office representa
tives", Tanganyika Files, FCB papers.

f
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territorial development and that, "...the necessity of

this settlement arose from conditions which did not obtain

anywhere else in the territory and would not recur in the 

future."^ Xhus, although the question of land tenure was 

of increasing importance, the vagueness of government

policy and the moderation of the liberal position still

prevented the issue from becoming a troublesome contro

versy. The flexibility of the liberal community is re

flected by the fact that the Fabian Bureau in early 1950

conditionally accepted the concept of ninety-nine year

leases, if necessary to encourage development of low
O

quality lands.

The 1945-50 period also saw the initiation of a rift

between the liberal and conservative factions concerning

the supervisory role of the United Nations in the adminis

tration of the territory. Labour interests in the inter-
• '-V*

national body's activities dated back to the drawing up of

the Trusteeship Agreement. At that time the Fabian Bureau

had unsuccessfully utilized its supporters in the House of

Commons in an attempt to pressure the Secretary of State

^Ibij.. p. 2.

^Venture, Vol. 2, No. 1 (February, 1950), 1.

V
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to consult the indigenous population on their views con

cerning the nature of the trusteeship contract.^ 

first major conflict concerning the role of the U. N.

The

came with the release in 1949 of the report of the Visiting

Mission of the previous year. The observations of the

delegates criticized the territory's land alienation

policy, called for an end to white settlement, and noted

the dire need for an accelerated pace of political advance- 

Above all, the report noted that fulfillment ofment.

these needs did not seem probable under the existing 

systems of racial separation and "indirect rule. The

liberal reform groups as a whole supported the conclusion

of the Visiting Mission and noted that many of the most

serious problems were the product of a vague Colonial

Office policy. Dr. Hinden commented:

With the publication of this Report, the fat 
will be in the fire. Britain critics at UNO 
will undoubtedly leap with joy at some of the 
disclosures, and an unmerciful bludgeoning - 
an fd"] probably at the same time a quite unfair 
one - nay well be in store for the Colonial 
.Office. British spokesmen will feel their 
hackles rising and will discant on all that 
has already been achieved in the face of 
-•stagooring obstacles. Britain has, in fact.

• -V

' ^^rji^pondence between FCB and Kenneth Younger, 
AprilwJiine 1946, FCB papers.M.P • I
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done almost everything she could in a backward« 
difficult country with an uneducated population 
- everything that is, except have an unambiguous 
policy; And it is gust this which .the irate 
Europeans of East Africa e^e now asking her to 
formulate. We want, proclaimed a settlers meet
ing in Tanganyika last week, a .‘categorical 
statement from the Government which will leave
nobody, black or white, in any doubt as to ^
what...the government intends to do’. Precisely.

While the liberal community accepted the criticisms

in the Visiting Mission report with some reservations, the

conservative elements, and especially those involved in over

seas administration, were irate. Fabian Secretary Hinden

remarked:

despite some factual weaknesses, the Report
have said so

• • •
hit the nail on the bead, and I 
pretty emphatically within the sacred precincts 
of Church House.

• • •

But the C.O. seems to have
had its back put up properly, and they are rant
ing about the inequalities of Trusteeship Council 
behavior,^

Conservative resentment of the report was clearly.

reflected in the House of Lords debate of May 11, 1949. The -y

general attitude of the Tory faction was that the U.N. team

, was unaware of the problems inherent in administration of

linden, notes for an article entitled "Tanganyika 
Tangbs*-^, Hinden files 1950, FCB papers.

linden to Wilfred Benson of Great Britain's U. N. 
May 13^1949, FCB papers.staff.
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a developing territory. Noted Lord F2u:ington;

...some of the Commission's remsurks are due to a 
lack of appreciation 
country vis-a-vis not only Tanganyika but its 
other Colonies. Of course, the Commission's 
members will have regairded themselves -in so far 
as they represented the Trusteeship Council, as 
the guardians of the people of Tanganyika. It 
is natural for them to try to obtain for their 
wards as much as possible; we cannot reproach 
them for that. But they should remember that 
this country has many Colonial responsibilities 
beyond its Trusteeship territories. Even if 
this country's resources were considerably leas 
limited than in fact they are, we should still, 
not be in a position to give all our Colonies 
the services on a scale which the Commission 
think desirable, and which we should think de
sirable in the case of Tanganyika. Not only do 
the Commission somehow show themselves a little 
too parochial-minded, but sometimes they do not 
seem to recognize the shortages of this post-war 
world.^

of the position of this• • •

The report was also severely criticized by Lords

Rennell and Hailey both of whom noted that such attacks dis

couraged potential settlers from investing in the territory ,

- -y
by making British tenure seem to be in doubt. Thus, the

report potentially impeded territorial development. In

' addition, the Lords discredited the report on the basis that 

the four man U. N. team spent only six weeks in the territory 

and cbmpletoly failed to visit two provinces.

%reat. Britain, Parliament, Parliamentary Debates 
(House of LoiB^, May 11, 1949, cols. 54B-S48.

^Ibid cols. 525-572.,• t
• ^
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Xhe fact that the Mission was comprised primairily of 

representatives of non-colonial powers with no ability to

appreciate the complexities of colonial administration

further challenged the value of the document. Xhe disdain

of the Xory faction for the U. N.'s right to criticize

British colonial policy was well expressed by Lord Hailey:

...though we all accepted the fact of the former. 
Mandated Xerritories would have to become Xrust
Xerritories, we viewed with a great deal of ap
prehension the constitution of the Xrusteeship 
^Council. It is not a body of men appointed on ' 
account of their knowledge or interest or experi
ence of the Colonial affairs; it consists of 
nation members. Xhere was eve^ry reason to sup-

that the representative' of these constitu-pose
ent nations would reproduce in the Xrusteeship 
Council some of the national prejudices, dislikes 
and enmities which have found so large in the 
discussions of the U.N.O. itself.^

• • •

Lord Rennell described the missions as:

...well meaning people butting in on things they 
know very little about....Xhat they should proffer 
advice, is not helpful either to the administra
tion in Xanganyika or to His Majesty's Government 
who are trying to develop Xanganyika. Both the 
Government and the administration have my sym
pathies over the treatment they have received at 
the hands of an itinerant Commission of this sort, 
which is the direct product of the formation of a 
great and noble ideal which never ought to have 
boon formalised.2

• -V

‘ ^Ibld., cols. 557-558. 

^Ibld
col. 576.• *

* 4
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The filial criticise of the Mission was issued by "the 

Colonial Office itself, in a statement entitled 

"Xnnaccuracies and Misunderstandings in Trusteeship Council 

Report."^ Thus, the Tory party which was firmly committed 

to the slow evolution of the territory over a period of 

several generations, and to the preservation of the systems 

of parity and indirect rule, clearly revealed that it had

little use for the interference of the United Nations in

trusteeship affairs.

The post-war period saw the development of yet an

other conflict between the liberal and conservative ele-

€ ments of the home government, which in the years to come

would override all other issues. This was the question

of the rate and nature of political development within the

territory.

The pattern of political development in Tanganyika •

- ~Y
was a constant source of concern for the liberal forces in

the post-war years. In the 1945-50 period Labour M.P.s

repeatedly raised questions concerning the democratiration

of native authorities, the initiation and development-of

^reat Britain, Colonial Office, Information 
Oepcirtment, •'’Innaccuracies and Misunderstandings in ' 
Trusteeship~Cauncil Report",'newsbrief released by the 
Colonial Office, February 24, 1949.o

• '■ -
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denocratic processes in local district and provincial 

councils and plans for the political dducation of the in

digenous population. Above all,'liberals were interested 

in the pace at which elective procedures would be intro

duced at the territorial level and in the structure of the 

territorial government as it underwent its gradual evolu

tion towards self-rule.^

The reformers believed that the Colonial Office and 

the territorial administration were willing and capable of 

initiating a satisfactory plan of political advancement 

but that they were opposed by the small but influential 

Buropecui community, 

as the greatest threat to peaceful political advancement.^ 

Liberals were convinced that the tri-racial nature of the 

territory, with its two tiny minority communities, would 

present over increasing problems to the Crown unless an

White settlers were therefore viewed

early declaration of political development along denocratic 

lines was announced.^ When Governor Twining's nemo to the

^ee the files of M.P. a Kenneth Younger and J. 
Skinnard, for a listing of the numerous questions asked by 
each in^the 1945-50 period, concerning territorial political 
developments, FC8 papers.

^Hinden to John Hynd, M.P February 28, 1950, FCB

O
Notes on ’'Political Advancement in the East African 

’ Territories", territorial files, 1948-49, Qreech-Jones

✓ Ipap^irs.
y:
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constitutional committee suggested paority between African

and non-African inhabitants via an electoral college

system, the loud protest rad.sed by white settlers con

vinced liberals that their struggle would be not with the 

territorial government, but with the European community.

The Fabian Bureau remarked;

Tanganyika is at present the storm centre of a 
constitutional conflict which has arisen from the 
proposal that Europeansand non-Europeans should 
vote on a common electoral roll. This issue is 
fundamental to the whole future of East and Central 
Africa.

The problem facing BritadLn has its roots in the 
structure of the population of these territories, 
and we are aware that it is a problem which admits 
no easy solution....Europeans are overwhelmingly 
out-numbered by Africans and axe also out-numbered 
by Asiatics, mainly Indi^u1s....Considoring the 
great cultural differences between the communities, 
it is natural that the minority group should feel 
anxious lest their own cultural standards should 
be lost, and this would create political diffi
culties whichever community were in the minority.
It happens, however, that the minority group is 
at present politically dominant, and that its 
members, in the light of their own tradition, ex
pect political representation and responsibility 
of a kind which has been known only in highly ad
vanced communities. If they wish to share demo
cratic institutions with the majority, they face 
the difficulty that these institutions are very far 
removed from the traditions of the majority com
munity; if'they are unwilling to share power, they 
can only try to evade or silence African demands for 
equality.^ It appears that in the desire to maintain

pu
■f
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their own standaxds intact, the European minori
ties in the British territories aure increasingly 
turning to the latter policy.^

Liberals argued that as a result of white settler

pressure the Crown had developed the policy of racial

sepairation and had also insured that, in practice, the

European community dominated territorial politics. The

recent division of the East and Central African terri

tories along racial lines appeared to be ample proof that
2

similar developments were underway in the Trusteeship.

The liberal community therefore viewed the proposed con-
V

stitutional advances in Tanganyika as "...a test for the

whole political future of the territories in East and

Central Africa which are inhabited by multi-racial popu

lations."^ As the leading progressive organization, the 

Fabian Bureau led the battle for an end to racial separa

tion. It argued that since the ultimate goal of British 

colonial policy was self-rule through democratic institutions.

^FCa notes on "Constitutional Policy in Tanganyika", 
April, 1950- FCB papers.

2
Hindeo to John Hynd, February 26, 1950; Creech- 

Jonos to Lady Hilda Selwyn-Clarke, May'3, 1950; Janes 
Betts, FCB Secretary to Michael Scott of the African 
Bureau, May 9, 1950,',FCB papers.

linden, "Tainganyika notes", April, 1950, FCB
papers.
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i
it was pointless to create artificial barriers which would , 

have to disappear with the emancipation of the territories. 

Unnecessary division also increased racial tensions and in' 

the long run proved a disservice to the minority groups.

The Bureau reasoned;

...all possible efforts should be directed towards 
the development of Parliamentary institutions 
which reflect the true balance of interests in 
these territories. Separate representation does 
not assist in this development, since it insti
tutionalises the existing division between the 
different communities and inhibits the growth 
of non-racial political parties. The aim should 
be for a common electoral roll for^all communi
ties, with the same qualifications for all 
electors.^

While advocating common roll elections, the social

ists claimed that the quality of the electorate would be

safeguarded by literacy tests, in either Swahili or

English, minimum income requirements, and the use of ap-
- -V

pointed members for some seats on the Legislative Council
2

to represent commercial interests. At a meeting of Fabian

Bureau leaders and sympathetic M.P.s, the liberal camp 

devised a temporary plan of African representation which 

would alloW^Tanganyikan Africans without necessary economic

^Notos on "Constitutional Policy", FCB papers; 
Venture, Vol, 2, No? 5 (Juno, 1950), 1-3 and 11-12.

^Nicholson on East African policy. Spring 1950,
FCB papers.

<■
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ox educational qualifications to indirectly elect local

representatives to the central legislature through local

native councils. When individual tribal groups were suf- '

ficiently advanced, this alternative system could be phased 

out and replaced by direct participation in central govern

ment elections. The transformation would take place at

different times in various sections of the territory de

pending upon the speed with which Africans were able to 

make the adjustment to modern political processes.^ In

order to guarantee minority community i^epresentation on 

the Legislative Council, the Governor would have the right 

to nominate members of the Asian and European race to fillc
an agreed number of reserved seats. Official majorities

would also be retivined on the Legislative and Executive .

Councils. Although unofficial appointees would be

selected from all throe communities, the liberals insisted

that "...there sHould be no acceptance in theory or in

practice of any principle of parity of representation or
o

of any other rigid device."*' Finally, the liberals agreed

• —■»

^"Nqtes on a meeting at Transport House", April 17, 
1950, FCB papers.

2 -Nicholson, "Notes on Tanganyika Policy",
1950, FCB papers.

April 23,
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that any political peurties which might develop should not 

be allowed to limit membership to one race, since this 

would only further aggravate the racial tensions already 

produced by "peurtnership”.^

The socialists also rejected the proposals for 

stitutional development put forth by the Governor in his 

note to the Constitutional Committee. They argued that 

the suggested electoral college system provided 

electoral roll for the minority groups, but excluded edu

cated Africans. In addition, the proposal made no plan 

for guaranteed reserved seats for Asians and Europeans, 

which would be necessary as political evolution occurred. 

Finally, there was no insurance that the native authority 

councils, the supposed training ground for political 

tlcipation, would bo forced to operate in a democratic

con-

a common

par- ,

2
manner.

In order to explain both their own policy and their 

objec^tions to the proposals for political development put 

forth by the Tanganyika Government, the Fabian Bureau ar

ranged an interview with the Secretary of State and key

^Correspondent between Nicholson and Dr. Kenneth 
Little of the London School of Economics, April 17-23, 
1950, FCa papers.

2 »•'Notes on Constitutional •Policy", PCS papers. ♦
♦...w -
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personnel from the Colonial Office.^ The socialists were 

generally satisfied with the reception given their proposals, 

but expressed skeptical concern of how their suggestions ,, 

would be received by the colonial administrators who were 

closely allied with settler interests. The head of the 

Fabian Bureau offered the following evaluation of the

meeting:

[Secretary of Stated told us that most of the 
Governors of Eastern and Central Africa would be • 
coming to London within the next three months 
in order to discuss constitutional problems for 
the whole of the area. He considered that the 
proposals which we placed before him as being 
very meritable, and showing signs of careful 
work, and that they could be considered as a 
possible basis for discussion with the Governors. 
He recognises very clearly that there has to be 
a change of heart in East and Central Africa 
with regard to many aspects of the life of the 
African and Indians if bloodshed is to be avoided 
in that area. Ke felt that the Secretary of 
State was very honest and sincere, and only too 
willing to listen to our point of view, but what 
the outcome will be when he is at his discussion 
with the Governors and the top permanent offi
cials is another matter.*

• « •

• • •

•• -ii*

The conservative faction by comparison was determined 

to caietain political control by the minority communities

^?&cholson to Griffiths, April 21, 1950, FCB papers. 
The delegation included Nicholson, Francis Horrabin, 
Seginald Sorenson, M.P

^Sel%»y(i-Claxko to Audrey Smith, May 23, 1950, FCO

and Dr. Kenneth Little.• 9

papers.

r
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for as long as possible. Tory leaders repeatedly rejected 

any proposals calling for a time schedule of territorial 

political development. They also maintained that the de

velopment of representatiee government could effectively 

take place only through the evolution of the native author

ities. The democratization of these local political units

would be followed by the establishment of first district

and then provincial councils. Ultimately Africans would

participate■in open elections at the central government 

level, but only after years of local political experience 

had been gciined. At all times, however^ the minority groups 

would have their political influence preserved by the 

reservation of seats in elective bodies and by the ap

pointive power of the Governor.^ The lack of confidence

felt by the Tory faction was summed up by Lord Listowel who 

spoke of Conservative party apprehensions:

about the pace at which eudvance towards a rep
resentative system of government in a tribal 
society can be made, and the time required before 
the indigenous population can provide for then- 
selves an efficient and responsible administration.

• • •

^he Conservative plan for political evolution is 
well expresse^d in Alan T. Lennox-Boyd, "Impressions of East 
Africa", United Empire, Vol. XLIII, No. 4 (July-August 1952),- 
163-167. See also Hpu^e of 1-ords delate of May 11, 1949, . 
passim and the statcBenta made by Tory leaders to the 

T in East Africa and Rhodesia. July 6, and August 3, 1950.
press
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In our view, a‘ too-rapid movement towards these 
objectives, by failing to take into account the 
political immaturity of the rural African popu
lation, would imperil the standard of living and 
the steady political progress of the territory 
as a whole..

It is...extremely difficult at the. present 
stage of African political development to find 
Africans who are both able to play a useful part 
in the work of the Council and are recognized by 
the mass of the African population as speaking 
in a representative capacity for them. The dan
ger of forcing African representation by Africans 
at a hot pace is that it will result in practice 
in the representation of sectional interests 
which often run counter to the interests of the 
rural.communities which form the bulk of the 
population. Before the masses of the people can 
safeguard their own interests it will be neces
sary as I, have already said in referring to the 
method of developing self-governmerft in Tanganyika, 
to build up a system of representation by popular 
choice at the tribal or local government level.^

• •

Throughout the colonial period, the Tories contin

ually argued that African representatives were not neces

sary to safeguard African interests, since Her Majesty's 

Government sought to protect the rights of all subjects 

and because government policy was clearly designed to

favor indigenous interests. The liberals by contrast

claimed that white settler demands unduly influenced the

administration and weakened its policies.
. Jl ■*

^rdat Britain, Parliament, Parliamentary Debates 
(House of Lords), 1-lay 11, 1949, col. 583.

• ♦-
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The liberal spppbrters in Parliament immediately be

gan to apply direct pressure on the government to insure 

the proper and rapid political advancement of Tanganyika.

In March 1950, M.P. Sorenson demanded that the Secretary 

of State give assurances that he would "...not be deflected

from the path of granting just constitutional representa

tion to Africans in Tanganyika because of the objections of 

European minorities."^ The following month, another Labour

member demanded that the government clearly outline its *

plan for increased African representation on the Legislative 
2

Council. V

During this period, liberal activists continually

offered advice and support to Tanganyikan African leaders

Chief Kidaha Makwaia, one of thewithin the territory.

four African members of the Legislative Council, was ad

vised not to support any constitutional changes based on

regionalism (as had occurred in Nigeria) since this would

lead to sectionalism and would fail to provide African

elite the territorial base of political support they needed

to create a viable national leadership. At the same time,
A

^Hinden to Rev. R. Sorenson, M.P., March 8, 1950,
FCB papers.

2■Great Britain, Parliament, Parliamentary Debates 
(House of Commons), April 26, 1950.
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Makwaia was discouraged froDi accepting any proposal for the

reservation of a set percentage of Legislative Council seats.

for each race since such a settlement would only produce

♦ racial unrest. In addition, any settlement which offered

significant representation to the minority communities 

would clearly be out of proportion to their percentage of 

the total population and thus unfair to Africans.^

The Fabians offered similar advice to Legislative

Appointee and T.A.A. leader Marealle and to various other

members of the Association. In this early period the T.A.A.,

V
although actively involved in local issues, had not yet

formulated a definite plan for territorial political evolu

tion. The socialists continually urged the Association to

decide upon a policy statement. The liberals advised that

only a program ultimately based on open election through a

non-racial franchise could guarantee the evolution of truly

democratic institutions within the territory. For this

reason parity should not bo supported. The right of the

minority groups to maintain a significant role within the

government could be preserved temporarily by minimal

^Nicholson to M2dcwaia, August 3-.11, 1950, FCB
papers.

■ t -
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franchise qualificaitions and by the appointive poner of 

However, the Association had to make itthe Governor.

clear that the territory would eventually have a black- 

dominated government,^

The Fabians also advised leaders of the Asian com

munities. The Bureau, for example, severely criticized
2

the Muslim comnuaity's suggestion that Legislative 

Council representation be based on religion, as yet

another means of dividing the population into rival
3groups.

Thus by 1950 the stage was set for a major liberal- 

conservative confrontation over the question of political

development within the trust territory.

^"T.A.A. correspondence files”, FCB papers. See 
especially Nicholson to Marcalle, November 14, 1950;
Hinden to Marealle, March 31, 1950 and Makwaia-Hinden 
correspondence, October 1949-April 1950.

2
At the time of the correspondence, the Association 

served as the principle socio-cultural organization of the 
30,000 member Muslim community. Division into numerous 
sects most of which reflected strong isolationalist ten
dencies, prevented the Muslim community from playing a 
more active role in territorial developments.

^iindon to K. J. Daya, Septeotxir 27, 1950, FCB
papers.

\ ■ V
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The Influence of the United Nations

The controversial debates which arose between 1945,

and 1950 concerning the development of Tanganyika were

further complicated by the activities of the Trusteeship

In the early post-war period, this body becameCouncil.

the stage for the ideological conflict which raged between

While .the colonial powers and the anti-imperialist nations, 

the Permanent Mandate Commission had been a decidedly pro

colonial body^, the Trusteeship Council was strongly opposed

to any form of imperialism and continually agitated for the 

emancipation of the trust territory. Through the Visiting

Mission reports, the annual examinations of the activities

of the administering authority, and the handling of peti

tions from subjects within the territory, the Trusteeship

Council maintained a constant stream of criticism which

caused repeated complications and embarrassment for the

Colonial Office and the territorial administration, both of

which were already under attack from the liberal community.

^Pierre Alexandre, L'Afrique Oricntale Britannique 
(Paris: Armand Colin, Cahior 161 da la Fondatiorj Kationale 
des ^iencos*Politiquos: Decolonisation et Regimes 
Politique on Afriquo Noire, 1961), pp. 95-105; Charlotte 
Leubuscher,' Tanganyika Territory; A Study of Economic 
Policy Under Handate.(London; Oxford University Press, 
1944), pp. 3-19. .

T •
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The criticism levelecS by the international organization 

was much more severe than that raised by dissident factions

within the home government. While socialists realized that

self-government was imminent and therefore limited their

criticism to issues involving the pace and structure of

political evolution, the Soviet Union and her anti-imperial

allies openly and repeatedly charged that Britain had no

intention of ever emancipating her global holdings. At the

same time, the ideological convictions of the anti-imperialist

faction caused them to ignore the positive improvements pro

duced by British administration.^ V

The trusteeship confrontations did not begin with the

creation of the United Nations. Although the Council was

established in 1946, the Soviet Union did not take its seat

until two yeeirs later due to other ideological conflicts it-

was engaged in within the international body. During the

interim period, the Council functioned smoothly and was able

^For an example of the difference in the nature of 
the criticism leveled by the two groups compare: Molly 
Mortimer, Trusteeship in Practice (London: Fabian Colonial 
Bureau, 1951) and N. V. Novikov, Statement by N. V. Novikov 
Member of the USSR Delegation to the Second Part of the 
United Nations. Ambassador uf the USSR to the United States 
in Committee ,IV, Trusteeship and Non-Self Governing 
Territories of^the General Assembly to tTie United Nations 
(Washington, 0. C.f^tilobassy of the Union of Soviet - 
^cialist Republics-, November, 1946).

,
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to set up the machinery needed for its operations, includ

ing such important technicalities as rules of procedure.

format for questionnaiires, -and means of examining petitions.

It was therefore not until 1948 that the real confrontations

began. The Soviet Union and her allies, drawn from the com

munist bloc and nations which bad recently received their

independence from Colonial powers,did their utmost to dis

credit the activities of the administering authorities.

Every administrative reform and program for internal ad

vancement was condemned as either too weak or as a veiled 

attempt at noo-colonialism.^ Great Britain and the other

administering authorities persistently refuted such renun

ciations claiming that the Council was "degenerating into 

a platform of political propaganda."^ The colonial powers

argued that cost Trusteeship Council members had no experi

ence in or detailed knowledge of territorial administration.

personal account of the criticism leveled against 
Britain in the Trusteeship Council la offered in: Sir 
Alexander Cadogan, "Five Years of the United Nations", 
United Empire, Vol. XLI, No. 6 (November-Dwcecber, 1950), 
321-326.

^Statement made by fhc British representative to 
the U. N. bqforo the opening meeting of the General Assembly 
in Paris, 1948. Reported in the Manchester Guardian.
May 16, 1988.

I ►
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Rather, as the ideological spokesmen for the anti-

imperialist forces they dealt in a world of theory and

doctrine while ignoring the down-to-earth problems involved 

with the governing of colonies and trusteeships.^

From the very beginning,the Trusteeship Council found

itself engaged in a battle over the question of exactly what

controls it could exert over the Administering Authority.

Article 87 of the United Nations Charter gave the Council

the right to examine reports submitted by the Crown, to re

view and examine petitions from inhabitants of the terri

tory, and to conduct periodic visits. The^ British were also 

required to submit information concerning internal develop

ments. The Trusteeship Council examined all reports and

petitions and submitted their analysis of territorial con

ditions to the Fourth Committee of the General Assembly

(Trusteeship Committee), on which all U.N.O. members had one

representative. The Fourth Committee would then study the

^John Fletcher-Cooke, "Tangzmyika and the Trusteeship 
Council", International Affairs, Vol. XIII, No. 3 (Juno, 
1950), 40-48; Rt. Hon. Kenneth Younger, "The United Nations 
and the British CoBmonwoalth", United Empire. Vol. XLIV,
No. 2 (March-April, 1953), 59-73 and "African Forum",
Vol. XXXIX, No.*3 (Hay-Juno, 1948), 109-114.

* *
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issues under question zmd draw up resolutions which were 

subsequently voted upon in the General Assembly.^

Although this elaborate system was established in 

the U. N. Charter and the Trusteeship Agreement for 

Tanganyika, neither document stipulated that the inter

national agency had any power to force the Crown to accept

its resolutions. The Trusteeship Council in reality could 

only apply the pressure of international opinion to gain 

acceptance of dts suggestions. The questionable nature of 

U.N. authority only served to make the polemical battle 

between the colonial and anti-imperialist ^forces that ouch 

more bitter.

The first major controversy within the international

organisation was initiated by the tour of the first Visiting

The four man team was made up of delegates.Mission in 1948.

from China, Costa Rica, Australia and France. Only the latter

^reat Britain, Colonial Office, Cmd. 7081, Treaty 
Series No. 19 (1947J, Tanganyika: Text of Trusteeship 
Agreement as Approved by the General Assembly of the United 
Nations Now York 13th December, 1946 (London: His 
Majesty's Stationery Office, 1947J; Cmd. 6840, Trusteeship 
Territories in Africa Under United Kingdom Mandate (London: 
His Majesty's Stationery Office, 1946).
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two members had any experience in colonial ziffairs.^ The 

Mission toured the territory for forty-three days, visiting
O

six of the eight provinces. Xhe team encouraged Tanganyilcan 

Africans to openly articulate their opinions of British ad

ministration and to present their complaints in the form of 

written petitions.^ Thus, the indigenous population was

afforded a ready made means of by-passing the colonial ad

ministration with their problems. The two most significant

petitions received were those presented by the Dcir es Salaam

and Shinyanga branches of the T.A.A. The Shinyanga docu-
V

cent called for a major program of educational development

to bring Africans into the cash economy and to prepare them

for political participation. It also called for increased

African representation on the Legislative Council and in

Vrhe French representative M. Laurent! haxJ been a 
senior officer in the French African colonial service and 
the Australian, Bryan Chinnery, was an expert on native 
affairs anong the primitive cultures of the Southern 
Hemisphere.

“The fact that the team took only six weeks to ex
amine some 36,<KX) miles inhabited by over six million people 
made the Mission conclusions most questionable to the home 
government. See House of Lords debate of the Mission report. 
May 11, 19-19. ^ '

%he Tanganyika Standard continually published 
notices announcing tho^SEFeduIe of the Mission teams and • 
the sites designated for interviews with petitioners.
T •

* ^
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the territorial adninistration. Economic demands included

better living conditions, more openings in trade and com

merce, higher wages, and a greater indigenous share in the

mineral wealth of the territory. Finally, the petition 

appealed for freedom of speech and press, and an end to 

racial discrimination.^

The Dar es Salaam petition dealt with the similar

economic and social problems, but avoided any mention of 

increasing political participation. Interviews with in

dividual Africans throughout the territory revealed an al- 

most universal desire among the elite for better educational

c opportunities and the initiation of both local government 

and territorial elections.^

The conclusions of the Visiting Mission were pub

lished in the official report released in 1949. Although

the JCeport remarked favorably on freedom of political ex

pression within the territory,'* it was nonetheless highly 

critical of administration activities in the area of

^United Nations, Report of the Visiting Mission. 1948
Appendix 1.

^Ibid

^Ibid

Appendix 2.

pp. 33-J^ 

^Ibid.. pp. 7-B.

• $

• t
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political development. It-especially condemned the lack 

of a clear plan for development of self-government. The

Mission noted:

...there is a degree of definiteness about very 
immediate next steps, far less assurance con
cerning the steps to follow, and an apparent 
void beyond that to the ultimate goal.

The lack of political planning cannot but have 
an adverse effect on the rate of progress.

The visiting team was highly impressed with the mem

bers of the African elite it interviewed and remarked most

favorably on their comprehension of both local and terri- 
2

torial issues. The report was therefore critical of the 

multi-racial system and of the policy of political evolu-C
tion via indirect rule. The Visiting Mission report charged

that since African cambers of the Legislative Council were

appointed and not elected there were in reality no spokesman , 

for indigenous opinion at the central government level. It 

also claimed that the recently created provincial councils 

were both ineffective and undemocratic. Finally, it

criticized the administration for failing to appoint

Tanganyikan Africans to significant posts in the government 

and on the special boards and oommlttces created to examine

^Ibid., p. 33. 

^ibid., pp. 58-61.C
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particular proposals. Most significantly, the U.N, report

supported demands made by the X.A.A. for increased African

representation on the Legislative Council and for elections

'in the near future on a non-racial basis. While it called

for the Crown to accelerate the pace of development towards

self-government, it did recognize that at that moment 

Tanganyikan Africans were not yet ready for self-rule.^

The report was also critical of Britain's economic

policies. It noted that the territory had made little pro

gress in commercial and industrial development and that the
V

system of inter-territorial cooperation had damaged

Tanganyika by concentrating trade and commerce in Kenya.

Finally, the land policy of the government was severely

criticized by the Visiting Mission. They noted that of the

6,334,000 acres of "productive!' land, 1,846,278 wore held by

non-Africans. In order to prevent further alienation, the 

U.N. report suggested that all oissionary lands not inmed- 

iatoly needed for religious and social services, and all 

former Gorman-estates be given to Africans for cooperative 

development. l\ also urged that European inaigration bo

^Ibid..

* -
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kept at the baxest mininum consistent with the development

of the territory and the immediate and long-range needs of 

the African inhabitants.^ On February 20, 1950, the

Trusteeship Council debated the Mission report and approved
2

all of the proposals made by the visiting team.

The United Kingdom delegation to the U. N. fiercely

contested the Mission report. Especially strong resentment

was felt for the proposals concerning political development 

and for the criticism leveled against the system of indi-

The British position on these natters was clearly 

stated in a confidential memo to the United kingdom repre-

rect rule.

sentative to the U. N.:

These measures indirect rule and local denocra- 
tisation efforts represent, in the opinion of the 
Administering Authority, the maximum advance for 
which plans can usually bo formulated at the pres
ent time. The method and direction of further ad
vance must be largely determined by experience 
gained during this initial stage. The Administering 
Authority will, however, certainly work out plans 
for a further advance as soon as the full attain
ment of the present objectives is in sight.

The Administering Authority is convinced that 
had the Visiting Mission been able to see more of 
the territory and the astonishing variety of its 
peoples they would have appreciated more clearly 
the extrome difficulty of securing at this stage

^Ibid., pp. 51-52.
»

^London Tices, February 21, 1950.

X
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representation of the' masses of the people, of a 
kind nhich would be at once effective and accept
able to them, and would have appreciated the in
evitability of gradualness in the development of 
democratic institutions among the indigenous in
habitants if they care to rest on a solid and last
ing foundation.^

The United Kingdom delegation also maintained that

although the major advances in economic, social and educa

tional services called for by the report were desirable.

the limited resources of the territory and the Colonial

Office simply did not allow for such an extensive under-
2

taking.

Thus,it is clear that the policies "of the Adminis-

c tering Authority were far from satisfactory to the anti-

imperialist faction of the Trusteeship Council. The conflict

between the two was to be a source of constant frustration to

the Crown and in the years to come was to provide the African

liberation drive an ally even core radical in its reform de

mands than wore the liberal groups within the home government.

By 1950, the various factions involved in the

Tanganyika independence movement bad begun to formulate

^"Confidential Memorandum for the United Kingdom 
representative dealing with the 4th Committee", October 29, 
1948, p. 2, Tanganyika Territorial files, Rhodes House.

2lbid pp. ai-5.• f

O t ■
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their policies and to clarify their aoreas of disagreement.

It was clear that the Colonial Office’s policy of slow

political development via indirect rule and multi-racialism

was heaxtily supported by the white settler community and

the conservative forces within the home government. In

opposition stood the African activists within the territory

and the liberal reformers of Great Britain. Allied with

them was the anti-imperialist faction of the Trusteeship

Council which presented, up to 1950, the most radical

Finally, it should 

be noted that both the liberals and the international agency

stance against official British policy.

were much more forceful in their protest and had ouch

clearer overall plans for future territorial development

than did the fledgling African activists groups who due to

poor organization, lack of funds and skilled personnel. ***

limited their activities to mild forms of protest and

petitioning and totally lacked any concrete long range

plans for the political advancement of the territory.

-i
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OJAPTER III

POLITICAL TRANSFORMATION AND THE RISE OF NATIONALISM,

1951-54

Background

By 1950 the stage was set for a political contro

versy of najor proportions in Tanganyika. The vital ques

tions of the rate and structure of future constitutional
V

developcent were being challenged by the liberal reforn

groups-«nti~the nore radical anti-colonial forces of the

United Nations. Although varying in both their ootives

and aspirations, these forces stood in clear opposition

to the slower pace of political progress endorsed by the

Colonial Office and supported by the Conservative party at

hone and the white settler groups within the trusteeship.

By 1950 .liberals and Conservatives were divided over a

growing nunber of issues. Key anong these wore; land 

alienation, white scttlotsent, the speed and structure of 

future political developocnts, and the extent of Trusteeship 

Council authority over territorial affairs. In the period

172
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1951-54, these and new controversies were to result in 

further alienation of the opposing groups. In addition, 

the ezucly 1950*s were to see the*rise of organized African 

protest on the territorial level, and the creation of-the 

first viable Tanganyikan African political party.

The Colonial Office was well aware that its post 

World War II development plans, while well-intentioned, had 

produced considerable unrest within Tanganyika. To remedy 

the situation, the Office attempted to stress its plans to 

fully evolve the dependencies as rapidly as possible. In 

June 1951, upon assuming the post of Secretary of State, 

Oliver Lyttleton proclaimed that the goal of British col

onial policy was:

...[toT) aim at helping the Colonial Territories 
to attain self-government within the British 
Commonwealth. To that end wo are seeking, as 
rapidly as possible, to build up in each 
Territory the institutions which its circum
stances require. Second, we are all determined 
to pursue the economic and social dovolopcent 
of the Colonial Territories so that it keeps 
pace with their political development.

This generalization was clearly in accord with the 

demands of liberals, anti-imperialists, and Tanganyikan
.M ’’

G

^"Statement issued by the Secretary of State Oliver 
Lyttleton at a Colohial-O^ice briefing, 'June 11, 1951", 
British Colonial Office-files, Hhodes House.

C f.
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African activists. Britain,'nqnetbeless,'continued to irri

tate these groups by her strict insistence upon the policies 

of indirect rule and tri-racialism as the guidelines” for

further political development. Her determination to adhere

to this system was manifested in the Tanganyika government’s 

policy statement of 1954. Here the administration declared 

that the goal of future political developments was to es

tablish "a working partnership of the three main races’’,^ 

in which all shared equal representation in elective govern- 

This proclamation posed a grave threat to thement bodies.

liberal reform elements. As long as a system of equal racial 

representation endured, the two minority groups would domin

ate territorial policies at the expense of the overwhelming 

African majority.

G

The white settlors and Tory factions, anxious to 

tain European domination over the trust territory's affairs, 

eagerly rallied to the support of Britain's multi-racial

It was the battle over this issue, coupled with the 

ever-present debates concerning white settlement and U.N. 

supervision of trusteeship development, that was to pro

duce the major confrontations in .the 1951-54 period.

re

policy.

Tanganyika, Local-^Government Memorandum. 
Part_J. (Dar es Salaam:

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  No. 1.
Govornmont Printer, 1954), pp. 7-9.o ■T'"

■ 1 •.
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A primary cause of Britain's dilemma during this

period was her refusal to abandon the ill-conceived plan of 

local political evolution via the native authorities. The 

Colonial Office (encouraged by white settlers who wished to 

slow down the process of development towards self-rule) 

persistently maintained that significant and stable politi

cal advancement could come only through the democratization 

of traditional tribal leadership.^ In reality, the system

of indirect rule in most instances failed to achieve its

projected plans for political evolution. Chiefs and elders 

would generally sJrirt the task of introducing modern demo

cratic processes since such reforms would reduce their

traditional base of power. Those who did attempt to

introduce modern techniques often did not have the know

ledge or experience necessary to do so effectively. Finally,

the bulk of the indigenous population, possessing little or

^For official expressions of this view see: Groat 
Britain, Colonial Office, Col. No. 277, Development of 
African Local Government in Tanganyika (London; His 
Majesty's Stationery Office, 1951), passim; Croat 
Britain, Colonial Office, Col. No. 1178, Colonial Office 
Sumner Conference on African Administration. Fourth 
Session. African'Local Govornnont. (London: His 
Majesty's Stationery Office, 1952), pp. 31-53, 127-143; 
Tanganyika, Local Government Meporandum No. 2 (Dar es 
Salaam; Govornnont Prin^r, 1953), pp. 1-22, 27-28.

i -
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no exposure to modern conditions, were apathetic to most 

attempts aimed at local political development.^ 

nificant number of Africans were nonetheless resentful of

A sig-

the.chief’s role as tax collector and enforcer of govern

ment agricultural procedures under the system of indirect 
rule.^ Consequently they were easily attracted to educa

ted Tanganyikan Africans who pledged to do away with such

^he failure of the indirect rule system was com
mented on by many colonial administrative personnel.
For examples see: East African Institute of Social 
Research, "Notes on Native Administration" (Kampala, 
Uganda: July, 1952), passim and "The Present Day
Position of Lower Chiefs" (June, 1952), passim^ Robert 
Howman "African Leadership in Transition - An Outline," 
Journal of African Administration. Vol. VII, No. 3 (July, 
1956), 117-126; Z. B. Kingdon, "The Initiation of a 
System of Local Government in the Rugwe District of 
Tanganyika," Journal of African Administration, Vol. Ill 
No. 4 (October, 1951), 186-191; J. Gus Liebenow, "Some 
Problems in Introducing Local Government Reform in 
Tanganyika," Journal of African Administration. Vol. VIII, 
No. 3 (July, 1956), 132-138; W. J. M. Mackenzie, "Changes 
in Local Government in Tanganyika", Journal of African 
Administration. Vol. VI, No. 3 (July, 1934), 123-128;
J. P. Moffot, "Native Courts in Tanganyika," Journal of 
African Administration, Vol. IV, No. 1 (January, 1952j, 
17-21; P. Montague and R. Page-Jones, "Some Difficulties 
in the Dempcratiration of Native Authorities in 
Tanganyika,'.' Journal of African Administration. Vol. Ill, 
No. 1 (January, 1951), 21-28.

^See Table ..6j pp. 707-714. 
content with official policies was rapidly becoming wide
spread and that certain districts, notably Bukoba, were 
especially fertile ground for the initiation of more 
radical African political activity.

It is clear that dis-

•» ■'
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The ertd result was a gradual,unpopular policies, 

territory-wide, decline in respect for traditional author

ities, and the genesis of a strong indigenous attraction 

for the anti-administrative rhetoric of the elite.^

In addition to the ever-present complaints concern

ing native authorities and agricultural methods, several 

gajor administrative decisions contributed to the spread 

of popular unrest.

Key among these issues was the activation of the 

Meru land scheme. The tribe had continued to oppose the

1949 removal decision, and had petitioned both the 1951

Visiting Mission and the Colonial Office to delay impld-
2

mentation of the plan.

to begin evacuation of the corridor before the U.N.

The British nonetheless decided

was

able to issue a statement on the matter. Between

Tanganyika, Annual Reports of the Provincial 
Commissioners for the Year ^1951-54 (Dar es Salaam: 
Government Printer, 1953-55), passim. For a dotetiled his
torical study of the transfer of support from traditional 
authorities to nationalist elite, see Roland Arnold Young 
and Henry 'Fosbrooke, Land and Politics Among the Luguru 
of Tanganyika (London: Routledge and Kcgan Paul Ltd 
1960), pp. 143-183 and Smoko in the Hills; Political 
Tension in the Morogoro District of Tanganyika (EvansCon, 
Illinois: Northwestern University Press, 1960), pp. 78-167.

^United Nations, Trusteeship Council, United Nations 
Visiting Mission to Trusr-Torritorios in fiaat Africa, 1954, 
Report on Tanganyika, T/li69, pp.

• »

51-52.
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November 17 and December 12,. appi^bximately'325 Meru families

were evicted by force. In the process, almost 500 dwellings 

and storage buildings were burned and 1,600 head of cattle 

■ were impounded. Although no lives were lost in the process, 

twelve Meru were arrested for using violence to resist

ev£u;uation. The Crown justified the move by pointing to

the fact that the Meru had been transferred to new and 

fertile land at the government's expense.^ The new tribal

holdings haxJ been equipped with a watering system, two 

cattle dips, and a veterinary station, 

administration was ready to pay "J 14,000 in conpot#aation for

In addition, the

losses suffered during the cove and to exempt the Meru from 

tax payment obligations for one year. The government

countered accusations of racial prejudice by pointing out 

that some small European farmers had also been required to 

evacuate the area.^

^Ibid_ _ _  pp. 52-54| Tanganyika Legislative Council,
:The Keru Land Problem (Oar es Salaam: Government Printer, 
1952), pp. 2-6; Ian Michael Wright, "The Keru Land Problem", 
Tanzania Notes and Records, No, 66 (December. I966t. 137- 
146.

• 9

n
"Tanganyika Legislative Council, Keru Land Problem, 

pp. 7-8j Tangahyilca Legislative Council, The Sanya Corridor 
(Dar es Salaam; Covexcaent Pfinter, 1953}, pp. l-2j 
United States, Department of State,^ru Land.. Case Study; 
Native Interests and Land bsTfTibutlon in East Africa, 
ks^ort No. 5940 (Pebruary 24, 1953J, passim. ^ ’
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African dissidents, by contrast, claimed that the 

removal of indigenous residents to make way for the 

European dairying investors was indicative of the prefdr-

Thus, the• ential treatment accorded to white settlers.

land move became another source of public discontent with 

British rule, and a rallying point for the growing national

ist movement.

During this period, the colonial administration also 

adopted an unofficial policy of refusing to recognize the

growing associations as representatives of any group within

It soon became clearv that thisthe indigenous population, 

policy also applied to T.A.A., which was rapidly losing

favor with the government as its activities became more

The administration made public its intention toradical.

support the native authorities and defend their right to

This attitude is reflected inenforce government policy.

a letter written to T.A.A. headquarters by Mwanza

Provincial Commissioner Thomas Walden. In his note, the

euininisteatof admonished T.A.A.:

You have an excellent opportunity of helping 
your people by cooperating with the lawful 
authorities.

I would roaind you that Native Authorities 
are part and parcel of these. Before it is too 
late I would warn you tcpconaider seriously the

• * •
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error of your ways, as otherwise you are bound 
to find yourself in trouble.^

As T.A.A. became increasingly vocal and radical in

* its protests against colonial rule, an alliance developed

between the native authorities and the administration.

both of whom sought to thwart the rise of the elite-led
2

nationalist movement before it became too advanced. Of

ficial opposition to the T.A.A. accelerated when the

organization transformed itself into the Tanganyika

African National Union. When the 1954 Visiting Mission
r-

praised TANU as a viable African party with the potential

ities for territorial leadership the Governor publicly

condemned the report. He stated that the goals set forth

^P. C. Walden to T.A.A 
files FCB pap>crs.

2
Robert Heuscher, British Tanganyika:lAn Essay and 

Documents on District Administration (Durham, North 
Carolina: Duke University Press, 1971), pp. 55-68; MaGuire, 
Toward Uhuru, pp. 166-169; Carl G. Rosberg, Jr., "African 
Leadership and Political Developments in East Africa" 
(unpublished paper. Department of Political Science, 
University of California, Berkely, 1959), pp. 12-17; E. J.
E. Sway, "The One. Party and Democracy in Tanzania" (a paper 
in Political Science for the Third Year Exam at the 
University of Dar es Salaam, March 1, 1968), pp. 4-9. For 
a detailed study df* the alliancp of chiefs and administra
tors against the Rationalist elite, see M. K. Itone, "The 
Political Development of Kahama District, 1950-65" (a paper 
in Political Science for-tfep Third Year Exam at the 
University of Dar ea Salaam, March, 1968), passim.

February 22, 1954, T.A.A.• f

) -r -
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by the Union "...fcd-led to inspire confidence either in 

the organization or in the supposedly well-meaning per- 

sons who encourage it.”

As the number of protests aged.nst official policy 

increased, the government took its first clecir steps etimed 

at restricting African political activity. The initial 

action was taken in August 1953, when the Governor an

nounced that no members of the administrative service of

any race could belong to political associations. All

civil servants were given ninety days to terminate their 

membership in such organizations, Specificaily named as 

activist organj^zations^ero the T.A.A 

European Council, and the Asian Association.^

c the Tanganyika•»

The ruling

was a major blow to the gtowingly militant T.A.A. Through

out the territory, branch officers reported the loss of 

their principal leaders. With virtually no opportunity 

for employment existing in the private sector Tanganyikan

Africans had little choice but to accept the government

decree. In Shinyanga district, the Association was forced

Tanganyika Standard, October 11, 1954.

U.N. Report of the Visiting Mission, 1954, pp. 75- 
76; Tanganyika Standard.,.^ugust 21, 26, 29, 1953.

2
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to cease operations entirely.^ Realizing the disastrous 

effects of the ruling, the T.A.A. petitioned the Governor

to reconsider the decision, stating:

^ The vast majority of the educated Africans in 
the Territory are in the Civil Service and ban
ning then from membership in political organiza
tions is equivalent to b2mning the Territory. 
This, Your Excellency, is a serious blow to our 
political development.

The government, however, to<dc no steps to either 

rescind or modify its position. The ban on civil servant

membership was the first example of a policy which the 

administration would maintain until 1957 when the first

territorial elections were held. As long as political0
groups cooperated with territorial policy and limited their

dissent to petitioning, they would bo tolerated or even

favored by the government. At the first sign of any seri

ous protest however, the government would take immediate

steps to oppose the organization involved and to undermine

its basis of support.

^.A.A.

files, FCB papers.

O
Letter by President of T.A.A. to Governor Twining, 

August 10, 1953.

Notes on Annual Activities, 1953, T.A.A.

f
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Undoubtedly, the most suppressive government measure 

' ageu.nst non-sanctioned political activity during this 

period was the passage of the Registration of Societies'

- Ordinance. Signec^ by the Governor on April 11, 1954, the 

regulation required all political organizations within 

the territory to receive government recognition. Any 

group which was refused registration was automatically

V.

banned from political activity. In addition, registra

tion could be cancelled at any time for societies which

"threatened" to disrupt law and order or the peaceful 

development of the territory.^ 

in the wake of a period of wholesale unrest and civil dia-

The Ordinance was^passed

turbance in the Lake Province. Resulting from dissatis

faction with the native authorities and their willingness

to enforce unpopular government agricultural regulations.

the outbreaks had been led primarily by local T.A.A. 

officers.^

Speaking in the Legislative Council, the Governor 

made it clear that he would neither tolerate acts of civil

Tanganyika Territory, Legislative Council, 
Ordinance No. 11, 19^4 (Dar eo Salaam:
Printer, 1954), pp. 1.-2.

^Bukoba District, Annual Report. 1954,‘Tanganyika 
administrative papers, Rhodes House.

The Government
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disobedience nor recognize the right of self-proclaulnied

Tanganyikan African leaders to represent the interests of

the indigenous population:

My attention has been drawn to attenpts which 
'have been made in some pairts of the territory by 
self-seeking individuals, usually men of straw, 
who, having appointed themselves as political 
leaders, have tried to stir up the people against 
the Native Authorities, and in some cases the 
Central Government, by exploiting local griev
ances real or imaginary. They do not hesitate 
to collect money; indeed, large sums of money, 
from many ignorant or unsuspecting people which 
they have little qualms of using or rather 
misusing for their own benefit and aggrandize
ment. This cannot be allowed to continue and 
Government will not tolerate such activities 
which are contrary to the best interests of the 
people and are designed to damage, if not 
destroy, good government. Respect for author
ity, which is an inherent trait in the African 
character, must be preserved.^

\

Thus, the government was determined to undermine any

attenpts at unauthorized political activity within the ter

ritory. While involviKJ in suppressing political dissent.

the adainistration was also busily engaged in introducing

its own plan for the evolution of the territory.

A major step in constitutional development was the

January 1952 announcement that, in accordance with the

Tanganyika. Legislative Council, Council Debates 
(Hansard), Twenty-Eighth Session, second volume (Way 12, 
1954), p. 321.

/
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recommendations of the 1951 Mathew Commission,^ a special

committee would be formed to study the question of fran- 

Headed by Prof. W- M. M. Mackenzie^ andchise expansion, 

comprised of all unofficial members of the Legislative 

Council, the Special Commission was assigned two basic 

tasks. It was required to recommend a program of political 

development which would ultimately result in the achieve-
3ment of responsible government with an unofficial majority.

and to recommend measures to alleviate the "excessive con

centration" of governmental responsibility in the municipal

ity of Dar es Salaam.*^

After nine months of research and interviews, the

Mackenzie Commission issued its findings. The report,

Tanganyika, Report of Committee on Constitutional 
Development, pp. 24-25.

^Professor of Administration and Government, 
University of Manchester and member, FCB.

The terra "responsible" was used to designate a 
^ government of elected representatives, headed by a Prime 
Minister and-a ministerial cabinet. Responsible govern
ment did not, however, necessitate independence, i.e., 
separation from the authority of the Crown.

Tanganyika, constitutional Development Commission, 
Report of the Special Commissioner Appointed to Examine 
Matters Arising Out of the Report of the Conmitteo on 
Constitutional Development ,(gar os Salaams The Government 
Printer, 1953), pp. 1-4.

0 't'.
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released in September 1952, called for the development of

both local and territorial government on an elective.

It was the firm belief of the Commissioninter-racial basis.

that'local political advancement should be given priority 

over changes in the composition of the Legislative Council.^

The report suggested the division of the territory into

nine constituencies (the eight provinces and Dar es Salaam).

In the provinces, elections would be based on a common roll

from which one member of each race would be elected to

represent the province in the Legislative Council, 

order for a ballot to be validated, it would have to in-

In

dicate the selection of one member from each race. Elec

tions would be based on plurality. Oar os Salaam would

have a common roll vote with a three member constituency.

However, no racial proportion would be required. The re

sult would be a representative side of the Legislative

Council comprised of twenty-seven members. The Commissioner

recommended that the number of scats on the official side 

be increased to preserve the official majority.“ The

\3reat Britai.fl, British Information Ser>rico3, Central 
Office of Information, Reference Division, "Constitutional 
Development in Tanganyika", Commonwealth Survey Ho. 121 
(May 8, 1953), pp. 31-33. ^

^Report of the Special CoaBissioner, pp. 69-73.
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MacKenzie team recognized the wide gap in political awcure- 

ness and experience which separated the three racial com

munities. It therefore suggested that common roll elections 

be iijitiated for the European and Asian communities, but 

that for the present, African representatives be selected

through indirect means or by nomination, the mode selected

depending upon the extent of political development in each

constituency. As the indigenous population in each voting

district developed a reasonable sense of political awcire-

ness, the indirect process could be replaced by the use of 

common rolls.^ The report failed to speculate on the length 

of time before a majority of Tanganyikan Africans would be 

able to participate in the direct election process. Vot

ing qualifications were set at twenty-one years of age

and residency in territory for three of the four years im

mediately prccccding the election, h’o property qualifica

tions were reconoended nor was discrimination on the basis
O

of sex to be allowed. For common roll elections, the 

report recommended additional franchise qualifications of 

literacy in English, and three months of residency in the

voting district prior to registration.

Ipor a summary of tiig^Maoicenzie Commission proposals 
for each constituency, see Table 3, pp. 701-702.

^Report of the Special Commissioner, pp. 51-58.
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To qualify as a candidate for an elected office, 

the CoBoission suggested the same "qualifications as those 

required for common roll franchise. Jn addition, pro

spective candidates had to take an oath of allegiance to

the territorial government and submit a deposit fee (3=25 

for local and ^50 for territorial elections). Civil ser

vants who wished to become candidates £6z Legislative 

Council seats would be required to resign their positions.^

The Mackenzie Commission made a number of other

specific suggestions for political development. Referring 

to the composition of the I-egislative Council, it 'recom

mended that for the immediate future, an official majority

be preserved but that unofficial members bo elected to

office rather than bo appointed by the Governor. It was

further suggested that the territory be redivided, for

administrative purposes, into four "regions” each run by a

Regional Council which included both official and locally

elected members. Although responsible to the central gov

ernment, the regional administrations would be autonomous

in the handling of most local Issues. In addition,
*

Mackenzie recommended the division of each region into

^Ibid., pp. 83-87.
■'T, •
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counties and the formation of a-series of county and urban

councils based on the election of unofficials from all

races. The councils would serve as. a training ground for 

moderp local government participation, would foster a 

spirit of inter-racial cooperation", and at the same time

would help decentralize governmental power by removing some

administrative responsibility from territorial headquarters

at Dar es Salaam. Each county council would be under the

chairmanship of a Senior Administrative Officer. It would

include official members, but would have an unofficial 

majority which represented the three racial groups in ac

cordance with their percentage of the population in that 
county.^

It was clearly stated, however, that the councils

were designed to work in close cooperation with the native 

authorities and in no way would infringe upon the tights

of traditional rulers.

Finally, the report called for the establishment of

^ elected representative councils to help govern the town

ships and uunicipalities. KaeJeensie felt that the ter

ritory was ready for iaaediate experlHentation in township
.4! ■*

elections in both Dar ea Salaaa and Tanga,

^Ibid., pp. 75-83.
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C
In sumnary, the Comoission's proposals offered a 

limited opportunity for increased political participation

At the same time, it called for the 

preservation of indirect rule and provided protection for 

the minority communities through its acceptance of the 

parity system.

to all three races.

On June 25, 1952, while the Mackenzie Commission

was still conducting its investigation, the Secretary of

State announced in the House of Commons that the United

Kingdom had decided to adopt two of the recommendations

made in the Mathew report. In specific. His Majesty's

C Government accepted the proposal to divide the number of

scats on the unofficial side of the Legislative Council

equally between tho three races. The government side of

the chamber would also be increased. At the same time, 

following the committee's advice, an official majority

would bo retained.

Tho Secretary of State also made it clear that tho 

Crown was firmly opposed to the establishment of any time

table for political development. Finally, it was an

nounced' that the colonial Office had approved a recom

mendation by Governor Twining which called fpr the 

«eation of tho post of Chief Speaker of the Legislative
( 5

•*.
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Council.^ Thus, a nominated member would replace the 

Governor as the head spokesman in the legislative body.

This office was activated with the installation of the
1953.’2

first speaker on November 1,

The exact details of both the Legislative Council

alteration and the initiation of the parity system were

revealed in May 1954, when the Governor announced that

within one year an enlarged tri-racial legislative body

It would consist of an unofficial sidewould be set up.

based on parity between thirty unofficials (ten of each

race) and an official side which contained thl^jty-one 
3

nembers. The new officials would all be nominated by the

This policy would continue until the territoryGovernor.

was ready for elections. Furthermore, organisations rep

resenting various communities and special interests within

the territory would be encouraged to submit lists of

^reat Britain, Parliament, Parliamentary Debates 
(House of Commons), Vol. 502 (Juno 25, 1952), cols. 2258- 
2267,

2
Tanganyika, Legislative Council, Statement by 

His Excellency the Governor to Legislative Council on 
17th Hovembor. 1953 .(Par es Salaam: The Government 
Printer, 1953), p. 2.

^Tanganyika Standard, Kay la, 19, 24, 1954. See 
also Table 4, p. 703.

i
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suggested representatives to the administration.^ A short 

time later Twining issued an additional policy statement

in which he announced that the reconstituted Legislative

■Council would begin functioning in March. Finally, the

Governor announced for the first time there would be parity
2

among the unofficial members of the Executive Council.

The British government therefore intended to politi

cally evolve Tanganyika via her long-established policy of

indirect rule and her core recently devised parity scheme.

The blueprint for territorial development was clearly

articulated by the Secretary of State in the Hou^se of

Commons on June 25, 1952:

First, it is the intention to continue to ad
minister the territory in accordance with the 
terms of the Trusteeship Agreement until the 
ultimate goal of self-government has been reached. 
Her Majesty's Government confidently hopes that 
when the goal has been attained Tanganyika will 
be within the British Commonwealth. Her Majesty's 
Government attaches importance, for the interests 
of the inhabitants of Tanganyika, to the main
tenance and promotion of British traditions and 
the British connection with the territory. 
Secondly, her Majesty's Government interprets the

f..

George Maclean, Abstracts from Tanganyika diary, 
1926-61. The papers pf this member of the administrative 
staff include notes on conversations and meetings with 
Governors Twining and Turnbull, Rhodes House.

"Memo on cpntrtciutional change", December, 
_^,1954.-# See also Table S, pp. 704-706,

O

•Ibid •»
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Trusteeship Agreement aqd Article 75 of the 
United Nations Charter as imposing on the 
Administering Party an obligation to provide 
for the full participation of all sections of 
the population, irrespective of racial origin, 
in the progressive development * of political 
institutions and in the economic and social 
advancement of the territory. Each section of 
the population must be enabled and encouraged 
to play its full part in the development of 
the territory and its institutions, in complete 
confidence that the rights and interests of all 
communities, both indigenous ajd immigrant, 
will be secured and preserved.

The Government's commitment to indirect rule was

made clear by Governor Twining in May 1954. In a speech

before the Legislative Council, the Governor clearly em-
V

phasized that cooperation with the native authorities was 

the only reliable means of modern political development.

He condemned attempts to produce political change which 

lay outside the channels provided by the government, and 

specifically discouraged chiefs from appointing members
2

of the T.A.A. or other activist groups to tribal councils.

The policy of discouraging non-sanctioned political 

activities was quickly enforced. When the fledgling Sukuma

^London Times, Juno 26, 1952.

Tanganyika*, Statement by His Excellency the Governor 
to the Legislative^Council, May 12, 1954 (Dar es Salaam;
The Government Printer, Kay 12, 1954), pp. 1-3.

■*
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Union, then a quasi-political tribal association, applied 

« for official sanction under the Registration of Societies 

Ordinance, the Government delayed a final decision until

■March 1954. In the interim period, the organization col

lapsed due to a lack of funds and the severe official

limitations placed on its activities by local adminis

trators. ^

A similar episode occurred in January 1951, when 

the Chagga Citizens Union p)etitioned the territorial gov

ernment for the right to elect their paramount chief and

to do away with the administrative division of the^ tribe 

into three separately governed units, 

that British rule had made the traditional ruler too power-

The Chagga argued

ful and that a check should be placed on his authority via

the electoral process. Especially repugnant to the Chagga 

was the fact that both the executive and judicial branches

of local government were under chiefly control. In their

petition, the Citizens Union pointed out that the tribe 

had twenty-five years of experience in democratic procedures

^MaGuiro, Towards Uhuru, pp. 105-166; J, V. Shaw,
"The Development of ^rican Local Government in Sukuaaland", 
Journal of African Administration. Vol, VI, U'o. 4 (October,* 
1954}, 171-710; R. E. S. Tanner, "Law Enforcement by 
Coppunal Action in SukuBaland,.Tanganyika Territory",
Journal of African Administration. Vol. VII, No. 4 
(Qirtobcr7’l955}, 159-165.

• »-
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• 0
as a result of its participation, in the Kilimanjaro Native 

, Co-operative Union. Although the issue was raised in

Parliament by the Labour Party on January 29, 1951, at that

time both the territorial government and the Colonial
* 1 

Office refused to take action on the question.

spread resentment produced among the comparably affluent

The wide-

Chagga was to be exploited shortly by the nationalist

leadership.

By 1954 it was clear that the British system of in

direct rule was making little progress towards the initiation 

of modern political participation. No franchise existed inc the central legislature, where both officials and unoffi

cials were still appointed by the Governor. At the local

level, despite challenges from the educated elite, the 

native authorities successfully impeded the development of 

democratic processes. In the few instances where local

elections for tribal councils existed, participation 

limited to adult male taxpayers and balloting was by show 

of hands.

was

In several districts "advisory" councils

Petition to His Excellency the Governor from the 
Chagga Citizens Union fieptenber, 1951. Tanganyika 
Territorial files, Rhodes Mouse; Nicholson to Marealle, 
October 5, 1951; Hindeh to James Johnson, M.P., January 30, 
1951, rCB papers.
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consisting of local adoinistrators and traditional rulers

. did meet to discuss adninistrative policy. These bodies

were, however, devoid of any power to enforce their sug-.

gestions and seldon adnitted local elite to their deliber-
1* * 2 

With an indigenous literacy rate of nine percent,ations.

and only five Tanganyikan Africans holding senior civil
3

service posts in the adninistration, by 1954 it was ap

parent that the road to rapid political developnent lay

outside the guidelines established by the adninistration.

The Adninistering Authority persistently refused 

to recognize the shortconings of and the indigenous^ dis-^y^’^ 

satisfaction with indirect rule and parity.c Indeed, the

Colonial Office cade a continuous effort to stress the

^Based on stateoents concerning political partici
pation found in; Great Britain, Report by His Majesty's 
Governpcnt in the United Kingdoa of Great Britain and 
Northern Ireland to the General Asseubly of the United 
Nations on the Adninistration of Tanganyika under United 
Kingdon Trusteeship for the Year s 1950-54 (London: His 
Majesty's Stationery Office, 1951-55); Tanganyika, Annual 
Report of the Provincial Condissioners for the Year s 
1950-54 (Dar es Salaan: The Governcent Printer, 1951-55); 
Tanganyilca Provincial and District Books, 1950-54, Rhodes 
House.

2
United Nations, Econonic and Social Council, World 

Connunicationa (Paris: •• United Nations Kconoaic and Social 
Council, 1956), p. 07.

3
Annual Report..tho-Upited Nations, T954. p. 19,

f)
/
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fact that the territory was undergoing a peaceful trans

formation.^ His Majesty’s Government insisted that any 

acceleration of political development was beyond the exist

ing capabilities of the African population. Thus, in 1951

Governor-Twining reported that most Africans within the

territory were apathetic towards efforts aimed at modern

ization and had no real complaints concerning the system

At the same time, the Governor statedof indirect rule.

that the political reforms demanded by critics outside of

the territory were not supported by the majority of African 
2

inhabitants.

Colonialc It is therefore clear that by 1954 the

Office was determined to perpetuate the policies of in

direct rule and parity and to suppress any attempts by

the indigenous population to sock other paths of political

evolution.

^Seo for example, "Tanganyika Territory, Information 
Service, Press Release No. 3T/B1C14 of Kay 6, 1953 which 
opens with the passage: "Tanganyika, the most cosmopolitan 
territory in East Africa, where over eight million Europeans, 
Asians, and Africans live together in an atmosphere of 
racial harmony...."

%~he Development of African Local Government in 
Tanoanyii;a, pp. 3fci-46. " *

c
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The White Settler Community; Support 
fox Gradualism

During the 1951-54 period the white settler commun

ity of Tanganyika revealed itself as the most reactionary

group within the territory. As such, it was adamantly

opposed not only to the demands for rapid political ad

vancement made by Tanganyikan African nationalists and

their liberal supporters, but also to the few cautious

steps to increase African participation taken by the

colonial regime. Thus, the increase in African partici

pation on the Legislative Council, the formation of local
i

government councils, and the introduction of parity amongc
the unofficials were resented by the white settler com

munity. The press within the territory was European

dominated and continually condemned proposals for political

advancement as radical and •'communist inspired". A populair

charge leveled by whites was that liberal forces within the

home government and the communist bloc on the Trusteeship

Council were cooperating to undermine the British Empire.

One of their repeated demands therefore was for the termin

ation of the Trusteeship Agreement and the granting of full 

colonial status to Tanganyika.^

^Mwapachu to Hinden, De^mber 4, 1950, August 10, 
"Nicholson Notes on political development in

• ^
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Although settlers as a whple resented attempts 

aimed at African political advancement, the minority com

munity was for many yeairs unable to present an organized 

opposition to reform measures. This was due primarily to 

the collapse of the Tanganyika European Council during this

period.

From its inception, the organization had suffered 

from an inability to gain the support of the majority of 

the Europeans within the territory, 

little appeal to the non-British members of the white

In addition many Englishmen who were

The Council held

settler community, 

potential members failed to join or to actively partici

pate because of their isolation in the more backward areas 

of the trusteeship.^

By 1951 differences of political opinion were added

to the TEC's logistical problems. In November of that

year the organization's central committee passed a

Tanganyika Territory, 1954", KCB papers; East Africa and 
Rhodesia. January 4, 1951; James F. Tierney, "Britain 
and the Commonwealth; Attitudes in Farliaiaent and Press 
in the United Kingdom Since 1951", Political Studios. 
Vol. VI, No. 3 (October, 1958), 220-233.

^Anthony H. Rweyeaaau, "Preparations for 
Independence in Tanganyika" (unpublished M.A. thesis. 
University of KebrasiJi, 19h2J^ip. 20-21.
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resolution in which it firmly denounced the parity pro

posals of the Mathew Report as dangerous, radical inno- 

The Northern, Southern, and Southern Highlands 

provincial branches all approved of the protest and went so

vation.

far as to suggest that if necessary, aid be sought from South 

Africa to help resist the planned reforms.^ The Central

and Eastern branches of the Council were only willing to

criticize parity as a premature policy change while the
2

Tanga branch actually- accepted the planned alterations. 

It was this split which shattered the Council. The

individual branches attempted to function autonompusly 

and the organization never again presented a unified front. 

By 1953, when the central headquarters at Dar es Salaam 

decided to accept parity, the association was well beyond 

the point of being salvaged. The following year the

central headquarters closed and in the months that followed 

most branch offices ceased operations.^

^Unitkd States, Department of State, U.S. Consulate, 
Dar es Salaam, Despatch No. 23, "Transmission of a Resume 
of Political Development in Tanganyika Territory During the 
Year 1951" (February 23, 1951), pp. 4-9; East Africa and 
Rhodesia, November 15, 1951.

2
United States, Department of State , U.S. Consulate, 

Dar es Salaam, Despatch No. 354, "Meeting of the Tanganyika 
European Council at Tanga, May 31-June 1, 1951" (June 4, 
19S1), pp. 1-6.

• ^East Africa and Rhodesia, June 18 and 25, 1953.
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Wtaiie the European Council was in the process of 

demise, a new association with an inter-territorial base 

of support began to attract the attention of Europeans in 

-Taoiganyika. This new political-cultural organization was 

the Capricorn Africa Society. Founded in 1949 by a small 

group of Kenyan and Rhodesian whites, the Society expounded 

a theory of benevolent racism which called for the gradual 

evolution of a single democratic government for all of 

British East and Central Africa. Capricornists believed 

that the initiation of representative government should 

begin immediately and be based on high income and educa

tional standards.^ While members of all races would be 

free to participate in elections, it was cleat from the 

rigid franchise qualifications that virtually all Africans 

would be eliminated from political activities for many years.

In 1952 the Society officially opened branch offices 

in Dar es Salaam and Xanga. That same year, David Sterling, 

a white settlor who organized the movement in the trustee

ship, became Capricorn Society President. The organization 

quickly condemned the proposed parity system. In addition.

■*

leased on Xhe Capricorn Declarations and Kanifesto, 
both issued in 1952. Capricorn Society papers, Rnodos 
House.
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the Tanganyika branches called for further land alienation 

and increased white immigration, both in the name of ter-

Capricornists also demanded an endritorial development, 

to trusteeship and the absorption of Tanganyika into the

Empire. By 1954 over 500 Europeans were members of the 

Society.^

It is therefore cleair that the white settler com

munity was firmly opposed to any immediate attempts to

increase African political participation. As a scattered

and unorganized minority community however, they failed
V

to create a unified front for the defense of their inter

ests.

African Activism, 1951-54

The acceptance of the Mathew Report by the Secretary

of State Bade it clear to politically concerned Africans

that the Crown did not intend to initiate modern open

electoral representation for sotse tioe to cobc. 

cept of parity which offered Africans equal representation

The con-

of unofficials with oinority coaaunities whom they
J

^Rita Hinden and Creech-Jones, ''Notes on Capricorn 
Activity", Tanganyika political files, papers.

.* -■
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outnumbered four hundred to one was entirely unacceptable 

to Tanganyikan African political activists.

In addition, the increasing tendency towaords white 

settler domination in neighboring regions gave concerned 

Africans ample reamon to be apprehensive concerning future 

territorial development.^ 

petitions and adherence to the principle of co-operation 

with the administration would not aohieve the nationalist 

aspirations for increased political pairticipation. 

result, the 1951-54 period was one of increased African 

agitation and a willingness for the first time to openly 

defy the administration on a territory-wide, long-term 

basis.

It became cleair that the use of

As a

When the decade opened there appeared to be little 

chance of a well-organized political organization assuming 

the leadership of the Tanganyikan African population, 

qualified Africans were willing to actively challenge the

Few

administration. Those members of the elite who did at

tempt to defy the colbnial regime soon found themselves

Yet therq was a growing discontent among theunemployed.

^In addition to the gwwing strength of^ whites in 
the Kenya highlands, the crcatlrtin of the Central African 
Federation in 1953 officially extended settler control 
over the Rhodesiasend Nyasaland,

k :
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bulk of the indigenous population who were increasingly 

resentful of official policy, 

plaint centered around dissatisfaction with’ agricultural

The chief sources of com-

and livestock*regulations, taxation, and the activities of 

the native authorities.^ As local resentment swelled, the 

time became ripe for the advent of effective elite leader

ship. The entire situation was well summarized by a black 

civil service employee who noted:

...the political climate throughout Tanganyika 
is one of apparent calm. How long it will re
main so, I for one cannot predict. Closer 
investigations of African opinion reveals grow
ing suspicion of the Government and 
alert political consciousness than one 
across a decjido ago. What is lacking is 
leadership. All potential leaders are in the 
civil service and the element of hazard is 
still too great for then to leave their 
secured positions to offer the people their 
leadership.2

The Administering Authority felt that there 

little danger of organized resistance from the indigenous 

population. With T.A.A. still holding meetings in the 

homes of its eeabers and Uniting its activities to 

petitioning, the only significant source of African activity

V
a more 

camec

was

*
^For a suniiary of local unrest during this period, 

see Table 6, pp, 707-714.
O

"H. K. a, Kwapachu to Hichoison, June 19, 1954, FCB 
papers.'/'^ ^c
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appeared harmless. Official expectations were that the 

Association would never evolve beyond the state of a 

docile, quasi-political institution.^

Despite all signs to the contrary, the period 1951- 

54 was to be maurked by the advent of the first truly active 

nationalist leadership which quickly transformed the T.A.A. 

into the aggressive, more adamauit Tanganyika African Union 

with the proclaimed goal of African dominated self- 

government for the territory. Most significantly, for the 

first time a group of elite emerged who were willing to
V

abandon their former employment and devote all their 

energies to political organization and active protest.

The first such leader was Paul Bomani, who in the 

late 1940's founded the co-operative movement to unite 

the cotton producing element of the African population.

Zn 1950 Bomani established the Lake Province Growers

^Annual Report on the Administration of Tanganyika, 
1954, p. 32; Sir Edwaxd Twining, "Tanganyika*’, United 
Empire, Vol. XLIII, Ko. 5 (Soptenbor-October, 1951),
227-232 and "The Situation in Tanganyika", African Affairs, 
Vol. 50, Ho. 200 (July, 1951), 297-310.

■“Based on biographical sketches in the Tanganyika 
Standard, December 9, 1961 and Who»3 Who in East Africa 
1967-68 (Jlairobi: Karco Publishers (Africa) :
After independence, Bomani was apporrTtbd Minister of 
Economic T^velopsent.

Limited,. 1968).

i ■■
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Association which later evolved into the formidable 

Victoria Federation of Co-operative Unions, 

as President of the Sukuma Union in 1951 and the following 

year was elected president of T.A.A.«s Mwanza branch. 

Earning the respect of the local administration, he was 

appointed to the Mwanza Township Authority in 1952 and 

also served for many years as a member of the Ladce 

Province Council.

Bomani served

By 1952, Bomani had penetrated most of 

the more prosperous black-controlled rural areas and had 

effectively recruited the local population into the co-
V

operative movement. The foundation of Tanganyikan African 

participation was therefore laid immediately prior to the 

inception of TANU.^

c
A second leader to app>ear during this period 

Issac Bhoke Munanka. A member of the Kuria tribe from 

Mara district, Munanka was employed as a government clerk 

" in Mwanza. In 1948 he joined the local branch of T.A.A. 

and quickly became an active organizer. Munanka resigned 

his post in 1948 to devote full-time to political

was

^Although Bomani insisted on a clear distinction be

tween the activities of his cooperative movement and those 
of the African political party, he nonetheless gave strong 
support to Nycrere. Bomani and his cHTef lieutenants 
present ^t_.nost TANU rallies. Succe.ssful cooperatives 
a major sburce’of TAW campaign funds throughout the 1950 
period.

were
were

C
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G
The sane yeax he was elected vice-president 

of the Association, and assumed the presidency in October

recruitment.

1953 when Bomani departed to continue his education in 

Great Britain.^ 'Munanka’s plans called for the rapid 

development of a viable Tanganyikan African political

In 1952 heparty with a territorial base of support.

suggested that the T.A.A. immediately begin to make such 
2

a transformation. By 1954 he was the chief organizer of 

African protest in the prosperous Lake Province region. 

During this period he also engaged in repeated but un

successful attempts to form a territorial labor associ

ation, potentially entitled The Federation of All Workers 

and Trade Unions.^

Another active Tanganyikan African organizer was

V

0

Saadami Abdu Kandoro, a one-time government employee who

A close friend of Bomani, he foundedjoined T.A.A. in 1944. 

the Tabora branch of the Association in 1948 and by 1952

had risen to the rank of Secretary in Lake Province.

h^sCuire, Toward L^iuru. pp. 
pendent government, Kunanka rose to the position of Hinister 
of State.

135-137. In the indo-

^tananka to Kicholson, January 6, 14, 19, 1952, FCa
papers.

''to Kicfc.olson, July 27, 1954,c
A ■
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Spurred on by a fierce resentment of the native authority 

system, Kandoro was a key organizer of resistance to gov

ernment policy in the Mwanza region.^

The Association’s transformation into a more radical 

activist group was also assisted by Ali Migeyo, a civil 

servant from Bukoba who founded and later headed the T.A.A. 

branch in that district, 

both indirect rule and the p2irity system.

Migeyo was a staunch opponent of 

As such^ he was 

a key figure in the organization of Tanganyikan African 

resistance to official policy.^

A significant addition to the T.A.A. forces of the ^ 

1950 period was Lomeck Bogoke. A former comber of the 

police force, he was an active member of the Sukuma Union 

In the early 1950'a Bogoke became President of 

the Tabora branch and initiated an extensive campaign 

aimed at rejuvenating and expanding the Union's operations.^ 

He soon discovered that recruitment of new members was

by 1946.

seriously hindered by the administrationb policy of firing

R. Mutahaba, Portrait of a Nationalist; 
Life of Ali Migeyo {Nairobi: ~
House, 1969), pp. 18-23.

^Tanganyika Standard. December 9, 1961. 
Towards Uhuru. pp. 144-146.

^c-te on TiA.A. activities, Nicholson files.

The
East African Publishing

MaGuiro,

FCa
papers.

4 '
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elite who engaged in non-sanctioned political activities. 

In April 1954 Bogoke decided to join the T.A.A 

ing that it was the Tanganyikan African organization which

realiz-• >

possessed the greatest potential for overcoming official 

obstacles. His conversion encouraged a large number of

Sukuma Union members to emulate his example, thus swelling 

the ranks of T.A.A. in the Tabora region.^

Throughout the early 1950*s, Tanganyikan African

political activity via the T.A.A. was aided by the vigor

ous recruitment campaign of Japhet Kirilo of Mwanza and
i

Joseph Kimalando of Koshi. Both men toured the territory 

repeatedly to encourage Africans to join the Association. 

As capable speakers they were able to utilize the unpopu

lar colonial agricultural policies to stir the public to 

protest and civil disobedience.^

c

As a result of the influx of full time personnel

and skilled leadership, the T.A.A. was able to attract an

%irilo's career'is well suaaaxised in HaGuire's, 
Toward Uhuru, pp. 151-153. For a detailed history of 
Kimalando's activities see; S. W. Frederick, *‘Tho life 
of Joseph Kimalando", Tansanta Notes and Records, No. 70 
(July, 1969), 21-28.

^United Nations, Trusteeship Council, Report of the 
United Nations Visiting Mission to t ho "Crust Temtories'""" 
in East Africa, 1951 (T/946j, p. 21.

o
¥ ■
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ever increasing number of Africans, 

alone, membership swelled from 1,789 to over 5,000.^ 

growing strength of the Association was noted by the

From 1948 to 1951

The

liberal -reformers in Great Britain who in turn announced

their eagerness to offer guidance and political support 

to the rapidly spreading organization.^ By 1951 the

Association boasted of an active national headquarters in 

Dar es Salaam, regional centers in four of the provinces, 

and over twenty district offices (cells).^ The new T.A.A.

was able to attract the support of most concerned members

of the Tanganyikan African elitCi As a result, when local ^ 

elections were hold for weird councils and township author

ities for the first time in 1952, Association members 

secured most of the seats open to Tanganyikan Africans. 

Thus, by 1953 a cajur change had occurred in

It was no longer satisfied with limiting itsT.A.A.

activities to petitioning, ftather, it stood prepared to

bring its protests to the United Kations, the Colonial

^.Nicholson to A. M. Tobias, T.A.A. Secretary,
July 14, 1954.

“Xcbias to Kicholeon, September 8, 1951. 

Tobias to Hicholson, October 6, 1951. 

'‘Twining, ''.’iotes on Political Affairs, 1952",
Hhodes.
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0
Office, or the central administration in Dar es Salaam

if its demands were not met. At the same time it was

prepared to utilize mass rallies, protest meetings, and 

civil disobedience tactics to voice its dissatisfaction

with official policies. However, the Association still

concentrated on isolated local issues and had yet fo 

formulate a plan for the political development of the 

territory. It was the fciilure to meet the challenge of 

these Icirger issues that prevented T.A.A. from claiming

title of a nationalist movement.

Tanganyikan African opposition to official policy 

became increasingly widespread and vocal in the early 

When the Mathew Commission proposals for con

stitutional development were debated in the Legislative

C
1950*s.

Council, African representatives made it clear that they 

were firmly opposed to the parity system. They announced 

that they had no intention of allowing the African popu

lation to bo kept in a minority position through imbal

anced territorial representation.^ In addition, they 

feared that a European-Asian coalition x»ould block any

Tanganyika, Legialatlyo Council, The Constitutional 
Debate 1951 (Dar es Salaam: The Government Printer, 1951), 
pp. 24-31.

0

.* •
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attempted political advancements if parity were insti-
C

tuted.^ The Tanganyikan African elite used the press to 

clearly state their opposition to any form of constitutional 

advancement which would allow the white minority to domin

ate the representative branch of the government. Repeated 

references were made to similar developments in Kenya and 

the Rhodesias and to the fact that Tanganyikan Africans

did not intend to allow such conditions to develop within 
2

the territory.“

A major rallying point for the T.A.A.

When the eviction occurred in 1950,

was the con

troversial Meru case.

the Association launched the cost widespread organized

reaction against British rule experienced by the territory 

Kirilo Japhet, Secretary of the Arushaup to that date.

^Tanganyika, Public Relations Departnent, 
"Tanganyika Legislative Council Debate on Constitutional 
Cosaittee'a Report" (An unreleased press statecent with 
alterations attached dated Novenber 16, 1951), Richard 
B. Brayne papers, Rhodes House.

‘'Sec for exaaple the anonyoous letter signed 
Pale-Pale (slow) printed in the Tanganyika Standard, 
Karch 24, 1951. Correspondence between Legislative 
Council aenber I-larealle and FCB dated karch 24, 1951,

' reveals that Harealle was the,author of the controver- 
See Standard, Letters to the Editor,sial letter. _ _ _ _

March 25-April 8, 1954, for white reaction to the state-
nent.
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branch, founded the Meru Citizens Union to lead the move

ment.^ The Union first brought its case before the 1951 

Visiting Mission team in an attempt to block the proposed 

move. • When this failed, Japhet and Barle Seaton, the 

Union’s legal advisor, raised sufficient funds from among 

the indigenous inhabitants to present their case in person 

before the Trusteeship Council.^

suited in the further organization and activation of 

Tanganyikan African political aweireneds. 

in the protest led 

ship in the T.A.A.

Thus the Meru case re-

Participation

many Africans to seek active member- 

The spectre of further land alienation 

and increased white settlement was successfully exploited 

by leaders to maintain the political momentum produced by 

the case.^

Realizing that the United Nations would be petitioned 

without the sanction of the Crown, African aativists readily

1Japhet used a separate organization to prevent 
T.A.A. from becoming liable to prosecution or official re
taliation. Japhet to Nicholson, April 12, 1952, FCB papers.

United Nations, Trusteeship Council, Official 
Records, 11th Session, 431st and 451st Meetings (1952), 
passim.

I

3cilffe, p. 5. United Nations, Report of the Visiting 
Mission 1954. pp. 66-74. *

k
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utilized their unique relationship with the international 

organization.

petitioned the international organization for the right

In 1951, the Shins^anga branch of T.A.A.

of Tanganyikan Africans to elect an African to attend 

Trusteeship Council meetings and represent indigenous af- 

^ At the same time, the Mwanza branch presented a 

petition in which it demanded increased African represen-

faiirs.

tation on the Legislative Council, non-racial elections

for all representative bodies within the Trusteeship, and

the opening of high level civil service positions to

Africans. The organization also demanded an end to V

; European settlement and land alienation, a program of

educational instruction in Swahili, and overseas train

ing for Africans in countries other than Great Britain.

Finally, the Association requested United Nations funds

to supplement British contributions towirds territorial 

development and called for free trade between the trustee- 

ship and all nations. The petition also clearly indicated

United Nations, Trusteeship Council, Official 
Records, "Petitions from Tanganyika", T/Pet. 2/116, 
August, 1951.

^United Nations, Trusteeship Council, Official 
Records, "Petitions from Tanganyika", T/Pet. 2/103, 
October, 1951.

V
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that the African population was determined to achieve

rapid political advancement towards self-government: •O
-r

The Africans must now have a big say over 
the rule and public funds of the Territory in 
order to enable them to acquire independence 
in the near future. In fact it is high time 
that Africans should be given an opportunity 
to start shouldering the rule of the country.

The 1951 Visiting Mission received petitions con

taining basically the same demands from T.A.A. branches in

Dar es Salaam, Ngudu, and Dodoma. However, it should be

noted that only the Mwanza branch was bold enough to speak 

of independence in the immediate future. All branches 

complained of racial prejudice and were especially resent-

ful of remarks concerning Tanganyikan African activists

made in public statements by administrative officials.

The pro-settler bias of the territorial press was also a 
*>

common complaint.“

When the Visiting Mission returned to Tanganyika in 

1954, it discovered that African demands had become much

more concrete and radical in the interim throe years, 

doubtedly, this was due in part to the influx of full-time

Un-

^Ibid

“United Nations, Trusteeship Coum;il. Report of the 
Visiting Mission 1951, passia. '

p. 6.,* >

4i <
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capable leadership in the T.A.A. in addition to the 

standcixd demands for increased economic and educational 

opportunities, Tanganyikan African petitions now boldly 

demanded that a U.N. office be established in Dar es

Salaam, with branches in each province, and that the U.N. 

flag be flown alongside the British colors.^ More sig

nificantly, X.A.A. called for the establishment of a time

table for development towards self-government which had

In addition, thethe approval of the African population.

Association demanded a statement.from the Crown affirming ^ 

that Tanganyika would soon have a black dominated govern- 

To begin this transformation, it called for thement.

immediate creation of an African majority in the

The T.A.A. petition stated:Legislative Council.

We are the owners of this country, there are
therefore it ismore of us than any other race 

just and proper that there should bo African 
majorities in such councils as the Legislative 
Council, county councils and town councils, and 
that the African representative on these councils 
should be selected by tho people.*

• • •

TanganyikanIn addition to petitioning the U.N 

Africans also increasingly cade'demands directly to the

• $

^United Nations, Trusteeship Coyncil, Report of* tho 
Visiting Mission 1954, pp. 12-15.

*lbid., p. 13.

"t
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Q
territorial administration. In 1952 the T.A-.A. sent the

Mackenzie Commission its own set of proposals for the re

organization of the Legislative Council. The plan called

for a council which consisted of the Governor, eighteen

official members, nine non-official African members, and

seven non-officials from the other two races. In addition.

one representative each for Tanga and Dar es Salaam were to

be selected in open elections conducted on a non-racial

basis. Finally, the Association demanded that Swahili be

used as a second official language in the Legislative 
Council.^ V

0 In 1952 the Shinyanga branch of the Association

sent a petition to the Governor demanding that an equal 

number of African and non-African representatives, both 

officials and unofficials, be appointed to all district, 

provincial, and township authorities. In addition, the 

T.A.A. suggested that Africans, rather than the Governor, 

should have' the right to select all such local represen

tatives.” Throughout the early 1950's. the sane branch

^.A.A. Keaorandua to the* Special Coanisssonera 
Investigating Constitutional Developaeni, 1952, T.A.A. 
papHjrs, Rhodes House.

'y
"T.A.A. handout dated tseceaber 17, 1952, ic T.A.A. 

file, rca ps^-ars..o
• ^
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repeatedly called for the use of Swahili as an official 

language in the central legislature.^

Vfhen the East African Royal Commission visited 

Tanganyika in 1953-54, it was deluged by complaints from

various X.A.A. branches concerning white settlement, de

stocking, taxes, and the inefficiency of the native 

authorities. The fact that the petitions and policy

statements issued by the Association were for the first

time in Swahili was a further sign of a growing spirit of 

Tanganyikan African nationalism.

In the period immediately preceding the founding 

of the Tanganyika African National Union, the African

V

0
protest movement within the territory reached an un

precedented level. This was especially true of Lake

Province where the effective T.A.A, leadership was con

centrated in the persons of Bhoke, Munanka, and Kandora..

There, resistance to British rule quickly abandoned the

core passive methods of verbal complaining and petition-

It now becaac a Bore radical and organized form ofing.

political activity which utilized mass political ceotings,

Vibid, Notes on T.A.A., dated 1952.

^East African Royal Cogaission.si.ti.

"'i
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civil disobedience tactics, protest marches, and the prac

tice of sending petitions and delegations to both the U.N. 

and Downing Street, thus bypassing local administrators 

and often even the dentral government in Dar es Salaam.

Tanganyikan African unrest was the product of dis

satisfaction with a growing number of government activities

and policies, including compulsory agricultural techniques.

livestock control, an ambiguous white settler policy, in

adequate educational facilities, poor health services.

outdated or non-existent transportation and communication
V

facilities, and biased government hiring practices.

Africans were especially resentful of the Crown’s insist

ence that the policies of indirect rule and tri-racialism 

be retained.^

A particularly troublesome issue centered around

the question of education. Africans bitterly complained

that the existing primary and secondary systems helped to 

perpetuate the barriers which existed between the indig

enous population and the immigrant communities. They

^For a summary of the major complaints in each 
district, see Table 6, pp. 707-714.

■
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argued that the use of separate educational facilities

for the three races indoctrinated students from their 

earliest days in the practice of racial isolation.^ At

the same time, the*fact that over ninety percent of the 

African-population received no education at all^ meant

that most Africans were not receiving the training in

civics, citizenship and other social sciences needed to

make them aware of the functioning of their government.

Finally, inadequate training in technical skills and

modern agricultural techniques meant that most African

Vgraduates could not look forward to profitable employment

as a reward for their academic pursuits. In view of these

facts, indigenous activists demanded that all schools bo

integrated, that a major influx of funds be provided for

African education, and that the territorial course of

study bo updated to provide adequate training in the

skilled crafts and sufficient preparation for participa

tion in modern political syatems.^

^unanka to Betts, Septeaber 26, 1954, FCB papers.

Stevens, p. 86. For a detailed study of the terri
torial political system see McDonald, Chapter 3.

^.A.A. to Twining, April Sj igjj^j^T.A.A. files, . 
FCB papers.
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By 1952 the Mwanza branch of T.A.A.-had becone an 

especially militant organization, 

district centered auround dissatisfaction with compulsory 

destocking procedures and the cotton cess tax, both of 

which had been strictly enforced since 1951.^ 

tion, there was serious unrest produced by African

African unrest in that

In addi-

resent-

ment of both local native authorities and European admin

istrators who enforced the unpopular regulations. Finally,

there was deep-seated resentment of Asian control of local 

retail trade.^ Because of widespread indigenous dissatis

faction, it was relatively easy for African activist 

leaders in Mwanza to establish a broad basis of popular 

The first sign of major unrest occurred in

V

0
support.

January 1953, when a local T.A.A. delegation met with the

Provincial Connissioner and demanded that the practice of 

destocking and the livestock tax be suspended. They also

Insisted that in the future, the people and not the chief

be consulted to determine the enforcement of 
regulations.^

government

The following spring, Kandoro, the

^Letters of P. J. 
tor, 1953-54, Rhodes House. . -

2
District Books, Lake Province 1951-53 (microfilm), 

Rhodes House.

C. Marchant, a Mwanza administra-

%anga-yika Standard. January 18, 19, 23, 25, 1953.

' “t. -
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President of the Mwanza branch, and Abbas Sykes, Terri

torial Secretaory of T.A.A toured the province to arouse• t

populauc support for the Association. They ably utilized

the Meru land ispue to enlist ceabers and to organize 

local resentment of British rule.^ A second major re

cruitment campaign was conducted in January 1954. After

a one month tour which included visits to all district

offices in the Lake Province, a general provincial meet-
2

ing for T.A.A. supporters was held in Mwanza. 

was learned that Twining was scheduled to visit the town-

When it

ship in mid-February, the provincial headquairters of V

T.A.A. summoned together representatives of all local

association branches and prepared a list, of grievances to

be submitted to the Governor. However, upon his arrival

Tvvining refused to meet with the delegation, stating that

they were not the official representatives of the African 

residents.^ In protest, the Lake Province T.A.A. sent a

^Kandoro, pp, 26-29, MaGuite, Toward Uhuru, PP.
151-X52.

2
Tanganyika Standard, February 1-4, 1954; T.A.A. 

memoranda to FXIQ, January-Febryary, 1954, Tanganyika 
Political Parties files, FCB papers.

^lunanka to Hlcholson, February 14, 16, 1954, FCa 
papers; Tanganyika Standard, February 1^, 1954,

}

40.
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telegram to the Secretary of State for the Colonies in 

Which ithey strongly condemned the official snub and listed 

their complaints agad.nst both central government policy 

and the local administration.^

Governor called a public meeting with the local chiefs in 

which he stated that they as the native authorities were 

the only recognized representatives of the African popula- 

As such, they had the power to control their people

and to oppose the T.A.A. and the political opportunists
2

who pleaded its cause.

In retaliation, the

tion.

the T.A.A. branch in neighboring BukobaIn 1953
V

district underwent a similar phase of civil disobedience

and open protest. Led by district president Ali Migcya, 

the unrest centered upon dissatisfaction with forced 

agricultural methods and the compulsory production of 

various cash crops.^ Popular resentment was so strong that 

in October the provincial cocaisaioner placed a ban on all

On Noveaber 25, 1953, Migeya hold a"public meetings.

Hlandoro, pp. 39—SO.

twining statement, recorded in the files of the 
J-twanra Police Service, Rhodes jicuse.

%utahaba, pp. 18-23,

• »'■
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massive rally in defiance of this restriction. Tear gas 

and a baton charge were used to disperse the crowd. 

Nyerere, then territorial president of the T.A.A 

the scene but officials refused to negotiate with him. 

Association efforts to extract a promise that tear gas 

would not be used in the future also resulted in failure.^

flew to• >

Migeya was arrested and received a one year prison term
p

for his provocation of the incident.'^ Although T.A.A.
d

petitioned the Governor to form a multi-racial panel to

investigate the issue and to determine the cause of such

widespread unrest, no official response was given to the
^ 3

repeated requests.

Thus, by 1954 the African elite were aware of a

growing spirit of indigenous unrest, generated by unpopular

administrative policies in the rural areas, and a general

refusal on the part of the government to take immediate

steps to remedy such problems. African activists recog

nized that the existing widespread dissatisfaction could

Tanganyika Standard, November 26, 27, 29, 30, 1953. 
Nyerere to Nicholson, December 3, 1953, FC8 papers.

^lutahaba 122, Nyerere to Betts, December 18,f P-
21, 1953.

%andoro, pp. 40-47; Munanka-Nicholson correspondence. 
May 10-June 6, 1954, FCB papers.

y
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be successfully exploited to recruit new meDbers into the 

ranks of a nationalist novement if a broad program of re-

Thisform and political advancement could be formulated, 

in turn could lead to the emergence of a viable, territory

wide African political organization with a strong basis of 

popular support.

In order for the African elite to achieve these 

ends, it was first necessary to greatly strengthen the 

In 1953 the Association acquired the leadership 

needed to initiate such a transformation when Julius 

Nyerere assumed the presidency.^

T.A.A.

To him fell the task of

^Julius Kambarage Nyerere.
Julius was the eldest son of chief Nyerere Burito of the

At the age of twelve, Nyerere was sent to a mis-

Born in 1922 at Buliama,

Wiizanalci.
sion school at Musoma, where ho was baptized a Roman 
Catholic in 1934. After three years of elementary educa
tion he was sent to Tabora where he completed Standard X. 
Nyerere attended Makorere College from 1943-45 and ho ob
tained a diploma in Education. Following graduation he 
was employed as an instructor in St. Mary’s Catholic School 
near Tabora. In 1949 Nyerere departed for Edinburgh 
where ho earned a doctorate in economics. Throughout his 
graduate years, Nyerere maintained constant contact with

He exchanged theories on African 
political development with Nicholson and Hindoo and con
tributed several articles to Venture. Upon his return to 
Tanganyika in 1952, Nyerere becaue active in territorial

in 1952. His education

Fabian headquarters.

politics and Joined the T.A.A, 
and travel, coupled with his ^charismatic 6i)eaKing and 
leadership ability, led to bis election as President of 
the Association in 1953.
Tanganyikan who possessed ajj advanced degree.
Nyerere married a girl from a nelghbairir'O tribe to whoa

In 1953 ho was the only black
In 1954

r\

y-
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inspiring a sense of nationalism in a people who enjoyed 

no traditional bonds of unity and of channeling this 

spirit into a united, territory-wide independence drive 

with the ultimate goal of instituting a viable, African

controlled, representative government.

he hadWhen Nyerere became President of T.A.A • 9

already formulated definite opinions concerning various 

aspects of British rule and the steps necessary to change

the established system. His early theories, formulated

while he was a student at Edinburgh, clearly reflect

Fabian influence. Nyerere maintained that social, eco-

nomic, and educational equality for Africans, coupled

with rapid and proportional distribution of political re

sponsibility within the territory, would have to be initi

ated immediately if Tanganyika were to begin a.successful.

he had been engaged since his 1949 departure for Edinburgh. 
George Dunheved, Julius Nyerere, A Bibliography (Dar es 
Salaam; Tanganyika Information Service, 1961), pp. 1-4; 
Thomas Patrick Melady and Elliot W. Robbies, "Julius 
Nyerere; Architect of a New State", The Catholic World, 
Vol. 190, No. 1140 (March, 1960), 352-357; United 
Republic of Tanzania, Ministry of Information and Tourism, 
Mwalimu Julius Kambarage Nyerere; President of the 
United Republic of Tanzania (Dar es Salaam; The Government 
Printer, 1965), pp. 1-3. An interesting source of infor
mation concerning Nyerere's early political activities 
coupled with intuitive observations concerning his person
ality is found in the papers of E. N. Brend, Rhodes Hotjse.

• ^
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peaceful transition towards self-rule. Even before his 

return to the trusteeship, Nyerere was convinced that the

systems of indirect rule and parity were unsatisfactory

methods of territorial advancement. Speaking’of the in

justices of the 'tri-racial system, which divided public 

funds equally among the three communities, Nyerere stated:

We do not ask for privileges in East Africa, 
all tha,t we ask is that our Government should 
give our children equal opportunities, with 
those it gives to tho children of other races.
The Europeans and the Indians are already richer 
than we are; already their children are born to 
greater opportunities than ours; that is only 
natural. No African desires that their wealth 
should be confiscated and given to us; 1 believe 
such a thing would be a grievous crime. But 
what we consider to be equally criminal is that 
the Government to which we all belong, the 
Government which in time of war demands our 
very lives to defend our way of life, should 
out of public funds, assure every, European 
child of full primary education when it can not 
afford to educate any more than 8% of our child
ren. That wo will continue to 
we live and as long as it lasts.

1

f^ght as long as

Nyerere's early writings also cade clear his belief 

that as "protected subjects" in a territory under inter

national control, the poeple of Tanganyika wore not part

Their primary loyalty wasof the British government.

therefore to Tanganyika and not to tho Crown. Speaking of

Nyerere to Nicholson, March 8, 1952, FCB papers.
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this priority in allegiances of which each African-had to

become aware, Nyerere stated;

The Government that makes the laws is not his 
Government. He cannot hope to change it-for he 
never made it. To him such a law, depending upon 
its seriousness, would Justify disloyalty and if 
necessary and practicable, complete severence 
.from the protective authority. For a protected 
person necessarily has two loyalties, one to his 
country and another to his protector. His loyalty 
to his country must always come first, for it is 
natural and if one may use the word, unconditional, 
as long as he remains a citizen of his country.
But his loyalty to the protective authority is 
only secondary for it is conditional depending on 
a treaty, actual or implied.^

Above all, Nyerere's eaxly writings reflect a dis

satisfaction with the concept of pairity which he clearly 

saw as a major impediment to African political controli^

However one may Jeer at the idea of counting 
noses one cannot help feeling conething rather 
unsatisfactory when a Party with a majority in 
a Legislature is returned by a minority in the 
Constituencies. Such a Party, in my opinion, 
would feel much stronger if it knew that the 
majority of the people (the noses) in the 
Constituencies support it, although the

^Nyerere to Fabian Secretary Hilda Selwyn-Clarke,
June 1, 1952.

2
While most of Nyerere'a earlier writings were dis

tributed only to fellow students and his Fabian mentors, he 
made a point of circulating hie writings on the parity 
issue. For example, Nyerere forwarded copies of his un
published 1951 pamphlet on racial representation to both 
African Legislative Council comber Kidaha and to Governor 
Twining. Nyerere to Editor, Fabian PubTications Ltd 
July 25, JEiJ, FCB papers.

• I
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’communities’ whatever they may stand for, may 
be aged-nst it. The same reasoning makes me feel 
that the Tanganyika Constitution will only be 
fair, as long as it insists on racial represen
tation; when it gives more representatives to 
the Indians, for instance, than to the Europeans, 
whatever the Europeans as a community may stand 
for,^

With this goal in mind, Nyerere began an immediate

campaign to stimulate Tanganyikan African political concern

He soon found that de-and awaureness in the rural areas.

spite widespread common dissatisfaction with British admin

istration, T.A.A. branches generally operated as isolated 

Coupled with this lack of coordination was the ab

sence of a clearly stated blueprint for the political

units.
V

evolution of the territory. Based on these findings.

Nyerere concluded that a major reconstruction of the
O

Association was in order. The recent unrest in the Lake

Province and especially the confrontations with the govern

ment at Mwanza and Dodoma only made such steps seem all the

more imperative. Twining's recent refusal to meet with

T.A.A. delegates made it clear to Nyerere that the government

did not consider the Association a serious force to bo dealt 
with.^

^Nyerere - Nicholson, September 4, 1951, FCB papers.

Nyerere - Nicholson correspondent;*?^ Aprii-June, 
1954, KCB papers.

3lbid.^. June 8, 1954.
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leaders fromIn April the President called X.A.A.

throughout the territory to Dodoma, where he outlined plans
.11

for a major rejuvenation of the Association, 

of this step was the creation of the first political- party 

within the territory, bne which not only worked outside 

the native authority structure, but which also challenged

In addition, TANU was

The result

the very legitimacy of British rule, 

the first significant political organization which was not

Rather, it acceptedlimited primarily to the elite.

Tanganyikan Africans from all classes and offered them

ample opportunity for participation and leadership in the 

drive towards self-government. Thus, political mobility
V

regardless of wealth, education, or social status was af

forded to the bulk of the African population for the first
2

time.

In July Nsrerero met with T.A.A. leaders in Dar es

Salaam for a four day constitutional conference. There,

the various proposals cade at Dodoma for the activation of

^George Bennett, "An outline History of TAA'U", 
Hakerero Journal, .Vo. 7 (1063), 3.

^Goran Hyden, TA.MJ Yagenga Nichi;
-Development in Rural Tanganyika (Lunefi 
Bokforlaget Universitat och Skola, 1966), pp. 128-151.

Political
Uniskol

m
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Present at the meeting werethe Association were'debated. 

seventeen T.A.A. leaders gathered from across the terri

tory. All were full-time political organizers and most had

been in trouble with the administration for acts of civil 

defiance of the native authorities.^ Thedisobedience or

constitution ratified by the delegates on July 7, 1954 was

consequently far more militant and radical than the charters

In addition to changing theof earlier activist groups.

of the organization to the Tanganyika African National 

Union, membership in the party was now limited to persons

The decision was based on Nycrere's

name

of the African race, 

belief that a multi-racial organization would soon attract 

a large number of experienced non-Africans and thus limit

the opportunities for Tanganyikan Africans to rise to sig-
2

nificant positions of authority, 

tution declared that the Union stood prepared to "...fight

V

In addition, the consti-

relentlessly until Tanganyika is self-governing and

^Hinden notes of T.A.A.-TAW leadership dated
Most notable among the dele- 
who until 1956 was to serve as

September 1954, FCB papers, 
gates was Oscar S. Kambona, 
Nycrere's chief aid and confidant.

"Anil R. Popatia, "Major Policy Themes of President 
' Nyerore" (unpublished research paper for the Third Year 
Exam in Political Science, University of Dar es Salaam, 
March, 1967), pp. 6-11.

j
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independent.” Significantly, it spoke of "the Queen” in

lieu of ”Our Queen” as was customary format for political 

chcirters. The document also clearly listed the goals to

wards which the Union would be oriented, 

was a pledge not to cease militant African activities until 

the territory achieved independence. The constitution 

further called for an effort to overcome all tendencies to-

Key among these

wards tribalism and isolationism, both of which impeded the 

growth of a nationalist movement. In a clear rejection of 

parity, partnership, and indirect rule, the constitution 

demanded the immediate initiation of open elections for
t

Vlocal and territorial offices, the establishment of a black

majority on all representative bodies, and the termination

of all racial distinctions in the formulation of adminis-
O

trative policy. It also called for administration aid in 

the development of African treide unions and cooperatives, 

and for an accellerated program aimed at increasing African 

economic and educational opportunitos. XANU's constitution

Tanganyika African National Union, The Constitution 
of the Tanganyika African National Union (Dar es Salaam; 
Thakers Ltd 1954), p. 2.•»

2lbid pp. 3-5.• f
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further pledged to oppose ail schemes aimed at additional 

alienation of land or further European immigration.^

Although the goals promulgated by TANO at its con

stitutional convention represented a major escalation of 

African political activism, Nyerere made it cle2ur that his 

organization sought to achieve its ends within the frame-

0

work of the law and that only peaceful means of protest 

would be employed. At the same time he stated that while

XANU was restricted to Africans, in the independent govern

ment citizens of all races would enjoy equal rights.^

After the creation of the new party, TANU's first 

objective was to gacLn a territorial base of support. In 

1954 its activities were still concentrated in the larger 

towns and the prosperous Lake Province. The transformation 

of the Association into the Union at first received little

attention in most parts of the trusteeship, 

until the arrival of the Visiting Mission team in August

It was not

1
These goals were designed to stir popular support 

at a time when the Meru controversy was still a most 
sensitive issue. Kandoro to jUcholson, August 3, 1954,
FOB papers.

2
Tanganyika Standard. July 9-10, 1954; Memo to 

Hinden, July 28, 1954, FOB papers. , -

Tanganyika Standard, July 12, 1954.

( ;
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that the party enjoyed any significant notoriety. When the 

Mission publicly conmented that the organization apjseared 

capable of leading an independence drive, TANU received 

widespread publicity for the first tine.^

In 1955 Nyerere and Kambona began a territory wide 

tour to spread the nationalist novenent to areas previously 

untouched by political activity. As a result of their 

concentrated efforts, oenbership rose to 175,000 in the 

period 1954-57.^ It oust be kept in nind, however, that

the vast cajority of TANU supporters attended rallies but

did not actively participate in the political process.

Since there was no franchise until 1957, it was difficult 

to transfora popular support into practical assets^ during 

the early years of the liberation drive.

Nyerere persistently used the general discontent

produced by the native authority systca and enforced

United Nations, Trusteeship Council, Report of the 
Visiting Mission 1954, p. 61; Bennett, pp. 4-6.

2
Tanganyika African National Union, "TAIAJ Souvenir: 

Independence Day, 9th Deceabcr, 1961” (a souvenir booklet 
containing statistical data on the history of TAiiU), Dar es 
Salaaa, 1961.

q
One scholar has estinated jhat only 25% of TANU 

nonbers paid dues or participated in political activities 
on a regular basis. Martin Loweiikopf, "Political Parties in 
Uganda and Tanganyika” (unpublished M.A. thesis, London 
University, 1961), pp. 163-169.

*
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agricultural methods as the basis for popula,r support for

his organisation. In order to appeal to Africans in the 

rural areas who virtually all maintained close ties with

traditional tribal customs, lANU leaders employed cere

monial costumes and accessories which closely resembled the

garb of local chieftains. Thus, the authority and dignity

of TANU speakers was stressed in a manner that was mean

ingful to non-tfesternized Africans. The Union also es

tablished an elders section, thereby creating a special 

position for the more revered members of the traditional 

societies.^ However, neither the costumes nor the structure 

of the local TAIAJ colls were typical of any particular

tribal group. Nyerero and his chief lieutenants contin

ually stressed that tribalisu could be exploited by the 

British to keep the territory's African population weak and 

divided. Thus, the objective of TAfOJ's frequent territorial 

recruitment tours was to stir up and aobilire dissatisfaction

In addition, by reainding the in-with the adainistration.

digenous population of their African heritage, the Union 

drew attention to the undesirability of colonial rule.

^Aicholson notes on TAJOJ, dated March, 1955, FCfl
papers.
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XANU's main ta^ was to channel this unrest into modern

political activism which would operate on the territorial

rather than on the local or tribal level. It was for this

reason that the organization encouraged the use of Swahili

as a unifying indigenous language. Swahili was especially

advanteigeous since it was not associated with any one group 
within the territory.^

Throughout this eaucly period of political organizing, 

XANU made it clear that the tri-racial policy, the practice 

of indirect rule, and the parity system were totally unsat

isfactory means of political development. At the sane tine.

the newly-formed Union firmly stated that the recent pro

posals of the MacHcnzie Report, which the government had

heralded as a significant political advancement, were also

too limited. In October 1954, Nyerere made this clear in a

letter Of protest addressed to the Chief Secretary to the

Governor;

TAKU accepted the recommendation about the 
official majority but while welcoming the rec
ommendations to elect the Dar es Salaam members 
on the Legislative Council, it felt that 
Professor Mackenzie could have gone further and 
rccocaendcd at least a form of election for the 
Provincial Representatives.

We are convinced that to continue nomination 
at this stage of the Territory's constitutional

^Nyerere to Hinden, August 12, 1955, FCB papers.

/
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developnent would be'unwise. We appreciate the 
difficulty of organizing elections in a large 
sparsely populated and illiterate country like 
Tanganyika. But we are certain that the diffi
culties involved are not insurnountable and that 
the experience that the people would gain in 
electing their own representatives while the . 
Council still retains an official majority (and 
thus maintaining Legislative and administrative 
efficiency) would be invaluable. Indeed it was 
this hope of gaining experience IN ELECTIONS 
while retaining an official majority that oeide 
us willing to accept the official majority 
recommendations.^

Clearly, TANU was not prepared to accept a slow 

system of gradual political partiqipation. Rather, it 

demanded a clear-cut program of constitutional development 

which would rapidly lead to the establishment of a blacki

majority, representative government.

The fact that Nyerere was a figure to be dealt with 

was quickly recognized by the colonial government.

May until September of 1954, he was appointed by the 

Governor as a temporary member of the Legislative Council.^ 

The Government took this stop to emphasize that expediency 

of cooperation with the administration. It was felt that

From

^yerord to the Chief Secretary of the Governor, 
October 6, 1954, Tanganyika territorial files, Rhodes 
House.

3 '
He temporarily replaced Chief Makwaia who

four month leave of absence to serve with the East African 
Royal Commission.

was on a

n,
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by accepting a seatj Nyerere was ackhpwle^ing the necessi^^ 

of producing political change tbxougb the channels estab

lished by the colonial regime.^

During his four months on the Council however, 

Nyerere utilized his.position to publicize the goals of 

XAJNU and to criticize the existing government policy.

Nonetheless, he made it clear that the Union sought to 

achieve its desired reforms through legal, constitutional

In his first speech before the Council, Nyereremeans.

called for immediate direct elections on a non-racial basis

for the Legislative Council representatives from Dar es

0 At the same time, he demanded that the other con- \Salaam.

stitutuencies use a liberal franchise to select a panel

of candidates from which the Governor could make appoint-

2ments.

^Colonial administrators who comconted on Nyerere's 
appointment are in accord concerning the motives of the 
Government. See Papers of Francis Dudley Dowsett, June- 
Septenbor, 1954; C. Harris, May-Septembor, 1954; Douglas 
Prank Heath, July, 1954; J, S. M. Vinter, tape recording of 
an interview concerning African political development,
Rhodes House. The Fabians came to the sane conclusions 
concerning Nyererp's appoiotoent. Nicholson to John Hatch, 
M.P., September 11, 1954; Hinden to John Hynd, M.P 
September 18, 1954, FCB papers; Hatch to Croecb-Jones,
May 31-June 6, 1954, Creech-Jones papers.

Tanganyika Legislative Council, Legislative Council 
Debates. 28th Session, Vol. 3 (May 25, 1954), pp. 303-305, .

•»
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Nyerere's moderation is reflected by the fact that 

be justified the creation of the Registration of Societies 

Ordinance, based on his acceptance of the administration’s 

right to protect the population from exploitation by bogus 

organizations. At the same time however, he clearly ex

pressed bis anxiety lest the ordinanee be used to suppress 

legitimate societies who happened to be critical of the 

government.^ The TANU president made it clear that his 

organization stood prepared to oppose the administration 

and to pursue its goal of creating a self-governing 

Tanganyika based on non-racial representation. In one of

his final speeches before the Council, Nyerere defended the V

Union against recent attacks by local administrators and

white settler critics:

Most thinking people in Tanganyika believe that 
time is ripe for a real constitutional change 
Government, and the majority of Unofficial members 
of the Legislative Council are too obstinate to 
change their views. We have been accused of racial 
politics, of aiming at a policy which is contrary 
to the declared policy of the Government, of want
ing independence in five years, of starting self- 
government campaigns....Our aim is certainly 
self-.'government; when to attain it the people of 
Tanganyika will decide." We are not racial, but I 
have emphasized that we must aim at a democratic 
Tanganyika, and those who fear democracy need not 
remain in the Territory.3

but• • •

^Ibid.. p. 306. _

Tanganyika Legislative Council, Le^slative Council 
Debates, 28th Vol, 4 (September 2, 1954)7^?* 401,
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In spite of-its capable leadership and its ability

to quickly gaiin public attention, the fledgling' Union soon

found itself in the midst of a major crisis centered around

the widespreaid unrest in the Lake Province and especially

in Sukumaland. The disorders which had arissi in that axea.

as a result of general dissatisfaction with both the native

authorities and official agricultural policies had never

been settled. Furthermore, the causes behind the violent

encounters with the government had neither been examined

nor remedied. Realizing the potential of a major crisis

developing in the area, Nyerere raised the Lake Province

C Vissue at the lANU constitutional conference in July 1954.

The delegates sent a special committee to visit the

Minister of Local Government to protest the recent Mwanza 

gassing and demand a full scale investigation of the causes 

of unrest in that area.^ The government, however,
O

action on the request.

took no

A week later, new outbreaks occurred in the region.

In mid-August,:the Maswa branch of TAIiU was given permission

1
Minutes of T.A.A. meeting, July 3-7, Dar es Salaam, 

T.A.A. files, FCB papers.
i* *

^Nyerere to Betts, August 6, 1954, FCB papers.

0
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to hold a public rally. Accordingly, Kirito Kasiko, the 

president of the region’s Union cell, informed Chief

Ndaturu that a Union rally was scheduled and that the chief

should be prepared to be present as the representative of 

the local native authority. The Chief protested to the 

Provincial Commissioner, stating that TANU was trying to

issue orders to the local representatives of the adminis

tration. In support of the Chief, the Commissioner revoked 

F>ermission to hold the rally. When the Union protested 

this decision and held several private meetings to plan a

new course of action, the Commissioner revoked t^he branches' 

registration under the provisions of the Registration of 

Societies Ordinance.^ Clearly, the administration stood

prepared to defend the authority of local chiefs from ^it- 

tacks by the nationalist movement, 

felt that it was necessary to t 

TANU in Sukuraaland.

Thus, the Government 

a strong stand against 

On September 11, 1954, Governor Twining 

described the Lake Province as "the No. 1 security risk of 

the Territory."^

/
^e

^KaGuire, Toward Uhuru. pp. 176-179.

^Twining to Chief Secretary Walden, September 11, 
, 1954, Walden papers, Rhodes House. - '
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The major confrontation occurred in October when a

spontaneous series of demonstrations against the local 

chiefs occurred throughout the region. When several meet

ings with TANU leaders failed to quell the unrest, the

Government took decisive action. On October 27, the

Registrar of Societies sent notes to 3. M. Bhoke Munanka,

Provincial President, and S. S. Kandoro, Provincial 

Secreteiry, in which he announced that the Government would 

no longer recognize the registration of the Letke Province

branch of TANU because "it appecirs to me that such a society

is being or is likely to be used for purposes prejudicial to
r Vor incompatible with the maintenance of peace, order, and 

good government."^ On November 3, Kandoro received a notice

from District Commissioner Scott of Mwanza Ucban who noti

fied him that all assets of the Union were being confiscated

under the provisions of the Societies Ordinanse. The notice

made it clear that anyone found in possession of TATAJ

records, accounts, publications, banners of insignias would

Registrar of Socioti,es to Munanka and Kandoro, 
October 27, 1954, Tanganyika Territorial papers, political 
files, Rhodes House. The legal justification for this 
decision was based on Sections 8 and 9 of the Registration 
of Societies Ordinance. . >

0
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0^
be liable to prosecution. 

records to the district headquarters, the homes of both

Both were subsequently

After the surrender of all

Kandoro and Munanka were searched, 

deported from the Lake Province and prohibited from par

ticipation in political activities elsewhere in the ter

ritory.^ A similar series of events occurred at the 

Malampaka branch of TANO, which had also engaged in or

ganized protest against the enforcement by native author

ities of official agricultural regulations. In November

the XANU district cell was closed for violation of the
3

Societies Ordinance.

By November of 1954, TANU operations in the 

Sukumaland sector of Lake Province had been successfully

c V

Although the Union was permitted to operate else

where in the Province, the closing of the Provincial 

Headquemrters and the Malampaka and Maswa ended the nation

alist drive in vital Sukumaland until the lifting of the

halted.

district Commissioner Scott to Kandoro and Munanka 
(in Kiswahili), November 4, 1954, Mwanza district files,
Rhodes House, XANU files, FCB papers.

kandoro, pp. 91-93. Xhis was done under the pro
visions of the Removal of Undesirable Persons Ordinance, 1952.

district Commissioner, Ma§wa to A. R. R. ^^eni, 
' Secretary of XAJfU's K mpaka branch, October 28-November 9, 

1954, Tanganyika territory, political files, Rhodes House.
^ 1 A
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ban in 1958. Nyerere began*an active publicity campaign in 

which he tried to force the British to substantiate their

charges against the XANU branches and more specifically, to

bring forth indictments against those individuals who were 

reputedly engaged in such lawless activities.^

Government, however, refused to prosecute the cases, thus 

leading nationalists to the claim that the Sukuma closings 

were acts of unjustifiable suppression.

Thus, by 1954 a major shift had occurred in the 

political activities of the African population, 

evolved from a passive petitioning agency into a formidable 

activist movement with the potentiality for gaining a

lANU was eager to point

The

The T.A.A.

V

territory-wide base of support.

out the flaws in British administration and to clearly

state its goals of self-determination with a black major

ity representative government in the near future. Nor was

the Union hesitant to utilize local unrest as a means of

gaining popular support. The British in turn, by their 

willingness to register TANU branches outside of Sukumaland, 

and their temporary appointment of Nyerere to the 

Legislative Council, revealed their willingness to permit

Isee Nyerere statements to press, Tanganyika 
Standard, November-December, 1954.

/
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f'
increased African political development. However, their

actions in Sukumaland were a clear sign that the

Administering Authority would neither accept civil dis

obedience nor allow TANU to humiliate the Crown or its

representatives. The British would negotiate with Nyerere, 

but were determined not to allow the Tanganyikan African

nationalists to force them to accept a major change in

policy.

The British Political Scene

In 1950 general elections in Britain resulted in

the return to power of the Conservative Party. Although

1
only in office for five years, the departing Labour

Government felt confident that it had made substantial pro

gress in its aims of developing the colonial territories.

They believed that the historical progress of transforming

the Empire into a Commonwealth, now well underway, was ir

reversible. Commenting on the substantial and permanent

changes wrought by the liberal regime, Rita Hinded noted:

In principle our fight for political pro
gress, economic development, social services, 
trade unions, etc. in the Colonies, has been 
won.
roads in the achievements of the last years 
and there are further advances still to be 
made, but they cannot turn the clock back.^

The conservatives may try to make in-

)
^Hinden, notes on the future policy^f the FCB, 

April, 1951,, PCB papers.
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Looking to tfine years ahead, Hinden projected that 

the East and Central African territories would be "the

This was based on themajor danger point in the Empire.” 

liberal belief that the unsatisfactory system of paxtner-

ship perpetuated by the colonial eidministration and the 

conservative stance of white settlers who adamantly re

fused to give up their positions of privilege under the 

tri-racial system, would form a coalition in opposition to 

all serious advancement.^ In order to protect the gains 

made since the war and to further advance the political 

development of the territories, the liberals were determined 

to use their question-time on the floor of Parliament to 

continually badger the Conservative regime into introducing 

reforms.^ The stage was therefore set for further

%inden to Hatch, June 20, 1950, FCB papers, 
problem cxxatent in multi-racial societies was a frequent 
theme of the liberal writers of this period. See for ex-

Fabian Colonial Bureau, East African Future (London:
1952); Arthur Gaitskell, What 

Have They To Defend? (London: The Africa Bureau, 1955); 
Adrian Hastings, White Domination or Racial Peace? (London: 
The Africa Bureau, 1954); Lfabour for Africa Group, Africa's 
Challonoe: Britain's Great Chance (Salisbury, Southern 

The Thanet Press, 1952); W. Arthur Lewis,

The

ample:
Fabian Publications, Ltd •»

Rhodesia:
Michael Scott, Martin Wright, Colin Legum, Attitude

1951);William Chawes and Sons, LtdAfrica (London:
Patrick O'Donovan, Africa: Which Way Now? (London: The 
Africa Bureau, 1952).

•»

linden to Labour M.P. s. June 8, 1951; labour Party 
Political Education Service, Discussion Notes-No. 25,
British Africa,(l^ndon; The Labour Party, April, 1960).
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confrontations between the. liberal and Tory factions over

the evolution of Tanganyika territory.

Because they were eager to aid in the advancement

of the trusteeship, the Fabian Bureau was never truly sat

isfied with the limited activities of the basically passive

T.A.A. During the period of the Mathew Commission investi

gations, the Fabians complained bitterly that the

Association failed to keep them informed concerning the 

latest developments in the territory. At the same time, 

they noted that the organization was hesitant to make pub

lic its own guidelines for constitutional advancement.^

Similarly, when the Bureau tried to determine the true

facts concerning the government opposition to the Chagga 

Union it was unable to obtain the required information 

from the T.A.A 

in the controversy.^

which was hesitant to become openly Involved• 9

The socialists were soon led to the

conclusion that the fear of job loss kept T.A.A. members from 

a more active role in territorial policies.^ The inability

^Nicholson to T.A.A. Secretary Sykes, April 2, 4, 
1952, FCB papers.

2
Hynd-Nicholson correspondence, April 19-Kay 6, 

1951, FCB papers.
/« ^

^Hynd to Hinden, July 13, 1951, FCB papers.

5,
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0
of T.A.A. to cooperate efiectively with the liberal re

formers is reflected in Colonial Bureau Secretary
■ »

Nicholson’s comment to a Society member in Dar es Salaam:

We do try to have our sources of information 
as wide as. possible, but in Tanganyika at pres
ent we have not jiearly sufficient contacts. The 
African organizations are not sufficiently well 
organized to send our regular material.. ^

It was this lack of cooperation which led the

• •

Fabians to openly criticize the T.A.A. as a "passive"

conciliatory" to the colonial 

The Society was therefore quite pleased when

group who were "far too 

regime.^

Nyerere assumed the presidency of the Association. Be-

0 Vof the close working relationship that had developed 

between Nyerere and the socialists during the TANU leader’s 

student days at Edinburgh, the Bureau was confident of his 

eagerness to cooperate closely with them in their efforts 

to stir public opinion in favor of rapid political develop

ment within the territory.^

cause

^Nicholson to D. M. Angaria, August 14, 1952, FCB
papers.

^Venture, Vol. 13, No. 9 {October, 1951), 1.

^Betts-Nicholson correspondence concerning Nyerere, 
Noveuber 1953-August 1954, FCB papers. Members of the 
society had helped Nyerere by editing an early manuscript 
of his concerning race relations in East Africa. They also

( ;
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The liberal .attack on official policy included 

severe criticism of virtually a:ll of the sensitive issues 

which arose in the trusteeship during the 1951-54 period.

The reformers, conscious of the need of fledgling 

political groups to have the cooperation and leadership 

of the African elite, were strongly opposed to the ter

ritorial policy of not allowing government employees to 

engage in political activities. Since most elite were 

employed by the administration, such a policy removed the 

educated, capable leadership from the political arena.

The Fabians began an active protest campaign in opposition 

to this policy.

protested the policy in the House of Commons,^ and the

M.P.s John Hynd and Frank Beswick both

July 1954 issue of Venture was entirely devoted to an 

examination of the controversial issue.^

Writing to the TANU coll at Mwapachu, Fabian

Secretary Nicholson summarized the Bureau's feelings:

I don't see why the gap between political 
activities of other citizens and those

continually advised him of the legal complications involved 
in various plans he put forward for territorial development. 
Finally, the Fabians tutored bio in the arts of research, 
debate and polemics. > •

linden to Beswick and Hynd,' September 22, 1953,
FCB papers.

^VenturerO/ol. 6, No. 3 (July, 1954), 2-3.

<-
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permitted civil servants should be so enormous, 
and particularly why political restrictions 
should be applied to teachers, I have sent a 
copy to Mr. Nyerere and hope he will do some
thing 'about it. As you say, the potential 
leaders are in the civil service, a.nd if they 
are all paralysed it is inevitable that 
leadership will pass into the hands of possibly 
less educated people outside.^

The Fabians were also on the alert for information

concerning the sensitive issues of white settlement and

land alienation. In February 1951, Labour M. P. James

Johnson asked the Secretary of State for an assurance

that those whites employed by the faltering Groundnut

Scheme would not be permitted to remain in Tanganyika as 

white settlers once the project totally collapsed.^ 

Similarly in May 1952, and February 1954, when rumors

concerning increased white settlement and the creation of

999 year leases began to circulate, the Fabian Bureau ar

ranged to have liberal M.P.s raise a series of questions 

on the floor of Commons.^ Although both incidents proved

^Nicholson to Mwapachu, July 14, 1954, FCB papers. 
2
Johnson to Hindon, February 6, 1951,

\ho May debate was initiated by M.P. Hynd, 
the February 1954 controversy was introduced by James 

Rita Hindon papers, M.P. files, FCB papers.

FCB papers.

and

Johnson.
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t0 be pibdubt misinterpreted policy

•statements) it was nonetheless clear that the Bureau in 

tended tor .serve as the defender of Tanganyikan interests 

in the home governinent.

Xn June 1954, when the Tanganyikan government again

raised the possibility of increased European immigration, 

the Bureau enlisted the aid of M.P. John Rankin to defend 

their position in the House.^

a major campciign to protect Africans in Tanganyika from

The socialists

The Fabians then initiated '

the danger of increased white settlement, 

demanded seats for Tanganyikan Africans on the Immigration

Committee which served as an advisory body to the

In addition, they proposed thatImmigration Controller, 

the committee be empowered to ensure the adoption of its. 

suggestions.^ In addition, Marjorie Nicholson was assigned 

to visit the territory for a first-hand analysis of the

Based on her interviews withentire political situation, 

the representatives of the three racial connunitios, she

concluded that no effective government machinery existed

^Selwyn-Clarke to Rankin, May 6, 1954, FCB papers. 

%Iinden to Nicholson, May 23-Juno 4, 1954, FCB
papers.

0
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to enforce the immigration quotas established by the 

Colonial Office.^

Finally, when Chief Makwaia of the Legislative

Council visited Britain in June, the Bureau interviewed him

extensively to-gain insights concerning the European set- 
2

tier problem.

was raised by the Meru CitizensUnion petition to the U.N 

the Fabian Bureau quickly brought the question to the

When the related issue of land alienation

• 9

floor of the Commons to determine exactly what had oc- 

curred during the controversial move. However, once it

became clear that the move had Ixjen necessary and that it

did not constitute part of an overall plan to create a

white highlands sector, the Fabians issued a clecir statc-
4

pent of .support for the scheme. Thus, the Bureau revealed

that its disagreements with the Colonial Office were based

on concrete research and were not merely ideological at

tacks on colonial rule as a whole.

iHicholson to FCB, March 3, 8, 14, 1954. 
Venture, Vol. 6, Ho. 1 (May, 1954), 4-5.

See also

^linden notes, June 6, 1954; Manchester Guardian.
June 3, 1954.

^iynd to Creech-Jonos, March 24, 25, 28, 1954,
, Creech-Jones papers. -■ ’

^Kicbolson to Hynd, April 20, 1954, FCS papers.
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The socialists, also began an active campaign to try

to force the Colonial Office to insure that Africans in

Tanganyika be made aware of the activities of the Trustee

ship Council. Coupled with this was a demand that the

indigenous population be advised of their rights to peti

tion to the United Nations over the beads of both the ter

ritorial administration and the Colonial Office.^

The Fabians also firmly supported Tanganyikan

African demands for rapid political advancement. When

the Labour regime was removed from office in the 1950

election, the socialists began to formulate immediate

plans for a campaign to endorse a rapid increase in

African political participation in all the East African

territories. In 1951, Selwyn-Clarke confided to J. H.

Lodge, M.P"., that the Bureau feared that in "the case of

Tanganyika, the change of Government may have set the 

clock back,"^ and that extensive plans were being devised

to aid the cause of political evolution in the Trusteeship. 

Accordingly, outgoing Secretary of State Creech-Jones

linden to John Rankin, M.P January 29, 1951. 
Hin^en to Dr. Ralph Bunche, September 27, 1950, FCB papers. 
See also Margery Perhao's article in The Listener,
December 30, 1954.

• 1

2
' Selwyn-Clarke to J. 11. Lodge, May 27.^^951, FCB

papers.
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initiated a campaign aimed at making the British public 

aware of the reforms needed if peaceful development were 

to be preserved in the territory. His writings and public

statements called for a pace of political development which

would match the rapid advances being made in the fields of

economics.and education through the Colonial Development 

programs. At the same time, he stressed the failure of 

the tri-racial system and the inadequacies of indirect 

rule.^ Thus, in 1951 when the Chagga began to agitate for

local constitutional reform and the election of a Paramount

Chief, the Fabian Bureau used its influence at. the Colonial
O

Office to support the proposals. V

While the liberal reformers were in favor of the

rapid initiation of African majority rule, they were by no 

means insensitive to the plight of the European minority 

communities. While opposing partnership as an imbalanced 

form of representation, they also resisted any Tanganyikan

^Arthur Creech-Jones, »'What is Partnership?" (a 
mimeographed policy paper widely circulated by the liberal 
reform groups, 1951-52). "British Colonial Policy With 
Reference to Africa", International Affairs. Vol. XXIV,
No. 3 (August, 1951), 151-164; statement in London Times, 
July 11, 1951. - - - - - - - -

2 ' *
Correspondence between Nicholson and Secretary of

State Griffiths, March 20-Augu3t 13, 1951, FCB papers.

J T .
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African proposals -aimed at depriving Europeans of a voice 

in the independent government,^ Speaking of this concern.

Creech-Jones noted:

If ‘pcurtnership’ auroudes African fears,
• democraicjr’ must airouse European fears. ’One 
man, one vote, a'tad a Gold Coast constitution’ 
have become the symbols of a fear that a 
small- white community will ultimately be en
gulfed by a black flood. Some African spokes
men have confirmed their fears by talking of 
an ’African Nation’ in which Europeans will 
remadLn as ’guests’. While we hold the view 
that immigrant communities should not be 
permanently privileged, we believe equally 
that immigrants who are already settled in 
^st and Central Africa and who owe their 
first loyalty to the Crown and to the 
country in which they now live and bring up 
their children must be accepted by Africans 
as part of the local population, and that 
all should have their share in building a 
democratic society based on equality of 
individuals. This conception requires that 
Africans as well as the immigrants should 
be prepared for the compromise which democ
racy demands from all individuals and with
out which it cannot exist.2

VD

In order to avoid racial oppression from any source.

the Fabians advocated the initiation of an open franchise

Vabiah Colonial Bureau, Advance to Democracy 
(London: Fabian PublicatioTJS Ltd., 1952)j Xsehckedi Kabama,
Political Change in African Society;. A Study in the
Development of Representative Government (London; The 
Africa Bureau, 1956).

^Creech-Jones to Labour M.P.s, February 6, 1952, 
Creech-Jones papers.

C)
* ^
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on a non-racial basis in Tanganyika. While realizing thal;

African lack of training and experience made universal 

adult franchise iminediately impractical, they insisted 

that the use of high voting qualifications and the reser

vation of seats for specific communities were acceptable 

only as temporaory measures. The Fabians consistently 

maintained that political pjarticipation as well as eco

nomic and social development had to be pursued on a non- 

racial basis. Rather than stress the factors which

separated the three communities, they felt that the goal 

of British policy should be the elimination of ethnic 
divisions.^

V

By its willingness to accept a temporary compromise 

on the questions of franchise and reserved seats, and its 

recognition of the problems facing the minority communities, 

the Bureau once again revealed that it was not merely a 

polemical, agitative, anti-imperialist organization, 

goal was not to undcrmina British rule but rather to

Its

^he above analysis of the Babian Bureau's position 
is based on the proceedings of their Symposium on 
Partnership and Political Development, hold in Manchester, 

,March 23-29, 1952. FCB and Creech-Jonos papers.
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devise an equitable plan for the political evolution of 

the Empire.^ •

When the Mackenzie Report was released. Labour

M.P.s, encouraged and assisted by the Fabian Bureau,

utilized the House of Commons to demand that the sug

gestions concerning non-racial elections for Dar es

Salaam and the election of unofficial members for the

rest of the territory be initiated immediately. The Tory

regime, however, refused to commit itself beyond the

point of stating that it was seriously examining the re

port and had found several of the proposals favorable. V

At no time would the Colonial Office concede to liberal
2

demands for a timetable of political advancement, 

ing the storm of controversy raised by the Labour M.P.s

Not- •

and the Fabian Bureau, the T.A.A. General Secretary wrote:

It is very gratifying to see how prompt our 
allies in Britain have been in pressing for a

^It should be noted that the FCB evolved their 
plans for territorial development during the 1951-53 
period when Nyerere was a student at Edinburgh. When he 
returned to Tanganyika to assume leadership of T.A.A 
his early demands for political development, and es
pecially the temporary compromises whiq|) he was willing 
to accept, closely adhered to the Fabian Society's sug
gestions.

• f

Between March 18-July 14, 1954, the M^bkenzie 
proposals were raised on fourteen different occasions in 
the House of Comnb^. ’

V
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discussion of the recommendations in the 
House of Commons. We here appreciate and 
well realize the value of your support.^

In the spring of 1954 Nyerere began to press for

the incorporation of the MacKenzie tteport suggestions

into the new Legislative Council which would convene in 

Maorch 1955.^ Specifically, he sought the introduction

of common roll elections with reserved seats for the 

municipality of Daix es Salaam.^ However, when Labour

M. P. James Johnson was persuaded by the Rabian Bureau to

raise the issue in the House of Commons, Secretary of

State Lyttleton made it clear that the Tory government

would not consider the proposal. The Secretary stated:

The system of representation by geograph
ical areas will not be introduced until the 
Legislative Council is reconstituted next 
year; and it is the intention of the 
Tanganyika Government that the new Council 
should become firmly established before the 
elective principle is introduced. This policy 
has been given unanimous approval by the pres
ent council and reflects responsibly opinion 
generally throughout the territory.

^A. M. Tobias to Hindoo, April 30, 1954, FCB papers.

^he existing Council had been initiated in 1950 for 
a five year period. A new body was therefore due to bo 
convened in March. . •

%yerere to Batts, June 3, 1954, FCB papers,

‘^reat Britain, Parliament, Parliaeontary Debates 
(House of Commons}, 5th Session, Vol. 503 (July 16, 1954), 
col. 1964.
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When Johnson pointed out that both the African and 

Asian organizations had petitioned for an experiment in 

common roll elections, Lyttleton reported that; *' the• • ■

course which we are pursuing has the support of most 

moderate and informed opinions in Tanganyika.*'^

Thus, the Tory government made it clear that it

At theconsidered Nyerere's demands far too radical.

same time, the battle lines between the Tory and Labour 

parties were drawn over the question of territorial 

political development. The Bureau made it clear that it 

intended to support the newly activated T.A.A. in its 

battle for the incorporation of the Mackbnzie recommenda-

In reporting to the T.A.A. on the auiamant positiontions.

taken by the Secretary of State against the formation of

the new legislature, Fabian Secretary Nicholson commented;

This position still remains most unsatis
factory to us, and I presume that Mr. Nyorere 
will be raising the issue in the Legislative 
Council. W'e shall continue to do what wo can 
at this ond.^

During the period of political unrest which culmin

ated with the banning of TANU in Sukymaland, the liberal

^Ibid.

^Nicholson to Tobias, July 1*1, 1954 FCB papers*f
/ ?■■■

*
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comnunity rallied to the support of the African national

ists. When the Lake Province confrontations began, T.A.A.

leaders maintained a constant stream of correspondence

with the Fabian Bureau and the Labour Pcirty. The liberals

in turn pressed Parliament for a full scale investigation 

of the situation and demanded the immediate reopening of

all XANU branches if the government could not produce

indictments which listed specific offenses and the in

dividuals involved. In April 1954, Labour leader Fenner

Brockway demanded that the Secretary of State explain why \
Governor Twining had refused to meet with a T.A.A. dele

gation upon his visit to Mwanza. At the same time he

challenged the use of tear gas to disperse the Bukoba

branch rally of December 2, 1953. The Secretary refused

to discuss the issues at that time, claiming that the in

cidents were under investigation.^

In July 1954, when the protests against the native 

authorities and an increase in the cattle tax^ produced

^roat

,(House of Commons), April 7, 1954, cole. 603-604,
2
In an effort to limit the number of cattle. 

Government increased the cess tax by 20OS fx.em 6d to 
s.l.6d, Mwanza district files, 1954 (microfilm), Rhodes 
House.

Britain, Parliament, Parliamentary Debates

the

/
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widespread unrest in the Hwanza region, BrocksfaJ^' raised 

the issue in Parliament, warning that government policy

was causing unnecessary tension. This in turn produced 

Conservative accusations that the Labour Party was under

mining the Crown's plans for territorial development.^

Speaking of the cooperation the nationalists were receiv

ing from the liberals in Britain, Mwanza T.A.A. leader

Munanka stated:

Agciin we have been filled with joy to read 
about our distinguished fighter Mr. Brockway 
on the question of Cattle and Cotton Cess and 
Stock limitation. Wo immeciiately informed 
our people about it. Although the answers 
from the Secretaary of States [sic3 wore not 
fully satisfying, but we have left assured 
that something good might emerge from it. We 
sent full information to our Honourable Friend 
to pursue the matter further as our people are 
still not happy on this question. Vfe wish him 
to continue until such tine that wo hear the 
Government stop Livestock Limitation Policies.^

In August the Fabian Bureau dispatched Marjorie

Nicholson to the territory to personally examine the sit

uation in Lake Province. Her subsequent report encouraged

^Se© East Africa and Khodesia editorials, June-July, 
1954, The Labour Party, by contrasty ,supported African 

' demands to end forced agricultural procedures at its policy
making convention at Scarborough, July 23-27, 1954.
Labour Party Archives, Labour Headquarters, Transport 
House, London,

“Kunar.V:a Nibholson, July 27, 1954, FCB papers.

"S
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the liberal elementa to continue their criticism of the 

native authority system and their attack on the slow pace 

of political development.

Nicholson concluded:

In summarizing her findings.

I eun very worried about the undercurrents 
in Tanganyika. The Government gets away with 
looking very liberal as it is when compared 
with its neighbors, but I think there is fax 
too much complacency about. A little prodding 
from this end might be helpful.^

When the TANU branches in Sukumaland were finally 

closed, an active correspondence ensued between Munanka, 

Kambona, and James Betts of the Fabian Bureau. Working 

in close cooperation, the Africans supplied the liberal

group with information concerning the latest developments 

in the troubled region. The Bureau in turn utilized this 

information to repeatedly raise the issue in Parliament.^

On Decoaber 8, M.P, John Hynd initiated a debate in the 

Based on the fact that the outbreaks 

had been isolated and the possibility that the parties in

volved had not been properly informed of the nature of 

their offenses, ho suggested that the banned TANU branches

House of Comaona.

^Nicholson to FXIB Advisory Committeo, September 3. 
1954, FCa papers.

2
See corrosiTOBdence between Betts and Kambona- 

Kunanka, July, 1954-February, 1955, FCB papers.
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be lasppened, This suggestion wae .rejected by the 

Secreteory of State who. stated:

I think that certainly the people who are 
sonetines called professional society organ
isers, some of whom have interests quite apart 
from the interests of their so-cklled constit
uents Me fully informed as to the law. Over 
200 applications for registration have been 
granted, and only four have been refused, and 
nothing could be worse for these societies than 
that the wrong society should be recognized.

The Secretary further refused to list specific 

charges agaLlnst the closed branches, stating that "It is 

not always desirable in public to give all the reasons 

which lead a responsible official to come to a conclusion 

of that kind."^

Thus by 1954, the home government was clearly 

divided over the question of recent political developments

The liberal faction, encouraged

i

within the trusteeship, 

by the advent of capable Tanganyikan African leadership and 

a territorial-wide political organization, sought rapid

political advancement along non-racial lines, 

vative element, by contrast, viewed the resurrected T.A.A.

The consor-

^Sreat Britain, Parliament, Parliamentary Debates 
(House of Commons), Vol. 582 (December 8, 1954), col. 
1317.

2lbid.
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and later TANU, as a serious threat to the established 

policies of indirect rule and partn^ship.

The U. N. and the Liberation Drive

In the period 1951-54 two visiting missions toured

Tanganyika and produced reports which were highly critical

of British administration of the trusteeship. When these

reports were finally submitted to the Trusteeship Council,

their findings were approved by a majority of the agency's

members. The conclusions drawn by the international or

ganization were a source of encouragement to both the

African nationalist leaders and their liberal supporters

in the home government. The conservative regime, by con

trast, condemned the findings of the Trusteeship Council

and its agencies as groundless polemical attacks perpe

trated by the anti-colonial forces of the United Nations.

The greatest criticism of the Administering

Authority was centered around the problem of political

developncnt. This was, however, certainly not the only 

complaint- leveled by the international organization. The

1951 Mission report was highly criticAl' of Britain's at

tempts to improve economic conditions within the African

community. The report found that there were- no mandatory •
r :

K -
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safety devices on jobs involving unskilled labor, no pro

gram of workmen’s compensation, no minimum wages, and no 

government regulation of working hours or bousing standards.^

Xhe educationecl system was also severely criticized

for its policy of racial separation and for its inability

to reach the adult community, most of whom had to utilize

fingerprints in order to "sign" contracts which often

bound the uneducated worker for long periods of time and
2

contained severe penalties for contract violation. The

communist bloc nations and the former colonies on the 

Trusteeship Council used their findings to accuse Br3?bain V

of violating Article 5 of her Trusteeship Agreement which

required her to protect the indigenous population from

abuse and fraud in all labor relations within the ter

ritory.^

The Keru land case was also a source of polemical

and ideological controversy within the international or

ganization. The tribe bad petitioned the Trusteeship

^United Nations, Trusteeship Council, Report of the 
Visiting Mission. 1951, pp. 34-37.

^Ibid.. p. 36.

United Nations, Trusteeship Council, Official 
Records. 9th Session, 423rd Meeting (1952)7^^, 18-24.

)

»
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0
Council to block the proposed move. However, while the 

matter was still being deliberated the Tanganyikan 

government undertook the transfer. This produced a 

stream of protest frop the anti-imperialist nations and 

resulted in the adoption of a resolution in which the 

Council stated that it:

regretted that the Administering Authority 
found it necessary to move any of the'Meru 

people from land on which they had settled... 
by a process of forcible eviction...in the 
course of which damages and loss were suffered 
by members of the Meru people.^

Additionally, the U. N. document offered the British

• • •
• • •

as a future guideline "the principle that African com-r-

munities...should not be moved to other areas unless a

clear expression of their collective consent has been 

_ obtained."^ Finally, the 1954 Visiting Mission recommended

a reopening of the Meru Case and the creation of a special 

U.N. committee to determine appropriate compensation for 

the families who suffered eviction.^

^United Nations, Trusteeship Council, Trusteeship 
Council Resolution 468 (XI), A/2150, pp, 49-50,

^Ibid
p. 50.

%nltod Nations, Trusteeship ^^ouncil. Report of 
the Visiting Mission 1954. pp. 97-99.

• *
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The Trusteeship Council also challenged the British 

systems of racial separation and pacrity representation.

In March 1954, the organization noted that although race

relations within the territory were still peaceful, the 

imbalanced development of the three communities was a

source of serious future danger. The Council therefore

resolved that the Administering Authority should be en

couraged to "intensify efforts to bring about, in the 

shortest possible time, the development of a united 

Tanganyika, in which the indigenous inhabitants will play 

their full patrt."^

SpteaddLng of parity, the Council expressed its hope 

that the system:

...would be regarded by the Administering 
Authority as a transitional phase, and that 
consideration will be given to the initiation 
as soon as possible of a common electoral 
roll, with appropriate qualifications, if 
considered desirable.^

The major controversy arising between the Adminis

tering Authority and the Trusteeship Council was produced

^United Nations, Trusteeship Council, Official 
Records, 11th Session, 438th Meeting (1954J, p. 26.

2
United Nations, Trusteeship Council, Official 

Records. 11th Session, 44l8t Meeting (1954), p. 81.
V

\
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by the conclusions of the 1954 Visiting Mission- concern

ing the political development of the territory. In ef

fect, the report coupled a condemnation of British plans

for constitutional development with a recognition of TANU

as the potential leader of an independence drive. Finally,

it called for the emancipation of the territory within

twenty-five years.

The 1951 visiting team had noted that there was a

virtual absence of modern political activity among the

African population and that the few existing associations 

limited their scope to local reform issuSs.^
!

Three yeairs 't

later, the Mission reversed the observations of its pre

decessor after studying the activities of one-month old

During its six-week visit, the team met with severalTANU.

Union delegations, all of whom made a favorable impression

on Mission members. Especially impressive was the twenty

man delegation from the troubled Mwansa region headed by

Munanka and Kandoro. The report noted that the TAI»X)

leadership was composed of an educated, experienced elite

who well aorticulated the Tanganyikan African population's

^United Nations, Trusteeship Coisncil, Keport of the 
Visiting Mission. 1951, pp.,■43-44. '

/
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grievances with the administration and their aspiration 

for rapid political development at the territorial level.^ 

As a result, the Mission Report made the following 

observation concerning ®VNU:

if put to the test its following would prove 
to be large, and its emergence as an important 
force must therefore be recognized 
was

• • •

the Mission« • •
impressed with the quality of the leaders 
their moderation and sense of realism.

The report also supported the organization's objecr

« • •

tion to the parity system and its goal of establishing a 

government based on a black majority.

ciuded that "...no stability is possible unless it is 

made clear that the goal is the governing of the country
3

mainly by Africans." 

severely critical of Governor Twining's statement that 

members of the civil service would not bo allowed to join 

political organizations, since the decision removed capable 

Africans from participation in the independence drive.^

The Mission con-

Bccause of this, the report was

^United Nations, Trusteeship Council, Report of the 
Visiting Mission. 1954, pp. 74-76.

^Ibid., pp. 74-75.

3lbid.. p. 67.

^Ibid., p. 75.

•»
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The most significant statement contciined in the

i

Visiting Mission Report, however, was its conclusion that 

Tanganyika would be ready for independence within a 

twenty-five year period:^

The willingness of the Mission to suggest a time

table while even TANU had not yet projected a date for 

self-government clearly reflects the organization’s 

eagerness to undermine British control as rapidly as pos

sible.

Thus, by 1954 the seeds of a liberation movement
V

were cleairly sown within the trusteeship. The Tanganyika 

African National Onion had emerged as a black political 

organization with a growing base of support, effective 

leadership, and clear-cut plans concerning the course of 

constitutional development. In addition, the Union had 

established a well coordinated working relationship with 

the liberal elements of the home government. Finally, it 

enjoyed the support and recognition of the anti-imperial

0

forces on the Trusteeship Council.

In opposition to the nationalist movement stood

the conseryative forces of the home government and the

^Ibid., p. 72.

•
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white settler community, both of whom were willing to

initiate political advances in the territory, but who

insisted on the preservation of indirect rule, parity.

and partnership.

By 1954 it was clear that one side would soon be

forced to accept a major alteration in its plans for the

future political development of Tanganyika. The exist

ing stalemate was to be altered in the period 1955-57 by

the Tanganyika African National Union's rise to terri

torial prominence. With the advent of a viable African

political organization in possession of a well formulated
(>

plan for trusteeship advancement, the liberal elements

of the home government and the anti-colonial powers of

the Trusteeship Council were to find a champion to rally

behind in their drive to emancipate Tanganyika, By 1960

the combined efforts of the African nationalists and

these extra-territorial interest Otoups wore to exert

such a continued pressure that the Crown was to opt for

the immediate emancipation of the trusteeship. As will

be seen, this final decision was greatly aided by the 

major alterations in Colonial Office strategy and

philosophy which were to occur by 1958. In
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1955-57 nonetheless, a bitter struggle was to.ensue 

until the British government opted for a substantial 

modification of its plans for Tanganyika.

V

c

t
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CHAPTER IV

THE COURSE OF GOVERNMENTAL EVOLUTION:

OPPOSING VIEWS, 1955-1957
9
Background

By 1954 it was clear that a major confrontation

concerning the course of future political development was

soon to take place in Tanganyika, The recently emerged

nationalist movement was committed to a program of rapid

constitutional advancement, the granting of universal

adult suffrage, and the initiation of responsible govern

ment controlled by the indigenous population. These goals

were supported by the Labour Party and the liberal reform 

groups, both eager to transform the Empire into a 

Commonwealth, and by the anti-colonial forces of the

United Nations who sought to eabartasi the Crown and under

mine the basis of British rule throughout the globe.

Opposed to this alliance stood the Tory Party, the
A ^

right-wing elements of the British home govornment, the

Colonial Office, and the white settler community of

273
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Tanganyika. The conservative alliance favored.a slow pace 

of political development in which constitutional change 

did not outdistance the economic, social, and educational 

amelioration of the trusteeship. For this reason, the 

government and its supporters favored the perpetuation of

indirect rule, a high qualitative franchise, the tri-

racial system, and the use of reservation and parity to

allocate seats in the territory's legislative bodies.

In the period 1954-57 the British began to introduce

plans to blueprint the future course of political develop-

This was done to prevent the emergence of yet an-ment.

other crisis in an already seriously troubled corner of

the Empire, to relieve pressure from the Trusteeship

Council, and to placate critics within the home government.

The alterations proposed by the British were cleairly de

signed to both offer the promise of gradual, peaceful

change and at the same time to keep intact the principles

of parity, indirect rule, and partnership.

.Each Crown proposal, however, was vehemently pro

tested by the African nationalists and their allies as

either an insufficient "token" reform, or core seriously.

as a plot to placate the African population and to under

mine the independericQ.^ drive. Consequently, the actual
/

•4-
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course of political deyelopaeut; consisted of ai series of 

grudging compromises between the British and their liberal

adversaries. While neither side was totally satisfied

with the compromise settlement for any of the major po

litical policy decisions, the sum total of these altera

tions resulted in the holding of the first territorial

elections. Despite the limited qualitative franchise and

the maintenance of proportional representation, this event

was clearly a milestone on the road to.self-rule.

The Territorial Administration; 
Policy and Compromise

\
;■

In 1955, the Crown appeared to be little concerned

with the possibility of a serious political challenge

originating from the indigenous population. When the

Visiting Mission Eeport suggested a twenty-five year dead

line for independence, the Colonial Office dismissed the
1

suggestion as "wild, extremist and impractical". Accord

ingly, in her annual report to the United Nations during 

those years, the British consistently refused to project 

a date for the initiation of self-government, stressing

that the poor political awareness of t,he bulk of the

^John Hatch, Africa Today and Tomorrow (New York: 
Praeger Publishing Company, 1960), p. 91.

.
/
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population would render such an estimate absurd.^' ^e 

fact that the Ckrown did not recognize TANU as an organi

zation capable of leading a liberation drive is reflected

in the following statement released by the Colonial Office

in 1955:

Among the indigenous people there axe numer
ous local associations of a quasi-political 
nature, which are generally concerned with pro
moting political aims among a tribe or the im
migrants of a district. No developments in the 
formation of political paxties in the generally 
accepted sense have yet taken place.' The re
cently formed Tanganyika African National 
Onion...claims to represent all the indigenous 
people of the territory, but its activities 
are mainly confined to the towns, and there is 
little liacBon tetween headquarters and provin
cial branches. ■

In an attempt to gain the cooperation of the

nationalist movement and thus avoid future conflicts.

Nyefere was offered a post as a district commissioner.

^reat Britain, Colonial Office, Colonial No. 324, 
Report by Her Majesty’s Government in the United Kingdom 
of Great Britain and Northern Ireland to the General 
Assembly of the United Nations on the Trust Territory of 
Tanganyika under united Kingdom Administration for the 
Year 1954 (London: Her Majesty’s Stationery Office, 1956), 
pp. 20-28; Colonial No. 333, 1956, pp, 12-17; Colonial 
No. 339, 1957, pp. 11-16.

^Great Britain, Colonial Office, T:eutral Office of 
Information, "Political Conditions in Tajiganyika Territory", 
press release dated April 6, 1955, p, 2,



the TAND l^der wouid have 1>eeii the- j^rst
)

Had he accepted,

African in the territory to occupy such an elevated po^' 

tion in the local administration.^

Even when it became clear that the nationalist as

sociation was formulating a major challenge tp British 

policy, relations between the Crown and TANU remainedv 

moderate and flexible. On his part, Nyerere continually' 

condemned acts of violence and the use of civil disobedi

ence tactics,^ The government consequently took a moder

ate position in its disagreements with the Union. 

Registration of Societies Ordinance, for example, was

Rather, the

The

never employed against TANU as awhole, 

administration used it to close only those branches whose 

actions made the danger of violent confrontation imminent.^

Peaceful relations were also aided by the moderate

and diplomatic stance maintained by Governor Twining at 

all times. Although a firm believer in the system of

Nyerere to Betts, August 11, 1954. The TANU presi
dent refused the position because,of the government ban on 
civil servant political activity.

^Nyerere memorandum to TANU branch offices, November 
10, 1954, TANU files, Tanganian National Archives.

^See pbblic statement by Governor Twining, East 
Africa and Rhodesia, March 10, 1955.
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indirect rule and multi-racialism, be was nonetheless

willing to take -definite steps to initiate political ad

vances if be believed they did not violate the principles

of British colonial policy. Thus, on several occasions

he called for changes in the territorial constitution

which increased African political pzurticipation in the

1-egislative Council. Similarly, he successfully labored

for the initiation of parity in 1953, two years before

the deadline recommended by the Mackenzie Report. Twining

was always willing to compromise and to retain a flexible 

attitude in his dealings with the nationalist opposition. 

In March 1955 the new Legislative Council opened.c i

based on the parity of unofficial members recommended in

the Mathew Report. The reorganized body consisted of 61

oembers of whom 31 were officials. The remaining 30 un

official scats were divided equally among the aembors of

the three racial groups. Each community therefore had 8

seats representing the provinces, a member for the munici

pality of Car es Salaam,and a representative for special 

interests.^ Although unofficials represented constitu

encies, all scats were filled by noainatioh. Council

^Seo Table 4, p. 703,
(
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members were nonetheless supposed to be selected "after

consultation with bodies representing the communities or 

interests they will serve. The establishment of the

constituencies was initiated as pairt of the gradual re

placement of the nomination system by one based on elec

tion. In explaining the creation of the constituencies.

the Colonial Office stated that:

Consideration will be given to introducing 
elections on a common roll in certain areas 
where there is a substantial demand £nd their 
introduction is practical.^

In addition, the new constitution provided for an

enlarged Executive Council, which consisted of the

Governor, three ex-officio members who represented key

branches of the administration, five nominated officials, 

and six non-officials (two from each race).^ The admis

sion of six non-officials to the Executive Council meant

that although the administration still enjoyed a majority

in the Legislature, the Government side of the chamber

%reat Britain, Colonial Office, Central Office of 
Information, "Constitutional Progress in Tanganyika", 
Release No. R 3041 (April, 1955), p. 2.

^Ibid.. pp. 3-4.

%ee Table 5, pp. 704-706.
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for the first time contained unofficials. This was done

to provide the ^ix non-government members of the Executive

Council an opportunity to become involved in the affairs

of various government departments, and therefore to gain 

upper-level administrative experience.^ Finally, in

order to encourage African participation and cooperation.

the use of Swahili in Council debates was permitted for

the first time.

Although its system and structure.of seating were

altered, the introduction of the new Council did not

radically change the legislative branch. The bulk of the

official members were the same persons who had served on

the preceding council and were simply transferred to the

new body e£ masse. Most retained their sane jobs and 

committee positions,^ All of the Africans on the official 

side were chiefs and, in one case, the wife of a chief.^

The ten unofficial African members consisted of three

Statement by Chief Speaker of the Legislative 
Council, Tanganyika Standard, April 20, 1955.

2
For a detailed analysis of this transfer, see 

Tables 7 and 8, pp. 715-716, 717-719.
* *

^MrSe E. M. Marcallo, wife of the Paranount Chief 
of the Wachagga.
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J
chiefs, three cooperative leaders, and four school teach- 

The only member associated with the TANU leadership 

was Paul Bomani, who represented the Lake Province con-

ers.

stituency.

Thus, the legislative branch of the government 

still firmly in the hands of civil servants and professional

was

Those few Africansadministrators appointed by the Crown, 

who did receive nominations were, for the most part, con

servatives who were also in the employment of the colonial 

As a whole, there seemed little probabil

ity that the Legislative Council would serve as an instru

ment for the expression of nationalist aspirations.

In his opening speech before the newly constituted 

Legislative Council, Governor Twining made it clear that 

the parity system would be in effect for a long time and 

that future constitutional development would be based on

administration.

the evolution of grass roots political awareness, fostered

through the native authority system. Above all, Twining 

cade it clear that there was no place in the scheme of

territorial development for what ho referred to as "the 

heady wine of nationalism."^

^Tanganyika, Legislative Council,-Speech fay His 
Excellency the Governor to Legislative Council on, 20th 
April 1955 (Car es Salaatss The Government Pcimcf, 1935),
p. 6.
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The Crown also Bade it clear to the United Nations

that the paritj; system would be in operation for a con

siderable length of time. In February 1956, the United

Kingdom Special Representative to the Trusteeship Council

vigorously defended the concept of a lengthy period of 

parity arguing that special concessions and guearantees

were needed to encourage Asians and Europeans to invest

and settle in Tanganyika. Without these private sources

of revenue, it would be impossible to adequately develop 

the territory's potentialities. At the sane tine the 

systen did no injustices to the Tanganyikan African popu-

lation, the vast majority of whom were far from prepared 

for modern political activities.^

Although parity was preserved, in July 1957 the

Governor announced a change in the ex-officio nenbership

of the Legislative Council which was increased to 15 and.

for the first tine, included six Assistant Ministers (four
2

Africans', qne Aslan and one European). In addition, in

United Nations, Trusteeship Council, Official 
Records, 17th Session, 672nd Meeting, p. 152.

^Great Britain, British Information Services. 
Reference Division, l.D. 1306, The Uni'fed Kingdom 
Dependencies 1957-58 (Now York; British Information 
Services, 1958], p. 4.
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December the Council was enlarged from 61 to 67 members

with new seats .divided evenly between the Government and

Representative side of the House. This increase was the

result of the division of the heavily populated Lake
* 1

Province into two separate constituencies.

During this period, the Government clearly stated

that it intended to see a limited, high qualitative fran

chise introduced in the territory. It was obvious that

Legislative Council elections were the next major step in

political advancement. The administration was therefore

anxious to insure that any voting qualifications adopted

were compatible with the preservation of parity. Similarly,

it sought to establish rigid candidate prerequisites to

limit the number of residents qualified to run for public

office. Thus, it felt that the inexperienced and unsophis

ticated elements of Tanganyikan society, who were seen as

the greatest potential threat to orderly territorial de-
2

uelopment, could be kept off the ballot.

Tanganyika, Legislative Council, Legislative 
Council Debates, 33rd Session, Volume 2, (December 11, 
1957), pp. 353-356.

Speech by Sir Edward Twining at Corona Club dinner, 
Dar es Salaam, September 22, 1955. Tanganyika territorial 
files, political papers, Rhodes House.

)
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The details of the Government's plan for a high 

qualitative franchise were made known to the nationalist 

leadership in May 1955, when Kambona acquired an official 

copy of a confidential memo from Governor Twining to all 

field officers outlining the rigid candidate and voter

prerequisites the Government would demand as the basis of 

any future territorial election.^ The requirements for

voters included a twelve month territorial residency.

with a six month residency in the given constituency.

twenty-five years of age, a Standard XII education or two

years service in a government position of authority or
to certification as a "recognized digniteiry". The education

requirements could be waived for residents who had an

annual income of "S 200 or who owned property worth ^500 or 
2

more. Disqualified were the insane, convicted prisoners

^he original document was forwarded to the FCB by 
Kambona on May 31, 1955. Kambona-Betts correspondence. 
May 31-June 18, 1955, FCB papers.

2
Twining memo, "Tanganyika Franchise, Governmeht 

Proposals: QualdLficatiom and Disqualifications of Voters 
tind Candidates for Election to Log Co." (May, 1955J, p, 2, 
FCB papers. The term "recognized dignitary" was pro
vided to extend the franchise to the chiefs as the lead
ers of the indigenous population under'the system of, 
indirect rule.

(

*•„. * •. •
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in custody, and those gudJlty of "electoral offenses".^ 

Qualifications for candidates included; being a regis

tered voter, four years residency in the territory within 

the six years prior to the election, a knowledge of 

English sufficient to read.Legislative Council documents.

and fluency in either English or Swahili for use in debate.

In addition, candidates were required to take an oath of 

allegiance to the territorial government, had to be nomi

nated by twenty-five registered voters of the same race.

and were required to pay a ^50 deposit which was forfeited

unless the candidate received a specific percentage of the

total votes cast in his constituency. Disqualifications

included allegiances to a foreign power, a previous inci

dent of bankruptcy, having served a prison term of more

than six months, being the holder of a Crown office, 

having a government contract and not publicly announcing 

the fact in either the Territorial Gazette or a newspaper in

or

the respective constituency within one month of the elec

tion.^

^Ibid
p. 4. The Fabians and the TANU leadership 

interpreted the "electoral offenses" clause as a means of 
curtailing anti-government agitation by nationalist can
didates during the campaigns.

• f

^Ibid
pp, 6-8.• I
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The relatively high economic and educational quali

fications clearly eliminated the bulk of the African popu

lation from both ‘the franchise and candidacy, 

civil servant participation and the required fees and nom

inations by members' of one's constituency and race excluded 

many educated Tanganyikan African elite from contention.

The ban on

Finally, the required oath of allegiance and disqualifica

tion for "electoral offenses" in effect meant that African 

nationalists would be prevented from openly articulating 

their dissatisfaction with the colonial regime.

The official proclamation of the Tanganyikan 

government's position on the franchise and future political 

development in general came in April 1956, in an address by 

Governor Twining before the legislature. In his speech, the 

chief executive attacked the Trusteeship Council reconmonda-

tion of a target date for the introduction of self-government. 

At the same time, ho rejected "local demands” for the dis

solution of the present Legislative Council and its replace

ment with one based on electoral representation. The 

Governor did, however, aclcnowlcdge that the use of olected

representatives would be initiated in the near future. In

light of this fact, Twining stated that ho would soon

submit a bill which would call for elections based on ft
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qualitative franchise in some constituencies by 1958, when 

the term of the existing legislature expired. Finally, 

the Governor announced that a committee would be appointed 

to study the forthcoming government bill which would call

ly

for a common roll election.based on a qualitative franchise 

without sex discrimination, and the maintenance of parity 

representation in each constituency.^

tails of the voting and candidacy qualifications were an-

When the exact de

nounced, they corresponded exactly to those listed in the
2

confidential memorandum of May, 1955.

The rigid educational and economic standards sug

gested would clearly eliminate most Africans. In order to

qualify as a Standard XII graduate, a student had to pass 

the exam for Standard XI and the Cambridge Overseas School

Certificate test. In the 1950-55 period, an average of 

only sixty Africans per year completed this requirement.^ 

The income stipulation was eqqally restrictive. In

1955 only 2,300 Africans in the territory were earning

Tanganyika, Legislative Council, Legislative 
Council Debates. 31st Session, Volume One, (April 25, 
1956), pp. 4-17.

^Ibid.. (May 17, 1956), pp. 291-297.- 

3See Table 9, p. 720.

■■
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annual incpne^ which would enable them to register as 

voters.^ Xhe proposed, qualifications would therefore 

oleatly preserve control of the legislature by the minor

ity community, despite the introduction of the elective 

principle.

On May 26, the Governor appointed the members of

the announced committee on franchise requirements. The 

nine man panel was composed of five Europeans, two Africans 

and two Asians. Six of its members were unofficials on

the Legislative Council and members of the newly founded

white settler political association, the United Tanganyika 

Party (UTP).^ Only one member. Chief Thomas Marealle, was

friendly to the nationalist movement. When the committee

released its findings in October, the qualifications it

proposed were exactly the same as those articulated by the 

Governor.^ Speaking of the rigid franchise requirements.

Tanganyika, Labour Department, Annual Report, 1955 
(Dar es Salaam; The Government Printer, 1956), passim.

Tanganyika Standard, May 27, 28, 1956.

Tanganyika, Legislative Council, Government Paper 
No. 1-1957, Report of the Cosaitteo Appointed to Study 
Government * s Proposals Regarding the Qualifications of 
Voters and Candidates for Election to Legislative Council, 
Together with Copies of Daspatches Exchanged Between Uls 
Excellency the Governor and the Secretary of State for the 
Colonies (Dar es Salaam: The Government Printer, 1957), 
passim.

3

( •
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Twining made it clear tljat the high standards had been

adopted to insure that the government did not fall into

the hands of incapable, inexperienced leadership. The

Governor stated:

Her Majesty's Government in the United Kingdom 
is determined to go forward on the basis of quali
tative democracy...and not on the prostituted 
meaning of democracy which glib-tongued politi
cians think of as an open sesame for fulfillment 
of their own ambitions,^

When the bill was submitted to the Legislative

Council it was rapidly approved with slight modification.

The annual income requirement was lowered to ^150, educa

tional qualifications were reduced to Standard VIII, and
2

the minimum age was set at twenty-one.
!

Members of the Legislative Council and administra

tive personnel who commented on the reduced franchise 

noted that the codifications were made to extend the 

franchise to virtually all members of minority communities.^

Tanganyika Standard. October 30, 19S6.

Tanganyika, Legislative Council, __
Make Provision for the Election of M.enbera of the 
Legislative Council and for totters Incidental Thereto 
and Connected Therewith (Dar es Salaam; The Government 
Printer, 1957), pp. 32-24.

Tanganyika Standard. May 8, 9, l-f.Ts, 17, 1957; 
papers of adainiatratoro Barton, Dowsett, Fletcher-Cooke, 
Harris, Vinter, and Voung, Phodos House.

An Ordinance to

•
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Although Afric!M> voi:ersi y?bu:ld constitute a magority in all 

constituencies, the inclusion of the parity system guar

anteed that Legislative CQuncil control remained in the 

hands of the minority communities,. The modified Election 

Bill was approved by the Legislative Council and the 

Governor in May, and formally signed by the Secretary of 

State during his October tour of the territory. While

visiting the Trusteeship, Secretary Lyttleton made it

clear that no further changes in Legislative Council com

position, racial representation or voting qualifications

could be expected in the near future, 

that the present pace of political development "...was in 

danger of being too rapid rather than too slow.

Indeed, he remarked

Finally, in April 1957, Twining announced that a

Post Elections Committee would bo appointed to examine the

results of the first territorial elections for Legislative

Council seats. These were scheduled for late 1958 in a

select number of constituencies. The committee would

evaluate the results of the first electoral experience and

then mtuie reconmendatlons concerning the methods, proce

dure, and time for the holding of further elections in the

^Tcinganyika Standard. October 29, 1957.

/
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Trusteeship.^ The Governor made it clea::^ however, that 

under no circumstances would the possibility of universal, 

adult franchise be considered:

As to universal suffrage, I can state bluntly 
that there is no intention whatever of introduc
ing it, or even considering it, at an early 
date Anyone who is familiau: with constitutional 
practice will be aware that all electoral systems 
show a gradual development of the franchise, and 
during the discussion in the Franchise Committee 
members were advised that there was no recorded

• • • •

case of the first introduction of elections takr 
ing place on the basis of universal suffrage.... 
While we should not necessarily be discouraged 
from doing sotaething which is unprecedented if 
it seems to fit the particular circumstances of 
our own country and our own time, it would be 
quite unrealistic to suggest that these condi
tions were satisfied for the introduction of 
universal adult franchise now in Tanganyika.^

In September, after consultation with the Minister

for Local Government, Twining announced that five consti

tuencies had been selected as suitable for the 1958

Legislative Council elections: Northern, Tanga, Eastern, 

Western, and Southern Highlands provinces.3

^Tanganyika, Address By Hia Excellenc 
to Legislative Council on the aotVi ™ ° 
Salaaa: The Governisent printer, 195^)~pp. 5-9.

-Ibid

__the Governor
957 (bar esPt

p. 8.•»

Tanganyika, Address By His Excellency the
Governor to Legislative Council on Yeptenber, 1957 
(Dar es Salaaa: The Government Printer, l957j, p. 1.

■:f :
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Thus, by late 19S7 it was clear that the government 

was determined to maintain the parity system and hence pre

serve control by the minority communities. Although con

stitutional progress in the form of Legislative Council- 

elections would occur, the high qualitative franchise and

candidacy requirements would prevent the African national

ist movement and its supporters from gaining control of the

elected seats in the legislature.

Throughout the early 1950's, the government also made

it clear that the recently announced constitutional advances

in no way altered Crown plans for political evolution through

On April 20, 1955, the Governor util-native authorities.

izcd his opening speech before the newly constituted

Legislative Council to stress that the tribal system was

the "bulwark" of African society and that nationalism was 

an "Unstable" and "unreliable" force.^

As the decade progressed it became increasingly ap

parent that the native authorities were steadily losing

control of the indigenous population. In 1956, the govern

ment assigned M. J. B. Molohan, a Senior Provincial

Commissioner in the Tanganyika service, the task of

Tanganyika, Address by Governor 20th April 1955,
pp. 2-5.

/'
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studying the problem of detribalization. His report, re

leased the following year,c;clearly revealed a major ten

dency among the young Tanganyikan Africans to abandon

tribal life and migrate to the larger settlements where

they were no longer under the control of the traditional 

source of authority. Molohan stressed that as the trend

accelerated, the effectiveness of the native authority 

system steadily declined.^ Clearly implied was the con

clusion that indirect rule was an outdated, unrealistic

form of local government control. Similar convictions

were expressed by senior civil service administrators in
( i

1957 during a Colonial Office gathering of East African 
2

personnel. In ^lddition to the decreasing popularity of

the chiefs, Tanganyikan administrators throughout the

aid-1950's noted a growing tendency, especially among

young males, to support local national organizations and

Tanganyika, Committee to Study Problems Arising 
from African Detribalization, A Study of the Areas of 
Tanganyika where Detribalized Persona are Living with 
Recommendations as to the Administrative and Other 
Measures Required to Meet t*robleas Arising Therein (Dar es 
Salaam: The Government Printer, 1957), pp. 72-75.

O

■“Great Britain, Colonial Office, African N'o. 119Q, 
Colonial Office Sumaer Conference on African Adainistrat ion. 
8th Session; The Place of Chiefs in Africar: Adainisiration 
(London: Her Majesty’s Stationery Office, 1957).*2507.
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to transfer to the educated elite the support and respect 

once claimed by the chief.^

Despite ^the steadily widening gap between the chiefs 

and the younger generation, the British government refused

to deviate from its long established policy of indirect

Inherent in the preservation of this system was therule.

belief that modern political participation had to be firmly

implanted on the local level before the indigenous popula

tion could hope to have a major voice in the formulation of

territorial policy. This attitude was repeatedly reflected

in the official policy ppsitions promulgated by the Crown

%or an analysis of this problem on a territorial- 
wide basis, sec: Tanganyika, Ministry of Local Government, 
Halmashauri Ya Jimbo Doyo Katika Kehi Ya Tanganyika 
1951-56 (Dar es Salaam; The Government Printer, 1956), 
pp. 16-23; Tanganyika, Preces of the Local Government 
Elections (Urban Areas) Ordinance No. 44 of 1956 (Dar cs 
Salaam: The Government Printer, 1956), pp. 6-7; Tanganyika, 
the Secretariat, The Development of African Local 
Government in Tanganyika. 1955 (Dar es Salaam: The 
Government Printer, 1956), passim; Tanganyika, Ministry of 
Local Government and Administration, The Development of 
Local Government in Tanganyika, 1956 (Dar os Salaamr The 
Government Printer, 1957), pp, 33-37. For detailed studies 
of particular tribal groups, see: L. P. Mair, "African 
Chiefs Today", Africa. Vol. XXVIII, No. 3 (July, 1958), 
195-206; Keith G. Mather, "A Note on African Councils in 
the Rungwe District of Tanganyika and their Election", 
Journal of African Administration. Vol. IX, No. 4 
(October, 1957), 182-188; I. H. Norton, "As Inter-Uacial 
Local Council in Tanganyika", Journal of African 
Adainistration. Vol. VIII, No. 1 (JanuaryV 1956), 26-32.
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in its dealings with the Trusteeship Council. A confi

dential nemo sent by the Colonial Office to its United

Nations representative clearly reveals Britain’s attitude:

In considering measures to be adopted for the 
political education of the African population, 
the Administering Authority must be guided by 
the wishes and feelings of the mass of popula
tion and must not allow itself to be pressured 
into inappropriate and premature action through 
pressure from a small educated minority who are 
often largely detribalized and out of touch with 
the peasantry who constitute the mass of the 
population.

The Administering Authority agrees unreser
vedly with the views of the experienced African 
administrators stationed in Tanganyika that the 
political education of the African population 
oust begin in the sphere of local government and 
that local government must in the first instance 
be organized on a tribal basis and on a founda
tion of tribal custom and tradition. The first 
step oust be to secure popular representation in 
the tribal organization. The next stage...is to 
encourage tribal councils to federate into 
District Councils or Councils covering an ever 
wider area....

An increase of direct African representation 
on the Legislative Council is visualized as an 
inevitable constitutional development. At the 
present stage, however, it is extremely diffi
cult to find Africans who are sufficiently edu
cated to be able to participate usefully in the 
deliberations of the Council and who at the 
same time are truly representative of the masses 
of the African population, anti responsive to 
their needs and wishes.^

^Confidential memorandum to the United Kingdom repre
sentative to the Trusteeship Council from the Secretary of 
State for the Colonies entitled "Confidential on Local 
Government (Native Councils) and Progress Towafds^elf- 
Government", April 4, Jl^957, Tanganyika Territorial files, 
Rhodes House.
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The colonial administration also made it clear that

it intended to foster respect for the traditional author

ities. In his opening speech before the Legislative 

Council in May 1957, Governor Twining cleaorly stated that 

no matter what changes might occur in local government, 

the chiefs would remain the main source of African politi

cal power within the territory.^

This determination to support the native authori

ties and to preserve their political leadership in the

face of increasing opposition from the growing nationalist

movement was reiterated at the first territorial conven-
0 tion of chiefs at Mzumbe in May 1957. At that gathering.

Twining stated:

...We have recently been experiencing a new 
phenomenon of a political party composed largely 
of people whose tribal links have been loosened, 
and who have not the proper respect of the 
Native Authorities and chiefs. Most of their 
ideas come from those outside the territory, put 
into their heads by the people who have not got 
the true interests of Tanganyika at heart and 
want to apply horo tsothods which are not particu
larly suitable to our local conditions. They 
base their appeal on the ecotional attractions 
of extreme nationalism, which in effect is

Tanganyika, legislative Council, Legislative 
Council Debates, 30th Session, 1st meeting, S-lay 7, 1957,
p. 6.

(•'

m.AVc?.':;
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As a result of anothing more than racialism, 
series of historical accidents Tanganyika can- - 
not yet be said to be a nation, but it is for 
us to build the country up to nationhood.

British determination to support the native author

ity system coincided with a steady increase in the number 

of incidents of indigenous dissatisfaction with local ad- 

ministrators, tcoces, and official agricultural policies.^ 

This discontent was both incited and exploited by local

TANU leaders who sought to use it as a means of recruiting

new members. Typical incidents of unrest were reported

by the Masai District Commissioner who noted that:

The most disturbing feature of the year was 
the increase in hooliganism. Among adults this 
was without doubt associated with the local 
branch of TANU which, despite the deplorably 
low standard of leadership, acquired many fol
lowers in the later half of the year.

An increasing number of politically disaf
fected persons consider it fair game to 'frame' 
fhe Police on every possible occasion, and co
operation from the public leaves much to be 
desired. The public seems reluctant to inter
vene when bands of rowdies decide to beat up 
persons whose only offense appears to be that 
they are in the public service; recent victims 
have,included a school teacher, an N.A. native 
authority driver and an N.A. messenger-- in the

Governor's opening address to the First Convention 
of Chiefs, Mgumbe, Morogoro, May 14, 1957, administrative 
file?, Rhodes House. - ’

^See Table 10, pp. 721-727.
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later case XAND supporters Here prominent among 
the assailants. A pArticulcirly mean attempt 
was made by a lANU member, with the aid of a 
forged document, to accuse the Inspector of the 
misappropriation of Shs. 800/ ^

In order to curb widespread unrest, the Legislative 

Council in November 1955 approved the Incitement to 

Violence Act which made the passing of oral remarks criti-

• • • •

cal of another race a crime of sedition. Furthermore, in

the trying of such cases, the burden of proof was placed

on the defendant who had to produce evidence that no hos

tile intent was existant in the remark.^

Coupled with this legislation was the even more

stringent Penal Code Amendment Bill passed in November of

the same year. Especially wide latitude in the prosecu

tion of dissidents was given to the administration in

Section 63B of the ordinance which stipulated:

Any person who without lawful excuse prints, 
publishes or to any assembly makes any state
ment likely to raise discontent amongst any of 
the inhabitants of the territory or to promote 
feelings of ill-will between different classes 
or communities or persons of the Territory is 
guilty of misdemeanor and is liable for imprison
ment for twelve months.^

^Masai District Annual Report. 1957, Rhodes House,

^Tanganyika Standard, Sept. 16, 1955.

Tanganyika, Legislative Council, Ordinance Ko. 49 
of 1955: An Ordinance to Amend the Penal Code (Uar es 
Salaam; The Government Printer, 1955), p. 3,

» ^
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In addition, the legislation empowered the Governor 

to ban the past and future works of any author considered 

seditious or dangerous. As in the case of the Incitement 

to Violence Act, the burden of proof was placed on the ' 
accused.^

Finally, the administration made clear its belief

that local XANU leaders were the initiators of many of

the incidents of civil disobedience. In April 1957, the

Public Relations Department released a pamphlet entitled

"What's the Answer?", in which it openly accused TANU of

inciting the indigenous population to commit unlawful acts

and encouraging them to ignore the traditional sources of

authority. The publication strongly discouraged Africans

from joining TANU and ended with an appeal for indigenous
2

cooperation with the native administrators.

By 1957, therefore, a pattern of behavior was re

vealed in the Crown's reaction to the spreading national-

On one hand, the British were willing toist movement.

^Ibid

‘Tanganyika, Public Relations Department, What * s 
The Answer? (Dar es Salaam; The GovernMot Printer, 
1957), passim.

pp. 3-4.* >
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initiate constitutional advances which pointed the way

Thus, they were will-towards eventual self-government.

ing to increase the unofficial side of the Legislative

Council, to investigate and establish franchise qualifica-- 

tions, and to prepau:e the way for the first territorial

At the same time, however.elections to be held in 1958-59.

the Crown insisted upon the preservation of the increasingly

outdated system of indirect rule and the maintenance of

parity representation. When the nationalist movement

turned to civil disobedience tactics and scattered acts

of violence to protest such policies, the administration

adamantly stated that it had no intention of being pre-

sured into granting further concessions. This position

was reflected in the passage of the Incitement to Violence

Clearly, the time wasand the Penal Code Amendment Acta.

ripe for either a major confrontation or compromise between

the colonial regime and the nationalist movement.

Political Activities Within the 
Minority Communities

As the conflict between TANU and the government ex

panded in the 1954-57 period, the minority communities
. ’■

took steps to clearly express their views concerning the 

course of political development within the territory

* *"
-• ■■
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During tliesW Vfe^Sj. thte white comnunity for the 

first time dewelppe.d a united front to oppose both the 

goals of'tlJe.African^nationaiists and any efforts on the 

part of the administration to compromise with militant de- 

The territorial pr^s which was controlled by the 

European community continually criticized the United 

Nations and the liberal factions of the home government

mands.

for attempting to accelerate the pace of territorial polit

ical development. White settlers adamantly favored the 

maintenance of parity and the preservation of the tri-racial 

system.^ The press accordingly portrayed TANU as a radical 

and ambitious minority organization which sought to gain

political power at the expense of the more realistic and 

reasonable traditional African leadership. Based on TANU^s

demand for a black controlled government and an end to

European immigration, the press argued that the Union sought

^Sce East Africa and Rhodesia editorials, February 7, 
14, 1955. The conservative organization within the homo 
government also helped to publicize these opinions. See 
for example: Sir Ashley-Clarke, Comnonwcalth or 
Colonialism? (London: Royal Afrjca Society, 1957), 
pp. 3-6; Vincent Harlow, '‘Colonialism and the Transfer of 
Power", United Empire, Vol. XLVUI, No. 5 (Septenber- 
October, 1956), 221-229.
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Although mostto drive all whites from the tetri-fcofy.

Europeans recognized that Nyefere sought a peaceful arid

moderate course of political development, they feaxed

that the more radical elements of TANU would eventually

control the Union and encourage violent racial confron

tations. The proximity of the Kenya Emergency only

added to such apprehensions. The increasingly widespread

incidents of unrest and civil disobedience further con

tributed to European fears of racial violence. Speaking

of the mounting turmoil, one white settler commented:

The TANU chief-Nyerere is showing up pretty 
badly of late as he seems to have no control or 
grip on his staff all over the country. His 
Branches in Handini, Korogwe, and Pagani have 
been closed down by Government following pro
secution and conviction of their officials on 
various charges, but all akin to sedition

Now some local TANU officials have resorted 
to the trick of getting subscription to TANU 
funds from simple labourers, whom they tell 
that as long as their subscription to TANU is 
up to date, they will not have to pay any taxes 
to Government. A gang of local quarry Labourers 
was run in for not paying their tax and all pro
duced TANU subscription receipts as evidence 
that they had paid their tax. It is becoming 
evident that Nyerere is not capable of running

0

• • • •

For a prime example of this type of propaganda see 
editorials in Tanganyika Standard, February 9, 1955, and 
East Africa and Rhodesia, March 7, 1955.

C'
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an organisation as big’ as he wants XANU to be.
His capacities perhaps run in making speeches.
But not in running an organisation.^

With the demise of the Tanganyika European Council,

the settlers were left without a source of political organ-

In February 1956, this vacuum Was filled by theization.

creation of the United Tanganyika Party (UTP), which, from 

its inception, was clearly an indirect agency of the colo

nial administration. The paurty was created on February 24 

during a meeting between the unofficial members of the

Legislative Council and Governor Twining, in the home of 

the latter.^ In an attempt to create a political organiza

tion to oppose the radical goals of TAHU, the UTP drew up 

a Manifesto in which it advocated multi-racialism, the

c
maintenance of parity, and political evolution guided by 

traditional authorities.^ The close cooperation between

Hi. Beer, a Tana white settler, to Nicholson, April 
23, 1957, FCa papers. The widespread fear that local TA.NU 
leaders would not adhere to Nyerere's demands for peaceful 
development is also seen in the Tanganyika Standard, letters 
to editor, Septeabor 9, 10, 14, 17, 1956. See also the 
personal papers of white settlers Peter L. Birkett, John 
Irederictc, R, Hill, Mrs. J, P. Lewis-Barned, George Flaclean, 
Sir Philip Even Mitchell, Ronald Williaa Neath, and Lady 
Mary Elizabeth Schrivenor, Rhodes House.

“Observer, February 26, lysoj 
February 27, 1956, Rhodes House.

3
Manifesto of tre United Targanyii-a Party, 

February 24, 1956, Fho-des House,.

Kanbona to Nicholson,

(
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OTP and the administration is reflected in the fact-that,

of the thirty-two* unofficials present at the meeting, t:be

four who eibstained from endorsing the Manifesto were all 

XANu members.^

Party leadership was assumed by two Europeans, Ivor

Bayldon and T. W. Tyrrell, both of whom were Twining ap

pointees to the Legislative Council. Upon heairing of the

Party’s creation, Nyerere compladLned bitterly that the un

official side of the legislature was now in reality no more

He therefore called for the disso-than a OTP delegation.

lution of the existing Legislative Council and the holding 

of territorial elections to fill the vacancies.^

At its founding Eceting, the multi-racial Central

Council was created to control the operations of the vari-

This plan, however, never came toous party branches.

fruition. Policy caking and activities remained under the

^Venture. Vol. 8, Ko. 1 (May, 1956), 18. During a 
ceeting with the Fabian Bureau Executive Board on 
February 29, 1956, Oscar Kaabona stated that the four 
abstaioees were: Paul Boaani, Patrick Nambi, George 
Kundaeri and Joseph Mwansasu. The later two had joined 
XAICU immediately prior to the ceeting with Twining.
FCS papers.

2
Tanoanyika Standard^ Kebruary 27, d.956*

•
- v,,.*
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control of the Dar es Salaam cell, which was closely super

vised by Governor. Twining.^

The Manifesto drawn up by the UTP rigidly adhered 

to the pattern of territorial political development 

formulated by the British government.

knowledging the equality of all races, the organization 

justified the parity system because of the "advanced 

condition" of the European and Asian communities.

Thus, while ac-

Thus,

it attempted to support government policy and at the same

time to refute accusations that it was racist. In its

treatment of the sensitive racial question the Manifesto

stated:

All men are equal in dignity....However dif
ferent, peoples have varying natural gifts and a 
wise people is one which seeks the development 
and full use of all those gifts....Therefore 
those people of Tanganyika who have had the ad
vantages and benefits, moral and spiritual, 
social and cultural, economic and political, of 
an older civilization have an overriding obli
gation to spread those advantages through the 
length and breadth of Tanganyika and to enable 
those loss fortunate to share in them.

The party accepts as an obvious fact that 
acceptance of this principle will entail sacri
fices, not only on the part of the givers but 
also on the part of the receivers."

^Batcs, European Politics._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ pp. 22-2tl; Aaon Jases
Nsekela, "African Nationalism in Tanganyika" (unpublished 
M.A. thesis. University of the Pacific, 1960), pp*..^2-63.

2
UTP Manifestoy’^jp. 2-3.
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That the "sacrifices” referred to included accept

ance of the paority systeo despite the radical iSbalance in 

the territory's racial population was cade clear in Article

8 of the Manifesto:

...the present Constitution with such develop- 
cents and -innovations as axe cocpatible with the 
principles of the Constitution, should be nani- 
festcd and should continue until such tioo as 
the Cain races are nore nearly forced into one 
whole as responsible citizens of Tanganyika and ^ 
have advanced further on the road of Nationhood.

In addition, the organization recognized that the

"final responsibility" for Tanganyikan political develop-

eent rested in Her Majesty's Governcent and would renain

there until full self-governcent within the Coaconwealth 
2

was achieved.

Finally, coupled with the Manifesto was a ITTP

Pledge whereby the Party coaaitted itself to respect the

power of both the colonial adainistration and the native

authorities, to proaote change only through constitutional

ceans, to resist the activities of all subversive groups.

and to "evolve the oost suitable fora of franchise for the

circuastances of Tanganyika and to resist all proposals

^Ibid p. 4.* »

“Ibid pp. 3-4.* 9

/
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which would lead to the domination of one racial group 

over the other.

In summary, the United Tanganyika Party, while

avoiding specific reference to e'ither the Twining admin

istration or TANU, clfearly articulated its intention to

support the government blueprint for political evolution

and to oppose the proposals of the African nationalist

movement.

Once organized, UTP began an energetic program aimed

at spreading its views throughout the Trusteeshijs. To

facilitate this goal, the party began a weekly publication

entitled News and Views, which consistently supported gov

ernment policy. Key among the party's priorities was the

defense of the administration's multi-racial policy. The

organization clearly expressed its belief that the parity

system did not constitute a form of racism, despite the

territory's great imbalance in racial population. Rather,

it argued that such a system was needed until a majority

of the Tanganyikan African population was truly capable

of sharing the responsibility involved in dodejrn political

United Tanganyika Party Pledge, FCB papers.

■
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paxticipation.^ It therefore supported parity as a tem

porary expedient until a majority of members of the three

races attainedtthe level of "responsible citizenship"

which was measured in terms of economic success and educa- 
2

tional training. In April and May of 1957, the UTP con

ducted a number of extensive specdcing tours in Tanganyika,

Great Britain, and the United States (U.N.} to stir up

popular support for their cause. The majority of the

speeches made on these tours stressed the necessity of

giving economic and educational development priority over

political evolution. Only when Tanganyika had developed

a more self-sufficient economy, and an effective modern

educational system that reached'the bulk of the population.

could serious consideration be given to political advance

ment. Based on this line of reasoning, multi-racialism

and parity were viewed as the only reasonable avenues of 

territorial development.^

^his philosophy is clearly reflected in an article 
by UTP Chairman Bayldon, appearing in Nows and Views, 
November 23, 1956.

2
UTP handout "Development Towards Self-GovernEent", 

April' 1956, UTP files, Creech-Jones paporst See also 
Tanganyika Standard, February 27, 1956.

3
UTP speech files, 1957, Tanzania National-Axchives,

Dar es Salaam.
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UTP also used the fact that unlike XANU, its member

ship was open to all races to attempt to prove that it was 

the African political p2urty and not itself that wasgguilty 

of discrimination.^ The organization’s attitude towards 

both XANU and the preservation of parity is well summed up 

in a 1956 speech by UXP organizer Brian Willis:

That Mr. Nyerere and this Tanganyika African 
National Union should strive so violently and so 
persistently to misrepresent the U.T.P,

of the fear which thoy feel for the success 
of a multi-racial policy which is officially ap
proved by the Government of theccountry.
U.T.P. does not ’believe' in the inferiority of 
this or the superiority of the other, but merely 
in facing facts, and it is the cardinal weakness 
of Mr. Nyerere’s party that facts are the last 
thing they wish to face.

The most important among these facts is that 
the mass of Africans in Tanganyika are uneducated 
and that those who arc educated have reached only

It is vital that the stand-

is a mea

sure

The

C'

a limited standard, 
ard of education of the mass of Africans should 
be improved as rapidly as possible, and until 
this is achieved it is demagogic nonsense for 
anyone to pretend that they can play their part 
as they should and as they must, in the full 
life of a modern, developing country.

If this fact is not recognized one must bo 
forgiven for feeling that Mr. Nyerere’s party

They have certainlywants power for power sake.

%ee for example. Letters to the Editor, East Africa 
and Rhodesia. December 6, 1956; Speech by UTP President 
Bayldon at Tabora branch meeting, April 6, 1956, UTP files, 
Rhodes House.
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never produced a policy, either economic or 
political, which would improve the standard 
of living of a single ordinary African.^

Xhe UTP platform attracted those who stood to gain

from the preservation of the parity system and a slow pro

cess of territorial political evolution. Thus, its mem

bership was primarily comprised of European and Asian

businessmen and prosperous white farmers. It also received

substantial backing from Tanganyikan African civil servants

who supported government policy, often for the sake of

career advancement, and from the native authorities who

sought to maintain their control of local government via
O

the preservation of Indirect rule.c In an open attempt to

undermine the African nationalist movement, the ITTP re

peatedly offered Nyerere positions of prominence within the 

organization.^ However, all efforts to sabotage TANU and

its growing base of popular support ended in failure.

^News and Views, December 6, 1956.

2
Brian Willis notes on UTP recruitment, October- 

November, 1957, Tanganyika Territory, political files, 
Rhodes House.

%yerero-Betts correspondence, November 1956- 
September 1957, FCB papers; News and Views, April 6, 
July 21, 1957.

(
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The OTP's speeches, occasional papers, handouts.

and general political literature were all written in a

scholarly, philosophical, and elevated style. All publi

cations were in English. The party rigidly supported of

ficial policy on the vital issues of political representa

tion, franchise qualifications, land tenure, and European 
immigration.^

Thus, it had little appeal to either the

nationalist leadership or the bulk of the indigenous popu

lation who were increasingly dissatisfied with local govern

ment policies and administrators.

Although it had only a small basis of support, the

OTP nonetheless presented a serious threat to TANU in the

1954-57 period. The party claimed the loyalty of 28 of

the 30 unofficial members of the Legislative Council. As

such, it dominated the committee created by the Government

to consider the questions of both elections and franchise

for 1958. Hence, it was clearly in a position to offi

cially endorse its personal preferences for common roll

elections based on a high qualitative franchise and a 

mandatory parity vote."

^Ksms and Views . starch 1956-June 1958.

"Kote that the UTP platforn corresponded exactly 
to the final recosaerdation of the commit tee.
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In addition, the fact that Governor Twining had 

been the power behind the creation of DTP was a strong 

indication that the organization enjoyed official sanction 

and therefore could expect preferential'treatoent from the

administration. The party also received substantial sup

port from the British Conservative Paorty, which openly en

dorsed the UTP and offered it tactical advice and moral 
support,^ Brian Willis, who became the recruitment organ

izer for UTP, was assigned this task by the Conservative
O

leadership. Finally, the financial assets of party mem

bers mauje it possible for the organization to conduct a

much more extensive publicity drive than TANU was capable

of initiating during its early formative period. Clearly

then, the UTP posed a serious threat to fledgling TANU.

The predominantly white Capricorn Society was also

busily engaged in the formulation of a plan for terri

torial political development. In 1956, David Sterling, a

Dodoma white settler, was elected President of the Society.

He immediately launched a campaign to widen the base of

^No’tes on UTP, 1956, Conservative Party 
Headquarters, London.

Lillis papers. Conservative Party Headquarters.
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support for his organization.^ 

held an inter-territorial convention at Salima, in which

In June 1956, the Sociefy

it-formulated a series of franchise qualifications for the

British dependencies in East and Central Africa: Under

the Capricorn proposals, in order to register as a voter.

a Tanganyika resident would have to be twenty-one years of

age, a citizen of the territory, and a resident for twenty-

seven months in his constituency. In addition, he would

have to take and understand an oath of allegiance to the

colonial government.

The Capricorn Society's voting qualifications in

volved a complicated franchise system whereby a resident 

had to satisfy at least two of fifteen possible voting re-

c
quirements. Those individuals who were able to meet more

than the minimum two were granted an extra vote for each

additional qualification for up to a total of six votes.

Form XI education orThe fifteen qualifying factors were: 

its equivalent; possession of a certificate of proficiency 

in certain skilled crafts; an annual income of ^2*10 or

possession of property worth^4B0; a taxable income of

j^Capricorn African Society papers. Sterling memo

randa, April-l'Jiy 1956, Rhodes House. See also, Kirilo 
Japhot, "The Capricorn Society", Africa Today, Vol. 4 
(l!arch-April, 1957), 8-9, ,
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yiSOO for two consecutive years; possession of civil or 

military decorations; possession of a commission in a 

recognized national voluntzory organization; the bolding 

of a past or present public office; be the mother-of two 

children who have reached Form II; possess field rank in 

the armed forces or police; be a traditional ruler; be 

the possessor and maintainer of a recognized prosperous 

agricultural business; be an African wcirrant officer or

sergeant in the territorial service; be an officer of a 

former association; be 42 years of age or older.^

Although the Society insisted that its policy was

non-racial, the relatively high franchise qualifications

and the use of the multiple vote was in effect a bid for

the preservation of minority rule in British East and 

Central Africa.^ For this reason, the Society failed to

attract the support of most politically conscious African

inhabitants. Capricornist literature of the 1955 period

^Capricorn African Society, notes from the June 
1956 Salima Convention, Capricorn papers. See also Henry 
Crookenden, ”Xhe Capricorn Contract,” African Affairs. 
Vol. 55, No. 121 (October, 1956), 297-302.

2
For a Capricorn refutation of racial charges see 

David Sterling, "The Capricorn Contract”, United Empire. 
Vol. XLVIl, No. 3 (May-June, 1957), 102-105.

/•
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did attempt to link Nyerere and other prominent TANU lead

ers with its activities but such propaganda tactics did 

little to gain support for the organization.^ In addition.

the official sanction enjoyed by the UTP and the fact that

it concentrated exclusively on trusteeship issues made the

other European party far more attractive to whites than
p

the inter-territorial, non-sanctioned Capricorn Society,

Thus, while offering an additional alternative plan of

development, Capricorn never became a serious threat to

either TANU or UTP.

While the white settler population was developing a 

sense of political awareness and a policy of active par

ticipation in territorial affairs, the Asian coemunities

€

/
entered the political arena for the first time. Up to

this point, Asian participation had been limited to the

occasional discussion of pressing issues by the cultural

^Capricorn pamphlets of the October-December 1955 
period claimed that Nyerere and three TAJ.U organisers, 
Kidaha, Tschekcdi and Savanhu wore all Capricorn aeabers. 
These charges were publicly denied by the Africans so 
named and the January, 1956 issue of Venture featured a 
refutation of the claim. See also N>'erere-Wincr:ester 
correspondence, Deceaber 13-22, 1955, fC3 papers,

o
‘David Sterling, notes entitled ’’kecruitsent 

Difficulties", dated July, 1957, Capricorn papers.
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associations active within most of their communities. The

isolationist tendency of most sects and an unwillingness

to Jeopardize their position as the middle strata in

Tanganyika society made most Asians quite reluctant to

take a stand on the controversial issues which divided the '

white and African races.

By 1955,however, Asian community leaders began to

recognize that participation in political ciffairs was a

pressing necessity if their people were to play an influ

ential role in territorial evolution. However, despite

copious attempts to oncourage modern political paurticipa- 

tion, cost Asians refused to become involved in politics.

In 1951 the Asian Association, a cultural society

open to all sects, was founded in 0ar es Salaam. Although

it never abandoned its multifold religious and cultural

activities, by 1955 the organization had begun to take an 

active interest in territorial politics.^ 

leadership of its President, Amir H. Jaaal,“

Under the

the Association

^Aslan Association files, 195*4-57, Rhodes House.
See also Creech-JoEBs notes on Tanganyika minority politics, 
1955-69, Tanganyiiia Territorial files, Creech-Jones papers.

“Jasai was a ceaber of the fCB and later a close 
ally of rvyerere.
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tried to persuade Asians to abandon their isolationist 

tendencies and to becone involved in the pressing polit-

This attetapt is reflected in 

its May 1956 message to all Asians in the Trusteeship;

ical'issues of the day.

Blissful oblivion— with far from blissful 
consequences to be— is the only way to describe 
the state of the Asian Community in this 
country. How else to express this total self- 
centeredness, this-absolute unawareness of the 
fast-changing scene around?

...what manner of lives do we live, and 
what contribution do we make to the stream of 
events and to the shaping of history? Let us 
be honest with ourselves
and indeed corroded almost beyond repair. Do 
we not find a fatal pro-occupation with narrow 
communal or sectional natters, an ostrich-like 
mental outlook, a pitifully servile and fatal
istic acceptance of happenings in matters of 
vital concern, and cost tragic of all a com
plete oblivion to the needs, aspirations, 
hopes and fears of the masses in whose midst 
we live?....^

we have stagnated• • •

'!

When the parity system was introduced in 1957, the

Association was totally negative in its opinion of the

designated Asian representatives. Crossroads, the political

broadsheet of the Association, remarked:

The Asian team...will be the weakest col
lection of fine gentlemen who do not know 
whether they are coning or going. There is 
not a single member of strong political con
viction who can exert influence in the coming

^he Tanganyikan, April, 1956, pp. 7-^^ This publi

cation was one of the official newsletters of the Asian 
Association.
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struggle in the Leg Co between TANU and the 
UXP. The policy of the Asian metnbers so feir, 
of vacillation, of sitting on the fence of 
fear and of living in pious hope that the 
British Government will rule this country 
forever and look to them for the lead will 
not do any longer.

While most Asians did not respond to the Association's

plea for increased political participation, those who did

constituted the more liberal elements of the community and
2

showed great sympathy for the XANU cause.

Many Association organizers were also active members 

As such, they cooperated with both 

XANU and the socialists to promote the cause of self- 

government,^ Sympathy for the TANU platform and dissatis

faction with British rule is clearly reflected in the

of the Fabian Society,

C

■kbrossroads, August 20, 1957, p. 2.

^Kyorero, in a letter to Nicholson noted that "The 
few truly active Asians tend to bo sympathetic to Union 
designs", April 22, 1956, FCB papers. For a clear state
ment of the pro-TA.MJ attitude of the more liberal elements 
of the Asian community, see;
Tanganyika Way (Dar es Salaao;
Bureau, 1961), passia. Both the author and her husband, 
were ardent supporters of TAJ\U and served on the Legislative 
Council and in the indepdoddat administration throughout the 
1960'8.

Saphia Mustafa, The
East African Literature

^linden noted that by 1956 the FCB was engaged in 
regular correspondence with nine proaicent Asian com
munity leaders. "Notes on Political Uevelopments-- 
Tanganyilca", 1956, papers.
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folloning policy statement, issued by the Asian Association

in 1956:

The British Colonial Administration has with
out justification and contrary to the facts of 
history worked out an assumption that constitu
tional reform and political advancement in a 
colonial territory must be deferred as long as 
it is possible to do so.

That any rapid political change resulting in 
power passing into the hands of the people is 
detrimental to its interest, and hence must be 
discouraged.

That a colony oust go through the ago old 
pattern of crawl, walk and run laid down 
arbitraurily

...Such a policy based on the fear of the 
masses has invariably led to extreme politics, 
ultra nationalism, and crises.^

• • • •

The Asian Association was also severely critical off ■

both parity and tri-racialisa which they viewed as sources

of racial tension rather than as viable methods of terri

torial development. In comdeaning British policy, the

organisation stated;

It is futile to argue that the Asians and the 
Europeans are bigger taxpai-ers and that they are 
used to a mare civilised way of life and that 
they can afford to spend more money for civillred 
amenities

It is futile to argue that an equal sun of 
money is spent for the betterment of each of the 
three groups of people in Tanganyika because in

• •

^Asian Association handout entitled "Tanganyika", 
h’ovember 13, 1956, Asian Association papers, Rhodes 
House.
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a nation revenue is spent not on the basis of more 
to those who pay more but more to those who need
it.

In a nation those in the higher rungs of soci
ety must sacrifice even if it means lowering in 
standards so there is a quick raising of the 
standards of those in the lower rungs of society.

In the political field again equality of races 
is only an expedient which if not converted into 
non-racialism, the accepted expediency will ac
quire the colour of injustice and do an irrepzu:- 
able harm.

...We believe that the Tanganyikan African has 
too long been maligned. He is not so backwaurd 
and foolish as it is made out and he is not in
capable of viewing the position of Tanganyika in 
its Tanganyikan perspective provided we really 
feel and behave like the nationalists of
Tanganyika • • • •

Does it not follow that in Tanganyika the 
longer wo try and maintain distinctions of races 
the result will bo Africanism and does it not

• • •

c follow that if we insist on equality of a 
Tanganyikan irrespective of race Tanganyika 
nationhood will soon be within our reach?....^

The Asian Association therefore called upon menbors

of its community to support the program of rapid political

advancement based on democratic, non-racial representation

advocated by the nationalist movement. The organization 

continually agitated for the termination of minority privi

leges and a closer political, economic and social balance

among the three races;

If we tell ourselves that we belong here 
truly and earnestly, then we must...toll ourselves

^he Tanganyikan, March, 1956, pp. 2-3_^
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that this sense of belonging has to be shared 
by the vast number in whose midst we live. We 
must tell ourselves that to achieve this we
must unleeurn a lot of things, and learn many 
more. We must tell ourselves that for a long 
time now it is for us to give and to go on 
giving
not enlightened self-interest, which is only 
a more dignified expression of opportunism, 
but positive values of emotion and'common- 
sense which will redeem from within us the 
rich heritage which we have hitherto repudi
ated in our erstwhile sojourn in this country.^

We must tell ourselves that'it is• • • •

Consequently, Asian activists persistently strove 

for the creation of a non-racial program of territorial 

development. Their appeal was based on the argument that 

the Trusteeship could be effectively self-governing only

when a true spirit of nationalism united the three com

munities. This lino of reasoning is reflected in the

1956 policy atatcDont issued by the Association:

All inhabitants of Tanganyika are interde
pendent for their peace, happiness and pros
perity, and collectively constitute the 
nation....

Belief in non-racialisa and nationhood is 
a matter of conviction with us and not that 
of expediency. Wo take this opportunity of 
reiterating these principles and are pre
pared to join bands with others in taking 
practical steps to achieve the nationhood

^Asian Association Policy Statutient, April 8, 
Asian Association files, i=C3 political papers.

1956,
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of Tanganyika, without presumptions, without 
reservations and without fear.^

Since the Asian community constituted such a small

percentage of the total population, the Association re

minded its members that failure to cooperate with other 

races for the good of the territory would be disastrous.

As the middle group in Tanganyikan society, the Asians

would be wise to advocate a form of territorial develop

ment which ignored ethnic distinctions. In 1957,

Crossroads» the Association newsletter announced:

Our policy is to look at the problems in 
this country from a human angle and not from 
the advantage to ourselves. It is to create 
confidence in the masses of the people that 
we do not desire to adhere to any privileges, 
that this country will be governed on demo
cratic principles without any reservation and 
with a view to that steps shall be taken 
forthwith to remove any social barriers in all 
iiralks of life now. With this end in mind we 
have advocated the introduction of universal 
adult franchise and non-racialism in schools, 
in administration and in social life now.

In this country where immigrant races have 
made their home the Asians have the greatest 
of both in number of lives and in investment. 
This is one of the reasons why the Asian must 
with boldness and political foresight and 
sagacity take initiative in his own hands...he 
is in the middle of the ladder of society and 
therefore can understand the view-point of the 
African letter than the European....He can be

C

^Ibid.

-(
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the bridge between the two provided be bad the 
courage of conviction and fearlessly takes the 
lead, 
gone.

The days of sitting on the fence are 
We have to make a decision’and act.^

As ecurly as 1954, the Asian Association began to

campaign for the introduction of common roll elections.

They argued that the parity system would only produce in

creased racial tensions which would ultimately be dis

astrous to the minority communities. Therefore,

Association leaders madLntained that elections to central

government offices should be based on democratic prin

ciples without the reservation of special seats for the 

non-African segments of society.D The Association was

especially opposed to the introduction of a high qualita

tive franchise which would exclude most Africans from the

voting rolls, since this would lead to the rise of a form

of Tanganyikan African nationalism which stressed racial 

distinctions and hostilities.^ The organization clearly 

stated its opinion concerning voting qualifications for

^Crossroads. August 20, 1957.

^he Tanganyikan. Vol. 1, No. 11-12.

3"Nptes on the Tanganyika Asian Association", 
piled by the FCB for the bureau's Annual Conference, 
December 8-9, 1956, Tanganyika territorial files, 
political notes, FCB papers.

com-
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the 1958-59 elections at its 1956 territorial confer

ence;

The guiding principle of any franchise com
mittee in Tanganyika must be to include on the 
voter rolls the largest number of people. In 
the sure knowledge that there is the official 
majority and the Colonial office control, op
portunity can and should be given to the larg
est number of people to educate themselves in 
the true principles of democracy.

We believe that if the vast numbers of people 
axe excluded from having a voting right on 
grounds of education or prosperity, there will 
be created a reaction in those excluded and will 
lead to racialism. An irreparable harm will 
thus be done to the achievement of Tanganyikan 
nationhood....We believe that there must 
progressive constitutional change in keeping 
with democratic principles leading to full ^ 
self-government by the people of Tanganyika.

When government plans for the 1958 elections were

V

released, the Asian Association quickly denounced the pro

posed high qualitative franchise and the use of the parity 

Viewing the recommendations as far toovoting system, 

restrictive, the Association pledged to "continue our

efforts to see that a franchise is introduced which will
2

be acceptable to the majority of the people."

^Asian Association Conference papers, March, 1956, 
Rhodes House. See also The Tanganyikan. Vol. 1, No. 9-10 
(April-May, 1956}, pp. 5-6.

^Asian Association handout "The Voter Question", 
November, 1956.
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Association.SecretauryRattansey quickly informed 

the Fabian Bureau (of which he was a long standing member) 

that his organization not only opposed the government 

sbbemp but also firmly supported the counter-proposals 

made by the black nationalist movement:

The Government has published its own recom
mendations. ..based on what is termed qualitative 
democracy. Pursuing this carefully any student 
of politics will immediately realise that a vast 
majority of Africans will be excluded whilst 
practically all the male non-African voters will 
qualify
number of voters of Asian and European origin 
will each outnumber the Africans.

The Asian Association believes that in case 
these proposals or any others of similar char
acter arc accepted and recommended by the 
Committee on elections set up by the Government, 
the result will be a mockery of election.

If the vast numbers of people are excluded 
from having a voting right on grounds of educa
tion or prop>erty, there will bo ciieaied a re
action in those excluded and will lead to 
racialism.

The Africans say that qualitative demoncBcy 
is only a pretext to delay the march of democracy 
in the country and "that it is not acceptable to 
them. They demand that the basis should be the 
Universal adult franchise. The Asian

.In fact it is more probable that the• • •

Association has also favoured Universal adult 
franchise, but the Government persists in its 
stand of restrictive right to vote whereby only 
a few thousand Africans would be entitled to 
vote. Such a policy is bound to defeat its own
purpose.

In Tanganyika what is required is Nationalism 
from the immigrant races which means the shedding 

, of the fear of the indigenous population.^

^Rattansey to FCB, November 13, 1950, FCB papers.
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liberal Asia^h ; leaidei^hip: ^Isp; coftdejnnqtJ - the DTP ,

■(,

The

rthev^Mticad .incorporation of

The. Asian

which it viewed as ;

the governaents ^WE»Accepiabi& prpgrae^^

Association. neWsletter of Marcsh 1956 rejected the white 

party Manifesto and stated that it was:

...unable to advise its members and other 
Tanganyikans to subscribe to them.i

Although the Dnited Tanganyika Pajrty claims 
to be a non-racial party, its declarations if 
accepted and followed, will on the contrary 
give a blow to Tanganyika Nationhood, which is 
our avowed aim
able because it entrenches racial differences 
and is a devise to obstruct constitutional 
development on democratic lines. It is based 
on feax of the masses and therefore introduces 
reservations which will undermine the efforts^^ 
towards nationhood, by encouraging racialism.

.*

\
A

DTP is basically objection-• • • «

When the names of those chosen to serve on the

Elections Committee were released in April 1955, the Asian

Association bitterly objected to the fajct that most mem

bers were DTP leaders and that therefore,the Committee 

would be no more than a tool of the administration.'^

The Asians also pi^blished a biting, critical denun

ciation of the DTP Manifesto which condemned the Party's

^Asian Association newsletter, March 7, 1956, 
pp. 3-4. See also Asian Association letter to Venture, 
Vol. 8, No. 1 (May, 1956J, 9.

^Tho Tanganyikan. Vol. 1, No. 9-10 (April-May,
1956), p. 6.
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constitution as a "racist document disguised in insincere

humanitarian ideals and false premises, aimed at preserv-
1

ing minority privileges at the expense of Nationhood."

Tension between the Asian Association and the UTP was further

increased in August 1957, when Legislative Council member

J. D. Shah of the Asian Association was replaced by S. M.

The AsiansPatel, Chairman of the Morogoro branch of UTP.

viewed this action by Governor Twining as a clear sign

that battle lines had been drawn between themselves and

the Government because of the Association’s criticism of
2

administrative plans for political development.

Thus by 1957, both minority communities had taken

major steps to increase their role in territorial politics

and to formulate plans for the future development of the

trusteeship. The white community, represented by both the

UTP and the Capricorn Society, was in favor of the slow

development program formulated by the Crown, while the

politically active meobors of the Asian community sup

ported Tanganyikan African nationalist demands for rapid,

^Asian Association pamphlet "The United Tanganyika 
Party", June, 1956, Tanganyika political files, Rhodes 
House.

2
Rattansey to Betts, August 12, 1957, FCn papers.
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, noh-raciil a^sincepOTt* ; both the liberal

and conservative; eieioehts gained ifew ailie their

struggle to dominate the rate and structure of Tanganyika's 

evolution towards self-rule.

TANU's Rise to Territorial Prominence

In the period 1954-57, the Tanganyika African

National Union transformed itself from a struggling African

association into a well-coordinated political party which

became in effect the organizational embodiment of the na

tionalist movement. This change was due in a large mea

sure to the influx of full time political organizers and

to the close support the Union enjoyed from both the

liberal elements of the home government and the anti-

imperialist forces within the United Nations.

Of the Africans who emerged to devote full time to

political activities the most significant leaders were

Nyerere and Kaabona. In Karch 1955, the TANU president

resigned from his teaching position at St. Francis

School in Pugu. For several coatha Nyerere avoided pub

lic appearances and corresponded continually with liberal

supporters in Britain. By Septeabor, he had formulated

the future political goals and aetboda of TAi»T,| and was

ready to begin to det'eicp a territorial basis of support
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1for bis independence drive, 

to becoBe a full tine political activist, Nyerere argued:

In explaining bis decision

Recently the Gbvernnent gave its Civil 
Servant [si^ a choice between XANU and their 
Jobs. The reason given was the British tra
dition of the neutrality of the Civil Service 
in political natters. When we argued that 
under present circunstances in Tanganyika this 
ban would reduce almost dangerously the field 
from which we can recruit our leaders, the 
Governnent pointed out, with statistical 
proof, that nore educated young non tcUce jobs 
outside the governnent than within the 
Governnent and that we are free to recruit 
fron all people outside Governnent Service. 
This was the strongest argunent against our 
clain....But when resignation fron TANU is 
given ne as a condition of retaining ny job 
the whole problen becones one of principle.
Who in Tanganyika la free to join and lead 
TAMJ? In theory all people outside Governnent 
Service. In practice I know that Native 
Authority cnployces are not free, or at least 
they are leas free than Mission Teachers.
But if the freedoD of Mission Teachers is also 
to be doubted the position becones gloony for 
I cannot see any reason why every ecploycr 
should not give the sane condition to his 
etrplbpoea; and that possibility would bo 
tragic. I oust, therefore, resign as a pro
test.^

0

%yerere-Selwyn-Clarko correspondence, March 36- 
Septottber 2, 1955; Hyerere-Hynd correspondence, April 14- 
Scptenbcr 16, 1955; SoIwyn-Clarko-Hatch correspondence, 
March 21-Septenbor 9, 1955, FCB papers.

^Nyerere letter of resignation to the Headnaster, 
Father Lynch of St. Francis School, Pugu, March 22, 1955, 
Nyerere files, FCB papers.

{
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During the saine year, Oscar Kanbona resigned his 

position in the civil service to devote full attention to 

his duties as Organizing General Secretary of XANU.^ 

lowing Nyerere's exaaple, Kambona resigned to protest the 

administration's ban which prohibited civil servants fron 

paorticipating in political organizing activities.

Fol-

Both

oen especially resented the fact that cany private cnployers

were following the governcont's ocanple. As a result, the

educated elite wore faced with the choice of either with

drawing from the political arena or dacaging their pro- 
2

fessional careers.

Hyeroro and Kaobona issitatcd the constitution of

fvkrunab's Convention People's Party in fornulating a set

of operating principles for the Union. Indeed, the basic

structures and cuch of the actual phraseology of the C.P.P. 

docueent were incorporated directly into TAJiU*s constitu

tion.^ XAJvU pledged to "fight relentlessly until Tanganyika

%aabona to Betts, August 3, 1955, Creech-dones pajjers,.

“‘Hyerere to Hir.den, February 13, 1955. h'yerere cia- 
salf was threatened with expulsion froa the St, Francis 
faculty unless he ceased bis political activities, Kyerere 
to Betts, April 3, 1955, PCS pajjers.

^kaadora clalas that K;>'esere utilired Ceorge 
Padcore's The Gold Coast Revolution, p:p, 3i|4-2ta, nhi.ch 
contained a reprint of the liar.uaah dccu.aest, Fasdora to
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is self-governing and independent"; to foster a spirit of

nation2iJ.isn in opposition to the forces of tribalisn and 

isolationisa; to caapaign relentlessly for election to

all local and central governeent bodies; to work for the

initiation of African cajority rule; to resist all attespts

at racialiaa; to help develop trade unions and cooperatives;

to obtain aid for the establishsent of price controls, the

developsent of snail scale industry and the training of

indigenous technicians; to establish a ainiaua wage and

a systea of ccapulsory education; to resist further

European or Asian iaaigration and land alienation, as irell
r

as any plans to federate the Eritish territories in East 

and Central Africa.^

Jiinden, lioveabcr 21, 195o. iiotb the C.P.P. text and the 
Fadaore fc-ooi; were banned in Taf.-ganyi>;a at this tine. It 
should be noted that Iu;ru»=ti, lilce bd'erere, was trying to 
leorganiee a weak, aori.fcund, laasely organised political 
associatiC','! (the L'nited Gold Coast Canveistioal and trans
fora it into a soiern ;.'olitical party. Tf.e C.F.P. consti
tution, draws up on Jody 12, 1949, served as the aodel for 
the following sections of the lAJCJ constitution, which were 
adapted aluost veibatia: Aias and Objects, Heabership, 
El.eetidu cf belegates to the Party, Conference, National 
Executive Cd-ur.cil, Central Cu-aaistee of the Katicnal 
Executive and Inner Party Orgasieat ion.

"lAJCJ Constitution:, pp. 1-3.

f
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Once Nyerere and Kaabona became full time politi

cians they begem to establish rigid guidelines for both

the recruitment of TANU members and the coordination of

activities in their widely scattered branches. It was

especially important to adjust the former T.A.A. unitaswhich

were accustomed to operating independently, to the new 

system of central control by the Dar es Salaam headquarters.^

hSesbership in TANU was limited to Africans who were

Local political, social, andat least 18 years of age.

cultural associations such as trade unions or tribal or

ganizations could be affiliated with the Union upon the
O

payment of a political assessment tax.*'

Both Nyerore and the members of the National Executive 

Oosaittee were subject to reelection at the annual EJclegates 

Conference which brought together the presidents and organ

izing secretaries of each TiMA) cell.^

tional executive was officially scheduled to hold quarterly

Although the na-

iRambona to Betts, April 27, 1955, Nyerere to 
Selwyn-Clarke, Juno 6, 1955, FCB papers,

^Bennett, p. 17.

\anbona interview with FCB East African "special

ists", April 12, 1958, at FCB headquarters, Tanganyika 
political files, Creech-Jones papers.

(
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conferences, lack of funds coupled with conmunication dif

ficulties resulted in the continual violation of this regu

lation.^ In reality, the Union's policies were the product

of the Executive Central Conmittee, which was coaposed of

the President afd nine other members selected by him. All

members resided in Dar es Salaam and met at least once a

week. The conmittee was empowered to assume full respon- 

sibility for party decisions in the event of an emergency. 

Nyerere and his lieutenants maintained that their

decision to initiate a full time independence drive was to

a great extent nocoasitated by the return to power of thec Conservative Party. The nationalists claitsed that the

Tory regime with its stress on indirect rule and parity

could not bo rolled upon to produce the rapid changes de-

Thus, it was necessary to operate outsidecandcd by TA1«U.

of the channels of political participation afforded by the

colonial regime and to do so on a full-tine basis. Speak

ing of the Union's attitude towards the conservative hoao

government, Hyerere noted;

a Labour regime would have given us the 
necessary assurance about our future and

• • •

%yerere to Hinden, Kovcaber 29, 1956, fC3 papers. 
From 1956-59, only three quarterly ceetings were held.

^lA-NTI Constitution, p. 4.(
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released our energies into more constructive 
channels. As it is with a Tory, and a strong 
Tory government at that, we must employ a great 
deal of our energies into getting an assurance 
THAT THHSANYnCA SHALL BE TRULY DEMOCRATIC. Not 
in the sense in which the Rhodesias and South 
Africa cure believed to be democratic but in the 
sense in which' Britain or the Gold Coast
is democratic.

Without that assurance our friends in Britain 
and elsewhere will be expecting too much from us 
if they think that we still support so-called 
parity or have faith in the good intentions of 
the I^i^ British Government about our future. 
Already that faith is being put to the test and 
I feel sure that the onus of proof is on the 
British side. Already it is a question why, in 
spite o^ the Trusteeship status of the Territory, 
the British find undiplomatic [si^ or inexpedi
ent to declare categorically that TAN3ANYIKA 
SHALL BE DEMOCRATIC.^

c African dissatisfaction with government policy was

nmftt adamant in relation to the parity system. Indeed the

bulk of the protest literature produced by TANU during the

1955-57 period was devoted to criticism of the tri-racial 
policy.^ The creation of white dominated regimes in the

British Central African territories and the favorable treat-

cent given to European settlers in the Kenya highlands

served to increase TAJ>TI*s dissatisfaction with multi-racialism.

^Kyarere to Selwyn-Clarks, July 4, 1955, FCB papers.
o
“Kandoro to Munanka,March 3, 1958, TAItU political 

files, Tansania National Archives.
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Speaking of recent developments in the other African ter

ritories, Nyerere remarked;

...Britain has never proved that where there is 
a question of Black Versus White she will not 
prove that Blood’ is thicker than water. The 
case of India, the Gold Coast or Nigeria cannot 
be applied to Tanganyika, for we have been 
labelled ’multi-racial society’, and that makes 
all the difference

TANU repeatedly used the example of the territorial 

educational system to exhibit the inequalities of the tri-

The May 11, 1957 issue of Sauti ya TANUracial policy.

carried an especially stinging attack on the system;

Now non-racialism is a good thing; equal 
rights and opportunities cure good things, 
rewards on merit and not on race is a good 
thing. Say that they are the good things on 
which policy in Tanganyika is based. The im
agination of the good but ignorant will do the 
rest. They will never imagine good souls, 
that we have separate schools for the Asians, 
European, and African children. That these 
schools are not private schools but either 
Government or Government-aided schools; that 
His Excellency himself said only a year ago 
that it would be an act of cruelty to mix 
children of different races and backgrounds in 
the same schools; that all the Asian children 
receive a 9 year primaucy education; that all 
the European children receive an 11 year pri
mary education; that only 405® of the African 
children receive any primary education at all 
and this lasts for only 4 years after which 
80% of them aure made to leave school. It

^Nyerere to Kambona, November 16, 1957, FCB papers.
(
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o«3eur tQ the: imagination:^ 
liberai souls that when the Government -pf 
Tanganyika had ^3,200,000 to spend :on :eduoa- , 
tion, it set aside80b,000'apd divided the 
rest equally, the'25,000 Enropeans, the,80,000 
Asians, and the 8,00b,000 Africans'each receiv
ing 800,000 to spend on the education of their 
children.

This is what we in Tanganyika call non- 
racial policy based on equal rights and equal 
opportunities. We are evolving a vocabulary 
of our own! If this country did not have a 
single non-African and only 40% of our kids 
could go to school, it would have been more 
than absurd for a Government of Tanganyika to 
say that its policy was based on equal rights 
and equal opportunity. Yet our Government 
makes this preposterous claim in spite of the 
facts.

would never

■

Despite his adamant dissatisfaction with British 

policy, Nyererecconsistently opposed the use of violence 

and racial hatred to gain support for his Union. After

the 1954 Visiting Mission report endorsed TANU, Nyererc

publicly stated that he was convinced that despite gov

ernment persecution, the goals of his organization could

be achieved without having to resort to violence. Al

though Tanganyikan Africans would not long endure minor

ity rule, he insisted that with the aid of TANU^allies

in the home government and on the Trusteeship pouncil,

^Sauti ^ TAim {The Voice of T-MJU), No. 11, May 11, 
1957. Sauti was the official publication of the Tanganyika 
African National Union.
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rapid peaceful advancement could be made towards the-fdf 

mation of a black majority government."
i

An intuitive analysis of the XANU President's per

sonality is aifforded by E. N. Brend, Officer in Charge of

From 1954 to 1959 he was per-Police in the I.ake Province.

sonally assigned the task of following Nyerere and .report

ing his political activities to central administrative

Speaking of Nyerere's insistence upon peace

ful political evolution, Brend reported;

headqueirters.

He had made a study of Gandhi's movement in 
India and the whole basis of his programme was to 
be one of passive resistance to opposition.

obvious that Julius was confident that XANU
It

was
would quickly become Xerritory-wide. He seemed 
to be almost impersonal in his approach and I was 
convinced that at thal. time he had no personal 
ambition. I suggested that he might find himself 
making slow progress in his own district and he 
laughed saying that Musoma like the rest of 
Xanganyika would soon fall into line. Julius was 
unperturbed by the size of the task before him, 
he felt that tribalism might prove a bigger ob
stacle to his progress than the British Government. 
One thing that struck me forcibly at the time was

Tanganyika Standard. January 27, 1957. A compre
hensive study of Nyerere's non-violent methods is found 
in Harvey Glickman, "Dilemmas of Political Xheory in an 
African Context; Xhe Ideology of Julius Nyerere", in 
Xransition ^ African Politics, ed. by Jeffrey Butler and 
A. A. Castagno (New York: 
pp. 195-250.

Praeger Publications, 1966),
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that Julius was no fanatic, he was dedicated to 
ofgaaising bis. people for self-government but 
there vnas ho bitterness of rancour towards the 
British Authorities. He was clearly a man of 
moderatiOh.^

Nyerere's persistent adherence to a non-violent form

of political advancement is attested to by the fact that he

broke with the African newspaper Mwafrika, which enjoyed a

circulation of over 20,000, when it advocated racial vio- 
2

lence. In addition, in 1958 Nyerere's moderate policies

caused him to lose the support of the more radical leader

ship within his own pcirty who broke away to form the racist 

African National Congress (A.N.C.).^ In effect, Nyerere

and lANU offered the Crown the opportunity to gradually

release control of Tanganyika to African hands without hav

ing to undergo a violent confrontation. Thus, by accepting

a policy of gradual concessions, the British were able to

avoid a costly and prestige damaging struggle with the

Tanganyikan African nationalist coalition.

^Papers of E.
2
‘"Nyerere correspondence with Wwafrika editor 

T. B. Kbitu, August-October, 1959, Creech-Jonos papers.

^Rwayeauau, pp. 217-221.

N. Brend, Rhodes House.
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In order for the TANU program of progressive grad«

alism to succeed, it was first necessary to prove that the 

Union enjoyed a territorial basis of popular support, 

fore this could be achieved, XANU had several major ob-

Tbe Union faced a hostile administra-

Be-

Stacies to overcome.

tion which stressed the native authority system and which

firmly opposed to any nationalist movement seeking to 

operate outside of the guidelines provided by the system

At the same time, XANU had to rely upon

was

of indirect rule.

support from an illiterate and widely scattered population

Xhe one unifyingmost of whom were apathetic to its goals, 

factor shared by the many isolated tribal groups was their

general dissatisfaction with official agricultural and

Finally, the Union was faced with 

a serious lack of both funds and trained personnel in the 

lower ranks.^

cattle control policies.

When it became obvious that the Nyerere co

alition was determined to proceed with its plan to evolve

the nationalist drive despite these obstacles, the adminis

tration accelerated its program of harassment. In March 1955,

the Governor's office distributed a list of associations

which civil servants who earned over $ 150 per year tvere

Nyerere reported that the X.A.A. had virtually no 
cash reserves at the time of its transformation into XANU. 
Nyerere to Hinden, September 29, 1955, FCB papers.
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The banned organization included;prohibited from joining, 

the Tanganyika European Council, the Asian Association, the 

Tanganyika African National Union, and the Sukuna Union. 

Although membership in these groups had been forbidden for 

some time, the administration now, for the first time, in

sisted that local supervisors rigidly enforce the ban.^

At the same time, a plainclothes officer was assigned to

attend every public TANU rally or meeting to take note of

the proceedings and to gather information concerning
2

Tanganyikan African political activities. Finally, a

special memorandum was aent to the native authorities

which discouraged both chiefs and their staffs from join

ing TANU. The notice also reminded the chiefs that their

authority superseded that of any political organisation and

that they possessed the power tp-ban malcontents who dis

rupted or threatened to disrupt law and order in their dis-
3

tricts.

^leco to all departeental superviaurs from the Chief 
Secretary to the Governor, Hatch 6, 1955, Tanganyika admin
istrative papers, Uhodes House,

•>
“flrend papers.

^Canfidectial aeao distributed to all native author
ities, district and pxaviccial cosaisslcns, and officers 
in charge of pplioe. Hay 33, 1955, Hwanra Police files, 
Rhodes House.
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Cleaxly then, if Nyerere and bis lieutenants hoped

to achieve their political objectives, they would first

have to raise sufficient funds and recruit enough experi

enced lower rank personnel to successfully inspire an

isolated, apathetic population with the spirit of nation-

In addition, these steps would have to be taken inalisD.

the face of the stiff opposition of an increasingly hostile

administration and its native authority allies.

Nyerere and Kambona soon discovered that the ob

stacles were indeed formidable. Kanbona noted that the

early oeetings of TANU were often attended by as few as 

25 people, and that funds for even basic operating costs, 

"were almost nil".^ This condition peraiated until the

c
Spring of 1955. Despite ardent recruitment efforts by the 

party leadership, Kanbona conceded that their success to a

large extent came from the release of the Visiting Mission

report:

The Mission report was an unexpected boon to 
XANU. ...TANU suddenly came into the limelight... 
Educated...Africans were reading, hearing and 
seeing what TANU had asked for and made their 
judgements upon it. The number of members swelled, 
its branches increased, its strength grew and it 
was able to employ a paid Secretary General.

%anbona to Fabian Colonial Secretary, October 18, 
1955, FCB papers.

kambona to Betts, November 2, 1955, FCB papers.
(
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The sudden influx consisted primarily of recruits

from the urban, westernized elements of the indigenous

Because of a lack of funds, poor transporta-population.

tion, and poor communications facilities, Nyerere and 

Kambona concentrated on building a corps of well-organized.

qualified, and dedicated supporters. The TANU leaders 

therefore naturally turned to the towns and municipalities

where the more educated, modernized, and accessible elements 

of the African population wore found.^ Above all, Nyerere

sought to avoid the evolution of an overextended, widespread

movement which lacked strong central control. He repeatedly

expressed the opinion that the bulk of the Tanganyikan

African population who lacked both political experience and

savoir-faire would have to be carefully guided and super

vised if outbreaks of racial Violence were to be avoided,"

TANU soon discovered that the desirable African elite

wore eager candidates for party recruitsient. Educated

Africans were frustrated with the tri-racial system which

■Hienry Bienen, Tansania: Party Transforaatioa and 
Economic Pevelcpaent (Princeton, Hew jereey; Princeton 
University Press, 1970), Ciiapter 3; Stephens, pp. 105-106.

"Hyerore-Betts correspondence, Juc© 3, IvSS-Octcbcr 
19, 1957, FCa papers; Nyerere to Kaabona, Kxxch 3, 1956, 
XAl'iU files, Tanzania National Archives.
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offered then lower pay scales than their counterparts in

the Dinority coccunities. Asbitious Tanganyikan Africans

often discovered that unofficial use of a color bar kept

then at the lower rung of the socio-econoaic ladder despite 

their skills, education, and anbition. An ever growing nun-

ber of these frustrated individuals saw political activity

as the only possible vehicle for the rapid refons of colon

ial policies.^ When the United fiations recognired the

leadership potential of TAliU, the elite flocked to the

In 1955, it was estin-ranks of Nyerere's organisation.

ated that over 25,CKX) of the Union's 40,000 aeHbers re- 

sided in Oar es Sala&a.“ Significantly, in the periodc
1955-57, as TAldJ sseabership rose froa 40,000 to 175,000,

^See for exairple, Letters to Editor, Tanganyika 
Standard. February 14, 2955. See also Tbo-aas Reginold 
aattep, Prcblens of .African Developaent (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 1954), p.as3i»; C. W. Walter Howe, »'An 
Analysis of the.East Africa Royal Coa.aiss.ion 1953-55 
Report” (an unpublished paper presented at a Bosterj 
Uaivessity syaposiu.s on Econciiic Oevelo.p.ae.nt in the 
Calosial World, August, I95b), pp, 26-31; the buffield 
Fo-uKdation and the Colonial -Office, African Educatio-n.; 
d Study of Educatioasl Policy and Practice in British 
Tropical Africa. (Oxrord; 'Oxford Uaiversjty Press, 1955)., 
pp, 55-186; Cary Tt:oaas, "Cc-asanity Develapaeat acd 
Katica-Ealldicg in fraEsrticnal Tsjsgaayii-a” {0.c-c.aai&.'':al 
Paper Ko, 11,, liaxwel.l Graduate Scbwl c-f Citizens.hip eri-i 
Public Affairs, Pr&graas of Eastern African .S.tudies, 196.4), 
pp. 1-13,

2yaCganyiks Star.-ear-d, Septcater 37, Ivaa.
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the nunber of party cells only increasing from 26 to 38.^ 

Clearly, the Union maintained a highly compact organization,

centered within the larger towns and municipalities.

Despite Nyerere's intention to limit the size of TANU 

until the party was well coordinated and controllable, his 

organization was soon swelled with supporters from the rural 

In April 1955 Kanbona began a three month tour of 

the territory designed to bring the TANU message to the more 

He soon discovered that dissatisfaction

areas.

backward areas.

with agricultural policies and native authorities was so 

widespread that non-Westernized Tanganyikan Africans were

to join the Union which they viewed as the only viable

In each district, Kaebona en

countered young seabers of the elite who were eager to found
O

TANU cells in their ccaaunity," 

that the Union was growing well beyotid the sire envisioned 

in his original plans, Nyerere reported to the Fabian Hureau

our reluctance to let TAJ.'U swell out 

into a aass aoveaest T.Wd is swelling out very rapidly".'^

eager

ceans of African resistance.

Noting with sose dissay

that '’...in spite of

^Lowenkepf, pp. 41-46.
»-*

dure-August, 1955,"K au bu n a » N'i' c r e r e c o r r e s p-ode n c c ,
Taneaula National Archives; 'Nanbe-na-bei ts cotretpundence.
June-dvctcler, 1955, FCd papers.

%-yeieie to beIwyn-Clarke, J-iy 4, iv55, I'CS pap»crs.
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When he returned from his 1955 appearance before the

Trusteeship Council. Nyerere found that many branches had

swelled ’’beyond the controllable state”. As a result he

ordered his lieutenants to ’’call off mass recruitment".^

Nyerere initiated an immediate tour of the territory and

discovered that in several districts that had previously

revealed no interest whatsoever in political activities,

Africans actually fought over copies of the TANU constitu-
2

tion which were constantly in short supply. He nonetheless 

revealed his hesitancy to be encouraged by the blossoming 

of XANU popularity. In his correspondence to the Fabian 

Bureau, Nyerere remarked:

But in spite of official and other nonsense 
which is enough temptation to make us go out for 
numbers, we shall stick to our policy of steadily 
building a well-knit organization which will 
truly serve the interests of the country rather 
than satisfying our own vanity. If we bad one 
million members our enemies could still call 
them 'noses* and not human bdings and we may 
have done the Union core harm than good by 
trying to meet this sneering with numbers.

0

^Nyerere to Creech-Jones, August 12, 1955, Creecb-
Jones papers.

“Nyerere to Sel«»yn-Clarke, July 7, 1955, FCa papers. 

^Nyerere to Betts, August 30, 1955, FCB papers.

(
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Despite Nyerere's hesitancy, TANU's ranks continued

This was due at least in part to the zealous oam-to swell.

paigning of Kambona, Kandoro and Zuberi Mtemvu a recent

recruit who later replaced ICambona as Secretary General when 

the former received a leave of absence to complete his 

studies iji Great Britain. Despite frequent admonitions 

from Nyerere, his key lieutenants persistantly revealed their 

determination to expand paorty membership. In addition, many

rural branches were started by local leaders without a know

ledge of the Dar es Salaam headquarters. Often the arrival

of a notice or a delegation from a rural cell was the first

notification the central committee had of a new unit’s ex

istence.^

The speed with which TANU recruited members was 

stairtling even to its most ardent supporters."* By 1956 the

kandoro, pp. 31-34; Hyercre to Kaabona, August 21, 
1955, TAMJ political files, Tanzania National Archives; 
Betts to Selwyn-Clarke, May 18, 1955, FCB papers.

^Nyerere iseao to TANU cell leaders, October 6, 1955,
See also Kandoro toIbransa Police files, Rhodes House.

Mteuvu, April 23, 1955, African National Congress files, 
Rhodes House.

%aabcna interview at Labour Party Headquarters, 
Deceeber 2, 1957, Labour Party archives. Transport House; 
Stephens, pp. 131-132.

■*Mseavu to Kandoro, April 3, 1956, Mtemvu files,
PCa papers.
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Union had 30 branches and a total membership of 100,000.

The following year, 18 additional branches were in opera

tion and membership exceeded 175,000. During this period, 

the staff at Dar es Salaam headquarters never exceeded 

eight full time workers, including Nyerere.^ Throughout

the 1957-58 period, TANU recruitment skyrocketed to.an 

average total of more than 6,000 new members per month.^ 

Clearly, Nyerere's plan to maintain a compact, urban-elite

For the remainder of the inmembership ended in failure, 

dependence drive the President's primary internal problem

centered around the maintenance of a modern and unified

in the face of increased government opposition and an 

mounting spirit of militancy in the more isolated
A

sectors of the territory.

The growth in membership did however eliminate the 

bulk of the Union's financial problems. Africans joined 

TANU by paying a two shilling initiation fee which provided

stance

ever

^ambona interview. Transport House: Tanganyika 
Standard. April 30, 1956; United Nations News, June 24,
1957.

^Nyerere to Betts, July 8, 1957.

^Lowenkopf, p. 131.

^Nyerere to Hatch, May 23, 1960, Hatch files, 
Transport House.
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■them with a nenbership card. So pdpuleir was the Union that 

numerous cases of rural Africans Joining several times were 

cited by both party leaders and colonial administrators.^

Despite his reluctance to allow the. Union to become 

too widespread, Nyerere nonetheless continually sought fi

nancial support from the African population, 

devoted an entire issue of Sauti ya XANU to stress the need 

of economic aid:

Indeed, he

It requiresindependence, is not an easy thing, 
determination, heordwork and above all self-sacrifice. 
TANU has^started the ball rolling, and it is the duty 
of every individual to keep it rolling.

In fact, let every African support our organiza- 
Those in position £si<0 of membership cards

• • •

tion.
should see that they pay their monthly subscription 
regularly, and those who merely support us without 
having membership cards is not enough. To-day the 
Governor may refuse to see us, but when you are all 
Joining the Union and demonstratably behind TANU 
the Governor will invite TAKU. It has been like 

It is not going to be differentthat everywherg. 
in Tanganyika.

The funds collected during the early 1955-56 period

used to construct a modernized permanent headquarterswere

at Dar ea Salaam and permanent branch offices at Mwanza,

In addition, English and SwahiliTabora, and Dodoma.

%andoro, p. 43.
White, Rhodes House.

3Sauti ^ TAMi, Ko. 3, Karch 16, 1957.

Papers of Brend, Townsend, and
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versions of the TAND ConstitutiSfi were printecJ and widely

circulated. A pamphlet entitled "The Universal Declaration

of Human Rights" was also drawn up and distributed to 

westernized members of the Union.^

Thus, by 1957 TANU had gathered together a follow-

ing*^ which crossed the territory’s social, economic.

religious, and tribal lines. The Union contained western-

educated African elite, illiterate subsistence peasants.

urban workers, rural farmers, Muslims, Christians,

Anamists, and representatives of virtually every tribal
2group.

The strength of the Union was its ability to ex

ploit the widespread dissatisfaction with British rule and

to present itself as the one party capable of remedying

the situation. Clearly TAJRJ had become the instrument for

African political aspirations.

In order to coordinate the activities of their

numerous new recruits, the TANU leadership created several

divisions within the party. Key among these were the TANU 

Youth League, the Women's League, and the Elders Section.

^ambona to Fabian Colonial Secretary, November 13, 
1956, FCB papers.

2
Lowenkopf, passim; Stephens, pp. 41-43.
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In addition, the party formed close ties with other sig

nificant Tanganyikan African organizations. Primary among

these was the highly influential Tanganyika Federation of

Labour (TFL).

The Youth League, which in the late years of eolon-

ial rule was to become the most militant TANU organization.

was designed for members between 18 and 35 years of age. 

Headed by Rashidi Kawawa,^ it was responsible for main

taining order and discipline at meetings for the collec

tion of membership dues. Members wore green shirts bearing

the TANU insignia and in some areas were drilled as para- 
2military units.

The Women’s League was an organization unique to 

the East African political scene. Led by Bibi Titi 

Mobamed,^ by 1956 the sector boasted a total membership ox

^awawa also served as the General Secretary for the 
Tanganyika Federation of Labour. In 1957 he was chosen by 
Nyerere to fill a nominated seat on the Legislative Council 
offered to the party by the Governor. After independence, 
Kawawa served as Minister for Labour.

^andoro, pp. 66-68; Tanganyika Standard. December
9, 1961.

^Bibi Titi was one of the earliest eeabera of TAKU. 
The daughter of a coastal trader, she was active in the 
political organizing of coastal Moslem women several 
years before the woaea’s section was officially created.

.. /
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Unlike other XANU organizations, the Wodism's 

Leggue elected its own leaders rather than having them 

appointed by the National Executive.^

c
over 5,000.

Significantly, the

organization was founded SLfter Fabian Bureau representa-
2

tive John Hatch noted that XANU had few female members.

In addition to political indoctrination, the Women's 

League also educated its members in health, hygiene, 

cooking, reading, and writing.^

The Elders Section represented an attempt to gain

the cooperation of the senior members of tribal society

by providing them with a special form of representation.c By recruiting the older element of traditional African

society, XANU also hoped to refute the often voiced

government accusation that the Union was merely an or

ganization of inexperienced youths who refused to accept

either the authority of their elders or the system of in

direct rule. Xhe party also hoped that by attracting

elders it would be able to employ their traditional source

of authority to maintain discipline in the more backward

^Bennett, p. 20.

%Iatch to Hinden, June 10, 1955; John Hatch, Kew 
From Africa (London: Faber & Faber, Ltd., 1956), pp. 51-57.

Stephens, p. 131.(
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sectors of the territory.^ Throughout the independence 

drive, the division served as the Union's key agency for

As the traditionalcriticism of land alienation policies.

source of authority in rural communities in natters con

cerning land tenure, the elders served as an effective means 

of inciting local resentment against government programs.^

The head of the Elders Section was Sheikh Sulecani Takadir

who gradually built division eenborship to over 5,000.^

%yerero to Betts, January 27, 1956, FCB papers.
2
For detailed studies of the position of elders 

concerning land alienation and their role within the TAiU) 
hierarchy see: T. O. Beidclman, "Warfare in Court; 
Intertribal Tensions in a Local Government Court in 
Colonial Tanganyika” (an unpublished paper for a seminar 
in British colonial dovolopmont, Boston University, 1960), 
pp. 17-26; Fred G. Burke, "Local Government and Kation 
Building in East Africa; A Functional Analysis" (a paper 
prepared for the 1964 Annual Keeting of the American 
Political Science Association, Chicago, September 9-12, 
1964), passim; Earle Eduard Seaton, 'The Political System 
of Tanganyika: Origin, Ct:aracteristics, and Evolutionary 
Develeps»nt" (an unpubliahed Ph.D. dissertation.
University of Southern California, 1966), pp. 142-163; 
Aaron Segal, Tbe Politics of Land in East Africa” (a 
paper prepared for a syaposiea o.n East African develop
ment, Kortheestern University, 1965), pp. 2-17.

■^Xakadir, a Moslem frua' IXir es Salc-aa, teade-d tie 
division until late 1958 enefi t.e attacked TA'dJ for nut 
including Musleas on its iiat of candidates fcr the 
Legislative Cpuncil. Kyerete iaaediately eatjeiled 
Takadir, stating that he refused to recogaire religious 
divisions within the Unlen.

c
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Bach section of TANU held its own neetings, elected 

its own local representatives, and had the power to admit 

or expel members. The divisions all maintained strong 

contacts with liberal supporters in both the United 

Kingdom and on the Trusteeship Council.^ Significantly, 

all submitted individual petitions to the 1957 Visiting 
Mission.^

C

One of the key alliances developed by TANU during 

this period was its cooperation with the Tanganyika

Federation of Labour. It was the trade unions which first 

provided TAI>U with an extensive base of popular support.^ 

Since the unionists wore virtually all at least p^LrtiallyL
westernised, they wore eagerly sought by Nyerere as part 

of the elite corps of recruits he wished to develop dur

ing the early forcative period. The fact that unionists 

were concentrated in the towns further increased their

%anbona "Notes on the evolution of TA1»U: 1954-58",
FC3 papers.

“United Nations, Trusteeship Council, Visiting 
Mission to Trust Territories in East Africa, 1957,
Report on Tanganyika (T/1345), pp. 24, 68-69.

Friedland, "The Evolution of Tanganyika's 
Political System" (Occasional Paper No. 10, the Maxwell "
Graduate School of Citizenship and Public Affairs,
Syracuse University, 1962), pp. 27-28.

^'iIlian H.
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Nyerere maintained a steady stream of cor

respondence with the TFL leadership in an attempt to foster 

a strong spirit of cooperation between the two organisa

tions.^ From 1954-57, trade union membership expanded 

from 6 unions with a total of 300 members to 15 unions 

with over 3,400 card carrying supporters." The bulk of 

these attended bi-weekly labor rallies which generally 

featured key TATCU speakers. In addition, most of the 

higher echelon leadership of the Tft. were also prominent

desirability.

3
members of the Union.

In the early >*ears of political activism, cc-opera-

tion between the two organisations was formidable. In

the sprifsg of 1957, TAICU supported a Oar es Salaaa tes

strike and a subsequent walk-oat by workers in the t>eer

industry by both refusing to utiliee the public

'‘TAliU-Th’L correspondence, 1954-57, papers oi 
William H. Friedland, Hoover Institute for War, 
Revolutio.'S and Peace. The primary research a,aterial 
utilised by Fried land in his nany studies ,uf the labor 
movement in Tanganyika is found in the Institute's 
manuscfipt collection.

2R. Kawawa, "the T.F.L., T.A.H.U. and fKit.y", 
Spearhead (December, 196iJ, 15-lo,

3job N. Chali, "TAlcu apd trade Unicas'', in.e-.gc. 
Ho. 2 (December 1962), 28,39} S. H. Varas, A. K. batta, 
O. P. Gael, U. Rasaehandoir, Tanganyika; A gackg.su 
Study (Kew Dalhit Crescent Works Private, tto,, 1 
pp. 41-45.

■d
r I1}.
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trajisportation facilities and boycotting doncstic bever

ages. Although neither strike produced the desired

labor inproveoents, the TFL leadership was well aware of 

the close TAJtU support it hsul received.^

Siailarly, the Federation rallied behind. TA.MJ dur-

J^Iost sig-Ing the early years of the independecce drive.

nificantly, it agreed with the Union's condonnation of

the Goverr.sent proposals for the 1958-59 elections. This

support is reflected in the following stateaent by TFL

organiser kpar.gala:

Tanganyikans were encouraged by the govern- 
ttends announcea^ot that it was proposing elec- 
tiorss on a ccaaon voting list for 1958. However, 
their esrpectaticns were disappointed by the 
restrictiva qualifications for voting. These 
restrictions are unacceptable to both tt:e 
Federation of labour and the Tacgsnyii.i.a African 
Kational Union.

Apparently the governaerit deliberately 
intends to deny the right to vote to the aajor- 
ity of A.fric.ans and aost c:f the working popula- 
ticri, who are econo-aically and educationally 
poor in all respects,-

’villiaa H. Friediard, '‘''Oa^cperation Cunfllct and 
Conscription. TAddd-Tii, F.elations 1955*6*“'- (a paper printed 
by tf.e hww York State Sccc-ol of Industrial and l*ab--r 
Felatic.ns, 196?}, passis; Kivoni College, Dar es Salats, 
“barubir.i i'cnu; Fo-cus on Uhuru’’^ (a special p-biicatic-a of 
Fivoni College fer the Indeijenience bay celebration, 1961), 

3-*..pp.

'Intcrnatiui al Fedcratioa of Trade U“icr-a, ’vews, 
April, 195?, p. 3,
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The trade unions also supported XANU deoands for an 

end to the qualitative franchise, for a'one person one 

vote systea, and for the right of candidates to be nonin- 

atcd by ceabers of other races.^ The close cooperation 

between the two organizations is deaonstrated by the fact 

that a Trade Union secretary was disaisscd in late 1957

for endorsing a non-TA.’\U candidate in his election dis- 

trict.*' The Federation aaintained its own close contacts 

with the United Katlons and in 1957 subaitted a docuaented

analysis of the gub-siandard working conditions within the 

territory to the Visiting Mission.^

In his attea'pt to unify the Africans and thus pre

sent a solid frent of resistance to the colonial adainis- 

tratics, also courted the cooperaticn of the

tribal chiefs. lie sDcght to use chiefly authority as a 

oeans of furtrer gaining esteea for the Union frea the

rd wleaents aoeng the indigenous population.**uore

^byerere-Kpsfigala corresp<ai'idance, Tib files. 
Friedlard papers.

■'■i

Kpangala to Kardoru, Octohier 29, 1957, Friedland
papers.

3,
Fep^jrt of the Visiting Hissien, 1957, p, 161, 

■’K-a.r.dorc, p. 12.
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The Union was quick to recruit the aid of any chiefs who \ 

were willing to use their authority to naintain orderly 

TANU cells within their traditional sphere of influence.

At the same time, however, on numerous instances TANU

encountered traditional authorities who fiercely resisted 

the proposed changes advocated by the Union and resented

the challenge the nationalist movement presented to their 

traditional way of life.^ Nyerere continuously attempted 

to convince the chiefs that XAKU did not wish to destroy 

their role in tribal society; that the nationalist movement

^For case studios of the cooperation or resistance 
experienced by TAKU in its dealings with chiefly authority, 
see: Joseph T. Gallagher, "Fusions and Fissions Among the 
Ngoni and h'dcndeuli of Southwestern Tanzania" {iui unpub
lished M.A. thesis. State University of New York, College 
at Fredonia, 1963), pp. 21-46; J. Gus Liobenow, "Tribalism, 
Traditionalism, and Kodprnism in Chagga Local Government, 
19Sa", Journal of African Administration. Vol. 1, No. 2 
(April, 1958), 71-82; Ilichaol Saltcan, The Social Structure 
of the Sukuma of Northern Tanganyika with Special References 
to the Indigenous Political System and Customary Land 
Tenure: A Preliminary Survey (Ruhovot, Israel: National 
and University Institute for Agriculture, Center of 
Comparative Studios on Rural Development, 1963) pp. 21-23; 
Hugh W. Stephens, "Phredicting Political Change: The Case 
of Tanganyika" (a paper presented at the 1966 Annual 
PJaoting of the American Political Science Association, 
September 7-10, 1966), passim; G. K. Whltlansmith, Recent 
Trends in Chagga Political Development (Moshi: KliCU 
Printing Press, 1955), pp. 29-35; G. E, T. KyeyewardODe, 
"Administration and Politics in Two Swahili Communities"
(a paper prepared for the East African Institute of Social 
Research, Kakorere College, Kampala, Annual Conference, 
Januziry, 1959), passim.
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was aimed at undermining British, and not African author- 

He argued that the administration was deliberately 

misrepresenting TANU's intentions and thus was isolating 

the chiefs from the nationalist movement under the stand

ard British strategy of "divide and rule".^

Finally, TANU made use of Kiswahali to introduce 

an African language into the independence drive which 

could inspire nationalism, but which at the same tine 

transcended all tribal lines.' In 1957, the first language 

census taken within the territory revealed that over four 

million residents (40 percent of the total population)

ity.

spoke Swahili with sufficient competency to utilize it in 

political deliberations.^ Clearly, the trade language 

was an effective vehicle to spread news and party propa

ganda, and a useful tool for political indoctrination.

TAJiU speakers were not faced with a ayriad of tribal dia

lects to master if their audience possessed a functional

knowledge of Kiswahili. Consequently all of the Union's 

major publications and many issues of Saoti ya TA1»U wore

%£Uti ^ TAIOJ, Ko. 26, March 27, 1956.

-Tanganyii.a, Central Statistical Bureau, African 
Census Meport, 1957 (Bar es Salaam: The Govorncont 
Pricter, 19a3}, p. 109.
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translated into this language. Xhe Youth League and 

Women's Section were encouraged to schedule educational 

sessions to train members in conversation, grammar, and 
composition.^

Thus, despite XANU's rapid expansion well beyond 

his initial expectations, Nyerere was determined to main

tain a peaceful and well organized political organization. 

Violence and racial tension were to be avoided at all 

costs and a spirit of compromise was encouraged to ease 

the Crown into a scries of peaceful, progressive 

promises, each of which was to bring the territory 

step closer to self-rule.

corn-

one

In this early period, the government made several

attempts to persutide XANU to pursue a course of political 

development which would be within,rather than outside of, 

official channels. Xhe administration recognized that 

the Union was rapidly transforming itself into a formidable

spokesman for the African community. It therefore sought 

to persuade XANU to cooperate with the government to avoid
punnecessciry turmoil.

^ambona notes on party activities, February 9,
1957, XANU files, Xanzanian National Archives.

2
Xwining notes to D. C. Mwanza, April 16, 1957, 

Shodes House. Xhe personal papers of administrators Brend,
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t:.
It was in light of this policy that Governor

Twining, on August 2, 1957, unexpectedly announced the 

appointment of both Nyerere and Chief Kawawa to the 

Legislative Council. Although Nyerere’s appointment was 

only temporary, the Government offer was clearly a con

cession, since it amounted, in effect, to official recog

nition of TANU's significance as the voice of the 

indigenous population.^ Nyerere also had to make a major

concession in accepting a nominated seat since this would

indicate a willingness of the nationalist movement to

recognize, at least temporarily, the concept of non-elected

The TAinj President decided to accept theCouncil members.

seat realizing that a position on the central legislature

would provide a valuable platform for the expression of

the Union's views on territorial development. At the

same time, it would help convince the administration that

Clarke, and Vounghans, Rhodes House, also substantiate the 
fact that the government tried to persuade TANU to co
operate during the early years of the independence drive.

^TANTJ continually insisted that the Government 
appointed Nj'erere only to disprove his recent charges 
before the Trusteeship Council that UTP was in effect 
a government party. See Sauti ya TA.MI. No. 14, August 9, 
1957.
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XANU intended to initiate reforms thrciugh a program of 

moderation, cooperation, and compromise. 

the Fabian Bureau, Nyerere analyzed his decision to ac

cept the government offer:

It is true that my appointment to the Leg Co 
is a victory for XANU, but you do realize, I am 
sure, that it was not an easy decision for me to 
whether or not to accept ^ic] this appointment.
It was after a very thorough examination of the 
Pros and Cons that I decided to take what is in 
fact a political risk, because I felt that XANU 
should be heard in the Council.^

In a letter to

Nyerere's brief appointment, however, in no way

represented Crown acceptance of XANU demands or a recogni

tion that political control was beginning to shift into

the hands of the indigenous population. Xhroughout the

period of Nyerere's appointment XANU branches were banned,

especially in the troublesome Lake Province, for defiance

of government regulations and for attacks against native

authorities. In addition, the administration repeatedly 

denounced XANU demands for an end to parity and the es-
Q

tablishment of a timetable for political development."^

%yerere memo to all XANU cell leaders, August 30, , 
1957, XANU political files, Xanzanian National Archives.

%yerere to Betts, September 2, 1957, FCB papers.
^See for example, Xwining speech delivered at 

Provincial Chiefs Conference, Xabora, July 9, 1957, 
Xanganyika political files, Rhodes House. During the per
iod July l-September 30, 1957, the Xanganyika Standard 
carried over 125 articles in which it reported official 
criticisms of the Union.
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The Nyerere appointment was short-lived and in the

final analysis served only to increase tensions between

theaadninistration and the nationalists. Nyerere attended

only two meetings of the Council during which he submitted

proposals calling for the end of paurity and indirect rule.

He also introduced a special compromise proposal for fut

ure constitutional advancement in which half of the Council

seats would be filled by parity nomination and half by 

open, non-racial elections in single member constituencies.^

Finally, Nyerere fiercely attacked the Local Government

(Amendment) Bill which was designed to force native author

ities to make their councils open to members of all races.

He argued that 35 out of 56 existing local councils had

voluntarily become multi-racial. The Union leader reasoned

that any changes in the remaining units would have to be

the product of voluntary and natural stops towards inter

racial cooperation. Speaking of the proposed bill.

Nyerere stated:

1 must protect against this unwise and 
essary irritation of the Chiefs and the fn^ople. 
It will Bake the chiefs and people naturally

unnec-

^anganyika. Legislative Council,
(Hansard) 32nd Session, 6th Volume (Ooceaber 2-13T1957) 
pp. 81-94.

Council Debates
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suspicious of the pressure of non-Africans on 
their Councils. It will set back a develop
ment in race relations which was already tak
ing place on the initiation of the Chiefs 
themselves and their people; it will create 
racial difficulties, which we shall have to 
try and remove when this country is no longef 
under British rule.^

All of Nyerere's proposals, however, were either

ignored by the government or defeated in debate by the

Council's UTP faction. As a result of the government's

refusal to accept any of TAN’U's suggestions, Nyerere re

signed his seat on December 13, protesting that the admin

istration did not understand the art of compromise and 

th^t the UTP in effect controlled the Legislative Council.^ 

He argued that the preservation of parity and tri-racialism

were insisted upon by the Government not primarily to aid

the minority communities, but rather to suppress the libera

tion drive by preventing the emergence of African political

control:

...The Government has consistently, and for 
the cost unconvincing reasons rejected every

^Sauti ya TANU, No. 18, December 16, 1957. In his 
private correspondence, Nyerere expressed the fear that if 
the use of multi-racial representation became too wide
spread, additional pressure would bo placed on TANU to 
accept members from all races. Ho feared that such a move 
would reduce inexperienced Africans to minor positions in 
the party hierarchy.

^Tanganyika Standard, December 14, 15, 1957.
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proposal that X have cade in the Leg Co.
Most of the proposals which I have nade have 
been conpronises on the proposals originally 
mad? by oy Organization. If 1 could believe 
that ny function on the Leg Co was always to 
give in and never to receive, I would still 
resign: I have given ovcrjrthing that it was 
in By power to give, and what I have given 
has been rejected. 1 cace to the Council ex
pecting a little of the spirit of give and 
take. That spirit is not there. I would 
feel that X aa cheating the people and cheat
ing ny own Organization if X recained on the 
Council, receiving allowances and attending 
sundowners as an Honorable Meaber, giving the 
icprcssion that X was still of soac service 
on the Council, when in fact X know that I m 
useless. X had, therefore, no alternative, 
but to tender oy resignation and ask that ny 
resignation take effect froa Friday 13th 
Dccenbcr, 1957, the day ny last ccxsproaiso 
was rejected by the GovernEcnt.^

In a letter to the Fabian Bureau, Nyerero explained 

bis resignation in ouch stronger terns, declaring that the

governnent was trying to ”i>acify TAliU through bribery" and 

that continued service on the Legislative Council would 

"aoount to Hypocrisy".

Councils recent approval of the CovcrnKent voting tiualifi- 

cation proposals negated the possibility of winning a

At the sane tine he noted that the

Kyerere note of resignation to Uovernor Twining, 
Dececbot 13, 1957, TaRganyil.a political files, Lhodes 
House.
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reasonable compromise on the question of future political 
development.^

Nyerere's resignation came in the midst of an ever

increasing number of confrontations between the nationalist

movement and the administration. Seen as a whole, the sum

of these incidents threatened to destroy the spirit of

compromise and cooperation which had already been badly

shaken by Nyerere's experiences as a nominated member.

The major source of disagreement centered around the

question of constitutional development. In particular.

TA-NX) and the adninistratiun radically differed in their

views on both franchise qualifications and constituency

structure.

The t'nion cefitered its opposition to government

policy around the condeanation of parity which it viewed

as the eperating principle behiid all Coverinteni proposals

concerning constitutional developaent. TAliU argued that

tr;e divisicn of territorial pc-pulatic.n ty race was an in-

suit to the deac-cratic process designed to rcaove aost

la.n.gapjfikan -t-fiica.ns freu the tsai- sise ty co^ncentratiog

wealtr., valuatie lard, a:,d ed-cational facilities in Asian

SJ\ycrcrc to Creecl-deccs, bteenbex o2, 1957, 
7a’,.'.,ary e, 1955, .Ciaect--vOces par»e'rs.
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It was, in brief, a s^sten devised byand European bands.

an "unscrupulous governnent" to offer protection and op

portunities to those who least needed then, at the expense 

of "the honest poor and ignorant".^

The Union nonetheless tried to naintain a coderate

position in suggesting oethods of roforning the existing

systen. TAMJ's handling of this issue was typical of

Kyerere's repeated efforts to clearly and openly condecn

various aspects of British rule, but at the sace tice to

appear to bo reasonable and coderate in outlining the

steps necessary to recedy the situation. Thus, in 1955 

TAICU conceded that parity Mould have to be gradually 

phased out for the benefit of the ainority coaaunities, 

and that European and Asian interests would have to be

C

protected in the African eajorlty governcent which would

soon evolve. In return, Nyerere called for a governaent

stateaent confiraing that Tanganyiica would uiticately be- 

coco a "prinarily Ajfrican" state.“

^Tanganyilia Africau liational Union, TAIOJ and the 
Vote {Dar es Salaaa: Thakers Ltd., 1955), pp. 2-4.
This party publication contained the Union's clearest 
stateaent of opposition to parity.

••Sauti ya TA?>U, April 16, 1955; {fyerere to 
Solwyn-Clarke, June 18, 1955, FCB papers. ' '
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At the sane tine, the Union stressed its belief

that the gradual breakdown of parity could be achieved 

without racial violence. This conciliatory attitude was 

revealed by Nyerere in his official statenent outlining

TANU's constitutional reforn denands:

Tanganyika is happy in having the nost 
able oinorities in all the plural [sic] societies 
in Africa. Even the leader of the United 
Tanganyika Party, a party otherwise so reaction
ary that its future in Tanganyika is a doubtful 
one, did state recently his belief that future 
governnents of Tivnganyika will be largely 
African

reason-

• • • •
It Is this reasonable attitude on the part 

of the inaigrant einoritieo which enables us 
to desand changes which arc no core than a 
syabol of gradual develcpsent towards desocracy. 
We believe that the aajority of the insigrant 
coasunities in Tanganyika will accept this as 
proof of oar good will.I

The Union's fear of the parity sysiea was clearly 

expressed in 4 letter fron Halrwaia ta the Fabian b-ocietys

...there is 4 danger that iB-nigra.ct 
night be- asscciatcd with aare privileges trar: 
desirable,
duge-d, let it be 4, consdn roll.

Sinorities

If 4 c-oo-ac’! roll' is to be intro-
1 h4<>e dis

cussed this point, with kr. kjerere erd hi- views 
e.n the natter are t.'e sa.oe as u.ihe. 
shc-uld be a-ore Afri£4he on

tt ere
both iao-o ari iegc-o

tr,e prc'p>srticn of ‘racial representatioh* 
shD-oId tes- altered ic e._,ch
and

a, aahher eS tv-

\ ■

-■3'ahgs-yik.a A.fric.a,h K^tichai b
Lxo - c-w ar ds Seif -dove i r Ue; 
Is ; h|-,' p, ' i.'

er..;
ii-st cs'it k.i-

* *■
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symbolize the goal we are aiming at is a pri
mary African State. I am confident this would 
be supported by all responsible Africans and 
by non-Africans who intend to malce Tanganyika 
their ^home and remain the equals of the 
Tanganyika African.

Those non-Africans who may be having dreams 
to impose a political Federation of East and 
Central Africa may oppose these suggestions.
Xt is time now people realize that every sane 
person would like to be his own master in bis 
own home. The Tanganyikan leaders of African 
political opinion sire in favour of gradual 
constitutional development provided that the 
Tanganyika Government and the Administering 
Authority cake a proclsinatlon that Tanganyika 
is going to be developed as primarily an 
African State....

Ka realize wo are not ready for self- 
government today but wo want to see a clear 
pointer that the territory is going to 
develop primarily as an African state.^

It was TA.MJ's firm conviction that the recoasenda-

tions presented to the Constitutional Coaaittee by the

government were in effect a perpetuation of the parity

system and thus were totally unacceptable. Therefore^ the

party relaaeed a clear stateaeat of oppoaition to the ad-

cinistratcrs’ plans:

Governa-ent is ictroioclng a systea of e'cC. 
tions wDict: ferc'es an eleo-tor to, vote for a 
political opponent or not lu vote at all, Con- 
icictice .is innor-ed^ all deaccratic practices .are 

r'C'i] steer cca;fl'o:.:se-t:se is ijr.or.ei a-'l T r

1■itaitusta t.ie lS>o-4ri.asl:c, iep.teKCie.i: 1,1, iCS
papte.r s,
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next yeaor we have elections we way have to vote 
for our opponents or otherwise our ballot papers 
will be declared invalid.

This trickery was invented by our Governoent; 
it has no...precedent. But, the Governor tells 
us, it suits the special circunstances of our 
country and our tine. It does not suit any 
country anytine. A political trickery is always 
an evil everywhere. Our special brand is par
ticularly evil.

The Governpent refuses to introduce universal 
suffrage because there is no recorded precedent 
anywhere. You can not have it both ways, 
friendsl Those who are prepared to foggive 
this originality in political trickery however 
reactionary they cay be should be prepared also 
to accept originality in the grant of what is a 
fundamental hucan right.

XATOJ used its newsletter, the territorial newspapers, 

handouts, and panphlots to stress the fact that under the 

proposals for representation suggested by the governcont 

there would bo one representative for every 2,500 Europeans, 

representative for ev^ery 9,440 Asians and one for every 

820,500 Africans.^ 

constitutional advances than those recoaaended by the gov- 

erhttent was based on their insistence that "the tespo of 

foraulation of public opinion was a rapidly accelerating 

one", and that political awareness had increased drastically

one

The nationalist deeand for core rapid

^Sauti ya tAfvU, Ko. 10, htay 4, 1957,

“See for eKgjapIe, Sauti ya TAidJ, ho, 7, April 16,
19.57.
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CL since the time of the Mackenzie survey upon which the ad

ministration was basing most of its suggestions.^

During this period, the Fabian Bureau offered the 

following analysis of lANU demands:

They argue that the only way in which
ordered expression could be given to this awaken
ing political consciousness would be the introduc
tion of adult suffrage, and that their acceptance 
of a continuance of the official majority in the 
Legislature would be a safeguard that enables the 
population to gain experience of an electoral 
system without any danger of disturbing normal 
development.

They argue that there is an atmosphere of co
operation aoongst the races at present, 
would be lost, and racial differences exacerbated 
if a system of communal roles is introduced; and 
that therefore a comnon roll system should be 
adopted, with a universal adult suffrage and 
reserved seats.“

By October 1956# TAJOJ was convinced that the admin

istration had no intention of altering the systems of parity 

and indirect rule.^

culated Its own proposals for constitutional development,

which

0

It therefore drew up and widely cir-

^AMJ leaflet entitled ’*Tho Vote 195B'’, TA.NU politi
cal materials files, Northwestern University Africans 
Collection.

^•tinutes of FCB Eascot Conference on Constitutional 
Development and Franchise in East Africa, Decesber 8, 9, 
1956, FCB papers.

^Nyerere memo to all TANl! cells, Septeaber 2,
TANU political papers, Rhodes House.

1950,
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copies of wbicb trere sent to tbe Governor, tbe Secretaucy 

of State, and tbe Trusteeship Council.^ In presenting tbe

counter-proposals, TANU offered tbe following aucgument:

If there is going to be a conflict in 
Tanganyika, a conflict resulting fron a refusal, 
to recognize the legitimate aspirations of the 
Africans, such a conflict is not likely to be 
between the Africans and the non-Africans, but 
between the Africans and tbe Government. It is 
the British Government and the Government of 
Tanganyika which have hitherto refused to take 
any steps to prove to the African that democ
racy is the ultimate aim in Tanganyika. The 
Tanganyika Government has stated repeatedly 
that the present constitution has been designed 
to last for a considerable length of time and 
that it docs not propose to change it. The 
reason given for this obstinancy is not that 
this is the desire of the majority of the im
migrant communities in Tanganyika but that such 
is the policy of the Administering Authority 
and the Government of Tanganyika. Thus an 
obstinate Government in Dau: es Salaam, pre
sumably supported by the British Government, 
is refusing to take the only steps which can 
ensure gradual and peaceful development in 
Tanganyika towards solf-govornmont. This ob
stinancy can only lead to the discrediting of 
moderate statesmanship and the encouragement of 
extreme African nationalism on one hand and non- 
African reactionism on the other. Wo in TANU 
are prepared to do anything in pur power to en
sure peaceful development. We are convinced 
the inalgrant minorities will do the same. 
Everything now depends upon the British ^
Government find the Government of Tanganyika.

^Kanbona to Betts, October 23, 1956, FCB papers.

“'*TAMJ Policy Statement on 1956 demands for 1958 
Constitutional Changos”, October 8, 1958, FCB papers.
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The Union stressed its opposition to the government 

proposals for constitutional development in virtually all

of the party’s political literature of this period, 

central argument utilized by TANU was that the proposals

The

of the Constitutional Committee were based on the Mackenzie

Report and that conditions within the trusteeship had

changed radically since the time of that survey:

...TANU feels, that the Government proposals, 
based on the Mackenzie Report, are not adequate 
to meet the present political situation in 
Tanganyika.
as yet no formed public opinion in Tanganyika 
except on a few very broad matters of principle’; 
and again that many of the people of Tanganyika 
are still at a tribal stage of development and 
unready for the use of the vote. Against this 
we contend first that the Mackenzie Report was 
written in 1952, that the tempo of formation of 
public opinion in these times is a rapidly 
accelerating one, and that the existence and 
rapid increase in membership of TAIJU is primary 
evidence of this.^

It has been argued that ’there is

r
L'

It was the Union’s conviction that even the reduc

tions in voter qualifications inserted into the Mackenzie 

proposals by the Legislative Council did not significantly 

advance the territory’s political system. TA.MJ argued

^Nyerere speech given at Bukoba, October 23, 1956, 
Bukoba district annual report Rhodes House. Copies of 
this speech were widely circulated throughout the ter
ritory.
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that while the changes in income and education quali

fications scarcely increased the number of Tanganyikan 

African voters, they extended the franchise to virtually 

all adult members of the minority communities, 

condemned the amended law as ’’not worth the paper on 
which it is so imposingly printed*’.^ 

qualifications as a scheme to preserve parity, the Union

The Union

Viewing the approved

forgued:

But now our Government proposes to introduce 
a system of voting which will divide our citizens 
into citizens with the right and citizens without 
the right to vote. The criterion of deserving? 
Income, education and office, 
masses, the second rate citizens, continue to 
shoulder their responsibilities of citizenship? 
Or will Government devise a means of exempting 
them from shouldering those responsibilities?
One of the functions of our Legislature is to 
discuss the raising and expenditure of Govern
ment revenue, 
ing the masses of the right to have a say in the 
election of our Legislatures shall we continue 
to tax these irresponsible, second rate masses? 
Have the masses any right to say 'No Taxation 
without Representation', or is this the right 
only of the rich, the educated and the office
holders.

Will the voteless

Since wo are deliberately depriv-

^auti ^a TAMJ. No. 7, April 16, 1957. The Union 
devoted this entire issue to a detailed refutation of 
the amended version of the constitutional reform bill.

bandore speech, April 2, 1957, Mwanza. A copy of 
his presentation is contained in the Hwanza District 
Police files, Rhodes House,
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In presenting TANU's alternative demands to the

Union's liberal allies in the home government, Nyerere

announced:

The Tanganyika African National Union feels 
that if the present happy relations in Tanganyika 
eire to continue it is essential that there be a' 
definite statement of policy from the British 
Government about the future constitutional de
velopment of the territory. Cooperation from the 
African people is dependent on a statement that 
Tanganyika shall become a democratic state. This 
is always a feeling that all the peoples concerned 
are working towards a common goal. Such a declar
ation is therefore of utmost importance and ur
gency for the well being of all the peoples of 
this Trusteeship territory.

Such a statement of ultimate democracy must 
be accompanied by a change in the present com
position of the 1-egislative and Executive Councils. 
In 1954 TAW accepted the equal representation of 
ail three maiq racial groups for the life of one 
Legislative Council only. It never regarded it 
as more than a transitional stage towards ulti
mate democracy.^

r.
w

The Union released its own set of proposals for 

constitutional development in October 1956. Although 

they contained major deviations from the guidelines of

fered by the administration, they nonetheless complied 

with the TANU philosophy of moderate, non-racial reform.

Statement issued by Nyerere during 
Conference at Labour Party Headquarters, Transport 
House, September 27, 1956, Labour Pary Archives, 
Transport House.

a Press
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Foremost among TANU demands was the Union’s in

sistence that the Government make "a clear declaration 

that our country will be developed as a democratic state". 

Based on the fact that ninety-eight percent of the popu

lation was black, this would "naturally" result in the 

creation of a "primeury African state".^

Uganda had recently been given such a gueirantee only in

creased the fervor with which TANU insisted upon the is-
2

suance of such a statement.

The fact that

In order to advance towards a "primary African 

state", lAIAJ offered several proposals for the reorgani

zation of both the Executive and Legislative Councils.^c
The Union accepted the continuance of an official

majority on the Executive Council. However, it demanded

the introduction of ministerial posts, with portfolios

for both official and representative members. In addition.

TA3<U called for the abolition of the existing fora of

^Jtyerero press statement outlining TAIUJ demands 
for constitutional reform, October, 1956, TAftU files, 
FCa papers.

“See Tanganyika Standard, letters to the editor, 
Septeaber 4, 13, 1956, for examples of this argument. 
See also East Africa and Rhodesia, "B. A. U R. marked", 
August-Sepieaber, 19S7,

^See Table 11, pp. 728-729.
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parity and the introduction of a nodified versidn based

on an equal number of African and non-African cenbers

(i.e. four Africans, two Asians, and two European unof

ficials) The Union stressed the necessity of this

alteration if Tanganyikan Africans were to be afforded

experience in the running of key administrative depart

ments. Nonetheless, the preservation of an unofficial

majority and the use of guaranteed reserved scats for
(

the minority communities insured the preservation of 

government control and the maintenance of adequate non- 

African representation

TANU's most radical demands were contained in its

plan for the transformation of the Legislative Council.

The Union called for the preservation of an official

majority on the government side of the floor. It nonethe

less demanded that parity betsteeri Africans and non-Africans

be introduced. This move was designed to both increase

the number of African seats and to terminate the use of

1'»TANU Election Proposals, 1950”, a leaflet dis
tributed by the Union throughout the 1956-57 period,
p. 2.

2
Hyerere to Twining, October 23, 1957, Rhodes

House.
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parity.^ The demands of the party for the unofficial

In clear rejection 

of British plans for territorial political development, 

TANU called for the abolition of the triple vote and the

side were, however, far more radical.

introduction of a modified version of parity based on

equality between African and non-African representatives.

The Union called for the election of 16 African, 8 European,

and 8 Asian unofficials via a common roll election, based

on universal adult suffrage. The plan envisioned the

division of the territory into 32 constituencies, 16 for

African representation, and 8 each for the minority com- 
2

aunitics. Hyerero explained his plan in detail in a

letter to the Fabian Bureau:

The European and Asian constituencies will be 
geographically coincidental with nine or core 
the African constituencies and tteabors regard
less of race, except in the Southern and Western 
Provinces, will be elected no? on a coasunal 
roll but by universal adult franchige. 
lows therefore that all voters in these consti
tuencies will have three votes, one each for 
the African, the European and -the Asian reserved 
seats in these ccnstituencies.'^

It fol-

^yerere to Selwyn-CIarlje, lioveaber 6, 1956, rea 
bee also Table 11, pp. 726-721.

"See Table 12, pp. 73*2-72-1.

'■'Kyetere paper cn T.bJv'U ccnstitutionai refora pro
gram, Ivoeeaber 2, i9So, iCB papers.

pa,pers.
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There were, however, several areas in the territory 

in which special arrangenents would have to be cade. Key

anong these were sections of both Southern and Western

Nyerero explained TAKU plans for elections inprovince.

these sectors to his liberal allies:

In the Southern Province the KaSasi, Tunduru 
and Songea Districts and in the Western Province 
the Kigosa, Kasulu, Kiboilda, Hpandu and Ufipe 
Districts
bal disparities are such that direct elections 
would bo exceptionally difficult in these areas. 
It is accordingly proposed that a Legislative 
Council Kenber should be drawn froa each by in
direct election until the tiee cones for sub
division into saaller constituencies, 
follows that it would be nost difficult to have 
direct elections for reserved seats for 
Europeans and Asians in these Provinces and it 
is therefore proposed that their representation 
here should bo by Governor’s noaination.^

are so large in extent and the tri-« • •

It

The TAirU proposals also aade special provisions for

direct elections in Dar es Salaaa,. Under party plans, the

Hunicipality was to be, established a,a a se,parate censtitu-

ency in which a triple racial ballot would not be required.

However, the creation of the special Dar es Saiaa,n con

stituency dis^^ar;chised several sections of the territory.

To aake up for this, Hyerere proposed the use ef special

I
Ibid. See also Table 13, pp, 73b-734,
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nominated seats. The XANU president elaborated on these

plans in a letter to M.P. John Hynd:

We have.. .neuJe a special case of the muni
cipality of Dar es Salaam though this has meant, 
in order to keep within the proposed number of 
unofficial representatives, making one large con
stituency for the Africans of the Eastern Province 
and disfranchising the comparatively few Europeans 
in the Central Province and Asians in the Southern 
Highlands Province. These disparities in represen
tation will have to be taken care of byvnomination 
to the representative membership of the Legislative 
Council.

Wo have given special weighting to Dar es 
Salaam because we feel that with the closer ap- 
proximation a numbers of the different races there 
will provide a point of observation for the opera
tion of the system of the common roll with reserved 
scats in more realistic conditions.^

By demanding election of the unofficial side through

a common roll and universal adult suffrage, the national

ist ttoveaent clearly revealed its deteraination to deviate

from the official jHilicy of p-arity representation.

h'i'erere was nonetheless anxicys to aaintain the S'ixJerate

position for which I'A-TJ was tieccair.g is^creasit^gly sell-

He therefore widely publicised tt-e fact that coderknown.

{carty prcp-osals, the avera.g'c C'osstitcchcy wo'Sld -contain

d«d,(XX> African, .10,t>o»d Asraii and s;.»5'0-pe.an votesa.

AIthcy;;fe the Chicn w'oyld enjoy a clear majority if all a-eat a

"ivyeretc to Hynd, C-ctoCwr 1?, Ivir, papeia.
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were selected through universal adult suffrage and common 

roll elections, XANU nonetheless advocated the continued 

use of reserved seats, the maintenance of a modified ver

sion of pcirity, and the retention of an official majority. 

By its willingness to accept pairtial improvements,'TANU 

hoped to reveal itself as a moderate organization which 

well understood the spirit of compromise and the concept 

of gradualism.^

it became apparent that the Govorncent had no intention

It therefore was bitterly resentful when

of endorsing what TAJiTU considered to bo coaprosise pro

posals. The following passage clearly reflects the

l/nion's bitter disillusionaont with the Governaent refusal

to negotiate;

Our dettir.d for electiea of all representa
tive Heabers of legislative CJuncil could be 
cbgected to only on grounds of adainistrative 
difficulty, but aost. pso-ple W'ouid t-e willing 
to give Coverca.er.t tore t.iae to coinplete the, 
electoral rolls, if tley needed Ita tiae.
Yet c^-en this is rejected wrth religions 
f a,haTf cis.B'. ,. we t«sc-ech- thea to ask for elec- 
tiC'hs all vv-er t:'.e ccor.try ai.d hut to accept 
t!-e Sa-ici-ery- of •ea'per l.aet al eiest ic’'s* 
ti.ree c? fc-r cc-hstitcicccies.

A,hOther feature af the h tuent prepceal.s
which will-aauvfe car elact.ich,s a fraud and a

•I-
'•^yclc.rc p.-aper 

-sah, i-cs papers.
csh these p.chhts tu «:.ppc.it ita Cehtehtich- th=.t 
ie-aac.i,ahie -ergahiratica which Oeservei tie reccighiticc uf
t:,e Cicwh.

CCCatttctlCihal referft, )v;:>yetih.>et j, 
■Ihic ta,tac,r farty used 'fAdvi's cciceasi'-hs

TdjVf Was a

c.h
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mockery is the racial provision. In order to 
be validly nominated a candidate must be nom
inated by 25 registered voters at least 15 of 
whom must be of the candidate's own face. Our 
Government expects us to stop thinking in terms 
of race. This is a good expectation. But we 
are waiting in vaiin for the Government to set 
us the example 
another racial requirement except to satisfy . 
Government's racial obsession.

To make racial security trebly sure it is 
proposed to give each voter three votes, one 
for an African, one for a European and one 
for an Asian candidate. Thus, if because of 
the paucity of Europeans in any constitutency, 
TAIiU failed to got 15 European voters to spon
sor a candidate whoa we could support, we 
would bo bound to pursuado all our supporters 
to vote for a U.T.P. candidate to oake their , 
vote for a TAliU candidate valid

there is no need at all for• • •

This out-
COSCQW3 Moscow. MO elections anywhere in the 
world could be core fraudulent. Ke wait in 
trepidation for aoro such brilliant ideas 
froa our inventive Govarnaont.^

• « • •

Closely associated with the Union's insistence upon 

the teralnation of parity representation was its doaand

for the initiation of universal adult franchise based on

the age of twenty-oiie. Ji'yerete aaintalned that a highly

qualitative franchise would do facto disqualify cost

In effect, it would serve to per

petuate political doaination by the ninority ooasun-

Africans as voters.

iiies even if the official policies of parity and

^-Sauti lA TAM), h’o. 7, April 16, 1957.
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tri-racialisn were abandoned.^ Thus, XANU called for

elections along non-racial lines, with the enfranchise-

nent of all adult Tanganyikans. Coupled with this was a

rejection of the Governnent plan to limit the first elec

tion to five constituencies. The Onion insisted that the

growing voice of African nationalism in all parts of the 

territory should be given an opportunity to express itself. 

Nyerere argued that the willingness of TANU to preserve the 

official majorities on both the Executive and Legislative 

Councils, and its plan for parity between Africans and 

non-Africans, wore more than generous safeguards which 

would adequately protect the interests of the minorityc
coamunities:

The GovornBent is proposing to have elections 
in some parts of the country in 1958, on a re
stricted franchise, TAM3 deeands elections 
throughout the territory on a basis of universal 
franchise. The Govecncent proposals are entirely 
unacceptable to us. We stand on the principle 
that every individual in the state has an equal 
right to deteruine the way he is governed. We 
consider that our proposals to reserve &0:i of the 
seats in the Legislative and Executive Councils 
give adequate protection to- the otinority coa- 
Bunities and we cannot accept this further 
lieltation to the "deaocratic righto of the people 
of Tanganyika,

Blectioa Proposals-I95fa”j Kyerere to Mteavu, 
June 3, 1957; Kanbona to J-'CB, April 27, 1957, LCa papers.
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Ihe present Government proposals would meike 
an election a mockery and lAMU is not prepared 
to participate on such a basis. Our devotion 
to the democratic ideal is too great to take 
part in a fraudulent election.

The Union refused to accept the Government claim

that most Africans were not sufficiently educated in modern 

political activities to pac:ticipate in territorial'elec

tions:

We believe that the only way in which 
ordered expression can be given to this awakening 
political consciousness is the introduction of 
universal adult suffrage.

It nay be argued that this would be a danger- 
step in the present state of education in the 

In our view it would be more dangerous
ous
country.
to delay the introduction of universal suffrage 
than it would be to introduce it now. 
proposals for acendnents to the Constitution we 
have specifically included the maintenance of an 
official majority in both the Executive and 
Legislative Council.
the scope of elected roptcsentativoa. 
that this safeguard enables the population to 
gain experience of an electoral system without 
any danger of disturbing the normal development 
of the country.

In our

This will inevitably limit 
We hold

Nyetere further argued that lade of political prepara

tion was not a valid justification for the maintenance of

^Hyerere speech before Labour Party allies at 
Transport House, September 27, 1956, Labour Party Archives.

^Nyerere speech at Dodoma, February 26, 1957, 
Tanganyika political files, FCB papers.
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rigid voting qualifications because:

...it is unjust that Africans today should 
be disfranchised because of the past and pres
ent inadequacy of the Government’s educa
tional policy
the principle of universal adult suffrage 
without other qualifications than that of 
residence.^

We therefore hold firm to• • • •

The Union realized that many Africans would not

truly understand the significance of, the first territorial

elections and that a lairge percentage of the indigenous

voters would have at best a vague comprehension of both
2

the issues and procedures involved. Nonetheless, XANU

maintained that this immediate electoral experience was

necessary to prepare Tanganyikan Africans for modern

political participation and to allow the Union to measure

Nyerere summarized theseits basis of popular support.

beliefs in an address before Fabian Bureau leaders;

It is expected that there will be a low 
poll in much [sii£l districts in the early 
elections, but this occurred equally in the 
earlier elections of the West African terri
tories • • • •

Nonetheless, we believe that the use of 
the vote and the conduction of olectorial

^Nyerere memorandum to FCB on TAKU election demands, 
November 11, 1957, FCB papers.

\anbona to Betts, January 6, 1958; Mtemvu to 
Nyerere, December 6, 1957, FCB papers.
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campaign on a territorial basis is the best 
means of awakening public opinion to national 
as opposed to p2a;ochial issues.^

Finally, lANU demanded that the African population

be allowed to elect a member of the indigenous community
2

to serve as observer at all Trusteeship Council meetings.
c
Despite TANU's rather moderate demands, the admin

istration adamantly refused to consider the Union's com

promise proposals. From October 1956, when the national

ists first released their plans until May 1957, the

Union employed formal petitions and open letters to the 

government, debate before the Legislative Council, and 

private correspondence to key administrative officers in 

an attempt to negotiate a compromise plan for the upcoming 

elections.^ All such efforts ended in failure. The

Government adamantly insisted that the terms it had pro

posed to the Constitution Committee marked the limits to

^Hyerero address to FCB Headquarters, February 25, 
1957, FCB papers.

^Sauti April 26, 1957. This policy
was at that time in practice in the British Cameroons.

^Hyerere noted that over 35 attempts were made dur
ing this period to persuade the government to compromise 
its position. Nyerore to Betts, April 26, 1957, FCB 
papers.
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which it was willing to accelerate the pace of political
1

development.

XANU bitterly resented the Government's refusal to

negotiate. Speaking of the Union's moderate demands.

Nyerere commented that "a club of Uncle Toms could not 

have asked for less than we have asked for."^

Seeing that its proposals were not being given

serious consideration, Nyerere decided to increase pres

sure upon the administration. On April 4, 1957, sifter 

consultation with key TANU leaders,^ he issued a policy

statement declaring that the party would have nothing to

c do with elections until the Government agreed to accept

both universal adult suffrage and parity between Africans

and non-Africans on the unofficial side of the 

Legislature.^

%ee for cxacplo, Tanganyika, Legislative Council, 
Council Debates (Hansard), 32nd Session, 4th Volume 
(March 3-6, 1957), pp. 82-83.

^Sauti ^a TAJOJ. No. 11, 1957.

^Nyerere consulted with Kunanka, Kanbona', Karealle, 
Bomanl and Mtemvu before deciding upon this official state
ment.

kanbona to Betts, April 22, 1957, FCB papers.
See also stateisents by TAKU leaders, Tanganyika Standard, 
April 10-16, 1957.
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The deadlock was partially broken in May when the

proposed Election Bill was debated in the Council. The

Chief Secretary, as the official administrative spokesman.

proposed that elections be held in three or four of the

nine constituencies. TAND, represented by Nyerere, de-

manded territory-wide elections. In the ensuing debate.

all African members of the Council, both officials and

unofficials, supported the Union demand. As a result

the debate was postponed until the administration con

sulted with the Secretary of State.^ TANU immediately

sent a petition to the Secretary in which it demanded

that an official statement be released agreeing to ter

ritory wide elections. Nyerere argued that the elections, 

already scheduled for March or April, could be postponed

until August or September to facilitate the proposed 
2

alteration. Tho fact that all African members of the

Legislative Council supported the TANU proposals 

used by the Union to argue that it was the nationalist

was

Tanganyika, Legislative Council,
(Hansard) 32nd Session, 5th Volume, (April 3-7, 1957), 
passim.

Council Debates

"Sauti ^ TANU. No. 10, May 4, 1957.
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movement and not the administration who truly understood

the needs and aspirations of the African population:

Government confirmed typical ignorance of 
the mood of the people during the Election Bill 
debate. The Chief Secretary is reported to 
have said that it was a blow to Government to 
hear that Members wanted elections, throughout 
the country. Government ought to have known 
this a long time ago; but their ostrich policy 
makes them blind to what in their opinion axe 
unpleasant facts—If this Government can so 
seriously mistake the mood even of its own 
nominees in Legislative Council can we ser
iously credit it with any knowledge of the 
mood of conson people in this country?i

■

The decision of the Colonial Secretary, announced 

in June, was to hold elections in the five scheduled

constituencies in September 1958. After this, a special

Post-Elections Coamittco would decide the appropriate 

cethod for the holding of elections in further contests 

to bo held within the territory, 

and government plan for parity would be retained."

Thus, by the Eid-1950’s, it was clear that the 

plans for political development articulated by TAJiU varied 

greatly from those proposed by the adsinistratios and that 

neither side intended to alter wbat they already considered

The tri-raclal ballot

^Ibid.

^See pp. 73-74.
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to be conpronise positions. Nyerere realized that a pos

sible alternative route to independence lay in the trustee

ship status of the territory. He therefore hoped to use 

the United Nations, and in sp>ecific the Trusteeship Council, 

to advance the course of politiciil evolution despite the 

unwillingness of the Crown to cocproBisa. It was bis con

viction that the international body could successfully be

exploited to spread the TANU cossago. At the sace tice

bo hoped to utilize international pressure to force Britain 

into a series of further concessions,^

Accordingly, between 1954 and 1957, Nyerere hiaself

ttiide three separate trips to the United Nations to repre

sent TAfiU deaands to the Trusteeship Council. All of

Nyerere's app-t^arances were si;illful ard i.irpressive ap

peals in which he offered a eoderate and reasonable series

of proposals. At the saae tiae, however, he persisted in

Isis dettard for ieaediate refcras ained at, rapidly so-vicg 

Tacg.anyiiva tewasds se'lf-governtte.at. As a result, he did

ttuch to uhdaittfce official accusatioss whj-cb clai,tte4 that

•Nyerere to be.tt.s, February 7, 1955, fC3 
See also, Sates, **Taaj»£yyka,*‘ pp. 42-3-411 ai,d G, 
KoiCitterick, ^The Ur.ited Katiun.s and Tscgacyiiia'*, 
Nferi, Vol. 11, Ko, X |>Urc,r, ls5t), ,iy-2S.
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Union leaders were irresponsible troublemakers who did 

not truly articulate the sentiments of the majority of 

In addition, Nyerero's appearances helped to 

spread XANU's popularity among the indigenous population. 

As it became clear that the international body recognired 

XATiU as the spokesman of the African community, an ever 

increasing number of Tanganyikan Africans began to accept 

the Union as the most viable of the nationalist organi-

Africans.

cations. Consqquently, before each scheduled Uyerere

the Union was able to readily solicitvisit to the U. N • i

funds from the indigenous community to defray the expenses 

involved.^

TiUi'U's involvement with the Trusteeship Council

began during the tour of the 195-S Visiting ilissicn. The

U.H. representatives received over a dozen .petitions

from Union cells during their i.nspection of the trustee

ship, The principle document, which articulated XAfiU's

demands for the termination of parity, the rapid advance-

ment of territorial political instiiutions, and a guara.ntee

ofacAfrican controlled government was drawn up by the

W. Kitakawago, "The Growth of Nationalise in 
Tanganyika", Mboni. Vol. II, No, VI (November, 1965J, 
6-14.
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Union central headquarters in Dar es Salaaa. Other aajor

branches were pcraitted to subait their own petitions.

all of which closely iaitated the papef prepared by TAJCU 

headquarters.^

When the Visiting Kission report endorsed ^TA’ru a.s

a party capable of leading a viable nationalist drive.

;i>»orereVs suspicion that the U.Ji. could be used to oppose

British policy was coafiraed. tie and the other ley TA-M.'

leaders praised the report as '’fair, just and very 

balaKced"♦ ynes the adalnistratioj! and the settler coa-

sanity began an active campaign to den.o-u&ce the docuaent.

the central coasittee of TaKU decided to send Jfyerere to

Sew yorl to present ar; orai petititit! to tie trusteeship

Ccufscil. The coh.scrvatii.e faction seened deterair-ed to

discredit. t!'e V.H, findiegs. Their attaci. itc-cao'c c.spc-

ci.ally bitter when it was diecovese-d that tie rep^ort .had

led to a great increase in Cftios recruitaeot. It was felt

that a personal vi.sit by Jijerere eight pwra-ade tie O. T t

to endorse tfce Jhissici! findings despite ti.e ad.aaaot

Wabana to^ .Secretary, fCB, duly 11, 1^5i, J’C3
papers.

2
bjerere to Betts, rcbiuary 11. l^iS, f'-Ti f.aj:^.r
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opppsltion of the Crown,^ A territorial collection yielded

shs. 12,000 frca TA.MJ supporters to cover the expense in

volved with the visit.“ J\i*erere first addressed the

In bis presonta-Trusteesbip Caoticil on Harch 7, 1955.

tiori, tte President e.x;>lai,ne<5 that the 1'nio.n had been

or-janirei to lead Tait-janyii:^ to independence via the

creaticn of an elective o'ccernaect based on a blaci;

aatu-rity in all rcpieaeritative public t<c.dies in confera- 

£*y witn the Truatecship Anreeaeat and Article 7d cf the 

hycicie atresaed ttat altne-:;:; the Priicadb.h. Cd.aiter.

creating a hliti. dcainated ^cvemGeRt, Africansaiaicd at

ir-c c-ly race t-/ t^old office. ilather, reWC. lO {"oA ie-

t rat ti e ec'ver : Bent te eper: ^offered asicreSCee

cieis c;f tReir ctlRlCand represent all c it teens reps

i he triejef^rc c-ideOReC tre cyste-ns cf parityerigi:,®.

ei,d .rtdirecs rale, t.laieiRg tiat trey ccy tr ihwteC' tc tie

"r..aB.*c.;C a to isetts. Ai-rll il. IsSi. cree c l - d-l.c s
p.atjers.

'^darp.ar »-iA.a Afri-a hetrc.’el Iryiv-' 
^iar cS h-ils-aft; iraj-eSo, ltd.. Is:

Si'vd i-atir.a iHc
-- 2 .^ i J

Cited Ka.ti,.:a, irae tee; tip Cd.rdil, cr?;.-i.al
i.edcrce, pc. Lt-lr.
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development of racial tensions. Parity was depicted by 

Nyerere as a means of preserving minority rule. Indirect 

rule, at the same time, tended to perpetuate the parochial 

attitudes associated with tribalism. The native authorities

were thus utilized by the Crown to keep the African popu

lation divided,

impede the drive towards 'uhuru'.^

In this way, the administration hoped to

f»yerero*s speech was highly critical of British at

titudes towards the Tanganyikan African nationalists. Ha

informed the Council that the Visiting ISiuaion’s recoa-

aendation of a twenty year deadline for self rule had

i.ncreage-d African cojifidenee in peaceful methods of ad-

Jiyerer.e denounced Great Britain for its xa-V a nee me fit.

jection of the deadline proposal and for its recent prop- 

agaiids literature wbich claimed that aest fanga.nyiloan

African.s viewed tee twenty year time ii.ait as premature.2

Tee President stressed ttat Africans were quite

't'-Eited Katic=ns, Getveral As&cHbl.y, ufficial Secords 
(VC p. 31. "

“ttra-gtcut tfe Baatns of late IsS-J atd early laiS, 
tne Dep.art,&cut irfor-saticn, tr.e write settler press, 
hs.i .key* adainistrative c-ffi.cers icciuding ste Governor and 
tta Cd ief h''ieai;.er all released' stateaents icdreatl-ng teat 
avst Africara did tot sc,pp.ort tte ieitiatica of aelf-rule 
i,E tie iiear f^fete.
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C
confident of their ability to run a stable governnent in

the near future and that the experiences of recently

liberated states in West Africa proved that such rapid 

politics^l evolution was indeed feasible.^

During his first appearance, Nyerere also outlined 

XAtCU's coaplaints concerning land alienation, European 

isaigration, educational policies, and econoaic develop- 

He argued that under the existing policies, the 

territory could hope for neither rapid nor peaceful evo-

Ho therefore decanded that both

cent.

lution towards self-rule.

the Trusteeship Council and the Adainistering Authority 

issue stateaents affircing that the parity systea would beC‘'
abandoned in the near future and that steps would be ta>;en

to ensure that Tanganyika would seen eeerge as a "pricarily 

African” state." In return, fiyerere offered his assurance

that non-Africans who chose to becoae Tanganyii;ans would

be welcoae to sake the territory their hose and would be 

granted all the rights and privileges accorded to the 

African population.^

Katika LIP, p. 6.

-Ibid., p. 23.

trusteeship Council, (T/SR, 592), p. 14.
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The first U.N. visit was clearly a landmark in TANU

history. Upon his return to Dm es Salaam, Nyerere found

a crowd of over 10,000 supporters waiting to hear the re-

This was to date the largest political 

rally ever convened within the trusteeship.^ 

leader offered a message of cautious hope to the, awaiting

suits of his visit.

The Union

audience:

I did not go to America to bring you self- 
government, but I went to ascertain whether 
the possibility is there. By hard work, 
either in our lifetime or that of our children, 
we shall achieve it.^

By the time of his return, Nyerere was clearly ac

cepted by the indigenous population as the key leader of

It was at this time that he re-the independence drive.

signed his teaching position to devote full tiee to TANU

It was also during these early weeks afteractivities.

his return that he was both offered the teaporary scat in 

the l-egislative Council by the Governor and wooed by rep- 

resentatives of the Capricorn Society and the UJT.^

^Tanganyika Standard, Karch dd, lyaS.

“Tanganyilia Standard, Karch dl, ly’iS.

^NyTerere hisself reaarl-ad tie it'creased
Seenotoriety in bis corresp-ondencea to '‘CB .uaabers. 

.Nyerere to Batts, torch 2a-April o, 195^, fCB papers.
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Once he established contact with the Trusteeship

Council, Nyerere repeatedly utilized the international

body to express his dissatisfaction with nuiaerous British

policies. In October 1955, the annual TANU territorial

conference sent a petition to the Council seeking its sup

port in the Onion's caopad.gn against the recently proposed

Incitecent to Violence Bill:

Because there is racial harnony in Tanganyika 
this Conference is greatly perturbed at 
Governpent's intention to pass the new Incitepent 
to Violence Bill which very ouch curtails our 
frccdoa of speech and press. This Bill is bad 
and has no paxallel in neighboring territories 
or any true denocracy in the world. It denies 
citizens of their right to freedoo of opinion 
and expression. This Conference resolves to use 
every constitutional oeans to prevent the passage 
of this bill. It resolves further to ask oeobers 
of the Legislative Council to refrain fron pass
ing it until they have sought and recieved pan- 
dates froa the people. It also resolves to send 
this resolution to the Colonial Secretary, the 
Secretary General of the United Nations and to 
SCO the Governor^iSb^diately.^

Sevorals4ai»ths later, austing Organizing Secretary

!

1

r

V
>

Htecvu forwarded a petition to the U.N. Secretary General

protesting the proposed anendnent of the Penal Code.

^United Nations, Trusteeship Council, (T/Pet. 
2/198), Novesber 2, 1955, p. 2.
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Copies of the protest were also forwarded to the Secretarjr

In his letter Mtenvu argued:of State and the Governor.

When the bill was discussed in the Legislative 
Council, it became clear that jtbe law was in fact 
worse than we thought it to be...."

One of an accused person's safegueirds which 
British Law recognizes and respects is the pre
sumption of his innocence until his guilt has 
been prooved Sig] by the prosecution; and in 
the law of sedition it is necessaory to prove * 
seditious intention. But this curious law 
separates criminal intention from the crime and 
makes it possible for the accused to be con
victed of a crime for OcOcing a statement which 
he did not intend to raise discontent. All the 
prosecution is required to prove is that the 
statement is likely to cause discontent....

...Sir, we are greatly perturbed by this law 
and we know that the people are perturbed. We 
ask the Governor at least to postpone the de- 
•bate on the Bill until meobors of the Legislative 
Council had sought the opinion of the public, but 
this was not done. The articulate public is 
known to be opposed to the law.

Ke ask you, Sir, to perauta3e the Tanganyika 
Government to repeal this law; or to at least do 
something to ascertain whether the public in 
Tanganyika is opposed to this law or not.^

Thus, the United Nations was informed of all major

TANU confrontations with the Administering Authority as

the nationalists attempted to utilize the Trusteeship

Council to force the Crown into further concession.

^United Nations, Trusteeship Council, (T/Pet. 3/190/ 
AJDD.l), February 9, 1956, p. 3.
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By August 1956, it was apparent to lANU that its

recommendations for voter and candidate qualifications in

the 1958 elections were not being seriously considered by

the Crown and that there existed little hope for a compro

mise. It was at this time that TANU's central committee

agreed to send Nyerere on an extended speaking tour of

Britain and the United States to seek support in their

efforts to obtain concessions from the Crown. During his

five month tour, Nyerere hoped to increase the popularity

the Union enjoyed with both the liberal elements of the 

home government and the anti-colonial block at the U.N.^

His Itinerary included two separate visits to United

Nations headquarters in New York.

_ During his first visit in November 1956, Nyerere

addressed tho Fourth Committee of the General Assembly.

He requested their aid in obtaining from tho Crown an of

ficial guarantee that Tanganyika would emerge as a black-

dominated government. His speech included a condemnation

of the parity system and a demand that the government

accept XAlOI's compromise proposals for the upcoming ter

ritorial elections. He argued that tho Union was tho

1
Nyerere to Betts, August 17, 1956, FCB papers.
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strongest and largest nationalist movement in all of

British East and Central Africa and that the Crown simply

had to accept the necessity of compromising with such a 

potent organization.^

In December Nyerere once again returned to address

the Fourth Committee. His presentation amounted to a bit

ter condemnation of British administrative policy, the 

white settler community, and the person of the Governor. 

Speaking of the inadequacies of the tri-racial system, 

Nyerere commented:

The Government of Tanganyika...pursues a 
policy which oust inevitably lead to racial 
bitterness. Let mo say here what I have al
ready said in London, that it is unfair to 
those Europeans and Asians in Tanganyika whose 
only desire is to live in peace and co-operation 
with the Africans, for the Government to pursue 
a policy whibh Inevitably leads to antagonism 
between them and the Africans.
Government that has the imagination to pursue 
a policy that will lead our country to nation
hood without bif^,erne3s.2

We deserve a

He also attack ho white community for its 

of Britain's imbalanced colonial policy, 

charged that European settlor pressure was one of the

support

Indeed, Nyerere

^United Nations,General Assembly, Fourth CoBaittee, 
Official Records, llth Session, 563rd Keating, pp,

2
United Nations, General Assembly, Fearth C-saaitice, 

Official Records, llth Session, 579th Keatif-g, p. iso.

71-74,
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priEciry forces behind the Crown's decision to perpetuate

the tri-racial system:

In the plural societies British policy has 
always been the preparation of the white minor
ities to govern the indigenous majorities 
This is the record of British rule in the plural 
societies. Ibere has been no exception to this 
rule....

...of the two minority communities it is.the 
European community which can and does influence 
British Colonial policy....

Our objective is democracy in Tanganyika 
under conditions in which the race of an indi
vidual is irrelevant to his participation in 
political activity. Our proposals zire designed 
as a stepping stone to this objective

we do not see why Africans in other parts 
of Africa should be given the vote and wo in 
Tanganyika deprived of it on the pretentious 
grounds of poverty and illiteracy. We know 
that the real reason behind the Governrent 
policy is the presence of white settlers in 
Tanganyika. Government's limited franchise 
proposal would give the vote to all Eurepeae 
adults in the coutstry, to about eoS of the 
Asian adults, and only to a tiny fraction of 
the Africans, 
ingly.^

• • • •

• • • 41

• * •

‘

This we cannot accept will-

purieg "his speech b'yerere alsa lashed out at the

territorial gavert;B.e.nt * a adaifilst r:at ive staff and in par

ticular St iioversi&r Twltiitg;

lie f-.ct that Africans tava less meaters ic 
the Executive avd legislative ■Ccatciis tcan a*y 
cf ttie otter Cc,a;.i» us it ies i.s rut atatut.ory fur 
racial »:u!B:puaiticia of tt-e aca-uf f leials,,, ''but 
ratt'se^j d.eperjfs cs t.t'e Cuv'crb;_i‘ s diacreti-DE.

> s p.
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But it is a significant fact that in a Legislature 
which has been described as the cost liberal in 
the plural societies the Governor saw it fit to 
use his discretion by giving the Africans a ninor- 
ity of ceQbers in that Council.^

Nyerere clained that Twining was blinded fron see

ing the true condition of the territory by his stubborn

loyalty to the outdated principles of British colonial rule:

Ignorance about the uood of a people can be 
acusing in those who hold no positions of re
sponsibility; but in the Head of a country such 
ignorance can be tragic.^

Finally, the TAJ>U President cited several instances

in which Twining had derided or slandered the Union and its

officials. Hyerore used these events to substantiate his

claio that the governttent had no respect for tASU and 

intention of acGoptlng the aoderate coaproai.se proposals 

drawn up by the African party.

no

He argued that the Union's

reasonable plans. If accepted, would afford Tanganyika the

opportunity af develgpitig peacefully and gradually towards

self-rule:

A final observation which I wauld like to aa>;o 
about these proposals is that, they are extrea-ely 
E.oderate. and should enable the Governaent to 
deaoKstrate to our people sosethi.ng that is vitally 
ioportant to oar future of our country, that the

^Ibid.

^Ibid.,, p. 150.
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people can, through constitutional means, real
ize gradually their legitimate aspirations...the 
chief function of nationalist movements like mine 
is to articulate the natural aspirations of the 
people and to show then the technique of gradual 
reform through constitutional means. This has 
been our message of hope to our people and they 
have responded with overwhelming enthusiasm.... 
Visitors who have cone to Tanganyika, including 
prominent members of the Labour Party, have been 
struck by the remarkable growth and peaceful 
character of our movement. When I go back to 
Tanganyika...! shall be addressing thousands of 
people eager to bear what I have to toll them. 
They know that I did not go to the United Kingdom 
or COSO here to ask for self-government. They 
will want to know whether there is hope of a 
gradual development to self-government. I plead 
with you 
hope 
cratic

to enable mo to carry that message of 
.that one day our country shall .be demo-

# « •
•

1« • • «

hyerere asked the Trusteeship Council to guarantee 

British acquiegceKce to geveral TA’OJ deaarda. 

cally, b'yerers called for a target date for the initiation

Specifi-

of self-rule; a series of dcadlineo for the initiatior; of

the various eoaotitutieoal rerorns leading to ir-depeKd-

ence; a guaracree of ur.iversal adult suffrage io ls5tt

elections; asd an ecd to grrsent tarasstteKt 'V.t

Jiyerere stressed that the Uhioh pi.ae for political reveicp-

oent provided tie seat, facile iieahs or irstit-titg trase '

^Ibid., pp. I5l-15'2.

-o-1orif pe-cov if-sr'te"Julius K, Nierere.
tfai-ers, Ltd., i'iit), p,p. Ir-l*.Salaams
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reforms. He refuted British claims that X&NU demands were

extremist by arguing that under the Union plan Africans 

would have fewer representatives on both the Executive and 

Legislative Councils than any other race. In addition. 

Government control would be preseirved by the retention of

Finally, fifty percent of the unof-an official majority.

ficial seats would be reserved for minority groups who 

represented less than two percent of the total population.^ 

thus, Nyercre sought Trusteeship Council backing in

By obtaining intcr-his battle against the parity system, 

national support for what it considered to be the cost
r noderato cospronise proposals possible, the Union hoped to

break the deadlock which had been created by the Goveccaent'a

refusal to accept of TA-h'U's suggestions: for the upcoaiisg

elections.

Vnari K>'erera was fcrce-si to ret.ura tu Dar es S-alaas

without the fira stateaent of support h-e fc,u'p*e-.i far," te

told an awaitirg crowd tf u-0,e*-»d s_pp.arters trat tte ccu-

f. E-iSic stjerg-tc :c-f the £:u,r"--p>car: ai"',c A a rat! c ruia'-rvi t re s faf

araaaragei tra Crowr, to repeat prc-pcaiis f^r a •

1,

"Officiai karurca. tea. ??atr kcatitig.krar t'!v

■S^e pp.
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modified parity system. He made it C'X^e^x that Xanganyikan

Africans would not long endure the system of imbalanced

representation, stating: "We are prepared to live with the
( \

members of othek races but we are not prepared to be ruled 

by them."^

Nyerere's final trip to the United Nations occurred

in June 1957, at the height of the unrest produced through

out the territory by the enforcenent of unpopular local

government regulations. At this time, the administration
fwas also engaged in a massive propaganda campaign, aimed

at blaming TAi.TJ for the widespread fitina. Government

criticisa focused on the claim that the Union was attempt

ing to uKdetairse the power of the chiefs and thus to undo

the cornerstone of indirect rule.

in order to challenge these accusations, Jiyerore was 

acccapanied to the Uaited Kations by Thcaas J-tarealle, the

Paraocuct C.ief of the Wachagga who was also a nea,t«r of

the legis^latiV’e Couhcii."

la his address fcej.fore the trootceship'Counqii,

ivyeiere c^nte ■03 that an ever xetreaBihg neater of Africans

■^'i3.nah>iiva St ah hard, .Jahoary S7, '.’3S7,

"iv'jv»r'cie e'.a-plaxt ad this strategy i.n a letter to 
K:a.Bh.-,ha, f^he h, lsi7, iCa. papers.
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expressing their apprehensions that the parity system 

might result in the African population being dominated by 

an immigrant minority in the representative branch of the

Since 98 percent of the population was African, 

and since the Crown had articulated its plans to institute 

a democratic form of government, Nyerere felt it reasonable 

to demand that the Administering Authority issue a state

ment guaranteeing "that Tanganyika is to become primarily 

an African state.

lie also attacked the Government and its UTP sup

porters for their franchise proposals, which would prevent 

all but "a tiny fraction" of Africans from voting, 

same time, he bitterly noted that the Union's proposals 

for a codified parity system had come under severe attack, 

although the nationalists offered 50 percent of the unot- 

ficial seats to the representatives of the two tiny minor- 

ity cosaunities." 

bis organization was revolutionary, and stated that it 

merely "believed in the gradual achievement of Tanganyika's 

independence in perhaps lO to 13 years."^

were

government.

At the

Finally, byerere refuted claims that

^United Nations, Trusteeship Council, Ofticial 
Records, T/SR, pp. 817-819.

^United Nations. ‘.News, Release No. 25/57, June 24,
1957, pp. 2-3.

^Trusteeship Council, Official Records T/S», 818.
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Marealle, as Chairman of the Territorial Chief's

Convention, served as a most influential witness for the

nationalist organization. His very appearance challenged

British clEd.ms that the chiefs resented TANU and felt

threatened by the rapid spread of the independence move

ment. Marealle substantiated Nyerere's charges concern

ing the inadequacies of parity and indirect rule. He also

criticized the administration and the white settler com

munity for their reactionary outlook. Finally, the

Wachagga chief expressed his belief that more cooperation

with the nationalist movement would result in the evolution

of a stable and moderate form of self-government within a 

period of ten to fifteen years.

Although of primary concern to all parties involved,

the issue of constitutional development was not the only

source of confrontation between XAKU and the Crown in the

Another major source of unrest was the1954-57 period.

recently founded United Tanganyiita Party. lAMj resented

both the policies of the white settler organisation and the

fact that it enjoyed close cooperation from the

Adstinistratiori. Kyerera's initial reaction to the party

^Ibtd., p. 817.
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is revealed in his correspondence with Labour Party head

quarters ;

It came as a great shock to the majority of 
the inhabitants, especially Africans, when the 
representatives in the Legislative Council 
created their own political party within the 
Legislature, called the United Tanganyika Party.

It is this party, rather than any other or
ganisation in the territory, that enjoys govern- 
mentaJ. authority, with the result that the 
majority of the inhabitcints have Ijeen left with
out any sort of representation in the Legislature.^

A short time later, Nyerere wrote to the Fabian

Bureau to express his serious apprehensions concerning the

His remarks moved the Bureau to reprint the entireUTP.

text of his letter in the May edition of Venture;

The influence the United Tanganyika Party 
will have on the masses of the peoples of 

all races will depend upon whether the U.T.P. 
will be a democratic organisation working 
towcurds a democratically self-governing 
Tanganyika or whether it will be a type of 
organisation which would suit the partnership 
advocates of Central Africa, or at best the 
philosophern of the Capricorn Society. Judg
ing from its statements of beliefs and aims we 
believe that the partnership it advocates will 
be the latter type of partnership and not a 
democratic partnership which recognises the 
basic rights of the individual irrespective of 
his or her colour or creed

The U.T.P. pledges itself to maintain the 
present constitution and to accept only such

• • •

• • « •

%yorere to Labour Party Headquarters, April 2, 1956, 
Labour Party Archives.
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developments and innovations as are compatible 
with the constitution....

What is so sacred about our present consti
tution... we don’t believe that parity is so 
sacred that it should be maintained. Peirity of 
representation was an expedient, and a very un
democratic expedient, and while we accept it for 
the moment, we do not accept it as a state of 
affairs to be maintained for a long time....^

So strong was Nyerere’s fear of the UXP that he 

claimed its very existence necessitated the dissolution r'

He argued that since 26 to 30of the Legislative Council.

unofficials were members of the party, it was impossible

for the Council to function in an objective, non-partisan

This conviction is reflected in a menorandun tofashion.

all TANU officials:

' The present Unofficial Members of the 
Legislative Council were nominated to repre
sent all the people of Tanganyika on the parity 
principle....The Tanganyika Unofficial Members 
Organisation [fUMcO being non-religious and 
non-parity, that is representing no one reli
gious or political group, could at least claim '' 
to be non-partisan.

But with the forrsation of the United 
Tanganyika Party by all or most of the members 
of TUMO that situation is changed. T«t3 is no 
longer simply what its name states.. .TLB’IO is

the United Tangany^a Party in the Legislative 
With this change XAlOI's policy must

>■"

now
Council.
change with regard to the present Legialative 
Council

...under the new circuastances the presefit 
TUMD is as much partisan as the Kational Executive

a « • •

^Nyerere to FCB, Kay 2, 1956; Venture, Vol. 'M. I 
(May, 1956), 8-9.
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or Central Conmittee of lANO, with the differ
ence that l^ANU's Conmittee is outside the 
Legislative Council while ITO’s Committee is 
equivalent to TDMO. With a rival party occupy
ing all or most of the Unofficial seats in the 
Legislative Council even the little faith we 
had in TDMO must naturally vanish. TUMD is now 
an anomaly and the Governor can remove that 
anomaly only by dissolving the present council 
immediately and prepaxing the country for ter
ritorial elections.^

Coupled with its denunciation of the DTP, the

Union outlined its now modified plans for the conduction

of territorial elections:

Originally our policy was to tackle the prob
lem of elections step by step, starting with 
those constituencies which are organizationally 
and teppermentally readier for elections and 
moving gradually to others as we gained more 
experience....

But under the new circumstances it is dif
ficult to continue nomination, even in a few 
constituencies, without involving the 
Governor in paxty politics...We are opposed to 
the continuation of nomination unmodified, and 
it is for that reason that our policy on elec
tions must change. We must now demand elections 
immediately and in all constituencies.^

On February 23, Nyerere sent a letter to Governor

Twining asking bin to meet with a TANU delegation to dis

cuss the alteration of official plana for the upcoming

^Nyerere nemo to all TANU officials, February 22, 
1956, Tanganyika political files, FCB papers.

^Nyerere note to members of the National Executive, 
March 2, 1956, Tanganyika files, Creech-Joncs papers.
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elections and territorial political advancement in general.

TANO requested the meeting because of the recent formation

of the UTP. Nyerere stressed the necessity of an immed- 

iate election for Legislative Council members, via uni

versal adult franchise, since the existing unofficial

members were "no longer representative of the people of 

^ Tanganyika.”^
/

>

The request for an interview was rejected by

Twining who had already refuted TANU's claims that the

formation of the UTP necessitated the creation of a new

Council. The Chief Secretary to the Governor, who re

sponded to Nyerere*s letter, made the Governor's position

cleiir:

I am to say that, while His Excellency al
ways regards with sympathetic interest polit
ical developments, they cannot by themselves 
justify departure from the path of orderly con
stitutional advance which, at the present stage 
of the development of this country, has neces
sarily been carefully planned in relation to the 
fundamental realities of economic and social 
progress. No useful purpose could therefore l>e 
served by discussions of the kind you api>ear to 
envisage.2

^Nyerere to Twining, February 23, lySb, Fhodas
House.

O

Chief Secret^^xy to the Governor to Nj-etere, 
March 10, 1956, FCB papers.
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When N3^rere attempted to further pursue the matter.

he was informed that future correspondence concerning his

request should be directed to the Assistant Secretary,

S. R. Tubbs, who was also head of the Dar es Salaam chap

ter of the UTP.^

It was therefore clear that the Government had no

intention of complying with TANK demands for immediate

In addition, the administration’sterritory-wide elections.

actions strongly indicated that the Governor intended to

cooperate with the UTP and to protect it from TANU at-
o

tacks." This fact was bitterly protested by Nyerere in a

letter to all TAHU cell leaders:

The Governor nominated thirty individuals to 
be our Representatives.,.according to the con
stitution. One can regard these individuals as 
the Governors Best Thirty, and there is nothing 
wrong in that. You may call them the Governor’s 
Favourites. It is still politically sound, there 
is nothing either absurd or unconstitutional 
about it.

But as soon as these thirty individuals decide 
to form and do form a party, which like any other 
party is bound to be controversial, two things 
must happen.

Their political colourlessness must vanish and 
one can no longer regard them as the Governor’s

^Chief Secretary to Nyerere, March 19, 1956, Rhodes
House.

2
See, for example. Twining statements in the 

Tanganyika Standard, March 12, 16, 1956.
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£
Fanourites without also regarding then at the 
same time as the Governor's Favourite Party. 
We suggest in the name of orderly constitu
tional advance, that, that would be most un
constitutional. The Governor may have a 
favourite party but he should try never to 
show either by commission or omission of any 
act that he had any. With the introduction 
of party politics, the Governor's pairt, 
whether he likes it or not, must rapidly be
come of a constitutional monarchi with rather 
more exercisable perogative powers.^

Nyerere insisted that UTP control of TUM3 negated

the possibility of having an objective set of plans fornu-

The fact that the elec-latcd for the coming elections.

tions committee was composed of the unofficial members of 

the Legislative Council, and that 26 of the 30 individ

uals were the founders of the UTP, cade it apparent that

the white settler party would in effect dictate the

course of future political developments within the

Trusteeship.

Thus, Nyerere felt that the constitutional com

mittee should be disbanded and immediate elections held.

This would measure the grass roots strength of both TAN'U

^Nyerere letter to TAJdJ officials, March 1C, 
Tanganyika political papers, Rhodes House.

^See pp. 280-286.

1950,
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and the UTP and would indicate which party truly held

the people's nandate to deteraine the coarse of political

evolution. Speiiking of these denands, Nyerere argueds

A political party with seats on both sides of 
the house is going to deternine whether or when 
we are going to have elections, and what shall be 
the voters and candidates qualifications. And 
who gave this party the nandate in preference to 
the other Parties in the Country? The Governor. 
But the Governor has no such candate either. 
Neither he nor the people he consulted while 
nosinating our Representatives knew or even 
guessed that these Representatives would end 
up by legislating for us not as thirty indi
viduals but as a Political Party.

That one Political Party should hold this 
unique position in the country and that with
out any eandate whatsoever froa the people is 
not a natter to be treated lightly. Surely 
the Governor does not expect the people of 
Tanganyil^, leave alone nesbers of the Union, 
to sit back and let a political party legis
late for then, when there is no sign of proof 
that the people have confidence in that Party.
All wo request is that the Cot'ornor should let 
his noainees of the UTP seek the confidence of 
the people thru elections. Without that confi
dence they have no right to sit as a Party in 
the Legislative Council and deteraine our fate.l

G

When it becaae obvious that the governaent had no

intention of ccaplyir.g with TAiOJ dettards for the iaaediate

initiation of elections, the Union t»ega:i to escalate its

The African nationalists insistedattack up<jn the UTP.

^Nyerere cpien letter to all T.-.h'u aeateirs 
1955, i'Ca papers.

, Karch.
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that they were not opposed to the organization because it

Rather, they claimed thatwas a competing political party, 

their criticism was based on the fact that the UXP ^ facto

controlled both the unofficial side of the legislature and

the elections committee. TANU argued that this was most

dangerous, since UTP support of parity meant the preserva

tion of an imbalanced system of representation which would

ultimately lead to increased racial tensions, as the 

rapidly spreading sentiment of African nationalism found 

no effective means of expressing itself. The basis of

• ^

TAJiU's resentment of the UTP was sumsarired by Organising
r

Secretary Ktemvu in a letter to the Fabian Society:

Hy Union is not opposed to the formation of 
the U.T.P. or any other body; but it is opposed 
to the policy of this particular organisation.
It is a reactionary organiration which under the 
cloak of aulti-raciallsa pledges itself to. resist 
constitutional changes which point towards democ
racy. It is a racialistic organiraiion which is 
blind to individual persons but sees colours only- 
three hugh colours. WSJIlii,' ETOW.’i and blAQ'. in that 
order of importance. It is a paternalistic orgau- 
iraticn which in the wards of its chairman ’fears ■ 
for* the Africans,...

It is rather od-d that t.hese |'»eopl,e who start 
from a position which .damns the African in a place 
of perpetual i.r;feriority in his own country .should 
claia to be con-racial....tAJPJ is not prepared to 
see cur people in their country devalued li.t.e a 
rotten currency

TAICU refuses to see 6,000,000 Africana wquate-d 
witr; 3,00*0 Europeans hewever clever tef nav

» «> « •
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Nor is XAND prepared to see 8,000,000 
equated with 70,000 Asians however 

rich they may be.^

be. 
Africans

TANU consistently aorgued that its plan for univer

sal suffrage along non-racial linos was the only 'viable

alternative to the system of parity endorsed by the OTP

and the government. By offering all inhabitants the right

to equally participate in political atffairs, the Union felt

confident that it could avoid the outbreaks of racial vio

lence which it predicted would be inevitable if the tri-

racial system were continued for long. The Union also

claimed that the UTfi despite its promise to recognise the

equal rights of all citisens, was nonetheless a funda

mentally racist organization. Nyerere cade this contention

clear in a letter to the Fabian Bureau:

In cy view the U.T.P., in spite of its pro
fessions to the contrary, is the eosi racial 
party so far forced in Tanganyika....

What aakes this racial approach necessary?
In our view, it is fear; fear that in the advent 
of doaocracy the African aasses wouid swanp the 
non-African ainorities.

...would the franchise the U.T.P. advocate be 
based on the Rhodesian principle of 'equal rights 
for all civilised cen»? Or would the U.T.P. be

^Hteevu letter to Labour Party Headquarters, March 12, 
1957, labour Party Archives.
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prepared to accept universal adult franchise as 
understood by our British Trustees?

...our U.T.P. friends are priding themselves 
on the multi-racial composition of their party, 
but perhaps we should judge a party or community 
not by its racial composition but by wjiat it 
stands for...we believe that if their aims and< 
beliefs were achieved they would entrench and 
perpetuate racialism.^

Although the Union failed to persuade the govern

ment to comply with its bid for immediate territorial elec

tions, the reasonableness of TAKU's position cade the Union's

proposals acceptable to many members of both the European

and Asian communities. Itany non-Africans publicly advo

cated the moderate propositions put forward by the
O

nationalist party.”

Still other ceabers of the immigrant community.

while not endorsing TitlrtJ, were dissuaded from joining

By July, 1957, the UXP claimed only 6,900 cembers 

(4,600 Africans, 1,600 Asians, 500 Europeans).^

irrp.

Clearly then, by 1957 the UTl* and TA1«U were en

gaged in a major conflict centered around their opposing

^N>'erete to FCB, May 21, 1956, FCB papers.

^See for example, letters to the editor, Tanganyika 
Standard, January 5, 7, 8, 11, 1957, in which Asian and 
European residents expressed their satisfaction with 
Nyerere and TAJCU.

^Tanganyika Standard, July 8, 1957. '
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vievfs concerning the best course of territorial political

developnent. Although it attracted only a saall following.

the UTP presented a serious threat to the nationalist

noveuent because of the favorable position the oinority

party enjoyed within the territorial governnent.

In addition to its conflict with both the UTP and

the adninistration concerning the upcouing election, lANU

also found itself involved in a series of lessor disagree-

cents involving governnent policies.

Key acong these issues was the Union's adanant op

position to the Penal Code (Acendeent) Bill.

TAIVU Annual Delegates Conference unanicously passed a rcso-

Copics of the

In 1955, the

lution protesting the proposed aeasure. 

resolution wore forwarded to the Secretary of State, ceebers

of the Trusteeship Council, the Governor, and the Chief

Especially distasteful to the nationalists was 

section 63(b} of the ordinance which placed the burden of

In a letter to Governor Twininy,

Secretary.

proof on the defendant.

N'yerere reasoned;

This is a new crice in Tanganyiiia and as far 
Know it has no parallel in any of the ti^stas we

African Territories or indeed any deaocratic 
country in the world. If one purpose of this 
section is to protect or prosoie good race rela
tions, then one would have tbcLytst that Tai.gahyii.a 
would be the last so-called aulti-raci^i country
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in Africa to need such a law. For law reflects 
or at least should reflect the npod and the 
needs of the country concerned. But if this 
law is meant to reflect the mood or needs of 
the Territory, and while the leaders of all 
the communities cire doing all they can to pro
mote good race relationships, we must confess, 
your Excellency, that we do not know that mood 
or those needs of this Territory which this 
law is meant to reflect.

...Your Excellency, on behalf of my Union,
I humbly beg you to see that this section of 
the Bill is deleted or at least that this bill 
is not passed until Representative M.L.C.'s 
have explained it to their constituencies and 
received the necessary mandate from the people.^

The Bill was also attacked in the Legislative

Council by Paul Bomani, who argued that it would seriously

impede, if not destroy, the growing political organizations

since their Icadcrswxild fear to openly express their criti-
2

cisa of government policy.

h

The Union also protested the Incitement to Violence

Bill. Once again,, its argument was based on the fact that

the placing of the burden of proof on the accused was a 

violation of traditional Briti-ah law and the belief that 

the peaceful condition of the trusteeship made such a piece

^Hyerere to Twining, h'ovecber 1,
Rational Archives.

O

“Tanganyika, Lggislative Council, Council Debates 
(Hansard), X>th Session, 3rd Volume, p. 6lT|

1955, Tanzania
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of legislation unnecessary.^ However, both TANU efforts 

ended in failure and the two bills were approved without

modification by the Legislative Council.

The Union also protested the inadequate jeduca-

tional facilities afforded Tanganyikan Africans under the

It was TANU's contention that lack oftri-racial system.

formal training was a major cause of the disenfranchise

ment of the bulk of the African population, 

time, inadequate education kept Africans isolated and un

informed and thus removed many indigenous inhabitants from 

the mainstream of territorial political developments.^ 

major battle over education policy came in June 1955, when 

the government allocated^3,200,000 raised by the sale

At the same

The

of confiscated enemy property to the territorial school

J800,000 were set aside for the schools of eachsystems.

racial community and the remainder was placed in a higher

TANU bitterly protested this action, point

ing out that the Africans, who most needed financial assist

ance, received the smallest allocation per pupil.

education fund.

At the

^Nyerere to Labour M.P. M- Winchester, Dcconber 13, 
1955, FCB papers.

^These complaints wore voiced by Kambona in a 
speech before Labour Party M.P.s at Transport House, 
August 16, 1956, Labour Party Archives. _
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same time, since Asians and Europeans claimed most seats in 

the territory's secondary schools, the bulknof the higher 

education fund would be utilized for non-Africans. The 

indigenous inhabitants who claimed 98 percent of the ter

ritory's potential school enrollment. were therefore granted 

only 25 percent of the available funds.^ When it was dis

covered that one white school had already been granted a

special gift of 600,000 by the Legislative Council, Union
2

dissatisfaction reached a new pitch.

XANU also opposed many of the government's agri

cultural policies. In 1957, the administration proposed

to alienate some 70,000 acres of land in the Kilonbero

The plan called for the granting of a 99 year 

lease to a South African sugar company^ and a guarantee that 

no new sugar concessions would be allowed to open within the

Valley.

territory for a period of 25 years. TANU condemned the pro

posal, claiming that although it would teerporarily be an

%eo lii’erore speeches, Tanganyika Standard, July 1, 
Sec also Kaabona to Betts, August 11, 1955, FCB3, 1955. 

papers.

^Nyerore to Kambona, July B, 1955; Hyorero to 
Selwyn-Clarke, July 4, 1955, FCB papers.

%ir J. L, Huttett and Long, Limited.
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econoDic asset, in the final analysis it would place an

other sector of the cash economy under non-African con

trol.^ The Union petitioned the Labour Party and the
2

Fabian Bureau for assistance in combating this scheme. 

Although a confrontation was avoided by the company's

decision not to make the investment, the incident only

served to further increase tensions between TAM) and the

administration.

The Union's dissatisfaction with official agricul

tural policies is also reflected in TANU's resistance to

tho Crops (Unlawful Possession} Ordinance of 1955. This

legislation, which was passed as the result of pressure

from European settlers in Northern and Central provinces,

made it pos

sible for citizens to be arrested for the possession of 

crops if they could not immediately prove ownership.**

3
which were then in tho midst of a famine.

In

^Sauti ya TANU. No. 3, March 16, 1957 and No. 6, 
April 13, 1957.

2
Nyerore to Selwyn-Clarke, February 23, 1957, FCB

——papers.

^Papers of Richard B. Brayne, D.C. Rhodes House; 
Kambona to FCB, February 9, 1956, FCB papers.

'*Tanganyika_, Legislative Council, Crops (Unlaitful 
Possession) Ordinance. No. 48 (Dar es Salaam:, The 
Government Printer, 1956), pp. 1-2.
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its battle against the legislation, XANU sought the co

operation of both the Trusteeship Council and the Labour

Party. Once again, however, the government refused to 

consider the Union's appeal.^

One of the major disagreements between XANU and the

administration centered around the question of a target

date for the initiation of self-rule. The Union argued

that the announcement of such a date would do much to case

racial tensions by giving the nationalists a guarantee 

that inde^ndence was indeed coming in the foreseeable
2

future. Nyorere summarized TANU's demands in the party

newsletter:

...the idea of a target date gives to the 
country the very thing that our opponents toll 
us they desire above everything else, and that 
is political stability. The fruitlessness and 
often bitter rangles about 'whether* or 'when' 
wo are going to bo a democratically self- 
governing state will be answered once and for 
all and all of us can sot about prefjating for 
the day through economic and social development. 
Of course, to the reactionaries this is a revo
lutionary idea, and so were such ideas as 
Oirlstlanity, Chartism or Five Year Plans.^

A-

^Kyerere to Betts, October JO, 1950, FXTB papers.

"Mteavu speech at Bar es balaac lUsnicipal Auditoriua, 
April 25, 1957, XAiaj political files, Creech-Jor.es papers.

%auti ^ tAtiU, Ku. 11, J-lay 11, 1957.
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In addition to complaints concerning specific gov

ernment policies and legislation, the period of 1954-57 

saw an ever increasing number of incidents in which in

digenous inhabitants protested against local administra

tive procedures and personnel.^ Although dissatisfaction 

with native authorities, taxes, agricultural, and live

stock policies had been prevalent long before the emerg

ence of TANU, the nationalist movement readily exploited 

indigenous unrest to undermine local government authority.
2

Local TANU cell leaders frequently attracted new members

by raising the convincing argument that the Union alone

possessed the potentiality to successfully oppose unpopular

^See Table 10, pp. 721-727.

2
For studies of local unrest during this period, 

see: Raymond Apthorpo, "A Survey of Land Settlement 
Schemes and Rural Development in East Africa” (paper pre
sented at the Social Science Research Council Conference, 
East Africa Institute for Social Research, Makerere 
College, Kampala, January 3-8, 1966), pp. 20-25; Ralph 
Austen, '.'The Study of Indirect Rule in a Tanganyika 
Province", (paper prepared for the East Africa Institute 
of Social Research Conference, Kampala, January, 1963), 
passim; Clyde R. Ingle, "Compulsion and Rural Development 
in Tanzania" (paper presented at the 12tb Annual Meeting 
of the African Studies Association, Montreal, October IS
IS, 1969), passim; Eugene C. Leo, Local Taxation in 
Tanzania (London: Oxford University Press, 1965), pp. 1- 
40; Issa K. S. Musoke, "Who Holds Power in Bukoba?" 
Taamuli, Vol. 1, No. 1, (July, 1970), pp. 24-32; E. V, 
Winans, "The Structure of Shanbalai" (paper^presented at 
the East African Institute of Social Research Cdnferonce, 
Kampala, June, 1957), passim.
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administrative measures. Although Nyerero himself de

nounced the use of violence, the leaders of the isolated 

cells became increasingly involved in incidents of civil 

^ This was especially true during the period ofunrest.

Nyerere's five month tour of Britain and the United States.

By mid-1956 the TAKU president was forced to call on cen-

bers of the Union's Executive Council to devise plans to

tighten central control of all party activities. He

feared that acts of unrest would do sore hara than good

by destroying the Union's inage as a ttoderate and coapro- 

aising organisation."O

c It gradually becaae apparent that the adainistra-

tion and TAiiU were or; the verge af a B.ajor eunfrontation.

Both sides had prcpcsed wnat they considered to tt-e

uaxieua coaproasee p-oasible of their plans fc-r territorial

developaenr. Vet neitter party was satisfied with tte

other suggestions. The increased fre.aoervcy a!:d bitter

ness with Which TAdCJ criticised the ada i :u st r at ion and

^anganyilia. Annual Reports of 
Coggissioners, l&SS-s? (Uar es SiaiaaB.s fte uuverntent 
Printer, lySb-SB).
DeVere, Henton, Erar-.dt and Haclean,

“Kyerere to Betts, July io-Sc.pteabex 3, isS7,

the Provihcial

See also, the p:a„piera of bray he, Cody, 
Eho-ies ii3use.

I^ca papers.
(
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the sporadic outbreaks of unrest throughput the territory

only served to further increase tension.

Xbe first incident to indicate an escalation of

hostilities occurred in February 1957, when the adnin-

istration placed a six aonth ban on Nyeroro *hich pro

hibited hia froa addressing public aectings. In justify

ing this decision, the Governnent claiced that the TAJ»U

president bad been stirring up racial aniaosity and that

he had publicly advocated resistance to both local adain-

istrators and official policies. In particular, they

cited Kyerere's addresses before TAICU supporters at Oar

es Salaa.a and Koshi following his return froa the V.U,

The restriction was justified under the provision of the

Icciteaest to Violence A-Ct. The governnent clained that

his criticisas werji of ars ’’inflaaaato.ry” nature arid 

''night lead to & breach of the peace".*'

Kyetere denied that his spe^echas in any way en

couraged hi„s audiehce to violate the iae. iia bitterly

dcfi.acded trat ire goverrsent prcduce evicer:,-e cf hia ais-

deeis ard irsistei that re was being persecuted aiair-

istrative ufficials sc-.:,ght to unceraice lajad’s go.,.:

1-ey- y -f Jvyerere’s offrci-al c ctrficatiy-iv,-f tre ian, 
rebrcaj>; 23, lydcd political papers, ie dees i-.'-sc.
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reputation. Nyerere clained that he bad been misquoted

and forwarded a tape and a transcript of his speech to

the administration. When the administration replied that

the revised version was still seditious, Nyerere'issued a

public challenge:

If I, speaking in Dar es Salaam, before, pre- 
ounably. Government's most reliable reporters, 
can be falsely accused of saying the cost utter 
nonsense, how much credence can bo attached to 
reports heard about TA.MJ officers in the vil
lages where Goverrsaent relies for it's reporters 
upon uneducated headaan who are often stooges 
to the Governaent?

...Governaent should tell the people what 
they know I said and which they still believe 
to be.<inflamaatory; and what they accused ae of 
having said. The Governaent fdress has accused 
TAlvU of being eaUarrassed by what they call 
•true facts'. W'e are not eabarrassed by facts, 
but we certainly question soae of their ‘true 
facts* about TAlvU. I an now asiiicg thea to 
publish all the facts and 'true facts' which 
they relied upon when they issued the ban 
against, ne,*

c

Ttie adttinistraticK, however, refused to reply to

the chaileirge. Nyerere then auujght the ai.d of the l.iberal

ccaaunity in tfce hene governnent toping that tr,e issue
"'i

could be raised in t.he liouse at Coa'aatJS.'' £;>ealdt;g of

^5.autt TAIW, No. 5, Hatch >0, IvS?. 

•“'Nyerere to Selwyn-Cla.rlaj, Hareh 14, 1957, fca
papers.
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what he considered to be the Governnent's unjustifiable

actions, Nyerere noted bitterly;

I do not challenge the right of the Governcent 
to take necessary action to preserve law and 
order. The preservation of law ajid order is 
certainly Governrsont's first duty, for everything 
that it docs depends on this.

But in the Colonial World 2iny statenont, par
ticularly a statecent of fact, that eebarrasses 
Governaent is enough to conjure up the powers of 
Governtsent to preserve law and order.^

Despite Nyerere's efforts, the adainistration adaa-

antly refused to either lift the ban or to press fornal

charges against the TA.NU chief. The censure, hovaver.

did not seriously impede the progress of the nationalist

It ess during this period of restriction thataoveaent,

Nyerere began to publish Sauti ya TAIO!. This enabled hia 

to circulate Union views in writing, rather than via pub

lic appearances. In addition, he frefjuently cet in private

with local TA.MJ leaders, who in turn carried his aessages 

to The people,’' At the saae tine TAlCU's aeabership con

tinued to swell. Several key recruiters reported that

the ban on Nyerere actually aided the growth of the Union

^Extract froa "Freedoa of Speech in Africa” a widely 
published Nyerere text circulated in Great Britain by the 
rca, April, 1957.

%Caabona interview with PCB, May 22, 1957, FCB
papers.
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I since cany Tanganyikan Africans interpreted the restric

tion as axininistrativo recognition that the party was 

powerful enough to be considered a serious threat.^

Nyerero hinself cade his faaous third visit to the United

Nations while under censure. He used his appearance to

protest against what he considered to be unjust [>ersccu-

tion. So bitter was his condesnation of adainistrativo

tactics, that the governaent found it advisable to prepare 

and circulate a foreal reply to his accusations."

The N'i-erere ban, coupled with his resignation froa

the Legislative Council, cade it apparent that the spirit

c of cooperation and coaproaise which had carked the

nationalist drive to date was seriously shaken.

The Bost serious confrontations, however, did not

tak.e place between the govern&ent and Nyerere, bat rather

between scattered TA-MJ cells in the outlying section of

the territory and the local adainistrators of these areas.

Throughout the 1955-57 p^jriod isolated and repeated out

breaks of unrest occurred throughout the territory. Al

though dissatisfaction with local adainistrators and

^Ibid.

*^aj3QanyiJr:a, Coaeenta on Mr, *s SpQacb
at the Fourth Coaaittce of the Unitcd“lNations (London; 
Eyre and Spottiswoodo, Ltd

(
1957).• $
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policy bad existed long before the formation of 

XAND, the Government attributed the sudden increase in 

confrontations to local Union cells. Nyerere maintained 

that the administration sought to use these frequent but 

unconnected occurrences to refute XANU's claim to non

violent means of political advancement:

...after Government had cade up its mind 
to kill XANU there was one stumbling block-- 
XAKU's moderate programme and non-violence.
Xo get over this obvious difficulty Government 
had to invent a story of doublc-facedness 
about XATiU. Xbat we have one policy for the 
public, including the U.N., and a different 
policy which we preach secretly.^

As an example uf the administration's attempt to

portray the Union as an extremist organisation, K>'eroro

frequently cited the government publication drawn up to

criticise his June 1957 U.H. speech. Jiyerere argued

that the official publication only partially quoted him

and that the selection of out of context remarks was

clearly aimed at making TAJiU appear to be a radical.

racist, organisation. It was for this reason that the

Union published the pamphlet entitled That Notorious Speech

^Sautl ^ TA.VJ, iia. 12 (A), Hay Id, 1957.
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€
in which it presented a detailed explanation of the gov

ernment's misrepresentation of the U.N. delivery.^

Speaking of the ease with which the more conserva

tive elements of both the territory and the home government

accepted administrative propaganda, Nyerere complained:

If you want to dupe some people it is enough 
to conjure up the words 'revolution' or 'revolu
tionary'. Say lANU is asking for 'revolutionary 
changes'; take caxe that you do not mention what 
those changes are and the imagination will do the 
rests Simple.^

Realizing that TANU success to a large measure de

pended upon support from the liberal home government.

Nyerere hastened to refute the government propaganda.G
In an open letter to the Union's "liberal allies", he

argued:

During the last 2^ years we built up a
Thelarge and responsible organization, 

orderliness with which our mammoth meetings 
are conducted and the absurdly trivial reasons 
which Government gives for taking severe ac
tion against TANU is evident proof of this; 
and this is a country which has a law under 
which any person can be locked up for making 
any statement 'likely to raise discontent'. ' 
preach all over the country obedience to 
Government and respect for authority, but all 
this is ignored by those to whoa TANU is an

We

^Nyerere to Kambona, May 6, 11, 1957, KCB papers. 

^Sauti ^ TANU. No. 11, May 11, 1957.
(
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enbarrassaent. 
to protest against Government’s anti-TANU activ
ities.^

I have a duty to my Organization

Despite Nyerere’s insistence upon peaceful protest, 

by the mid-1950's, the rural branches of TANU increasingly 

came under the leadership of individuals who advocated a 

more radical form of confrontation with the administration.

It was consequently the cells farthest from the control of

Dar es Salaam Headquarters that most often came into con-
2

flict with government officials. Nyerere, who noted the

increased unrest with considerable dismay, attributed it

largely to the lack of political,sophistication of rural

TANU leaders. It was for this reason that he had earlier

sought to limit the size of the Union and maintain tight 

central control.^ Hyerere nonetheless realized that.

with the introduction of TANU's 1956 demands for elections

based on universal adult suffrage, his party did indeed

need a broad base of popular support. Thus, his plan for

an electoral confrontation with the UTP forced him to

^Nyerere letter forwarded to Labour Harty 
Headquarters, March 27, 1957, Labour Party Archives.

2
MaGuire, Towards Uhuru, passim; Sway, pp. 17-26.

^Nyerere to John Hatch, M.P 
Labour Party Archives.

August 12-28, 1957,• 9
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accept the concept of a territory-wide organization with

a substantial following from aunong the non-westernized, 

rural population.^ GrauJually, Nyerere accepted the fact 

that Dar es Salarua headquarters could not maintain tight

control of isolated branch activities and that- local

leaders with tactics far more radical than his own were

coning to power in these cells. One local administrator

who maintained a friendship with the TANU president com

mented on Nyerere's attitude towards the introduction

of less sophisticated leadership;

...he has been to my house for a drink in 
the evening and 1 had expressed to him some 
misgivings about some of the personalities in 
his organization; he said few of us can claim 
to be completely virtuous and he had to use 
the material that cane his way.2

Nyerere nonetheless had no intention of allowing

TANU to resort to violent confrontations to achieve its

goals. While realizing that local coll leaders would

employ unsophisticated approaches, he was determined to

use his authority within the party hierarchy, and his 

popularity with the masses, to maintain an overall

^Nyerere expressed this change of tactics during an 
interview with FCB leaders in June, 1957, prior to his 
third appearance before the Trusteeship Council, 
papers.

FCB

"Brend papers, Rhodes House.
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strategy of peaceful protest and advancement towards self- 

government through a series of graudal compromises.^ 

Nyerere's insistence upon non-violence is evidenced both 

by his own actions and by the observations of local,ad- 

ministrators who recognized his efforts to conduct' a peace

ful independence campaign. Between 1954 and 1957, he

expelled seven local cell leaders for provoking their
2

followers into confrontations with the government.

Often, Nyerere's influence was sufficient to control the

designs of mote radical local leaders. One district

police officer offered the following analysis of the re

lationship existing between Nyorere and Issac Munanka, the

radical activist of Lake Province:

... Munanka was a fanatic, a true barri
cade sterner and yet at the sane time he was 
a likeable person. Issac was a conformed and 
rabid nationalist. On one occasion he visited 
an African friend in the hospital and studying 
a meal provided for patients decided that it 
was substandard. He took the plat© of food to 
the office of the Provincial Medical Officer 
and suggested the latter should try and cat it. 
Issac and I were friends, but he never cade any 
secret of his views, it is fortunate that ho

^yerere interview i»ith FCB, June, 1957, FCa papers.
2
Kambona interview with Selwyn-Clarke, Koveober 3, 

1957, FCB papers. See also Sauti ya TANU. No. 9, April 
22, 1957. <
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was always under the more powerful influence 
of Julius otherwise he might well have.diverted 
his energies into less pacific channels.^

Another administrative official spoke with praise

of Nyerere’s ability to control branches which deviated

from the policies of central headquarters:

As TANU grew it attracted a number of un
scrupulous people and nationalist fanatics.
In public speeches threats were made to plain 
clothes policemen present as to what would be 
their fate after self-government. This reached 
such proportion that my own staff became 
jittery ancj 1 mentioned that matter to 
Nyerere. Almost immediately the tone of 
speeches changed and it was made clear that 
the Police were servants of the public and 
that after self government the country would 
require an efficient Police force. This il
lustrates how groat a control Nyerere had over 
his organisation and how he was prepared, under 
certain conditions, to coop>erate with the gov
ernment,^

The increased incidents of civil unrest naturally

resulted in official retaliations. The government was

quick to utilise the Registration of Societies Ordinance,

the Penal Code {Amendment) and the Incitement to Violence

acts to suppress dissidents. Local officials were es

pecially sensitive to criticism of native authorities.

realising that the nationalists sought to undermine this

^Erond papers, Rhodes House.
O

-Papars oi Ronald Neath, D, C. Dodoma, Rhodes House.
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foundation of indirect rule. Virtually all of the annual 

reports of district commissioners and police chiefs for 

the period 1954-57 note incidents of defiance to native 

authorities which were attributed to lANU agitators.^

So tease was the situation that in Maccch 1956 a magis

trate in the Kondoa court officially proclaimed that he

gave credence to local rumors which claimed that TAHU

leaders had ordered their followers to disobey all

directives issued by native authorities. The Union

petitioned the Chief Secretary, the members of the

Legislative Council, and the U.N. Secretary General with

their demand that a coamittce of inquiry, comprised of

private citizens, be established to investigate the in

cident "for the good name of XAJOJ, the impartiality of 

the Judiciary and the enlightonmont of the public."^

The administration readily employed the Penal

Code (Amendment) Act as a means of limiting the activities

of TAIiU leaders. So many instances of government inter

ference were reported, that by July 1956, Nyerere felt

^ee Table 10, pp. 721-727.
2
Organizing Secretary-General of TAiilJ to the Chief 

SocretELry of the Fabian Society, March 26, 1956, FCa 
papers. w
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obliged to send a foroal protest to the Trusteeship

Council. He asked the international body to bring pres

sure to bear upon the colonial regine, to insure that 

the Union could successfully perforn its role as the 

leading spokesnan of the Tanganyikan African coacunity.^

The policy of official harasscent was so extensive that

in 1955 a district coaaissioner tried to stop Kanbona and
O

Nyererc froa holding a aeeting in the hoae of the foraer.*^ 

In January 1957, the Crown applied further pressure by

closing several TANTJ schools which were used by the Youth

League and Wocen's League, under the preaisc that they

wore centers of anti-governcent activity. At the sace 

tine, the Youth League was banned froa wearing its green 

unifora because it "intiaidated" other Tanganyikan Africans.^

Incidents of official harassaent occurred with in

creased frequency. Jn April 1957, an official cocplaint

was brought before the Legislative Council by seaber Paul

Boaani who had seen an infuriated district coaaissioner

H^nited Kationa, Trusteeship Council, Officral 
kc-cords. Twelfth Session, 1/D'd, 592, para. J2.

"Kyerere to Selwyn-Clarke, July -i, 1955, rCis
papers.

^Copies lit official tan- notices ferwarced f C'3 
by Mteavo, Jarsuary 3-April lo, 195 7, iC.B pap-ers.
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in Geita threaten to shoot anyone who claimed to be a 

TANU member.^ In May a sub-chief in Bukoba whs removed 

from the native authority council because he refused to 

sign a statement denouncing the Union. Frequent in

stances of administrators prohibiting the distribution of 

Sauti ya TANU and other Union publications were also 

brought to the attention of central headquarters.^

Nyerero cited these occurrences in a letter of cocplaint 

to the Governor, but received no reply.**

By far, however, the cost widespread form of unrest

was produced by the cnforcesent of unpopular agricultural.

livestock, and tax policies by the native authorities.

Local TAT'iU leaders persistently derided the chiefs and

elders as lackeys cf the colonial rcgice and traitors to

the nationalist drive. Often native authorities were con-

dettned for cospllance with reasonable and necessary pro

jects. By the sane token, native adainistratnrs often

^Sauti ^ TMW, No. 9 {b), April 2e, 1957.

"Bukoba District Annual Report, 1957, Tanganyika 
Provincial and District Books (oicrofila), Rhodes House.

■'N'>‘erere ceao to Executive Cosaittee, August 12, 
1957, Tansanian National Archives.

'‘Nyerere to Twining, Septeaber 2, 1957, Nyerere 
files, FC3 papers.
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blaced local dissent on XAiOJ agitators while in fact cany

of the unpopular ccasures had long been the cause of in

digenous unrest.

The first signs of serious confrontation appeared

in early 1955, when a convention of chiefs in Sokucaland

declared that TAIOI leaders were "indecent*' and their

speeches "seditious". As a result, they resolved to pro

hibit the further registration of Union branches in the
1

Lake Province. During the sane year, Moshi and Eukoba

districts reported frequent TAI>U inspired protests re

sulting froa governnent orders to slaughter all surplus

cattle. Adainistrators in both regions noted serious

indigenous dissatisfaction with coapulsory deforesta

tion, the enforceaent of the cattle and cotton cess, and 

the systea of allocating land for plantation agriculture.“ 

In addition, both the Lake and Southern Higitland provinces

reported XxilCU sponsored deaonst rat ions against recent

legislation which stipulated that all local governoent 

councils hatif to be culti-racial in conposition,^ In

^ ^"Resolution of the Convention 
Suku2al^u^d," February 16, 1955, Rhodes House.

Annual reports of Moshi and Eukoba districts, 1955,

of Native Authorities,

Rhodes House.
^Annual reports of the District and Provincial 

Cosaissioners, Lake and Southern Highlands provinces, 
(cicrofila), Eastern African Studies Progroir, Syracuse 
University.
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suncary, there was growing tendency by 1955 especially 

in the Lake Province, for XANU leaders and local author

ities to clash over official policies and to conduct 

prograas of autual harassacnt. The situation was sua-

carized by a Fabian Bureau delegate who interviewod

Kyererc:

I had a talk last week with Julius Kyerere 
....He told ao that there was a great deal of 
dissatisfaction in Tanganyika at the ierposition 
by the Governcent of the coffee cess, the cat
tle cess and I believe that the third was 
tobacco. Ho said that the Africans wore not 
consulted, that they did not know whether the
cess was to go to the Governcent or the Kativo 
Authorities
wakened up to the need of explaining its 
policy, even when it la constructive.^

the Governsent has still not• • •

In loss unrest also spread to Kondoa and Irangi

districts. At the annual TiMfU conference, provincial

delegates froa these areas drew up a petition which

forcally condeaned both cocpulsory destocking and forced 
2

coanunal labor. N>'erere decided to visit the region for

a personal exaaination of the issue. He concluded that

the lAKU loaders had acted preaaturely and condccned

their resolution. He further announced that ho supported

^Solwyn-Clarke to Frank Boswick, M.P 
1955, FCa papers.

o
"Kandoro, pp. 81-84.

March 23,• »
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both policies as necessary conservation measures.

Finally, the president decreed that no new XANU branches

would be opened until tensiorshad eased and government 

regulations had been complied with.^

The closing of isolated XAKU cells, generally in 

the areas cost distant from central headquarters, was a

cocaon tactic employed by the governcent in its battle

with the Union during this period of increased hostilities.

An analysis of the events leading up to the closing of in

dividual branches reveals a general pattern of behavior.

The units that were either banned or refused registration

were those led by the more cilitant and unsophisticated

elements of the Union hierarchy. Virtually all were

closed for minor acta of insubordination to local author

ities, Often, the bread interpretation possible under the

Registration of Societies Ordinance or the revised Penal

Code was utilired to licit XA?ai activities. Finally,

although the adainistration acted swiftly and without

caaproaiso to suppress over-mealcus naticnalists, no at-

The goverr.seiit,tempt was made to ban the entire Union.

although anxious to curtail the activities of troublesome

^anganytlia Standard, April 13, 15, 1956.
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agitators, was nonetheless willing to allow those branches 

which adhered to the moderate philosophy of Nyerere to 

continue their peaceful protest activities.^

Those branches which were either closed or refused 

initial registration received a standard citation claiming 

is, or is likely to be, used for pur

poses incompatible with law, order and good government.”^ 

Most of the incidents which provoked the official ban

that the cell ” • • •

were minor confrontations, often with native authorities, 

and involved the issues of forced government agricultural 

or livestock policies. Between 1954 and 1957, such con

flicts were to ban Union branches in ten of the territory's 

fifty-five districts.^

tailing the scope of the TA-NTJ activities, did not

Government censure, although cur-

con-

pletely thwart the Union in the restricted areas. Indeed,

most closed branches continued to hold secret mootings 

and to privately recruit new members.

^l^nnox-Boyd to Selwyn-Clarke, May 26, 1957, FCQ
papers.

O

United nations, Trustcethip Council,, Official
Records, (T/SH.8ia), para. 217; Sauti ya TAIOJ. ScDtember

- - - -

^Sway, pp. 11-12.

* **S=i*il H , No. 1, February, 1957.
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Xbe first major confrontation occurred in the

Lake Province in November 1954, when the Mwanza and

Mwalanpaka branches were refused registration. When

Nyerere questioned the government decision, he was

merely informed that the leaders of both branches had

been declared "not decent" by a district officer who at

tended several TANU rallies and overheard speeches which 

"were near seditious."^ The Union strongly opposed the

prohibition of two entire branches based on the alleged

remarks of two individuals. SpccUcing for TANU, Kanbona

reasoned:

...if the Leaders wore in the eyes of the 
Government not decent why was it necessary 
to ban the Union as a whole and confiscate 
all its property instead of banning the 
prospective leaders?

If the speeches were near seditious, why 
could the Government not have dealt with the 
Leaders concerned without going so extreme as 
^i<Q banning the branches?^

Since Mwansa and Mwalampaka recruited members pri

marily from the Wasukuma and Bahaya, two of the terri

tory's more politically conscious tribes, the closing

^Annual reports of the District Commissioners, 
Mwanza and Mwalampaka districts, 1954, Rhodes House.

^Kambona to FCB, January 12, 1955, PCB papers.
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produced a major crisis for the Union.^

months later, Kambona described the ban as "a blow from
2

whose effects TANU had not fully recovered even now." 

Although the Union made repeated demands that either the 

accused individuals be brought to trial or else government

Indeed, ten

agree to drop the charges, no official response was ever 

made to the nationalist challenge.^

In late 1954 the government extended its ban to

include all TANU branches in Sukumaland. The ban, which
4

was to remain in effect until October 1958, was the of

ficial reaction to the high concentration of radical

activities in^that part of the territory. The area was

the base of operation for the extremist elements of the

TANU hierarchy, notably Kandoro and Munanka. Throughout

the early 1950*s, the region had been the site of fre

quent and bitter confrontationsbetween native authorities

and local nationalist leaders over an increasing number

kandoro to Hinden, Ikicoaber 30, 1954, Hindon files.
FCB papers.

2
Kaabona to Secretary, FCB, October 18, 1955, FCa

papers.

^iyerere interview with FCB leaders, February, 
1955, FCB papers.

’’Tanganyika Standard, Oeto.t-er 12, 1950,

.J-
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of unpopular administration policies.^ The government, 

realizing that the potentiality for a violent confron

tation was greatest in this section, decided to curb all 

XANU activities before the indigenous population became 

too well organized and politically oriented. The of

ficial justification for the ban was the repeated inci

dents of TANU inspired resistance to livestock and soil 

conservation policies.

The closing came as a major shock to TANU, which

was now blocked from political activity in the most pros

perous of the African inhabited regions, which also con

i' tained one-twelfth of the territory's total potential

^ Therefore, TANU made repeated efforts to reversevoters.

the government decision. In 1957, the Sukuqaland repre

sentative of TANU asked the Visiting Mission to apply

international pressure on Great Britain to reopen the

^Liebenow, "Response to Planned Political Change", 
pp. 457-459j MaGuire, Toward Uhuru, passim.

2
Turnbull interview.

^East African High Commission, East African 
Statistical Department, Tanganyika Population Census, 
1957. (Nairobi: East Africa High Commission, 1958), 
pp. 17-18.

i
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the region to nationalist activities.^ Repeated attempts 

also made to arrange an interview with the Governor 

to investigate the events leading up to the Sukumaland 

ban. At one point, the Governor claimed that he would not 

spekk to XANU delegates because Dar es Salaam Union leaders 

had snubbed him by refusing to attend a social gathering he 

had sponsored.^ The Union vehemently denied that any of 

its members had been invited to such an affair and charged

were

that the Governor was avoiding a meeting with TANU because 

he had no legal grounds to support the Sukumaland closings.^

Pressure on nationalists in Sukumaland was increased

in 1957, when the ban was further extended under the new

power granted the administration via the amendment of the

Registration of Societies Ordinance. The revised ordinance

stipulated that any and all activities of a banned society

were illegal. It now became a criminal offence for TAMI

-V

^Visiting Mission Report, 1957, pp. 14-16. Although 
under ban at the time, the Shinyanga District Commissioner 
nonetheless gave cell president Kaswanya peraission to hold 
private cseetings to prepare the p>etltion. See MaGuire, 
Toward Uhuru, pp. 192-193.

^Chiof Secretary to the Government to TAKU heacjr 
quarters, Dar es Salaaa, February 3, 1957, Tanganyika 
political files, FCa papers.

^Sauti ya TA.MJ, K». 1, February, 1957.
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to sell or distribute party literature, emblems, or in-

At the same time, leaderssignia within the banned zone, 

of Sukumaland cells were forbidden to^ recruit members for 

lANU branches outside of the prohibited area.^

The administration continued its attack on overly

defiant TANU cells throughout this period of strained

In 1956 cells in Bukoba andTANU-Government relations.

Lushoto were closet^ and their members banned from further 

political activities as a result of defiance to local ad-
2

oinistrators and native authorities.

A major confrontation over the right of the govern

ment to close TANU units occurred in Korogwe district in

The ban was an official retaliation to aJanuary 1957.

speech by Bakari Mohammed, a local coll leader who an

nounced that TANU was now the government, and that the 

people no longer had to obey the orders of colonial adnin- 

He was subsequently tried and imprisoned under 

the provisions of the Penal Code (Amendment) Act.3

istrators.

^yerere to Kambona, August 21, 1957, Kambona file.
FCa papers.

^Kambona interview with FCB representatives, 
December 14, 1956. FCB papers.

^Annual Report of Korogwe District, 1957, Rhodes
Houso.
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Reacting to the ban Nyerere adnitted that Mohaficed 

had broken the law but challenged the justification of

disbanding the entire cell of over li;CKX) registered cen-

He argued thatbers because of the actions of one nan.

no British party would be banned because of the criccs of 

its leaders.^ He persistently caintained that the nenbers 

of his party were being denied their right to political 

participation because of the iepropriotios of a few rash 

individuals. In addition, Nyerere claicod that cany of

the aisdecds which closed Union colls were exaggerated

by local adainistrators:

Bakari Hobaaced was warned by the Provincial 
Secretary and District Chairaan of the Korogwe 
Branch. Did after this Governcent continue to 
believe that Bakari Kohacsed was speaking or 
acting on behalf of TAJ%U? How is it in fact 
that these Governcent actions against TAKU have 
always as their bases actions or words of an 
ordinary aeobor of XAICU or at best a junior 
office-bearer of a reuote sub-branch in the 
village? Hundreds of ceetings of TA-M5 are held 
all over the country by senior officials of 
XAliU and these oeetings are alnost invariably 
attended by cenbers of the Special Brarch of 
the Crlcinal Investigation Departaent. Hew is 
it that in spite of all this, anti-TA’CU action 
always relics for its evidence upon the irfall- 
ible local headcan?-

^Nyerere speech '’Fxeedoa of Speech in Africa", p. 4. 

%autl ^ tANU. No. 9, April 27, 19S7.
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The government, however, refused to be swayed by

Nyerere’s arguments. When the Union continued to press

the issue, XANU branches were banned in all of Tanga

province and shortly thereafter Nyerere himself was placed 

under ban for his criticism of local administratbrs.^

Nonetheless, for the duration of the censure, the TANU

messages were c£irried to the Tanga population by both the
2

TFL and the cooperative societies of Bomani.

Further government repression came in September

when the Iringa coll was closed because its leader en

couraged local residents to oppose a government sponsored
3

cattle dipping scheme.

Nyerero protested these closings to both the

Visiting Mission teas and the Government. He claimed that

the administration was not merely trying to preserve law

and order, but rather was deterained to crush the nation

alist aoveaent by intiaidating potential African leaders."*

■‘Bennett, p. 22.

“Nyerere to Kaat>o!.a, beceaber lu, 1957, ECB. papejs.

^rhe Iringa branch had been a source of constant, 
irritation to the colonial adainistration because of its 
successful efforts to e>rploit native dissatisfaction with 
livestocii control policies. Annual Bsport of Iringa 
District, 1955-27, Fnexies House,

^Eepott of tr e Visiting Hiasten, lv57, p. i5i 
Nyerere to betts, beteber lb, 1957.
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Shortly thereafter, branches at Pangani and Handinx were 

banned for insubordination to native authorities.^

Once he hioself had been banned, Nyerere turned 

to political writings to bitterly denounce the adninis- 

It was clear that his hopes for a coderate and 

reasonable settlecent of disagreecents with the 

cent were badly shaken:

The Governor is reported to have declared that 
the Governeent policy is based on strength and 
when necessary this will be cade apparent to 
everybody. What the Governor should be told is 
that this has been apparent to everybody except 
Governeent sycophants...to-day branches of XANU 
are closed and individuals are deprived of basic 
huaan rights on the sieplist pretext. Read cany 
of the threatening statccents which froc tico to 
tice are cade by the Governeent of Tanganyika 
and if you know little about East Africa 
would think Tanganyika is the Kau >tau country.
All this shows beyond doubt that Governeent'a 
policy is based on strength, 
real trouble.
policy on JUSTICE and cake this apparent to 
everybody

Wo appeal to the conscience of all cen of 
good will hero and abroad. Here is an organi
sation {tAIiUI whose policy and leadership even 
its worst enocies adnit is nodorato and 
able; but it is nevertheless being slowly but 
surely suppressed by a stupid and outcoded 
Governeent in the nace of law and order. 
dietatorship is bad enough but this insidious

tration.

govern-

you

And that is the 
We ask Governeent to base its

• • • •

reason-

Honost

^Annual reports of Pangani and Handlni districts. 
1957, Rhodes House.
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fora of dictatorship in Tanganyika is unworthy 
of the representatives of a Nation the encaies 
of which adairc still its sense of fair play.

Kyorero firaly pledged that his Union would not 

succuL.b to governcent pressure and abandon its cairpaign 

for rapid political advancooent:

Recent events lesui us to believe that it is 
the intention of certain olecents in the Territory, 
not only to discourage African political aspira
tions, bat to wipe out TAIOJ coapletoly.

Our Korogwe branch has been ordered out of 
action and our President aussled. One wonders 
what the future has for us in store. But let ce 
say this, that anti-TAJJU activities or un
healthy press will not stop us froa deaanding 
our rights or achieving our objectives. Besides 
this will not solve our political probleas here, 
it will only set the clock back. What we need 
and deserve is a Governcent that has the iaag- 
inaiion to pursue a policy that will laad^our 
country to nationhood without bitterness.^

Thus, by 1957 TAliU had evolved froa a fledgling

political party supported by the core Ifesternised eleaents 

of the African population, to a territory-wide organisation 

with a strong basis of traditional indigonous support. 

Although its official policies stressed noderation and 

conproaiso, the core radical leaders of isolated pairty 

cells increasingly turned to active resistance of both

^Sauti ^ TAMJ, No. 10, toy 4, 1957. 

^Sautl ^ TAKU, No. 3, torch 16, 1957.
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local authorities and governnent policies. The colonial

adninistration adanantly refused to accept any of the 

Union's conpronise proposals and established a firm policy 

of suppressing the more troublesome African dissidents.

The end product of these encounters was the bitter dis

illusionment of Nycrere who had hoped for a more reasonable

Clearly, unless one side 

radically altered its position, the stage was set for a 

major confrontation between the nationalists and the 

Ad'inistering Authority.

reaction from the government.

The Homo Governgent; Support and 
Condemnantion

During the 1954-57 period, the liberal and conser-
i

vative forces within the home governnent continued their

ideological battle to either advance or retard the nation-

Consequently, bothalist movement within the territory, 

factions took definite policy positions on most of the 

controversial issues being debated within the trusteeship.

In October 1956, the Labour Party clearly indicated 

that it intended to continue its campaign to terminate the

British colonial system, and replace it with a union of

At its annualfreely participating, independent states, 

conference. Labour delegates issued a formal statement
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outlining party plans for the British overseas posses

sions:

The Labour Movement has a great opportunity 
to prove that socialism and equality are not 
for home consumption only. We began in 1947 
to transform an Empire into a Commoiroealth.,
We have given up the concept of political in
fluence based on force. Now we need to grasp 
that a free economic association with the 
colonial people will stabilise the Commonwealth 
and meet the most important challenge of our 
time.^

The liberals maintained that this transformation

would have to occur quickly, if violence were to be avoided, 

since restless nationalist groups were now active in virtu

ally all of the colonics. At the same time, if a prosper

ous economic union of freely participating states were to

be established, the transformation would have'to occur

while Britain still enjoyed a favorable imago among the 

indigenous inhabitants of the dopendencics."

The conservative faction, by contrast, persisted in

its insistence that the development of the colonial

^Policy statement drawn up at the Labour Party 
Blackpool Conference, October, lt»56. Labour Party Archives,

“For a sumaary of liberal arguaonts in favor of 
rapid transformation, see; Michael Scott, Policy in 
Africa (London; The Africa Bureau, 1955).
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territories would have to be a slow process which stressed 

econoDic and educational development rather than rapid 

political advancement.^

The attitude of the liberal community towards 

Tanganyika was summarized by Fabian Bureau chief Marjorie 

Nicholson in her 1955 report following a two month visit

to the trusteeship:

There axe very serious undercurrents at work 
in Tanganyika although the Tanganyika Government 
presently is presenting to the world a picture 
of a very happy country...the tone of the 
Government comments, and particularly the tone 
of its references to politically conscious 
Africans, is quite out of tune with the pro
gressive policy the Government claims to be 
following....

the Tanganyika Government has a progres
sive policy of multi-racial local government 
but evidence submitted to the Visiting Mission 
shows that some Africans feax this as an intru
sion of immigrants into local as well as 
national government

Members of the Parliament have raised a num-
and in all

• • «

• « • •

ber of questions following ray visit 
cases but one have received negative answers, 
some complacent, some frivolous. There is a 
blind spot on the whole question of political 
advance and political education, to the esetent 
that even extra-mural work is ruled out 
office correspondence shows that the Tanganyika 
Government’s complacency would be inappropriate

• • •

Our• • • •

^Kenneth Bradley for British Information Services, 
Britain's Purpose in Africa (New York: British Information ^ 
Services, 1955). See also editorials. East Africa and 
Rhodesia, June-July 1956.
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even if Tanganyika were not surrounded with 
trouble in Kenya, Uganda and Nyasaland, and 
in existing circumstances it may become dis
astrous.^

The key confrontations between the Labour and Tory

regimes centered around the colonial administration's at

titude towards TANU. Liberals claimed that the territorial

government was adcunantly opposed to the Union and deliber

ately persecuted it. The multifold restrictions placed on 

the organization were viewed as attempts to thwart the

development of the nationalist movement. The official

criticism of the 1954 Visiting Mission Beport for its en

dorsement of TANU was cited by liberals as evidence of this.

The Tories, however, denied such accusations and claimed

that any action taken against the Union merely indicated

the colonial regime's determination to preserve law and 

order in the trusteeship.^ Similarly, when the Tanganyika

Public Relations Department published an official criticisg

of TANU in its pamphlet. What'a The Answer?, the Fabian

Bureau sent a delegation to the Colonial Office to protest 

the incident.^

^Nicholson notes on "Conditions in Tanganyika", 
October 3, 1955, FCB papers.

‘^For a summary of both patty's views see: Great
Britain, Parliament, Parliamantary Debates (House of Coamons), 
5th Ser., Vol. 583, (July 4, 1955), cols. 779-87.

Winchester to Hatch, July 4, 1957, FCB papers.
/'
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The Fabians continually stressed that TANU, and in 

particular Nyerere, offered a moderate, reasonable, and 

gradual solution to many of the potentially flammable issues 

within the territory.

nition and concessions were granted to the Union, the more

Xhey argued that unless some recog-

radical and violent elements of the African population 

would rise to power. At no time, however, did the liberals

challenge the good intentions or ultimate goals of the

Colonial Office plans. In a letter to the Secretary of

State, Fabian Secretary Selwyn-Clarke conceded:

My committee does not wish to exaggerate the 
seriousness of current trends in Tanganyika, 
is aware that the administration is generally ac
ceptable to the people, that it is pursuing a 
sound policy of economic and social advancement, 
and that in the political field it is working on 
lines intended to alleviate racial antagonism.^

It

However, despite its good intentions, the Bureau

insisted that British policy did "not take into account 

the rapid spread of the nationalist spirit" and that the 

Colonial Office was discouraged from making substantial 

alterations in its methods by "various interest groups", 

and specifically by the minority communities.^

^Selwyn-Clarke to Lennox-Boyd, April 6, 1955, FCB
papers.

^Ibid.
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Liberals argued that if Nyerere received more co

operation from the government, the danger of racial vio

lence could be avoided:

The President of TAND is a very able young 
man, quiet in his methods, moderate in his 
opinions and generally anxious that facial 
antagonism should be avoided.

...we feel that the comments concerning 
Nyerere in the Observations^ is' entirely at 
variance with our impressions and bears a 
striking resemblance to eaxlier comments on 
other African politicians who axe now 
Ministers in other territories.2

The Labour Party agreed with the Pabian Bureau's

analysis and warned that within the trusteeship:

a racialist spirit is beginning to creep 
into African organi:Sations and this racial ten
sion will probably increase unless Government 
shows some willingness to recognize the moder
ate TANU organization.3

• • •
)

%olwyn-Clarko here refers to the Tanganyika 
Government's official rebuttal to the Visiting Mission 
proposals. The administration specifically denied that 
a viable nationalist organization existed within the 
trusteeship. See; Tanganyika; Report of the 1954 
Visiting Mission; Observations of the Administering 
Authority (Dar es Salaam: The Government Printer, 1955), 
passim.

O

Selwyn-Clarke to Lennox-^yd, April 22, 1955, FCa
papers.

^atch 
Labour Party Archives.

to Colonial Office, February 3, 1956,
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The Tory regime, however, adamantly refused to 

either recognize the Union or grant it special considera-
A

In his reply to Selwyh-Ciarke’s accusations, thetions.

Secretairy of State argued:

Neither the Tanganyika Government nor myself 
have any objections to the Tanganyika African 
National Union as such, or to Nyerere...it has 
been made quite clear by myself, my predecessor 
and the Governor of Tanganyika that the ulti
mate objective of Tanganyika is self-government 
and I do not think it is necessary for any 
further statement to be made, as there is no 
doubt in the minds of the peoples of Tanganyika 
about what we axe aiming at. With a spirit of 
cooperation and faith in our tested methods, 
serious problems can be satisfactorily resolved.^

The close bonds which united TANU and the liberal

Koforoers grew even stronger during the period 1954-57.

Correspondence between Bureau and Party leaders at this
2

time was virtually all on a first name basis. The Union

strongly encouraged liberal support and made it repeatedly 

clear that "the spread of TAKU's message in Britain by 

liberal allies is essential to the achievement of our 

goals.Speaking of the close cooperation and valuable 

strategic advice provided to his party by the Bureau,

our

^Lennox-Boyd to SoIwyn-Clarke, April 30, 1955, FCB
papers.

“See for example Nyerere and Kambona files, FCB
papers.

^Nyerere to Nicholson, March 23, 1955, FCB papers.
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Kanbona renarked that "...this Union is very deeply in

debted to you for all you are doing to further its inter

ests and I cannot thank you enough for it."^

During the period when the Union was fornulating its 

official deoands for franchise requirenents and.Legislative 

Council structure, the Labour Party and the Fabian Bureau 

caintained especially close contacts with the TANU hier-

Prior to each of Nyerere's appearances before thearchy.

United Nations, the Union leader visited London and held 

private ceetings with friendly M.P.s, who offered tactical

advice concerning the problen of political advancecent.

Often, TA-NU leaders would reside in the hoces of proainent 

liberal allies during their visits.*" In Deceaber 1955,

TAKU established a pernanent personal contact within the

hose governcent when Oscar Kaabona took up residence in

London to coaplete his study of law. While in Britain,

ho constantly served as a liaison between the Union and its

supporters. TAf»U would frequently instruct Kaabona to

deliver personal nessages to cooperative H.P.s or to

Hcaebona to Secretary, KCB, January i, 1935, iCB
papers.

2
“See for exaaple, Betts to .'vyerere, Septeaber 3, 

1955 and Selwyn-Clarke to Arthur Skefiingtc;!, M.P., 
SeptCEber 17-le, 1956, FC3 papers.
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address liberal groups and explain Union policy. The re

formers deluged Kambona with questions concerning TANU

goals, situations within the trusteeship, and the per

sonal motivations of numerous members of both the Union 

and the colonial administration.^

So close was the spirit of cooperation between the

liberals and nationalists that official policy statements

issed by the Labour Party were often formulated with the
2

consultation of TANU representatives.

The liberal comaunity, by the same token, enjoyed

great influence with TAt«U. When the date for the first

half of territorial elections was announced, D. P. Heath,

a liberal white cettler and eeaber of the Fabian Society,

sought the Bureau’s help in receiving an endoraesent from

Nyerere to run for the European seat in the Bar es Salaaa

constituency. Heath realised that TAliU approval was nec

essary for any coa-Afrlcan candidate who hoped to capture 

a aajority of the African votes under the tri-raeial

ballot systen. Seei;ii:g the aid of Janes Betts, a laeg

■'Sclwyh-Clari-a to iaatena,

files, 'i'Cii pape r s.

octoter iSSi, iC3
papers.
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time friend of both Heath and Nyerere, the white fcirner

stated:

I wrote to Nyerere after his return from 
which must have been nearly a month ago,

I have also
U.K
bat have haul no reply so fax. 
called on Rattansey, who is now vice-presideot 
of the Asian Society} and we had a long polit
ical chat. I think I an pretty certain of 
sufficient Asian support, but aua still a bit 
doubtful of TAKU, as it is difficult, but un
derstandable, for an Englishman, no matter bow 
sincere axe his motives, to got an entry into 
the xenophobic and esoteric circle of educated 
Africxins. As I told you, I know N>»orero 
slightly and have given bin lunch, but ho cay 
well believe that that was just idle curios
ity. I think a letter from you — fron a source 
he trusts — would be a very great help to ee....

•»

VVhen Betts endorsed Heath in a letter to b'yorere,

the TATiU president agreed to support the white settler's 

candidacy."

During this period of close cooperation, three lib

eral lAliU supporters, Karjorie Nicholson of the Pabian
X

Bureau, Arthur Skefr'ington, M.P and John Hatch, H.P.,* 9

visited the trtisteeship to oain first-hand inforstatioti
3concerning political developaents. Kambona reported that

^D. F. Heath to Betts, August 19, 1957, Betts files. 
Labour Party Archives.

2
Betts to tiyexexe, August 33,

Batts, Septeabor 4, 1957, FCB papers,
%icbol6on visited the territory froa Beceabor 1954- 

January 1955} Hatch in June, 1955} and Sliaffiugton froa 
October-Kovembor, 1957.

1957} Nyerere to
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the visit of John Hatch, the Labour Party Connonvrcalth

Officer, was a strong encouragcnont to Africans and that

his public cndorsecent of TAKU greatly aided the Union’s 

rccruitccnt drive during this critical fornative period.^ 

The Fabian Bureau perforaed an additional service to the

Union by aaiintaining close correspondence with aany of the

core acxJerate to liberal ceabcrs of the ainority coaaun-

ities.” The socialists repeatedly urged these less re

actionary eleaents of Asians and European society to

cooperate with TAlOl for the well-being of all residents 

of the trusteeship.^

Finally, throughout the 1954-57 period of tense

r.egotiaticns, liberal Keabers of Parliaaent raised repeated

questions on the floor of Coajioris to challenge Tory policy

ar.d to advocate the course, of .territorial evolutipn sug- 

gestfed by the r.aticnaiists,^

1
■*E.afibor;a to Secretary, iChs, October is, 19.55, fCS 

Kaabcna. rep^artcd that ''tt.ere fol.loued a rash ofpapers, 
aeabership i.n his waii.e''.

"■by duly, 1957, the Eorea-u cor reap...,adet with o-vei 
to aeabers ef the tc-c-African ccu;!>c:'.£tits. sel«i>'::-Clari-a 
"Kotes ca Tard-hyiica", duly, 1957,

-See far eaaaple, ICS to aattansey, ieaicr of tie 
Asian As,s.c;c:atio5,, April, lv5D-lViveB.bcr, 19S7, j-CS paper.s,.

■^'Selwyc-Clarhe to- ere re, Augus.t 2i, 1957,. JCS 
papers. The ■prircipal literal M.F. s irvclve c were isstch, 
iiynd, Wir.-chester .a.nd U'hite.

rc3 papers.
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The liberal allies of lANU used their positions as

ceobers of Parliament to challenge all of the government

policies which the nationalist Dovement found objection-
rt

They were especially critical of the use of recentable.

govcrnccnt legislation to curtail the activities of African

In March 1955, H.P. John Hynd depolitical dissenters.

Banded an explanation of the Registration of Societies

Ordinance which he viewed as an oppressive and unncces-

The Secretary of State defended the legis-sary ceasuro.

lation, arguing that:

It provides for a systea of registration of 
societies, with certain defined exceptions, and 
exaaination of their constitution and objects. 
Its purpose is to protect Africans froa ex
ploitation by unscrupulous society organisers, 
and it gives the Governsent power to declare 
illegal a society which is used for any purpose 
prejudicial to law and order or at variance with 
its declared objects.^

The Secretary further dcfecded the Ordinance by 

pointing out that it had teen widely praised by several 

cc.’s-cfficial aeabers of the Legislative Council and in 

particular by Cbief bieaha." Literals, nowevet. refused'

^0reat Sritain, Parllasent, Parliaeestary Debates 
IHouse of Ci-aiiuns), 5th set.; Vol. See (Karen d, ls55), 
col. SCo,

"Lennex-isoy-d to Selwyn-CiarLe, April iv55,
i-C3 papers.
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to accept this reasoning and insisted that chiefs who

stood to gai.n by the impediment of the nationalist drive

were not suitable sources of information concerning in

digenous attitudes.^

As a result of repeated requests from TANU leader 

Munanka, the liberals agreed to pursue the natter within 

the House of Connons.^ Speaking of their dissatisfaction 

with the Colonial Office position regarding the ordinance, 

Fabian Secretary T^icbolson recarked to Hyerore that 

"...the Ordinance seecs to bo quite aboninable and should.^ 

also be unnecessary if everything in Tanganyika is as rosy 

as the Governcent always clains."^

The Fabian Bureau, despite its ideological coaait-

cent to the Union's goals, nonetheless aaintained a

reasonable and balanced approach in its evaluation of

territorial affairs. When the Union appealed to the soc

ialists for aid in opposing the ban on civil servant par

ticipation in political organisations, the Bureau assigned

^{atch to Secretary of State, Septeuber B, 1955, 
Lenncx-B«oyd files. Conservative Party Headquarters.

“Sirer-B White to John Hynd, Sepieaber 17, 1955, 
Labour Party Archives.

'4
■'Kichplscn to ,'vyerere, Septeaber 23, 1955, FCB

papers.
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several staff members the task of investigating the issue,^ 

When research revealed that such restrictions were gener

ally recognized throughout the Empire, the Bureau concluded

that XANU could not Justly oppose the ban, despite

Nyerere's contention that it would isolate his Union from

most of the capable African leadership. In its final eval

uation of the situation, the Fabian Bureau advised Hynd:

With regard to the banned organisations for 
the East African Civil Service, they slxg all 
political organisations according to our infor
mation so I do not think we can follow up your 
question on those lines. I expect that Nyerere 
told you, as he did us, that he wants the ban 
lifted as far aa the Tanganyika African Kational 
Union is concerned for a few years as they need 
the educated and more senior African civil ser
vants to holp them build up a responsible Union. 
I can see his point but I do not think we can 
put down a question, 
for us to argue.2

There is no legal precedent

The Fabians ultiaately decided to send an infornal

deputation to Lennox-Boyd to see if special consideration

However, when the Secretary ofcould be given to TAiiTU,

State refused to consider the suggestion, the liberals

^Kyefc^G Selw>'n-Clarke, February la, 1953; 
Selwyn-Clarke to Hynd, February 22, 1955; Selwyn-Clarke 
to Kambona and Munanka, March 4, 1955, PCS papers.

%elwyn-Clarko to Hynd, Search 18, 1955, Labour 
Party Archives.
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were forced to concede that they could not justifiably 

pursue the natter further.^ Although they persistently 

suggested that special considerations be granted to the

Union, the Bureau refused to challenge the legal grounds 

upon which the Colonial Office supported the law.

The liberals were also severely critical of the

Penal Code (Amendment) Ordinance which they condemned in

the Commons for its deviation from the model British Penal

Code which placed the burden of proof on the prosecution 

rather than on the accused.^ When Hynd failed to receive 

a detailed explanation of the measure while in debate, 

the Fabian Bureau urged him to press the Secretary of 

State for an official justification of the legislation.^

Shortly thereafter, Kambona was called upon to ex

plain the TANU viewpoint on the issue. The nationalist

leader reported that the Governor had refused to discuss

the Ordinance with a Union deputation before it was en

acted. He also coaplained that since its passage "...it

^elwyn-Clarke 
Karch 16-April 3, 1955, FCB papers.

correspondence with Hynd and Hatch,

^See John Hynd's condeanation in Great Britain, 
Parliament, Par1iaaentary Debates (House of Cossons) 
5th ses Vol. 5ti:J (Deceaber 7, 1955), cols 65-66.

\'lricbester to Hynd, January 26, 1956.

/
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is almost impossible to make any political statement that

doesn’t cause dissatisfaction to the membeasof other com

munities."^ The issue was again raised by M.P.s White 

and Hynd on February 22. The liberals demanded a detailed

explanation from the Secretary of State clarifying why 

this unique piece of legislation had been designed for 

Tanganyika and no other dependency. They also sought an 

explanation of why the burden of proof was placed on the 

accused and a claxification of how a law could authorize 

the banning of future works by seditious authors. The

aggressive action of the liberals was motivated by their 

belief that the ordinance was designed solely as an io-

pedlmont to TANU, and that "conditions in Tanganyika 

provide \j3^ no justification whatsoever for such legisla

tion."^ The Secretary of State, however, refused to give

a detailed response. He would only state that no

%anbona interview, February 9, 1956, FCB papers.

^reat Britain, Parlianent, Parliamentary Debates 
(House of Commons), 5th ses 
col. 121. It should be noted that those very questions 
were suggested by Kambona in a meeting with Labour M.P.s 
at Transport House on February 16, 1956, Labour Party 
Archives.

Vol. 582 (February 22, 1956),• 9

Winchester to Hynd and White, Februairy 18, 1956,
FCB papers.
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particular incident bad inspired the legislation, but 

rather, that it was the produce of ”the general desir

ability of discouraging such acts”.^ Although the issue

was raised again by Labour M.P.s on February 28 and March 1, 

Lennox-Boyd refused to further elaborate on the matter,^

By far the most controversial questions separating

the liberal and conservative factions were their views on

both the parity system and the closely related issue of

territorial elections. The Tory faction persistently

argued that parity had to be maintained until the economic

and educational gap separating the African and non-African 

communities was substantially narrowed.^ At the same time, 

they fglt that the election proposals devised by the 

Tanganyikan government were more than generous^ and that 

any attempt to further accelerate the pace of political 

evolution would lead to disaster.^ The libseals, by

^reat Britain, Parliament, Parliamentary Debates 
(House of Commons) 5th ses., Vol. 582 (February 28, March 1, 
1956), cols. 1121 and 1206,

^Winchester to Hynd, March 8, 1956, FCB papers.

^Lennox-Boyd to Betts, February 13, 1955, FCB papers.
See also editorials, East Africa and Rhodesia. May, 1956.

"^Lennox-Boyd to Selwyn-Clarke, April 30, 1955,
FCB papers.

5
For an example of Britain's official position an 

political development, see; Great Britain, Central Office 
of Information, Reference Divisiory Constitutional
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contrast, insisted that parity must be abandoned and re

placed by a program of rapid political development in

order to obviate the danger of racial violence resulting

from the dissatisfaction of the increasingly restless 
_ 1

majority community.

The liberals maintained that the moderate phil

osophy of XANU had prevented any serious outbre2Ucs of

racial unrest, but that unless the administration set a

deadline for the termination of parity, more radical

elements might rise to the leadership of the independence

drive. This argument was summarized by Selwyn-Clarko in

an open letter to the Secretary of State:

Racial parity has been accepted by the pres
ent African leaders, but they definitely regard 
it as a state which will not last for a consid
erable period. My Committee suggests that it 
should be clearly stated immediately that the 
policy of the United Kingdom and the Tanganyika 
Government is that Tanganyika shall ultimately 
bo a self-governing democratic state. In the 
absence of such a statement, Tanganyika is 
drawn into the discussion of what is meant by 
such terms as 'partnership' and 'multi-racial 
state', and many Africans have formed the im
pression that parity is a fraud, designed to

Development in the Commonwealth. Part II United Kingdom 
Dependencies. (London: Her Majesty's Stationery Office,
1955).

\he liberal viewpoint is well summarized in 
Tshekedi Kahama, Political Change in African Society, 
passim.
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prevent them from ever having control of their 
own country. Demands for an 'African* state 
are already heard, 
raising its head.^

and racialism is already

On June 28, 1956, the Working Committee of the 

Fabian Bureau met to discuss the problem of parity in the 

The socialists formulated a policy state-trusteeship.

ment which demanded that the Crown publicly recognize

that "the ultimate aim of all multi-racial societies is

a common electoral roll with universal adult suffrage".

and that if the temporary use of parity were absolutely

necessary "it must be done on a basis of eqqal require-
2

cents for the franchise."** In October of the same year.

the Labour Party Annual Conference at Blackpool produced

a political pamphlet, entitled The Plural Society, out

lining its official colonial policy.^ In addition, the

delegates passed the following resolution concerning

parity:

Firstly the {>eople in the colonies with eixed 
racial societies must ultimately have the right

^Selwyn-Clarke to Lennox-Boyd, April 6, 1955, 
Labour Party Archives.

^Minutes of Working Coaaittee {■leering, June 28, 
1956, FCa papers.

^British Labour Party, The Plural Society (London: 
Faber and Faber, 1957).
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to decide under which type of constitution they 
wish to live, the Westminister model is not 
necessarily the best for all societies of mixed 
races, and secondly, the best way to give them 
the opportunity to make their decision is 
through the election of representatives by 
universal adult suffrage on the basis of one 
man one vote....

...the hope of survival of the minorities, 
on a long-term basis, lies in the ability of 
Africans, Indians, and European^ to exclude 
race and colour and the prejudices and resent
ments they arouse and to think of themselves 
as citizens of Kenya, Tanganyika or Northern 
Rhodesia.^

Several weeks later former Secretary of State

James Griffiths, who served as chief spokesman for the

Labour Party on colonial affairs, issued a policy state

ment in which ho criticized parity as an impractical

and outdated policy which produced unnecessary racial ten

sions. Griffiths argued that peaceful cooperation along

non-racial lines was the only real solution to the prob

lem facing the plural societies:

the rights of the Indian and European 
minorities will bo secured by the leadership 
and service that they can give to the ter
ritory

No member of the Labour Party should under
estimate the long struggle ahead to achieve 
the policy approved by our annual conference.

• • •

• • • •

^Resolution adopted at the British Labour Party 
Annual Conference at Blackpool, October, 1956, Labour 
Party Archives.

i
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When we agree on these policies we Bust mean 
it, when a Labour Government comes to power it 
means that if these people get it we must do 
without it. If we acre not prepared to go with
out, do not let us pass resolutions that mean 
nothing. But we mean it, so let us be ready to 
stand up and meet the critics who say, *We 
should get this, not the blacks.

In order to insure that the liberal view on parity 

always had a spokesman, Eirene White was assigned the 

task of representing the Labour position on race relations 

in Tanganyika in any Parliamentary debate which might 

arise. Clearly then, both the Labour Party and the 

Fabian Bureau were closely aligned to TANU in their views 

concerning parity and the needs of the plural societies.

Liberals maintained that unless a system of fran

chise qualifications wore devised which gave the vote to 

a majority of adult Africans, the moderate position of

the nationalist drive in Tanganyika would be replaced by 

a far core radical and violent form of protest.^ Thus,

^ext

November 11, 1956, Labour Patty Archives.

^Griffiths assigned White this task on October 23, 
Labour Party Archives.

of Griffithscossago to Labour M.P.s

1956.

•a
Solwyn-Clarke suoaarired liberal concern in a 

widely distributed handout entitled "Tanganyika Future", 
released in September, 1955. FGB papers.
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in April 1955 the Bureau called upon the Secretary of 

State to create a special committee with representatives 

of all races to consider the question of franchise qual

ifications for both local and central government elections.^
*

Similarly, in 1955 liberal M.P.s confronted L«nnox-Boyd 

on no fewer than thirty instances with demands that the

indigenous population in Tanganyika be educated in modern
2

electoral procedures.

The liberal activists, however, refrained from de

tailing their exact plans for both candidate and voter

qualifications for the first territorial elections until 

late 1956. Although the Fabian Bureau and the Labour

Party received repeated suggestions from their ceabots

concerning the issuance of an official franchise plan.

both Jaces Griffiths and Solwyn-Clarke felt that it would

be core appropriate to wait for the release of TAMJ's

own proposals. In this way, the nationalist covecent and

^h'otes in Nicholson's handwriting on FCB delegation 
to Lennox-iioyd, April 6, 1955, FCB papers.

^Labour Party list of petitions and delegations 
to the Colonial Office involving the East and Central 
African dependencies, Decesber, 1955, Labour Party 
Archives.
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the liberal reformers could best coordinate their ob

jectives and avoid the possibility of issuing conflict

ing plans which would only weaken their basically united 
front.^

It is clear that the liberal community helped XANU

to formulate Union demands for the 1958 election fran

chise. In September 1956, Nyerere arrived in I,ondon to

request that the Colonial Office intervene and alter the

franchise proposals and the parity voting system recently

endorsed by the Tanganyika government. On September 19,

the TA1»U chief cot with Labour Party and Colonial Bureau

allies in a conference hall in the House of Commons which

was customarily reserved by Creech-Jones for Labour Party
O

policy meetings."

Shortly thereafter James Betts, a long-time friend

and mentor of Kyerere, left his Bureau desk to consult
3

privately with the Union leader. On October *1 Selwyn-Ciarke

Inis strategy is detailed in tt.'e cortesponder.ee 
between Selwyn-Ciarke and Griffiths, April 6-£eptester 3, 

1C3 papers.
">
"Selwrya-Clarke to Griffiths, September 20, 1956,

J'CB papers.

^Betts to Hatch, September 23, 1956, Labour Party
Ar c t; i ve s.
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revealed that Betts had been helping Nyerere formulate

XANU demands for the 1958 elections:

Jimmy Betts has nearly finished the memo
randum working out the policy of X.A.N.U. on 
franchise and elections, 
this is a service we should give to Nyerere.^

He and I feel that

Xhe Bureau did imply, however, that while it was 

offering advice to Nyerere, its views on the election 

qualifications had not yet been officially formulated.^

In trying to establish its own policy, the Bureau sought

the advice of Prof. W. J. M. Mackenzie who had headed the

territory's first constitutional commission. Mackenzie

informed the liberals that the trusteeship was indeed

ready to make a major political advance:

...I was out in Xanganyika in July...and 
found that things had changed a good deal 
(largely in the right direction) since 1952. 
The result is that a good deal of what I said 
there is obsolete so far as Xanganyika is 
concerned, because it is no longer necessary 
to be so extremely cautious there.^

The Bureau forwarded a copy of the Mackenzie letter

to the Secretary of State, pointing out that the "obsolete"

^Solwyn-Clarke to Creecb-Joncs, October 8, 1956, 
Creech-Jones papers.

■>

“Selwyn-Clarke to Creech-Jones, October 8, 1956,
FCB papers.

J. M. Mackenzie to Selwyn-Clarke, October 29,
1956.

/
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recommendations of the 1952 committee were the. basis of the

Government's recent franchise proposals. In response, the

Fabians were informed that the Legislative Council's re

duction of income and education qualifications satisfied 

the need for a more liberal franchise than that originally 

invisioned by the Mackenzie committee,^

On November 7 the Bureau received a letter from

Nyerere which indicated that the qualifications suggested

by Betts had in fact been adopted by him as the official

TANU suggestions for the conzing elections. Nyerere stated:

Very many thanks for the help you have given 
me in my effort to present XAND's case here. I 
thank you in particular for your help in working 
out a detadLled plan for putting our electoral 
and constitutional proposals into effect. The 
plan as it now stands is the best that we have 
been able to devise. I have sent a copy to XANU 
stating that the plan has my full support and my 
confidence that it will got the official support 
of the Union.^

On November 18, 1956, Rita Hindcn received a letter

from Makwaia informing her that the proposals recently

forwarded to XANU's Executive Conaittco by Nyerere had 

bcHjn approved.^ Xhus, the Bureau served as the chief ,

^Nicholson-Lennox-Boyd correspondence, October 30- 
liovember 5, 1956, FCB papers.

^Jyerore to Betts, November 7, 1956, FCB papers.

^lakwaia to Hinden, November 10, 1956, FCB papers.
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adviser for the formulation of lANU's plans for the 1958

election qualifications.

The Fabian Bureau held its own conference to de

vise a policy statement on both franchise and representa

tion in the East and Central African territories in

The meeting, which wras attended by most 

of the liberal reformers concerned with developments in 

Tanganyika,^ adopted a set of demands, which although

December 1956.

somewhat vague since they were not designed for any one

particular territory, nonetheless complemented the TANU

proposals. Indeed, the socialist plans were in many ways

more radical than TANU's own designs.

The Fabian proposal advocated recognition of the

fact that the British dependencies were primarily

African in composition, and that accordingly, their

political structures had to reflect this premise. The

liberals, therefore, called for the introduction of com

mon roll elections and the creation of "geographical

^Present at the December 8-9 conference were
W. J. M. Mackenzie,Roland Brown, John Dugdale, M.P 

Marjorie Nicholson, Kenneth Robinson, Reginald Sorenson, 
M.P

• $

Cecil Wibley, Mary Winchester, Hilda Selwyn-Clairke 
and James Betts.

•»
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constituencies" in which there was "no place-for special 

racial or tribal or minority representation".^

The Bureau was willing to accept a temporeiry

system of guaranteed seats for minority groups, but re

fused to support any program of pau:ity;

The most acceptable modification 
temporary measure, is the common roll multi
member constituency with reserved seats for 
minorities. Where these cire not practicable 
(for reasons of disparity in the size of the 
different electorates etc.), the devices of 
cooption or nomination might well be used to 
give adequate representation to minorities. 
We do not favour any extension of the system 
of communal rolls, though its continuance in 
areas where it already exists may be inevit
able as an interim measure.^

as a• • •

The socialists were also willing to compromise

their demands for universal adult franchise, but only as

a temporary "interim" compromise, "for reasons of diffi

culties of electoral administration, of political bar -

gaining, or of allowing time for the growth of African 

political organisations".^ In territories where this was

^"Resolution of the December 8-9, 1956 Buscot 
Conference on Franchise and Representation in East and 
Central Africa", p. 2, FCB papers.

^Ibid P, 3.• I

3ibid p. 4.,* »
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necessary, the Bureau conceded that mininum educational

and income qualifications could be utilized. However, the 

Fabians made it cleair that at no time would they support 

the use of a multiple vote, nor would they endorse allow

ing voter qualifications to be left to the discijetion of 

the territorial Executive.^ Finally, the Bureau supported

the retention of official majorities in the Executive and

Legislative Councils of all British dependencies, and ad-
2

vocated the immediate adoption of a ministerial system.

In early 1955 the Fabians made repeated attempts

to arrange a meeting with the Secretary of State to dis

cuss their proposals. However, Lennox-Boyd persistently

refused to meet with the Bureau, claiming that his schedule

left room only for "the discussion of critical, factual
.,3matters.

In summary, by 1956 the socialists had not only

helped to formulate the Union's plans for territorial

political development, but had also devised their own

general guidelines for the British dependencies of East

^Ibid.. pp. 4-6.

^Ibid.. p. 2.

^Lennox-Boyd to Eirene White, May 28, 1957, Labour 
Party Archives.
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Xhe Fabian formula was, in effect.and Central Africa,

more radical than that of XANU because of the Bureau's re

fusal to accept even a temporciry compromise version of

parity.

During the 1955-57 period, the liberal and conser

vative factions also clashed over the banning of XANU cells.

In February 1955, Marjorie Nicholson assigned John Hynd the 

task of raising questions in Parliament to discover the 

administration's rationale behind the recent closing of

She did so as the re-XANU units Mwanza and Mwalanpaka.

suit of a direct request from Nyerere who was concerned 

that the ban was the beginning of an administrative at

tempt to undermine the entire nationalist movement.^

Although Hynd attempted to initiate a debate on

two separate occasions, the Secretary of State refused to 

discuss the matter.^ In April, the M.P. tried to force a

confrontation by demanding that the administration take

steps to identify and prosecute those individuals who 

were involved in the allegedly subversive activities

^Nicholson to Hynd, February 16-21, 1955; Hyerero 
to Nicholson February 12, 1955, FCfl papers.

^lynd to Nicholson, March 23, 1955, FCa papers. 
Xhe M.P. raised the question on March 3 and again on 
Mrtrch 23.
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Once again, however, Lennox- 

Boyd refused to be led into debate and would only state 

that the cells had been banned "for the sake of preserving 

law and order" in the territory.^ When pressed to explain 

additional closings in Sukunaland and' Bukoba the Secretary 

of State, in a written reply to the Fabian Bureau, noted 

that the government was convinced that there was no sig

nificant dissatisfaction in either region with official

which closed the branches.

policies or administrators and that the Union had been

totally banned in both areas for its attempts to create
2

Throughout the confrontationunrest where none existed.

Kambona advised the Bureau concerning political conditions 

in the regions where cells were banned.^

Itt March 1956 M.P. Arthur Skeffington also raised

the question of the Sukumaland ban. In particular, he 

wished an explanation of why numerous petitions seeking per

mission to re-open TANU cells in the area had been denied.

^ynd to Selwyn-Clsurke, April 4, 1955, Hynd files. 
Labour Party Archives.

2
Lennox-Boyd to Selwyn-Clarke, April 30, 1955,

FCB papers.

^Nicholson notes on Kambona interviews, February- 
June, 1955, FCB papersw
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The Secretary of State once again refused to give specific 

details, but did state that the individuals who presented 

the petitions would "niost likely” disrupt the peace, and 

hamper the effective running of the government if the 

branches were given permission to resume their nprmal

Lennox-Boyd added that local government re

ports indicated that the majority of Africans in 

Sukumaland favored the ban.^

functions.

Similar attempts by other

liberal M.P.s to press the issue also ended in failure.

The government adamantly refused to discuss the reasons 

behind the decision to ban individual TANU branches. This

refusal, in turn, led to angry and frustrated accusations 

by liberals who claimed that the Union was the victim of 

official persecution, primarily because it effectively 

articulated indigenous dissatisfaction with outdated 

methods of British rule.^

Liberal M.P.s also supported TA-MJ in its opposi

tion to the other political organirations which emerged

during this period. In March 1956, Eireno White and

^London Tices, March 8, 1956.

"■Solwyn-Clarki? lo , hl^scU 6, 1956, FCB
papers.

/
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Selwyn-Clarke visited the Colonial Office and demanded an 

explanation of how UTP menbers could be allowed to serve 

as officials on the government side of the Legislative

Council, considering the ban on civil servant political 

activities. In addition, they questioned the policy of 

selecting primarily chiefs as the unofficial representa

tives of the indigenous population.^

SeUeral weeks later, John Hatch and Arthur

Skeffington demanded that early elections be held for

Legislative Council seats in view of the fact that the

unofficial cembors were now, in effect, a political party.

They, also asked if it were true that official pressure was
2

being placed on chiefs to join the l/TP. Finally, the

Fabians used Venture to continually publish articles

critical of the UTP, by depicting it as a racist or

ganization, which if allowed to thrive, would undermine 

the aodorate policies of TAltV.^

hioxes on interview with Lennox-lioyd, March 6, 1956,

FCO papers.

“tiatch-Skeffiegton correspondence, itarch 17-22, 
1956, Hatch files. Labour Party Archives.

^Sce for exaaple, Venture, Vol. 6, No. I (Hay,
1956), a-9.

/
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The Capricorn Society was also severely criticized

by British reformers. Liberals feared that the organiza

tion's bid for equality of representation based on qual

ifications rather than race would appeal to the minority

groups and to many of the African elite and thus would 

"divert and retcird TANU’s political movements,"^

As a result of their apprehension, the Bureau as

signed the Earl of Lucan the task of examining Society 
2

activities. His report, which was printed in Venture.

condemned the Capricornists and urged readers to avoid

association with it. Lucan's investigation also refuted

rumors that Nyerere and several other prominent TANU 

leaders were secret cembors of the society.

Liberals and conservatives also clashed on the

question of economic development in the trusteeship. The

Tanganyikan administration, Colonial Office, and constj:-

vative members of the home government all Balntainod that

the economic potential of the territory was being developed

^Winchester to Nyerere, February 6, 1956, FCB
papers.

2
Selwyn-Clarko to the Earl of Lucan, January 21, 

1956, FCB papers.

^Venture, Vol. 7, Ko. 9. (February, 1956), 6-7.

/
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in as rapid and as equitable a canner as possible.^ 

party critics by contrast insisted that the Colonial

Labour

Developnent and Welfare Acts had only nade slight progress
2

in feoedying the econoaic caladies of the colonies. With

specific reference to Tanganyika, liberals caintained that 

econoaic control was firnly in the hands of the ninority 

coanunities, and that the systea of p^urity further served

to perpetuate this iabalanco. Roforcors therefore opposed

land alienation and future white settlecent. In addition,

they deaanded that nooCher sectors of the econoay be al

lowed to fall under oinority control.^ In order to

^For exanples of the conservative viewpoint,
Great aritainy Central Office of Inforcation, British 
Inforaation Service, I.D. 892 (Revised), The United 
Kingdoa Colonial Developaent and Welfare Acta (and 
suppleaents) (London: Her Kajesty's Stationery Office, 
1955); Philip Kason, A Deal in East Africa (London; 
Royal Institute of International Affairs, 1955);
Tanganyika, SucBaxy of Observations by Tanganyika 
Govornaent on the Hajor Recoagondations and Conclusions 
of the Royal Coegission Report. January, 1955 (Dar es 
SalaaB; The Governaont Printer, 1956)} Tanganyika, 
Tanganyika. A Review of its Resources and Their 
Dcvelopgent (Dar es Salaam;* The Govorocent Printer, 1955).

see:

^See, O. W. Duaploton, Colonial Developgent 
Corporation (London: Fabian Colonial Publications, 1957); 
Venture Vol. 8, Ho. 9 (February, 1957).

3
For exaaple, the FCH and the Africa Bureau both 

opposed the Groundnut and the Sugar scheaes. Scott to 
Hinden, July 17, 1957, FC3 papers.
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paxtially rcsedy financial inequality, they called for 

a Eajor reforn of the civil service systec, which would

place Tanganyikan Africans in high level adcinistrative 
1

posts.

Sinilarly, on June 8, 1956, Fabian Assistant 

Secretary Mary Winchester interviewed Lennojc-Boyd and de- 

nanded an explanation concerning the inequitable distri-

Shebution of funds froa the sale of enecy property.

argued that a aueb core rapid expansion of the indigenous 

educational systec was necessary if Africans were to gain 

significant ecploycent in the territorial work force."

Labour M.P. Margaret Slater askedIn March 1956

the Secretary of State to explain why Africans in 

Tanganyika were forced to pay a cess tax on coffee while

LaUnur deaands for an official re-Europeans were not.

increased when it was discovered that revenue froa
if'-'

the tax was allocated to the Tanganyika Coffee Board,

sponse

which was of far core service to European than African 

^ Wlien the Secretary refused to offer angrowers.

ISelwyn-Clarke to Janes Johnson, W.P 
1956, FCa papers.

March 6,• »

^'inchester to John Rankin, M.P., June 9, 1956, 
She noted that the issue was raised at theFGS papers, 

request of Kaabona.
^Great Britain, Parlianent, Parlianentary Debates

Vol. 576 (March 7,' 1956),{House of Cosaons )5tb ses 
col. 212.

• »
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explanation, liberals swamped the Colonial Office with 

telegrams and letters of protest.^

Ldberal reformers, however, did not allow their 

ideological commitment to blind them either to the real

ity of conditions within the trusteeship, or to the needs

and capabilities of the home government. Thus, they ac

cepted the legal justifications behind the ban on civil

servant political activity. Similarly, when M.P. Fenner

Brockway announced in 1956 that Tanganyika was ready for

self-government, the Fabian Bureau and the Labour Party
2

both rejected his claim as "extremely premature”. In

addition, the Bureau recognized that nationalist leaders

in Tanganyika were often radical and naive in their ap

proach to political problems. The liberals maintained.

however, that the future leaders of the Tanganyikan African

population had to be aided. This was not done because of

ideological coamitcent, but rather:

...because although wo realize that they some
times make regrettably extremist statements, wo 
are also well awtixe that the discredited leaders 
of today may be Ministers tomorrow.^

^Lennox-Boyd papers, Conservative Party headquarters. 

^Brockway files, FCB papers.

^Betts to Lennox-Boyd, July 6, 1956, FCB papers.

/'
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participation in the East Africa High Commission would 

eventually lead to federation, the Fabians denounced such 

apprehensions as groundless and decided to take steps to

Speaking of this problem,^Selwyn-end senseless rumors.

Clarke reasoned:

The scifeguards against federation are many 
and euiequate and the African feaxs are abso
lutely groundless....As to how African sus- 
pscioDa can be dissipated, I would suggest 
that I do a paragraph for ’Venture’ and that 
you send it for copy to the whole East African 
press. It would be a pity if we appear as 
campaigning on the matter but most educated 
Africans would road a statement from a friendly 
and unofficial source. It is better that 
Africans should fill their heads with their 
major problems that matter rather than chase 
an illusory will of the wisp.^

In March 1957., the Labour Party and Fabian Bureau 

both received reports that Africans in the Mt. Matagere

0

region were being removed to make way for a government

Upon examining the situation, the lib

erals concluded that the scheme represented a reasonable

erosion project.

conservation attempt and that the families involved had

As a result, reformers 

refused to raise the issue in the home government.^

no traditional claim to the area.

^Selwyn-Clarke to Winchester, June 25, 1957, FCB
papers.

^Correspondence between Selwyn-Clarke, Hynd, Hatch 
and Lennox-Boyd. Lennox-Boyd papers, Conservative Party 
Headquarters.
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Finally, liberals were aware that the decrees of

the Trusteeship Council were often based on ideological
%

comDitment, which failed to take into account the actual

territorial conditions. Speaking of the international

body. Labour Party Colonial Affairs Advisor Creech-Jones

stated;

The basic difficulty arises from the con
stitution of the Council. It permits repre
sentation of responsible as well as irrespon
sible powers, of knowledgeable as well as 
inexperienced members, and of the play of 
politics and deep prejudice.^

Thus, by 1957 the liberal elements of the home

government were committed to the support of TANU demands

for political advancement and to the defence of the Union

from the attacks of both the colonial administration and

the conservative elements within the home government. In

addition, the liberals shared many of TANU's criticisms

of territorial economic and educational policies. How

ever, neither the Labour Party nor the reform groups

operated solely on the basis of ideological conviction.

^Creech-Jones memorandum to Labour M.P.s entitled 
"United Nations Machinery for Dealing With Colonial and 
Trust Territories", July 11, 1955, Creech-Jones papers. 
See also Fabian Colonial Bureau, British Intetoata in 
Africa (London: Fabian Publications Limited, 1956), 
pp. 11-13.
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Their goal was to obtain self-government for Tanganyika, 

but to do so in a manner that took into account the real

ities of the territorial situation and not merely their

In opposition to the liberalown political preferences, 

alliance stood the Tory Party, the Colonial Office, and

the white settler community, all of whom persisted in 

their support of the traditional policies of parity, in

direct rule,and gradualism.

The United Nations; International 
Criticism of British Policy

During the period 1954-57, the Trusteeship Council 

again became the site of an ideological conflict be

tween the colonial powers and the anti-imperial forces of

As in the past,

once

the Third World and the communist bloc.

the anti-imperialist allies concentrated their efforts to 

disprove the merits of any of Britain’s plans for terri-

Thoy persistently argued that govern-torial development.

Kent policies were aimed at the preservation of an Empire 

and that any introduction of representative government

designed to solidify rule by the white settler commun

ity, who would in turn bo loyal allies of the Crown.^

was

^For an example of the ideological confrontations
see "Storm Over Tanganyika",which occurred at the U.N 

Africa Today, Vol. 2, No. 1 (March-April, 1955), 14-16.
• a
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The first major confrontation within the Trusteeship 

Council occurred in February 1955, during the debate of

the recently released 1954 Visiting Mission Report. The
-•V .c-
United Kingdom representative. Sir Alan Burnsi condemned

r

the document as "impractical” and "shortsighted”, because 

of its recommendation of a twenty year taucget date for 

independence, and a rigid timetable for the initiation of 

various steps in political development towards this goal.^ 

Speaking of the unreasonableness of these suggestions.

Sir Alan announced that;

The Administering Authority is unable to 
accept the recommendation by the Visiting 
Mission that a timetable should be fixed for 
the successive phases of constitutional de
velopment and that a date should be specific 
by which the Territory would be granted self- 
government. The declared policy of the 
Administering Authority is that the constitu
tional development of Tanganyika should be by 
stages, the ground being consolidated and the 
future reviewed in the light of the experience 
gained before each important stage is under
taken. The rigidity of a fixed timetable would 
be inimical to the harmonious development of 
political institutions corresponding to con
secutive stages of economic and social evolu
tion. This does not mean that political and 
constitutional progress will be slow.^

^United Nations News, No. 10/55, February 28, 1955. 
For the text of the original Visiting Mission suggestion, 
see Report of Visiting Mission. 1954, pp. 251-252.

^United Nations, Trusteeship Council, Official 
Records (25 January-28 March, 1955), p. 174.
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The Administering Authority's position was strongly

defended by Mr. John Stanhope Reid, the New Zealand rep

resentative to the Trusteeship Council who had also served

Reid testified thatas chairman of the 1954 Mission team.

the setting of a target date was an unreasonable request 

which placed "undue pressure” on the Crown, especially 

considering that "the obligation to bring the people to 

self-government or independence as soon as possible is 

contained in the Trusteeship Agreement."^

The anti-colonial forces, by contrast, strongly

The representatives of the Sovietsupported the deadline.

Union, El Salvador, and India were especially adamant in0
Mr. Rikhi Japhal, thetheir demands for a target date, 

representative of India (who had also been a member of the 

Mission team), argued that the concept of a timetable was 

in accordance with the principles of the U.H. Charter.

The 1954 report, he reasoned, "expressed a point of view 

that might not bo in conformity with the policy of the

Administering Authority, bat which nevertheless was based 

on certain arguments, facts, hopes and beliefs"."^

Hbid pp. 176-178.

“United Nations News, No. 14/55, March 7, 1955.

• $
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Despite pressure from the anti-coloniai powers, at 

the Februeiry 28 meeting the United Kingdom officially re-

This led to bitter ac-jected the idea of a target date.

usaltions from the El Salvador representative (and former 

Mission member) Rafaiel Eguizabal, who claimed tbat the 

Colonial Office had rejected the idea of a timetable dur

ing a conference in London long before the Mission had 

even departed for Tanganyika.^ In a general debate which

followed, the anti-colonial forces, led by the U.S.S.R •»

utilized the 1954 report to condemn numerous aspects of

British administration. Priociry targets included the

parity system, land alienation, job opportunities, offi

cial treatment of nationalist orgauiizations, and the in

adequacy of information concerning the U.N. provided to
2

the Tanganyikan African community.

British rule was defended by United Kingdom

Special Representative Arthur J. Grattan-Bellow, who on

February 28 presented a detailed explanation of the eco

nomic and educational problems existent in the territory.

^Trusteeship Council Records, February 28, 1955,
pp. 178^163.

^United Rations Review, Vol. i, fio. 9 (J-Larcb, 1955),
passim.'
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if not im-He persuasively argued that "it is difficult, 

possible, to try to estimate the degree of political 

development and to set any time limit for self-government

because there are so many factors involved which are un- 

^ He testified that he was aware that "onepredictable".

element" of the population was pressing for a timetable

but that there was no way in which to estimate such de

velopments "with any reasonable degree of accuracy", 

further argued that the "vast majority" of the population 

accepted parity and that the Visiting Mission Report rep-

2
He

resented the first serious recommendation that the system

Finally, the U.K. representative emphatic-be abandoned.

ally denied that the minority groups enjoyed any special

privileges, maintaining that the only unusual considera

tions consisted of certain "safeguards" for Africans.^

His speech was vehemently denounced by the Soviet repre

sentative, Vasily F. Grubyakov, who claimed that parity

rule was aimed at creating a settler-dominated society

trusteeship Council Records. February 28, 1955,

pp. 176-181.

^Ibid.. p. 176. 

tnited Nations News, March 7, 1955.
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J
which would willingly reoain part of the British Enpire. 

He challenged the Crown to initiate a referendun on the 
question of parity, to discover*’l^e 

population.^

true sentinents of the

The debates were interrupted on March 2, in order

to entertain a petition fron Sir Charles Phillips, spokes-

can for the Tanganyika Legislative Council Unofficial

Menbership Organization (TUM)). In bis address. Sir Charles

noted that Legislative Council neobers were disappointed

with the undue stress placed on political developcont in

the Mission Report. He argued that the establishcent of

a ticetablo would be confusing to cost inhabitants, es

pecially if such an alteration closely followed the

recently announced constitutional changes. The Crown rep

resentative argued that "all of lis out-thero can't see the

setting of a tice Unit...Africans oust learn to under

stand the full inplication of self-govornoent, both
1.2 Finally, he claiced thatfinancial and adoinistrative.

the Mission had failed to adequately consider the econoaic

and educational developcont of the trusteeship. In light

?Tfrusteeship Council Records, February 29, 1955,
pp. 180-186.

^Ibid., pp. 118-191.
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of the necessarily slow pace of development in these 

tors, the concept of a timetable was both "impractical" 

and "dangerous".^

sec-

Following the testimony of the TUMO representative 

the general debate on the report resumed and continued on

until March 11. During this time it became clear that

ideological commitments sharply divided the Council. 

Britain's repeated attempts to explain the factual dimen

sions surrounding any of her policy decisions were con

demned by the anti-colonial powers as vain efforts to 

justify the maintenance of minority rule and the preserva-c tlon of an Empire, 

consider any proposals which deviated from her long 

established policies of parity and indirect rule.-

At the same time, Britain refused to

At the conclusion of the debate. Sir Alan Burns made

it clear that the United Kingdom would not carry out any of

^Ibid.. p. 193.

O
“For a detailed summary of the ideological arguments 

presented by both sides, see: Roger Baldwin, "Report from 
the United Nations", Africa Today, Vol. 3, Ko. 3 (May-June 
1956), 10-11 and the United Nations, Department of Public 
Information, Tanganyika. Land in Transition; The U. N. 
Visiting Mission»s Report on Tanganyika, the Observations 
and Plana of the Administering Authority, and the Debate 
and Recommendations of the Trusteeship Council (New York:
U. N. Department of Public Information, 1955), pp. 20-25.
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the suggestions made in the report, even if they received 

the endorsement of the Legislative Council;

I must make it quite plain that the adminis
tering authority, with whom the responsibility 
rests, will under no circumstances accept or 
implement any recommendations which in their- 
view are inimical to the real interests of the 
inhabitants of Tanganyika.^

At the same time, Grattan-Bellow announced to a 

press conference that endorsement of the Mission Report 

would "impair the cooperation and good will" which existed 

between the government of Tanganyika and the Trusteeship 

Council. This in turn would produce unnecessary "hostility" 

and "antagonism" between the United Kingdom and the U.N.^

The British representative explained that his country's 

primary objections centered around the recommendation of a 

deadline for independence, the demand for an end to land 

alienation, and the condemnation of the multi-racial 

policy. He maintained that no valid arguments had been 

raised in the debates "...to invalidate the opinion of

trusteeship Council Records. March 11, 1955,
p. 223.

United Nations News (No. 15/55} March 11, 1955.
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the Administering Authority or to warrant it reconsidering 

the Mission’s recommendations”.^
e.

The British position received support from the 

delegates of Australia, France, and Belgium. The 

Australian representative, W. D. Forsyth, defended multi

racialism as a necessaxy expedient, and denounced the bid 

for a tcirget date as totally impractical. Both France and 

Belgium condemned the idea of a target date and praised 

the rapid economic, social, and educational progress which 

the Administering Authority had achieved in such a short 

time, especially in a territory with so few exploitable re- 

^ The Belgian representative, Pierre Ryckmans, 

added that "political evolution [Jis] contingent on economic
3

and social evolution and prudence must bo exorcised.”

In opposition to Britain and her allies, the repre

sentative of El Salvador argued that a deadline date would

sources.

"be an inspiration and an incentive to the people of the
4

territory and serve as an Incentive to nationalism." The

^Ibid.

trusteeship Council Records, March 11, 1955,
pp. 231-233.

^Ibid pp. 234-237.

'*0. H, News, March 14, 1955.
,• 9
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Soviet delegate claimed that the Mission Seport depicted 

conditions in the territory as they really were, and was

In addition, the"bold enough to call a spade a spade".

U.S.S'.R. condemned parity as a device aimed at insuring

European domination, and multi-racialism as a "poorly

disguised form adf racist oppression".^' India and China

both supported the accusations of the Soviet Union and 
2

El Salvador.

Upon the conclusion of the debate, the Council ap

pointed a special committee comprised of rppresentatives

from Australia, Belgium, China, and Haiti to draw up a

report making recommendations for the Trusteeship Council 

on the mission proposals.^

The report submitted on March 24 stated that

although the Administering Authority had attempted to

foster racial cooperation, it was nonetheless necessary

to immediately grant Africans more participation on all

levels of government. It stressed the necessity of

trusteeship Council Records. March 11, 1955,
pp. 241-242.

^Ibid., p. 243.

%nited Nations News, March 14, 1955.
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fostering a sense of ’'territorial consciousness” and

reconmended the eventual establishment of a common roll

It further stated that paurity had to be viewed asvote.

a ’’transitional phase" and expressed the hope that:

the experience gained in the next constitu
tional stage will point the way towards an early 
and progressive increase in African nonofficial 
representation in the Legislative Council and 
towards the attainment as soon as possible of the 
Chaurter objective of self-government or inde
pendence.

The report agreed with the Administering Authority

• • •

on the value of introducing elections in local government

bodies as soon as the population of a given area expressed

a desire and capacity for them. However, the committee

also urged that in the near future elections be introduced
2

for members of the central government.

In addition, the report called for increased oppor

tunities for Africans primarily through civil service reform

and increased government aid to the cooperative movement.

Finally, the committee recocmended the rapid integration 

of the educational system and an end to further land
q ^

alienation. While encouraging rapid advancement towards

trusteeship Council Records. I-Iarch 24, 1955,
pp. 271-273.

^Ibid.

^Tanganyika, Land in Transition, pp. 30-34.
272.» P-
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independence, they faiiled to comment upon the mission recom

mendation concerning a target date.

When the committee's recommendations were voted upon.

they were approved by the Trusteeship Council in a three

(United States, China, Haiti) to two (Great Britain,

Belgium) decision with seven abstentions (Australia, El 

India, New Zealand, Syria, U.S.S.R,).^Salvador, France,

The following year, the Trusteeship Council again

considered the question of political development in

Tanganyika as a result of persistent urging from the

U.S.S.R. and her allies. Although Great Britain tried to

postpone further debate, arguing that it would only in

crease the growing hostilities between the Administering

Authority and the international organization, the anti-

colonial bloc was insistent upon forcing a confrontation.

Nyerere's recent favorable appearances before the Council

only served to further their demands for a debate on the
2

question of territorial political development.

^he abstentions were primarily based on the fact 
that the concept of a target date was omitted in the 
final report.

^Bernard T. G. Chidzero, "Tanganyika: 
of International Trusteeship on Constitutional and 
Political Development (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, 
McGill University, 1958), pp. 316-327.

Influence

/
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When pressed to define the United Kingdom's position 

on the pace of political evolution^ Sir Alan Burns firmly

announced that:

It is unthinkable that those responsible for 
carrying on Her Majesty's Government could, in 
the discharge of their duties under the 
Trusteeship Systemp plot out a timed course of 
political development for a Trust territory 
based on nothing more than guesswork.^

Nonetheless, on April 9, 1956 the Council adopted

a recommendation, sponsored by the Soviet Union, to estab-

list a series of target dates for political, economic

social, and educational development "to bring the British-

administered U.N, trust territory of Tanganyika to the
2

final goal of self-government or independence!" 

in favor of the recommendation were Burma, China, 

Guatemala, Haiti, India, Syria, the United States, and the 

U.S.S.R. The measure waa rejected by the United Kingdom, 

Belgium, loanee. New Zealand, and Australia.^

During this period of tense Trusteeship Council 

lations, two official publications of the United Nations,

Voting

re-

Hfnited Nations Docuaent X/PV. 820, p. 28. 

^United Nations News, (No. 16/56), April 12, 

^Ibld.

1956.

/
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while praising British economic and educational efforts.

nonetheless called for rapid political development along

As such, they indirectly criticized the 

parity system and contributed to increased hostilities.^

non-racial lines.

In 1957 the ideological conflict reached new

heights when the Council, despite the fierce opposition of

Britain and her allies, passes a resolution in which it

urged the Administering Authority to;

consider madcing a statement on the policy 
it proposes to follow in Tanganyika and should, 
inter alia, include therein the principle that, 
in accordance ;with the principles of the 
International Trusteeship System, the Territory 
shall be guided towards self-government or in
dependence and shall become a democratic State 
in which all inhabitants have equal rights....^

When the resolution was approved by the General 

Assembly on February 26, a storm of protest arose from the 

conservative faction of the British home government.^ Sir

• • •

c

^ee:
United Nations, Department of Public 

Information, Building for Tomorrow in Tanganyika (New York: 
U.N. Dept, of Information, 195„6)} United Nations, 
Trusteeship Council, "Survey of Political Events and 
Developments in Tanganyika", (XT/1956/2).

2
United Nations, Trusteeship Council. Resolution 

Adopted By The General Assembly At Its 661st Plenary 
Meeting On 26 Februeccy 1957 (A/3554 ^. ———2.

3
See, for example. Sir Alan Burns, "The Approach of 

the United Nations to Colonial Questions", United Empire, 
Vol. JCLVIII, No. 2 (March-April, 1957), 50-54.)
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Andrew Cohen,^ who had recently replaced Sir Alan Burns as 

United Kingdom representative to the Council, denounced 

the U.N. resolution, arguing that;

...there is much virtue in proceeding step 
by step, neither too quickly nor too slowly^ 
judging the exact nature of each step in the 
light of experience of the last one; and con
sulting the representatives of the people on 
the Legislative Council at each stage.

The fact that the resolution had been inspired by 

Nyerere's controversial third appearance before the United 

Nations, and that the legislation made special provision 

for the 1957 Visiting Mission team to devote special at

tention to the territory's political developiacnt, served 

to further increase tensions between the British and their 

critics on the Council.^

t
t

Another major controversy arose in 1957 with the 

issuance of the report of that year's Visiting Mission.

During its tour, the teas conducted over a dozen interviews

^ho appointment of the far core coderate Cohen was 
viewed by cany in the home governBcnt as the first sign 
that the Crown was about to cal:e a uajor concession in. its 
Tanganyika policy. See Hatch to liicholson, February 3, 
1957, FCB papers and Lennox-Boyd to Cohen, April 6, 1957, 
Lennox-Boyd papers, Conserv'ative Party Headquarters.

*■ United .'Cations Ddeusent T/P\’. &57 
3Cohen to Leanux-Boyd, April -O, 19^7^ Lennox-iJoyd 

papers. Conservative Party Headquarters.

, p.a.
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with XANU leaders, and in pcirticulax with members of the

In its report * the Mission concluded 

that the Union had formulated, and was capable of execut

ing, a viable plan for the establishment of a moderate, 

African-controlled state in which the immigrant communi

ties would enjoy equal rights as citizens.^

The team noted that members of the Tanganyikan 

African community expressed serious dissatisfaction with 

both the parity system and the use of a qualitative fran

chise in the upcoming territorial elections, 

numerous intorviowc, the Mission concluded that the rapid 

pace of mtxJernization within the trusteeship had "given 

rise to an upsurge of African nationalism a^ffecting a 

largo segment of the population which tends

Executive Committee.

Based on

to become

easily inpatient and frustrated if political change 

pears to it to be unduly slow."^
ap-

It therefore suggested 

that najor changes be nade in the territory's existing 

administrative policy to make provision for increased

African awareness. The Mission made it clear that sig

nificant and stable political advancement would occur only

^Report of ^ Visiting Hisaion. 

“Ibid

1957, pp. 7-17.

P. 13.• »
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when Africans were granted a greater share of econonic con

trol and increased educational opportunities. This, they 

felt, could only be done if the parity systen was ternin- 

ated, and if the non-African connunities were willing to 

abandon their nonopoly of territorial resources.

The Mission also called upon the adninistration to 

introduce a systco of "broad universal adult franchise with 

a secret ballot."^ When the 1957 report was exaoined by 

the Trusteeship Council, the anti-colonial forces further 

denanded that TANO's suggestions concerning the ternination 

of parity and the introduction of universal adult franchise 

be cocplied with before the 1958-59 elections. When Sir

1

Andrew Cohen pointed out that such a radical change would 

necessitate the postponecont of elections for at least two 

^ the Trusteeship Council agreed to accept the gov-years,

erncent eysten of franchise for the territory's first 

electoral experience, but to reserve final judgaent until it 

had exanined the findings of the Post Elections Coaaittee.^

^Ibid., pp. 52-56.

^Ibid

3
Trusteeship Council Official Records, 21st Session, 

Koveeber 5, 1957, p. 247.

^Ibid

111.P-• »

p. 251.
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The Trusteeship Council was also the site of con

troversy between Britain and her critics concerning the

adninistration’s treatment of TANU. In June 1957 the

Crown was challenged by the delegates from the U.S.S.R

India, and Syria, all of whom claimed that the ban on

Nyerere was an attempt to destroy the nationalist movement

and thus keep the territory within the British Empire. In

defending the administration, the British Special

Representative argued that:

...both the context and tone of his [Nyerere's] 
speeches and the circumstances in which they —if.
wore delivered, led the authorities to the 
conclusion that a perpetuation of his approach ^ 
was likely to lead to a breach of the peace....

Sir Andrew Cohen later remarked that TAIRJ activities

had "introduced an interracial tension which happily had
2

not hitherto existed in Tanganyika’s multi-racial society."

In Juno 1957 the United Kingdom was severely criti

cized for its position on territorial voting qualifications. 

The debate began when the Jordanian representative, Mr. 

Najmuddine Rifai, called for a largely expanded franchise.

He noted that the use of the qualitative voting system had

• 9

^United Nations Nows, (No. 25/57), June 17, 1957.

■^Trusteeship Council Records, f^ovember 18, 1957,
pp. 206-309.
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produced great apprehension within the African comounity.

He therefore demanded a clear statement of Britain’s plan 

for qualifications in future elections. A much stronger 

form of criticism was leveled by U.S.S.R. representative,

I. I. Lobanov, who called the parity vote ’’a ruthless de

vice which radically suppresses 8,000,000 Africans" and 

"forces them to live behind artificially created barriers".^ 

In response. Sir Andrew Cohen stated that the parity 

vote was only a temporaory measure designed to protect the 

interests of the immigrant communities who "after all, pro

duce over fifty percent of the revenue on which the de- 

velopment of social and other services depends". HeG
assured the Council that the Crown's ultimate goal was to

create a "non-racial rather than a multi-racial society, 

a society with each pan as a man, and in fact a 

Tanganyikan".^

Thus, by 1957 a clear division of opinion had oc

curred concerning the future of political development in

Tanganyika. The emerging nationalist movement, which now

^Ibid.. p. 207. 

^Ibid., p. 209. 

%bAd,, p. 211.
(

/■
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enjojred a broad basis of populauc indigenous support, was

determined to end the paority system and create a self-

governing African controlled state. The nationalists

found strong allies among the liberal reformers of the

home government and the more radical and polemical anti

colonial forces within the U.N. In opposition to the

rapid attainment of independence stood the Colonial Office,

the territorial administration and their allies among the

territory’s white settlers, and the colonial powers on the

Trusteeship Council., These more conservative elements in

sisted upon the preservation of minority group control and

advocated a cautious, gradual pace of political development.

Clearly, the time was ripe for a major confrontation or a

significant compromise of either side's plan for future

territorial development.



CHAPTER V

THE TRIUMPH OP NATIONALISM: CONCESSIONS

AND COMPROMISE, 1958-59.

Territorial Developments

The yeaxs 1954-57 bad been marked by the develop

ment of increasingly stred-ned tensions between the

nationalist movement and the administration. The widely

differing views offered by both factions concerning the

pace and structure of territorial development had resulted

in a political deadlock in which neither side was willing

to further alter its policies for the sake of compromise

and peaceful cooperation. The increased incidents of

violence and civil disobedience throughout the territory

offered further indication that a major confrontation was

imminent. Finally, the situation was clouded by an escala

tion of tensions between the rival factions within the .home

government and the Trusteeship Council.

Despite the numerous disagreements and unresolved 

issues which existed by the end of 1957, within the brief

510

/
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period of twenty-four months the situation in Tanganyika

was to undergo a major transformation which not only re

moved the primairy causes of friction, but also introduced 

a spirit of cooperation and compromise unique in the 

British East and Central African dependencies. As a re>-

sult of this new spirit, within two years XANU was to find

itself at the head of a black majority regime, and on the 

threshold of responsible government.^ This era of peace

ful cooperation was the result of a series of major com

promises maide by both the British administration and the

Tanganyikan African nationalists. The breaking of the

deadlock also produced a reduction of tensions in the home

^Responsible government, in political terms, is the 
intermediate step between colonial administration and in
dependence. A responsible government is one with a major
ity of elected ministers within a Council of Ministers 
(which replaces the Executive Council) and a majority of 
elected members in the Legislative Council. When the 
Council of Ministers, as the executive branch of govern
ment, introduces legislation, it is required to convince 
the elected majority in the Legislature to support its 
proposals. Repeated feillure to receive such support 
would necessitate the resignation of the ministers. In 
other words, the executive branch is "responsible”, i.e 
answerable to the elected representatives of the people Tn 
the Legislative Council. For a detailed study of the 
various phases of political development which Colonies 
undergo, see: Robert Strauss-Hupe and Harry W. Hazard, 
eds.. The Idea of Colonlalisn (Now York: Frederick A, 
Praegor, Inc., 1958), passim.

• 9
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government and the virtual removal of Tanganyika as a 

topic of debate in the still ideologically divided 

Trusteeship Council.

Indicative of the shift in British policy were the

changes in key administrative personnel which occurred dur

ing this period. On July 7, 1958 Sir Richard Turnbull 

replaced Edward Twining as Governor of Tanganyika.^ From

the outset, the new chief executive reflected a much more
2

liberal attitude towaird TANU proposals. While certainly

not ideologically eiffiliated with the Union cause, Turnbull,

unlike Twining, was not committed to the preservation of 

parity and indirect rulo.^ Rather, he recognized that

British colonial policy was undergoing a major change and

as a result sought only to maintaiin government supervision

^For a personal summary of the highlights of the 
Twining administration, see his ’'The Last Nine Years in 
Tanganyika” African Affairs, Vol. 58, No. 230 (January, 
1959), 15-24.

^Turnbull, who haul spent all of his Colonial Service 
career in the Kenya administration, was at first viewed 
apprehensively by the nationalists. The conservative fac
tion in both the colony and the home government, however, 
warmly welcomed his arrival. See Sauti ya TANU, Nov's 54 
and 55, July 7 and 14, 1958 and East Africa and Rhodesia 
”E A & R Marked", July-August, 1958.

3cohe,n,,. p.. 61. See also the character sketch of 
Turnbull in The New Commonwealth, January, 1960.
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of territorial political evolution, no matter what the 

speed or structure of this transformation might be.^ 

Turnbull neither condemned the nationalists nor allied

himself with them. Rather, he dealt with TANU members as

individuals and judged them in terms of bis obligation
2

.to maintain peace, law and order in the trusteeship.

Thus, Turnbull on one hand would yield to African demands

to accelerate the pace of political development, while at

the same time he busily prosecuted and publicly condemned

radical dissidents.

The new Governor greatly reduced tensions by pub

licly stating that he had faith in Nyerere's ability to

maintain a moderate and cooperative course of action in his

dealings with the administration. Turnbull described the

TANU president as "an exceptional man of a type too infre-
3

quently produced in any society". Unlike his predecessor,

he was willing to meet with TATtU delegations and to issue 

public and prompt responses to Union petitions. Civil

^Turnbull interview.
^Ibid.

Tanganyika Standard, July 9, 1958. 

p3hen, pp* 61-62,

/
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I
S0rvic6 pGrsonnsl noted 3. CBcii’lced change in the adnixnxstxa— 

tion, which now instructed district officers to establish 

contacts with local Union leaders and to attempt to nego

tiate compromises on differences of opinion involving minor 

local issues.^ One rather liberal administrator remarked

that he had "suddenly become persona grata again after being
3

in the wilderness for seven years". Speaking of TANU's 

reaction to the Turnbull administration, a European member

of the Legislative Council noted:

Julius Nyerere is delighted in the appoint
ment and he (Xurnbull] is an excellent Governor 
in every way. Julius Nyerere is a changed man 
since Turnbull has come and treats him charit
ably and with mutual respect. They are becoming 
friends. A great change again from Twining. 
•That bloody little s.b. Nyerere' which was the 
way he always referred to Julius Nyerere.

Another major change in colonial personnel occurred

in the home government in October 1959 when General

Elections in Great Britain resulted in the replacement of

This change was noted 
Eric A. W. Lewis, P. N. Mawho 
Vinter, and R. W. Young, heir personal papers. Rhodes
House.

y administrators C. C. Harris, 
, Eric George Rowe, J. S. M.

^Brend pape^, Rhodes House.

^Douglas Hek^ 
papers, Rhodes House.

to Betts, December 15, 1958, Heath
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0
Lennox-Boyd with Iain Macleod as Secretary of State for 

the Colonies. Although a member of the Tory party.

Macleod*s colonial policy was much more liberal.than any 

of his predecessors of that deccide. He believed, based 

on economic reasoning, that Crown territories should be

transformed into self-governing members of the Commonwealth 

as soon as possible.^ In the case of Tanganyika, Macleod

maintained that the moderate philosophy of Nyerere made it

possible to initiate far-reaching changes in the political 
2

structure. Thus, by 1959 both the Governor and the

Secretary of State stood prepared to initiate rapid and

0 far-reaching alterations in the constitution of the trustee

ship.

The period 1958-59, however, was by far not devoid

of confrontation between the administration and the national

ist movement. The sporadic incidents of civil disobedience

and local unrest which had occurred throughout the post-war

^See East Africa and KhoKi-esi.a and London Tices 
editorials, October 1959.

^Macleod cote on ’'Conditiocs in the East and Central 
Africa Dependencies**, A’oveaber, 1959, liacleod files. 
Institute of Cosmonw-ealtb Studies, Oxford.

(

/-
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;

period increased in frequency and intensity during these 

^ Much of the violence stemmed from the fact that 

radical cell leaders interpreted government concessions as a 

sign that the colonial regime could no longer maintain control
♦ O

of the territory in the wake of the liberation drive. As a 

result, acts of disobedience to native authorities as well 

as violations of official policies increased drastically.^

Such incidents resulted in the banning of TANU in the Geita 

district in May 1958, under the familiar claim that local 

Union leaders were a threat to orderly government.^ When 

the disobedience continued, N'yerere used Sauti ya TAIOJ to 

publicly accuse the local district officers of deliberately

years.

^reai Britain, Colonial Office, Colonial No. 342, 
Tanganyika Under United Kingdom Administration; RepKart 
By Her Majesty’s Government in the United Kingdom of 
Great Britain and Northern Ireland to the General Assembly 
of the United Nations for the Year 1953 (London: Her 
Majesty's Stationery Office, 1959), para. 91-143; and Col. 
No. 326, Tanganyika Under United Kingdom Administration. 
Report By Her Majesty * s Government in the United Kingdom 
of Great Britain and Northern Ireland to the General 
Assembly of the United ICations for the Year 1959 (London: 
Her Majesty's Stationery Office, 1959), para. 106-152; 
Tanganyika, Anneal Reports of the Provincial Coaaissioner 
for the Years 1953 and 1959 (Cat es Salaam; The Government 
Printer, 1959 and 1960), passim.

O
"Kaabcna to Betts, August 23, 1958, FCB papers. 

%-ee Table 13,. 735-7.40.pp.

4,ranganyika Gazette, Order No. 29B, 1958.
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persecuting the Union.^ 

criminal libel and fined "JlSO.

As a result, be was tried for

During this p>eriod the Government and TANU also 

clasl^ed on the question of local government bodies. The

administration felt that a series of regional councils.

which operated on the tribal, district, and provincial levels.

should be created to train the more isolated elements of

the indigenous population in modern political participa-

Ultioately, the councils were to serve as a train-tion.

ing device to prepare Africans for participation in

territorial decision making. In accordance with the

recommendations of the Mackenalo Report, the administra

tion attempted to cake the local councils multi-racial in 

composition wherever the ethnic distribution of population

cade such a scheme feasible. The councils wore supposed

However, by 1958 withto bo initiated by local residents.

the first territorial elections pending, the government

rapidly increased its efforts to encourage leaders to 

introduce such rural bodies.**

^Sauti 21* TAICU, No. 37, July, 1958.

Tanganyika, Speech bv His Excellency the Governor 
at the Opening of the Fourth Meeting of the Thirty-Third 
Session of the Tanganyika Legislative Council on 6th May, 
19SB (Par es Salaam; The Government House, 1958),

y-
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XANU adamantly opposed tbe government scheme, charg

ing it was an administrative tactic aimed at diverting in

digenous attention away from the nationalist drive. The

Union further claimed that the stress on multi-racial

councils was an attempt to indoctrinate the unsophisticated 

elements of the Tanganyikan African population with the 

syatem of parity which TANU so violently opposed.^ 

the nationalists charged that the government was applying

Finally,

pressure on its administrators to speed the creation of
2

local representative bodies.

The issue caue to a head in October 1958, when

Governor Turnbull addressed the Legislative Council and

defended adelnistrativc policy from recent Union accusa

tions:

District Councils arc a form of local govern
ment; they ate not a projection of Central 
Governcent. If they are to bo successful in 
training local people to accept ioportant local 
responsibilities they oust have the full confidence

pp. 2-4; Tanganyika, Ministry of Local Governcent and 
Adainistration, The Dovelopcent of Local Governgent in 
Tanganyika (Dar es Salaan: The Governcent Printer, 1959), 
passia.

^TA-MJ opposition to culti-racial local councils 
dated back to the publication of the Union's election de- 
cands ip 1956.

3
TAJOJ handout, "The Elections and four Vote", 1958.

/
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and support of the population in the district.
If that confidence and support is .lacking, 
then it would be better not, to introduce any 
modern form of local government machinery. 1 
am sure that it is desirable for local people 
to accustom themselves to the exercise of ad
ministrative and financial responsibility in 
local matters but there can be no question of- 
compelling them tfio do so. So let me repeat 
that neither District Councils nor ^ny other 
new local government bodies will be established 
in any areas unless it is the general wish of 
the local people that this should be done.^

The following day the Governor publicly stated that 

he deeply resented the widespread false accusations orig

inating from lANU which charged that he encouraged the 

; rapid introduction of local multi-racial councils to lure 

Africans away from the Union cause.^

When it became clear that local level TANU leaders

i

vtete determined to gain seats on any councils that night 

be established and thus use the representative bodies 

means of spreading the Union message,^ the government 

loudly protested.

as a

The administration argued that the

Tanganyika Legislative Council, Council Debates 
(Hansard), Thirty-Fourth Session, Second Volume (October.15, 
1958), pp. 126-127.

Tanganyika Standard. October 16, 1958.

This plan was outlined by Mtenvu in his corres

pondence with Kandoro, May 6-Novenber 23, 1958, Mtenvu 
files, Tanganyika political papers, Rhodes House.
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0
purpose of the councils was to educate Africatis in mod

ern political activities by allowing them to participate

in deliberation that involved local, familiar issues. As

such, they were not designed as a platform for the airing

of controversial territorial political issues. *Xhe

Governor made this point clear in a speech to the Wanyakyuse

of Southern Province upon the opening of their district

council:

that the good name of your Council 
is not spoiled by too much participation in po
litical affairs

Take care • • •

The Council depends upon the 
help of each of you and upon cooperation with the 
Government. Political aiffairs do not concern the

• * • •

Native Authorities at the level of local govern
ment. The task of your local governments is to 
improve the lot of the people and increase the 
wealth of your country

...Africans who wish to enter territorial poli
tics should first widen their knowledge by playing 
a part in local government. They must show beyond 
doubt that they are worthy of the trust of their 
fellows and that they can put the needs of others 
before their own interests.^

0
• • • •

Despite unrest resulting from the illegal activities

of radical TANU cell leaders and Union suspicion concerning

the creation of local councils, relations between the ad

ministration and the nationalists improved markedly in 1958

^Turnbull speech ,(in Kiswahili), November 18, 1958,
Rhodes House.

'
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This was primarily due to major alterations 

in official policy which both increased the pace of 

development toweurds self-rule and at the same time re

solved many of the controversies which in the past had

and 1959.

been sources of nationalist discontent.

Xhe first maj'or breakthrough occurred in June 1958

when the Legislative Council released the results of its

recent investigation of territorial land tenure policies, 

inspired by the observationsof the East African Royal 

Commission.^ The report, endorsed by Governor Twining, 

strongly discouraged future land alienation. It also 

recognized the necessity of major reforms in the land

tenure system, if large numbers of Tanganyikan Africans 

were to raise their standards of living through participa

tion in the agricultural sector of the economy. While

acknowledging that any changes in the system of tenure

would have to be the result of tribal initiative, it none

theless recommended the allocation of substantial funds to

^ho Royal Commission report noted the poor soil 
quality of Tanganyika and concluded that most of the ter
ritory’s land could not readily support commercial agri
culture. It also noted a tendency to concentrate the 
more vailuable, esiq>loitable l^nds in the hands of 
Europeans. See Royal Commission Report. Chapter 2.
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achieve this goal wherever the indigenous desire for 

policy alteration existed.^

In order to encourage - individual African fcirmers

to enter the cash economy, the administration instructed

the African Loan and Investment Division of the Depeuctment 

of Commerce and Industry to give priority to long-term, 

small capital investments.^ Thus, small scale African

farmers could more readily obtain government funds to inw

vest in modern agricultural equipment. The new policy was 

praised by both TANU and the cooperative movement as a 

major step in the right direction.^

In June 1958, another major concession was made by

the administration when Governor Twining ordered the re

strictions on TANU activities in Lushoto and Korogwe dis

tricts eased. While retaining the ban on public rallies

^angainyika. Legislative Council, Government Paper 
No. 6-1958; Review of Land Tenure Policy-Part I (Dar es 
Salaam: The Government Printer, 1958), passim.

2
In the past, the bulk of the money loaned had been 

allocated to large scale African commercial efforts. See: 
Tanganyika Local Povelopment and African Productivity Loan 
Funds; Report and Accounts for 1959 (Dar es Salaam: The 
Government Printer, 1960], pp. 1-5.

%yerere speecb at Dar es Salaam Municipal Auditorium, 
August 28, 1959, TANU files, Rhodes House; Bomani to 
Nicholson, November 3, 1959, FCB papers.
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and the operations of the militant Youth League, be.did 

permit the Union to distribute literature and to conduct

"moderate” campaigning for the upcoming elections. The

government made it clear that the ease on restrictions

was a test case and that future administrative decisions

concerning lANU's activities in this region would very

much depend on the manner in which the nationalists re

acted to the official decision.^

During the period 1958-59, the government also in

itiated a series of far reaching changes in territorial

policy, all of which resulted in a closer spirit of co

operation between the administration and the nationalists

and, at the same time, brought the country to the threshold

of responsible government.

Primairy among these alterations was the conduction

of the first territorial elections, which were divided into 

two phases, each involving five voting districts.^ Regis

tration of voters for all ten constituencies was officially

^Twining memo to district commissioners, officers- 
ln-cb2a:ge-of-police, and administrative personnel, Lusbbto 
and Korogwe districts, June 20, 1958, Rhodes House. See 
also Nyerere to ICandoro, July 9, 1958, Nyerere files,
FCB papers.

^See Table 14, pp. 741-745.
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opened by the Governor on August 3, 1957.^ 

with the 1956 Government suggestions, the elections were

In accordance

based on the previously endorsed limited franchise and a

common roll. One candidate of each race was to be elected, 

as an unofficial member of the Legislative Council, from 

each of the ten electoral districts. Constituencies con

sisted of a province, or part of a province, and every

voter was required to indicate a preference for one and
2

only one candidate from each racial group.

During the first month of registration a total of

only 665 voters were placed on the rolls within the entire 
territory.^

This was due primarily to TANU's refusal, up 

to that point, to participate in the elections because of

the use of the restrictive franchise and the tri-racial
4

ballot. On October 5, the Government officially announced

that the first phase of the election would take place on

Tanganyika, Gazette, August 7, 1957.

^See Table 14, pp. 741-745.

T. W. Y. Hucks, "Legislative Council Elections - 
1958" Tanganyika Notes and Records. No. 54 (March 1960), 
41. Hucks was the official clerk to the Legislative 
Council and served as 1958-59 Elections Officer.

a
Governor to Hucks, September 8, 1957, Hucks 

papers, Rhodes House.
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Id addition, the deadline for voterSeptember 8, 1958. 

registration in the first five constituencies was set for 

December 31, 1957.^

Since TANU continued to object to both voting quali-
V.

fications and the elector2Ll procedures, .by October 31 a
2

total of only 8,305 individuals bad registered. When the

Union finally agreed, despite serious reservations, to 

participate in the contest voter recruitment improved 

substantially. By December 31, when registration closed

for the first half of the elections, a total of 36,874

voters was tabulated, 28,526 of whom were from the first 

five constituencies,^

On August 20, 1958, the recently appointed Governor

Turnbull announced that the date for the second phase of

the elections would be advanced from September 1959 to
4

February 9 of the same year. Turnbull stated that the

change was initiated to atfford the Post Elections Committee

Tanganyika Standard. October 5, 1957.

2
Hacks, p. 41.

Tucks to Members of the Legislative Council, 
January 28, 1858, Hucks papers.

Tanganyika, Governor's Speech to Legislative 
Council, April 30. 1957, passim.

/
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the opportunity to more quickly release its proposals for ' 

the next phase of constitutional advancement.^ 

closing date for the second pha^e-elections a total of

By the

30,791 voters had registered in the five remaining con- 
2

stituencies.

With a franchise that was restricted by income,

educational, and employment qualifications, less than one

percent (50,317} of the territorial population registered

for the trusteeship's first electoral experiment. Although

voter rolls did not indicate race, an examination of names

and occupations, coupled with an examination of population

breakdown in each constituency, loads to the conclusion

that African registration was larger than that of the two

minority communities combined in every constituency except 

Dar es Salaam.^ In addition, tha rolls indicate that the

vast majority of African voters belonged to the Westernired

or seai-lfesteroired segment of indigenous stxriety, where

Tanganyika Standard, August -21, 22, 1958.

‘'Bucks, p. 45.

This conclusion is sabstantiated by LoMenkopf, 
pp. 163-69 and in: L’niversity of London, Institute of 
Commonwealth Studies, 'Tanganyika Election, 1953-55" 
(paper prepared for a syaposiua ca Political Institutiens 
In the Ccaaonwealthj June, 1959), pp. 2-5.

/
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}
they served as native authorities, minor civil servants, 

or professionals.^

Although the administration had instructed its dis- 

trict officers to encourage registration, there were re

peated complaints concerning the laxity of potential voters. 

Registration officers reported that many Asian and European 

residents considered participation pointless because of the 

numerical superiority of the Tanganyikan African popula

tion.^ Similarly, many Africans failed to register, es

pecially for the second phase elections, because of the 

lack of contested seats in their constituency.

Once the registration period was terminated the

government attenpted to clarify the significance 04 and

mechanics involved in, the actual voting procedure to novice

African constituents. The administration therefore ordered

all district officers to demonstrate correct voting techniques

%eo Table IS, p. 746, which contains a statistical 
breakdown of the voter registration in one district.

^Twining memo to all Provincial and District 
Coamissioners, October 23, 1957, Tanganyika Territorial 
administrative papers, Rhodes Houce.

^District and Provincial Books, 1958-59 (nicrofila)
Rhodes House.

%&abcna to Creech-Jcr.ee, October 18, 1959, 
Creech-Jenes papers.

/
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in the we^s before each election day.^ In addition, at 

number of official government publications were distributed 

which explained the entire electoral process to registrants.^ 

Finally, sample ballots contaiining fictitious candidates.

parties, and symbols were widely utilized as training tech

niques.^ Despite government efforts to explain the elec

toral process, the official Elections Officer noted that 

reports from district administrators indicated widespread 

confusion concerning all aspects of the upcoming contests.'*

The period of nomination was officially opened on

July 8, 1958, with potential candidates required to meet

the qualifications approved by the Legislative Council in 

1956.^

^einganyika. Legislative Council, Legislative Council 
Elections; Notes for the Guidance of Returning Officers 
(Dar e% Salaam: The Government Printer, 1958).

2
See for example, the widely distributed government 

leaflet, ”How to Vote at the General Elections for the 
Legislative Council. Your Vote is Secret!", released in 
August, 1958.

^ucks to Turnbull, August 21, 1958, Hucks papers.

^Elections Officer Hucks listed the following ques

tions as those most asked by potential voters: "What 
happens if we do not vote at all?", "Who will pay our 
faxes to travel to Dar es Salaam?", "Why was not the name 
of the headman included on the ballot paper, if a now 
Government was to bo selected?", ''Was this to be a new 
Governaant for all time?". Hucks papers.

^Sec pp, 322-326.
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For the first phase elections, a total of 44 candi

dates (22 Asian, 14 African, 8 European) were nominated to 

contest for 15 open scats.^ Notably, a candidate did not 

have to be a resident of the constituency in which he ap

peared on the ballot. Contenders who wished to withdraw

TCre free to do so, without forfeiture.of their campaign 

deposit fee, up to twenty-four days before the election.

By the first phase elections, 5 of the original 44 con

tenders had withdrawn and 3 stood unopposed. Thus, in

reality, 36 individuals were left to compete for 12 
vacancies.^

The results of the first election, which took 

some three weeks to officially record, revealed that TAKU 

candidates, and Asians and Europeans endorsed by TANU, had 

captured all 15 open seats.^

As a result of the sweeping Union victory, only

three contenders case forward to challenge the nationalist

party during the second phase of the elections. Thus,

three of the five constituencies returned all of their

^Tanganyika Standard, July 9, 1958.

^Seo Table 14, pp» 741-745.

^Tanganyika Gazette, September 29, 1958.
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candidates unopposed, and only in Bar es Salaam and 

Southern Province were elections held at all. Conse

quently, only 12,041 of the over 30,000 registered voters 

actually participated in these contests.^ Once ageuLn,

XANU and her approved non-African candidates captured all

I-,,

2
15 seats.

When it became clear that TANU and her supporters 

in the minority communities were soon to sweep the elec

tions, the Governor, upon consultation with the new 

Secretary of State, decided to announce additional consti

tutional changes, all of which were significant concessions

to nationalist demands. The gravity of these rapid con

cessions made it clear that the Crown was now aware of the

strength of the nationalist movement and, in light of the 

recent modification in Colonial Office policy, was indeed

prepared to comply with virtually all of TANU's political
3

demands.

The first major policy statement came in the week

following the release of the first phase election results.

%ucks, p. 46.

Tanganyika Geizette, February 27, 1959. 

Turnbull interview.
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In an address before the legislature. Governor Turnbull

made an announcement long awaited by TANU. The Chief
*

Executive clearly acknowledged that the parity system was

only a temporary measure, and that the Crown recognized

and accepted the inevitability of an African controlled

government:

In terms of population the Africans are, and 
always will be, an overwhelming majority in 
Tanganyika and as the country progresses it is 
right and proper, as indeed it is natural and 
inevitable, that African participation both in 
the Legislature and in the Executive should 
steadily increase. It is not intended, and 
never has been intended, that parity should be 
a permanent feature of the Tanganyika scene.
On the other hand, it is intended, and always 
has been intended, that the fact that when 
self-government is eventually attained both the 
Legislature and the Government are likely to be 
predominantly African should in no way affect 
the security of the rights and interests of 
those minority communities who have made their 
homes in Tanganyika. I am glad to note that 
the responsible leaders of major political 
parties in the territory are in complete agree
ment on this important matter and that there is, 
therefore, a good prospect that in duo course 
there will exist in Tanganyika a Government in 
which Her Majesty's Government will be able to 
devolve their trust as being a Government under 
which rcspon|ible people of all races would 
feel secure.

G

Tanganyika, Speech By His Excellency the Governor 
Before the Legislative Council, October 14. 1958 (Dar es 
Salaam: The Government Printer, 1959), p. 2.
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The announcepient once again affirmed the

Administering Authority's intention to concede to the 

nationalist organization's insistence upon the creation 

of an African-dominated government. It was during this

presentation that the Governor also announced the advance

ment of the date for the second phase of territorial elec

tions, so that the Post Elections Committee could more

quickly begin to discuss plans for the next phase of con

stitutional development.

On March 7, 1959, following the publication of the

second phase election results, the Governor announced the

administration's intention to allow unofficial members to

serve as ministers for the first time. In order to facili

tate this change, the total number of ministers would be

increased from nine to twelve, of whom five were to be

selected from among the elected representatives on the

Council. Turnbull further announced that the new ministers

would include three Africans, one Asian, and one European

member. Finally, it was determined that the existing

Executive Council, which was in effect rendered inopera

tive by the Council of Ministers, would continue to func-
^ '

tion for the life of the'existing legislature. As such.

it would servo as an advisory body to both the ministers

r. ■
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Any recommendations of the Executive 

Council; however, would have to be approved by the minis

terial body.^

and the Governor.

When the fiscal year began on July 1, 1959, the new

The twelve man body wasc
Council of Ministers was sworn in.

composed of ten ministers with specially designated port

folios, the Attorney-General, and the Chief Secretary, who

served as both the Chairman and the representative of the
p 3

The three African unofficials filled the posts

of Minister of Health, Minister of Social and Co-Operative

The Asian

Governor.

Development, and Minister for Lands and Survey, 

representative, A. H. Jamal, was appointed Minister for 

Urban Local Government and Works, while the European,

^Tanganyika, Legislative Council, Address By His 
Excellency the Governor ^ Legislative Council on the 
ITHTMaicch, 1959 (Dar es Salaamr The Government Printer, 
1959), pp. 2-4.

^he ten ministerial posts were: Finance, Security 
and Immigration, Education and Labour, Health, Lands and 
Surveys, Natural Resources, Mines and Commerce, Provincial 
Affairs, Social and Co-operative Development, Urban Local

For a detailed study of the function 
of each of these posts, see: John Sidney Richard Cole and 
W. N. Denison, Tanganyika; the Development of its Laws and 
Constitution. Vol. 12: The British Commonwealth, ^e 
Development of its I^ws m3 Constitution (London; Stevens, 

1964), pp. 42-58.

Government and Works.

Inc.,

%. N. Eliufoo, C. G. Kahama, and Chief Abdullah
Fundikira.

)
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D. N. M. Bryceson, assumed the post of Minister of Mines 

and Commerce.^

An unusual aspect of the ministerial appointments 

serves to illustrate the growing spirit of cooperation 

between the administration and the nationalists. As

ministers, the five designated members served on the

Yet, as elected membersGovernment side of the floor.

they had the right to oppose Government policy, 

to make allowance for such opposition, a special "gentle-

In order

man's agreement” was devised which permitted the ministers 

to temporarily resign their positions upon issuance of a 

forty hour advance wcirning to the administration. They

would then return to the unofficial side of the floor and

temporary replacements would be nominated by the Government

Once the issue at stake wasto fill the vacant posts.

voted upon, the elected ministers would once again resume
2

their posts on the Government side.

Tanganyika. Being the Addresses of His Excellency 
Sir Gordon Richard Turnbull K.C.M.C.. Governor and 
Commander-in-chief of Tanganyika at the Swearing in of 
MinisAera. on their Taking Office in 1959, 1960, and 1961 
(Dar es Salaam: The Government Printer, 1961), pp. 2-3.

2
Turnbull interview; Nyerere to Kambona, July 29, 

1959, FX^B papers.

/
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During bis March 17 address the Governor also an

nounced that the Post Elections Committee, suggested by

Governor Twining in 1957, would soon, be activated. In 

May 1959 the members of the fifteen man body were an

nounced, Headed by Sir Richard Ramage, the panel was com

posed entirely of Legislative Council members, eight of

whom were elected representatives (four African, two Asian, 

two European).^ Of key importance among the Ramage

Committee's terms of reference were the following assign

ments:

Having regard to the fact that it is not in
tended that parity of representation in the 
Legislative Council should be a permanent feature 
of the Tanganyika constitution, and bearing in 
mind the need for adequate representation of the 
main minority communities and the desirability of 
keeping the total number of elected members to a 
figure not greatly in excess of the present total 
of representative members; to recommend what, if 
any changes should be made in the existing pro
visions for represent^ition by elected members in 
the Legislative Council, what if any changes 
should be made in the present number of consti
tuencies and in their boundaries, and what, if 
any, changes should be made in the present 
system of tripartite voting....

To recommend whether, within the general prin
ciple of a qualitative franchise any change in 
the present qualifications for candidates and 
voters would be desirabl 
those changes should be.

and, if so, whati'

iTanganyika, Report of the Post Elections Committee. ^ 
1959 (Daur es Salaam: The Government Printer, 1959), p. 21.

^ibid., p. 1.

•< •'
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In addition to its task of finding a possible-sub

stitute for the paurity system and formulating new voter

and candidate qualifications, the committee was also in

structed to make recommendations concerning the maintenance
■<

of nominated Legislative Council seats for members repre»-

senting special interests. Finally, it was required to

evaluate a government proposal to create a Territorial

Council which would represent the chiefs and allow them to

serve as an advisory group to study all proposed terri

torial legislation.^

The Ramage Committee traveled to each district in

the territory, where it interviewed individual residents

and representatives of vairious organizations to determine

the population's views on future constitutional advance-

Notices explaining the purpose of the Committee and 

outlining its itinerary were placed in district adminis

trative posts, local and territorial newspapers, and in

By mid-August, the group had traveled 

over 4,600 miles, held 28 committee meetings, and inter

viewed 82 individuals or delegations.^

nent.

the official o^^ette.

^Ibid.

^Ibid.. p. 2.
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When the report of the Connittee was released to 

the Legislative Council on Septenber 18,^ it contained 

plans for wide-sweeping al.terations in the territorial 

political systeB, all of which were clearly cocpliDentary 

to the goals of the nationalist Boveoent.

Most significantly, the report called for the abo

lition of both parity representation and the tripartite 

In their place, it suggested the creation of 29 

constituencies, each of which contained one ’’open scat".'^ 

The report also called for the creation of 16 reserved 

seats to be equally shared by the Asian^ and European coa-

vote.

Qunities. In constituencies with reserved seats, each

voter was to have as cany votes as there were scats, but

could only give one vote to one candidate in each open or 

reserved seat.^

Tanganyika Legislative Council, Covernaent Paper 
Ho. 4-1959 Post Elections Coaaittee; Exchange of 
Despatches (Dar es Salaac: The Government Printer, 1959),
p. 1.

The tern ’'open” was ua&d in place of ••African**.

The tera "Asian" was no« to include the Arab com- 
Bunity for purposes of representation.

•^Report of the Post BLections Coanittee, pp. 4-10.
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In terms of voter requirements, the Committee 

called for the continuance of a twenty-one year minimum

age qualification. While preserving the three out of 

five year territorial residency stipulation, the report

recommended that citizens also be rqquired to be-residents

of the constituency in which they wished to register.

Special voting qualifications were also recommended for

each sex. The Post Elections Committee suggested that

males be required to hold a receipt for the payment of

Personal Tax for the year preceding registration. Women

would either have to prove ownership of a house or home

stead, pay any form of direct tax, hold any business

license for which a fee was required, be literate enough

to apply for registration without assistance, or be the 

holders of a public office. Coupled with these qualifica

tions was the recoamendation that the existing incose and 

educational requireaents be repealed.^

With regard to candidate qualifications for the

^^^gislative Council, 

ritorlaX, residency requireaent be set at three out of

the Keport recoaaended that the ter-

five years preceding ncaination. It further suggested

~2bid., pp. ll-l-S.
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that the literacy requirenent be United to the -ability to

follow a debate in English and that the Chief Speaker be

designated as the sole judge of this ability. The nunber

of signatures needed to be noninated was set at 35. In

the case of reserved Asian or European seats, 25 <Sf these

would have to be fron neobers of one's own race. Voters

would be allowed to only sign one nonination paper for each 

seat in their constituency. Finally, the Connittee sug

gested that the rcnaindcr of the existing candidate quali

fications be preserved intact.^

The report cosplotely rejected the concept of non- 

inating nenbers to represent special interest groups. 

Finally, it disapproved of the adoinistration's plan for a 

Territorial Council. In its place, the Post Elections 

Conaitteo recoDcendod preservation of the existing 

Convention of Chiefs which, it felt, should bo granted 

statutory recognition through local legislation.^

^Ibid.. pp. 14-17._ _ _  The other qualifications wore:
25 years of ago; bo a registered voter; bo willing to take 
an Oath of Allegiance; not bo disqualified for legal or • 
psychological reasons; bo willing to provide a Shs.SOO 
deposit; and satisfy one of the following qualifications; 
be a foraer ceaber of the Legislative Council; have an 
annual incoaa of Shs.4,CXX);- or bo a graduate of Standard XII.

-Ibid pp. 10-11. 

^Ibid.. pp. 17-19.

• »
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Going beyond its terms of reference, the Committee 

suggested that when an elected majority was initiated in 

the legislature, 50 constituencies should be established 

to elect 71 members. Of these, 50 would be open, while 11 

would be reserved for Asians and 10 for Europeans.^

The proposals of the Ramage team were formally en

dorsed by the Legislative Council on September 18, 1959. 

After consultation with the Secretary of State, the 

Governor addressed the territorial legislature on December 

15 and announced the acceptance of virtually all of the 

Post Elections Coaaitteo's suggestions.^ 

speedily initiate the alterations, Turnbull revealed that 

a general election would bo held in September 1960 to 

create an unofficial majority in the Legislative Council. 

The contest was to be based on the plan for racial compo

sition suggested by the Rixaago tean,^ Although the Council

0

In order to

c

^Ibid pp. 19-20.

Tanganyika, Legislative Council Exchange of 
Desgatches, pp. 2-6.

Tanganyika, Address By tUa ^colloncy the Governor 
to the Legislative Council on the I5tb December 1959 (Dar 
es Salaam: The Government Printer, 1959), pp. 1-2. See 
Tablol4, IP. 741-745,

• *
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would not automatically contain nominated seats, the 

Governor did reserve the right to appoint a small number 

of members to the body who possessed "specialized know

ledge and experience" and could therefore be of service 

in the consideration of particular, highly specialized 

- matters.^ Most significantly, Turnbull announced that 

the recently established Council of Ministers would be 

organized to give numerical superiority to non-officials.^ 

This alteration, in effect, promised TANU what it had so 

long fought for— responsible government.

re-

The Crown endorsed the alteration of the franchise

qualifications suggested by the Ramage report to create

an even larger electorate. While agreeing to the age and

residency requirements, the administration decided that

the only additional qualification would be satisfaction of

one of the following; ability to read or write English or

Kiswahili; possession of an annual income of "$75 or more; 

being the holder of a past or present post in the govern

ment. The plan to distinguish between male and female

Tanganyika, Phblic Relations Department,
"Tanganyika to Have Elected Majority in Council of Ministers 
and Legislature", Release'E/80/S9 ++ 5/48 (December 15, 
1959), p. 3.

^Tanganyika, Address by Governor 15th December 1959,

p. 1.
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voter qualifications was rejected. At the same time, it

was announced that all persons who had been registered

in the first territorial election would automatically be 

included on the new electoral rolls.^ The Colonial Office

completely accepted the Post Elections Committee’b sug-

-gestions for candidate qualifications and agreed to aban-
2

don its plan for the creation of a Territorial Council.

By this last concession, the Crown even further reduced

the role that the chiefs, who for so long had been pro

claimed the representatives of indigenous interests, would

play in the new government.

c Thus, in eighteen months, the administration had

produced radical alterations in territorial policy and

had satisfied most of the raaj'or demands of the national

ists. The p2u:ity system and tripartite vote were terminated.

Indirect rule would ^ facto collapse with the control of 

the government by an elected majority. Responsible govern

ment would commence with the Introduction of an unofficial

^Ibid.. p. 13.

^Ibid.. pp. 3-6. The abandonment of the Council was 
viewed by liberals as an official recognition that the 
system of indirect rule was now inoperable. See Crecch- 
Jones to Hatch, January 2, 1960, Creech-Jones papers.

r i
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majority in the Council of Ministers. Most significantly, 

government by civil servants was terminated and rule by 

the representatives of the African population was soon to 

begin. The colonial phase of Tanganyikan history was 

drawing to an end.

The Minority Communities; The Termination 
of Political Imbalance

As the first territorial elections approached, both 

the European and Asian communities found themselves with

out significant popular support among the electorate.

Most members of the immigrant communities chose to 

avoid political participation, reasoning that they could 

little effect the course of territorial development because 

of their small numbers. Many Europeans and Asians claimed 

that active campaigning would only further alienate them 

from the nationalists and thus produce unfavorable reper

cussions when Africans came to power.^

In spite of their unwillingness to actively engage 

in territorial politics, the bulk of the European com

munity continued to express its distrust in the ability.

Election
Officer Hucks reported this widespread 

attitude in a memo to the Governor on August 28, 1958, 
Hucks papers.fee also letters to the editor in the 
Tanganyika Standard. August 1958 and Januaury, 1959.
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of Africans to lead a viable self-government. The ever

increasing incidents of civil disobedience further con

tributed to the fear with which many'whites anticipated a 

black-dominated administration.
<

Typical European apprehensions concerning XANU's 

leadership ability are reflected in the following com

mentary of a white farmer in Tanga:

Nyerere seems something of a bright lad, but 
he lacks the grip to run TANU properly; and his 
control is obviously very loose indeed, and his 
staff all over the country is involved in pinch
ing the office cash etc.; stirring up people 
against the chiefs and local government authori
ties. Nyerere ought to go and get a minor Job 
with the Chagga coffee growers in KNCX as there 
he would leairn something about the practical 
work of running a large organisation.^

Another skeptical white offered the following 

analysis of African politicians and their liberal allies:

both Nyerere and Mboya tend to a black 
policy especially at their own meetings; they 
Eire more moderate in Legco and public. Such 
activities are not surprising but they do show 
a lack of political flair; the first reaction 
of both Nyerere and Mboya seems to be 'go on 
strike' as soon as they don't got all their 
own way. The Asians of 20 years ago adopted 
such a policy, but have learned something more

• • •

Beer to Selwyn-ClarkOi January 14, 1958, FCB
papers.
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since then. Xbe brighter A:fricans ought to have- 
noticed this and avoided naking the sane sort of 
mistake again...I fear that they learn all this 
going on strike business from IK leftists. The 
New Statesman and the Sociailist Cionmentary are 
both quite unfair in their comments re black and 
white in Bast and Central Africa gicH. They 

c seem to take it as axiomatic the the jiic^] white 
man is ALWAYS in the wrong, and the-black man 
always in the right....The African point of view 
should not be adopted...simply BECAUSE it is an 
expressed African opinion. Africans axe just as 
liable to make mistakes as white men; though many 
leftists do not seem to think this....1

The only organized pairty representing white settler 

opinion, the UTP, was devastated in the territorial elec

tions. Despite its claim to be multi racial, the party 

ran only European candidates in the 1958-59 contests.^ So 

decisive was the defeat suffered by the party that by 

December 1958, it ceased to have any significant function 

within the territory.^

In the early phases of the campaign, before TANU 

agreed to paurticipate, the UTP campaigned vigorously, 

hoping to take advantage of the Union's inactivity and

^Unaddressed letter dated April 3, 1959, in the 
papers of Eric A. W. Lewis, Rhodes House.

See Table 14, pp. 741-745.

%reat Britain Report 
Tanganyika. 1958. p. 36..

to the United Nations on
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thus capture all of the available seats in the-absence of 

any effective competition.^ At this.point the party sup- 

ported the voting aurrangements and plans for territorial 

development which had been endorsed by the Twining admin- 

Thus, the OTP supported parity, the triple 

vote, reservation of Legislative Council seats, preserva-

istration.

tion of an official majority, and the concept of a 

Territorial Council of Chiefs.^ However, with the termin

ation of the TANU boycott, the OTP, realizing that its 

position was fax too conservative to capture the vital 

African vote, radically altered its campaign platform.^ 

Key among its position reversals was its condemnation of

mandatory peirity, and its suggestion that the tripartite 

vote "be made optional since it has little support among 

the public".^

^See "Experiment Misfired", The Economist. May 11, 
1957, p. 486. See also Hatch to Betts, Juno 6, 1957, FCB 
papers. - ■

^"OTP Election Manifesto", a 
by the party from June to August, 1958, OTP files, Rhodes 
House.

leaflet circulated

Fletcher-Cooko to OTP headquarters, Dar es Salaam, 
August 23, 1958. The papers to Sir John Fletcher-Cooko, 
M.L.C. and co-founder of the OTP are found in Rhodes 
House.

4 .
Speech by Fletcher-Cooko, September 2, 1958, 

Fletcher-Cooke paq>crs.
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Despite the UIP’s policy nodifications it failed 

to gain wide popularity among even the European community.

The one truly valuable source of UIP support, the person

of Governor Twining,(who had inspired the founding of the

party) terminated with the arrival of Sir Richard Turnbull 

in July 1958.^

By contrast, those members of the European community

who received TANU approval rose to political prominence in

the period 1958-59. Although TANU did seek European allies

with liberal ideals, the Union placed its primary emphasis

on selecting candidates who would decidedly defeat their

UTP opponents as pzurt of the nationalist plan to coo-
2

pletely undermine the white party. Notably, whites who

wore nominated to compete with UTP candidates came from a

variety of national backgrounds while the UTP members were 

all of British origin. European candidates designated as

"TANU approved" all made great efforts to associate them

selves, at least by inference, with the nationalist movement.

^Bates, "European Politics", pp. 14-17.

^ambona to Betts, August 28, 1958, FCB papers.

^TANU-supported white candidates included 
one Swede, two Americans, and two Swiss.

oiE Greek,
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The election manifesto of one such contender serves as an

example of such tactics:

I am not a member of aay existing political 
I^ty as I believe in non-raoial seculeir politics. 
I believe in the rightness and justness.of the 
general policies of X.A.N.U. and the Asian com
munity, but Z preserve my integrity as an inde
pendent to differ on detail should occasion arise.

Z believe the immediate step should be the es
tablishment of responsible government, and Z shall 
then, through the concept of a Tanganyika nation
hood made up of all the people who live here, work 
for self-government.

We must set aside doubt. What this country 
needs is the confidence of certitude. The people 
are bedevilled by suspicion of Britain's sin
cerity. Z know that sincerity is there, but it 
must be made apparent by a quickened tempo of 
political progress calming fear and bringing 
conditions of stability in which wo can go for- 
w:Lrd together in mutual confidence.^

As a result of TAJ^U's endorsement of white candi

dates in each constituency, UTP members soon found that

their campaigns had little hope of succeeding. Several

contenders consequently withdrew from the race shortly

before election day, on the grounds of "personal .■or medical 

reasons"." Utien the election results were tabulated, in

dependent whites who received XAiOJ approval defeated theix

^Douglas Heath, "Wy Kanifesto", a caspaign leaflet 
distributed by the candidate in August 195S.

%ieatb to Setts, December 15, 1553, FC3 papers.
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UIP opponents in every constituency in which the European 

seat was contested.^ *

The only other form of white political activity 

was that of the Capricorn Society. David Sterling, the 

president of the organization, made repeated attempts to 

persuade independent Europezuis to endorse the Capricorn 

plan for a highly qualitative, non-racial franchise, 

which would obviate the necessity of parity. Capricorn- 

ists argued that such a system would avoid racial tensions

it

and yet ensure a stable government by being highly solect-
2

ive in the formation of an electorate.“ The Society's

position on future constitutional advances was sunnarired 

by Sterling prior to the first phase elections;

The present disturbances in Africa should not 
divert the British Government from its resolve to 
grant solf-governnent to all territories there, 
indeed it should reaffirm this intention, which 
politicians and officials are too apt to gloss 
over in silence, thereby adding grist to the 
mill of the African racialists. The British 
Government must also male plain that it is deter
mined to create conditions in which the African 
territories will become not liberated ex-colonies 
but genuine nations. The crux of this is that 
the individual must be safe-guarded against

Jr

^See Table 14, pp. 741-745.
O

’"David Sterling, "Kationalisa is not Enough”, a 
Capricorn election handout, September, 195y,
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arbitrary rule. Here the British Governtsent, 
as well as the Europeans in Africa,_ have fzdLled 
to see the probleo clearly. Hitherto Colonial 
Secretaries have usually spoken of the need to 
protect minority races after independence. We 
in the Capricorn Africa Society hold this to be 
quite impossible, for any constitutional device 
designed to protect minorities would then be
come an intolerable provocation. The European 
or Asian will become safe as an individual or 
not atrall. If self-government coses to terri
tories in which there is no basis of cosson 
citizenship, then there is no hope of unity, 
whether among Africans themselves or between 
the racial groups

In establishing a common roll we would open 
the way to a common citizenship and therewith 
the stability needed to realise the other vital 
conditions of national independence; adminis
trative and economic viability. Because of the 
educational backwardness of the African, the 
administration must continue to depend for some 
time partly on the recruitment of a Civil Service 
overseas. At the same time, the non-African 
civil servants must bo willing to serve. Clearly 
a period of confident partnership between 
European subordinates and African Ministers, and 
vice versa, must precede independence if it is 
also to follow it.^

• « • •

Because tfe Capricorn plan varied so radically with

African aspirations, it was virtually inposaible to find 

European candidates willing to endorse the Society's cani- 

festo." The one European contender who publicly acknowl

edged his affiliation with the Capricornists was decisively

^liavid Sterling, "Self-Government in Africa; Common 
Citizenship the Way". A speech delivered by the Capricorn 
president in Oar es Salaam on September 5, 1958, Capricorn 
papers.

^Sterling to H, Beer, August 26, 1950, Capricorn
papers.
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defeated in his election attenpt.^ By the end of the 

second phase contests the organization,' for all prac

tical purposes, ceased to function within the trustee

ship.^

As a whole, the Asian connunity of Tanganyika, be

cause of its religious and cultural divisions, continued 

to avoid participation in territorial politics. However,

the core progressive elecents of the inaigrant race did

follow the leadership of the Asian Association which served

as the chief spokosaan for the aiddle strata connunity.

Froa the outset, the Association closely allied it

self with TAKU plans for constitutional dovolopaent. Its

three principal leaders, Anir H. Janal, S. Mustafa, and 

M. H. Rattansey, all caapaigned for the Union. In return,

they received XAIfU endorsenent and enjoyed a wide nargin

of victory in their constituencies. Of the ten Asians

elected to office in the 1958-59 contests only two, who

ran as independents, were not affiliated with the Asian
3

Association. During the caepaign, the organization

^Kr. W. D. Lead of Tanga Province.
2
Heath to Betts, March 2, 1959, Heath papers. 

^Jaaal to Betts, March 11, 1959, Ft3 papers.

/
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published an election manifesto with the sub-title "Shed

the Fear of the Masses”, which cleeucly reflected close

adherence to XANU philosophy:

Although at present racial in membership, this 
Association believes in non-racial seculcu: poli
tics and will work hand in hand in tbe struggle 
for democracy with other organizations similarly 
minded and will strive to remove fear and sus
picion from the mind of the African so that he 
feels strong, and happy to support non-racial 
secular politics....

In a country where 98% of the population is 
indigenous the exclusion of large numbers of people 
from the voting right will create a reaction in 
them and lead to racialism, not to Tanganyika 
nationhood....

We believe that the compulsion to cast three 
votes, one for the candidate of each race is an 
Interference with the democratic right of a voter 
and should be removed

...In trade, commerce, industry and agriculture, 
the non-African Tanganyikans have a special duty 
towards the Africans. Their higher education, 
experience and know-how must be available to the 
African so that the apparent disparity does not 
become an object of grievance with the Africans.
All their efforts should bo devoted to the benefit 
of the country as a whole and with it, the advance
ment of the African....^

• » •

• • •

• • • •

The two Asians not affiliated with the Association

who did succeed in capturing a Council scat both developed

campaign platforms which reflected their adherence to TAKU
2

demands and hence received Union support.

l.”Asian Association Election Manifesto", a leaflet 
distributed in 1958.

^Rattansey to Kambona, October 30, 19>»> FCB papers.
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Asian candidates who ran without XANU endorsement 

all assumed moderate positions in an attempt to develop 

a balance between the political beliefs of the Union and 

those of the UTP.^ No such candidate, however, made a suc

cessful bid for election.

The ability of the nationalists to effect the cam-

pcd.gns of minority candidates is evidenced by events in the

Western Province, where only the Asian seat was contested.

When the six independent contenders originally nominated

failed to meet Union approval, the Asian Association and

XANU conferred and decided to nominate Rattansey for the

Although the Dar es Salaam lawyer was largely unseat.

known in the region, he easily won election as a result of 

XANU's endorsement.^

Thus, by 1959 neither minority community was in a

position of political prominence within the trusteeship.

The existence of a limited, but nonetheless overwhelmingly

larger African electorate reduced the immigrant races to

positions of minor importance within the political structure.

^Seo for example, S. M. Patel’s "Manifesto” (in 
Kiswahili), which was widely distributed in 1958. 
Tanganyika political files. Northwestern University.

^Hyerere-Rattansey correspondence, August 6-14, 
1958, XAlxU political files, Tanzanian Natjlijnal Archives.
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It was now clear that success as a minority candidate was 

primarily dependent upon the contender'^ ability to win 

the support of the nationalists. Political control by

non-Africans was now an historical recollection.

The Nationalist Movement; Protest 
and Victory

The period 1958-59 was marked by the peaceful achieve

ment of basically all of TANU's demands for territorial

political reform. As a result of the numerous compromises

initiated by the Crown, the Union stood prepared to assume

control of a government based on African majority control

of the legislature. The success of TANU in these years

caused the Union's ranks to swell as an ever increasing

number of Africans accepted its leaders as the official

spokesmen for indigenous aspirations. The rising power of

the Union was noted in November 1959 by a research team

from the University of London who remarked that;

Nationalism in Tanganyika has a growing appeal. 
Many Africans identify themselves with, the cause: 
they believe that it works for them, that its 
leaders are interested in their welfare, and that 
by and through the movement Africans will find 
equality and happiness. Even in this mass move
ment, the individual does not feel submerged by 
numbars but rather, more important and exalted.
The devotion to their leaders seems to be whole
hearted; the leaders are trusted by their

7 •
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followers, implicitly and completely, although 
the leaiders may in turn quaxrel among them
selves.^

The successful spread of lANU's popularity, and its 

general eicceptance as the leader of and spokesman for the 

Tanganyikan African population served to further reduce 

the ever dwindling power of the traditional authorities. 

Throughout the territory, chiefs and elders discovered 

that their positions were increasingly being challenged by 

Africans who had abandoned the tribal way of life. The 

fact that traditional leaders served as local government 

representatives under the system of indirect rule further
r
w' increased hostilities. The distrust with which the

nationalist movement viewed the colonial administration

was interpreted by many TANU cell leaders as a further 

justification for opposing the native authorities.^ The

fact.that the chiefs and elders were obliged to enforce

unpopular agricultural and livestock controls also con

tributed to the process of alienation. The result of

^University of London, "Report of a Survey of 
Political Activities in British East and Central Africa", 
(unpublished field project, November, 1959), p. 26.

For a scholarly study of this transition see L. P. 
Mair, "African Chiefs Today", Africa, Vol. XXVHI, No. 3 
(July, 1958), 195-206.

2
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these conflicts was the steady erosion of indirect rule.

which for so long had served as the foundation of British

colonial policy.

f In the period 1958-59 the territory was once again

plagued by repeated instances of local unrest resulting

-from the activities of nationalist leaders in isolated

sectors who eagerly exploited local dissatisfaction with

government policies. In these years, the most troublesome

area was once again Sukumaland and in particular: the dis

trict of Geita. So serious were the civil disorders in

this region that they resulted in the virtual breadcdown of 

local government control.^ The unrest, which was to result 

in the most violent confrontations of the nationalist drive, 

focused on local dissatisfaction with government plans to 

establish multi-racial councils. distrust of traditional

rulers, and dissatisfaction with agricultural controls.

Above all, however, the disorders reflected an increasing 

refusal on the part of the African population to recognize 

the authority of the colonial administration. Rather, for

the first time during the independence drive, Tanganyikan

^For a detailed study of the crises in Sukumaland, 
see MaGuire, Toward tfliuru, passim.

^oto that the primary cause of unrest had long 
been opposed by TANU.
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Africans were willing to violate government regulations

and to ignore subsequent bans, claiming that the British

regime no longer had the right to control African affairs.

In brief, the unrest marked the dawn of massive national

istic awaoreness.

The Geita crisis began in March' 1958 when the gov

ernment announced the creation of a multi-racial district 

council based on parity representation.^ Local TANU lead

ers angrily protested the government action, complaining 

that only the chiefs and not the people had been consulted.

They also widely publicized the Union's long-standing op-
2

position to the concept of forced multi-racial councils.

Several unauthorized massive demonstrations followed 

in the wake of the TANU protests.^ Nyerere himself util

ized Sauti ya TANU to condemn the planned multi-racial 

councils, arguing that the local population seriously

disapproved of the government scheme.

^Annual Report for Geita District, 1958, Rhodes
House.

^Kandoro to Selwyn-Clarke, March 28, 1959, FCB
papers.

Q

Geita police files, 1958, Rhodes House. Over one
dozen unauthorized demonstrations occurred in March alone. 

"^Sauti ya TANU. No.'s 22-27, Karch-April, 1958.
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The following month, the administration aorrested 

several lANU leaders who publicly condemned the council. 

When a visit by Kyerere produced a great rush of new 

membership for the Union, the government invoked the 

Incitement to Violence Act to ban all XANU and TANU 

connected activities in Geita for a six month period.^ 

This, in effect, barred the Union from campaigning in the 

region until aifter the first phase of the territorial

elections.

The result of this action was a series of continual

demonstrations, all conducted without official sanctions, 

calling for the dissolution of the council, the lifting of 

the XANU ban, and the termination of rule by the native

During this period, crowds of up to 1,000 per-authorities.

sons would demonstrate before administrative headquarters.

Xhe repeated arrest of demonstration leaders, almost all
2

of whom were XANU members, failed to quell the unrest. 

Between May and August 1958, over twenty such illegal ral

lies were reported by local administrators.^ Nyerere, who

^MaGuire, Xowctrd 'Uhuru*, pp. 211-212. 

^See Xanganyika Standard, May-August , 1958._ _ _ _ _ For an
example of a typical demonstration see issue of July 13, 
1958.

%eita police files, 1958.
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normally opposed civil disobedience tactics, failed to de

nounce the Geita demonstrations. Hatfier,he condemned the

decision to ban XANU, claiming that local authorities had
\.

falsely accused the Union of misdeeds. 'The normally moder

ate Nyerere angrily reported:

We are not afraid of the Ian. If the Police 
could keep out of politics and act as impartial 
referees, between law abiding citizens and the 
rest, including bush governors who think they 
acre above the law, then the Law would be our 
greatest friend. The reasons why lunatics have 
been trying to provoke our people into violence 
is the fact that they know we aire virtually in
vincible if we remain a law-abiding organization. 
They have seen how embarrassing aire the excuses 
which they have given in the past for closing 
down XANU branches. They want better excuses.
If TAKU refuses to oblige them they would stoop 
to vile provocation to satisfy their own evil 
desires.

I ask Government to wage its anti-TANU war as 
frankly and honestly as we are waging our anti- 
Inperialiso war. Colonialism is an intolerable 
humiliation to us. Wo shall wage a relentlessly 
determined battle against it until wo are free.
We shall use no violence. We shall stoop to no 
dishonest methods, Wa shall bo as clean in our 
methods as wo are in our aims. We shall publicly 
declare our methods as wo publicly declare our 
aims. We shall not submit to humiliation.

Kyerere believed that the Geita incident served as

a clear indication to the British that the system of indirect

^Sauti ^ TAJ.-U, tio. 29, hlay 27, 1958.
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rule through native authorities was no longer viable in 

Tanganyika.^

protests, and admonished his followers to avoid such

He nonetheless refused to support violent

tactics:

Fellow Africans, be on your guard. The enemy 
. is losing the cold war because he has no argument 
against our case. His only chance is to provoke 
violence so that he may use the gun.

Don't give him that chance. Don't be pro
voked into violence. Be as calm and as good

The Enemy ishumoured as you have always been, 
bound to lose.^

In late July the danger of violence in Geita in-

On the 29th of that month a crowd ofcreased radically.

district inhabitants, estimated at between 3,<?00 and 5,000,

marched to the office of the Provincial Commissioner at

Mwanra demanding that the multi-racial council be inacti

vated and the ban on XAIJU lifted. After camping in a

nearby sports field for three days, the crowd was dispersed 

by the use of tear gas.^ At the same time, a delegation of

three Kwanra TA.MJ leaders flew to Dar es Salaam and peti-

. tioned the newly appointed Governor to intervene in the sit

uation by ordering an end to the persecution of the Onion.'*

^A'yerere to Betts, July 21, 1958, FC3 papers. 

-Sami ^ TA'CU. tio, 29, Hay 27, 1956.

Tanganyika Standard, July 28-August 2, 1956. 

'*hiyetare to Kaabona, August 10, 1959, papers.
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Although Turnbull flew to Geita to exanine the

situation, local unrest continued throughout August and

Septenber. On August 11 a crowd of over 3,000 were tear
C:

gassed when they deuonstrated before the district head

quarters. In retaliation, local Union leaders despatched

an angry taessage to protest to both the Colonial Office 

and the Trusteeship Council.^

Following the second incident of gassing, civil un

rest rapidly began to spread to the area surrounding Geita.

By late August, adainistrators in Kwanra district reported

that the native authority aystea was virtually ineffective.

as Africans refused to coaply with governcent policies and

initiated a series of unauthorized, TAMJ-led, nass rallies."

The following aonth, neighboring Kwiaba district reported

an outbreak of unauthorized political deaonstrations.

Shortly thereafter siailar disturbances were reported in 

^ The success of TAIOU in the first phase electionsKaswa.

further aggravated the situation. Adainistrative reports

Hjnited Kations, Trusteeship Council, T/Fet.2/226, 
October 6, 1958.

“Annual Report for Hwanza District, 1958, p. 26,
Rhodes House.

^Tanganyika Standard, August-Septeaber, 1958.
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at all levels indicated that many Africans interpreted 

the Union victory as a sign that the government was not 

capable of controlling territorial activities.^ Local 

discontent soon led to protests over destocking, tie- 

ridging, cattle dipping, cess taxes, native authorities.

veterinary practices, conservation schemes, and local pub- 
2

lie works projects. In brief, effective local rule had

collapsed in much of Sukumaland.

The crisis in Ceita also produced a most critical

personal confrontation between Nyerere and the administra

tion . In July 1958, the TANU leader was formally charged

with three counts of sedition, resulting from his denuncia

tion in Sauti ya TAKU of the Ceita District Commissioner.

tiyezoxe claimed that the administrator had lied on several

The official reaction to the charges was theoccasions.

arrest of Nyerere (subsequently released on bail) and the

banning of the Union newsletter. Nyerere pleaded innocent

to the charges, but when:::convicted, agreed to pay a<?150

fine rather than accept a prison term which would disqualify 

him from candidacy in the impending elections.^

^This attitude was reflected in the Annual Report 
of the Provincial Comaissioner (Lake Province), 1958, passim.

O

Ibid.

%’yerero explained his decision in iT^etter to the
It should b« noted thatFCa, August 2, 1958, FCB papers.
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Although local authorities never fully regained con

trol of their districts, the.crisis in Sukuoaland was to a

large degree eliminated by Governor Turnbull's decision to
f;

lift the TANU ban on October 12, 1958,- following the Union's 

electoral victory.^

With the return of the banned Ti leaders a series

of massive but peaceful rallies ensued and within six weeks
2

five new TANU offices were constructed and opened. In an

attempt to avoid future crises, Nyerere ordered all cells

to notify the TANU provincial headquarters at Mwanza in

advance of all plans for rallies, public speeches 

lax demonstrations.^

or popu-

0 In addition, he toured the troubled

area in November and demanded that his followers comply
4

with all local government regulations.

the government attitude during the trial, especially in 
light of the recent inauguration of Turnbull, suggests an 
effort to avoid creating a crisis. Nyerere's sentence could 
have involved a mandatory prison term, thus eliminating him 
from the elections. In addition, the TANU leader was re
leased on the day before the last nomination day.

^Turnbull interview.
^Annual Report for the Ktwanza district, 1958, Rhodes

House.

^Nyerere to TANU coll leaders. Lake Province, 
October 28, 1958, Tanganian National Archives.

^See Bennett, p. 26.
(

Ml.
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Clearly then, by late 1958 both Nyerere and the

administration were determined to avoid instances of un

rest produced by conflicts between local nationalist

leaders and government representatives. The size and dura

tion of the Sukumaland uprisings clearly reflected the in

ability of the system of indirect rule' to maintain control

of the indigenous population. Finally, the disquiet was

indicative of the extent to which the Africans were com-

As such, they were in-mitted to the nationalist cause.

creasingly reluctant to accept rule by the British admin

istrators and their representatives.

The image of the nationalist party was also enhanced

by TANU's role at the formative meeting of the Pan-African

Freedom Movement of East and Central Africa. The fledgling

organization met in Mwanza.in September 1958 to devise a 

means of coordinating the efforts of the nationalist move

ments of the British East and Central African dependencies.^

TANU organizer Munanka was selected as Secretary of the inter-

territorial African organization, while Nyerere was chosen
2

as the representative of Tanganyika. TANU leaders reported

^Soe Sauti j^a TANU.' No. 56, April 9, 1959. 
o'
Gikonyo Kiano, "The Pan African Freedom Movement", 

Africa. Vol. VI, No. 3 (September, 1959), 11-14.
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a marked increase in recruitment as a result of the pub

licity given to the Union by the Conference.^

It was during this period of increased nationalist

success that XANU also experienced the first and only in

ternal turmoil suffered by the Union during the ihdepend-

-ence drive. In February 1958 Zuberi M. M. Mtemvu, who

served as both External Secretary of XANU and Provincial

Secretary for the Eastern Province, broke away from the

Union and established a separate political party, the

African National Congress (A.N.C.). Mtemvu had long felt

that Nyerere's organization was far too moderate, both in

its attitude towards the minority communities, and in its

timetable for political advancement. In justifying his

decision to abandon XANU, Mtemvu cited Nyerere's speech

before the annual Union conference at Xabora in which the

President had assured the minority communities that they

"would not be swamped" by a black majority at election

time. Four days later, Mtemvu announced his decision to

form a separate party, claiming that Nyerere was "far too

moderate" and thus failed "to express the will of the

^ambona to Selwyn-Clarke, September 23, 1958, FCB
papers. .
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people”.^ In a petition seeking Trusteeship .Council sup

port, Mteovu called for self-government in Tanganyika by

0

1962, ''without the cooperation of the two non-African 
2

races”.
c

In presenting his argument in favor of e;;cclusive 

African control, Mtemvu reasoned:

our party has not been founded to be a 
threat to permanent settlement of the non-Africans 
in this country, not even to scare away foreign 
investment. Europeans and Asians who have settled 
in Tanganyika are here to stay. This categorical 
assurance by me and our party in view of the pre
vailing harmony in Tanganyika is quite unnecessary...

However, my paucty views Tanganyika society as 
having two fears opposite each other. The majority 
fe&z minority domination and the manority lii<D fear 
democracy. Both these fears must be allayed, but 
not by throwing democracy overboaurd. The first 
fear that must be removed is the African fear, in 
view of what has alreeidy happened in Kenya and 
further South. This can only be done by granting 
self-government to the Africans now. After this 
stage has passed, the killing of the other fear 
will be entirely the.responsibility of the African, 
and there is no evidence to show that the African 
will act against the interests of his fellow non- ^ 
African who has helped him to attain his freedom....

• • •

C

%ltemvu to Betts, March 3, 1958, FCB papers. Mtemvu 
wrote to the Bureau in the hope of gaining liberal support.

^United Nations Trusteeship Council. Doc. T/Pet. 
2/L. 10/Add. 1, March 7, 1958.

^ANC circular, "Why Mtemvu Wants Your Vote",
August 15, 1958.

f
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In effect, Mtemvu called for the immediate creation 

of a government in which the only gusorantee of protection

for minority group interests was the good will of the

The A.N.C. leader further clarifiedAfrican population.

his demands shortly thereafter by announcing that the only

persons who had the right to claim to be Tanganyikans were 

the indigenous inhabitants.^

When the electoral contests began, the A.N.C. in

itiated an industrious campaign to lure African support

away from TANU by campaigning under the motto "Africa for

However, Mtemvu and the A.N.C. Treasurer wereAfricans".

the only party members who succeeded in gaining nomination. 

When the anticipated indigenous support failed to material

ize, the A.N.C. became more radical in its position and 

desperate in its tactics. The increasingly racist position 

developed by Mtemvu is reflected in his correspondence with

the Fabian Bureau:

The underdog has much more reason for being un
reasonable and feel that he is thus asserting him
self tsicj. The weak find it very difficult to 
be magnanimous. The African is weak and has been , 
humiliated. To ask him to accept the non-African 
as his equal is to ask too much. You must first 
give him that self-confidence without which he can 
never be magnanimous.^ A

limited Nations, Trusteeship Council, Doc. T/Pot. 
2/L. 12, May 14, 1959.

%!temvu to PCB, September 2, 1958,'^CB papers.
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In August 1958 the territorial press abound^ 

with rumors concerning a possible merger between UTP 

and XANU.^ Although several meetings between Union lead

ers and white party candidates failed to produce any con

crete results, Mtemvu exploited the situation in an attempt 

to prove that Nyerere was in fact going to compromise his 

plans and share party leadership with the minority communi

ties. The fact that the UXP modified its election proposals 

to closely imitate those of lANU was viewed by the A.N.C. as 

further evidence of this conspiracy. In addition, Mtemvu 

used British land alienation policy and resurrected the 

Meru removal incident, in an attempt to prove the exist

ence of an administrative plan to create a white highlands

V

0

region within the trusteeship. In a letter of protest to

the ColondLal Office the A.N.C. leader charged that:

The Government seems to be carving a small 
Europe for the Europeans and the Asians out of 

We would not like this to continue.Tanganyika.

Tanganyika Standard, August 21-30, 1958.

^A.N.C. election handout, "Africa for Africans",
August, 1958.

Mtemvu to Secretary of State, September 27, 1958,
FCa papers.

(
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These alleged government plans were in" turn used

by the Congress to justify its demands for the immediate

creation of an independent government without minority

comeunity representation. As election time approached, 

Mtemvu revealed the details of his plan for a political 

system controlled exclusively by Tanganyikan Africans:

the African National Congress envisages... 
a state in which all the members of the Executive 
Council and the Legislative Council will be in
digenous Africans. Should the phrase 'indigen
ous Africans' puzzle you. Sir in our language it 
means all the Africans who belong to any of the 
recognized tribes in Tanganyika....

.we want a purely indigenous state...be
cause it it Jsi^ in the interest of the immi
grant people themselves that we should have it 
The African fears and dislikes multi-racialism 
which is literally being forced upon him by an 
alien government. He cannot understand the 
motive behind this idea, which nay very well bo 
to his disadnantage in view of what is happen
ing in Central Africa and Kenya under the name 
of multi-racialism. Britain nay succeed to 
force this type of government upon the people 
as long as she rules this country but this cay 
have a very disastrous consequence upon the 
immigrant races when she leaves. The reaction 
of the Africans against the non-African might 
be violent as a result. Now, neither the 
African National Congress nor the icmlgrant 
themselves would like this to happen.^

• • •

• •

0 • • • •

races

^A.N.C. to Secretary of State, August 30, 1958, 
A^K.C. papers, Rhodes House.

(
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Thus, the A.N.C. rejected TANU proposala-for an

elected majority in both the legislative and ministerial
»

In Justifying its demand 

for the immediate granting of independence, the A.N.C.

councils as far too moderate.

claimed:

Our party and the people of Tanganyika want to 
govern ourselves now. This is partially because 
it is shameful to be ruled and partially because 
we believe that we have fulfilled the necessary 
conditions a subject people have to fulfill be
fore they can be granted self-government. We 
dissociate {sic] ourselves with the view that 
the British social and economic developments 
should be the yardstick of our readiness for 
self-government. The only measure that has been 
in use everywhere, so fax, is the people's de
sire for self-government 
government next year and no party wo know of has 
specifically demanded for that {sic]* We also 
want to govern ourselves in a better way than the 
British government is governing us. A glance at 
how things are being run in the territory should 
reveal how true this statement is.

The people want self-• • • «

Thus, the break-away of A.N.C. offered a fax more 

militant approach to the question of territorial political 

development than that proposed by the Union. The Mteavu 

organiraticn aaintaiced that XAICU bad compromised itself

to the government, by insisting upon a noderate political

campaign whose iamediate aims were limited to the

^A.N.C., "Why Kteavu Wants four Vote".
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initiation of majority rule and responsible government.

By leveling these accusations Mtemvu hoped to win the 

support of more militant XANO followers, and in paxticu- 

lari of the radical leaders in the scattered rural cells.^

His plans, however, decisively failed. In the first ter-

- ritorial elections Mtemvu himself placed a poor third 

among the Africans of the Tanga constituency, receiving 

only 53 of the 5,411 votes cast. His party Treasurer,

F. Ugulunu, suffered a comparable defeat in the Southern 

Highlands voting district.^

During the elections, another political organiza

tion appecired within the territory to compete with TAMJ. 

This was the Tanganyika National Society, a politically 

moderate, elite discussion group which closely imitated 

the programs of the Capricorn Society.

Salaam in July 1958^, by a multi-racial group of civil 

vants and teachers, the Society called for the gradual 

development of self-governcent within the British 

Commonwealth based on a coa^son citizenship which ignored

Founded in Od.r es

ser-

^Mtemvu to Kaabona, July 21, 1958, FCB papers. 

“See Table 14, pp.‘ 741-745.

Sway, p. 21.3
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J
racial distinctions. In its plans for constitutional

advancement, the Xanganyika Society envisioned a high
'1

qualitative franchise and multiple vote."^ Led by its

African president, R. K. Mwanjisi, the organization sought 

to attract the support of the more educated segnant of 

Tanganyikan African society, the vast pajority of whom

would qualify as both voters and candidates in the 1958-59

elections. By offering a version of the Capricorn plans

designed specifically for Tanganyika, Kwanjisi hoped to 

lure a majority of the elite of all races away from TANU.^

However, only the Society president himself was able to gain
r

nomination and was decisively defeated in the Southern

Highlands constitutency, where he received fewer votes than 

any other candidate.^

Thus, African attempts to establish viable political

organizations with pLatforms to both the left and the right

of TA-SU ended in total failure.

i'’Kanifesto of the Tangaayiiia Kational Society'*, a 
broadsheet widely distributed in August-Sepieaber, 1958,

-Kwanjisi to Starling, September 3, 1958, Capricorn
papers.

^See Table 14 741-745.• PP.

t -
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As the clecirly recognized leeu^er of the nationalist

drive, and the key spokesman for the indigenous population,

XANU faced none of the problems encountered by the A.N.C.

and tte Tanganyika Society during the 1958-59 elections.

Rather, the major issue facing the Union was its decision

whether or not to participate in the territorial elections

So strong were the nationalist objections to the parity 

system, the triple vote, and the qualitative franchise.

that for two months following the official scheduling of

the election date, XANU refused to begin campaigning. The 

party hierarchy were divided over the issue of participa

tion, with the more militant wing represented by Kandoro, 

Mteravu, and Kunanka advocating a boycott.^ 

the October 1957 annual XANU conference, Nyerero and the

However, at

more moderate members of the Executive Committee wore able

to persuade all of the key Union leaUers to endorse p^Lr-

ticipation. The moderates themselves, however, were far

from satisfied with the electoral procedure. They there

fore issued a policy statement in which they noted their

discontent, and declared that the Union was willing to ac

cept the existing electoral system only as an "interim''

^anbona notes to FCB, September, 1958, FX3 papers.

» '
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^ Nyerere himself publicly stated that lAMD had

agreed to participate primarily to manifest its willing-
* 2

ness to compromise with the administration.

Practical political considerations also undoubtedly 

influenced the Union decision. On October 28, 1957, the 

^cretary of State announced that the date for the first 

phase elections would not be altered, no matter what per-

measure.

centage of the territorial population chose to partici

pate.^
In addition, in the early months of registration 

and nomination, XANU was under the false impression that 

the UTP was capable of offering them a serious challengec in the Dar es Salaam constituency. They felt that the

longer the elections were postponed, the greater would be 

the chance of the UTP victory in the voting district.'*

Finally, the repeated claim of the Union that it, and not 

the minority party, truly represented the indigenous popu

lation, necessitated an electoral confrontation with the

^"Minutes of the Annual Territorial Meeting of the 
Tanganyika African National Union", Tabora, October 10-12, 
1957, Tanzanian National Archives.

2
Tanganyika Standard, October 16, 1957.

^London Tices. October 29, 1957.

'*Hyerero to Betts, August 12, 1957, FCB papers.
r
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UXP, even if voter and candidate qualifications nexe not 

to XANU's satisfaction.^
. %

Once the Union agreed to pairticipate, it zealously 

began to formulate and publicize its campJuLgn platform. It

i

should be noted that the Union's demands were the basis of

not only her territorial level campaign, but also served as

the platform for TANU candidates who sought election in

local government bodies. In the 1958-59 period, virtually

every municipality held its first Town Council elections 

in which TANU candidates were swept to victory.^ The same

development occurred in tribal and district councils 

throughout the territory.^!
In the case of multi-racial

elections at any level, the Union adhered to its standard

policy of "approving" particular European and Asian can-
I a

didates, the vast majority of whom were also victorious.

^ambona to Solwyn-Cleirke, September 2, 1957, PCB
papers.

^he first municipal election was held in Arusha 
in January, 1958.

^For a detailed case study of TANU tactics in tribal 
council elections, see: R. E. Sbadbolt, "L«cal Government 
Elections in a Tanganyika District", Journal of African 
Administration Vol. XLIII, No. 2 (April, 1961), 78-84.

A
Lowenkopf, passiPe

•« ■
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The TANU election platform for the 1958-59 ccintests 

was based on the Union’s belief in certain basic political 

principles. Primaucy aunong these were: the right of all

states to be self-governing and democratic; the right of
c..

all citizens to receive an education and to shaire in the

economic prosperity of a country; equal rights and privi

leges for all citizens; and the initiation of constitu

tional change through non-violent means.^

In order to incorporate its philosophical ideals

into the territorial government, the XANU campaign platform

called for: a majority of elected ministers by 1959; an

end to parity by the creation of an elected African major

ity in the Legislative Council; single member constituencies

based on district boundaries; the abolition of the compul

sory tripartite voting system; and the initiation of a

territory-wide program of free and compulsory primaucy edu

cation.^ In particulau;, the Union campaign demanded the

termination of the qualitative franchise, which it viewed

^he Philosophical principles upon which XANU based 
its demands cleairly reflect strong liberal, and in paueticu- 
lauc Pabian^ influence. See for exauaple, special issue of 
Sauti ya XAJWJ. September 3, 1958 and Stephen Mhando, XAWU 
and the Vote (Dar es Salaiam: Xhakers, Ltd., 1958J, passim.

2
• Mhando, pp. 2-7.

f
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J
as ”an insult to everybody except to a negligible minor

ity”.^ In its place, lANU called for the initiation of

universal adult suffrage and a "free vote on the basis of 

one man, one vote, one value”.^

Part of the lANU platform involved a concentrated

effort to end tribalism within the territory. The Union

- maintained that the isolationist tendencies of many tribal

groups kept a significant number of Africans out of the

mainstream of nationalist activity. In an effort to over

come this handicap, Nyerere conduLpted an extensive tour of

the territory, often going into sparsely populated areas

with few potential voters, to stress the necessity of par-)

ticipation in territorial political activities. He con

tinually refuted the long-standing government claim that

the nationalists, as an elitest group, sought to destroy

the power of the chiefs and elders. The TANU president

argued that this was merely a tactic employed by Union

enemies who wished to undermine the liberation drive:

African nationalism is the child of colonial
ism and is directed primarily and frankly against

^Tangan3dlca Africa National Union, Let us Govern"
1958), pp. 2-3.

2^anganyii<a ^rica National Union, Uraia-Maelezo 
ya Kweli ya Waairi Mkuu (Dar es Salaam: Thakers, Ltd 
1959), p. 2.

Ourselves (Oar es Salaam: Thakers, Ltd •»

•»

■? •.
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the colonial poner....Xhe Chiefs of Tanganyika 
never governed Tanganyika as such because-'there 
was no such thing as Tanganyika (before the com
ing of the European powers). Tanganyika is here 
to stay but the colonial.power, not Tanganyika, 
is being challenged by the nationalists, and the 
colonial power must go 

-who replaces the Colonial power:
The question then is. 

Some silly
people seem to think that the answer is either 
the chiefs or the nationalists. And, they day, 
if it is the nationalists then this is a chal-

• • • •

lenge to the authority of the chiefs. But there 
is no inherent ’either’ ’or’ in this. There is 
no inherent challenge to the traditional author
ity of the Chiefs in this, because there is 
nothing traditional in the power that now forms 
the government at the centre. The chief’s tra
ditional place is the tribe....Since African 
nationalism is Tanganyika nationalism against 
British imperialism it cannot be regarded as a 
challenge to the chiefs unless the chiefs de
cided to side with the British and thus identify 
themselves with Imperialism. And that is the 
real question. Will the chiefs of Tanganyika 
identify themselves with Imperialism.^

The success of the nationalist campaign to overcome

tribalism is measured by the fact that Nyerere himself was

elected to office in Lake- Province where be readily de

feated Patrick Kunambi, a member of the Waluguru, who were
2

the laurgest tribe in the constituency. In addition, the

October 1959 Annual Conference of the Territorial Conven

tion of Chiefs passed a unanimous resolution endorsing^the

^Sauti ya TANO, No. 37, January 13, 1959. 

2see Table 14, pp, 741-745.
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1
TANU platform. Finally, the nationalist drive was never

marked by the creation of tribal political peurties, an
1

event not uncommon within other African liberation move

ments of the same period.

In preparing its campaign tactics, the l^ion util

ized great caution and avoided nominating TANU leaders who 

were known for their militant activities. This was done

to prevent alienating the minority communities, especially

in Dar es Salaiam, which the Union feaired losing because of 

the heavy concentration of non-African voters.^ The na

tionalists also nominated two TANU candidates in each con

stituency. Thus, if one member were attrested for

"endangering law and order", the second candidate could

readily replace him. Since no such incident occurred,

all of the "reserve" candidates withdrew from contention
.  <a

in the last days of the campaigns.

In its endorsement of both Asian and European candi

dates, the Union used one primary method of evaluation: 

ability to deal a decisive defeat to UTP, competitors.^ It

Tanganyika Standard. October 3, 4, 1959. 

^Nyerere to Betts, August 20, 1958.

Elections Officer Hucks to Turnbull, March 2, 1959,
Hucks papers.

%2inbona to Betts, September 21, 1958 FOB papers.
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should also be noted that African voters sedulously re

jected non-African candidates who at ai^y time had served 

as nominated members of the Legislative Council on the 

basis that such individuals were lackeys of the colonial 

euJministration.^ Significantly, no former member of the

Council whose seat was contested gained re-election. So

confident was Nyerere of African support that following

the first phase elections he predicted that ”next Februeury’s

elections in the other five constituencies will bo a purely 

mechanical routine".^

Thus, TAKU's clean sweep of both electoral phases

clearly indicated that it was the only political organiza

tion which could justly claim to bo the voice of the terri

torial electorate. For the first time, Nyerere was able to

serve in the Legislative Council, along with nine other

Africans, as an elected member.

Once seated in the Council, Nyerere's first tactic

was to consolidate the unity which b^uJ led to the Union

victory. Accordingly, he organised the thirty elected

ffiombers into a parliaaentary group known as the Tar.ganyiiia

^andoro to Kaabona,' January 16, 1959, 

Tanganyika Standard, September 10, 195B,

PCB pa.pers.
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Elected Members Organization, (XEMO), with himself as 

Chaiirman, Dereck Bryceson as Deputy - Chairman, and Amir 

Jamal as Treasurer. TEMO members pledged to use their 

newly won seats to fight for the termination of the 

systems of parity and indirect rule and to oppose the 

. tripartite vote. In addition, they pledged to campaign 

for the initiation of responsible government in the im

mediate future.^

Speaking of the formation of TEMO, Amir Jamal de

scribed the close spirit of cooperation which bound to

gether the newly elected members;

The most remarkable thing in Tanganyika to
day is the TATCANYIKA ELECTED MEMBERS ORGANISATION 
(TEMOJ. The unity of purpose which has been shown 
in the deliberation of T.B.M.O. has been as grati
fying as it has been anaring. This has been high
lighted fay the spontaneous, un-premeditated 
election of its office bearers (Nyerere (African) 
Chairttan, Bryceson (European) Vico-Chairean, and 
Jaaal (Asian) Treasurer).

No lobbying took place, there was no hesitations; 
and the nominations were made on the spot. It 
fully demonstrated the spirit which moved the 10 
Europeans, 10 Africans and 10 Asians who fora TEMO. 
No one is thinking on racial terms, at least 
within T.B.M.O. *3 four walls, aj>d that is a great 
thing in Africa.”

%autl ^ TA.STJ, No. 42, March 17, 1959. 

-Jamal to FC3, April 2, 1959 FC3 papers.
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Thus, by March 1959, the nationalist drive had not

only swept the territorial elections but had also fornu- 

lated a united front on the unofficial side of the legis-

laturO, dedicated to the fulfilloent of all of TANU's goals

for future constitutional developcents.

On March 17, when the governoent announced its plans

to transforn the Executive Council into a Council of

Ministers, the Union was faced with another najor deci

sion. The TAMI election platforo had advocated an elected

cajority in the Council while the adainistration's proposal

called only for the appointcent of five unofficials out of

However, once Hyerere had con-a total of twelve posts.

ferred with both the TAl>U Executive Council and the ceabers

of TEMO, he announced that the nationalists would cooperate

with the adainistration's plan because "there is strong

conviction that the Governor is aost sincere in his ap

proach to the country's probleas."^ At the sane tine,

they reasoned that the assuaption of high level posts would

give unofficial aeabers an opportunity to prove their capa

bilities, and thus spwed the progress towards self- 

governseat." In spite of its willingness to coaproaise.

Tanganyika Standard, March lb, 1959.

“Kyerere to Betts, April 2, 1959, FX^i^apetSi
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the Union felt it necessaury to publicly criticize the con

cept of designating unofficial raembers on a racial basis. 

XANU protested that such a step:

...was considered extremely regrettable, in 
view of the efforts of all the elected members 
of whatever race to approach the problems of 
the country on a non-racial basis 
here again the racist outlook betrayed was 
taken as a challenge to all that the elected 
■embers stood for and...was accepted in the 
same spirit as the tri-pairtite compulsory vot
ing system was accepted at the time of the 
election.

however,• • •

Similar protests were raised by both the Asian and 

European members of TEM). Bryceson complained that the 

government continued to think in terms of race, while the 

unofficial cenbers had abandoned such distinctions, and

viewed themselves as "a construction team to build a
o

nation*'."

now

The willingness of TAIO! to cooperate with a govern

ment plan about which it had serious reservations, and to 

do so while expressing confidence in the good intention of 

the administration is indicative of the new spirit of com

promise and cooperation that had de-v'eloped since 1958, At

Tanganyika Standard, Karch 23, 1959.

“Eryceson to Turnbull, Rarch 30, 1959, Tanganyika 
political files, Rhodes House.
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the sane time, the administration revealed its willingness
0

to coordinate efforts with the nationalists, by asking 

TEMO to select five unofficials to fill the newly created 

ministerial posts. TEMO did so, agreeing that Nyerere 

should not be selected in order to allow him, to continue 

to serve as leader of the opposition.^'

Throughout 1959 XANU also engaged in an active 

campaign to publicize its views concerning the terms of 

reference of the Post Elections Committee. The Union, 

while recognizing that the overall plan envisioned by the 

administration would lead to responsible government, none

theless had reservations concerning some of the terms of

reference given to the Ramago Committee. It therefore

formulated and widely circulated its own set of plans. 

Union demands included the establishment of an elected

majority in the logislature and in the Council of Ministers.

This would be done through elections based on universal

Finally, the Union in

sisted upon the abolition of parity in any form,^

adult suffrage and a common roll.

In

^Bryceson to Betts, April 4, 1959, FC8 papers.

^TAKU "Hemorandum Submitted to the Government of 
Tanganyi^ and the Post Election Committee", June 13, 
1959, Boston University Africans Collection.
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specific, the nationalists called for a Legislative Council
no~nore"-^an'^ i

- composed of 79 elected and non-elected mem-

Of the 79 elected seats, 13 0ould be reserved for 

Asians (including Arabs) and 8 for Europeans, with the re

maining 58 designated as "open".^

Council of Ministers envisioned a 12 man body in which 

three posts, (Defense, External Affairs, Attorney General), 

were reserved for official members of the legislature on a
p

non-racial basis.

bers.

Union plans for the

For the purpose of elections, TANU suggested the

division of the territory into 58 constituencies, 44 of

which would elect one member each. Of the remaining dis

tricts, 7 would elect 2 members each, and 7 other 3 members

each. The basis of designation for multiple representation

constituencies was distribution of minority group population. 

This represented an effort to afford minority groups the op

portunity to elect members of their own community in districts 

where they had a significant number of inhabitants.^ Adults

in the multiple districts would be granted one vote

^Ibid.

^Sauti ^ TAKU. h'o; 55, July 14, 1959. 

%ee Table 16, pp. 747-749.

4 ^
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per seat, but the use of all of a constituent’s votes was 

optional,

result in the invalidation of one’s ballot.^

Failure to use them all would therefore not

r
The Union adamantly rejected any form of parity 

representation, arguing that such devices were undemocratic

and ultimately resulted in racial unfest. Thus, it in

sisted upon "open” seats rather than ones designated for

the candidate of a pairticular race. It should be noted

that under the TANU proposals, a voter in a multiple seat

constituency could cast his ballot for any candidate in

His choice was in no way restricted to mem

bers of a particular ethnic community.^

the district.

Nonetheless, the Union recognized the need for

minority group representation. It was for this reason that

TANU was willing to allow the Governor to nominate up to

three members of the Asian and European communities for 

seats on the Council.^ In explaining its plan for

%auti ^ TANU, (special issue) July 7, 1959.

2tanu "Memorandum to Post Elections Committee”.*

^In clarifying this somewhat vague stipulation,
Kambona expleiined that the seats should be utilized only 
if a community failed to.elect at least one representative. ^ 
The third seat was an insurance for the Arab population. 
Kambona to FCB, July 13, 1959, PCB papers.
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non-«xacial representationj the Union reasoned:

The proposals we axe subnitting ^are not de
signed to provide representation for Africans, 
Asians and Europeans as such. They are designed 
fp pave the way for a truly democratic form of 
representation. In a truly democratic situation 
the majority need no special protection. Their 
interests are taken caure of by the democratic 
process itself. We axe not, therefore, suggest
ing representation for the African as such. We 
axe suggesting that a maj’ority of seats be free 
seats which can be contested by any Tanganyikan.

While the aim must be to get away from any 
form of racial representation we do not feel 
that we can at this stage dispense with some 
form of special representation. We must devise 
some temporary means which will make sure that 
our Legislature has people drawn from a cross 
section of the whole population. It is for 
this reason that we axe suggesting reservation 
of seats for the minority communities.^

The nationalist memorandum emphatically rej’ected

the voting qualifications proposed by the government and

in its place demanded the initiation of universal adult

suffraige. Finally, it condemned the idea of a Territorial

Council of Chiefs as unnecessary, since the proposed func

tion of the body was already fulfilled by the existing
2

Convention of Chiefs.

TANU conducted an extensive publicity campaign to* 

foster popular support for its constitutional proposals.
M

ItaNU ‘'Memorandum to Post Elections Connitteo". 

^Ibid.
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Union leaders toured the territory, encourag^ing the popu

lation to endorse the nationalist plan when interviewed

by the Ramage team. The Union made a concentrated effort

to visit all of the districts before the axrival of the 

Post Elections Committee.^ Consequently, the government 

representatives repeatedly heard demands for the incorpor

ation of the TANU plan from the inhabitants they inter

viewed.^ At the same time, the Union published a number

of widely distributed leaflets, all explaining its position

on the restructuring of the territorial government. Re

peatedly, the nationalists argued that the mandate given to

TANU in the territorial elections indicated the popula

tion’s support of the Union program. Thus, the nationalists 

maintained that the government's task was merely that of 

formulating a means of incorporating these policies:

We have repeatedly stated that at the last 
elections the electorate, 58,000 of them, en
dorsed TANU's demands for Responsible Government. 
The Government aimed at securing a responsible 
electorate. The electorate which endorsed TANU's 
manifesto was a responsible electorate-that is 
all the more reason for granting their demands.
It is for the Post Elections Committee to delib- . 
erate on such matters as the number of constitu
encies, their boundaries, etc. But the people

^Jamal to FCT, August 14, 1959.

^Report of the Post Elections Committee. pp. 18-21.

■■
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of Tanganyika have wholeheartedly endorsed 
TANU's demands for a majority of Elected 
Members in the Legislature, a majority of 
Elected Ministers in the'Executive,.the 
abolition of the Tripartite vote and Uni
versal Adult Franchise. It is for the 

‘Constitutional Committee to work out the 
details of putting these demands into' 
effect.^

When the final modified version of the Ramage Re

port was announced in the Legislative Council on December

15, Nyerere declared that the Union would accept all of the

government proposals. He also recorded bis objection to

the maintenance of literacy and income qualifications for 

the franchise, noting that this would allow a maximum of

only one million voters to participate in the 1960 General

Elections. TANU nonetheless accepted the final government

plan eind expressed the Union's faith in the good inten

tions of the government.^

In his speech before the Legislative Council,

Nyerere addressed several remarks to the non-African com

munities who were shortly to come under the authority of a

black controlled government. In an attempt to assure

^Sauti ^ TANU, No. 54, July 7, 1959.

2 . , «
Tanganyika Standard, December 16, 1959.

.
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Asians and Europeans that the nationalist movenent would

continue to oppose racial prejudice, Nyerere stressed:

the trust of I^e^i immigrant minorities in 
the good will of the indigenous majority. That 
trust throws a great responsibility on us as a 
majority community. From now on the duty of _ 
protecting human rights—those human rights for 
which we have been struggling, those rights for 
which we were prepared even to die--that duty 
from now onis our duty.

Let it not be said by posterity that we were 
a bunch of hypocrites. Let not the world point 
a finger at us and say we ged.ned our freedom on 
a moral argument — the argument of the brother
hood of man — and then threw that argument 
overboard and began ourselves to discriminate 
against our brothers on the ground of dolour.
Let God, who has helped us reach this day, 
us from that sin against his justice.^

• • •

save

He also warned, however, that economic domination

by the minority communities would not be allowed to con

tinue. Nyerere reasoned that social and economic imbal

ance in African societies bad historically led to racial

strife and that the elected government would have to

eliminate such dangerous inequities as soon as possible:

The way to it is not going to be a smooth 
one. One of our difficulties is at present the 
distribution of the wealth of this country. The 
division of any society into 'haves’ and 'have- 
nots.* is always dynamite; here it is aggravated

• • •

Tanganyika, Legislative Council, Council Debates. 
(Hansard] 35tb Session (December 15, 1959), p. 39.
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by its identification with race. '^Haves’ here 
are generally immigrant minorities; ’have-nots' 
indigenous majorities. This is dangerous. We 
must remedy that situation' as quickly as humanly 
possible.

The members of the minority communities here 
and in friendly countries abroeuf who sympathise 
with Tanganyika's efforts in human relations , 
have a great responsibility. They must do every
thing possible to help us to radse^ the general 
stamdacrd of living for the masses of our people.

Despite Nyerere's admonition concerning future 

social and economic changes, the Union conducted an ex

tensive publicity campaign to convince the minority con-
2

munities of its good intentions. In a public interview

following the announced constitutional changes, the TANU

leader assured the territory's inhabitants that when

majority rule began:

The colour of a person's skin or the texture 
of his hair will bo irrelevant to his political 
rights and his duties as a citizen as it is 
irrelevant in his values in the oj-es of God. ^

Part of the Union strategy included a series of

speeches by non-African ceebors of TEM3, all of whoa

^Ibid.. p. 41.

^Kambona outlined this strategy in his correspondence 
with Hatch, December 6, 1959-January 21, 1960, Hatch papers. 
Labour Party Archives,

^London Times. Deceaber 17, 1959.

!
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visited their constituencies in an attempt to remove

Asian and European apprehensions concerning the advent of
»

African controlled, responsible government.^

The announcement of the impending 1960 elections 

marked a major transformation in TANU strategy. The 

struggle for official recognition and for the initiation

i\

of a black majority government had ended in success. As

a result, the official speeches, publications, and personal 

correspondences of the nationalists all assumed a far core 

optimistic tone, and reflected a conviction that their

battle with the administration was over. Typical of this

new feeling was Kyerere's remark to James Betts "We
2

now afford to be slow about something."

can

A jubilant Amir

Jamal reported to his Fabian allies "We are all fighting 

the same battle now. The race is run, and the help ren

dered by you and other friends in the U.K. cannot easily 

bo measured in words.

%aaboaa to FC8, February 3, 1960, FCB papers, 
also articles in Tanganyika Standard. January-February

~.N'yerere to Betts, January 3, 1960, FC3 papers.

Jamal to Selwj'n-Clarke, Deceaber 21, 1959, FX3 papers. 
For other reflections of the jubalant nationalist sentiment, 
see Kyerere's article "We Cannot Afford to Fail", Africa 
Special Report Vol. IV, Ko. 13 (Deceaber, 1959), 4-6 and 
George W. Shepherd, Jf., "Bwana Julius; Tanganyika Tcxlay", 
Africa Today Vol. VI, bo. 6 (JCoveaber, 1959), 12-15.
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Symbolic of the new spirit of cooperation between

XANU and the administration was the fact that when the

new Legislative Council convened in March 1959 the XANU

Youth League, which had so often been condemned as the

militant wing of the Union, assisted local authorities in

controlling the crowds along the parade route in Dar es 
Salaam.^

With its major battles won, the Union turned to

constructive planning for the future. In 1959, it boasted
I
of 37 territorial cells, a registration of over 900,000, 

and a new central headquarters building in Dar es Salaam." 

By November 1959, Nyererc was able to confidently assure 

his people that "soIf-government is certain next year".^

The period of protracted hostilities was over.

The Hose Governeent: Shifting the Focus

The period 1958-59 was narked by a radical decline

of tensions within the homo government concerning the ques

tion of Tanganyikan political development. The concessions

granted by the Crown, coupled with the influx of more *

^anganyiica Standard, Jiarch 16, 1959.

Kaabcna to Betts, November 28, 1959, FCB papers. 

^Tanganyika Standard, December 23, 1959.
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moderate administrators in both the Colonial Office and

the territorial government, resulted in the equitable

solution of most of the major sources of conflict. None-
(„

theless, the liberal and conservative factions remained 

ideologically divided in their appraisal of event’s within 

the trusteeship and in their basic attitudes towards the

concept of colonialism.

Between 1958 and 1959 a major transformation occurred

in both the Colonial Office personnel and policy, 

pcnses involved in attempting to advance territorial social

The ex-

and economic systems at the same pace as the political

sector had resulted in the bankruptcy of the Colonial

Development Corporation and its multifold subsidiary

agencies. Gradually, the homo government became aware of

the impossibility of continuing to bear the burden of such

rapid internal expansion within the many colonies of a far

flung empire. At the same time, the flowering of national

ist organizations with strong bases of popular support made 

it impossible to retard the pace of political evolution, 

without risking the dagger of violent confrontation.^ The

^For historical analysis of this change in policy, 
see: L. H. Gann and Peter Duignan, Burden of Empire 
(Stanford, California: Hoover Institute Press, 1971), 
pp. 307-398; William Patrick Kirkman, Unscrambling an
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etid result, by the late 1950’s, was a recognition by bcJtb 

the liberal and conservative factions of the home govern

ment that the pace of development toward independence would 

have to accelerate at a much more rapid pace than that en

visioned by the earlier post-war governments. Labour and 

Tory M.P.s, however, remained divided in their reaction to

the rapidly changing events on the African continent. The

more right wing elements looked upon the increasingly suc

cessful Tanganyikan African political organizations with

skepticism, and demanded certain safeguards to protect

British subjects and investments. Thus, they supported

such policies as the multiple-bote, the qualitative fran

chise, and the retention of official majorities. At the

same tine, they stressed the econonic and social advances

which came as a result of the qolonial experience, arguing

that British rule had indeed nade great efforts to prepare

the sub-Saharan territories for peirticipation in the com-

nunity of nations. Conservatives pointed with pride to the

Enpire; A Critique of British Colonial Policy, 1955-1966 
(London: Chatto and Windus^ 1966), passim; Kenneth 
Kirkwood, Britain and Africa (Baltinoro; John Hopkins 
Press, 1965), pp. 207-283; William MillerMacMillan, The 
Road to Self-Rule; a Study in* Colonial Evolution (Now 
York; Frcderich Praegor, Inc., 1960), passim.
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multifold institutions and agencies established within both 

the home government and the territories as a sign of the 

efforts being made to develop the more backward parts of 

the Empire. Given the time and the authority, they argued.

the colonies would truly be ready for self-rule in one or 

two generations. Consequently, the private press and the

information services of the Colonial Office abounded with

publications describing the activities of the Crown within

the African dependencies and the improvements resulting 

from such endeavors.^

Liberals, by contrast, argued that the pace of

political development should continue to accelerate until 

all of the dependencies had attained self-rule, either

^For example of such publications see: Sir Hugh 
Beaver, "Colonial Development Corporation", Progress, 
(Summer, 195B), 209-216; Kenneth Bradley, Britain's 
Purpose ^ Africa (New York: British Information Services, 
1959); Great Britain, British Information Services, 
Reference Division, I.D. 1294, Community Development in 
The United Kingdom Dependencies (Swindon, U.K.; The 
Swindon Press, Limited, 1958); Great Britain, British 
Information Services, Reference Division, I.D. 1286 
(Revised), Political Development in the United Kingdom 
Dependencies (New York: British Information Services, 
1959); Great Britain, British Information Services, 
Reference Division, I.D. 1327, The United Kingdom 
Dependencies 1958-59 (New York: British Information 
Services, 1959); Great Britain, Central Office of 
Information, Progress in the Colonies (New York; British 
Information Service, 1958); Great Britain Colonial Office, 
Community Development; A Handbook (London: His Majesty's
Stationery Office, 1959).

-f;
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within ojc outside of the Commonwealth. They maintained

that while it was necessary for the Crown to help develop

the economic and educational systems of the colonies.

such aid should in no way impede the course of political

evolution. Claiming that direct and immediate participa

tion in modern political activities waa the only viable

means of developing stable regimes, the liberals called

for rapid advance to self-rule and abundant long range 

economic assistance from the Crown eifter independence.^

With specific reference to Tanganyika, the more

conservative factions of both the Tory Party and the

Colonial Office complained that far too many concessions

were being granted to Nyerere. Coupled with this com

plaint was the often repeated accusation that the home

government had been pressured into speeding the pace of 

constitutional development by liberals within Great 

Britain and enemies on the Trusteeship Council, all of whom 

were dedicated to the goal of undermining the Empire, 

sequently, conservatives preferred the maintenance of an

Con-

Vor examples of the liberal viei^oint see: 
Marjorie Nicholson, Politi^i Objectives and Developments 
(London;..,Fabian Publioat.iojia, Ltd.,j., 19581 Eireno
White, What Hope for a Socialist Commonwealth? (London: 
Faber and Faber, Ltd 1959).• »

•f ••
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official majority, the administrative power of nomination,

and the preservation of minority community guarantees in
*

Tanganyika. At the same time they praised the rapid eco

nomic, educational, and social development of the territory, 

citing the success of the cooperative movement, the crea- 

- tion of multi-racial tribal and town councils, the intro

duction of the sisal crop, and the efforts of the Colonial 

Development Corporation as examples of Britain's contribu

tions to indigenous advancement.^

Liberals countered with the argument that the 

Nyerere regime should be given immediate control of an in

dependent, African majority government which recognized no 

special reservations for the immigrant communities. Re

formers also called for the initiation of universal adult

^he conservative viewpoint on Tanganyika is re
flected in East Africa and Rhodesia, editorials, October 1 
and 15, 1959; Great Britain, Central Office of Information, 
References Division, No. R 4172, Tanganyika (London: Her 
Majesty's Stationery Office, 1959); Tanganyika,
Department of Commerce and Industry, Commerce and 
Industry in Tanganyika (Dar es Salaam: The Tanganyika 
Standard. 1957); Tanganyika, Public Relations Department, 
Tanganyika Legislative Council 1926-58 (Dar es Salaam; '
The Government Printer, 1958).

jf '*
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suffrage and the termination of indirect rule at all ad

ministrative levels.^ ,

Although the rival factions engaged in endless 

squabbling in the period 1958-59, the question of politi

cal development in Tanganyika steadily became an increas

ingly less controversial topic. The strict control 

maintained by Nyerere during the period of political cam

paigning, and the moderate policy statements released by

TANU aifter the election, made the home government recognize

that they were dealing with a reasonable nationalist organi

zation which bad no intention of seriously challenging
2

their dwindling authority. Thus, the rapid pace of

political evolution produced few internal battles on the

floor of Parliament. The advent of the moderate Macleod

administration further served to foster an era of peaceful 

negotiations in matters involving the trusteeship.^

%eer Africa Bureau, Tanganyika. Zanzibar and 
Pemba (London: The Africa Bureau, 1958), and Venture. 
Vol. 9, No. 9 (February, 1958), and Vol. 10, No. 10 
(March, 1959).

Turnbull interview; Macleod memo on "Conditions 
in the East and Central African Dependencies, 1959", 
Conservative Party Headqueorters.

^For an insight into the attitudes of political 
figures in the home government concerning developments in 
the trusteeship, see the "Quarterly Chronicle" and "African 
Affairs at Westminster" columns in African Affairs. Vol.'s 
57 and 58 (1958-1959).
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WbUe the period was devoid of major confrontations.

the liberal faction within Britain nonetheless maintained

As such, it stooda keen interest in Tanganyikan affairs.

prepcired to offer TANU guidance, moral support, and pub

licity whenever the need arose. At the same time, liberals

caorefully scrutinized the many constitutional changes oc

curring within the trusteeship to ensure that they did

indeed conform to the aspirations of the nationalist?.

Thus, the period 1958-59 was marked by a continued 

spirit of close cooperation between TANU and her supporters 

in the home government. As the pace of political activity 

became progressively less frantic, liberals began to alter 

the scope of their political propaganda campaigns. Instead 

of stressing the inadequeu:ies of British colonial rule add

the necessity of constitutional advances, socialist speeches

and literature now emphasized the stability and reasonable

ness of emerging African regimes, and the necessity of in

creased economic aid from Great Britain, vaiile the aim of

earlier publicity had been to defend struggling African 

political organizations from reactionary resistance, the 

literature and speeches of this period advertised the vic

tory of African nationalism and the promise of a prosperous

Commonwealth of freely participating independent states.
,
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During these yeeurs, key leaders of the nationalist 

drive frequently appeaored before liberal reform groups to 

outline their plans for territorial development.

1958 to 1959 Nyerere, Kambona, and Bomani.presented more

From

than twenty well publicized speeches to members of the 

Fabian Society, the African Bureau, and the Labour Party.^

Liberals also produced a substantial amount of literature

concerning developments within the territory. The Fabian

Society utilized Venture to carefully explain and endorse 

the XANU platform during the 1958-59 elections.^ Realiz

ing that there was considerable public concern within the

home government over the future of minority groups in

African dominated regimes, the socialists persuaded Nyerere

to write a number of articles in which he stressed XAMJ’s

opposition to racism. At the same time, the Bureau con

vinced prominent members of the territory's minority groups 

to issue statements in which they affirmed their trust in

^"List of TANTJ Engagements", a note in Solwyn- 
Clarke's handwriting, dated January 28, 1960, FCB papers.

^Venture. Vol. 10, No. 4 (September, 1958), 4-5; 
Vol. 10, No. 9 (February, 1959), 8; Vol. 10, No. 10 
(March, 1959), 2; Vol. 11, No. 4 (October, 1959), 1-2.
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TANU's moderate policies.^ Similarly, extensive publicity
I

given to the Union’s electoral victory and its ac

ceptance of the resulting constitutional changes, 

literature stressed the fact that lANU did indeed pnjoy a 

mandate from the territorial population and that it repre

sented a moderate, well-balanced approach to the goal of 

responsible government. The reformers also gave wide

spread publicity to the political writings of the national

ists. For example, Nyerere's Barriers to Democracy was 

produced in capsule form by the African Bureau, Fabian 

Society, and Labour Party.^ In addition, M. P. Arthur 

Skeffington wrote a widely distributed pamphlet, Tanganyika

was

Liberal

in Transition, in which ho offered an historical survey and 

ideological defense of the nationalist covecent.^ The

%eo for example Jamal article in Venture. Vol. 11, 
No. 1 (Kay, 1059), 4 and essay by Heath, Venture, Vol. 11, 
Ko. 2 (June, 1959), 9. See also M.P. Arthur Skeffington 
to Solwyn-Clarke, on liberal publicity campaign strategy, 
September 6, 1959, Labour Party Archives.

^Selwyn-Clarke -- Jamal correspondence, October 1- 
23, 1958, rxyt papers.

^Venture. Vol. 10, Ho. 8 (January, 1959), 4; African 
Bureau leaflet '*Tfce Voice of Season",, 19bQ, Labour Party 
broadsheet aumaary of Barriers to Dea-ocracy, Deceaber, 
1959, Labour Party Archives.

‘^Arthur Sl:effingtoa, Tacganyilia in Transitic-ri 
(London; Fabian Coaaoni*ealth Bureau, ly60).
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pamphlet was conceived by SelsTwn-Clarke, in close consul-
\

tation with both Nyerexe and Kacbona, to enhance the 

image of TANU within Britain in the hope of gaining sub

stantial economic aid for territorial development after 
independence.^

Throughout the period of rapid political transfor

mation the Fabian Bureau maintained a steady stream of

correspondence with key personalities within the terri

tory, constantly encouraging them to make public state

ments of support for TANU both within the territory and
2

before the press in the home government.

The liberal community, while realising that TAMJ

had successfully achieved cost of her major goals, was

eager to assist the Union in speeding the territory's ad

vancement towards complete independence and in gaining

economic aid for major internal development projects.

This attitude was wall expressed by Selw>'n-Clarke in a

letter to the Executive Committee of TAlOl;

We are of course delighted with the consti
tutional alterations and the promise of

^Skeffingtcn correspondence with h'yerere and 
Kambona, October 1959-Harch 1960, FCa papers.

O

*See for example, FCB to Chief Kidaba Kalcwaia,
Betts toOctober 4, l9S5j 

Jajial, .Scvecber 3
Betts to Heath, July 195^..

31, 1958, FC3 papers. ^
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selaf-governnent for the next yeeu:. 1 feel that 
all of you in Tanganyika should be.weurmly con
gratulated on the noderatibn and statesmanship 
with which you have steered your course and you 
have certainly been rewarded

Any concrete information that you m£vy have 
on further needs which should get support from 
this country, if you will let me know, our 
M.P.’s will certainly take up you^ points. We 
are in fact seeking an adjournment debate on 
economic conditions in Tanganyika.^

• • • •

The liberal community carefully followed the rapid

pace of political development between 1958 and 1959 in

order to assist TANU in any way possible. In May 1957

the Labour Party sent a delegation headed by M.P. James

Callahan to the Colonial Office to demand that the govern

ment issue a final policy statement concerning the date
2

and structure of the proposed territorial elections. In

the months that followed, liberals made repeated attempts

to effect a codification in the election plans which would

complement TAlAJ's demands for the termination of the par

ity system. The Colonial Secretary refused to consider

the liberal proposals, explaining that any alteration

%elwyn-Clarke to TAIVU Executive Committee,
December 14, 1959, FCB papers.

“Callahan — Selv^n-Clarka correspondence, ^!ay 5-17,
1957.
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would delay the first territorial elections for a period 

of up to two yeaucs.^

t Similarly, when rumors abounded that elections in 

the Dar es Salaam constituency were being delayed'at the 

request of white settlers to allow the'UTP to concentrate 

its efforts at undermining XAND strength in the munici

pality, Labour M.P.s demanded a full scale investigation.^ 

When the date for the 1960 territorial elections 

nounced, M.P. dames Johnson called upon the government to 

allocate special funds for adult education within the 

African community to better prepzu:e Tanganyikan Africans 

for participation in the electoral process.^

Bureau also conducted an investigation and upon discover

ing the lack of political understanding which existed in

was an-

Thc Fabian

the more backward regions of the territory, called for the 

creation of district level voter training programs.'* They

^Lennox-Boyd — Skeffington correspondence,
April 28-Soptenbor 6, 1957, Conservative Party Headquarters.

^Botts to Lennox-Boyd, August 6-28, 1957, FCO papers. 
No official response was ever given to the charge.

^Jobnson-Winebester correspondence, April 16-
Juno 21, 1959.

^Notes on FCB investigations in Winchester's hand

writing, April 1960. The Bureau extensively interviewed 
Elections Officer Hucks to determine the d^reo of African 
comprehension reported by returning offlcers'T' FCB papers.
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also sought the professional guidance of Prof. W.J.M,

Mackenzie to determine the extent to which existing edu

cational systems prepaared Tanganyikan Africans for modern 

political pcirticipation.^

Liberals consistently rallied to the defense of

TANU whenever Union cells came under administrative censure.

On March 3, Arthur Skeffington raised the question of the

Iringa closing in Pairliament. The Secretary of State,how

ever, refused to give details concerning the decision to
2

ban TANU in that district. When repeated attempts by

M.P.s failed to produce a more elaborate explanation, the

Labour Party sent a delegation to Lennox-Boyd, complaining

that the territorial administration was attempting to

undermine TANU. They utilized Nycrere's often repeated

argument that all Union members in the banned districts

were being denied their right of political participation 

because of the crimes of a few individuals.

Winchester to Mackenzie, December 30, 1959, FXIB.
papers.

^Skeffington to Winchester, March 5, 1958, PCS
papers.

3
Lennox-Boyd notes on an interview with Labour Party 

delegation, April 1, 1958, Consorvativo Party Headquarters; 
Great Britain, Parliament, Parliatsentary Debates (House of 
Commons), 5tb ser. Vol. 609 (April 13, 1959^ col. 32.
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When continued complaints concerning African dis

satisfaction with official agricultural policies came to 

thecattention of liberals in the home government, the 

African Bureau despatched Arthur Geiitskell, an expert on 

. soil conservation, to investigate conditions in the trouS 

bled axeas.^ During the same yecur, M.P. John Hynd demanded 

an explanation concerning the removal of Tanganyikan 

Africans in the Matagoro hills, who had been forced to

abandon their traditional land holdings. When Lennox-Boyd 

justified the removals as a necessary part of a long-range 

government irrigation project, the Fabians assigned 

Majorie Nicholson to investigate the incident.^ Although

in both cases it was concluded that the government actions

were justified, the keen interest manifested by the social

ists is a reflection of liberal determination to continue

to act as the ally and defender of the African nationalists, 

despite the fact that TANU was well on the road to victory.

For all practical purposes, however, the battle between the

libiaral and conservative factions concerning the political

future of Tanganyika was a dead issue.

^Solwyn-Clarke to Hatch, October 26, 1958, FCB papers. - 

^Hynd to Nicholson, March 8, 1959, FCB papers.

-y'
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The Role of the l^custeeship Opuncii

The period 1958-59 was one of limited Trusteeship 

Council involvement with the territory of Tanganyika. 

Although the major political transformations of the post

war decade occurred during these years, the fact that no 

visiting mission team toured the 2u:ea virtually removed 

Tanganyika from the Council's busy agenda.^ Besides ex

amination of visiting team reports, the onlycother means 

of generating debate over developments in the trusteeship 

was the receipt of petitions from territorial residents. 

However, the maj'or concessions granted by the Crown greatly 

decreased the necessity of the nationalists employing this 

means of protest. Consequently, only two petitions were

D

received by the Council during this period. Both involved 

the closing of TANU branches, but in neither case was there

sufficient evidence for the Council to formulate any of- 
2

ficial conclusions. Those debates which did occur, how

ever, reflected the continuation of the ideological division

^k:hidzero dissertation, pp. 449-462. 
scheduled visit was slated for the year 1960.

^Sir Andrew Cohen to Colonial Office, October 23, 
1959, Rhodes House; see also United Nations, General 
Assembly, Official Records. 16th Session, Suppl. No. 4 
(A/4B18}, p. 24.

The next

)
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of the international body. On March 25, 1958 the Council 

comnenced a debate over the question of the preservation of 

the parity system. The representatives of China, Burma, 

and Guatemala all criticized the policy as an unsatisfac

tory means of representation because of the highly dis

proportionate nature of the territory’s population. As a

result of the recent and rapid growth of the nationalist

movement, the anti-colonial powers argued that parity

would ultimately result in serious racial conflict. In

order to avoid such unnecessary violence, the representa

tive of Burma called upon the Administering Authority to 

formulate a new policy which would "satisfy the aspira

tions of African nationalists while providing reassurance 

to the non-African minorities".^ Australia, France, 

the United States further called upon Great Britain to 

recognize that parity was merely a transitory policy, and

0

and

to issue a clear statement of exactly what the next phase 

of constitutional development would involve. They also

urged the Administering Authority to cooperate with emerg

ing nationalist parties if it were determined that they

^United Nations, Trusteeship Council, Official 
Records. 13th Session, Supplement No. 3(A/3821), p. 41.

r
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represented the bulk of the territorial population.^

Finally, the Soviet Union severely criticized parity as

a system ’'designed to consolidate already existing racial

barriers", and claimed that it was the African population

and not the immigrant races who needed assurances concern- 
2

ing their future.

The British representative, Sir Andrew Cohen, re

fused to accept these arguments, stating that parity was a 

presently necessary system which would be re-evaluated fol

lowing the territory's first electoral experience.^

In July 1958 the Trusteeship Council also engaged 

in a heated debate concerning both the upcoming territor

ial elections and the planned Post Elections Committee.

The representatives of China and India initiated the de

bate by calling for the advancement of the date for the

second phase elections in order to speed the formation of

the constitutional committee. At the same time, they de

manded that the post election team be given the broadest

terms of reference possible, and that it be comprised

^Ibid

^Ibid

3jbid

pp. 46-47.,• $

pp, 51-52.,• f

pp, 46-53.• $
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primarily of Africans.^ The Guatemalan delegate called

upon the Administering Authority to guarantee that the

next step in constitutional cidvancement would include the

creation of an elected African majority in the Legislative
2

Council.

Turning to the question of franchise, the Soviet

representative called for the initiation of universal adult

suffrage and the democratisation of local administrative

This view was supported by India, China, andagencies.

Haiti, all of whom found the existing franchise qualifica

tions far too restrictive.^ The delegate from Guatemala

saw fit to record his suspicion that Great Britain was not

prepared "even in the distant future" to initiate African 

majority rule.^

During the debate, the Administering Authority's

policies were defended by Australia, Belgium, France, and

New 2:ealand. These powers viewed both the qualitative

franchise and Britziin's hesitancy to define the frame of

^United Nations, Trusteeship Council, Official 
Records. 13th Session, Supplement No. 4(A/3822), pp. 16-17.

^Ibid.. p. 26.

3lbid.. pp. 24-48.

^Ibid.. p. 25.
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reference of the Post Elections Conmittee as necessary 

expedients until the results of the first phase elec

tions, could be properly analyzed.^

British delegate adamantly defended the use of parity and 

the qualitative franchise as the only workable systems 

for the territory's first electoral experience, 

theless assured the Council that all British policies and 

procedures were at best temporaxy and would be reviewed 

carefully following the release of the results of the

At the same time, the

He none-

1958-59 contests.

At the conclusion of the debate, despite ardent 

protests from Great Britain and her allies, the Trusteeship 

Council passed a resolution in which it recognized the 

necessity of accepting parity and the qualitative fran

chise for the upcoming elections, but nonetheless demanded 

the introduction of universal suffrage at the earliest

In its official statement the inter-possible date.

national body concluded:

The Council, mindful of the opposition en
countered by the Visiting Mission among Africans 
with regaxd to the tripartite voting arrange
ments and to the qualitative franchise in the 
forthcoming elections to the Legislative Council, 
notes the o3q>lanation given by the Administering

^Ibid., pp. 23-28.
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Authority, inter alia, that these elections £u:e 
an experitaent and any change in the existing 
electoral provisions nbuld delay the elections. 
Recailling its eeorlier opinion that the tri- 
pauctite voting system cauj only be tested by 
experience, the Council notes the statement of 
the Administering Authority that the,system 
will be reviewed by the constitutional coo- * 
oittee to be appointed in 1959. Recalling also 
its previous opinion concerning the desirability 
of progressively broauJening the franchise, the 
Council hopes that the electoral qualifications 
will be reviewed tadcing into account the experi
ence gained from the elections and the wishes 
of the African population with a view to pro
moting the introduction of universal suffrage 
with the least possible delay.^

At the conclusion of the meeting Sir Andrew Cohen

announced that, despite the passage of the resolution.
! the Administering Authority would under no circucstancoa

consider the initiation of universal adult suffrage as

paxt of the next constitutional advancement. He further

denounced the supporters of the resolution arguing that

they had no knowledge of true conditions within the 
2

trusteeship.

In addition to these two cajjor debates, during the

period 1958-59, the Administering Authority was continu

ally deluged with questions concerning the treatcent of

^Ibld., p. 6.

^Cohen to Lennox-Boyd, Harcb 27, 1958, Lertnox-Bo>*d 
papers. Conservative Party Headquarters.
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African nationalists. The anti-colonial powers repeatedly

charged that the closing of isolated XANO branches was an

attempt to destroy the nationalist drive before it suc

cessfully upset Britain's plan to establish a regime

ruled by a white minority lo^al to the Crown. On several

occasions the Soviet Union went so far as to charge that

the UTP was no more than an agency of the territorial ad

ministration. At the same time, the anti-imperialist

powers denounced Britain's efforts to develop the trustee

ship as deliberate attempts to porpKJtuato minority rule

by allowing the immigrant races to gain a monopoly on the 

territorial economic and educational syatoms.^ As in the

case of all trusteeship deliberation during the 1958-59

period, no concrete alterations occurred as a result of

the deliberation.

Thus, by 1959 the nationalist movement in

Tangsmylka had succeeded in achieving the greater part of

its objectives for the political development of the ter

ritory. The rapid change which occurred in these years

was the result of the willingness of both the

^Cofcen notes on Trusteeship Council affairs, January 
1958-itovettber 1959, Cohen files, Institute for Commonwealth 
Studies.
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administration and XANU to compromise tbeir policy posi

tions. At the same time it was greatly influenced by the 

major alterations which occurred in Colonial Office policy. 

The advent of Turnbull and Macleod, coupled with Tory 

realization that the pace of political evolution would 

have to be accelerated, led to the successful incorpora

tion of TAND’s basic demands. The colonial government 

now viewed its function within the territory primarily as 

the obligation to maintain law and order until the rapidly 

approaching day of independence.

Finally, this alteration in official policy led to 

a marked reduction in ideblogical conflicts in both the
f

homo government and the United Nations concerning the

political future of the territory. Serious differences of

opinion remained, but the fact that Tanganyika would soon 

have an independent, African controlled government was

accepted by all parties involved.



CHAPTER VI

PROM RESPONSIBUE GOVERNMENT TO INDEPENDENCE: -

FINAL CONSIDERATIONS, 1960-61

The Passing of Colonial Rule

The period 1960-61 was marked by the termination

of British rule in Tanganyika. The announcement of the

1960 General Elections made it clear to all concerned

factions that an African majority would soon control the

government and that independence was soon to follow.

Britain's obligations now consisted primarily of 

maintaining law and order within the trusteeship while 

at the same time supervising the constitutional altera

tions necessary to institute first responsible government, 

and then independence. As the authority of the Crown 

steadily decreased in these years, the nationalist move

ment assumed an increasing number of responsibilities in

the handling of the territory's internal affairs. As a

result, during the period 1960-61 TANU, in effect, became

the government.

616
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Although it was clear that the colonial adminis

tration was soon to depaort, the yeeors 1960-61 were by no 

devoid of conflict between the African population

Despite. Nyerere's re-

means

and the Administering Authority, 

peated insistence upon law and order and interracial 

cooperation,^ the period was once agaiin mairked by contin

ual incidents of unrest perpetuated by the militant 

leaujers of scattered Union cells.^

Although none of the incidents were sufficiently 

serious to result in XANU branches being banned, the out

breaks nonetheless reflected the continuance of indigenous 

dissatisfaction with both auJministrative personnel and of

ficial agricultural and livestock control policies, 

addition, they were indicative of an ever-growing tendency

In

Tanganyikan Africans to disobey local government

This spirit of rebellious civil disobedience

auBong

regulations.

fostered by the realisation that Crown authority waswas

on the wane.

^For an example of Nyerere'a pleas for moderation 
his article ”Wo Must Not Fall" in Lake Province Nows,see

No. 8 (March, 1960J, p. 2.

^Sae Table 17, pp. 750-753.
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The Widespreeid refusal by indigenous inhabitants

to accept the authority of local administrators was noted

in June 1960 by the Tanga Provincial Commissioner who
V.

advised his district officers:

The nesrt twelve months is going to be a very 
difficult period — not so much JLn terms of se
curity as in terms of keeping government at 
district level and below moderately effective 
auid avoiding long term disaster brought about 
by emotionalism and Inexperience.

There will probably be a certain amount of 
'uhuru happiness', causing indiscipline and 
racial irresponsibility — and the inevitable 
and dangerous corollary of non-African disil
lusionment

The main problem of the new government will 
be to create constructive rather than destruc
tive activity and interest in the management 
and development of the country, and our polit
ical leaders have no previous experience of 
this. Most of the TANU politicians are little 
more conscious of handling the everyday affairs 
of a province than most top level civil ser
vants have been during the last five yeaocs

There will be a constant temptation for the 
new Ministers to look for scape-goats whenever 
anything goes wrong; the hang-over from the 
imperialist regime is the obvious tjurget with 
the D.C.'s and P.C.'s the most prominent 
victims.

• • •

• • •

The growing tendency of nationalist leaders to in

itiate conflicts with local administrators was also noted

by the Handini District Commissioner who complained:

■ Speech delivered by the Provincial Commissioner, 
Tanga Province, June 16, 1960, in the papers of C. C. 
Haucris, Rhodes House.

■ ; »
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All Africans exalted by political and consti
tutional acceleration suffer from an enormous in
feriority complex and are pathetically eager to 
be accepted as professional equals just because 
they know they are not

The Provincial Administration is the most out- 
wsord and visible sign of the ’Imperialist regime' 
and is therefore the politicians greatest enemy ^

Numerous district officers noted that even when

• • •

« • •

local XANU leaders sought to comply with Nyerere's instruc

tions to maintadLn law and order, they often did so through 

methods that were as illegal as the offenses from which
O

they were trying to protect the public. One district

commissioner noted:

— Ih the early part of the yeax there was evi- 
cJent on allv side^5~apirit of non-co-operation with 
Government and an^wiomatic aversion to advice.
This is changed and the reverse is now the case in 
most instances. A few of those who find it diffi
cult to keep up with fho trend of events remain as 
potential sources of discontent. This earlier 
spirit manifested itself in the increased unwill
ingness to pay tax and a tendency to hold the law 
lightly• • «

As a result of the earlier disregard of law was 
so to confuse people that the reverse movement of 
the pendulum now evident has brought forth a crop 
of fresh offenses committed by persona whose

^Annual Report of Handini District, 1960, Tanganyika 
Provincial and District Books.

^Annual district reports for 1960 and 1961, 
Tanganyika Provincial District Books. See especially 
Handini and Arusha, 1960, Kwalampaka and Tanga, 1961.
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intention it was to restore law and order in the 
belief that they have the power.and authority 
necessary to do this.^ ,

The widespread tendency towzurds civil disobedience
V,'

was studied by Hans Cory, a prominent government sociolo- 

gist, who had studied tribal developments in Tanganyika 

for over a decade. Speaking of the frequent outbreaks of 

unrest at the district level, Cory observed:

When the real trouble stcurts is when egotis
tic and self-seeking motives become driving 
forces of a moveiront and its leadership.

Mr. Julius Nyerere has recently approved 
those of his followers who are all out to bb- 
tad.n positions within the hierarchy of TANU. 
There arose another type of men who try to use 
the demand for national freedom in which every 
African Joined with enthusiasm for their own 
purposes...The people still listen to their 
words but they are not the words they have 
heard from the leader. They usurp now a 
leadership in the discussion about the reform 
of Local Government, but in this case they 
should, like before, not be trusted with their 
own ideas, but should be disciplined to 
press the opinions of their leader and his 
helpers. In other words, TANU must work out 
together with the present Government the prin
ciples on which Local Government should bo 
built up. Then when this is done the officers 
of TANU in the districts must bo controlled by 
their seniors to follow those principles in 
the same way as the officers of the present 
Government do it.^

i

ex-

^Annual Report of Kilosa district, i960, in the 
papers of G. R. P. Henton, Rhodes House.

O

Speech by Hans Cory at a meeting with TANU leaders. 
Lake Province, January 28, 1960, Cory papers, Rhodes House.

-
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Xbe reports of local administrators in tbe period

1960-61 abound with complaints concerning TANO inspired

unrest. In October 1960, tbe District Commissioner of
.

Bukoba reported that local Union leaders were threatening

to imprison individuals who did not vote for TANU candi

dates in local tribal council elections.^ Tbe Secretary

to the Minister of Local Government noted that over fifty

similao: complaints were registered by district officers 

between October and November of 1960. On October 22,

four TANU Youth League members at Ngapa were convicted of 

holding their own court and for inflicting corporal punish

ment on local Africans whom they suspected of being dis

loyal to district cell leaders.^ In November three

prominent Union members in Shinyanga were imprisoned for 

leauJing unauthorized demonstrations to protest local de

stocking and soil conservation measures. In reviewing 

the case the local magistrate complained:

It is a natter of lasting shame that the 
major political party in the country is not

better dated October 8,
O.C. Bukoba, Rhodes House.

^Meno in the papers of Ronald William Neath,

1960, papers of H. J. Cooke,

Rhodes
House.

Tanganyika Standard. October 22-24, 1960.

? '
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able to control its Bembers and persuade them 
to follon lawful activities 
that XAND members in the small towns and vil
lages should understand that they have no 
right to trample upon and interfere with the 
liberty of innocent and peaceful Tanganyika 
citizens.^

it is as well• • •

Shortly thereafter, Hassami Kilugo, the Njombe 

District Secretary to the TANU Youth League, was found

guilty of intimidation. After failing to extract a bribe

from a local Asian shopkeeper, he initiated a month long
2

boycott of the shop by Union members. Another incident

of non^African hzorassment occurred when the Secretary of

the XAND Masasi branch entered the shop of an Asian mer

chant and searched it for illegally sold cashew nuts.^)

During the same month, fourteen members of the Union's 

Arusha branch were convicted of holding their own courts, 

persecuting Asian shopkeepers, and inciting local inhabi

tants to demonstrate against government tax measures.'^ On

November 22, I960, Masai coll leader Athuuani Makanjila

was convicted under the Incitomont to Violence Act for his

^Entry dated November 2, 1960, Shinyanga Police 
files, Rhodes House.

Tanganyika Standard, November 2, 1960.

Tanganyika Standard, November 3, 1960.

^Annual Report for Arusha District, 1960, Rhodes
House.
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inflannatory remaucks concerning local non-African resi

dents.^ Finally, the District Commissioner of Ukerene

reported a massive illegal demonstration led by local 

cell president Nicas Buhatna who claimed that the ballots

for a local council election had been tampered with. His 

evidence was based on the fact that the XANU candidate had 

not enjoyed a wide enough margin of victory.^

So extensive were the incidents of unrest that in

November 1960 George Kahama, the Minister for Hone 

AffauLrs, saw fit to waxn a XANU Youth League neeting that 

Union nenbers had no right to assume the role of 

forcenont officials. Ho accused the TYL of "arresting" 

individuals for offenses against the liberation drive, of 

conducting illegal trials, and of drilling as paraailitary 
units.^

on-

0

In an atteept to end the steadily increasing inci

dents of rural unrest, in October 1961 Price Minister

Nyorexe ^ulnounced the initiation of a new adcinistrative

Tanganyika Standard. Kovacber 22, 1960.

^Annual Report for Ukerewe District, 1960, Rhodes
House.

Tanganyika Standard. October 3,4, 1960.

(
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systen. Under the plan each Provincial Comnissioner would

work in close cooperation with.a political representative

of the area who would be designated by the Legislative

Council. The Priiac Minister defined the alteration aa an

atteopt to eliainate problens resulting fron conpetition

between political and adninistrative authorities in the 

rural sections of the territory.^ When the final details

of the plan were released. Provincial CoBoissioners were

ordered to supervise the foroation of district teaos in

each region under their control. The teaos were to be coo-

posed of: the district Chaircan of TANU, all TANU District

Secretaries, the District Officers, the Provincial

CoBBissioner, and any oeBbers of the national Asseably froa 

the area.^ The noasure is also a reflection of Nyerere's

deteraination to incorporate the nationalist political party

directly into the adainistration -- in other words, to aake

TA!*U and the governaont synonyaous.

^Tanganyika, National Asseebly, Asseably Debates 
(Hansard), Thirty-Sixth Session, Fifth Meeting, pp. 96-99. 
See also: Tanganyika, Office of the Chief Minister, Chief 
Hinister»s Circular Letter No. 1 of 1960; The Relationship 
Between the Civil Service, Political Partie^lind Maabera of 
Legislative Council (Dar es salaaa: The Governaent Printer,
1950).

“Mettoa froa the Peraacent Secretarj' no.'s PM 110/03
and PM 110/03 (26), October, 1951, Tanganyika adninistrative

■■papers, Rhodes Haase.
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The success of Nyerere's plan,, is measured by the 

subsequent reports of district and provincial conmission- 

Tbe 1961 survey of Dkerewe District noted that with 

the initiation of the district teams, local TANU organiza

tions became the loyal allies of local law enforcement

ers.

officers, and that Union efforts to maintain law and order 

"appear to have been beyond criticism."* A confidential

memo from the Provincial Commissioner of Lake Province

cited the efficiency of TANU in settling an intertribal 

dispute in that sector of the territory.*

Finally, the 1961 reports of over one dozen district

officers noted that the TANU Youth League bad ceased all

illegal police and paramilitary activities and was now

actively engaged in school construction and soil conserva

tion programs.*

Despite the numerous incidents of local unrest dur

ing the period 1960-61, constitutional advancement at the

territorial level nonetheless proceeded at an unprecedented

^Annual Report for Ui-erewe District, 1961, Rhodes
House.

^Confidential memo from P.C Lake Province to Price 
Itinister dated Hoveaber 18, 1961, Tanzanian National 
Archives.

• #

^Tanganyika District and Provincial Books, Rhodes
House.
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pace. On April 26, 1960, the Chief Secretary of the 

Legislative Council announced that the Secretary of State 

had authorized widespread changes in the executive branch 

of the territorial government, to take effect on October 1, 

1960, following the tabulation of the upcoming election re

sults. Primary among these alterations was the creation of 

the post of Chief Minister, who would serve as the 

Governor's key advisor and as the Leader of Government 

Business within the legislature. This post was to be 

filled by an elected member of the Legislative Council. In 

addition, the Crown announced that the existing position of 

Chief Secretary was to be replaced by the newly created 

office of Deputy Governor. The holder of this position 

would serve as a member of the Council of Ministers, but 

could not be a member of the Legislative Council. Ho would 

also assume the posd of head of the Civil Service.

In addition, the executive alterations called for 

the formation of a new Council of Ministers, to be comprised 

of the Governor (who was to servo as Council president), the 

Deputy Governor, ten unofficial ministers, and two Civil 

Service ministers. The two designated official ministerial 

posts were to be those of Attorney General and Minister for 

Information, The ton unofficial posts would include the
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new office of Minister for Home Affairs, which would com

mand the portfolios of Police, Prisons, ^nd Immigration. 

The new eirrangements, however, included the stipulation 

that the use of the Police Force was to remain under the 

control of the Governor who maintained the right to issue

orders to the Commissioner of Police in times of emergency.

Finally, it was announced that the Executive Council would 

be permanently abolished.^

The new alterations amounted to a gucirantee that

responsible government would be initiated following the

1960 General Elections. The Council of Ministers would

be comprised of a majority (ten out of twelve) of elected

unofficials, and would be responsible to another elected

representative, the Chief Minister. The fact that the Chief

Minister would be the key spokesman for government business

in effect placed executive initiative in the hands of an

elected representative. The functions of the Governor

were now reduced to those of Commander in Chief of the

territorial militia, and chief representative of the

Tanganyika, Legislative Council, Council Debates 
(Hansard) Thirty-fifth Session, Second Meeting, pp. 52-59.

* •
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Crown. Cleazly, the power of initiative was now in the 

bands of the unofficial nenbers of government.^

In comparison to these fcir-reacbing changes in the 

executive branch of government, the 1960 General Elections 

were of little political consequence. Registration was

- completed by the end of March with a total of only 899,055 

of an estimated 1,500,000 potential voters registering.®

On Nomination Day (July 18), only 86 candidates registered 

to compete for 71 legislative seats.^ As a result, on

July 29 the government announced that 58 candidates bad

been automatically elected since they faced no opponent
4

on the ballot in their election district. The unopposedI

contenders included 39 Africans, 8 Europeans, and all 11 

Asian candidates.^ Nyerere himself, as the only African

contender in the Dar es Salaam constituency, was spared

the time and effort involved in a personal political

^anganyilca Public Relations Department, This Month 
in Tanganyika. (April, 1960}, passim.

®Tho Colonial Territories 1959-60. p. 8.

^Tanganyika Standard. July 19, 1960.

^McBo from the Elections Officer to the Governor, 
July 29, 1960, Tanganyika- administrative papers, Rhodes 
House.

^Ibid.

\
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campaign. All of the automatically elected representatives

were XANU members or non-Africans who had received Union

endorsement. In light of the elimination of most consti-

tuents, the government announced that the election date 

would be advanced to August 30.^

In the actual contests, 11 TANU -candidates were op

posed by 9 independent Africans and 2 candidates endorsed

by the A.N.C. In the remaining two European constituencies,

two Union supported candidates were pitted against two

whites, neither of whom were affiliated with any political

organization. Both XANU supported whites were swept to
2

victory, as were 10 of the 11 African candidates.0 When

the final totals were tabulated XANU received 80 percent
g

of the 121,086 votes cast.

At the same time that the government announced the

advancement of the election date, it also revealed that

Tanganyika Standard. July 31, 1960.
2
Xanganyika Standard, September 1, 1960. Xhe one 

unsuccessful African candidate was A. Dodo of Mbulu who 
lost to an independent, H. E, Sarwatt by a vote of 7,860- 
to 7,620. Xhe local XANU cell had refused to indorse Dodo 
who was the choice of Dair es Salaam headquarters. Kambona 
to Betts, September 27, 1960, ECB papers.

%lection Officer to Governor, September 27, 1960, 
Xanganyika administrative papers, Rhodes House.

r

r
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the timetable for the initiation of responsible government

was to be accelerated. Originally scheduled for October 11, 

1960, to correspond with the swearing-in of the newly

elected Legislative Council, the date was forwairded to 

September 3. This was done to give the new ministerial

- staff an opportunity to work with the- outgoing Executive 

Council and thus better prepeire themselves for their new 

responsibilities.^ In addition, it was announced that 

Julius Nyerere had been chosen to serve as Chief Minister.

Vfhen the government announced its appointments to the re-

mad.ning ministerial posts, the offices of Attorney General 

and Minister for Information Services were retained by 

white government officials.^

included 6 Africans, 1 Asian, and 2 Europeans.

I

The 9 unofficial ministers

Two of the minority community ministers, Dereck 

Bryceson (Minister for Health and Labour) and Amir Jamal 

(Minister for Communications, Power and Works) were long

standing allies of TANU. In adijition, 4 of the 6 African 

appointees were active Union leaders. George Kahama was

Turnbull interview.

2
Je S« R. Cole and M« J, Davies*

)
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appointed Minister for Home Affairs, while Paul Bomani 

became Minister for Agriculture and Cpoperative Development. 

Oscar Keusbona was assigned the post of Minister for 

Edu^cation, while Chief Rashedi Kawawa ^came Minister for 

Local Government and Housing. The only nominated unof

ficial was the Minister for Finance, Sir Ernest Vasey.

With the inclusion of the Governor and the Attorney General,

the Council of Ministers was composed of 7 Africans, 6

Of these, seven retained the posi

tions they had held in the previous government.^

Europeans, and 1 Asian.

All of

the appointments were made by Turnbull during a series of
2

private consultations with Nyerere in early August 1960.

At the swearing-in of the new ministers, the Governor made

it cleax that the period of responsible government bad

truly begun, and that the. task of future development toward

self-rule bad passed from the colonial regime to the elected

representatives of the people:

The purpose of our meeting here this corning 
is to administer the ^ece88^u;y oaths to the twelve 
Ministers who from today will form Her Majesty's 
Council of Ministers in Tanganyika, and who will

^Tanganyika Standard. September 3-6, 1960.

^Cambona to Selwyn-Claurke, September 6, 1960.
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become my constitutionally established advisers 
on all matters of policy and legislation.

Today’s ceremony ushers in the last stage of 
our constitutional, development before self- 
government. We have moved, in less than two

from a Government of which the executiveyears.
Was composed wholly of officials to a Government 
in which all but two of the portfolios are held, 
not by virtue of experience in the Civil Service, 
but by virtue of membership of the Legislative 
Council and of the confidence imposed by the 
leader of the major political party in those to 
whom they have been allocated

The tasks that lie before you axe primcorily 
these; to accustom yourselves to the acceptance 
of collective responsibility, even though such 
acceptance may involve the tempor2a;y subordina
tion of some of your pplitical aspirations; to 
acquire the skill to devise policies which are 
within the bounds of financial and social cir
cumstances, which are administratively prac
ticable, and which will not conflict with the 
aims being pursued by your colleeigues; and to 
maintain a close and sympathetic relation be
tween public opinion and the processes of 
Government.^

• • •

ceremony marked the fulfillmentThe September 3

With a Council of Ministersof one of TANU's major goals.

comprised almost wholly of TANU members and close allies of

the Union, the power of executive initiative was, in effect.

in the bands of nationalists. The Union was now in a posi

tion to undertake the final steps necessary to attain full

^Tanganyika, Speech by His Excellency the Governor 
Before the Legislative Council At the Swearing-in of 
Ministers, on 3 September, i960 (Dar es Salaam: The 
Government Printer, 1960), p. 2.
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Finally, the actions of the Crown made itindependence.

clear that the British government v»s no longer attempt

ing to impede the nationalists in the attainment of their

This spirit of cooperation was re-uitimate objective, 

fleeted by the selection of Nyerere as Chief Minister,

and by the decision to allow him to approve appointment 

of the remaining members of the ministerial council, 

government also made a concentrated effort to explain the 

constitutional alterations involved in the initiation of 

responsible government to the indigenous population, 

cordingly, district officers were ordered to hold political 

education lectures to clarify the details behind the trans

formation for local inhabitants.^

The

Ac-

In addition, a special

pamphlet, written in both English and Kiswahili which ex-
2

plained the recent changes, was widely distributed.

Finally, October 11 was designated as "Madaraka Day" to 

dramatize the significance of the new regime.

Turnbull memo to all District Officers, August 28, 
1960, Rhodes House.

2
"Responsible Government", a pamphlet distributed 

by the Department of Informational Services, August 1960.

^"Madaraka" is the Kiswahili equivalent of 
"responsible government".
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When the new Legislative Council opened it was com

posed of 71 elected representatives and 10 nominated mem- • 

bers who were seated in accordance with the Governor's
V

The non-elected members includedpower of appointment.

2 officials and 8 unofficials (4 Africans, 4 Europeans,

and 2 Asians). All such specially designated members were 

assigned on the basis of particular skills (as in the case 

of Sir Ernest Vasey, Minister for Finance) or to insure 

the representation of minority or special interest groups 

(as in the case of the appointed representatives of the 

Arab and Goan communities).^ In all, the new Legislative

Council was composed of 53 African, 16 European, and 13 
2

Asian members. Since the vast majority of these repre

sentatives were either TAMJ members or loyal supporters of

the Union, it was clear that the nationalists now possessed

the control of the legislative and executive branches nec

essary to speed the trusteeship to full independence.

The Administering Authority was clearly eager to

accelerate the pace of territorial political evolution.

Accordingly, when the Legislative Council convened on

^Turnbull interview.

‘'The Colonial Territories, 1960-61, pp. 7-8.
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October 11, the Governor announced that a Constitutional

Conference would be held in Mairch:

To 3u3vise the Secretary of State on the 
arrangements which need to be made for the 
attad-nment of self-government; and consider 
the steps that will have to be taken to pre- 
pcire the way for independence and the ter
mination of the Trusteeship Agreement.^

At the saime time, Turnbull announced that the newly

appointed ministers would be assigned the task of prepar

ing a Three Year Development Plan aimed at further ex

ploiting the territory's resources, and thus prepairing the 

way for a more self-sufficient, independent government.^

The willingness of all sides to agree to a rapid

program of political advancement is evidenced by the speed

with which the Constitutional Conference despatched its

obligation. The meeting, which opened in Dar es Salaam on

March 27, 1961, was able in a period of only three days to

resolve all of the legal technicalities necessary to grant

full independence to Tanganyika. Present at the meetings

were the Secretary of State, the Governor, the entire

Tanganyika, Address by His Excellency the Governor 
Legislative Council on 11th October, 1960 (Dar es Salaam: 

tFo Government Printer, 1960), p. 2.

Tbid.
• .
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Council of Ministers, three Colonial Office experts on 

constitutional affairs, and the members of TANU's 

tive committee.^

From the outset, Iain Macleed made it clear that

execu-

the Colonial Office anticipated little problem in rapidlji 

advancing the territory toward the point of full 

eignty.

sover-

In his opening statement, the Secretary of State

remzorked:

I think that at this opening session of the 
conference 1 should make clear Her Majesty's 
Governments position in this matter. It is 
that we do not oppose the proposal of independ
ence; we welcome it. We know the strength of 
feeling in your country that Thuganyika must 
soon take her place in the community of inde
pendent nations. There is, therefore, nothing 
between Her Majesty's Government and Tanganyikans 
on this great issue...The United Kingdom has no 
desire to put that date of independence later 
than absolutely necessary. What we have^fo do 
then is to look at the problem that will face 
this country at independence and see whether we 
can agree on the date and the work which oust 
bo completed beforehand. Lot me say that 1 am 
sifte we shall be successful in reaching agree
ment on these natters.^

c

^The Government had allowed 
of his colleagues who are most directly concerned" to at-

Nyerere to invite "those

tend the Conference. Tanganyika, National Assembly, 
Report of the Tanganyika Constitutional Conference. 1961 
(Dar es Salaam: The Government Press, 1961}, p. 2.

^London Times. March 28, 1961.

r
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Within three days the conference members were able

to formulate a series of stipulations agreeable to all

parties involved. Key among these was the announcement
c

that full internal self-government would be initiated in

Tanganyika within a few weeks. In order to activate this

transformation, the Governor, Deputy Governor, and the

two official members would withdraw from the Council of

Ministers. The Chief Minister, now known as the Prime

Minister, was to assume the position formerly occupied by

the Governor as head of the Cabinet. The function of the

Governor was now solely to act in accordance with the ad

vice of the Cabinet, except in matters of defense and 

ternal affairs.^ Thus, his role was limited to his position

0 ex-

as Commander-in-Chief of the territorial defense forces and

his function as the'leading representative of the Crown.

The running of the internal government was now in the hands

of the Cabinet and the elected legislature. At the same

time, the Legislative Council was to be renamed the

National Assembly dith its future composition determined 

by the Cabinet.^

^Report of the Constitutional Conference, pp. 2-3. 

^Ibid p. 3.• I
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In add^-tion, the Constitutional Conference dele

gates agreed to create a Public Service Conmissiorr, to

begin operations two months SLfter the introduction of
V

s4If-government. The organization was to be run by a

Civil Secretary who would replace the Deputy Governor.

The Conference also formulated plans for the creation of

both Police Service and Judicial Service Commissions which

were to be controlled by the executive branch of govern

ment.^ It Was agreed that members of the Civil Service

Commission would be appointed by the Governor in consul

tation with the Prime Minister.^

When the conference completed its work, the only

technicalities remaining to be settled were the questions

of compensation for Overseas Civil Service Personnel, the

continuation of Tanganyika's participation in the East

African High Commission, and the matter of financial aid
Q

for internal development.

^Ibid.. pp. 4-5.

^Ibid.p. 4. t

%acleod notes on "Tanganyika Constitutional 
Arrangements", dated April 21, 1961, Macleod papers. 
Conservative Party Headquarters.
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On the final day of the meeting, the 3ecret^lry of

State announced that full internal self-government would>

be initiated on May 1, and that independence day was 

scheduled for December 28, 1961, a period of less than nine - 
months.^

Throughout the conference a spirit of close coop

eration characterized the relationship between TANU and

the Crown. In speaking of the rapid pace of advancement

which had occurred since 1958^ Nyerere publicly remarked

to Turnbull and Macleod;

In the two and one half years since one of 
you became our Governor and the eighteen months 
since the other became Her Majesty's Secretary 
of State for the Colonies, my colleagues and I 
have seen enough of your good intentions towards 
us to leave us in little doubt that the Conference 
will have a happy outcome. We are fully con
vinced... that all of us in the conference room 
are seeking the same objective — the early and 
complete independence of Tanganyika. It is idle 
to pretend that we do not face some problems 
about the Uethods we will use in obtaining that 
objective, but we can hardly believe that the 
difficulties over methods or even over timing 
can be allowed to obstruct the way to what we 
all so greatly desire.^

^reet Britain, Colonial Office, Cmd. 1360, Report 
of the Tanganyika Constitutional Conference, 1961 (London: 
Her Majesty's Stationery Office, 1961), p. 18. This date 
was later advanced to December 9.

O

Tanganyika Standard. March 28, 1961.
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Words of equal praise were expressed by the 

Secretary of State for the TANU president:

In the ordinary run of things, it would 
probably not be appropriate for me to mention 
individuals as having played a particular part 
in a country's affairs, but sir, this is no 
ordinary man. In Mr. Julius Nyerere, this 
country has a leader to whom not only the 
people of Tanganyika but many others in all 
parts of the world can look to with confidence 
to guide this emerging nation successfully 
through the very great tasks ahead.^

With the culmination of the conference, only a few

technicalities stood between the nationalists and their

goal of independence.

In May 1961, Julius Nyerere was sworn in as Prime

At the same time several changes,Minister of Tanganyika.
2

all approved by Nyerere in consultation with Turnbull, 

took place within the Cabinet, 

government all ministerial posts ceased to be occupied by

Under the provision of self

representatives of the Crown. Accordingly, the official

members of the Cabinet were replaced by individuals

selected from among the elected members of the Legislative

^reat Britain.* Report of the Tanganyika 
Constitutional Conference, 1961, p. 8.

^Tanganyika, Being the Address Delivered By His 
Excellency Sir Richard Gordon Turnbull. K.C.M.C., on. the 
Swearing'-in of Ministers 1st May, 1961 (Oar es Salaam: 
The Government Printer, 1961), p. 2.
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'Counail. The alteration, consisted of the appointing of 

two African ministers, Tewa Saidi became Minister for

Lands-and Surveys, while Job Lusind^was sfeiectcd'as 
Minister for Local Government.^ 'in^dditibiH:::±t-was_de- 

cided that the portfolio of the Minister for Information
-N..

Services was to be taken over by the Prime Minister and

that Rashidi Kawawa was to be appointed Minister without 

portfolio, which in effect made him Deputy Prime Minister,^ 

Nyerere appointed Roland Brown, a London lawyer, as Attorney 

General.

of the Cabinet.^

However, this post was no longer included as part

Finally, it was decided to retain the

highly qualified Sir Edward Vasey as Minister of Finance 

although he was a nominated member.^ The remainder of the

Cabinet was left unchanged. Of the 12 ministers, 9 ware

^Both men were loyal TANU activists and had served 
as campaign recruiters during the 1960 elections. Jamal 
to Betts, June 3^ 1961, FCB papers.

2
, Nyerere to Betts,.May 23, 1961. In his letter 

Nyerere indicated that kawawa*s selection was partially 
influenced by the Prime Minister's desire to maintain close 
contacts with the more radical-elements of TANCr, of whom 
Kawawa was one of the better known leaders.

^Brown, an active Fabian,
Nyerere by Birene White. See Nyerere-White-Jamal cor
respondence, April 15-May 23, 1961, FCB papers.

. 4jaoal to Heath, April 28, 1961, Heath

was recommended to

papers.
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Africans, 2 Europeans, and 1 Asian. All but one mere

elected nembers of the Legislative Council.

Thus, as of May 1961, the nationalist goal of full 

internal self-governnent had been achieved, and independ-

Africans, and inence mas slated for the near future.

particular tsembers of the TANO organization, nom enjoyed

control of both the executive and legislative branches of

the territorial government, as mell as a virtual monopoly

on political influence mithin the multifold local govern

ment town and tribal councils throughout the trusteeship.

Finally, British administrative personnel at the central.
a
t.' provincial, and district levels mere busily engaged in the

process of placing governmental operations in the hands of

the Tanganyikan African regime, thus facilitating the

nationalist goal of complete administrative control.

One of the fern issues remaining to be settled be

fore Tanganyika arrived at full independence was the ques

tion of the Civil Service. In 1960, of the 3,800 upppr 

level civil service positions, 2,960 were held by non- 

Africans (2,418 by Europeans and 542 by Asians). Of

^reat Britain, Colonial Office, Col. No. 349, 
Tanganyika Under United Kingdom Administration. Report By 
Her Majesty*a Government in the United Kingdom of Great 
Britziin and Northern Ireiand to the General Assembly of the 
United Nations for the Year 1960 (London; Her Majesty's 
Stationery Office, 1961], pp. 24-29.
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Finally,these, only 121 were residents of the territory, 

although non-Africans accounted for only 4 percent of the 

totil Civil Service staff,^ they eeucned 37 percent of the 

annual wages paid to government employees. Clearly,

positions in the Civil Service would have to be rapidly

opened to Xanganyilcan Africans if the government were to

At the same time.be truly run by the indigenous majority, 

however, the interests of the non-African civil servants 

would have to be protected if Nyerere wished to adhere to 

his promise to avoid racial persecution of the immigrant

communities.

0 In order to solve this dilemma, in December 1960

Nyerere introduced XANU's proposal for a Five Year 

Africauiization Program, under which no one except Africans

of tribes Indigenous to Xainganyika were to be appointed to

the civil service on "permanent and pensionable terms". 

•In order to protect minority interests, however, the plan 

excluded existing members of the Civil Service and those

llbid., p. 27.

^United Nations, Xrusteosbip Council, United Natipns 
Visiting Missions to Xrust Xerritories in East Africa, 
Report on Xanganyika, 1960, pp. 35-36.-
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pon-Africans who applied for.and were granted Tanganyikan 

citizenship.^ By July 1961, over 700 African middle-level 

officers had been recruited under the new program (16.5 

percent of the total middle-level pay scale).^

In order to ensure the quality of the Civil Service

until a substantial number of Tangan3dlcan Africans were

prepared to assume high level positions, the Tanganyikan

Government in 1961 entered into an Overseas Service Aid

Scheme agreement with Great Britain through which the

Secretary of State contracted to recruit British civil

servants for the Tanganyikan Government as the need arose.

0 Individuals recruited would be compensated by the

Tanganyikan Government on the same pay scale as the

African government's own employees and Britain would pro

vide additional benefits and allowances for the expatri

ates.^
In addition, in order to persuade existing employees 

to retain their positions, Mr. Nyorere wrote letters of

appeal to all Civil Service officers requesting them to re

main in the service of Tanganyikan government. He personally

^Sauti ya TANU. Ko. 68, December 7, 1960.

^zuiganyika Informational Services, This Month in 
Tanganyika (July, 1961), p. 3.

Tanganyika Standard. February 26, 1961.(
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assured them that recent inflamraatory remarks by XANU

politicians concerning British aidministrators in no way

reflected the attitude of the new government:

I want to make it cleair...that My 
Government, and therefore the great bulk of 
the people of Tanganyika whom we represent, 
atre really in need of your help; and we will 
be for a long time to come.

let it be cleaurly understood that such 
wild remarks as were recently reported 
not reflect ray views or ray Governraent's or 
those of the vast raajority of the people of 
this country. You can account for them by 
the heady atraosphere in which they were de
livered and so I hope you will ignore thera 
We need our experienced adrainistrators, our 
corps d'elite as the Governor called you the 
other day, because it is they who keep the 
whole raachinery of Governraont working

So 1 aua not suggesting that fron now on 
no irresponsible stateraents are going to be 
raade by junior politicians in this country. 
Such a suggestion would bo silly. What I an 
seriously suggesting is that you should not 
be put off frora your great task by such state- 
ccnts and such irresponsibility

If you can stay indefinitely, that is what 
Z would like best — subject only to our 
Africanisation policies, and I have said be
fore that we ore so desperately short of 
trained Africans that these policies are un
likely to affect you adversely for a good 
tine to coce.^

• • •

• • •
do• • •

• • •

• • •I

• • •

^Nyerere letter to all Civil Service Officers, 
htay 1, 1961, Rhodes House. See also Tanganyika, Office 
'of the Chief Minister, Circular Letter No. 1 of 1961 (Dar 
es Salaam; The Governoent Printer, 1961).
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At the local government level Nyexere introduced a 

plan in February 1961 which assigned an African trainee, 

bearing the title of District Commissioner Designate to 

each European District Commissioner. The African was 

trained by the British officer until prepared to assume

control of the region himself. At that point, the white 

administrator was transferred to a post of equal rank and 

pay scale in another sector of the territory.^

Thus, Nyerere's treatment of the Civil Service once

again reflected his moderate position on the questions of

race relations and Tanganyikan development. While refusing
1

to allow the minority communities to maintain their monop-

oly on high level government positions, he was nonetheless

unwilling to eliminate qualified immigrants solely for the -

purpose of providing jobs for Tanganyikan Africans. The

program of Africanization would steadily eleiminate the in

equalities existent in the Civil Service, but not at the

expense of the non-African employees already on the payroll.

The final issue to be resolved prior to independence

was the question of citizenship. During the month of October,

^Speech by Nyerere at the opening of the 
Administrative Training Centre, Mzumbe, February 25, 1961, 
Nyerere papers, Rhodes House,

• «
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the Nationeil Assembly engaged in an extended debate con

cerning the Government’s White Paper on Citizenship. The 

document, which had bean prepared under Nyerere's cemreful 

supervision during July and August,^ proposed the granting 

of automatic citizenship to all ii^rican residents and 

ommended the creation of a system to permit non-Africans 

to become Tanganyikan citizens after independence, either 

by registration or naturalization.^ Although the bill met 

with strong opposition from TANU radicals in the National 

Assembly (led by Kawawa and Kandoro) it was nonetheless 

passed into law as a result of Nyerere's direct interven

tion. Speaking as Prime Minister, he urged the Assembly 

to allow individuals of all races to elect to become 

Tanganyikans and thus to eliminate the possibility of 

r2u:ial antagonism in the country.^

the approved bill allowed non-Africans who had lived in

rec-

0

The final version of

Tanganyika for a minimum of five uninterrupted years the

Ijamal to Betts, August 16, 1961, FCB papers.

^Tanganyika, Tanganyika Citizenship-Government 
White Paper No. 1,. 1961 (Dar es Salaam:
Printer, 1961}, pp. 2-3.

^Tanganyika, National Assembly, Assembly Debates 
(Hanszurd), Thirty-Sixth Session (October 17-19, 1961), 
pp. 307-373.

The Government
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right to become citizens, providing they renounced 

citizenship in their country of origin.^

With the peaceful settlement of thb Civil Service 

issue and the resolution of the citizenship problem, 

Tanganyika was prepared for full independence. On 

December 9, 1961 Nyerere was formally presented the in

struments of sovereignty in the Dtur es Salciam national 
stadium.^

This act was culminated on December 14 when the 

Security Council unanimously approved the Tanganyikan 

petition calling for the termination of the Trusteeship

On that same day, the newly created nation was 

euimitted as a member of the General Assembly.

Agreement.
r-tJ

In an address before the international body,

Nyerere spoke of Tanganyika's goals as a sovereign state, 

which strongly reflected the philosophy of TANU throughout 

the independence drive:

The basis of our actions, internal and ex
ternal, will be an attempt, an honest attempt, to 
honour the dignity of man. ■ We believe that all 
mankind is one, that the physiological differences

Tanganyika, National Assembly, Government Paper 
No. 4-1961 Tanganyika Citizenship. 1961 (Dar es Salaam: 
The Government Printer, 1961), pp. 1-4.

^Great Britain, I^ws and Statutes, 10 Elizabeth, 
2 Ch. 1, Tanganyika Independence Act, 1961 (London; 
Majesty's Stationery Office, 1961).

Her
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between us are unimportant in comparison with 
our common humanity. We believe that black 
skin or white, straight or curly hair, differ
ences in the shape of our bodies, do ipot alter 
or even affect the fact that each one of us is 
part of the human species and has-a pzart to 
play in the development of mankind.^

With this act, all of XANU’s goals had been achieved. 

Tanganyika was an independent member of the British 

Commonwealth with a black majority government.

The Transformation of TAWU, 1960-61

In the period 1960-61, the Tanganyika African National 

Union not only emerged as the leading spokesman for the in

digenous population, but was also able to fully incorporate 

itself into the administration of the independent government 

to the point where Tanganyika and TANU became virtually 

synonymous. In order to do this, several obstacles heid to 

be overcome and several major alterations achieved within 

the party’s structure.

One of TANU*3 primary goals during this period 

to consolidate the support of the Tanganyikan population 

behind the nationalist organization. Part of this task in

cluded the elimination of all serious opposition within the

was

\«ndon
Times. December 15, 1961.

)
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territory. By 1960 the Union bad little to fear from the 

indigenous population in the political sphere. The Asian

Association had recently ceased ,its political operations, 

feeling that its support of TANU had given the minority

community the maximum assurance possible in a African 

dominated government.^ The UXP, by contrast, bad been

effectively annihilated by its defeat in the 1958-59 cam

paigns and consequently put forth no candidates in the

General Elections.

The only significant form of African resistance came

from the peristent, antagonistic activities of the A.N.C.

Throughout the last years of the independence drive, Mtemvu

continued to agitate TANU in an attempt to lure the more

radical anti-immigrant factions of the Union into his or-

In March 1960, for example, the A.N.C. peti-ganization.

tioned the Secretary of State for the right to be repre

sented at tlie Constitutional Conference arguing that the

Congress, and not TANU, represented the true aspirations 

of the Tanganyikan African community. The request was

^Rattansey memo to Asian Association members,
March 2, 1960, Asian Association papers, Tanganyika 
political papers, Rhodes House. See also The Tanganyikan, 
May 23, 1960.

O
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formally denied.^ 

bis organization was the victim of relentless persecution

Mtemvu also repeatedly complained that

because of Nyerere's determination to avoid having an op

position party in the National Assembly. In a petition

to the Fabian Bureau for liberal support Mtemvu reported:

I broke from TANU to see that people do not 
> have perpetually the idea of ONE party regime 

(sic^l . 1 also felt that Julius Nyerere would
appreciate the desirability of emergence of 
true parliamenteiry Opposition Party [si^ which 
will help Tanganyika to form a truly democratic 
parliament when we become independent in the 
next five years. But this does not seem to be 
bis plan at all. He has been preaching the 
fantastic idea of ONE party government in 
Tanganyika at least for 15 years after inde
pendence. His attitude has made even 
Tanganyika government [^i0 become so partisan 
that sometime they do not know what they aure 
doing ^

0

• • • •

In the 1960 election campaigns it became clear that

the territorial population did not agree with Mtemvu's 

views.The Congress put forth three candidates all of 

whom did so poorly that they were forced to forfeit their 

election fees, totaling only 337 votes between them.^ The

Mtemvu-Macleod correspondence, March 23-April 16, 
1960, Macleod files. Conservative Party Headquarters.

%ltemvu to Selwyn-Clarke, March 12, 1960, FCB
papers.

3
Bennett, p, 27.
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A.N.C. subsequently charged that Africans who had wished 

to support the Congress had been intimidated by XANU Youth 

League members.^ During the 1960 campaign TANU made a 

marked effort to undermine A.N.C.'s platform by denouncing 

the Congress as a racist organization; The Union repeatedly 

stressed Nyerere's insistence upon cooperation with the

minority communities and his vow to protect their interests

2once independence was achived.

Despite its decisive defeat, the A.N.C. continued

its acts of racial antagonism. In November, the party

called upon the Government to appoint Africans to the posts

of Speaker and Clerk in the Legislative Council, arguing

thaTt it was not right for Asians and Europeans to occupy

these high paying jobs while Africans were unemployed. In

its compalint, the A.N.C. denounced XANU's moderate racial

policy complaining that:

By accepting a multi-racial government they 
[lANIphave admitted to the world what they are 
incapable of running a country without the

0

" 'i

1

^See statement by A.N.C. Publicity Secretary 
Frederick E. Omido in Tanganyika Standard, September 8, 1960.

^ambona to Nicholson, August 23, I960.. See also 
the Union's campaign literature; Stephen Mhando, lANU 
and the Vote (Dar os Salaam; The Dar os Salaam Printers, 
Limited, I960), pp. 5-7 and Tanganyika African National 
Union, Election Manifesto, 1960 (Deir os Salaam; Thakers 
Ltd. 1960), p. 1.
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This is an insultassistance of foreigners, 
to the African people and the sooner the TANU 
Government quits, the better.^

Despite its ardent campaign, the African National

Congress was never able to gain a substantial following

among the territory's African population. By eaxly 1961

the government began to take decisive steps to prosecute

the A.N.C. for its racist policy statements. On March 8,

1961 the paa-ty's Youth League was officially banned for being

"incompatible with the maintenance of peace, order and good

government", and in the weeks to follow several of its key 

leaders were officially censured.^ Shortly thereafter, the

the only organized African opposition to TANU,A.N.C•»

ceased to function.

By 1961 TANU stood as the only Tanganyikan African

political organization with representation in the terri

torial government. "The Union possessed 46 branch offices 

and a total membership of 1,250,000.^ So prosperous was

the party that in June 1961 it was able to donate its

A.N.C. Publicity Secretary to the Governor, 
November 5, 1960, Tanganyika political papers, Rhodes 
House.

2
Mtenvu to Selwyn-Clarke, March 28, 1961, Ministry 

April 7, 1961, FCB papers.

1961, FCB papers.

of Home Affairs to A.N.C

^Jamal to Betts, October 19,
•»
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five floor building in Dair es Salaam to the Tanganyika 

University College.^

It was at this point that Nyerere decided to re

write the XANU Constitution to redirect its aims from an
j

organization dedicated to the rapid introduction of self- 

rule, to one committed to ’’consolidating the freedom of 

the country and its people".^ Nyerere felt that a refocus

ing of Union goals was essential since the original objec

tives of the organization had been successfully fulfilled. 

With the release of the new XANU constitution in September 

1960, Nyerere began an aggressive campaign aimed at obvi

ating the possibility of political opposition arising 

within the territory. During this period he initiated 

the first in a series of steps which, by 1962, wore to re

sult in the creation of a one-party state. Nyerere argued 

that in a developing nation such as Tanganyika, there was 

no room for the luxury of political competition. Thus, 

only one political organization should be allowed to exist. 

He insisted that this restriction.in no way impeded the

0

Tanganyika Standard, June 17, 1961.

2
Tanganyika African National Union, Katiba ya TA-NU 

(Dar es Salaaa: The Eagle Press, 1961), p. 1.
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democratic process since the voice of dissent could al

ways be openly expressed either through the use of peti

tion or via the people's representatives in the National 

Assembly.^ In 1961, in an attempt to make accommodations 

for minority community activities, Nyerere allowed the 

first non-African members to join XANU.^ Although initial 

immigrant participation was limited to members who were 

"invited" to join on the basis of special qualifications.

by 1963 party membership was open to all citizens.

Finally, as part of XANU's new insistence on the

preservation of a one pcirty system, by 1961 such organiza

tions as the Meru Citizens Union and SukumaJ-and Federation

were forced to cease all political activities, even on the 

local government level.^

Xhus, by independence the Xanganyikan African

National Union had hot only achieved all of its objectives

^For examples of Nyerere's defense of the one-party 
concept see: Julius K. Nyerere, ."It's Up to Us", Africa 
Xoday. December 1961, pp. 4-5, and his Scramble for Africa 
(Oar cs Salaam: Xhalwrs, Ltd., 1961), passim.

O

‘"Xho first non-Africans to bo admitted were two 
Asians, Dassa Aziz and A1 Noor Kassum, and one European, 
Lady Chesam. All trere cade members of the Executive 
Comaitteo and had been active fund raisers in the 1958-59 
and 1960 elections.

^oGuire, pp. 278-286.
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for territorial political development, but also stood as 

the only functioning party in the African dominated govern

ment. Tanganyika was in the process of becoming a one-party 

state.

The Home Government and the United Nations— 
Final Considerations

^ In the period 1960-61 developments in Tanganyika 

contributed little to the perpetuation of the ideological 

conflicts underway within both the British Government and 

the Trusteeship Council. With self-government attained and 

the date of independence already arranged, the trusteeship 

no longer served as an issue in the continuing debate0 con

cerning the political development of the British dependen- 

The liberal and conservative factions, however, 

varied in their historical evaluations of events within 

the trusteeship.

viewed -the emancipation pf Tanganyika as the result of a

caxefuliy planned program of political training initiated
«

by the Crown, part of which included a well formulated
t

gram of economic and educational advancement resulting from

cies.

The Tory party and the Colonial Office

pro-

the concentrated efforts of the Colonial Development 
Corporation.^

Ldborals, by contrast, maintained that

^For examples of the Conservative evaluation of ter
ritorial development, see; Great Britain, British
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independence came the result of persistent 

efforts on the part of the nationalist movement which re

ceived little more than opposition from the Colonial Office 

and the right wing faction of Parliament. They histori

cally evaluated the British systems of indirect rule and

parity as totally inadequate failures which produced 

necessary impediments to the emerging sense of indigenous 

political awareness.

un-

Liberals consequently demanded sub

stantial financial aid for post-independence development 

to partially compensate for the inadequacies of colonial 
rule.^

Information Services, TanganydLka. A Story of Progress 
(New York: British Information Services, 1961); Great 
Britain, British Information Services, Xanganvika: 
Waking of a Nation (New York:

The
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  - British Information

Services, 1961); Tanganyika, Information Services, of 
Triumph fox Tanganyika; Happy Victory for a Good Cau^ — 
(Dar es Salaam; The Government Printer, 1961); Tanganyika, 
Information Seriices, Elected ^ority in Legislature- 
Great Strides Towards Goal of Independence; Tanganyika 
Legislative Council 1926-60 (Dar es Salaam; The Government 
Printer, 1960); Tanganyika, Information Service, Nchi Yetu 
(Dar es Salaam: The Government Printer, 1961).

^The liberal interpretation is well depicted by 
^nner Brockway, M.P., 1960 Africa’s Year of Destiny; A 
Political Guide to a Continent in Crisis (London: The “ 
Movement of Colonial Freedom^ 1960); Labour Party. Labour 
Partj/ Discussion Notes. No. 25; ^st African Future' 
(London: Labour Paxty pqlitical Education Se^ie”. I960); 
Renneth Younger, Britain’s Role in a Changing World 
(London; The Fabian Society, 1960)7 - - -
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During these final years,- correspondence between 

the liberal activist groups and TANU decreased markedly. 

With virtually all of the Union's aspirations achieved, 

there were few problems with which the socialist organi

zations could assist the nationalists.. The Fabian Bureau

and the Liberal Party did, however, continue to support 

tAnu in every way possible. Thus, when the question of 

financial aid to the independent government cirose, liber

als sent a delegation to the Secretary of State to demand 

that funds originally allocated for long-range trusteeship 

development be released to the Tanganyikan government.^ 

Similarly, when Nyerere decided to amend the TANU consti

tution to fit the needs of the independent government, he 

sought the advice of Fabian and African political experts

and finally modeled the new constitution on the Labour 
2

Party Contract. Thus, the liberal factions continued to 

function as the mentors and.supporters of TANU.

The unusual spirit of cooperation which existed in 

the home government and which thus obviated the necessity 

of serious confrontation is summarized by Selwyn-Cleirke's

^elwyn-Clarke to Macleod, August 9,

correspondence with FCB Secretary Catherine 
Hoskyns, March 16-April 23, FCB papers.

1961, FCB papers.
^Kambona

)
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evaluation of the Macleod administration. Speaking of the 

Secretary of State's Tanganyika policy the Fabian Secretarjr 

remarked: c

We all appreciate bis difficult position and 
the extraordineiry competence he has shown in deal
ing with the problems in the trusteeship. We aa;e 
confident in our anticipation of a happy conclu
sion to our involvement there. We cire therefore 
focusing our attention on more troubled areas 
within the East Africa dependencies.

During this period the question of territorial politi

cal evolution also ceased to be a source of major controversy 

within the Trusteeship Council, Although the anti-coloniiil 

nations continued to condemn British activities as part of an 

imperialist ploy to retain at least indirect control of the 

territory,^ the general attitude within the international 

body was one of satisfaction with the rapid political 

changes initiated by the Administering Authority.^ Speak

ing of recent alterations in the constitution of the terri

tory, 'the 1960 Visiting Mission team reported:

All evidence which the mission has presented 
in this report clearly indicated that Tanganyika

^elwyn-Clarke to Jamal, July 25, 1961, FCB papers.
2see for example, the U.S.S.R. publication by M. 

Braguinaki and Y. Loukonine, Aperou D'Historie Du Movement 
De Liberation Wationale Dans Les Pays D'AjFricue Orientale 
(Moscow: Editions du Progress, 1962). '

^Seo for exauaple, ''Tanganyika'js ^ogress Toward 
Independence Harmonious and Rapid", United Nations Review. 
Vol. 7, No. 1 (July, 1960), pp. 36-39.
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is progressing smoothly and rapidly towMds the 
ultimate &oal set by the international trustee
ship system and the problems which remain axe 
very Icirgely of a technical and financial matter.
The constitutional advances which have occurred 
since the visit of the visitgng mission in 1957 
have far exceeded expectations and, with the in
stitution of responsible government towards the 
-end of 1960, the territory will, in fact, have 
entered the final stages before independence.

The report also commented favorably on British ef-

r

forts to increase economic aid to the independent govern

ment and took special note of the favorable state of race 

relations within the territory which it viewed as "an 

encouraging example to other multiracial societies" in 
2

East Africa.

On April 21, 1961, the General Assembly passed by 

acclamation a resolution calling for the termination of the 

Trusteeship Agreement to take effect immediately after the 

granting of independence by the Crown, 

tion was officially activated by a unanimous vote of the 

Security Council on December 14, 1961. Tanganyika was now 

a fully sovereign state.

This recommenda-

^Report of the Visiting Mission, 1960, pp. 38-39.

2lbid., p. 6.

^London Times. April 22, 1961.

/
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Thus, the period 1960-61 was marked by the rapid

and peaceful settlement of the few remeiining political 

issues to be resolved before the granting of full inde

pendence. Notably, these final arrangements came not as

the result of Crown-initiated programs, but from the in

centive of the newly installed African regime now in full 

control of territorial development. It was also during 

this period that TANU and the government of Tanganyika be

came permanently intertwined. Nyerere and his lieutenants

were clecirly in control of the administration and had al

ready initiated the first in a series of alterations aimed

at the creation of a one-party state.

During the final months of the independence drive, 

the ideological factions within both the home government

and the Trusteeship Council began to have increasingly less 

interest in territorial developments. With the successful 

emergence of TANU as the only political power within the 

independent government, the territory ceased to be a suit

able subject for ideological concern either within Great
*

Britain or the confines of the Trusteeship Council. 

Tanganyika's future was how in the hands of the TANU 

regime.



CHAPIER VII

CONCLUSION — THE TRIANGLE OF

INTERRELATIONSHIP

An historical analysis of developments within

Tanganyika in the years 1946-61 reveals that the polit

ical evolution of the trusteeship was the result of a 

number of interrelated forces, each operating within its

own frame of reference towards its own specific political

f goals.

Key among these factors was the British adminis

tration which until 1960 enjoyed the power of initiative

in matters involving territorial development. Although 

alway^recognizing the fact that Tanganyika would ulti

mately emerge- as an independent member of the Commonwealth

with a black majority government, the Britist Colonial

Office nonetheless viewed this transformation as a slow, 

long-range process which would have to be coupled with

substantial advances in the social, economic and educa

tional sectors of the trusteeship.

662
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Post-war British development plans were therefore 

based on the system of indirect rule with its emphasis on

the role of the chiefs and other traditional sources of
< ..

authority. At the same time. Crown policy stressed the 

protection of the European and Asian minority communities 

whom it viewed as the only potential sources of signifi

cant internal development. It was because of this view

that the system of minority protection referred to as

"parity" was introduced and soon became the second major

principle of British colonial policy. Consequently, all

of the major political alterations initiated by the Crown

in the post-war years were based on these two principles

of operation. It was for this reason that the administra

tion insisted that representation in the Legislative

Council include the preservation of an official majority

and at best, racial parity among unofficial members. In

accordance with the system of indirect rule, cost African

nominees appointed by the Governor were chiefs or elders.

At the s£U3C time, indirect rule was perpetuated at the 

local level by the preservation of the system of rule by

chiefs and headmen who served as the native authorities

in the British administrative system. A local government 

version of parity was also enforced by the Crown's
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insistence on the creation of multi-racial township and 

tribal councils. It was only in the very last yezirs of 

colonial rule that Britain was willing to recognize the 

inevitability of a black controlled government in which 

the fate of the minority communities was dependent upon 

the policies of the indigenous majority.

The personal papers of numerous Colonial Office and 

territorial administrative personnel reveal that at no time 

did the Crown consider the maintenance of tenure over 

Tanganyika a priority issue in its overall plan for the 

African dependencies. The final decision, announced at 

the 1960 Constitutional Conference, to agree to the rapid 

emancipation of the trusteeship was therefore made with 

relative case. The economic bankruptcy of the Colonial 

Development Corporation and the ever increasing militancy

J

of the rural TAKU cells served as further justification, 

in the eyes of the colonial personnel, for the speedy ac

celeration of constitutional advancement. Significantly,

at no time did key administrators reveal plans to maintain

control of Tanganyika for an extended length of .time.

Within Tanganyika, Crown colonial policy was ardently 

supported by the white settler community who were well aware 

of their position of privilege under the existing system
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and who therefore feaured the substantial loss of political, 

economic, and social status which would come with self- 

Thus, the principal white organirations, the UTP 

and the Capricorn Society, both centered their political 

platforms on the preservation of minority control through 

the use of a qualitative franchise based on high income, 

educational, and occupational standards.

Indeed, the writings of numerous white settlers as 

well as the publications and activities of their political 

organizations reveal that the immigrant European community

rule.

throughout the post-war period constituted the most re

actionary of all those interest groups involved with the

question of territorial development. As a small minority

group, who enjoyed a position of special privilege and who 

possessed numerous personal contacts with the colonial ad

ministration, the white.settler desperately fought to resist

the advent of an African-controlled government. However,

numerical inferiority and a failure to agree to a clear plan

of territorial evolution kept the European community without

a viable political organization for the greater part of the

independence years. The only reasonably well organized 

white party, the UTP, collapsed with the termination of the 

Twining administration.
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The Asians, by contrast, as the middle strata con- 

nunity, avoided overt political activities. The religions 

and cultural divisions which severed the community also
•v-.,

discouraged the formation of a unified political front. 

Thus, thja bulk of the Asians avoided participation in the 

controversial battles of the post-war years. Those few 

individuals who did enter the political eo:ena, however, 

became the cirdent supporters of the nationalist movement. 

This decision came as the result of the strong ties which 

progressive Asians maintained with the liberal reform move

ment in Britain as well as Asian recognition of the fact 

that the will of the African majority would ultimately pre- 

VcdLl.

Q

The papers of the Asian Association and the personal 

writings of numerous members of this minority community 

clearly reflect the willingness of most politically active 

Asians to support the TANU program for territorial evolution.
O

At the same time, they clearly manifest a feeling of frustra-« 

tion that most members of the community refused to take an 

active part in political issues.

Thus, lack of organization, Interest, and potential 

combined in the period 1946-61 to minimize the impact of the 

immigrant races upon the course of territorial amelioration.
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Undoubtedly, the most active of all groups con

cerned with the question of territorial political develop

ment was the African nationalist movement. By the early
r _

1950's, Africans became aware that the milder forms of

political activity (generally restricted to the use of

petitions and public debates) employed by the early in

digenous associations, contributed little to the accelera

tion of territorial political development. It was this

realization that caused the T.A.A, to develop a more radical

and activist protest strategy, and ultimately to transform

itself into the Tanganyika African National Union. With

0 the advent of Julius Nyerere to the presidency of TANU,

the African population had the organizational means of

successfully resisting British plans for territorial

evolution. By his insistence upon an exclusively African

community membership, Nyerere was able to insure that his 

party would be led by, and express the interests of, the 

African population. At the same time, by maintaining a

moderate position on the highly controversial racial issue.

be was able to offer a program of political transformation

which was eagerly endorsed by both local reformers and

anti-imperialist agitators. By the same token, the coder-

f ate nature of Nyerere's long-range plans made them
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acceptable to the Crown when it became clear that the grow

ing voice of the African community was indeed a force with

which to bb dealt.
V .

Once the Union had formulated a course of action, 

Nyefere refused to alter his basic plans for territorial

evolution. Thus, he would concede to neither the racist

demands of his militant followers nor the series of

counter proposals suggested by the Crown. He was, however, 

willing to accept temporary compromises and to utilize

interim measures in the course of political advancement.

Thus, for example, TAiNU agreed to participate in the

1958-59 elections under the stipulation that the parity

vote and qualitative franchise were temporary expediencies.

By 1960 TANU had clearly emerged as the leading

voice of the African population and the only viable politi

cal organization within the territory. It now stood ready

to initiate the alterations which would result in its in

corporation into the actual machinery of government as

Tanganyika became a one-party state.

An examination of the internal and external corre

spondence of the Union clearly reveals the ability of the

central headquarters to maintain a moderate and reasonable

program of constitutional advancement. At the same time.
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the very reasonableness of this program presented a formi

dable challenge to the Crown by attracting widespread

support from liberal reformers in the home government and
S. ..

rawSical British detractors in the United Nations. In the

final analysis even the widespread incidents of civil

disobedience in the rural areas worked to the advantage of

Because of their isolated nature they failed to dis-XAND.

credit the nationalist drive as a whole. At the same time.

Nyerere's ability to prevent major violent confrontations

and his repeated condemnation of local Union leaders who

violated the law, served to further Nyerere's image as a

o peaceful reformer. Thus, XANU's overall image was that

of a reasonable political reform group which deserved

recognition from the Crown.

Xhe program of political evolution within the

Trusteeship was also influenced by events within the home

government. Throughout the period 1946-61, the liberal and

conservative factions were continually divided in their

view concerning the pace and structure of territorial de

velopment.

The consenmtives, represented by the Tory Party

and ;nost key Colonial Office personnel, insisted that

( substantial economic and educational advancement would have
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to precede any significant political change. Acceleration 

of the pace of development and attempts to deviate from 

the principles of indirect rule and parity were conse-
r

quently viewed as a plot by either the socialist forces

within the home government, or the anti-colonial powers who 

sought to undermine the British Empire. Conservatives

realized that self-rule by African majorities would even

tually come to all of the East and Central African depend

encies, but fi-rmly believed that a gradual process of 

overall development which extended for a period of several 

generations would have to precede the initiation of respon-

0 sible government.

At the opposite end of the political spectrum 

liberal reformers, represented primarily by the La.bour 

Party and such socialist-oriented groups as the Fabian 

Colonial Society and the Africa Bureau, demanded a rapid

pace of political development for Tanganyika, 

that the initiation of self-government would have to be

They felt

given top priority, even if constitutional development far 

outdistanced changes in‘the territory's social, economic.

By applying pressure on theand educational structure.

Colonial Office through their representatives in Parliament, 

such zealots were able to bring the issue of Tanganyikan 

political evolution to the attention of the British public.
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In their attempts to stir public interest the

liberal faction employed the friendly press, public 

speechesj discussion groups, and an endless baorrage of 

pamphlets, leaiflets, broadsheets, and magazine articles

to spread its message. All such forms of publicity were

highly critical of British administrative policy and at

the same time stressed the reasonableness and moderation

Thus, the reformers appealed for the sup-of TANU plans.

port of not only the liberal, but also the more moderate

elements within the home government. At the same time.

they maintained close contacts with TANU leaders and with

sympathetic members of the territory’s non-African popula

tion ^

The writings of home government politicians and

activist reformers therefore reflect a clear ideological

split over the question of Tanganyika's future. However,

it should be noted that both sides continually reflected a

basically open minded attitude and a willingness to at least

consider compromise when major confrontations eorose. Thus,

the Colonial Offide never banned TANU as a whole, offered

Nyerere numerous opportunities to serve as a nominated

member of the Legislative Council and regularly lifted

restrictions on banned Union cells whenever the danger of
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civil disorder appeared to have subsided. Liberals at the

same time were aware of the tangible practical problems

involved in the administration of a dependency, and sup-
r-

ported those government plans which they felt were reason- 

Thus in the final analysis, for example, the Labour 

Party and the Fabian Colonial Bureau endorsed the Meru

able.

Land Scheme.

Finally, the papers of liberal reformers reveal the

strong influence which the Fabian Bureau had within TANU.

The early political training of Nyerere was supervised

by Bureau mentors. Throughout the independence drive theo Society served as both the advisor and defender of many

of the leading Union spokesmen. Perhaps the key illustra

tion of Fabian influence is the fact that James Betts

served as consultant to Nyerere in the formulation of TANU's 

demands for constitutional reform during the 1958 terr- 

torial election campaigns. Clearly, the liberal elements 

of the home government were key participators in the drive 

for Tanganyikan independence.

While the battle within the home government raged, 

the Trusteeship Council of the United Nations also joined 

the debate over territorial development, 

tion, the international body was sharply divided between

From its incep-
(

{
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the former colonial powers and the anti-imperialist faction

composed of the Communist nations and the liberated states

of the Third World. In a period when the British Empire
c-.

was engaged in a slow but determined process of liberating

its dependencies, the anti-colonial forces embarked on a 

program of relentless harassment based on their claim that

the Crown was determined to permanently maintain at least

indirect control of Tanganyika by placing the pro-British

minority communities firmly into power prior to emancipa

tion. Thus, all Crown policies were viewed as acts of

deception aimed at keeping the Empire intact. The fact

that the Trusteeship Agreement and U. N. Charter failed

to clearly define the extent to which the Trusteeship

Council could supervise the British administration only

increased the polemical intensity of the Council’s de-

The annual reports of the Administering Authority,bates.

the findings of the visiting mission teams, and the

petitions received from the territorial inhabitants, there

fore became weapons in an ideological battle and not evid

ence upon which to formulate a realistic appraisal of the

true territorial situation. The fact that most nations

cri'^ical of British policy had no knowledge of the com

plexities of colonial administration further confused the
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issues. The official documents of the Trusteeship Council

reveal the distance of a continual ideological battle in

which the theoretical question of the rights or wrongs of

colonialism over-shadowed the objective examination of
■

actual conditions within the territory.

Thus, it is impossible to point to a single fac

tor as the catalyst of Tanganyikan liberation. The

African nationalist drive offered the British a reasonable
V

and balanced approach to the problem of rapid territorial 

development. Therefore, when the economic considerations, 

coupled with the rapid emergence of African political 

awareness, made it obvious that the Crown could not hope 

to effectively achieve her plans for long range political 

development, TANU offered a suitable alternative to the 

existing system. At the same time, relentless pressure 

from the liberal factions of the home government and 

British opponents on the Trusteeship Council, made the per

petuation of Crown rule (always tentative bec>£bse of the 

territory's trusteeship status} seem increasingly less de-

I

i

sirable. Thus, once the Crown abandoned its original 

plans, a viable alternative method had already been formu

lated by TANU and her allies. Tanganyikan independence is, 

therefore, the end result of the interaction of, all these

factors.
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APPENDIX A

INTERNATIONAL TRUSTEESHIP SYSTEM^

V- !«■

ARTICLE 75. The United Nations shall establish \-

under its authority an international trusteeship system for 

the administration and supervision as such territories as. 

maiy be placed thereunder by subsequent individual agree

ments. These territories axe hereinafter referred to as

trust territories.

ARTICLE 76. The basic objectives of the trus-

teeship system, in accordance with the Purposes of the 

United Nations laid down in Article I of the present chaorter,

shall be:

to further international peace and security;a.

b. to promote the political, economic, social, edu

cational advancement of the inhabitants of the trust

territories, and their progressive development towaixds

self-government or independence as may be appropriate 

to the particular circumstances of each territory and 

its peoples and the freely expressed wishes of the

^Charter of the United Nations, adopted June 25, 1945.r
675
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Q
people concerned, and as may be provided by the terms

• -
of each trusteeship agreement;

to encourage respect for human rights and for

freedoms for all wit^jt distinction as 

to race, sex, language, or rel^vsn, and to encourage 

recognition of the interdependehcS”of the people of

c.

fundamental

the world; and

to ensure equal treatment in social, economic andd.

commercial matters for all Members of the United

Nations and their nationals, and also equal treatment

0 for the latter in the administration of justice, with

out prejudice to the attainment of the foregoing ob

jectives and subject to the provisions of Article 80.

ARTICLE 77.

1. Trusteeship system shall apply to such territories

in the following categories as may be placed there

under by means of trusteeship agreements:

(a) territories now held under mandate;

(b) territories which may be detached from enemy

states as a result of the Second World War; and

r
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(c) territories volunt^ily placed under the 

system by states responsible for their admin

istration.
C:,

It will be a matjjer for subsequent agreement as to2.

which territories in the foregoing-categories will be

brought under the trusteeship system and upon what

terms.

ARTICLE 78. The trusteeship system shall not

apply to territories which have become Members of the United

Nations, relationship among which shall be based on respecy
:>

for the principle of sovereign equality.

ARTICLE 79. .The terms of trusteeship for each

territory to be placed under the trusteeship system, in

cluding any alteration of amendment, shall be agreed upon

by the states directly concerned, including the mandatory

power in the case of territories held under mandate by a 

Member of the United Natf'ions, and .shall be approved as pro

vided for in Articles 83 and 95.

ARTICLE 80.

1. Except as may be agreed upon in individual trustee

ship agreements, made under Articles 77, .79, and 81,
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placing each territory under the trusteeship systen, 

and until such agreements have been concluded, noth

ing' in this Chapter shall be construed in or of itself
c„

to alter in any manner the rights whatsoever of any

states or any peoples or the terms of existing inter

national instruments to which Members of the United

Nations may respectively be parties.

Pacragraph I of this Article shall not be inter-2.

preted as giving grounds for delay or postponement of

the negotiation and conclusion of agreements for plac

ing mandated and other territories under the trustee

ship system as provided for in Article 77.

ARTICLE 81. The trusteeship agreement shall in

each case include the terms under which the trusteeship

territory will be administered and designate the authority

which will exercise the aidministration of the trust territory.

Such authority, hereinaifter called the administering authority, 

may be one or more states or the Organization itself.

article 82. There may be designated, in any

trusteeship agreement, a strategic area or areas which may 

include part or all of the trust territory to which the
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agreement applies, without prejudice to any special agree

ment or agreements made under Article 43.

ARTICLE 83. C

1. All functions of the United Nations relating to 

strategic areas, including the approval of the terms

. of the trusteeship agreements and of their alteration

or amendment, shall be exercised by the Security

Council.

2. The basis obj'ectives set forth in Article 76 shall

be applicable to the people of each strategic area.

3. The Security Council shall, subj'ect to the pro

visions of the trusteeship agreements and without 

prejudice or security considerations, avail itself of 

the assistance of the Trusteeship Council to perform 

those functions of the United Nations under the trus

teeship system relating to political, economic, social 

and educational matters in the strategic areas.

ARTICLE 84. It shall be the duty of the admin

istering authority to ensure that the trust territory shall
, ■.-* ' . . . .

play its part in the maintenance of international peace and
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, secuifity. To this end the administering authority may make 

use of. volunteer forces, facilities, and assistance from

the trust territory in caorrying out the obligationstowards
C',

the Security Council undertaken in this regaird by the ad

ministering authority, as well as for local defence and the 

maintenance of law and order within the territory.

ARTICLE 85.

1. The functions of the United Nations with regard 

to trusteeship agreements for all areas not designated 

as strategic, including the approval of the terms of
)

the trusteeship agreements and of their alteration or

amendment, shall be exercised by the General Assembly.

2. The Trusteeship Council, operating under the

authority of the General Assembly, shall assist the

General Assembly.in carrying out these functions.
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APPENDIX B

TRUSTEESHIP AGREEMENT FOR THE TERRITORY 

OF TANGANYIKA^

Whereas the territory known as Tanganyika has been

administered in accordance with Article 22 of the Covenant

of the League of Nations under a Mandate conferred on His

Britannic Majesty; and

Whereas Article 85 of the United Nations Charter, 

signed at San Francisco on 26 June, 1945, provides for the

establishment of an international trusteeship system for

0 the administration and supervision of such territories as

may be placed thereunder by subsequent individual agree

ments; and

Whereas His Majesty has indicated his desire to place 

Tanganyika under the said international trusteeship system; 

and

Whereas in accordance with Articles 75 and 77 of the

said Chaurter, the placing of a territory under the

^Approved by the General Assembly of the United 
Nations, December 13, 1946. United Nations, General 
Assembly, Tanganyika Trusteeship Agreement (CT/Agreement 12, 
1946).
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-international trusteeship system is to be effective by

means of a Trusteeship Agreement;

' Now, therefore, the General Assembly of the United
V

Nations hereby resolves to approve the following terms of

trusteeship for Tanganyika.

ARTTCLE 1. The Territory to which this Agree-

-ment applies comprises that part of East Africa lying

within the boundaries defined by Article 1 of the British

Mandate for East Africa, and by the Anglo-Belgian Treaty

of 22 November, 1934, regarding the boundary between

Tanganyika and Ruanda-Urandi.

ARTICXE 2. His Majesty is hereby designated as

Administering Authority for Tanganyika, the responsibility 

for the administration of which will be undertaken by His 

Majesty's Government in Great Britain and Northern Ireland.

ARTICLE 3. The Administering Authority under

takes to administer Tanganyika in such a manner as to achieve

the objectives of the international trusteeship system laid 

down in Article 76 of the United Nations Charter, 

istering Authority further undert2aces to collaborate fully 

with the General Assembly of the United Nations and the

The Admin-
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, Trusteeship Council in the discharge of all their functions 

as defined in Article 87 of the United Nations Chsorter, and
;

to facilitate any periodic visits to Tanganyika which they 

may deem necessary, at times to be agreed upon with the 

Administering Authority.

5!
I
I
5

ARTICLE 4. The Administering Authority shalla!•
* be responsible (a) for the peace, order, good government 

and defence of Tanganyika, and (b) for ensuring that it 

shall play its paurt in the maintenance of international

'V

peace and security.

(JI
ARTICLE 5. For the above-mentioned purposes

and for all purposes of this Agreement, as may be necessary.

ar the Administering Authority:

(a) shall have full powers of legislation, adminis

tration, and jurisdiction in Tanganyika, subject to
i

the provisions of the United Nations Charter and of 

this agreement;

(b) shall be entitled to constitute Tanganyika into 

a custom^, fiscal or administrative union or federa-

1

I
I

I tion with adjacent territories under his sovereignty

or control, and to establish common services betweenHk

such territories and Tanganyika where such measuresr:
>
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are not inconsistent with the basic objectives of the 

international trusteeship system and with the terms

of this Agreement;

(c) and shall be entitled to establish naval, mili-

teixy and air bases, to erect fortifications, to station

and employ his own forces in Tanganyika and to take all

such other measures as are in his opinion necessary for

the defence of Tanganyika and for ensuring that the

territory plays its pairt in the maintenance of inter

national peace and security. To this end the Adminis

tering Authority may make use of volunteer forces, 

facilities and assistance from Tanganyika in carrying

out the obligations towards the Security Council under-

tedcen in this regard by the Administering Authority, as

well as for local defense and the maintenance of law

and order within Tanganyika.

ARTICLE 6. The Administering Authority shall

promote the development of free political institutions suited

to Tanganyika. To this end, the Administering Authority

shall assure to the inhabitants of Tanganyika a progressively 

increasing share in the administrative and other services of 

the Territory; shall develop the participation of the inhabi

tants of Tanganyika in advisory^and legislative bodies and
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in'the government of the Territory, both central and local.

as may be appropriate to the paucticular circumstances of

the Territory and its peoples; and shall tedce all other 

appropriate measures with a view to the political advance

ment of the inhabitants of Tanganyika in accordance with

Article 76 (b) of the United Nations Charter.

ARTICLE 7. The Administering Authority under

takes to apply in Tanganyika the provisions of any inter

national conventions and recommendations already existing

or hereafter drawn up by the United Nations or by the

specialized agencies referred to in Article 57 of the 

Charter, which may be appropriate to the psirticular circum

stances of the Territory and which would conduce to the 

achievement of the basic objectives of the international

trusteeship system.

ARTICLE 8. In framing laws relating to theC'

holding or transfer of land and natural resources, the 

Administering Authority shall take into consideration 

native laws and customs, and shall respect the rights and 

safeguard the interest, both present and future, of the 

native population, 

may be transferred, except between natives, save with the

No native land or natural resources
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previous consent of the competent public authority. No 

real rights over native land or natural resources in favor 

of non-n^ives may be created except with the same consent.
c .

ARTICXE 9. Subject to the provisions of 

Article 10 of this Agreement, the Administering Authority 

shall take all necessary steps to ensure equal treatment in

social, economic, industrial and commercial matters for all

Members of the United Nations and their nationals and to

this end:

(a) shall ensure the same rights to all nationals of

Members of the United Nations as to his own nationals

in respect of entry into and residence in Tanganyika,

freedom of transit and navigation, of property both

movable and immovable, the protection of person and

property, and the exercise of professions and trades;

(b) shall not discriminate on grounds of nationality 

agai.nst nationals of any Member of the United Nations

in matters delating to the grant of concessions for

the development of the natural resources of

Tanganyika and shall not grant concessions having the

character of a general monopoly;
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(c) shall ensure equal treatment in the administra

tion of justice to the nationals of all Members of 

the United Nations. c ,

The rights conferred by this Article on nationals of 

Members of the United Nations apply 'equally to companies 

and associations controlled by subh nationals and organized

in accordance with the law of any Member of the United

Nations.

ARTICLE 10. Measures taken to give effect to

Article 9 of this Agreement shall be subject always to 

the overriding duty of the Administering Authority in 

accordance with Article 76 of the United Nations Charter 

to promote the political, economic, social and educational 

advancement of the inhabitants of Tanganyika, to carry out 

the other basic objectives of the international trusteeship 

system, and to maintain, peace, order and good government. 

The Administering Authority shall in particular be free;

o

(a) to organize essential public services and works 

on such tetms and conditions as he thinks just;

(b) to create monopolies of a purely fiscal character 

in order to provide Tanganyika with the fiscal resources
1
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which seem best suited in^local requirements, or other

wise to serve the interest of the inhabitants of

Tanganyika; c.

(c) where the interests of the economic advancement 

of the inhabitants of Tanganyika may require it, to 

establish, or permit to be established, of specific 

purposes, other monopolies or undertakings having in 

them an element of monopoly, under conditions of 

proper control; provided that, in the selection of 

agencies to carry out the purpose of this paragraph,, 

other than agencies controlled by Government of those 

in which the Government participates, the Administer

ing Authority shall not discriminate on grounds of 

nationality against Members of the United Nations or

their nationals.

ARTICiE 11. Nothing in this Agreement shall 

entitle any Member of the United Nations to claim for it

self or for its* nationals>’/oompanies and associations the 

benefits or Article 9 of this Agreement in any respect in 

which it does not give to the inhabitants, companies and 

associations of Tanganyika equality of treatment with the 

nationals, companies and associations of the state which 

it treats most favorably.
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ARXICLE^ia. The-Administering Authority shall.

as may be appropriate to the circumstances of Tanganyika,, 

continue and extend a general system of Elementary education

designed to abolish illiteracy and to facilitate the voca

tional and cultural advancement of-the populations, child

and adult, and shall similarly provide such facilities as

may prove desirable and practicable in the interests of the 

inhedaitants for qualified students to receive secondary and

higher education, including professional training.

ARTICUS 13. The Administering Authority shall

ensure in Tanganyika complete freedom of conscience and, so
)

far as is consistent with the requirements of public order

and morality, freedom of religious teaching and the free

exercise of all forms of worship. Subject to the provisions

of Article 8 of the Agreement and the local law, mission-

etxies. who are nationals of Members of the United Nations

shall be free to enter Tanganyika and to travel and reside

therein, to acquire and possess property, to erect religious 

buildings and to open schools and hospitals in the terri- 

The provisions of this Article shall no!t, however, 

.affect the right and duty of the Administering Authority to

tory.

exercise such controls as he may consider necessary for the
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maintenance of peace, order and good government and for the

educational advancement of the inhabitants, of Tanganyika, 

and to take all measures required for such control''.

ARTICLE 14.. Subject only to the requirement of

public order, the Administering Authority shall guarantee

to the inhabitants of Tanganyika freedom of speech, of the

press, of assembly, and of petition.

ARTICLE 15. The Administering Authority may

arrange for the cooperation of Tanganyika in any regional

advisory commission, regional technical organization or

other voluntary association of states, any specialized

international activity not inconsistent with the United

Nations Chaurter.

ARTICLE 16. The Administering Authority shall

make to the General Assembly of the United Nations an annual

report on the basis of a questionnaire drawn up by the

Trusteeship Council in accordance with Article 88 of the

United Nations Charter. Such reports shall include infor

mation concerning the measures taken to give effect to sug

gestions and recommendations of the General Assembly and the

Tonsteeship Council. The Administering Authority shall

designate an accredited representative to be present at the
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sessions of the Trusteeship Council at whiich the reports of 

the Administering Authority with regard to Tanganyika are

considered.

ARTICLE 17. Wpthing in this Agreement shall

effect the rights of the Administering Authority to propose.

at any future date, the amendment of this Agreement for the 

purpose of designating the whole or part of Tanganyika as a

strategic area or for any other purpose not inconsistent

with the basic objectives of the international trusteeship

system.

ARTICLE 18. The term of this Agreement shall

not be altered or amended except as provided in Article 79 

and Article 83 or 85, as the case may be, of the United

Nations Charter.

ARTICLE 19. If any dispute whatever should

eorise between the Administering Authority and another Member

of the United Nations relating to the interpretation or ap

plication of the provisions of this agreement, such dispute, 

if it cannot be settled by negotiation or other means, shall 

be submitted to the International Court of Justice provided 

for in Chapter XIV of the United Nations Charter.
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. TABLE 1 for Map 2

c.

1. Luo 21. Saobaa

.2. Kuria 22. Mbugu,

3. Suba (i) 23. Digo

4. Kwaya-(ii) 24. Segegu

5. Jita (ii) 25. Bonde

6. Kerewe (ii) 26. Zigua

7. Kara (iii) 27. Kwavi

8. Sbashi 28. Ngulu (soDetiaes known as 
Nguu or Nguru)

9. Zanaki 29. Kaguru

10. Ikizu 30. Doe

11. Ikoma 31. Kwere

12. Nguruioi 32. Zaramo

13. Songo - 33. Luguru

14. Masai. 34. Sagara

15. Arusha 35. Ndengereko

16. Meru 36. Rufigi
*■

17. Cbagga 37. Kutu

18. Kabe Vidunda .38.

19. Arusha 'chin 39. MatuDbi

20. Pare 40. Mwera

693
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41. Machxnga 63. Barabaig

42. Ngindo 64. Iraqw

43. Makonde 65. Gorowa

C'.
43A.. Mawax 66. Mbiigwe

44. Matanbwe 67. Hadzapi

45. Makau 68. Isanzu

46. Yao 69. I^imbi

47. Ndendeuli 70. Xramba

48. Ngoni 71. Sukuma

49. Matengo 72. Nyaoiwezi

50. Nyasa 73. SuDbwa

)
51. Pangwa 74. Zinza

52. Bena 75. Haya

53. Ngoni of Mpepo 75A. Ny2unbo

54. Pogoro 76. Ruanda

55. Ndaaba 77. Hangaza

56. Mbunga 78. Subi

57. Hehe 79. Rundi

58. Gogo 80. Ha

59. Xuru 81. Jiji, Rundi, Ha adnixture

60. Sandawe 82. Vinza

61. Burungi 83. Xongwe

62. Rangi, with adaixture 84. Holoholo 
of Wasi

> —•

o-< . t
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85. Bende ' 96. Nyiha

^86. Konongo 97. Wungu

87. Pimbwe 98. SeLfwa

c...
99. Sangu88. Rungwa

89. Fipa IPQ. Wangi

lOi. Kinga90. Rungwa

91. Kitnbi^ 102. Nyakyusa

92. Nyika 103. Kisi

93. Wanda 104. Ndali.

94. Mtambwe .105. Malila

95. Nyamwanga 106. Lambia

I

O

4;

r

9
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XABtE-2

Incidents of African Protest Agadnst,Government
Policy, Representatives or Forced

Aagicultiiral Methods 1945-50 5.

District and Year Complaint

Arusha 1945 tax, native authority, destock
ing

Arusha 1946 native authority, destocking

Arusha 1947 tax, agricultural controls

Arusha 1948 tax, native authority

Arusha 1949 native authority, agricultural 
controlso Arusha 1950 tax, destocking, agricultural 
controls

native authority, cattle 
dipping

Bukoba 1945

Bukoba 1946 tax, native authority, destock
ing

Bukoba 1947 t2oc, native authority

Bukoba 1948 tax, destocking, agricultural 
controls

Bukoba 1949 tax, native authority, cattle 
dipping

Bukoba 1950 tax, agricultural controls, 
cattle dipping

Dodoma 1945 native authority, destocking, 
agricultural controls

Dodoma 1946 tax, native authority, agri
cultural control.s
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tax, native authority, destock

ing, agricultural controls
Dodoma 1947

native authority, destocking, 
cattle dipping

Dodoma 1948

c _
Dodoma 1949 native authority, cattle 

dipping

tax, native authority, destock
ing

Dodoma 1950

Iringa 1945 native authority, agricultural 
controls

native authorityIringa 1946

Iringa 1947 tax, agricultural controls

native authority, destocking, 
agricultural control

Iringa 1948

r-I native authority, agricultural 
control

Iringa 1949

tax, native authority, cattle 
dipping

Iringa 1950

native authority, destocking, 
cattle dipping.

Kilosi 1945

tax, native authority, destock
ing,, agricultural control

Kilosi 1946

tax, native authorityKilosi 1947

native authority, agricultural 
control

Kilosi 1948

native authority, destockingKilosi 1949

Kilosi 1950 tax

native authority, destockingKesarane 1945
r
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0
native authority, agricultural 

control'
Kesarawe 1946

tax, native authority, cattle 
dipping

native authority, destocking, 
agricultural control

native authority

native'authorityi destocking, 
agricultural 'dontrol

destocking, agricultural control

native authority, cattle dipping

*tax, native authority, agri
cultural control

Kesarawe 1947-

Kesarawe 1948

Keseirawe 1949

Kesarawe 1950

Lushoto 1945

Lushoto 1946

Lushoto 1947

native authorityLushoto 19480
tax, destocking, agricultural 
control

Lushoto,1949

native authorityLushoto*1950 

Mbeya ^945 

Hbeya" i946

tax, agricultural control

destocking, cattle dipping

tax,.destockingMbeya 1947

destocking, agricultural controlMbeya 1948

tax, destocking

‘ native authority, destodking, 
. cattle dipping '

Mbeya 1949

Mbeya 1950

9

agricultural control 

native authority, Restocking 

tax, cattle dipping

Moshi 1945

Moshi 1946c
Moshi 1947

-*
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Moshi 1948 tax, destQCking

Moshi 1949 tax> agricultural control

Moshi 1950 destocking v\.

Mtwcira 1945

tax, native aut.hority, cattle 
dipping

Mtwcira 1946

native authorityMtwara 1947.-•-t

Mtwara 1948

tas^ destocking, agricultural 
control

Mtwara 1949

native authority, destocking, 
cattle dipping

Mtwara 1950

Pangani 1945o
Pangani 1946

tax, native authority, destock
ing, agricultural control

Pangani 1947

Pangani 1948

tax, native authority, agri
cultural control

Pangani 1949

native authority, destocking, 
cattle dipping

Pangani 1950

native authority, destocking, 
cattle dipping

tax, native authority

Rungwa 1945

Rungwa 1946

Rungwa 1947

tax, destocking, agriculture^, 
control

Rungwa 1948o
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Rungwa 1949

tax, native authority, destock
ing, agricultural control

Rungna 1950

V,.

Source: Tanganyika Provincial and District Books, 
1945-50. Rhodes House African Coilection, O:rford; 
Tanganyika Territory. Annual Reports of the Provincial 
Commissioners. 1945-50 (Dar es Salaam: Government 
Printer, 1946-51). The personal papers of administrative 
personnel substantiate the official reports. See papers 
of George Maclean, Sir Philip Euen Mitchell, B. J. J. 
Stuhkings and J. M. Sword, .Rhodes House.



TABLE 3 <

Mackenzie•Report Suggestions for Electoral ConstjLtuencies. 1952

i
African VoteConstituency Asian VoteEuropean Vote

Central Pro^j,ince NAR

Eastern Province 
(exdiniding Dar es Salaam) NAR

Lake Province NARDE or NAR

NARNorthern Province DE DE

NAR ’Southern Province

NAR or- CRSouthern Highlands Province DE or NAR DE or CR
I :

NAR or CRTanga Province DE or CR DE or CR,V

NARWestern Province

o



I

Mackenzie Report Suggestions for Electoral Constituencies. 1952
t

African VoteAsian VoteEuropean VoteConstituency

4 or 5 NAL or IE5 NAL or IEDar es Saleiatii

DE = Directly elected on a common roll 

IE = Indi^rectly elected on a common roll

Key:

NAL = Nominated at large

NAR = Nominated as representative

CR = Reserved seat on a common roll ,

= Race not represented

1

*

a
Tanganyika, Constitutional Development Commission. Report of the 

Special Commissioner Appointed to Examine Matters Arising Out of the Report
of the Committee on Constitutional Development (Dar es Salaam;

Source:

The Government
Printer, 1953), passim.

M



TABLE 4
I

The Developnent of the Tanganyika Legislative Council
* >

I

Total
Membership V:

Officials UnofficialsYear Europeans Asians Africans

1945 . 
1947
1954
1955 . 
1957
1959
1960

' 27 15 12 7 3 2
28 15 13 7 3 3
29 15 14 7 3 4
61 31 30 10 10 10
67 33 34 11 11 11
53 28 25 parity vote 

1180 71 9 10^ 50

J
I

Source: J. P. Moffett, ed 
Government Printer, 1958), and "Elections in Mainland Tanzania: 
Record," Mbioni. 1970, Vol. II, No. 5 (July, 1970), 17-21.

Handbook of Tanganyika (Car es Salaam: The
A Historical

•»X

n.

:■

3
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TABLE'S

The Development of the Tanganyika Constitution;
1920-1960

c,,

Legislative Council de -jureDate

13 officials, 10 unofficials - any race

15 officials, 14 unofficials - must include at 
least one African

1926

1945

1953 Speaker replaces Governor as Chairman

31 officials, 30 unofficials - 10 each race 
27 for 9 constituencies 
3 for general interests

1955

1957 34 officials and nominated unofficials
(no fixed ratio or racial quota)

33 representative members, 11 per race
(30 for 10 constituencies, 3 for general interests)

1958 first election, Is-t part, September

first election, 2nd part, February
(composition of Council still as in 1957)

1959

1960 Chief minister to head Government 
71 elected members 

(50 for open seats)
11 seats reserved for Asians 
io seats reserved for Europeans 
Governor still empowered to nominate members for 

general interests.

Legislative Council de facto 

192‘6 .2^ Asians included, no Africans

1945 2 Africans included
4

/ -

f
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' Date Legislative Conneil de facto

1948 4 Africans included
. . . Sr.,v.-v^.v.V-.'.-iV?'T-V.1'k^

1959 ' Government side; 28 all non elected
7 official ministers 
16 nominated members;

7 Africans
4 Asians
5 Europeans (!,' an official)

5 elected ministers

V ,

Representative side; 2S elected members

1960D 71 elected members
(50 Africanj for open seats 
11 Asians 
10 Europeans)

8 nominated members 
(4 Europeans 
2 Asians 
2 Africans)

Executive Council

1920 4 officials .

6 officials1926

"Member system" introduced1948

a ex-officio members
5 nominated members
6 unofficials, E - of each race, all Legislative 
Council members

1954

6 unofficials who now sit on the Government side 
of the Legislative Council

1955

8 officials (now called ministers)
6 assistant ministers 

(4 Africans 
1 Asian 
1 European),
ex-officio members of Legislative Council but ^ 
not pf Executive Council

19S7

0

•>

f
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) . -
Legislative Coanei1 de factoDate

4 Africans included1948

'Government ~ aide;
7 official ministers 

.16 nominated members:
7 Africans
4 Asians . _
5 Europeans (1, an official) 

5 elected ministers

28 all non elected1959
C.

28 elected membersRepresentative side:

71 elected members
(50 African, for open seats 
11 Asians 
10 Europeans)

8 nominated members 
(4 Europeans 
2 Asians 
2 Africans)

19602

)
Executive Council

4 officials1920

6 officials

"Member system" introduced

a ex-officio members
5 nominated members
6 unofficials, 2 of each race, all Legislative 
Council members

6 unoffioials who now sit on the ffiovernment side 
of''the Legislative Council

8 officials (now called ministers)
6 assistant ministers 

(4 Africans 
1 Asian 
1 European), 
ex-officio members of Legislative Council but 
not of Executive Council

1926

1948

1954

&

1955

o

19S7

•>5

(
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0 K.

Legislative Cohneil de factoDate

1948 4 Africans included

1959 Government side; 28 all non elected 
7 official ministers 
16 nominated members:

7 Africans
4 Asians -
5 Europeans (1, an official)

5 elected ministers

aa'" elected membersRepresentative side:

1960! 71 elected members
(50 African, for open seats 
11 Asians 
10 Europeans)

8 nominated members 
(4 Europeans 
2 Asians 
2 Africans)o
Executive Council

1920 4 official^

1926 6 officials

1948 "Member system" introduced

1954 3 ex-officio members
5 nominated members '
6 unofficials, 2 of each race, all Legislative 
Council members

1955 6 unofficials who now sit on the Goverijment side
of the Legislative Council

1937 8 officials (now called ministers)
6 assistant ministers 

(4 A;fricans 
1 Asian 
1 European),
ex-offioio members-of Legislative Council but 
not of Executive Council

is

C

■<?

"■c

f
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Legislative •^aneil de factoDate

1948 4 Africans included
•..., ii-» if’-

Government side; 28 all non elected 
7 official ministers 
16 nominated members:

7 Africans
4 Asians
5 Europeans (1, an official)

5 elected ministers

1959

Representative side: 2S elected members

196a> 71 elected members
(50 African, for open seats 
11 Asians 
10 Europeans)

8 nominated members 
(4 Europeans 
2 Asians 
2 Africans)

Executive Council

1920 4 officials

1926 6 officials

1948 "Member system" introduced

1954 a ex-officio members
5 nominated members
6 unofficials, 2 of each race, all Legislative 
Council members

1955 6 unofficials who now sit on the Government side 
of the Legislative Council ■c ■

c

19S7 8 officials (now called ministers)
6 assistant ministers 

(4 Africans ■ •
1 Asian 
1 European),

, ^ex-officio members of Legislative'Council but „ 
not of Executive Council

f
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Legislative Coaneil de factoDate

1948 4 Africans included

1959 GOverniaent ■ side; 28 all non elected 
7 official ministers 
16 nominated members:

7 Africans
4 Asians
5 Europeans (1, an official)

5 elected ministers

2S elected membersRepresentative side;

71 elected members
(50 African, for open seats 
11 Asians 
10 Europeans)

8 nominated members 
(4 Europeans ^
2 Asians 
2 Africans)

1960D

V '

Executive Council

1920 4 officials

1926 6 officials

1948 "Member system" introduced

1954 a ex-officio members
5 nominated members
6 unofficials, 2 of each race, all Legislative 
Council members

6 unofficials who now sit on the Government side 
of the Legislative Council

8 officials (now called ministers)
6 assistant ministers 

(4 Africans 
1 Asian 
1 European),

^ex-bfficio members of I.egislative Council but < 
not of Executive Council

1955

1937
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Legislative ^^aneii de facto

1948 4 Africans included

Government;side; 28 all non elected
7 official ministers 

16 nominated members:
- 7 Africans

4 Asians
5 Europeans (1, an official)

5 elected ministers

1959

Representative side; 2S elected members

1960D 71 elected members
(50 African, for open seats 
11 Asians 
10 Europeans)

8 nominated members 
(4 Europeans 
2 Asians 
2 Africans)0
Executive Council

1920 4 officials

1926 6 officials

1948 •'Member system" introduced

1954 3 ex-officio members
5 nominated members
6 unofficials, 2 of each race, all Legislative 
Council rembers

1955 6 unofficials who now sit on the Government side 
.of the Legislative Council c

19S7 8 officials (now called ministers)
6 assistant ministers 

(4 Africans 
1 Asian 
1 European), 
ex-officio members of Legislative Council but 
not of Executive Council

.1^ :>
V/
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Executive Council

Function of Executive Council taken over by Council 
of Ministers
4 official ministers
5 unofficial ministers 

(3 Africans
1 Asian 
1 European)y
all elected members of Legislative Council

1959

2 official Ministers
10 unofficial Ministers (including Chief Minister) 
7 Africans 
2 Europeans 
1 Asian

1960

Franchise; none before 1957

2 years secondecry education or 
^150 annual income or specified 
office

qualifications:1957

o
voters registration - 60,0001958

1959

qualifications: literacy in English or Swahili or 
3r75 annual income or specified 
office, past of present

1960

voters eligible: 1,500,000 
voters registered; 133,000ny

Source: ■ Ibis summary is based on an examination of the 
Tanganyika Legislative Council Itebates, 1926-1961, The 
Tanganyika Standard, 1945-61; Annual reports to League of 
.Nations and United Nations, 1926-61, , .

r ■ ' v
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Executive Council

Junction Executive Council taken over by Council 
of"Ministers
4 official ministers
5 unofficial ministers 

(3 Africans
1 Asian 
1 European)y
all elected members of Legislative Council 

2 official Ministers
10 unofficial Ministers (including Chief Minister)
7 Africans 
2 Europeans 
1 Asian

1959

1960

Franchise; none before 1957

qualifications; 2 yeeirs secondzucy education or
^150 annual income or specified 
office

1957

o
voters registration - 60,0001958

1959

qualifications; literacy in English or Swahili or 
.^■75 annual income or specified 
office, past of present

1960

voters eligible; 1,500,000 
voters registered; 133,000

Source; This, summMy is based on an examination of the 
Tanganyika Legislative Councii Debates, 1926-1961, The 
Tanoanvito Stand^dil' 1945-61; Annual reports to League of 
Nations and United Nations, 1926r-61» - •
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Cate
t

Function of Executive Council taken over by Council 
of Ministers
4 official ministers
5 unofficial ministers 

(3 Africans
1 Asian 
1 European),
all elected members of Legislative Council.

1959

1960 2 official Ministers
10 unofficial Ministers (including Chief Minister) 
7 Africans 
2 Europeans 
1 Asian

Franchise; none before 1957

1957 qualifications: 2 years secondairy education of
^150 annual income or specified 
office

1958 voters registration - 60,000

1959

1960 qualifications: literacy in English or Swahili or 
^75 annual income or specified 
office, past or present

voters eligible: 1,500,000 
voters registered: 133,000■•.ty

Source: This surnm^y is based on an examination of the 
. Tanganyika Legislative Council Debates, 1926-1961, The 
Tanganyika Standard, 1945-61; Annual reports to League of 
Nations and United Nations, 1926-61.

0
•V'
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Incidents of African Protest Against Government
Policy and Representatives.1950-54

District and Year Compiaint

Arusha 1951 Tax, Native authority. Agricul
tural controls. Cattle dipping

Arusha 1952 Native authority. Agricultural 
controls. Destocking

Arusha 1953 Tax, Agricultural controls. Cattle 
dipping

Arusha 1954 Tax, Agricultural controls. De
stocking

Bilhaucamulo 1951 Tax, Destocking, Cattle dipping

Biinaramuio 1952 Native authority. Agricultural 
controls. Cattle dipping

Bilharamulo 1953

Bilhauranulo 1954 Native authority. Destocking

Tax, Native authority. Agricultural 
controls. Destocking, Cattle 
dipping

BukoBa 1951

Bukoba 1952 Tax, Native authority. Agricultural 
controls. Destocking, Cattle 
dipping

• Bukoba 1953 Tax, Native authority. Agricultural 
controls. Destocking, Cattle 
-dipping

'V

j'7

•r.-,
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District and Year ‘ Complaint

Bukoba 1954 Tax, Native authority. Agricultural 
controls. Destocking, Cattle 
dipping

Buha 1951 Tax, Native authority. Agricultural 
controls. Destocking

Tax, Agricultural controls. De
stocking

Bubk 1952

Buha 1953 Native authority. Agricultural 
controls. Destocking

Buha 1954 Tax, Native authority. Agricultural 
controls

Dodoma 1951 Tax, Agricultural controls. 
Destocking

Native authority. Destocking

Tax, Agricultural controls. 
Destocking

Agricultural controls. Destocking

Dodoma 1952

Dodoma 1953

Dodoma 1954

Handlei-"’l9Sl

Handini. 1952 Tax, Agricultural controls

Native authority, Destocking

Agricultural controls. Cattle 
dipping

Handini 1953

Handini 1954

Xringa 1951 Tax, Agricultural controls. Cattle 
dipping

V

*•
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ComplaintDistrict and Year - y

Tax, Native authority. Cattle 
dipping

Iringa 1952

Iringa 1953 Native authority. Destocking

Iringa 1954

1951Kesarane

Tax, Native authority1952Kescirawe

1953Keseirawe

Native authority. Agricultural 
controls. Destocking, Cattle 
dipping

1954Kesarawe

()
Tax, Native authority. Agri

cultural controls. Destocking
Kilimanjaro 1951

Tax, Native authority. Agri
cultural controls. Cattle 
dipping

Kilimanjaro 1952

Tax, Native authority. Agri
cultural controls. Destocking

Kilimanjaro 1953

Tax, Native authority. Agri
cultural controls. Destocking

Kilimanjaro 1954

Kilosi 1951

Tax, Native authority. 
Destocking

Kilosi 1952

Kilosi 1953 Native authority. Agricultural 
controls. Destocking, Cattle 
dipping

I
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Compl^ntDistrict and- Year
X

Kilosi 1954 Native authority. Agricultural 
controls. Destocking, Cattle 
dipping

Konda 1951 Native authority. Destocking, 
Cattle dipping

Konda 1952 Native authority. Agricultural 
controls. Cattle dipping

Konda 1953

Konda 1954 Tax, Native authority. Destock
ing, Cattle dipping

Kondoa 1951 Agricultural controls. Cattle 
dipping

Kondoa 1952 Tax

Kondoa 1953

Kondoa 1954 Native authority. Cattle 
dipping

Korogwe 1951 Tax, Native authority. Cattle 
dipping

■'.Y'
Korogwe 1952 Tax, Agricultural controls

Tax, Native authority. Agricul
tural controls. Cattle dipping

Tax, Native authority. Agricul
tural controls

Korogwe 1953

Korogwe 1954

Lushoto 1951 Native authority

Tax, Native authority. Cattle 
dipping •

Lushoto 1952

V
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ComplaintDistrict and Yeax

Cn^boto 1953

Native authority, Agricultural 
controls

Lusboto 1954

Masai 1951

Native authority. Agricultural 
controls

Masai 1952

Masai 1953

Masai 1954

Native authority. Agricultural 
controls. Cattle dipping

Mbeya 1951

Mbeya 1952
)

Native authority. Agricultural 
controls. Cattle dipping

Tax, Native authority, Agri-i 
cultural controls

Mbeya 1953

Mbeya 1954

Native authority. Cattle dippingMbulu 1951

Mbulu 1952

Agricultural controls. DestockingMbulu 1953

Tax, Native authorityMbulu 1954

Native authority. Destocking, 
Cattle dipping

Moshi 1951

Moshi 1952 Native authority. Agricultural 
-controls. Cattle dipping

)
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ComplaintDistrict and Year

Native authority. Destocking, 
Cattle dipping

Moshi 1953

Tax, Native authorityMoshi 1954

Tax, Native authority. Cattle 
dipping

Agricultural controls. Destocking

Tax, Native authority. Cattle 
dipping

1951Mwanza

1952Mwanza

1953Mwanza

Tax, Agricultural controls. 
Destocking

1954Mwanza

Tax, Agricultural controls. 
Destocking, Cattle dipping

Native authority. Agricultural 
controls. Cattle dipping

Pangani 1951
)

Pangani 1952

Pangani 1953

Tax, Agricultural controlsPangani 1954

1951Rungwa

Tax, Native authority. Agricul
tural controls. Cattle dipping

1952Rungwa

Native authority. Destocking1953Rungwa

Tax, Agricultural controls1954Rungwa

Seune 1951

Native authority. Cattle dipping1952Same
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GomplaintDistrict and Yeaa:

tkSame 1953

Agricultural controls. Destocking _Same 1954

Tax, Native authority, Agricul-• 
tural controls, cattle dipping

” V
Tax, Native authority. Destocking, 

Cattle dipping

Tax, Native authority''. Agri
cultural controls, Destocking, 
Cattle dipping

Tax, Native authority. Agri
cultural controls. Cattle dipping >

Shinyanga 1951

Shinyanga 1952

Shinygnga 1953

!■

Shinyanga 1954

)
Tax, Native authority. DestockingTanga 1951

Tax, Agricultural controls. 
Cattle dipping

Tanga 1952

Tax, Native authority. Destocking, 
Cattle dipping

Tanga 1953

Tax, Native authority. Agricultural 
controls

Tanga 1954

Tax, Native authority. Destocking, 
Cattle dipping

Tax, Agricultural controls. 
Destocking

■ TaXf Native.authority. Agricul
tural controls

Uhehe 1951

r
Uhehe 1953

4

0

Uhehe 1953

fv
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ComplaintDistrict-and^Y^ '

> Tax, Agricultural controls, 
Destocking, Cattle dipping

Ubehe 1954

o

Source:'*^ Provincial and pistrict Books, 1951-54; Annual 
Report of the Provincial Commissioners, 1951-54; Report tp 
the United Nations 1951-54; personal papers of Ricbud B. 
Brayne, A. J. G. Brown, Cheurles Flt'zwilliams, C. U... Cadia, 
Hans Cory, N. O. Durdant-Hollamby, C. C. Heorris, A. K.
Leslie, B. J, J. Stubbings, and J. M. Sword, Rhode! House.

J
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TARTJ?. 7

Tanganyika Legislative Coancil Membership - 1954

The Speaker, Brig. W. H. Scupbam

Bx-Officio Members:

The Chief Secretary, Mr. R. de S. Stapledon, C.B.E.
The Member for Legal Affairs, Mr. A. T. Gratton-Bellexv, 

Q.C. '•
The Member for Finance and Economics, Mr. C. E. Tilney 
The Member for SocialServices, Mr. B. Leechman,

C.M.G., O.B.E.
The Member for Agriculture and Natural Resources,

Mr.^ A. E. Trotman, C.M.G.
The Member for Communications, Works and Development 

Planning,-Mr. T. F. R. Hill 
The Member for Local Government, Mr. F. H. Page-Jones 
The Member for Lands and Mines, Mr. A. H. Flke, O.B.E. -0

Nominated Official Members;

Mr. C. E. T. Biggs, Director of Agriculture 
Dr. A. T. Howell, C.B.E.-, Director of Medical Services- 
Mr. A. A. Oldaker, C.B.E., Senior Provincial 

Commissioner
Mr. E, C. S.'^awe, Director of Veterinary Services 
Mr. K. L. Sanders, O.B.E., E.R.D., Acting Labout 

Commissioner
Mr. R. E. Ellison, Acting Director of Education 
Mr. R. C. Marc, Acting Director of Public Works

Nominated Unofficial Members;

, Sir Chaxles Phillips, C.B.E., Dair es Salaam 
Mr. V. M. Nazerali, O.B.E., Dar es Salaam 
Mr. G. N. Houry, Q.C., Deur es Salaam 
MrV i. C. Oiopra, O.B.E., Q.C., Mwanza 
Chief^Adam Sapi, M.B.E., Iringac }

a
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Nominated Unofificial itemiters;

Balydon, Mbeya 
Kuimjee, Dax es Salaam

Mr. I. C. W 
Mr. A, Y. A 
Liwali Yustino D. Hgonda, Newala 
Mr. F. Hinds, Arusha 
Chief H. Msabile Lugusha, 'Sabora , 
Mr. A. L. LeMaitre, O.B.E., Tanga 
Mr. J. H. Baker, Kahdma '
Mr. J. K. Nyerere, Kisarawe

• 9

•9

0-

)

O

i'

A

A

Ba^ed on: Tanganyika, Legislative Counci^ Legislative 
Council Debates, 29th Session, Vol.1, May,IS", T954.

c...

- ^O... -
♦

a ■■■.
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TABLE 8
\

TAWSAKYIKA LEGISLATIVE OOllNCIL MEMBERSHIP - 1955

The Speaker (Brigadier W. E. C. Scupham, C.M.G M.C.)• 9 .

Ex-Officio Members;

The Chief Secretaxy, Mr, R. de S. Stapledotiy S.B.E.
The Member for Legal Affairs, Mr. A. J. Gratton-BeUew,

Q.C.
The Member for Finance and Economics, Mr, C. E, Tilney 
The Member for Agriculture and Natural Resources,

Mr. A. E. Trotman, C.M.G.
The Member for Communications, Works and Bevelopment 

Planning, Mr. J. F. R. Hill, C.M.G.
The Member for Local Government, Mr. F. H. Page-Jones 
The Member for Lands and Mines, Mr. A. H. Pike, 0,B*E. 
The Member for Social Services, Mr. J. P. Attenborough, 

C.B.E.
Official Members;

)

Sir Charles Phillips, C.B.E.
Mr. V. M. Nazerali, O.B.E.
Mr. D. P. K. Makwaia, O.B.E.
Mr. G. N. Houry, Q.C.
Chief Adam Sapi, M.B.E.
Mr. 1. C. Chopra, O.B.E., Q.C.
Chief Amri Dodo 
Mr. R. E. Ellison, E.D., Deputy Director of Education 
Mr. H. S. C. Gill, Sdnior Provincial Commissioner, Tanga 
Mr. R. J. Heorvey, Secretary for Trade and Economics 
Sir Jsunes Henry, M.C., Q.C., Solicitor-General 
Mr. F. Hinds
Mr. A. M. A. Karimje, O.B.E.
Dr. J. M. Liston, M.B., Q.C., Director of Medical Services 
Mr. C. Mace, O.B.E., Director of Lands and Surveys 
Mrs. B. M. Marealle 
Mr. K. M. Mehta
Liwali H. Saleh El Busaidy, M.B.E., Liwali of Dar es- 
Salaam

Mr. K. L. Sanders„.,Q.B.E., E.R.D., Labour Commissioner

:

{
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J
Official Members;

Liwali Gulamrasul Sbexdely Liwali of Bagamoyo 
Mr. J, R, P, Siper, Director of Agriculture 
Mrs. K. P. Walker- 
Mr. P. H. Woodrow, O.B.B Dirjector of Public Works•»

Unofficial Members, Dar es Salaam:

Mr. A. Y. A. Karimje, O.B.B. 
Hakimu S. J. Kiruka 
Mr. R. C. J. Maslin

Unofficial Members, Central Province;

Chief Abdarahamani Gwao 
Mrs. S. keeka
Lt.-’Col. C. L. Xowne, O.B.B.

Unofficial Members, Eastern Province:

Mr. G. P. Kunambi 
Mr. D. Parker 
Mr. J. D. Shah

>

Unofficial Members, Lake Ibrovince:

Captean J, Bennett 
Mr. P. Bomani 
Mr. S. R. Tanner

Unofficial Members, Northern Province;

Mr. S. K. George' 
Mr. H. K. Virani 

, Mr. B. J. Wallis

unofficial Members, Southern Highlands Province:

Mr, 1. C. W. Bayldon, O.B.B.
. Mr. R. K. Manji

Mr. G. W. Nhiansaeu
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Unofficial Members, Southern Province;

Liwali J. D. Mgonda
Mr. J. A. G,. Verai
Mr. R. W. R. Miller, O.B.E.

Unofficial Members, Xanga Province;

Mr. M. S. Desai
Mr. A. L. LeMaitre, O.B.E.
Mr. P. C. Mntambo

Unofficial Members, Western Province:

Mr. J. H. Baker 
Chief H. M. Lugusha 
Mr. H. L. Sumar

Unofficial Members, General Interests:

Mr. Amur Omeuc
Sir Eldred Hitchcock, C.B.E. 
Mr. E. D. LushakuziJ

Jtesed_on:. Tanganyika Legislative Council, Legislative 
Council Debates. 30fh Session, Vol. I, April 14, 1955.

i
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XABEE 10

incidents of African:Protest Against Government
Policy- or Representatives 1955-57

1
District and Year Complaints

Arusha 1955 Tax, Native authority. Agri
cultural controls, Cattle 
dipping

Arusha 1956 Tax, Native authority, Agri-- 
cultural controls. Cattle 
dipping

Arusha 1957 Tax, Native authority. Agri
cultural controls. Cattle 
dipping

Beharamulo 1955 Tax, Agricultural Controls, 
Destocking, Cattle dipping

Beharamulo 1956 Tax, Native authority. Agri
cultural controls

Beharamulo 1957 Native authority. Destocking

Bukoba 1955 Tax, Native authority. Agri
cultural controls. Destocking, 
Cattle dipping

Bukoba 1956 Tax, Native authority. Agri
cultural controls

Bukoba 1957 Tax, Native authority.
Destocking, Cattle dipping

Buha 1955 Native authority. Destocking, 
Cattle^dippihg
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District and Year - Complaints

Buha 1956 Tax, Agricultural controls, 
Cattle dipping

Native authority. Cattle dippingBuha 1957

Tax, Native authority. Agri
cultural controls. Destocking

Tax, Native authority. Agri
cultural controlsj Destocking

Tax,_Native authority. Agri
cultural controls. Destocking

Dodoma 1955

Dodoma 1956

Dodoma 1957

Tax, NaAve authority. Agri
cultural controls. Destocking, 
Cattle dipping

Handini 1955

0 Tax, Native authority. Agri
cultural controls. Destocking, 
Cattle dipping

Handini 1956

. Tax, Native authority. Agri
cultural controls. Destocking, 
Cattle dipping

Handini 1957

Tax, Agricultural controls. 
Destocking

Iringa 1955

' Taix, Native authority. Agri
cultural controls. Destocking,^ 
Cattle dipping

Iringa 1956

. Tax, Agricultural controls. 
Destocking

Iringa 1957

■r

Native authority, Agr:^cultural 
controls,-Destocking, Cattle- 
dipping

. Kesarawe 1955

r •

*«
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‘ ComplaintsDistrict and Yeau:

-Xabc,, Native authority. Agri
cultural controls. Destocking, 
Cattle dipping

Teuc, Native authority, Agri- 
.cultural controls. Cattle

1956Kesarawe

- V‘-

4

Kesar^^ 1957

;■ ' •X.s
■(.

Kilimanjaro 1955 Xax, Native authority. Agri
cultural controls. Cattle 

^ dippin'g

Tax, Native authority. Agri
cultural controls. Destocking, 
Cattle dipping

Tax, Native authority. Agri
cultural ^pontrols. Destocking

4-'

Kiliman jeiro' 1956

Kilimanjeoro 1957

0)
O

Tax, Native authority, Agri- • 
cultural controls. Destocking, 
Cattle dipping

Kilosi 1955

■ cT-

•;? Agricultural controls. Cattle 
dipping

«-Tax, Native authority. Agri
cultural controls. Cattle 
dipping*

Kilosi 1956

Kilosi 1957

o

- -x

Native authority. Agricultural 
controls. Destocking

Native authority. Agricultural 
controls. Destocking

Native authority. Destocking, 
Cattle dipping

1955Konda

1956^; •Konda

f

1957Konda

\
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ifestrict and Year Compiaint's

1955 Tax, Native authority. Destocking, 
Cattle dipping

Kondoa 1956 Native authority. Agricultural 
controls. Destocking, Cattle 
dipping

, Rondba 1957 Tax, Destocking, Cattle dipping

Tax, Nativ^authority. Destocking, 
Cattle dipping

Korogwe 1955

ip ■

1956 Tax, Native authority. Agricul
tural controls. Cattle dipping

Korogwe

; Korogwe 1957 Tax,. Native authority. Destocking, 
Cattle dipping

o Lushoto 1955 Tax, Native authority. Agri
cultural controls. Destocking

Tax, Agricultural controls, ■ 
Cattle dipping

Lushoto 1956

■a.

i-. Lushoto 1957 Tax, Native authority. Agri
cultural controls. Destocking

Masai ' 1955 Native authority. Agricultural 
controls. Destocking, Cattle 
dipping

J4asai 1956 Destocking, Cattle dipping

Masai 1957 Agricultural controls. Destocking, 
Cattle dipping

■%

Mbeya 1955 Tax, Native authority. Agricultural , 
'controls. Cattle dipping

(• ■0

■

■*
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1) 4.

District and Year Complaints
«a

Tax, Agricultural controls. 
Destocking

1956

Mbeya 1957 Tax, Native authority. Agri
cultural controls

•»

i'.

Mbulu 1955 Tax, Native authority, Agri- - 
cultural controls. Destocking, 
Cattle dipping

Tax, Agricultural controls. 
Destocking, Cattle dipping

Mbulu 1956

Mbulu 1957 Tax, Destocking, Cattle dipping

Moshi 1955 Tcix, Native authority. Agri
cultural controls. Cattle 
dipping

Tax, Native authority. Agri
cultural controls. Destocking, 
Cattle dipping

Tax, Native authority. Agri
cultural controls. Cattle 
dipping

0
Moshi 1956

Moshi 1957

Mwanza 1955 Tax, Native authority, Agri^ 
culturatl controls. Cattle 
dipping

Tax, Native authority. Agri
cultural controls

Tax, Native authorityi Agri
cultural controls

. Mwanza 1956

Mwanza 1957
X-

r*
Pangani 1955 Tax, "Native authority. Agri

cultural conSrols, Destockingc ^
*-■- •

. ** '

5^' .. f ~
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CoapiaintsDistrict and Yeax

' 1956 Xax^ Agricultural controls. 
Destocking

Tax, Native authority, Agri
cultural controls

Mbeya 1957

Tax, Native authority, Agri- - 
cultural controls. Destocking, 
Cattle dipping

Tax, Agricultural controls. 
Destocking, Cattle dipping

Mbulu 1955
1

1956Mbulu

Tax, Destocking, Cattle dippingMbulu 1957

Teix, Native authority. Agri
cultural controls. Cattle 
dipping ^

Tax, Native authority. Agri
cultural controls. Destocking, 
Cattle dipping

Moshi 1955

)

Moshi 1956

Tax, Native authority. Agri
cultural controls. Cattle 
dipping

Moshi 1957

Tax, Native authority, Agrir 
culturatl controls. Cattle 
dipping

Tax, Native authority. Agri
cultural controls

Tax, Native authority^ Agri
cultural controls

1955Mwanza

Mwanza 1956

Mwanza 1957

r*--

Tax, Native authority. Agri
cultural controls. Destocking

Pangani 1955
• s

«•. - . ■

/ -
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District" and Yeair Complaints
■5»

Mbeya '1956 Tax, Agricultural controls. 
Destocking

Mbeya 1957 Tax, Native authority. Agri
cultural controls

Mbulu 1955 Tax, Native authority. Agri
cultural controls. Destocking, 
Cattle dipping

Tax, Agricultural controls. 
Destocking, Cattle dipping

Tax, Destocking, Cattle dipping

Mbulu 1956

Mbulu 1957

Mosbi 1955 Tax, Native authority. Agri
cultural controls. Cattle - 
dipping0

Moshi 1956 Tax, Native authority, Agri
cultural controls. Destocking, 
dattle dipping

Moshi 1957 Tax, Native authority. Agri
cultural controls. Cattle 
dipping

Mwanza 1955 Tax, Native authority, Agri^ 
cultural controls, Cattle 
dipping

Tax, Native authority, Agri- 
dultural controls

Tax, Native authority^ Agri
cultural controls

Mwanza 1956

Mwanza 1957

Pangani 1955 Tax, Native authority, Agri- 
. cultural controlsyf^testocking'

■ .
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District and Yezir Complaints

Pangani 1956 Xaxy Native authority. Agri
cultural controls. Destocking

Tax,.Native authority. Agri
cultural controls, Destp,ck±ng -' ;

Pangani 1957

Run'gwa 1955 Tax, Agricvritural contrail?, 
Destocking, Cattle dipping

Tax, Native authority. Agri
cultural controls. Destocking, 
Cattle dipping

Rungwa 1956

Rungwa 1957 Tax, Agricultural controls,' 
Destocking, Cattle dipping'.

Same 1955 Tax, Native authority. 
Destocking

Tax, Native authority.
Destocking, Cattle dipping

Same 1956

Same 1957 Tax, Native authority. 
Destocking

Shinyanga 1955 Tax, Agricultural controls. 
Destocking, Cattle dipping’

Shinyanga 1956 Tax, Native authority. 
Destocking

Agricultural controls. Cattle 
dipping

Shinyanga 1957

■ Tanga 1955 Taxj Native authority. Agri
cultural controls. Destocking

Tide*, Native authority, Agri- 
. cpltura.l controls

•" r Tanga ' 1956

... V-

y ■
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Complaints

Teoc, Native authority. Agri
cultural controls

District and Year _
■ ■ £■ ^
Tanga 1957

■■

■. '.

tm'ebe 1955

^ .

«
■/f

Tax, Native authority. Agri
cultural controls, Cattle 
dipping

Native authority. Agricultural 
controls. Destocking, Cattle 
dipping

Uhehe 1956

Native authority. Agricultural 
controls

Uhehe 1957

Tax, Native authority. Agri
cultural controls

Ukerewe 1955

Tax, Native authorityUkerewe 1956

Agricultural controls. 
Destocking

Ukerewe 1957

Source: Provincial and District Books, 1955-57; Annual 
Report of-the Provincial Commissioners. 1955-57; Personal 
papers?of-Geoffrey P. Alsebrook, D, Barton, Richard B,"
Brayne, B. N. Brend, A. J. G. Brown, Charles Fitzwilliam,
C. V. CauJift, L. K. Dawson, Francis Dudley Dowsett, A. C.
M. De Vere, Randall Erskine Ellison, Sir John Fletcher-Cooke, 
H. Lt. John Grant, C. C. Harris, Douglas Frank Heath, R. J. 
Hildesley, Rt. Rev. J. Holraes-Siedle, George Maclean,
H. Mason, P. N, Mawhood, Donald William Neath, Eric George 
Rowe, B. J. J. Stubbings, J. S. M. Vintmr, and R. W. Young.

.
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> .^lABLE 11
N

TANU Proposals M^e in 1956 for 1958 Constitutional
Advancement

’1956 Constitution VTANU Proposals for 1958
" 'r'ii-

The Legislative Council The Legislative Council .

Official Side Official Side

Officials - 17 Officials - 17

Representative nominated 
members:

Representative nominated 
members:

Afripans;
Asians:
Europeans:

4 Africans:
Asians:
Europeans:

8
6 4

6)

Total Official side: 31 Total official side: 33

Unofficial Side Unofficial Side

Directly elected members:- Nominated members:

Africans: 
Asians: 
Europeans

Africans: 10
Asians:

. Europe^:

14
_ 10 6

10 6

Indirectly ele\:i|ed 
Southern & Weatein^ 
Africans: 2

Total unofficial side^ members
Provinces

\
\

Nominated membracs 
Southern & Western Provinces 
Europeans: 2 
Asians: 2

Total unofficial side: 32

G

" I
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O -G , The Executive Oauricil-:'XH -r^he Executive Council

\
- dificials 8 Officials - 9

^"Unoffioialsi'

Africans;
Asians;
Europeans;

Unofficials:
Africans:
Asians:
Europeans;

42
22
22

Total: 17Total: 14

The introduction of the 
system of portfolios; 
some allocated to repre
sentative members of 
Legislative Council

o

,X
Based on TANU ^iti^l-fiTeS“,-1954^T385i EqiB papers and 

TANU documents file. Nortfanestern University.c ^
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TABLE 13

Incidents of.' A£ria St Against' Government
Policy’' or Representatities 1956-59

District and. Year Complaint

Arusha 1958 Tax, Native Authority, Agri
cultural Control, Compulsory 
Destoeking

Arusha 1959 Tax, Agricultural Control, 
Cattle Dipping

Buhar-amulo 1958 Native Autherity, Agricultural 
Control, Cattle Dipping, 
Compulaary Deatock;ahg

Taxj Native Authority, Cattle 
Dipping0 Buhar-aBulQ 1959

Tact, Agricultural Control, Cattle 
Dipping, Compulsory Destocking

Bukoba 1958

Tax, Native Authority, Agricul
tural Control

BuKoba 1959

Tax, Native AuthomityBuha 1958

Bufia' 1959 Cattle Dipping, Compulsory 
Dastoeking

Tax, Native Authority, Agrl=.
cultural Control, Cattle Dipping

Dodoma 1958

Dodoma 1959 Tax, Agricultural Control, Com^ 
pUlsory Destocking

f
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CtonplaintDiatriot and Year

Native Authority,'Agri- 
f e^^jsal Control, Cattle 
Vpippiug, Compulsory Destocking

Geita 1958

Tax, Native Authority, Agri- 
eulturaX Control, Cattle 
Dipping, Compulsory Destocking

Selta 1959

« *Handini 1958 Tax, Native Authority, Cattle 
Dipping, Compulsory Destocking

Xass, Native Authority, Cattle 
Dipping, Compulsory Destocking

Handini 19S0

Tax, AgriguJtural control, Cattl© 
Dipping, Compulsogy DefiliockiPg

Tax, Native Autherity, Agsi- 
eultural Control, Cattle 
Bippingj Gompulaory DosiiOoking

jEinga 1958

irifiga 1,959
>

Native Authority, Compulsory 
Destocking.

Xaxj ^ttle Dipping, CompUlaory 
Destocking

liesarawe 1958

Kesarane 1959

Tax, Native Authority, Ageieulfural 
Control, Compulsory Destocking

KiUhanjaro 1958

Kilimanjaro 1959 Tax, Native Authority, Agricultural 
Control, Cattle Dipping, 
Compuleory DestOckiRg

Agricultural Control, Cattlo Dipping, 
Compulsory Desfock^a., _ _

Native Authority,>^ttle Dipping, 
Compulsory Destocking

KilOsi 1958

Kiloai 1959)

/
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63Bi'plain.tDistrict and Yeax
^ac^vj^ttle Dipping, Compulsory 

Destocking

Native Authority, Agricultural 
Controlj cattle Dipping, 
Compulsory Destocking

Konda 1958

Konda 1&59

Kondoa 195® Native Authority, Cattla Dipping, 
Compulsory DestooklHg

lass, Native Autbarity, Cattle 
Pipping

Kondoa 1959

1
Korogwe 1958 -I-ase, Native AutbKrityj Agii-: 

cultural CorstEoij Compulsory 
Destocking, cattle pipping

KoEoawe 1959 lax-, Native Auth.crity, Agri- 
euiturai eontrol,, Compulsory 
SestD^iins, Cattle Dipping

Lusboto 1958 lagc. Native Authority, Agri
cultural cofitgel. Cattle .
Dipping, Cdiapulsory Destocking

% ’ ’

lax. Native Authority, Agri-
cuitural CoEtrol, Cattle 
Dipping, eorapulaory Dcstoeking

Lushoto 1959

Masai 1958 Cattle Dipping, CsapaXsosy 
Doatooklftg

Cattle Dippingj CompulsDry 
Destoc^pg

Masai 1959

Native Aytb.orlty, Agrieultural 
Control, Cattle Dipping

Mbeya 1956

• i
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Complaintaistrict and Year

flati^^g^utbority ,. Agricultural 
^'^<ton3trol. Compulsory Destboking

Mbeya 19S9

SasEi Agrioulturai Control, Cattle 
Dipping, E^ftpulsOry ttestpcking-

Kativo Authosltyj Agricultural 
Control, Cattle DippiRs

Mbplti 1958

MbUlU 19S9

- lax', Native Astherity, Agricultural 
eestrol, Campulssry BastGc^ins

Hative Authority, AB¥ieaitural 
Contrei, Cattle olggiitg,, 
Cbbapulsgry DastooUing

Mbshi 1958

Mosul 1959

ltec.5 Native Authority, Agricultural 
Saatrel, nipping

fax. Native Authority, Agricultural 
Controly Cattlb Dipping

Mwansa 39S8

?V»ansa 1959

fax,. Hative A,utha3ji.ty, AgriQulAural 
Control, Cattle Dipping, 
CotopulsAry DestiJCking

Tax, Native Authority, Agricultural 
Control, Cattle Dipping, 
Compulsory Destbblsihg

Pangani 1958

1939Paiagani

Native Aufiiority, Cattls Dipping, 
CQmpulaoxy DeatKcking

Tax, Agricultural Control, 
Cacip^laory Destocking

RAngraa 195$'

Rungwa 1959

Tax, Native Authority, Cattle 
Dipping, Compulsory Dostoeking

§awe 195$
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J
District and Year

/!Na^yg!»4«thprity,. Agricultural 
Vo^roli aSattle Dipping, 

CpBipulsgry Destocking
Same 1959

Native AytbDDity, Agricultural 
eantrol. Cattle Dipping, 
Compuladry Destoohing

^as, Native Authority, Agri
cultural Control, conpulsary 
beotp^cittg

Shinyanga Igsa

Sbinyanga X9SP-)•

tax. Native Authority, Agri- 
eultuial ipontrol. Cattle 
Dipping

Tas, J^ativa.Authorityj Agri- 
chfl^prai Control, Cattle 
Dipping, COBpulaDry 
pestgclclng

TAkioa 1^56

^^anoa 1959

0

Ta5£, Native Authority, Agri
cultural Control, Compulsory 
Des^^cdsing

Native Authority, Agrieultural 
Control, Catitle Dipping, 
Compulsory Destocking

Ufiebe 1958

Uhehe 1959

Tax, Agrieultural Control, 
Cattle Dipping

DkeSewe 1958

(
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C)
ComplaintDistrict and Year

, Cattle1959Ukerewe

o

>

Provincial and District BqoJ«s, 195B-59; Annual 
Reports of the Provincial Commissions. 1958-59, personal 
papers of Geoffrey P» Alsebrook, Barton, R, Bosneli, 
Richard P, Brayne, E. N. Brend, A. J. G, Brown, Charles 
Fitzwillian, C. V. Cadiz, L, K. Dawson, Francis Dudley 
Dowsett, A. C. M. DeVere, Randall Brskine Ellison, Sir 
John Fletcher Cooke, H. St. John Grant, C. C. Harris, 
Douglas Frank Heath, R, J. Hildesley, Rt. Rev. J. Holdies- 
Duddley, George Maclean, H> Mason, R. N. MawHood, Ronald 
Williaos Neath, A. Pziestner, Eric George Rowe, B. J. J. 
Stubbings, J. M. Sword, J. S. M. Vinter, R. W. Young.

Source:

(
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XABLE 15

Voter Registration Analysis: Utete. Mstrict ,. 1959

^isacRiCT K>paLA.xioi>j 104,682

VOTER RgeiSTRATlON 253

Wumbfir oi Voters Occupation

121 Voters - ’7'iSi of Total I,ocal Government!
1 Chief 

55 Headman
47 HativH Authorities

PritoaKy -Seboelst
1 Headmaater 

17 Teaohara

_ _ _ .X,

23V6tor9 - 13% of Totalo Civil SarVanta:
4 Officers 
11 Clerks 
4 Police
3 Hospital AttendaRts 
1 P6stal Clerk

7 Voters - 4% of ?9tal flgxiculiurg:
7 Farmers

le Voters " 11% of Total Business!
17 Traders 
1 Ginnery Mana^r

1 Voter - .8% of Total Folltioai!
1 TANO Secretary

Based on "Fisst Electoral HollaUtetef, in Utalie 
District File,. 19S9, Tanganyika Distrie-t and Previnclal 
Books {lfiisr<rfilOj, Rhodea Mtouse.

s-
<?
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TARIJS 17

Incidentsof ^rican Protest Against ^Government
Policy or Heprefsentatives 1960-61

District and Year Complauint

Tax, Native Authority, Agri
cultural Control, Cattle 
Dipping

Tax, Native Authority, 
Compulsory Destocking

Arusha I960

Arusha 1961

BiharamuTo I960 Native Authority, Agricultural 
Control, Cattle Dipping, 
Compulsory Destocking 

Tax, Agricultural Control, 
Cattle Dipping.

Biharamulo 1961

o
Bukoba 1960 
Bukoba 1961

Native Authority, Cattle Dipping 
Agricultrual Control, Compulsory 

Destocking

Buha I960 Tax, Agricultural Control, 
Compulsory Destocking 

Native Authority, Cattle Dipping, 
Compulsory Destocking

Buha 1961

Dodotia 1960 Tax, Agricultural Control, 
Cattle Dipping, Compulsory 
Destocking

Tax, Native AuthorityDodoma 1961

Geita I960 Tax, Native Authority, Cattle 
Dipping

Native AuthorityOeita 1961

(
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ComplaintDistrict and Year

Native Authority, Cattle Dipping, 
Compulsory Destocking 

Tax, Agricultural Control,
Cattle Dipping

Handani

Handdni 1961

Iringa 1960 
Iringa 1961

Tax, Cattle Dipping 
Native Authority

1960
1961

Cattle Dipping 
Tax, Native Authority

Kesarawe
Kesaxawe

Kilimanjaro 
Ki liman jairo

1960
1961

Native Authority 
Cattle Dipping, Compulsory 
Destocking

Kelosi
Kelosi

Tax, Native Authority 
Agricultural Control

1960
1961o

Konda 1960 
Konda. 1961

Agricultural Control 
Native Authority, Compulsory 
Destocking

Kondoa 1960 Native Authority, Compulsory 
Destocking

Tax, Native AuthorityKondoa 1961

1960
1961

Korogwe
Korogwe

Native Authority, Cattle Dipping 
Native Authority, Agricultural 

Control

Lusboto 1960 Tax, Native Authority, Agri
cultural Control, Compulsory 
Destocking

Native Authority, Agricultural 
Control, Cattle Dipping

Lusboto 1961

r"
o
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District and Year Complaint

Tax, Native Authority, Agri-
cul'tural Control,'Cattle Dipping” 

Tax, Native Authority, Agri
cultural Control, Compulsory 
Destocking

Masai 960

36^
Masai

Mbeya 1960 Tax, Native Authority, Agri
cultural Control 

Native Authority, Cattle DippingMbeya 1961

Mbulu
Mbulu

1960
1961

Tax, Native Authority 
Agricultrual Control, Cattle 

Dipping

Moshi 1960 Native Authority, Agricultural 
Control

Tax, Native AuthorityMoshi 1961

Mwanza
Mwanza

1960
1961

Tax, Cattle Dipping 
Native Authority, Compulsory 
Destocking

Pangani 1960 
Pangani 1961

Tax, Native Authority 
Tax, NAtive Authority, Agri

cultural Control

Rungwa 1960 Tax, Native Authority, Cattle 
Dipping

Native Authority, Agricultural 
Control

Rungwa 1961

Same 1960 Tax, Native Authority, Agri
cultural Control, Compulsory 
Destocking

Native Authority, Agricultural 
Control, Cattle Dipping

Same 1961
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District and Year 6om^iaint

Sbinyanga 1960 Native Authority, Agricultural 
Control* Cattle Dipping 

Native Authority, Agricultural 
Control, Cattle Dipping, 
Compulsory Destocking

Shinyafiga-' 1961

Tanga 1960 Tax, Native Authority, Cattle 
Dipping

Native Authority, Compulsory 
Destocking

Tanga 1961

Uhehe
Uhehe

1960
1961

Tax, Native Authority 
Native Authority, Cattle Dipping, 

Compulsory Destocking

like re we 1960 Native Authority, Agricultural 
Control

Tax, Native Authority, Cattle 
Dipping

o Ukerewe 1961

Source: Provincial and District Boc*s, 1960-61; Annual 
Reports of the Provincial Commissioners 1960-61; personal 
papers of Gepffry P, Alsebrook, D, Barton, Richard B, 
Brayne, S. N. Brend, L. K, Dawson, Francis Dudley Dawsett, 
H. St. John Grant, C. C, Harris, Douglas Frank Heath, 
George Maclean, H. Mason, R. N. Mawhood, Ronald William 
Neath, Eric George Rowe, J. S. M. Vinter and R. W. Young. 
Rhodes House.

r-
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• •.4.4-

The Hoover Institute for War, Pevoliiiios and Peace. 
Stanford Univetaityr Stanford, Cajifornia, United.StatSB
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1:.
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\
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